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THE ATMOSPHERE. 5

J. Air, 3. Carbonic acid gas,
^

Chap .I
^

2. Water, 4. Unknown bodies.

These shall form the subject of the four following Sec-

tions. But before proceeding to ascertain; their proper-

ties, and the proportion in which thej exist; in air, it

will be worth while to endeavour to calculate the a-,

mount of the whole of the atmosphere which surroimds

the earth. This will put it in our power to state the

amount of its different constituent parts, and of course

to see how far the quantities of each agree with the dif-

ferent chemical theories which have been maintained

concerning the influence of these bodies on the different

kingdoms of nature.

Mechanical philosophers have demonstrated, that the Ifs aVolutw

weight of a column of the atmosphere, whose base is
l^^"^''^"

an inch square, is equal to a column of mercury Oi the

same base, and balanced by the atmosphere in the ba-

rometical tube. Now let us suppose the mean height

of the barometer to amount to nearly 30 inches. Let

R denote the radius of the earth, r the height of the

mercury in the barometer, tc the ratio between the cir^

^umference of a circle and its diameter. The solidity

of the earth is —
; the solidity of the sphere com-

posed of the earth, and a quantity of ^mercury sur-

rounding it equal to the weight of the atmosphere, is

i-—> ,T ^
. Consequently the solidity of the hollow

sphere of mercury equal to the weight of the atmc
, - 4'(R+r)* 4^R^ . /-T>- f i -D ^

sphere IS ii—!—^ ==; 4 t (j^" r -{- r^ R.

+— J, or, neglecting the terms containing r* s.n(
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Book I. 4 5r R* r. This formula, by substituting for tt, R*, and

r, their known values, gives the solidity of the hoU

low sphere of mercury in cubic feet. But a cubic foot

of mercury is nearly equal to 13,5000 avoirdupoisl

ounces. Hence the mean weight of the atmosphere

amounts to about l,911,163,227,258,181,818lbs. a^

voirdupois.

SECT. I.

OF AIR.

X HE word AIR seems to have been used at first t©

denote the atmosphere in general ; but philosophers

^^^^'^.^^^^ afterwards restricted it to the elastic fluid, which con*-
tic fluid* . .

stitutes the greatest and the most important part of tbe

atmosphere, excluding the water and the other foreign

bodies which are occasionally found mixed with it. For

' many years all permanently clastic fluids were consi^

dered as air, from whatever combinations they were ex*

tricated, and supposed to possess exactly the same pro-

perties with the air of the atmosphere. It is true, in-

deed, that Van Helmont suspected that elastic fluids

possessed different properties; and that Boyle ascertain-

ed that all elastic fluids are not capable of supporting

combustion like air. But it was not till the discoveri^,

of Cavendish and Priestley had demonstrated the pecu-
liar properties of a variety of elastic fluids, that phi-

losophers became sensible that there existed various

'-

species of them. In consequence of this discovery^ the
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word air became generic, and was applied by Priestley, Chap. I.

and the British and Swedish philosophers in general, to

all permanently elastic fluids, while the air of the at-

mosphere was distinguished by the epithets of common

or atmospheric air ; but Macqaer thought proper to ap-

ply the term gas, first employed by Van Helmont, to

all permanently elastic fluids except common air, and

to confine the term air to this last fluid. This innova-

tion was scarcely necessary ; but as it has now been i

generally adopted, it will be proper to follow it. By
the word iz/r, then, in this Section, I mean only com-

mon air, or the fluid which* forms by far the greatest

part of the atmosphere.

The foreign bodies which are mixed or united with

air in the atmosphere are so minute in quantity com-

pared to it, that they have no very sensible influence

on its properties. We may therefore consider atmo-

spheric air, when in its usual state of dryness, as sui5-

ciently pure for examination.

!• Air is an elastic fluid, invisible indeed, but easily specific

recognized by its properties. Its specific gravity, ac- S"^*^^^ ?•

cording to the experiments of Sir George Shuckburgh,
when the barometer is at 30 inches, and the thermome-

ter between 50** and 60*, is usually reckoned I'OUO : It

is 816 tioies lighter than water. One hundred cubic

inches of air weigh 3X grains troy.

But as air is an elastic fluid, and compressed at the
Density,

surface of the earth by the whole weight of the incum-

bent atmosphere, its density diminishes according to its

height above the surface of the earth. From the expe-

riments of Paschal, Deluc, General Roy, &c. it has

been ascertained, that the density diminishes in the ra,.
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Book I. tJo of the compression. Consequently the density de^

creases in a geometrical progression, while the heights

increase in an arithmetical progression.

Bouguer had suspected, from his observations made

on the Andes, that at considerable heights the density

V of the air is no longer proportional to the compressing

force *
; but the experiments of Saussure junior, made

upon Mount Rose, have demonstrated the contrary f.

CJolpvr. o. Although the sky is well known to have a blue

^bloar, yet it cannot be doubted that air itself is Alto-

gether colourless and invisible. The blue colour of the

sky is occasioned by the vapours which are always mix-

ed with air, and which have the property of reflecting

th'b blue rays more copiously than any other. This

hasbeen proved by the experiments which Saussure made

with his cyanometer at different heights above the sur-

face of the earth. This instrument consisted of a circular

band of paper, divided into 51 parts, each of which was

painted with a different shade of blue ; beginning with

the deepest mixed with black, to the lightest mixed with

white. He found that the colour of the sky always cor-

responds with a deeper shade of blue the higher the ob-

server is placed above the surface ; consequently, at a

certain height, the hlue will disappear 'altogether, and

the sky appear black j that is to say, will reflect no

light at all. The colour becomes always lighter in pro-

portion to the vapours mixed with the air. Hence it

;s evidently owing to them J.

Compa«I- 3, por many ages air was considered as an element
Itioa.

« Mem. Par. i^SiV'S^S- i -^o""- ^' ^h'' "xvi. 9^.

^ Saussure, Voyages dans let Alpes^ iv. s88 .



A

SYSTEM
OF

CHEMISTRY.

PART II

CHEMICAL EXAMINATION

OF NATURE.

JriAViNG, in the First Part of this Work,> given a very
full detail of the principles of Chemistry, and a de-

scription of the different Substances with which it is ne-

cessary for the Chemist to be acquainted, I propose, in

this Second Part, to take a view of the different sub-

stances as they exist in nature, constituting the material

world, that we may ascertain how far the science of

chemistry will contribute towards explaining their na-

ture, and accounting for the different changes which

they produce on each other. Now the different sub-

stances of which the material world, as far as we have

access to it, is composed, may be very conveniently ar«

ranged under the five following heads:

1* The Atmosphere, 4. Vegetables,

2. Waters, 5. Animals.

3. Minerals,

These five divisions will form the subject of the five

following Books.



BOOK L

Pnok I.

OF THB

ATMOSPHERE

J HE atmosphere is that invisible elastic fluid whicV

surrounds the earth to an unknown height, and encloses

it on all sides. It received its name from the Greeks,

in consequence of the vapours which are continually

mixing with it. When the chemist turns his attention

to the atmosphere, there are two things which naturally

engage his attention : First, to ascertain the substances

of which it is composed ; and, secondly, to trace the

changes to which it is liable. I shall therefore divide

this Book into two Chapters. In the first, I shall ex«

amine the component parts of the atmosphere ; and, in

the second, examine the changes to which it is liable,

under the title of Metkorologt.
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COMPOSlTIOiT OF THE ATMOSPHERE. t

Chap. T.

CHAP. I.

COMPOSITION OF THE ATMOSPHERE.

W EITHER the properties nor the composition of the Opinions of

atmosphere seem to have occupied much of the atten-
theanaent*,

tion of the antients. Aristotle considered it as one of

the four elements, situated between the regions of w^/^r

znd^re, and mingled with two exhalations, the
drjf and

the moist; the first of which occasioned thunder, light-

ning, and wind ; while the second produced rain, snow,

and hail. The ancients, in general, seem to have con-

sidered the blue colour of the sky as essential to the at-

mosphere ; and several of their philosophers believed

that it was the constituent principle of other bodies, or

at leasl that air and other bodies are mutually converti-

ble into each other *. But these opinions continued

in the state of vague conjectures, till the matter was ex-

plained by the sagacity of Hales, and of those philoso-

phers who followed his illustrious career.

* Thus Lucretius:

Semper enim quodcunque fluit de rebus, id omne

Aeris in magnum fertur mare : qui nisi contra

Corpora retnbuat rebus, recreetque fluenteis,

Omnia jam resoluta forent, ct in aera versa.

Haud igitur cessat glgni de rebus ct in res

Reciderc assidue, quoniam fluere omnia constat. Lih, v. a74«

A 2
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It was not till the time of Bacon, who first tmgftt

Discoveries mankind to investigate natural phenomena, that the

d«rns.

^
atmosphere began to be investigated with precision-

Galileo introduced the study by pointing out its weight ;

a subject which was soon after investigated completely

l>y Torri cell i,^. Paschal, &.c. Its density and elasticity

were ascertained by Boyle and the Florence Acadeihi-

cians, Mariotte measured its dilatability ; Hooke, New-

ton, Boyle, Derham, pointed out its relation to light, to

sound, and to electricity. Newton explained the effect

produced upon it by moisture ; from which Halley at-

tempted to explain the changes in its weight indicated

by the barometer. But a complete enumeration of the

discoveries made upon the atmosphere in general be-

longs lopneumatics ; a science which treats professedly

of the mechanical properties of air.

The knowledge of the component parts of the atmo-

sphere did not keep pace with the investigation of its

mechanical properties. The opinions of the earlier che-

mists concerning it are too vague and absurd to merit

any particular notice. Boyle, however, and his con-

temporaries, put it beyond doubt that the atmosphere

Component cbntained two distinct substances. 1. An elastic fluid

aS^os^here' distinguished by the name of air. 2. Water in the state

of vapour. Besides these two bodies, it was supposed

that the atmosphere contained a great variety of othet

substances, which were continually mixing with it from

the earth, and which often altered its properties, and

rendered it noxious or fatal. Since the discovery of

carbonic acid gas by Dr Black, it has been ascertained

that this elastic fluid always constitutes a part of the at-

mosphere. The constituent parts of the atmosphere

therefore are.



th^r equal parts of nitrous gas and air, the sum total
^
Chap, j.

^

of this mixture was 200 (or 2*00) : suppose the resi-

duum when measured in the graduated tube to amount

to 104 (or 1*04), and of course that 96 parts of the

whole had disappeared, he denoted the purity of the air

thus tried by 104. A mote convenient instrument was

invented by Dr Falconer of Bath ; and Fontana greatly

improved this method of measuring the purity of air.

A description of his eudiometer was published by In-

genhousz in the first volume of his Experiments ; but

it i^i.s Mr Cavendish who first brought this eudiometer improved

to such a state of precision as to be enabled to ascertain
^f^j^*^*^

correctly the constituents of air. His method was to

put 125 measures of nitrous gas into a glass vessel, and

to let up into it very slowly lOO measures of the air

to be examined, agitating the vessel containing the ni-

trous gas during the whole time. The diminution of

bulk when the process was conducted in this way was

almost uniform. The greatest was 110, the least

106*8
*,

the mean 108*2. The variation he found to

depend, not upon the air examined, but upon the state

of the water in which the experiment was made. If

the experiment was reversed, by letting up the nitrous

gas to common air, he used 100 measures of each, and

the diminution in that case was only 90, measures*

This constancy in the diminution of the bulk of all

the different specimens of common air examined, indu-

ced Mr Cavendish to conclude that the proportion be-

tween the oxygen and azote in common air does not

vary. To find the absolute quantity of oxygen in air,

he mixed together oxygen gas and azote in various

proportions, and at last found that a mixture of 10 mea-

sures of the purest oxygen which he could procure with
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Book J. 38 measures of azote, was just as much diminished by
nitrous gas as the same bulk of common air. Hence

he concluded that air is composed of 10 parts by bulk

of oxygen and 38 of azote, which gives us for its com-

position per cent*

"19' 16 azote

20*84 oxygen

100*00

or very nearly 21 per cent* of oxygen gas *.

Dalton** Other philosophers, who did not pay that rigid atten-

method. tjQjj iQ precision which characterises all Mr Cavendish's

experiments, obtained variable results from the nitrous

gas eudiometer. Most of the circumstances which oo»

casion the variation were pointed out by Cavendish ;

but they seem to have escaped the observation of suc-

ceeding chemists. Humboldt's attempt to render the

eudiometer of Fontana accurate did not succeed f . But

Mr Dalton has. lately explained the anomalies in a very

luminous manner. According to this philosopher, oxy-

gen gas and nitrous gas are capable of uniting in two

proportions : 21 measures of oxygen gas uniting either

with 36 measures of nitrous gas, or with twice 36, = 12

measures. Both of these compounds are soluble in wa-

ter. If the tube be wide, a considerable portion of ni-

trous gas comes at once in contact with the oxygen,

Hence the latter gas combines with a maximum of ni-

trous, especially if agitation be employed. In a narrow

tube the oxygen combines with the minimum of nitrous

gas, provided no agitation be employed, and the residue

* JPbil. Trans. 1783, p. 107. f Ann. xxvll. p.
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be poured* soon into another vessel. When intermedi- ^^^P- 1*
^

ate proportions are used, the absorption will be inter-

mediate. Mr Dalton recommends a narrow tube ; the -

nitrous gas is to be only in the proportion requisite to

form the minimum combination ^ no agitation is to be

employed ; and when the diminution is completed, the

gas must be transferred to another tube. To 100 mea-

sures of air add about 36 of nitrous gas ; note the di-

minution of bulk, and multiply it by -^^\ the product

gives the bulk of oxygen in the air examined *.

In order to get rid of the anomalies which had per- r)avy'« ma-*

• Tv/r T> thod.

plexed former experimenters, Mr Davy proposed to

employ the nitrous gas in a different state. He caused

sulphate or muriate of iron to absorb this gas to satura-

tion, and employed the dark brown liquid thus obtain*

ed to deprive air of its oxygen. A small graduated

glass tube, filled with the air to be examined, is plunged

into the nitrous solution, and moved a little backwards

and forwards. The whole of the oxygen is absorbed in

a few minutes. The state of greatest absorption ought

to be marked, as the mixture afterwards emits a little

gas, which would alter the result. By means of this,

Mr Davy examined the air at Bristol, and found it al-

ways to contain about 0*21 of oxygen. Air sent to Dr

Beddoes from the coast of Guinea gave exactly the

same result.

2. For the second kind of eudiometer we are indebted Method of

to Scheele. It is merely a graduated glass vessel, con-
^ ^^^^'

taining a given quantity of -irfr exposed to newly pre-

pared liquid alkaline or earthy sulphurets, or to a mix«^

Palton, Fbil. Mag. xxiiL ZS^'
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^
Book I. ture of iron filings and sulphur, formed into a paste

with water. These substances absorb the whole of the

oxygen of the air, which converts a portion of the sul-

phur inta an acid. The oxygen contained in the aii?

thus examined, is judged of by the diminution of bulk,

which the air has undergone. This method is not onlj.

exceedingly simple, but it requires very little address*

and yet is susceptible of as great accuracy, as a^y

other whatever. The only objection to which it is li-

able is its slowness ;
for when the quantity of air ope-

rated on is considerable, several days elapse before the

diminution has reached its maximum.

Improved ;gut this objection has been completely obviated by
byDeMar* /

f / J

ti. Mr De Marti, who has brought Scheele's eudiometer

to a state of perfection ^ He found that a mixture of

iron filings and sulphur does not answer well, because

it emits a small quantity of hydrogen gas, evolved by
the action of the sulphuric acid formed upon the iron ;

"but the hydrogureted sulphurets, formed by boiling to-

gether sulphur and liquid potash or lime water, answer-

ed the purpose perfectly. These substances, indeed,

when newly prepared, have the property of absorbing

a small portion of azotic gas; but they lose this property

when saturated with that gas, which is easily effected by

agitating them for a few minutes with a small portion of

atmospheric air. His apparatus is merely a glass tube,

ten inches long, and rather less than half an inch in dia-

meter, open at one end, and hermetically sealed at the

other. The close end is divided into 100 equal parts,

having an interval of one line between each division.

The use of this tube is to measure the portion of air to

be employed in the experiment* The tube is filled with
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or simple substance. For the knowledge of its com- ^^^P* ^-

ponent parts, we are indebted to the labours of those

philosophers in whose hands chemistry advanced with

such rapidity during the last forty years of the 18th cen-

tury. The first step was made by Dr Priestley in 1714,

by the discovery of oxygen gas. This gas, according

to the prevailing theory of the time, he considered as

air totally deprived of phlogiston ; azotic gas, on the

other hand, was air saturated with phlogiston. Hence

he considered common air as oxygen gas combined with

an indefinite portion of phlogiston, varying in purity ac-

cording to that portion j being always the purer the

smaller a quantity of phlogiston it contained.

While Dr Priestley was making experiments on oxy-

gen gas, Scheele proceeded to the analysis of air in a

different manner. He observed that the liquid sulphu-

rets, phosphorus, and various other bodies, when con-

fined along with air, have the property of diminishing

its bulk ; and this diminution always amounts to a cer-

tain proportion^ which he found to be between a third

and a fourth part of the whole. The residuum was un-

fit for supporting flame, and was not diminished by any

of the processes which diminish common air. To this

residuum he gave the name oifoul air. From these ex-

periments, he concluded that air is a compound of two

different elastic fluids : namely, foul air, which consti-

tutes more than two thirds of the whole, and another

air, which is alone capable of supporting flame and

animal life. Tliis last air he extricated from nitre by-

heat, from the black oxide of manganese, and from othfcr

substances, and gave it the name of empyreal air. He

Ijhowcd that a mixture of tv/o parts of foul, air and
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BoolcL one part of empyreal air possesses the properties of

common air *.

The foul air of Scheele was the same with the phlo-

gisticated air of Priestley, or with what is now known

by the name of azotic gas. His empyreal air is the

same with the dephlogisticated air of Priestley, or with

what is at present called oxygen gas. According to him,

therefore, air is a compound of two parts of azotic and

one part of oxygen gas. He accounted for the dimi-

nution of air by the liquid sulphurets and other similar

bodies by his theory of the composition of caloric,

which he considered as a compound of phlogiston and

oxygen gas. According to him, the phlogiston of the

sulphuret combines with the oxygen of the air, and

passes through the vessels in the state of caloric, while

the azotic gas, which has no affinity for caloric, is left

behind.

While Scheele was occupied with his experiments on

air, Lavoisier was assiduously employed on the same

subject, and was led by a different road to precisely the

same conclusion as Scheele. By oxidizing mercury in

a vessel filled with common air, and heated to the boil-

ing point of mercury, he abstracted the greater part of

its oxygen gas j and by heating the red oxide thus form-

«rd, he reconverted it into mercury, while at the same

time a quantity of oxygen gas was extricated. The re-

siduum in the first experiment possessed the properties

of azotic gas j but when the oxygen gas extricated from

the mercury was added to it, the mixture assumed again

the properties of common air. Hence he concluded

* Scheele on Air and Fire, p. J. &c. Engl. Transl.
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that air is composed of azotic gas and oxygen ; and frorti
^

Chap. I.
^

a variety of experiments he determined the proportions

to be 73 parts of azotic gas and 27 parts ofoxygen gas.

He demonstrated, too, that when air is diminished by

liquid sulphurets, metals, &c. the oxygen gas which is

abstracted combines with the sulphurets, &:c. and con-

verts them into acids or oxides according to their re-

spective nature. But as all these experiments have

been already detailed in the First Part of this Work, it

is unnecessary to be more particular in this place.

Air, then, is a compound of oxygen and azotic gas : Air com-

but it becomes a question of considerable consequence ^^^^,^„^^^

'

to determine the proportion of these two ingredients,
and aaotic

gas.
and to ascertain whether that proportion is in every

case the same. Since azotic gas, one of the component

parts of that fluid, cannot be separated by any substance

with which chemists are acquainted, the analysis of air

can only be attempted by exposing it to the action of

those bodies which have the property of absorbing its

oxygen. By these bodies the oxygen gas is separated,

and the azotic gas is left behind, and the proportion of

oxygen may be ascertained by the diminution of bulk ;

which being once known, it is easy to ascertain the pro-

portion of azotic gas, and thus to determine the exact re-

lative quantity of the component parts of air.

After the composition of the atmosphere was known Method of

to philosophers, it was taken for granted that the pro- ingthcpro-

portion of its oxygen varies at different times and in P°"'"" ^^
*

^

•' ° Its compo*
different places j and that upon this yariation depended nent parts-

the purity or noxious qualities of air. Hence it became

an object of the greatest importance to get possession

of a method to determine readily the quantity of oxy*

gen in a given portion of air. Accordingly various me^
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Book T. thods were proposed, all of them depending upon the

property which many bodies possess, of absorbing

the oxygen of the air without acting upon its azote.

These bodies were mixed with a certain known quantity

of atmospheric air in graduated glass vessels inverted

over water, and the proportion of oxygen was determi-

ned by the diminution of bulk. These instruments re«

ceived the name of eudiometers^ because they were con-

sidered as measures of the purity of air. The eudio-

meters proposed by diiFerent chemists may be reduced

to five.

Eudiometer i. The first eudiometer was made in consequence of

and Tonta- ^^ Priestely's discovery, that when nitrous gas is mixed

R*' with air over water, the bulk of the mixture diminishes

rapidly, in consequence of the combination of the gas

with the oxygen of the air and the absorption of the

nitric acid thus formed by the water. When nitrous

gas is mixed with as&otic gas, no diminution at all takes

place. When it is mixed with oxygen gas in proper

proportions, the absorption is complete. Hence it is

evident, that in all cases of a mixture of these two gases

the diminution will be proportional to the quantity of

the oxygen. Of course it will indicate the proportion

of oxygen in air ; and by mixing it with different por^-

tions of air, will indicate the different quantities of

oxygen which they contain, provided the component

parts of air be susceptible of variation. Dr Priestley's

method was to mix together equal bulks of air and ni-

trous gas in a low jar, and to transfer the mixture

into a narrow graduated glass tube about three feet

long, iu order to measure the diminution of bulk. He

expressed this diminution by the number of hundred

parts remaining. Thus, suppose he had mixed toge.
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waier ; and by allowing the water to run out gradually . ^^J—
while the tube is inverted, and the open end kept shut

with the finger, the graduated part is exactly filled with

air. These hundred parts of air are introduced into Jt

glass bottle filled with liijuid sulphuret of lime previ-

oiilly saturated with azotic gas, and capable of holding

from two to four times the bulk of the air introduced.

The bottle is then ib be corked with a ground glass

stopper, and agitated for five minutes. After this the

cork is to be withdrawn while the mouth of the phial

is under water ; and for the greater security, it may be

corked and agitated again. After this, the air is to be

again transferred to the graduated glass tube, in order

to ascertain the diminution of its bulk*.

Air examined by this process suffers precisely the

same dimintition in whatever circumstances tlie 6:S:pb- ,

riments are made : no variation is observed whether the

wind be high or low, or from what quarter soever it

blows ; whether the air tried be moist or dry, hot or

cold ;
whether the barometer be high or low. Nei-

ther the season of the year, nor the situation of the

place, its vicinity to the sea, to marshes, or to moun-

tains, make ahy difference. Mr De Marti found the

diminution always between 0*21 and 0*23.

3. The thitd kind of eudiometer was proposed by Eudiorrictct

Volta. The substance employed by that philosopher
*^^^*^^<*'

to separate the oxygen from the air was hydrogen gas.

His method was to mix given proportions of the air to

be examined and hydrogen gas in a graduated glass

tube ; to fire the mixture by an electric spark ; and to

* Jour, dt Pbys. Hi. 1 76.

Vol IV. B
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judge of the purity of the air by the bulk of the resi-

duum. This method has been lately examined by Gay
Lussac and Humboldt. They have found it suscepti-

ble of great precision. It is one of the simplest and

most elegant methods of estimating the proportion of

oxygen in air. When 100 measures of hydrogen are

mixed with 200, or any greater bulk of oxygen, up to

900 measures, the diminution of bulk after detonation

is always 146 measures. The same diminution is ob-

tained if the hydrogen be increased up to a certain quan-

tity. The result of their trials is, that 100 measures of

oxygen gas require 200 of hydrogen for complete com-

bustion, which coincides very well with the trials previ-

ously made in this country. Hence the method of using

this eudiometer is very simple : Mix together equal

bulks of the air to be examined and of hydrogen gas,

ascertain the diminution of bulk after combustion, di-

vide it by three, the quotient represents the number of

measures of oxygen in the air, A great number of tri'-

als, in different seasons of the yeaf, of mixtures of 200

measures of air and as much hydrogen, gave almost

uniformly a diminution of bulk amounting to 126 mea-

\ sures. Now the third of 126 is 42, the quantity of

oxygen in 200 measures of air. Hence 100 parts of

air, according to these trials, contain 21 of oxygen *.

Eudiometer 4. In the fourth kind of eudiometer, the abstraction

iet
^^ ^^^ oxygen of air is accomplished by means of phos-

phorus. This eudiometer was first proposed by A-

chard f- It was considerably improved by Reboul J,

* Jour, de Phys. Ix. lap. f Ibid. 1784, vol. i.

X Ann. de Chita, xiii. 38,
*»
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and by Segiiin and Lavoisier *
; but BertHdllet f has ^^P-

^'

lately brought it to a state of perfection.

Instead of the rapid combustion of phosphorus, this

last philosopher has substituted its spontaneous com-

bustion^ which absorbs the oxygen of air completely ;

and when the quantity of air operated on is small, the

process is over in a short time. The whole apparatus

consists in a narrow graduated tube of glass containing

the air to be examined, into which is introduced a cy-
linder of phosphorus fixed upon a glass rodj while the

tube stands inverted ov^r water. The phosphorus should

be so long as to traverse nearly the whole of the air.

Immediately white vapours rise from the phosphorus
and fill the tube. These continue till the whole of the

oxygen combines with phosphorus. They consist of

phosphorous acid, which falls by its weight to the

bottom of the vessel, and is absorbed by the water*

The residuum is merely the azotic gas of the air^ hold-

ing a portion of phosphorus in solution « Berthollet has

ascertained, that by this foreign body its bulk is in-

creased ^^th part. Consequently the bulk of the resi-

duum, diminished by ^V> gives us the bulk of the azo-

tic gas of the air examined ; which bulk, subtracted

from the original mass of air, gives us the proportion

of oxygen gas contained in it |.

All the different experiments which have been made

by means of this eudiometer agree precisely in their

* Ann. de Cb'tm. ix. 293.

f Ibid, xxxiv. 73. and Jour, de fEcole Polytecbn. I. iii. ^74.

X A very convenient apparatus for making eudlometrical experiments,

has lately been invented by Mr Pepys^ and described by hira ia Pbit,

Trani.ior 1807.

B2
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^ result, and indicate that the proportions of the ingre-

dients of air are always the same ; namely, about 0*21

parts of oxygen gas, and 0*79 of azotic gas. Berthol-

let found these proportions in Egypt and in France, and

1 have found them constantly in Edinburgh^ in all the

different seasons of the year.

Thus it appears, that whatever method is employed to

abstract oxygen from air, the result is uniform, provided

the experiment be precisely made. They all indicate

that common air consists very nearly of 21 parts ot

oxygen and 79 of azote. Schcele and Lavoisier found

27 per cent, of oxygen, but their methods were not sus-^

ceptiblc of precision. Air, then, does not vary in its

composition ; the proportion between its constituents is

constant in all places and in all heights. Gay Lussac

examined air brought from the height of more than

21,000 feet a1>ove Paris, and found it precisely the same

as the air at the earth's siirface *.

Constitu- But 2i cubic inches of oxygen gas weigh 7*14 grains^
entsofair. , • , z-

•
,

• t^v
and 79 inches or azote weigh 23*9686 grams. -Inese

^ added together amount to 31*10S6 grains, which ought

to be the weight of 100 inches of common air. But

this is somewhat greater than the weight of 100 inches

of air, according to Sir John Shuckburgh Evelyn's ex-

periments, who found it only 31*0197 grains. The

difference is not great, and is probably owing to a small

error in the specific gravities of the different gases. Ac-

cording to this estimate, 100 parts of air are composed

by weight of

* Phil, ikfay, xxi. saj.
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22*91 oxygen
7T09 azote

100-00

In all the anal); ses of air, it^is necessary to operate on ^^^^^.^^
"f

air of a determinate density, and to take care that the ing the den-

residuum be neither more condensed nor dilated than air operated

the air was when first operated on. If these things are
^"*

not attended to, no dependence whatever can be placed

upon the result of the experiments, how carefully so-

ever they may have been performed. Now tlieie are

I three things which alter the volume of air and other

elastic fluids : 1. A change in the height of the baro-

meter. 2. An increase or diminution of their Quantity;

the vessel in which they are contained remaining the

same, and standing in the same quantity of water or

mercury. 3. A change in the temperature of the air.

1. The density of air and other elastic fluids is al« How to re-

ways proportional to the compressing foriCe. Now they a"^ven b^-

are compressed by the weight of the atmosphere, which romtzTk^l

is measured by the barometer. If that weight dimi-

nishes, their density diminishes in proportion, and of

course their bulk, increases ; if the weight of the atmo-

sphere increases, their density increases, and their bulk

diminishes in th^ same proportion. Consequently, if

the height of the baroipeter varies during an experiment,

the bulk of the residuum will not be the same that it

would have been if no such change had taken place.

We will therefore commit an error, unless we reduce

the bulk of the residuum to what it would have been

if no such alteration had taken place. This is easily

done by a very simple formula.

Jt has been ascertained by philosophers, that the vo-
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.
lumps of air are always inversely as the compressing
forces. Therefore let m be the height of the barome-

ter at the commencement of an experiment, n its height

at the end, v the volume of the gas when the barome-

ter is at «, and x its volume, supposing the barometer at

m. We have n : m :: x : v-. Consequently x =.— .

m
So that to find the volpme required, we have only to

multiply the volume obtained by the actual height of

the barometer, and divide by the height of the barome-

ter at which we want to know the volume : And, in

general, to reduce a volume of air to the volume it

would occupy, supposing thp barometer at 30 inches,

we have only to use the above formula, substituting 3Q

in place of m.

To reduce 2. When ajr is confined in a jar standing over water

density of or mercury, its density is not the same with that of the

external
atmosphere, unless its lower surface in the jar be ex-

actly level with the surface of the liquid in the tub in

which it stands. Let A (fig, 3p.) be a jar containing

air, and BG the surface of the water or mercury in the

tub in which the jar is inverted ; the air within the jar

is not of the same density with the external air, unless

it fills exactly that part of the jar above BG. If it fill

only that part of it between A and D, while the water

j

or mercury rises to D, the air will be more dilated than

the external air, because it is compressed only by the

weight of the atmosphere, diminishied by the column of

mercury or water D m. On the other hand, if the wa-

ter or mercury only rise in the jar to E, the air within

\ it will be denser than the external, because it is com-

pressed by the weight of the atmosphere, and also by
iht column of water or air/?; E. It is proper, therefore,
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in all cases, to bring the lower surface of the air in the Chap. I.

jar to the same level with the surface of the water or

mercury in the trough. But in eudiometrical experi-

ments this is often impossible j because part of the air

being absorbed, though the water or mercury over

which it stands at first only rose to «7, yet the absorp-

tion which takes place occasions it to rise to some lime

D above m. Hence the air which remains after the

experiment is in a state of dilatation, and must be redu-

ced by calculation to the volume which it would occu-

py were it in the same state of compression as at the

commencement of the experiment. This is easily done

by the following formula.

Let us suppose the experiment is made over mercu-

ry. Let H be the height of the barometer at the com-

mencement of the experiment, h the length of the co-

lumn of mercury ot D, t) the volume of the air in AD,
and X the volume required, or the volume which the

air would have, supposing D to coincide with m. Then

wehaveHiH—7^::^:;^. And;y- ^^"~^)^ Thus
H

let H be 30 inches, Z> m 5 inches, and^;=:r200 cubic

inches; then a; zn 16Oy cubic inches; so that without

this correction the error would amount to no less than

33y cubic inches, or about the sixth part of the whole.

When the experiment is made over water, the same

formula applies ; only in that case H must be multi-

plied by 13*6, because a column of water 13*6 times

longer than mercury is necessary to produce the same

pressure. In that case, supposing the numbers the

same as before, a; would be= 197^ ; so that the error

over water is only 2\ inches, or the 80th part of the

whole.
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3. A change in the temperature may be more easiily

Allowance guarded against in eudiometrical experiments, as they

ratureT^^"
^^^ usually made within doors : but when it does hap-

pen, it occasions an aheration in theToIume of the air ;

an increase of temperature dilating it, and a diminution

of temp'erature occasioning a condensation. This error

nii^y be easily corrected in ,air and all other gases, by

increasing or diminishing their apparent bulk for every

degree of change in the thermometer, according to the

Table of the dilations of the gases formerly given *.

Mr Dalton considers air as merely a mechanical mix-

ture of the two gases of which it is composed. But all

other chemists consider it as a chemical compound.
This subject has been discussed in a preceding part of

this Work. I consider it as composed of azote ancj

oxygen holding each other in dissolution f.

SECT. IL

OF WATER.

Watcr^cf
(iie atmp-

ephcre.

A HAT the atmosphere contains water has been always
known. The rain and dew which so often precipitate

from it, the clouds and fogs with which it is often ob-

scured, and wliich deposite moisture on all bodies ex-

posed to them, have demonstrated its existence in every

age. Even when the atmosphere is perfectly trans-

parent, water may be extracted from it in abundance

f See Vol. I. p. 495' f^See Vol. p.III.457
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by certain substances. Thus, if concentrated sulphuric Chap. T.

acid be. exposed to air, it gradually attracts so much

moisture, that its weight is increased more than three

times : it is converted into diluted acid, from which

the water may be separated by distillation. • Substances

which have the,property of abstracting water from the

atmosphere have received the epithet of hygroscopic^

because they point out the presence of that water. Sul-

phuric acid, the fixed alkalies, muriate of lime, nitrate of

lime, and in general all deliquescent salts, possess this

property. The greater number of animal and vegetable

bodies likewise possess it. Many of them take water

from moist air, but give it out again to the air when

dry. These bodies augment in bulk when they receive

moisture, and diminish again when they part with it.

Hence some of them have been employed as hygrome- j) „ ,

ters, or measures of the quantity of moisture contained by the hy*

in the air around them. This they do by means of

the' increase or diminution of their length, occasioned

by the addition or abstraction of moisture. This change
of length is precisely marked by means of an index.

The most ingenious and accurate hygrometers are those *

of Saussure and Deluc. In the first, the substance em-

ployed to mark the moisture is a human hair, which by
its contractions and dilatations is made to turn round

an index. In the second, instead of a hair, a very fin€

thin slip of whalebone is employed. The scale h di-

vided into lOO/'. The beginning of the scale indicates

extreme dryness, the end of it indicates extreme mois-

ture. It is graduated by placing it first in air made
^,1^

dry as possible by means of salts, and afterwards in ak

saturated with moisture. This gives.the extremes p£
the scale, and the interval between them is divided into

JOO equal paf ts.
'
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Book I. Since it cannot be doubted that the atmosphere al-

ways contains water, there are only two points which

remain to be investigated: l. The state in which that

water exists in air ; 2. The quantity which a given bulk

contains.

State in I. With respect to the state in which water exists in

ter"exisL8^n ^^^> ^^^° opinions bave been formed, each of which has

air, been supported hy very able philosophers. 1. Water

may be dissolved in air in the same manner as a salt is

held in solution by watei'. 2. it may be mixed with

air in the state of steam or vapour, after having been

converted into vapour.

1. The first of these opinions was hinted at by Dr
* Hooke in his Micrographia, and afterwards proposed

by Dr Halley ; but it was much more fully developed

by Mr Le Roy of Montpelier in n51. Dr Hamilton

of Dublin made known the same theory about the same

time. The phenomena in general coincide remarkably

Well with this theory. The quantity of water which

air is capable of holding in solution is increased by eve-

ry augmentation of temperature, and diminished by

cold, which is precisely analogous to almost all other

solvents. These analogies, and several others which

will easily suggest themselves to the reader, have indu-

ced by far the greater number of
philosophers to adopt

this opinion.

2. The second theory, namely, that water exists in air

in the state of vapour, has been embraced by Deluc in

his last treatise on Meteorology ; at least his reasoning

appears to me to lead to that conclusion. But it is to

Mr Dalton that we are indebted for the most precise

information on the subject*. The following reasons

' ' Mancbester MemWsy V. p. 57X.
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tout the truth of this opinion almost beyond the reach of
,

Chap. I.

controversy.

In the Jirst place, It cannot be doubted that the wa^ it is in the

ter which exists in air, is derived originally frona the
^^^^^

^*"

waters on the surface of the earth, which are exposed

to the action of the atmosphere. Accordingly we find

that water, when exposed to the air, suffers a gradual

diminution of bulk, and at last disappears altogether.

•This diminution of the water may be owing, either to

its gradual solution in air, or to its conversion into va?.

pour. The last is the common opinion, as the pheno*

menon is in common language ascribed to the evapora-

tion of the water. When water is placed in an exhaust-

ed receiver, it diminishes in bulk even more rapidly

than in the open air. In this case, as no air is present,

we can only ascribe the diminution of bulk to the con-

version of the water into vapour. Accordingly we find,

upon examination, that the receiver is actually filled

with water in the state of vapour. The presence of

this vapour very soon, by its elasticity, puts an end to

the evaporation of the water. Now, since water dis-

appears equally whether air be present or not, and ex-

actly in the same manner, it is reasonable to ascribe its

disappearing in both cases to the same cause. But in

the exhausted receiver it is converted into vapour.

Hence it is probable that it is converted into vapour al-

so in the open air ; and if so, it must exist in air in the

state of vapour.

In the second place. If the disappearing of water ex-

posed to the open air were owing to solution and not to

evaporation, it ought certainly to disappear more ra-

pidly when it is exposed to the action of a great quan-

tity of air than when to a small quantity j for the quan*
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Book I. tity of any body dissolved is always proportional tp the

quantity of the solvent. But the very contrary is what

actually takes place with respect to the water contained

in the air. Saussure has proved that water evaporates

much faster at great heights than at the surface of the

earth, even when the temperature and the moisture of

the air in both places are the same. By comparing a

set of experiments made upon the Col-du-Geant, at the

height of 11,275 feet above the level of the sea, with

a similar set made at Geneva, 1324 feet above the level

of the sea, he ascertained, that supposing the tempera-

ture and the dryness of the air in both places the same,

the quantity of water evaporated at Geneva is to that

evaporated on the Col-du-Geant in the same time and

same circunrfstances as 37 to 84, or nearly as 3 : 7.

Now the air on the Col-du-Geant-^is a^out ^^d rarer

than at Geneva ; so that the diminution of about -^ in

the density of the air more than doubles the rate of e-

vaporation *. This is precisely what ought to be the

case, provided the water which disappears n^iixes ^ith

the air in the state of vapour only ; but the very con*

trary ought to hold, if the water disappeared in conse^^

quence of U^e solvent power of air.

In the third place. It has been deiportstrated by Dr
Black that vapour is water combined with a certain dose

of caloric. Consequently when water is converted into

y^ipour^ a certain portion of caloric combines with it

and disappears. If, therefore, there is the same wa^te

of caloric whenever water passes from a liquid state,

and enters into the atmosphere as a component part, we

* Saussurc'o Voyage i dam Us Alfesy iv. a6^
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have reason to conclude that it enters into the atmo- Chap, l.

^

sphere only in the state of vapour. But it is a well known

fact that cold is always generated during spontaneous

evaporation ; that is to say, that the water as it disap-

pears carries ofF with it a quantity of caloric. It is well

known, that when a wet body is exposed to the air,, its

temperature is lowered by the evaporation which takes

place upon its surface. Hence, in warm countries water

is cooled by putting it into porous vessels, and exposing

it to the air. The water penetrates through the ves-

sels, evaporates from their surface, and carries off so

much heat, as even in some cases to freeze the water in

the vessel. Saussure observed, that the evaporation

from the surface of melting snow caused it to freeze

again when the temperature of the surrounding air was

4*5° above the freezing point. Dr Black has render-

ed it probable that the quantity of caloric which disap-

pears during spontaneous evaporation, is as great as

that which is necessary to convert water into steam »

We have a right then to conclude, that water, when it

evaporates spontaneously, is always converted into va-

pour, and of course that it is only in that state that it

enters into the atmosphere.

In the fourth place, Mr Dalton has demonstrated,

that the water which exists in air, possesses precisely

the same degree of elasticity that it does when in the

state of a vapour in a vacuum at the same temperature.

Hence it follows irresistibly that it exists in air, not in

the state of water, but of an elastic fluid or vapour.

We are authorised to conclude, then, that the- water

which exists in the atmosphere is in the state of vapour.

This vapour is held in solution by the air precisely as

ftne species of gas is by another. Hence the reason why
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it is so difficult to separate it, and why it is capable of

undergoing a considerable degree of compression with-

out assuming the form of a liquid *.

Qtiantlty of II. Many attempts had been made to measure the
vapour in . . ......
air. quantity of water contained in air ; but Saussure was the

first who attained any thing like precision. This inge-

nious philosopher has shown, in his Hygrometrical Es-

says, that an English cubic foot of air, when saturated

with water, at the temperature of 66^, contains only

about eight grains troy of that liquid, or about -g^^^h of its

weight. But the experiments of Mr Dalton were sus-

- ceptible of more precision. As the greatest part of the

water of the atmosphere is in the state of vapour, the

elasticity of which depends upon the temperature, it is

obvious that this elasticity, provided it can be ascer-

tained, must measure the quantity of vapour which ex-

ists in the atmosphere, the temperature being the same.

The elasticity or force of vapour was determined by
this ingenious philosopher in the following manner,

me/ho/of which had been originally contrived by Le Roy : He
ascertaining ^qq^ ^ ^^11 cylindrical glass jar, dry on the outside, and

tv. ^^frlled-it^with cold spring water fresh from the well: if

dew was immediately formed on the outside, he poured

the water put, let it stand a while to increase in tempera-

ture, dried the outside of the glass well with a linen cloth,

and then poured the water in again. This operation

was to be continued till the dew ceased to be formed,

and then the temperature of the water was observed ;

and opposite to it in the Table f was found the force

of vapour in the atmosphere. This experiment must

be conducted in the open air, or at a window; be-

* See Vol. in, p, 462 t Ibid. I. p. 537-
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•ftusc the air within is generally more humid than that Chap. I.

'

y
i
f

without. Spring water is generally about 50**, and

will mostly answer the purpose of the three hottest

months in the year : in other seasons an artificial cold

mixture is required.

From Dalton's experiments it follows that the quan-

tity cf vapour in the atmosphere is variable in quantity.

In the torrid zone its force varies from 06 to one inch

of mercury. In BritJ^in it seldom amounts to 0*6, but

is often as great as 0'5 during summer. In winter it

is often as low as 0*1 of an inch of mercury *.

These facts would enable us to ascertain the absolute

quantity of vapour contained in the atmosphere at any

given time, provided we were certain that the density

and elasticity of vapours follow precisely the same law

as that of gases, as is extremely likely to be the case.

If so, the vapour will vary from ^th to -j4^t^ part of

the atmosphere. Dalton supposes that the medium

quantity of vapour held in solution at once in the at-

mosphere may amount to about y^th of its bulk f .

SECT. III.

OF CARBONIC AGID GAS.

.1 HE existence of carbonic acid gas as a constituent

part of the atmosphere, was observed by Dr Black im-

lediately after he had ascertained the nature of that pe-

* Dalton, Manchester Memoirs^ y. 547.

f Phil. Mag. xxiii. 2>$l'
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Book I. culiar fluid. If we expose a pure alkali or alkaliiil

earth to the atmosphere, it is gradually converted into

a carbonate by the absorption of carbonic acid gas.

This fact, which had been long known, rendered the

inference, that carbonic acid gas existed in the atmo-

sphere, unavoidable, as soon as the difference between a

pure alkali and its carbonate had been ascertained to

depend upon that acid. Not only alkalies and alkaline

earths absorb carbonic acid when exposed to the air,

but several of the nnetallic oxides also. Hence the rea-

son that we so often find the native oxides in the state

of carbonates. Thus rust is always saturated with car-

bonic acid.

Found at Carbonic acid gas not only forms a constituent part

heights.
of the atmosphere near the surface of the earth, but at

the greatest heights which theindustry of man has been

able to penetrate. Saussure found it at the top of Mount

Blanc, the highest point of the old continent ; a point

covered with eternal snow, and not exposed to the in-

fluence of vegetables or animals. Lime-water diluted

with its own weight of distilled water, formed a pellicle

on its surface after an hour and three quarters exposure

to the open air on that mountain j and slips of paper

moistened with pure potash, acquired the property of

effervescing with acids after being exposed an hour and

a half in the same place *. Now this was at a height

rjo less than 15,668 feet above the le^el of the sea^

Humboldt has more lately ascertained the existence of

this gas in air brought by Mr Garnerin fiom a height

not less than 4280 feet above the surface of the earth,

* Saussure's Voyagesy iv- 199.
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to which height he had risen in an air balloon *. This
^^P;J[- .

fact is a sufficient proof that the presence of carbonic

acid in air does not depend upon the vicinity of the

earth.

The difficulty of separating this gas from air has ren- ^^ ^^^'^'

dered it difficult to determine with accuracy the rela-

tive quantity of it in a given bulk of air. From the

experiments of Humboldt, it appears to vary from

0*005 to 0-01.

Mr Dalton's experiments give the quantity much

smaller. He found, that if a glass vessel filled with

102,400 grains of rain water be emptied in the open

air, and 125 grains of lime water be poured in, and the

mouth then closed ; by sufficient time and agitation, the

whole of the lime water is just saturated with the car-

bonic acid which it finds in the inclosed volume of air :

but 125 measures of lime-water require 70 measures of

carbonic acid gas to saturate them. Hence he concludes,

that air contains only t^V o^h of its bulk of carbonic

acid f.

From the previous experiments of Mr Cavendish,

however, we learn that lime water is not capable of ^

depriving air of the whole of its carbonic acid. A por-

tion still remains, which can only be separated either by
milk of lime, or by repeated washings with new doses

of lime-water. Hence the quantity of carbonic acid in

air must be considerably greater than it was found by
Dalton. I do not know exactly the meaning of /me-'

•water being Just saturated, unless it signifies that it re-

fuses to absorb any more gas. In that case the whole

Jour, de Pbys. xlvii. 20%. f Phil. Mag. xxiii. 354.

VoL IV. C
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Book I. of the lime is held in solution by the acid. It must be

difficult to ascertain the exact point of saturation ac-

cording to this sense of the word. We may conclude,

however, from Dalton'sexperiment, that the bulk ofcar-

bonic acid in air does not much exceed xoW*^ ^^ *^^ ^*"

mosphere ; but it is liable to variation from different

circumstances. Immense quantities of carbonic acid

must be constantly mixing with the atmosphere, as it is

formed by the respiration of animals, by combustion,

and several other processes which are going on conti-

nually. The quantity, indeed, which is daily fbrmed

by these processes is so great, that at first sight it ap-

pears astonishing that the gas does not increase rapidly*

The consequence of such an increase would be fatal, as

air containing 0*1 of carbonic acid extinguishes light,

and is noxious to animals. But we shall find reason af-

terwards to conclude, that this gas is decomposed bj

vegetables as rapidly as it is formed.

SECT. IV.

OF THE OTHER BODIES FOUND IN THE ATMOSPHERE,

Compow- ^ ^^^' ^^® three preceding Sections^ we see that the at-

tioii of the mosphere consists chiefly of three distinct elastic fluids

united together by chemical affinity ; namely, air, va-

pour, and carbonic acid gas ; differing in their propor-

tions at different times and in different places j but that

the average proportion of each is
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98*9 air

1*0 vapour

0*1 carbonic acid

100-0

But besides these bodies, which may be considered as Otl»er bo*

diejcon-
the constituent parts of the atmosphere, the existence of tainedinitc

several other bodies has been suspected in it. I do not

mean in this place to include among those bodies elec-

tric matter, or the substance of clouds and fogs, and

those other bodies which are considered as the active

agents in the phenomena of meteorology, but to confine

myself merely to those foreign bodies which have been

occasionally found or suspected in air. Concerning
these bodies, however, very little satisfactory is known

at present, as we are not in possession of instruments

sufficiently delicate to ascertain their presence. We
can indeed detect several of them actually mixing with

air, but what becomes of them afterwards we are un-

able to say.

1. Hydrogen gas is said to have been found in air
Hydrogen

situated near the crater of volcanoes, and it is very pos- K***

sible that it may exist always in a very small propor-

tion in the atmosphere ; but this cannot be ascertained

till some method of detecting the presence of hydrogen
combined with a great proportion of air be discovered.

From the experiments of Gay Lussac and Humboldt,
it appears that air does not contain so much as x^Vr^^

parts hydrogen.

2. Carbureted hydrogen gas is often emitted by
marshes in considerable quantities during hot weather.

But its presence has never been detected in air ; so that

c?
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in all probability it is again decomposed hy some an-'

known process.

3. Oxygen gas is emitted by plants during the day.

"We shall afterwards find reason to conclude that this is

in consequence of the property which plants have of

absorbing and decomposing carbonic acid gas. Now, as

this carbonic acid is formed at the expence of the ox-

ygen of the atmosphere, as this oxvgen is again resto-

red to the air by the decomposition of the acid, and as

the nature of atmosphciic air remains un.iUered, it is

clear that there must be an equilibrium between these

two processes ; that is to say, all the carbonic acid

formed by combustion must be again decomposed, and

all the oxygen abstracted must be again restored. The

oxygen gas which is thus continually returning to the

air, keeps its component parts always at the same ratio.

Air The smoke and other bodies which are continu-

ally carried into the air by evaporation, &.c. are pro-

bably soon deposited again, and cannot therefore be

considered with propriety as forming parts of the at-

mosphere. But there is another set of bodies which

are occasionally combined with air, and which, on ac-

count of the powerful action which they produce on

the human body, have attracted a great deal of atten-

tion. These are known by the names of matters of

contagion.

That there is a difference between the atmosphere in

different places, as far as respects its effects upon the

human body, has been considered as an established

point in all ages. Hence some places hav e been cele-

brated as healthy, and others avoided as pernicious to

the human constitution. It is well k» own that in pits

and mines the air is often in such a state as to suffocate
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almost instantaneously those who attempt to breathe it. Chap. r.

Some places are haunted by peculiar diseases. It is

known that those who frequent the apartments of per-

son^ ill of certain maladies, are extremely apt to catch

the infection ; and in prisons and other places, where

crowds of people are confined together, when diseases

once commence, they are wont to make dreadful havoc.

In all these cases, it has been supposed that a certain

noxious matter is dissolved by the air, and that it is the

action of this matter which produces the mischief.

This noxious matter is in many cases readily distin-
Contagious

guished by the peculiarly disagreeable smell which it *^^^"^'*»

communicates to the air. No doubt this matter differs

according to the diseases which it communicates, and

the substance from which it has originated. Morveau

lately attempted to ascertain its nature ; but he soon

found the chemical tests hitherto discovered altogether

insufficient for that purpose. He has put it beyond a

doubt, however, that the noxious matter which rises

from putrid bodies is of a compound nature ; and that

it is destroyed altogether by certain agents, particularly

by those gaseous bodies which readily part with their

oxygen. He exposed air infected by putrid bodies to

the action of various substances ; and he judged of the

result by the effect which these bodies had in destroy-

ing the fetid smell of the air. The following is the re--

sult of his experiments.

1. Odorous bodies, such as benzoin, aromatic plants. How de-

&.C. have no effect whatever. 2. Neither have the solu- °^^

tions of myrrh, benzoin, Stc, in alcohol, though agita-

ted in infected air. 3. Pyrolignous acid is equally in-

ert. 4. Gunpowder, when fired in infected air, displa-

.ces a portion of it j but what remains still retains its fe-
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Book T. tid odour. 5. Sulphuric acid has no effect ; sulphurous
'

acid weakens the odour, but does not destroy it. 6. Vi-

negar diminishes the odour, but its action is slow and

incomplete. 7. Acetic acid acts instantly, and destroys

the fetid odour of infected air completely. 8. The

fumes of nitric acid, first employed by Dr Carmichael

Smith, are equally efficacious. 0. Muriatic acid gas,

first pointed out as a proper agent by Morveau himself,

is equally effectual. 10. But the most powerful agent

is oxymuriatic acid gas, first proposed by Mr Cruik..

shanks, and now employed with the greatest success in

the British Navy and Military Hospitals.

Thus there are four substances which have the pro-

perty of destroying contagious matter, and of purifying

the air : but acetic acid cannot easily be obtained in

sufficient quantity, and in a state of sufficient concen-

tration, to be employed with advantage. Nitric acid

may be attended with some inconvenience, because it is

almost always contaminated with nitrous gas. Muriatic

acid and oxymuriatic acid are not attended with these

inconveniences ; the last deserves the preference, be-

cause it acts with greater energy and rapidity. All

that is necessary is to mix together two parts of com-

mon salt with one part of the black oxide of manga-

nese, to place the mixture in an open vessel in the in-

fected chamber, and to pour upon it two parts of sul-

phuric acid. The fumes of oxymuriatic acid are im-

mediately exhaled, fill the chamber, and destroy the

contagion. Or the oxymuriate of lime, sold for the pur-

poses of the bleacher, may be mixed with sulphuric

acid;, and placed in the infected apartment.
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CHAP. IL

OF METEOROLOGY.

IHOUGH the phenomena of the wether must have at

all times attracted much of the attention of mankind,

because their subsistence and their comfort in a greait

measure depended upon them, it was not till the ntK

century that any considerable progress was made in in-

vestigating the laws of meteorology. How desirpus so-

ever the ancients might have been to acquire an accu-

rate knowledge of this science, their want of proper iri-

strnments entirely precluded them from cultivating it.

By the discovery of the barometer and thermometer in

the nth century, and the invention of accurate -lectro-

meters and hygrometers in the iSth, this defect is now

pretty well supplied ; and philosophers are enabled fei

make meteorological obser^^^ations with ease and accu-

racy. Accordingly, a very great number of such ob-

servations have been collected, which have been ar-

ranged and examined from time to time by ingenious

men, and consequences deduced from them, on which

several different theories of the weather have bcea

built ; but meteorology is a science so exceedingly diffi-

cult, that notwithstanding the united exertions of some

of the first jihilosophprs of the age, the; pheromena of

thu weather are still very lar iiO;n benig co .pietel/
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3ook I, understood ; nor can we expect to see the veil removed

till accurate tables of observations have been obtained

from every part of the world, till the atmosphere has

been more completely explored, and the * chemical

changes which take place in it ascertained.

The changes which take place in the atmosphere de-

monstrate, in the clearest manner, that new combina-

tions and decompositions are continually going on in it.

On these chemical alterations the greater number of

meteorological phenomena depend : they may be con-

sidered as the result of the mutual action of the differ-

ent component parts of the atmosphere ; and would ad-

mit of an easy explanation, if we were thoroughly ac-

quainted with all those substances, and with the chemi-

cal laws which govern their action. The most impor-

tant meteorological phenomena are, i. The changes

which take place in the weight of the atmosphere ; 2,

The changes which take place in its temperature -, 3,

The changes in its quantity by evaporation and rain,

^c. J 4. The violent agitation into which it is often

thrown; and, 5. The electric and other phenomena

which sometimes accompany or occasion these precipi-

tations and agitations. The consideration of these sub*

jects shall occupy the six following Sections.



WEIGHT OF THE AIR.

SECT. I.

OF CHANGES IN THE WEIGHT OF THE ATMOSPHERE.

W E have seen in the last Chapter, that the barometer
j^^j j^^ ^f

indicates to us the weight of a column of air extendlnsr *''^ ^^^°'

.
meter os

to the top of the atmosphere, and whose base is equal the sea

to that of the mercurj. At the level of the sea, where

the column of air is longest, the mean height of the ba-

rometer is 30 inches. This Sir George Shuckburgh

found to be the case in the Mediterranean and the Chan-

nel, in the temperature of 55° and 60"; Mr Bouguer,

on the coast of Peru, in the temperature of 84° ; and

Lord Mulgrave, in latitude 80°. The mean height of

the barometer is less the higher any place is situated

above the level of the sea, because the column of air

which supports the mercury is the shorter. The baro-

meter has accordingly been used for measuring heights.

But if a barometer be allowed to remain in one place, varlatioii.

the mercury does not continue stationary ; sometimes

it rises and at other times falls, varying to the extent of

several inches : of course the weight of the air which

balances the mercury must be subject to the same

changes. Hence we learn that the air in the same place

is sometimes light and at other times heavy; differences

which must be owing to changes in its quantity. The

barometer then informs us that the quantity of air above

any spot is liable to continual alterations. Consequent-

ly either the air accumulates in particular spots, while
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Book I. it partially abandons others ; or part of the atmos-

phere must be alternately abstracted altogether, and

restored again by some constant, though apparently ir-

regular process.

Between the tropics the variations of the barometer

are exceedingly small
; and it is remarkable, that in

that part of the world it does not descend above half as

much for every 200 feet of elevation as it does beyond
the tropics *. In the torrid zone, too, the barometer is

elevated about two- thirds of a line twice every day.

From the observations of Mr Horsburgh we learn, that

in the tropical seas, that is, from north latitude 26° to

south latitude 27^, the mercury reached its greatest

height at eight A. M. and continued stationary till noon.

After noon it began to fall, and continued falling till

four P. M. at which time it arrived at the lowest point

of depressioii. From four or five P. M. the mercury
rose again, and continued rising till about nine or ten

P. M. at which time it had again acquired its greatest

point of elevation, and continued stationary nearly till

midnight, after which it began to fall, till at four A. M.

it was again as low as it had been at four afternoon.

Fiom this time it rose till seven or eight o'clock, when

it reached its highest point of elevatidnf, Mr Hors-

burgh observed, that these diurnal elevations and de-

pressions, which he calls equatropicaImotions, were per-

formed regularly while at sea ; but when the barometers

Wete carried ashore, or when the vessel was in a river,

they could seldom be observed. It is difficult to con-

ceive a reason for this singular fact, unless we suppose

* M. Cassan, Jour, dc Pbys. Apr'u 1790^ p. adg.

f Nicholson's Jour. xii;. 17.
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it connected with the motion of the ship, which, byre- •^Chap.ii.

gularly agitating the mercury, might make its eleva-

tions and depressions more sensible and correct than

when the barometer continues stationary.

As the latitude advances towards the poles, the range Annual

. . . range.
of the barometer gradually increases, till at last it a-

mounts to two or three inches. This gradual increase

will appear from the following Table.

Table of the Range of the Baromtter,

Latitude.



range.
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Book I. of latitude, the extent of the range is in the inverse ra-

tie of the height of the place above the level of the

sea.

Diurnal From a table published by Mr Cotte in the Journal

de Physique *, it seems exceedingly probable that the

barometer has always a tendency to rise from the morn-

ing to the evening ; and that this tendency is greatest

between two o'clock in the afternoon and nine at night,

at which hour the greatest elevation takes place ; that

the elevation of nine o'clock differs from that of two

by Aths, while that at two differs from the morning
elevation only by -^Vth ; and that in certain climates

the greatest elevation takes place at two o'clock. The

following is a part of the Table on which these ob-

servations are founded, reduced to the English standard.

* Aug. 1790, p.
no.
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nuarj, February, March, of the year 1774, was 1*42 ;

and for the six summer months 1*01€^*.

In serene and settled weather it is generally high ;

and low in calm weather, when the air is inclined to

rain ; it sinks on high winds, rises highest on easterly

and northerly winds, and sinks when the wind blows

from the south f . At Calcutta % it is always highest

when the wind blows from the north-west and north,

and lowest when it blows from the south-east.

The barometer falls suddenly before tempests, and

undergoes great oscillations during their continuance.

Mr Copland § of Dumfries has remarked, that a high

barometer is attended with a temperature above, and a

low barometer with one below, the monthly mean.

Such are the phenomena respecting the variations of

the barometer, as far as they can be reduced under ge-

neral heads. Various attempts have been made to ex-

plain them, but hitherto without any great degree of

success. The theory of Mr Kirwan appears most plau-

sible, though it is not sufficient to explain all the facts.

The following observations may be considered as a kind

of abstract of his theory, except in one or two instances.

Atmo- It is evident that the density of the atmosphere is

highest at ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ equator and greatest at the poles; for at the

the equa- equator the centrifugal force, the distance from the

centre of the earth, and the heat, all of which tend to

diminish the density of the air, are at their maximum,
while at the pole they are at their minimum. The

mean height of the barometer at the level of the sea, all

* Manchester Trans, vol. iv. p 54.^. f Dr Halley.

I Asiatic ResearcbeSi vcl. ii. Appendix.

\
Manchester Trans, vol. iy?
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•verthe globe, is 30 inches ; the weight of the atmos- Chap.
11.^

pherc, therefore, is the same all over the globe. The «

weight of the atmosphere depends on its density and

height : where the density of the atmosphere is greatest,

its height must be least ; and, on the contrary, where

its density is least, its height must be the greatest. The

height of the atmosphere, therefore, must be greatest at

the equator, and least at the*poles ; and it must decrease

gradually between the equator and the poles, so that

its upper surface will resemble two inclined planes

meeting above the equator, their highest part*.

During summer, when the sun is in our hemisphere,

the mean heat between the equator and the pole does

not differ so much as in winter. Indeed the heat of

northern countries at that time equals the heat of the-

torrid zone : thus in Russia, during July and August,

the thermometer rises to 85** f . Hence the rarity of

the atmosphere at the pole, and consequently its height,

will be increased. The upper surface of the atmosphere,

therefore, in the northern hemisphere will be less incli-

ned, while that of the southern hemisphere, from con-

trary causes, will be much miore inclined. The very

reverse will take place during our winter.

The density of the , atmosphere depends in a great

measure on the pressure of the superincumbent column;

and therefore decreases according to the height, as the

pressure of the superincumbent column constantly de-

creases. But the density of the atmosphere in the tor-

rid zone will not decrease so fast as in the temperate and

frigid zones ; because its column is longer, and because

* Kirwan, Irhb Trans, vol. ii. p. 43, &c.

t Dr Guthrie, Edin. Trans, vol. ii. p. ajQ
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Hence the

air, a-, it as-

cends, rolls

towards the

coldest

foU.

Air accu-

iQuIates o-

ver cold

places.

there is a greater proportion of air in the higher part o£

this column. This accounts for the observation of Mr
Cassan, that the barometer only sinks half as much for

everj 200 feet of elevation in the torrid as in the tem-

perate zones. The density of the atmosphere at the

equator, therefore, though at the surface of the earth it

is less, must at a certain height equal, and at a still

greater, surpass the density of the atmosphere in the

temperate zones and at the poles.

A current of air is constantly ascending at the equa-

tor, and part of it at least reaches and continues in the

higher parts of the atmosphere. From the fluidity of

air, it is evident that it cannot accumulate above the

equator, but must roll down the inclined plane v^^hich

the upper surface of the atmosphere assumes towards

the poles. As the surface of the atmosphere of the nor-

thern hemisphere is more inclined during our winter

than that of the southern hemisphere, a greater quan-

tity of the equatorial current of air must flow over upon
the northern than upon the southern hemisphere ; so

that the quantity of our atmosphere will be greater du-

ring winter than that of the southern hemisphere : but

during summer the very reverse will take place. Hence

the greatest mercurial height takes place during winter,

and the range of the barometer is less in summer than

in winter.

The density of the atmosphere is in a great measure

regulated by the heat . of the place : wherever the cold

is greatest, there the density of the atmosphere will be

greatest, and its column shortest. High countries, and

ranges of lofty mountains, the tops of which are cover-

ed with snow the greatest part of the year, must be

much colder than other places situated in the same de-
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gi^ee of latitude, and consequently the column of air

over them much shorter. The current of superior air

will linger and accumlilate over these places in its pas-

sage towards the poles, and thus occasion an irregularii

ty in its motion, which will produce a similar irregu-

larity in the barometfer. Siich accumulations will be

formed over the north-wfestern parts of Asia and over

North America : hence the barometer usually stands

higher, and varies less there than in Europe. Accu-

mulations are also formed upon the Pyrenees, the Alps,
the mountains of Africa, Turkey in Europe, Tartary,
and Tibet. When these accumulations haVe gone on

for some time^ the density of the air becomes tbo great

to be balanced by the surrounding atmosphere; it

rushes down on the neighbouring countries, and pro-
duces cold winds, which raise the barometer. Hence

the rise of the barometer which generally attends north-

east winds in Europe^ as thcy proceed from accumula-

tions in the north-west of Asia, or about the pole ;

hence, too> the north-west wind from the mountains of

Tibet raises the barometer at Calcutta^

It is possible that considerable quantities of air are

occasionally dfcstroyed in the polar regions. When this

happens, the atmosphere to the south rushes in to fill

up the void. Hence south-west t^inds take place^ and

the barometer falls*

As the mean height of bur hetriisphere differs in diffe-

rent years, the density of the atmosphere, and conse-

quently the quantity of equatorial air which flows to-

wards the poles, must also be variable. Hence the

range of the barometer is different in different years.

Does this range correspond to the mean annual heat ?

that is to say, is the range greatest when the heat is

Vol. IV. 1>
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Why the

barometer
varies little

Between
the tropics.

least, and least when the iieat is greatest ? In son^*

years greater accumulations than usual take place in

the mountainous parts in the south of Europe and Asia,

i^wing, perhaps, to earlier falls of snow, or to the rays

of the sun having been excluded by long-continued fogs»

When this takes place, the atmosphere in the polar re-

gions will be proportionably lighter. Hence the pre-

valence of southerly winds during some winters more-

than others.^

As the heat in the torrid zone never differs much,

the density, and consequently the height of the atmo-

sphere, will not vary much. Hence the range of the

barometer within the tropics is comparatively small 5

and it increases gradually as we approach the poles, be-

cause the difference of the temperature, and conse-

quently of the density of the atmosphere, increases with

the latitude.

The falls of the barometer which precede, and the

oscillations which accompany, violent storms and hur-

ricanes, show us that these phenomena are produced by

very great rarefactions, or perhaps destruction of air^

in particular parts of the atmosphere. The falls of

the barometer, too, that accompany winds, proceed from

the same cause.

The falling of the barometer, which generally pre-

cedes rain, remains still to be accounted for ; but we

know too little about the causes by which rain is pro-*

. duced to be able to account for it in a satisfactory man-

aer.
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Chap. II.

SECT. 11.

OF THE TEMPERATURE OF THE ATMOSPHERE.

1 HAT the temperature of the air varies considerably,

tiot only in the different climates and in different seasons,

but even in the same place and in the same season,

must be obvioiis to the most careless observer. This

perpetual variation cannot be ascribed to the direct heat

of the sun ; for the rays of that luminary seem to pro-

duce no effect whatever upon air, though ever so much

concentrated : but they warm the surface of the earth,

which communicates its heat to the surrounding atmo-

sphere* Hence it happens that the temperature of the

air is highest in those places which are so situated as to

be most warmed by the sun's rays, and that it varies

in every region with the season of the year. Hence, too,

the reason why it diminishes according to the height of

the air above the surface of the earth. That portiou

of the earth which lies at the equator is exposed to

the jnost perpendicular rays of the sun. Of course it is

hottest, and the heat of the earth diminishes gradually

from the equator to the poles. The,temperature of the

air must follow the same order. The air, then, is hot-

test over the equator, and its temperature gradually di-

minishes from the equator to the poles, where it is cold-

est of all. It is hottest at the equator, and it becomes

gradually colder according to its height above that sur-

face. Let us examine the nature of these two dimi*.

nishiog progressions of temperature.

D2
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Method of

ascertain-

ing the

mean an-

nual tem-

perature*

1. Though the temperature of the air is highest at

the equator, and gradually sinks as it approaches the

pole ; yet as, in every place, the temperature of the air

is constantly varying with the season of the year, we

cannot form any precise notion of the progression with-

out taking the temperature in every degree of latitude

for every day of the year, and forming from each a

mean temperature for the whole year ; which is done

by adding together the whole observations, and divi^

ding by their number. The quotient gives the mean

temperature for the year. The diminution from the

pole to the equator takes place in arithmetical progres-

sion : or, to speak more properly, the annual tempera-

ture of all the latitudes are arithmetical means between

the mean annual temperature of the equator and the

pole. This was first discovered by Mr Meyer ; and

hy means of an equation which he founded on it, but

rendered considerably plainer and simpler^ Mr Kirwan

has calculated the mean annual temperature of every

degree of latitude between tbe equator and the pole.

He proceeded on the following principle : Let the mean

annual heat at the equator be m, and at the pole m—n ;

put * for any other latitude ; the mean annual tempe-

rature of that latitude will be m—«Xsin. **. if there-

foire the temperature of any two latitudes be known,

the value of m and n may be found. Now the tem-

perature of north lat. 40° has been found by the best

observations to be 62*1 ", and that of lat. 50°, 52-9^.

The square of the sine of 40® is nearly 0*419, and the

square of the sine of 50° is nearly 0*586. Therefore

m— 0*41 n =z 62*I, and

m—0*58 « == 52*9 ; therefore

G2'J'4-0*41 n = 52*9 + 0*58 n, as each of
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vbem, from the two first equations, is equal to m. From

this last equation the value of n is found to be 53 near-

ly ; and m is nearly equal to 84. The mean tempera-

ture of the equator therefore is 84^, and that of the

pole 31**. To find the mean temperature for every

other latitude, we have only to find 88 arithmetical

means between 84 and 31. In this manner MrKirwan

calculated the following Table :

Chap. TI.
'

Table of the Mean Amiucil Temperature of the Stand-

ard Situation in every Latitude.

Lat.
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Xfiis Table, however, only answers for the tempera^
ture of the atmosphere of the ocean. It was calculated*

for that part of the Atlantic Ocean which lies between

the 80th degree of northern and the 45th of southern

latitude, and extends westwards as far as the Gulf-

stream, and to within a few leagues of the coast of A-
merica ; and for all that part of the Pacific Ocean reach-

ing from lat. 45^ north to lat. 40° south, from the 20th

to the 275th degree of longitude east of London. This

part of the ocean Mr Kirwan calls the standard : the,

rest of the ocean is subject to anomalies which will be

afterwards mentioned.

Mean Mr Kirw^n has also calculated the meap monthly
moiithly

temperature of the standard ocean. The principles on

tur?. which he went were these : The mean temperature of

April seems to approach very nearly to the mean an,,

jnual temperature ; and as far as heat depends on the

action of 'he solar rays, the mean heat of every month

is as the mean altitude of the sun, or rather as the sine

of the sun's altitude. The mean heat of April, there-

fore, and the sine of the sun's altitude being given, the

mean heat of May is found in this manner : As the

sine of the sun's mean altitude in April is to the mean

heat of April, so is the sine of the sun's mean altitude

in May to the mean heat of May, Tn tTiesame manner

the mean heats of June, July, and August, are found j

but the rule would give the temperature of the suc-

ceeding months too low, because it does not take in the

heat derived from the earth, which possesses a degree

of heat nearly equal to the mean annual temperature.

The real temperature of these months therefore must

be looked upon as an arithmetical mean between the

astronomical and terrestrial heats. Thus in latitude
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;51*, the astronomical heat of the month of September

is 44' 6^, and the mean annual heat is 52*4° ; therefore

the real heat of this month should be ^-ll^i£^r=48*5.
2

Mr Kirwan, however, after going through a tedious

calculation, found the results to agree so ill with obser-

vations, that he drew up the following Table, partly

from principles, and partly by studying a variety of sea

journalso
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So METEOROLOGY.

Book I. From this Table it appears that January is the cold-

est month in every latitude, and that July is the warm-

est month in all latitudes above 4S''. In lower latitudes

August is generally warmest. The difference between

the hottest and cpldest months increases in proportion

to the distance from the equator. Every habitable la-

titude enjoys a mean heat of 60'' for at least two months ;

this heat seems necessary for the production of corn.

Within ten degrees of the poles, the temperatures dif-

fer very little, neither do they differ much within ten

degrees of the equator ; the temperatures of different

years differ very little near the equator, but they differ

more and more as the latitudes approach the poles.

Tempera- 2. That the temperature of the atmosphere gradually

nishes^wUh diminishes, according to its height above the level of the

the height sea, is Well known. Thus the late Dr Hutton of Edin-
of the air.

burgh found that a thermometer, kept on the top of Ar-

thur's Seat, usually stood three degrees lower than a ther-

mometer kept aft the bottom of it. Hence, then, a height

of 800 feet occasioned 3^ of diminution of temperature.

On the summit of Pinchinca the thermometer stood at

30°, as observed by Bouguer, while at the level of the

sea in the same latitude it stood at 84°. Here a height

of 15,564 feet occasioned a diminution of temperature

amounting to 54°. But though there can be no doubt

of the gradual diminution of temperature, according to

the height, it is by no means easy to determine the rate

of diminution. Euler supposes it to be in a harmonic

progression ; but this opinion is contradicted by obser-

vations. Saussure supposes, that in temperate climates,

the diminution of temperature amounts to 1° for every

287 feet of elevation. But Mr Kirwan has shown that

no such rule holds, and that the rate of diminution va«
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ries with the temperature at the surface of the earth. Chap.ir.

We are indebted to this philosopher for a very inge-

nious method of determining the rate of diminution in

every particular case, supposing the temperature at the

surface of the earth known *.

Since the temperature of the atmosphere is constant-

ly diminishing as we ascend above the level of the sea,

it is obvious, that at a certain height we arrive at the

region of perpetual congelation. This region varies in

height according to the latitude of the place; it is high-
est at the equator, and descends gradually nearer the

earth as we approach the poles. It varies also accord-

ing to the season, being highest in summer and low-

est in winter. M. Bouguer found the cold on the top

of Pinchinca, one of the Andes, to extend from seven

to nine degrees below the freezing point every morn-

ing immediately before sun-rise, tte concluded, there-

fore, that the mean height of the term of congelation

(the place where it freezes during some part of the

day all the year" iround) between the tropics was

15,577 feet above the level of the sea; but in lat. 28°

he placed it in summer at the height of 13,440 feet.

Now, if we take the difference between the temperature

of the equator and the freezing point, it is evident that

it will bear the same proportion to the term of congela-

tion at the equator that the difference between the mean

temperature of any other degree of latitude and the

freezing point bears to the term of congelation in that

latitude. Thus the mean heat of the equator being 84*^^

the difference between it and 32 is 52 ; the mean heat

* Irish Tram. viii. 356,
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oflatitude 28*^ is 72*3°, the difference between whicli

and 32 is 40*3 : Then 52 : 15577 : : 40*3 : 12072c

In this manner Mr Kirwan calculated the following

Table :

Mean Height of the

Term of Congelation.

Lat» Feet.

.........15577

5 ..* 15457

10 15067

15........ .............14498

20 ...13719

25 .....13030

30... 11592

35 ...10GG4

40 , 90ie

45 7658

50......... 6260

55 4912

60...... 3684

65 2516

70..... 1557

75 748

80. 120

Beyond this height, which has been called the lower

term of congelation, and which must vary with the sea-

son and other circumstances, Mr Bouguer has dis-

tinguished another, which he called the upper term of

congelation ; that is, the point above which no visible

vapour ascends. Mr Kirwan considers this line as much
less liable to vary during the summer months than the

lower term of congelation, and therefore has made
choice of it to determine the rate of the diminution of
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fifeat, as we ascend in the atmosphere. Boijguer deter-

mined the height of this term in a single caje, and Kir-

wan has calculated the following Table of its height for

every degree of latitude in the northern hemisphere*.

Chap. ir.

Table of the Height of the Upper Line of Congelation

in the different Latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere,

N.
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Book r. The following rule of Mr Kirwan tvill enable iis to

ascertain the temperature at any required height, pro-

vided we know the temperature at the surface of the

earth.

How cajcu- Let the observed temperature at the surface of the

earth be rz rriy the height given -r h, and the height of

the upper term of congelation for the given latitude be

7n —— 32 ...
=: f ; then = the diminution of temperature

100

for every hundred feet of elevation ; or it is the com-

mon difference of the terms of the progression requi-

red. Let this common difference thus found be deno-

ted by c : then cX gives uS the Whole diminution^ 100 ^

of temperature from the surface of the earth to the gi-

ven height. Let this diminution be denoted by d, then

m— d is obviously the temperature required. An ex-

ample will make this rule sufficiently obvious. In la-

titude 56**, the heat below being 54**, required the tem-

perature of the air at the height of S03 feet ?

Here m s: 54, ^ = 5533, ^Zli? = _^ - o-404
* t 54*33

JLOO"""^

h= f, and cX — — 0-404 X 8-03 r= 3*24 =± d, and m
100

-^ if = 54— 3*24 = 50*75. Here we see that the

temperature of the air 803 feet above the surface of the

earth is 50-75®.

From this method of estimating the diminution of

temperature, which agrees remarkably well with obser-

vation, we see that the heat diminishes in an arithme-

tical progression. Hence it follows^ that the heat ©f
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the air at a distance from the earth, is not owing to the
.

Chap.
TI.^

ascent of hot strata of air from the surface of the earth,

but to the conducting power of the air.

3. This rule, however, applies only to the teriipera- Upper re-

. gions
ture of the air during the summer months of the year. war|nest ia

In winter the upper strata of the atmosphere are often

"warmer than the lower. Thus on the 31st of January

1776, the thermometer on the stimmit of Arthur's Seat

stood six degrees higher than atherriiometer at^Hawkhill,

which is 684 feet lower *. Mr Kirwan considers this su-

perior heat, alriiost uniformly observed during winter, as

owing to a current of warm air from the equator, which

rolls towards the north pole during our winter f.

4. Such, then, in gfeneral, is the method of finding the

mean annual temperature over the globe. There are,

however, several e^cceptions to these general rules,

which coiiie now to be mentioned.

That part of the Pacific Ocean which lies between i- North

north lat. 52° and 66*^ is no broader at its northern ex- Ocean,

tremity than 42 miles, and at its southern extremity
than 1300 miles: it is reasonable to suppose, therefore,

that its temperature will be considerably influenced by
the surrounding land, which consists of ranges oT moun-

tains covered a great part of the year with snow ; and

there are besides a gr6at many high, and consequently

cold, islands scattered through it. For these reasons

Mr Kirwan concludes, that its temperature is at least

four or five degrees below tie standard. But we are not

yet furnished with a sufficient number of observations

to determine this with accuracy.

* Roy, Pl'il. Trafis.iyy/, p- 777. f Irisb Ttans. viii. p, ,^irj,

hi. IK E
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ii i^xhc general opinion that the southern hemisphere,!

a. Southern beyond the 40th degree of latitude, is considerably cold-

er than the corresponding parts of the northern hemi-

sphere. Mr Kirwan has shown that this holds with re-

spect to the summer of the southern hemisphere, but

that the winter in the same latitudes is milder than in

the northern hemisphere *.

feas!"*
Small seas surrounded with land, at least in tempe-

rate and cold climates, are generally warmer in summer

and colder in winter than the standard ocean, because

they are a good deal influenced by the temperature of

the land. The Gulph of Bothnia, for instance, is for

the most part frozen in winter ; but in summer it is

sometimes heated to 10° ; a degree of heat never to be

found in the opposite part of the Atlantic f . The Ger-

man Sea is above three degrees colder in winter, and

five degrees warmer in summer than the Atlantic |.

The Mediterranean Sea is, for the greater part of its

extent, warmer both in summer and, winter than the

Atlantic, which therefore fiows into it. The Black

Sea is colder than the Mediterranean, and flows into

it§.

4. North Xhe eastern parts of North America are much colder
America. . , /. ii t r v

than the opposite coast of iLurope, and fall short of the

standard hj 2ihout 10° or 12^, as appears from Ame-

rican Meteorological Tables
||.

The causes of this re-

* Irhfj Trans. \nu 417. f Mem. Stech. 1jj6.

J Kirwan's Temperature of Lot, p. 53. § Ibid,

(j
For the following statement of the extremes of heat and cold at

Montreal and Three Rivers in Canada, I am indebted to an mgcnious

officer, who kept a register for eight years, from the year 1^76 to 1784,

inclusive.
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markable difference are many. The highest part of
^^^^'^',

North America lies between the 40th and 50th degree

of north latitude, and the looth and liOth degree of

longitude west from London ; for there the greatest ri-

vers originate. The very height, therefore, makes this

spot colder than it otherwise would be. It is covered

"with immense forests, and abounds with large sw\amps

and morasses, whicii render it incapable of receiving

any great degree of heat ; so that the rigour of winter

is much less tempered by the heat of the earth tnan iri

the old continent. To the east lie a number of very

large lakes ; and farther north, Hudson's Bay ; about

50 miles on the south of which there is a range of

mountains, which prevent its receiving any heat from

that quarter. This bay is bounded on the east by the

mountainous country of Labrador and by a number of ^

islands. Hence the coldness of the north-west winds

and the lowness of the temperature* But as the culti-

vated parts of North America are now much warmer

than formerly, there is reason to expect that the climate

will become still milder when the country is better clear-

" In the warmest summer the themiometer was not observed »o rise

higher than 94°, though it has been said to have risen sn high as 96° and

even 98^at Queb;-c ; hnr wh^r:* rhrse oKservatinnf were made, the ther-

mometer was generally from 80° to 84° in the warmest summers, and

the average of the ordinary summers was about 70°.
*» In the severe frosts the thermometer sunk to 43° below o. This hap-

pened three times within this period, viz. on the l^d and 25th February

1782, and on the l' th February 1784.

*• In the ordinary winters, at Three Rivers, the mercury stood at from

xo° to 25° below o ,and in the severe winters from 25° to 35° below o.

" The summer observations were taken at about nine o'clock in the

morning, and three in the afternoon. The winter before sun-rise, and a-

bout nine, and sometimes ten o'clock at night."

E2
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5. Islands.

METEOROLOGY.

ed of woods, though perhaps it will never equal the tem-^

perature of the old continent.

Islands are warmer than continents in the same de-

gree of latitude ; and countries lying to the windward

of extensive mountains or forests are warmer than those

lying to the leeward. Stones or sand have a less capa-

city for heat than earth has, which is always somewhat

moist ; they heat or cool, therefore, more rapidly, and

to a greater degree. Hence the violent heat of Arabia

and Africa, and the intense cold af Terra del Fuego.

Living vegetables alter their temperature very slowly,

but their evaporation is great ; and if they be tall and

close, as in forests, they exclude the sun's rays from the

earth, and shelter the winter snow from the wind and

the sun. Woody countries, therefore, are much colder

than those which are cultivated.

SECT. III.

ON EVAPORATION AND RAIN.

Nature of

vapour.
We found reason formerly to conclude, that the wa-

ter of the atmosphere exists in the state of vapour. We
are indebted to the experiments of Saussure and Deluc

for much of our knowledge of the qualities of vapour.

It is an elastic invisible fluid like common air, but

lighter ; being to common air of the same elasticity, ac-

cording to Saussure, as 10 to 14, or, according to Kit-

wan, as 10 to 12. It cannot pass beyond a certain

jRaximum of density, without a corresponding increase
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>of temperature, otherwise the particles of water which Chap. IL

compose it unite together, and form small, visible

particles, called vesicular vapour ; which is of the
,

same specific gravity with atmospherical air. It is of this

vapour that clouds and fogs are composed. This maxi-

mum increases with the temperature ; and at the heat

of boiling water is so great, that steam can resist the

whole pressure of the air, and exist in<he atmosphere

in any quantity.

We have seen formerly, that when water is heated to

212^, it boils, and is rapidly converted into steam j and

that the same change takes place in much lower tempera-

tures ; but in that case the evaporation is slower, and the

elasticity of the steam is smaller. As a very considerable

proportion of the earth's surface is covered with water,

and as this water is constantly evaporating and mixing
with the atmosphere in the state of vapour, a precise

<$etermination of the rate of evaporation must be of very

great importance in meteorology. Accordingly many

experiments have been made to determine the point by
diflferent philosophers. No person has succeeded so

completely as Mr Dalton : But many curious particu-

lars had been previously ascertained by the labours of

Richman, Lambert, Wallerius, Leidenfrost, Watson,

Saussure, Deluc, Kirwan, and others.

1. The evaporation is confined entirely to the surface..... .
. Evapora-

of the water : hence it is m all cases proportional to the tion con-

surface of the water exposed to the atmosphere. Much
furffce!

^^*

more vapour of course rises in maritime countries, or

those interspersed with lakes, than in inland countries.

2. Much more vapour rises during hot weather than

during cold weather. Hence the quantity evaporated de-

Bends in some measure upon temperature. The precise

I
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Book I. law has been happily discovered byMrDalton. This phi-

Evapora- losophertook a cylindrical vessel of tin, whose diameter

tbnauThe ^^^ ^4^ inches, and its depth 2^ inches ; filled it with

tempera- water, and kept it just boilinp for some time. The
Sure. .

loss of weight in the minute was 30 grains, when the

experiment was made in a close room without any

draught of air ; 35 grains when the vessel was placed

over fire in the visual fire-place, there being a moderate

draught of air and the room close ; 40 with a brisker

fire and a stronger draught ; and when the draught was

very strong, he supposes the evaporation might amount

to 60 grains in the minute. Atthe temperature of180°,

thequnntity evaporated was 4- of what was lost at212^<.

At 164 it was ^ of that at 212^

152 ...... i

144 ^
138 ^

And in general the quantity evaporated from ^ given

surface of water ^^r minute at any temperature, is to

the quantity evaporated from the same surface at 212°,

as the force of vapour at the first temperature is to the

force of vapour at 212*^. Hence, in order to discover

the quantity which will be lost by evaporation from

water of a given temperature, we have only to ascer-

tain the force of vapour at that temperature. This is

done in the Table given in Vol. I. p. 537. of this Work.

Hence we see that the presence of atmospheric air ob-

structs the evaporation of water ; but this resistance is

overcome in proportiqn to the force of the vapour.

3. The quantity of vapour which rises from water,

even when the temperature is the same, varies accord-

ing to circumstances. It is least of all in calm wea-

ther, greater when a breeze blows, and greatest of all

with a strong wind. The followingTable, drawn up
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by Mr Dalton, shows the quantity of vapour raised'

from a circular surfac.e of six inches in diameter in at-

mospheric temperatures. The first column expresses

the temperature ; the second, the corresponding force

of vapour ; the other three columns give the number

of grains of water that would be evaporated from a sur-

face of six inches in diameter in the respective tempe-

ratures, on the supposition of there being previously no

aqueous vapour in the atmosphere. These columns

present the extremes and the mean of evaporation like-

ly to be noticed, or nearly such ; for the first is calcu-

lated upon the supposition of 33 grains loss j!)^r
minute

from the vessel of 3| inches in diameter ; the second

45, and the third 55 grains^^r minute*.
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BookI> x^c must subtract the 0*25 from 0*5 ; the remainder

0*25 gives us the force of evaporation required ; whicjh

is precisely one half of what it would be if no vapour
had previously existed in the atmosphere.

By the Table we see, that on that supposition a surface

of six inches diameter would lose one grain by evapo-

ration per minute, instead of two grains, which would

|iave been converted into vapour if no vapour had pre-

viously e|:isted in the atmosphere. If the force of the

vapour in the atmosphere had amounted to 0*5, which

is equal to the force of vapour at the temperature of

59^, in that case no vapour whatever would rise from

the water ; and if the force of the vapour already in

the atmosphere exceeded 0*5, instead of evaporation,

moisture would be deposited on the surface of the wa-

ter.

These general observations, for all of which we are

indebted to Mr Dalton, account in a satisfactory man-

ner for most of the anomalies which had puzzled pre-

ceding philosophers ; and include under them the less

general laws which they had discovered. We must

consider the discoveries of Mr Dalton as the most im-

portant additions made to the science of meteorology
for these many years.

5. As the force of the vapour actually in the atmo-

sphere is seldom equal to the force of vapour of the

temperature of the atmosphere, evaporation, with a few

exceptions, may be considered as constantly going on.

Qnantity
Various attempts have been made to ascertain the

from^^*^^^ quantity evaporated in the course of a year ; but the

water; difficulty of the problem is so great, that we can ex-

pect only an approximation towards a solution. From'

the experiments of Dr Dobson of Liverpool, in the
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years 1772, 1773, 1774^, and 1775» it appears that the Chap. 11.

mean annual evaporation from the surtace ot water a- - *•

mounted to 36*78 inches*. The proportion lor every
month was the tollowing :

Inches.
'

Inches.

January, 1*50 Julj* 5' 11

February ... .*l '17 August ,.,,..5*01

March 2*64 September .. ..3-18

April 3*30 October 2*51

May 4-34 November. ..- 1*51

June 4*41 December . . ..1*49

Mr Dalton fou'^d the evaporation from the surface of

water, in one of the driest and hottest days of summer,

rather more than 0*2 of an inch.

If we believe Mr Williams, the evaporation from the From lard,

surface of land covered with trees and other vegetables

is one third greater than from the surface of water j

but this has not been confirmed by other philosophers.

From his experiments f it appears, that in Bradford in

New England the evaporation during 1J12 amounteij

to 42'65 inches. But from the way that his experi-

ments were conducted, the amount was probably too

great.

From an experiment of Dr Watson, made on the 2d

pf June 1779, after a month's drought, it appears that

the evaporation, from a square incti of a grass plot, a-

mounted to 1*2 grains in an hour, or 28'8 grains in

24 hours, which is OOGl of an inch. In another expe-

riment after there had been no rain for a week, the

heat of the earth being llO*^, the evaporation was foitnd

* Pbil. Trans. voLlxvii—Dalton, Mandator Memoirs, v. $$2.

f Traffs. Pbilad. ii, i^S-
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almost twice as great, or = O'lOS of an inch in the

day*. The mean of these two experiments is 0*084

inches, amounting for the whole month of June to 2'62

inches. If we suppose this to bear the same propor-

tion to the whole year that the evaporation in Dr Dob-

son's experiments for {June do to the anpual evapora-

tion, we shall obtain an annual evaporation amounting

to about 22 inches.
.

This is much smaller than that

obtained bj Mr Williams, But Dr Watson's method

was not susceptible of precision. He collected the va-

pour raised on the inside of a drinking-glass ; but it

was irnposslble that the glass could condense much

more than one half of what did rise, or would have been

raised, in other circumstances. But to counterbalance

this, the experiments were made in the hottest part of

the day, when much more vapour is raised than during

any other part of it.

pxperl- Xhe most exact set of experiments on the evapora-

palton. tion from earth was made by Mr Dalton and Mr Hoyle

during 1196 and the two succeeding years. The rne-

thod which they adopted was this. Having got a cylin-

drical vessel of tinned iron, 10 inches in diameter

and three feet deep, there were inserted into it two pipes

turned downwards for the water to run off into bottles :

The one pipe was near the bottom of the vessel ; the

other was an inch from the top. The vessel was filled

up for a few inches with gravel and sand, and all the

rest with good fresh soil. It was then put into a hole

in the ground, and the space around filled up with earth

except on one side, for the convenience of putting bot>»'

* Watson's Chemical Enayt, Hi, 54*
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ties to the two pipes ; then some water was poured on Chap. H.^

to sadden the earth, and as much of it as would was

suffered to run through without notice, by which the

earth might be considered as saturated with water. For

some weeks the soil was kept above the level of the up-

per pipe, but latterly it was constantly a little below it,

which precluded any water running off through It. For

the first year the soil at top was bare ; but for the two

last years it was covered with grass the same as any

green field. Things being thus circumstanced, a regu-

lar register was kept of the quantity of rain-water that

ran offfrom the surface of the earth through the upper

pipe (whilst that took place), and also of the quantity

of that which sunk down through the three feet of earth,

and ran out through the lower pipe, A rain-gauge of

the same diameter was kept close hy to find the quan«

tity of rain for any corresponding time. The weight

of the water which ran through the pipes being sub-

tracted from the water in the rain-gauge, the remainder

was considered as the weignt of the water evaporated

from the earth in the vessel. The following Table
exhibits the mean annual result of these experintients *<,

* Manchtshr Memoirs^ V. p. 360,

I
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Water through the two Pipes.
Inch Inch- Inch.

1796. 1797- 17 8

fan 1-S97— -680— 1*774+
Feb 1*778— '918— 1*122
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out rain in some part of the earth ; so that part of the
,

^^^P- ^\.

evaporated water is constantly precipitated again. In-

deed it would be impossible for the whole of the eva-

porated water to subsist in the atmosphere at once, at

least in tiie state of vapour.

The higher regions of the atmosphere contain less

vapour than the strata near the surface of the earth.

This was observed both by Saussure and Deluc, who

mentions several striking proofs of it.

At some height above the tops of mountains the at-

mosphere is probably still drier ; for it was observed

both by Saussure and Deluc, that on the tops of moun-

tains the moisture of the air was rather less during the

night than the day. And there can be little doubt that

every stratum of air descends a little lower during the

night than it was during the day, owing to the cooling

and condensing of the stratum nearest the earth. Va^.

pours, however, must ascend very high, for we see

clouds forming far above the tops of the highest mourt--

tains.

Rain never begins to fall while the air is transpa-

rent : the invisible l^apours first pass their maximum,
and are changed into vesicular vapours ; clouds are

formed, and these clouds gradually dissolved in rain.

Clouds, however, are not formed in all parts of the ho-

rizon at once ; the formation begins in one particular

spot, while the rest of the air remains clear as before :

this cloud rapidly increases till it overspreads the whole

horizon, and then the rain begins.

.It is remarkable, that though the greatest quantity Formation

of vapours exist in the lower strata of the atmosphere,

clouds never begin to form there, but always at some

considerable height. It is remarkable, too, that the part
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Book 1. q£ ^i^Q atmosphere at which they form, has not arrived

at the point of extreme moisture, nor near that point,

even a moment before their formation. They are not

formed, then, because a greater quantity of vapour had

got into the atmosphere than could remain there with-

out passing its maximum. It is still more remarkable^

that when clouds are formed, the temperature of the

spot in which they are formed is not always lowered^

though this may sometimes be the case. On the con-

trary, the heat of the clouds themselves is sometimes

greater than that of the surrounding air *. Neither,

then, i^ the formation of clouds owing to the capacity

of air for combining with moisture being lessened by
cold ; so far from that, we often sec clouds, which had

remained in the atmosphere during the heat of the day,

disappear in the night, after the heat of the air was di-

ininished.

And rain The formation of clouds and rain, then, cannot be

^ccounttd
accounted for by the principles with which we are ac-

for.
quainted. It is neither owing to the saturation of th^

atmosphere, nor the diminution of heat, nor the mix«

ture of airs of different temperatures, as Dr Hutton

supposed ; for clouds are often formed without any

wind at all either above or below them ; and even if

this mixture constantly took place, the precipitation,

instead of accounting for rain, would be almost imper-

ceptible.

It is a vefy remarkable fact, that evaporation often

goes on for a month together in hot weather without

any rain. This sometimes happens in this country j it

* Dchicsur la JVUtecrol. ii. ico.
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ihappens every year in the torrid zone. Thus at Cal-
^

Chap.
11.^

cutta, during January 1785, it never rained at all*:

the mean of the thermometer for the whole month was

66f degrees ; there was no high wind, and indeed du-

ring great part of the month little wind at alL

The quantity of water evaporated during such a

drought must be very great ; yet the moisture of the

air, instead of being increased, is constantly diminish-

ing, and at last disappears almost entirely ; for the

dew, which is at first copious, diminishes every night :

and if Dr Watson's experiment formerly mentioned be

attended to, it will not be objected that the quantity of

evaporation is also very much diminished. Of the very

dry state to which the atmosphere is reduced during^ ^

long droughts, the violent thunder-storms with which

they often conclude is a proof, and a very decisive one*

Now what becomes of all this moisture ? It is not ac-

cumulated in the atmosphere above the country from

which it was evaporated, otherwise the whole atmo-

sphere would in a much less period than a month be

perfectly saturated with moisture. If it be carried up

daily through the different strata of the atmosphere, and

wafted to other regions by superior currents of air, how

is it possible to account for the different electrical state

of the clouds situated between different strata, which

often produces the most violent thunder-storms ? Are

not vapours conductors of the electric fluid? and would

they not have daily restored the equilibrium of the

whole atmosphere through which they passed ? Had

they traversed the atmosphere in .this manner, there

* Asiatic Researches y vol. it Appendix.

Vol. IV. F
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Bookl. would have been no negative and positive clouds, and

consequently no thunder-storms. They could not hare

remained in the lower strata of the atmosphere, and

been daily carried off by winds to other countries ; for

there are often no winds at all during several days to

perform this office
;:
nor in that case would the dews

diminish, nor could their presence fail to be indicated

by the hygrometer.

It is impossible for us to account for this remarkable

fact upon any principle with which we are acquainted*

The water can neither remain in the atmosphere, nor

pass through it in the state of vapour. It must there-

fore assume some other form ; but what that form is, or

how it assumes it, we know not.

There are, then, two steps of the process between eva-

poration and rain, of which at present we are complete-

ly ignorant : 1. What becomes of the vapour after it

enters into the atmosphere. 2. What makes it lay a-

side the new form which it must have assumed, and re-

turn again to its state of vapour, and fall down in rairu

And till these two steps be discovered by experiments

and observations, it will be impossible for us to give a.

rational or a useful theory of rain.

Dr Pratt|of Exeter has endeavoured to prove, in a

very ingenious treatise, that WAter is decomposed du-

ring its evaporation, and converted into oxygen and hy-

drogen, gas j but the absence of any perceptible quanti-

ty of this last gas in the atmosphere, even when rain is

actually forming, cannot be accounted for, unless we

suppose that the products of the decomposition are dif-

ferent. Girtanner's theory, that azote is composed of

hydrogen and oxygen, would remove every difficulty ;

but unfortunately, thajt theory, i^not only destitute of



proof, but militates against the kaown properties of Cha^. TT;

'Vvater, azote, and hydrogeti. We must therefore be

cautious in dravfring atiy conclusion till future discove-

iies have removed the obscurity in which the pheno-
mena of rain are at presetit involv^ed.

The mean annual quantity of rain is greatest at tbe. Quantity

equator, and decreases gradually as we approach th6

poles. Thus at

of raino

*
Granada, Antilles, 12^ N. lat. it is 126 inchfeg

*
Cape Francois, St

Domingo.... 3 9^ 46'...... 120

t Calcutta.. 22 23 81

tRome.A 41 54...... 39

§ England*, i 33 bO.*,,.. 32

II Petersburgh ... .,50 10...... 16

On the contrary, the nnmbet of rainy days is smallest

at the equator, and increases in proportion to the dis-.

tance from it. From north latitude 12° to 43® the meaii

tJumber of rainy days is 78 ; from 43** to 46*^ the mean
number is 10!3 ; from 46*^ to 50® it is 134 ; from 51^

to 60^, 101 If.

^ The number of rainy days is often greater ill winter

than in summer ; but the quantity of rain is greater iii

summer tl^an in winter **. At Petersburgh the num«
ber of rainy Or snowy days during winter is 84^ and the

» CottCj Jour, de Pbys. Qtt. Ijgt, p. 264,

f Asiatic EesearcLes/i. and ii. Appendix.

% Cotte, Jour, de PLys. Ott. I791, p. l6/^.

^ Pbil. Trans.
| Edin, Trans, ii. 244.

\ Cotte, Jour. 4e Pbys. ct. 1 7 9 1 , p. a64. *^t^, Ibid-

F2
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quantity which falls Is only about five inches ; during^

summer the number of rainy days is nearly the same,

but the quantity which falls is about 11 inches *.

More rain falls in mountainous countries than ia

plains. Among the Andes it is said to rain almost per-

petually, while in Egypt it hardly ever rains at all. If

a rain-gauge be placed on the ground, and another at

some height perpendicularly above it, more rain will

be collected into the lower than into the higher; a proof

that the quantity of rain increases as it descends, owing

perhaps to the drops attracting vapour during their pas-

sage through the lower strata of the atmosphere, where

the greatest quantity resides. This, however, is not al-

ways the case, as Mr -Copland of Dumfries discovered

in the course of his experiments f. He observed, also,

that when the quantity of rain collected in the lower

gauge was greatest, the rain commonly continued for

some time ; and that the greatest quantity was collected

in the higher gauge only either at the end of great

rains, or during rains which did not last long. These

observations are important, and may, if followed out,

give us new knowledge of the causes of rain. They
seem to show, that during rain the atmosphere is some-

how or other brought into a state which induces it to

part with its moisture ; and that the rain continues as

long as this state continues. Were a sufficient number

of observations made on this subject in different places,

and were the atmosphere carefully analysed during dry

weather, during rain, and immediately after rain, we

might soon perhaps discover the true theory of rain.

•
Mtii/t. TrMt, ii. »44. f Manchetter Tra.'u. iv. 619.
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Rain falls in all seasons of the year, at all times of Chap. IL

the day, and during the night as well as the day 5 tho',

according to M. Toaldo, a greater quantity falls during

the day than the night. The cause of rain, then, what-

ever it may be, must be somethipg which operates at

all times and seasons. Rain falls also during the conti-

nuance of every wind, but oftenest when the wind

blows from the south. Falls of rain often happen like-

wise during perfect calms.

It appears from a paper published by M. Cotte in

the 'Journal de Physique for October 1791, containing

the mean quantity of rain falling at 147 places, situated

between north lat. 11*^ and 60^, deduced from tables

kept at these places, that the mean annual quantity of

rain falling in all these places is 34*7 inches. Let us

suppose then (which cannot be very far from the truth)

that the mean annual quantity of rain for the whole

globe is 34 inches. The superficiesof the globe consistsof

170,981,012 square miles, or 686,401,498,471,4l5,i^00

square inches. The quantity of rain therefore falling

annually will amount to 23,337,650,812,030,156,800

cubic inches, or somewhat more than 91,751 cubic miles

of water.

The dry land amounts to 52,745,253 square miles ;

the quantity of rain falling on it annually therefore will

amount to 30,960 cubic miles. The quantity of water

running annually into the sea is 13,140 cubic miles ; a

quantity of water equal to which must be supplied by

evaporation from the sea, otherwise the land would soon

be completely drained of its moisture.

The quantity of rain falling annually in Great Bri*

tain may be seen from the following Table :
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Vears at

observation.

3

5

8

8

4^
5

8

18

1

5

10

5

5

20
8

Places.

Dover* i ,

Ware, Hertfordshire *
, ,

London f
Kimbolton %

Lyndon §

Chatsworth, Derbyshire*
Manchester*

Liverpool
*

.,

Lancaster*

Kendal*....

Dumfries*

Branxholm, 44 miles south-west

of Berwick
||

Langholm ||
,

Dalkeith
||

,

Glasgow '^.. ,

Ha.vkhiil**

Mean

Raitriii

inches.

3T52
23-6

17-3

23-9

22-210

27-863
43-1

34-41

40-3

61-223

36-127

31-26

36-73

25*124
31*

28*966

32*332

Mr Dalton^ in an ingenious essay on this subject,

estimates the quantity of rain for England at 31 inchesff j;

but as we have no observations kept in Wales or the

Highlands of Scotland, where much rain falls, it can-

not be doubted that the proportion for Britain must ex^

ceed that sum.

In this country it generally rains less in March than

in November, in the proportion at a medium of seven

io!l2. It generally rains les§ in Aptil than Octo-ber, in

^ Maneheiter Trans, iv-

I Ibid. vol. Ixxix. part i.

II
Edin, Trans, i. ao8.

*« Ediu, Trans, i. 333.

f fhil. Trans. Table? of QbsepY^Jons.

\ Mr Barker, Ibid. ,,-.,, ^,;^.x

\ Statist. Account of Seotlattdf . J45.

ft Mancltster Memoirs, V. 349.
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the proportion of one to two nearly at a medium. It

generally rains less in May than September ; the chances

that it does so are at least as four to three : but when

it rains plentifully in May (as 1*8 inches or more), it

generally rains but little in September j,

and when it

rains one inch or less in May, it rains plentifully in

September *.

SECT. IV.

OF V'IND.

W o phetiomenon in meteorology has more engaged
the attention of men of observation than the winds, or

those currents which so often disturb the tranquillity of

the atmosphere. The subject is not only curious, but

highly interesting 5 far upon their direction and force

navigation in a great measure depends ; the tempera-
ture of climates is greatly influenced by them 9 and they

are absolutely necessary to preserve the salubrity of the

atmosphere. To be acquainted with the laws by which

they are regulated, and to be able to calculate before-

Ijand the consequences of these laws, has been in every

jage the eager wish of philosophers. But whether it has

been owing to an improper method of studying this sub-

ject, or to its lying beyond the reach of the human fa-

culties, philosophers have not made that progress in it

• f54rwam Ir'til Trant, v. ai.
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'

^^^^ ^'
'

'^^'^^ *^^^ sanguine imaginations of some individuals

led them to expect. Many discoveries indeed have

been made ; and from the numbers and the genius of

the philosophers at present engaged in this study, others

equally important may by expected. But, notwith-

standing this, many of the phenomena remain unex-

plained, and a rational and satisfactory theory seems

still beyond our reach. I shall in this Section give as

complete a detail as possible of the natural history of

the winds in the different parts of the world, and thert

consider how they may be explained.

I. Winds In As. the winds are much more regular between the

tropics than in the temperate zones, it will be proper

in the first place to begin with them.

Trade- In those parts of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans

which lie nearest the equator, there is a regular wind

during the whole year called the trade-win^. On tlic

north side of the equator it blows from the north-east,

varying frequently a point or two towards the north or

east ; and on the south side of itj from the south-east^

changing sometimes in the same manner towards the

south or east. The space included between the second

and fifth degree of north latitude is the internal limit of

these two winds. There the winds 'can neither be said

to blow from the north nor the south ; calms are frei-

quent, and violent storms. This space varies a little in

latitude as the sun approaches either of the tropics.-—

In the Atlantic Ocean the trade-winds extend farther

north on the American than on the African coast ; and

as we advance westward, they become gradually mor-c

easterly, and decrease in strength *. Their force di=»

* Dr Hallcy, PW. Trans. Abr. vol. li. p. 134.

f
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minisbes likewise as we approach their utmost boun* Chap. ii.

daries. It has been remarked also, that as the sun ap- ;

proaches the tropic of Cancer, the south-east winds be-

come gradually more southerly, and the north-east

winds more easterly : exactly the contrary takes place

v;hen the sun is approaching the tropic of Capricorn *.

The trade-wind blows constantly in the Indian Ocean Monsoon?*

from the iOth degree, of south latitude to near the 30th :

But to the northward of this the winds change every six

months, and blow directly opposite to their former

course. These regular winds are called monsoons, from

the Malay word moossin, which signifies
" a season f ".

When they shift their direction, variable winds and vi-

olent storms succeed, which last for a month and fre-

quently longer ; and during that time it is dangerous

for vessels to continue at sea.

The monsoons in the Indian Ocean may be reduced

to two ;
one on the north and another on the south side

of the equator ; which extend from Africa to the lon-

gitude of New Holland and the east coast of China, and

which suffer partial changes m particular places from

the situation and inflection of the neighbouring coun-

tries.
^

1. Between the 3d and 10th degrees of south lati-

tude the south-east trade wind continues from April to

October ; but during the rest of the year the wind blows

from the north-west |. Between Sumatra and New
Holland this monsoon blows from the south during our

• : ; . .
. , ^ r

,
: .J ..,

(
-i

* Dr Halley, Phil. Trans. Abr/voJ. li. p. 154.

I Forest's VeyagCfTp. 95.

'
'

*^
''['

t Dr Halley, PBU. Trans!Abr. vol, H. p. 136.
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^
summer months, approaching gradually to the south-

east as we advance towards the coast of New Holland ;

it changes ahout the end of September, and continues

in the opposite direction till April *, Between Africa

and Madagascar its direction is influenced by the coast ;

for it blows from the north east from October to April,

* and during the rest of the year from the south-west f .

2. Over all the Indian Ocean, to the northward of

the 3d degree of south latitude, the north-east trade-

wind blows from October to April, and a south-west

wind from April to October t- From Borneo, along

the coast of Malacca and as far as China, this monsoon

in summer blows nearly from the south, and in winter

from the north by east §. Near the coast of Africa,

between Mozambique and Cape Guardefan, the winds

are irregular during the whole year, owing to the dif-

ferent monsoons which surround that particular place.

Monsoons are likewise regular in the Red Sea ; be-

tween April and October they blow from the north-

west, and during the other months from the south-east,

keeping constantly parallel to the coast of Arabia
||

.

Monsoons are not altogether confined to the Indian

Ocean ; on the coast of Brazil, between Cape St Au-

gustine and the Island of St Catherine, the wind blows

t)etween September and April from the east or north-

east, and between April and September from the south''

» Dr Halley» PML Trans. Abr. voL iL p. 136.

f Bruce's Travels, vol. i. p. 459.

. t Dr Halley, Pb'il. Trans, Abr. vol. ii. p. Xj[6n

*^ Dr Halley, Vb'iL
'

"

''')

2 Bruce's Travels , vqL K ch. 4,
*
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west *. The bay of Panama is the only place on the Chay. II.

west sicje of a great continent where the wind shifts

regularly at different seasons ; there it is easterly be-

tween September and March ; but between March and

September it blows chiefly from the south and south-

west.

Such in general is the direction of the winds in the

torrid zone all over the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian

Oceans ; but they are subject to particular exceptions,

which it is proper to enumerate. On the coast of A-

frica, from Cape Bayador to Cape Verde, the winds

are generally north-west ; from hence to the island of

St Thomas near the equator they blow almost perpen-

dicular to the shore, bending gradually as we advance

southwards, first to the west and then to the south-westf .

On the coast of New Spain likewise, from California

to the bay of Panama, the winds blow almost constant-

ly from the west or south-west, except during May,

June, and July, when land-winds prevail, called by the

Spaniards Popogayos, On the coast of Chili and Peru J,

from 20 or 30 degreed south latitude to the equator,

and on the parallel coast of Africa, the wind blows

during the whole year from the south, varying accord-

ing" to the direction of the land towards which it in-

clines, and extending much farther out to sea on the

American than the African coast. The trade-winds are I

also interrupted sometimes by westerly winds in the

Pay of Campeachy and the Bay of Honduras.

As to the countries between the tropics, we are too

* Sir Walter Raleigh's Voyage. Forest's Voyage,^. 97.

f Dr H alley, Fhil- Trans. Abr. vol. ii. p. 136.

t Sir Walter Raleigh's Voyagc—Tir: Garden, Phi!, Trsns. Abr. Vol. Ii-
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little acquainted with them to be able to give a satisfac-

tory history of their winds.

Seian<^ la all maritime countries between the tropics of any

9C«. extent, the wind blows during a certain number of hours

every day from the sea, and during a certain number

towards the sea from tlie land ; these winds are called

the sea and land breezes. The sea-breeze generally sets

in about ten in the forenoon, and blows till six in the

evening ; at seven the land-breeze begins, and conti-

nues till eight in the morning, when it dies away *. Du«

ring summer the, sea-breeze is very perceptible on all

the coasts of the Mediterranean Seaf, and even some-

times as far north as Norway %,

^ , . \\\ the island of St Lewis on the coast of Africa, in

^tLcwis, 16° north latitude, and 16° west longitude, the wind

during the rainy season, which lasts from the middle of

July to the middle of October, is generally between the

south and east ; during the rest of the year it is for the

most part east or north-east in the morning ; but as the

sun rises, the wind approaches gradually to the north,

till about noon it gets to the west of north, and is called

a sea-hree%e. Sometimes it shifts to the east as the sun

descends, and continues there during the whole night.

In February, March, April, May, and June, it blows

almost constantly bet\<yeen the north and west §. In

^alama. tl^e island of Balama, which lies likewise on the west

coast of Africa, in the 1,1th degree of north latitude.

* Marsden's Hist, of Sumatj-a, p. 17.
—BufFon's Nat. Bisf. vol, i.

p. 385.
'

-: ..,
r ,

•j- Volney's Tra-vrh.

% Pontoppidan'8 Natural Hhiory of Norway.

f Dr Schotte, Phil. Trans, vol. Ixx. art. 35. .
- m .,^
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the wind during nine months of the year blows from ClianiF.

the south-west; but in November and December a very

cold wind blows from the north-east *.

In the kingdom of Bornou, which lies between the Bonioo,

16th and 20th degree of north latitude, the warm sea-

son is introduced about the middle of April by sultry

winds from the south-east, which bring along with them

a deluge of rainf . In Fezzan, which is situated about Fc2zs%

the 25th<legree of north latitude and the 35th degree

of east longitude, the wind from May to August blows

from the east, south-east, or south-west, and is intense-

ly hot t'
•

In Abyssinia the winds generally blow from the west, Abysaaias

north-west, north, and north-east. During the months

©f June, July, August, September, and October, the'

north and north-east winds blow almost constantly,

especially in the morning and evening ; and during the

rest of the year they are muoh more frequent than any
other winds^.

At Calcutta, in the province of Bengal, the wind Ea^amd

blows during January and February from the south- ^^^

west and south ; in March, April, and May, from the

south ; in June, July, August, and September, from the

south aird south-east ; in October, November, and De-

cember, from the north-west
|1

. At Madras the most

frequent winds are the north and north-east. At Ti-

voli in St Domingo, and at lies de Vaches, thq wind

* P. Beaver, Esq. See Map In Wadstrom's Essay on Coknizailo*^

\ African Association, p. aoo. |,Ibid«

§ Bruce's Travels, \o\. iv. p. 651.

;] Ajiftic Researches i vols i. and ii. Append,
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^
BoDkL blows oftenest from the south and south-east*. Frotii

these facts it appears, that inmost tropical countries

with which we are acquainted, the wind generally blows

from the nearest ocean, except during the coldest months,

when it blows towards it.

4. In the In the temperate zones the direction of the winds is

eone^

^

^y "o means so regular as between the tropics. Even

in the same degree of latitude we find them often blow-

ing in different directions at the same time j while their

changes are frequently so sudden and so capricious, that

to account for them has hitherto been found impossible.

When winds are violent, and continue long^ they ge-

nerally extend over a large tract of country : and this

is more certainly the case when they blow from the

north or east than from any other points f. By the.

multiplication and comparison of Meteorological Ta-

bles> some regular connection between the changes of

the atmosphere in different places may in time be ob-

served, which will at last lead to a satisfactory theory

of the winds. It is from Such tables chiefly that the

following facts have been collected.

tuAmerica, In Virginia the prevailing winds arc between the

south-west, west, north, and north-west 5 the most fre-

quent is the south-west, which blows more constantly

in June, July, and August, than at any other season.

The north-west winds blow most constantly in Novem-

ber, December, January, and February |. At Ipswich

in New England the prevailing winds are also be^

* P. Cotte, Jour. Je Plys. 1791.

f Dcrham's Physico'Tljeolovy^ ch. ii.

% Jcfferson'3 Virginia, p. 123.—Trans. Fhilai, ii. art. *CV
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tween the south-west, west, north, and north-east ; the Chap, ii.
^

most frequent is the north-west *. But at Cambridge,

in the same province, the most frequent wind is the

south-east f. The predominant winds at New York

are the north and west % : And in Nova Scotia north-

west v/inds blow for three-fourths of the year §. The

same wind blows most frequently at Montreal in Ca-

nada ; but at Quebec the wind generally follows the

direction of the River St Lawrence, blowing either from

the north-east or south-west
||.

At Hudson's Bay

westerly winds blow for three-fourths of the year ; the

north-west wind occasions the greatest cold, but the

north and north-east are the vehicles of snow ^.

It appears from these facts, that westerly winds are

most frequent over the whole eastern coast of North

America ; that in the southern provinces south-west

winds predominate ; and that the north-west become

gradually more frequent as we approach the frigid

ajone.

Iti Egypt, during part of "May, and during June, Ju- In Egy^

Jy, August, and September, the wind blows almost

constantly from the, north, varying sometimes in June>

to the wes^:, and in July to the wes^tand the east jdu-f

ring part of September, and in October and Novembei*y

the winds are variable, but blow more regujiarly from

the cast than any other quarter j in December,, Jan-

uaryi and February, they blow from the north, north-

west, and west ; towards t^e end of February they>

* Trans, Amer. Acad. I 336. + M. Cotte, four, de Pbys. TJ^t,

i Ibid. § Present State of Notxa Scotia and Canada^ p. jSi,

II Cotte, Jzur. de Plyu 1791.

f PennactV ^w/^i/r^p i4rifeV Zw/. p. 4t,
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change to the south, in which quarter they continue till

near the end of March ; during the last days of March

and in April they blow from the south-east, south, and

south-west, and at last from the east ; and in this di-

rection they continue during a part of May *.

In the Me- ^^ ^^^ Mediterranean the wind blows nearly three-

^iterranean, fourths of the year from the north ; about the equi-

noxes there is always an easterly wind in that sea, which

is generally more constant in spring than in autumn f.

These observations do not apply to the Gut of Gibral-

tar, where there are seldom any winds except the east

and the west. At Bastia, in the island of Corsica, the

prevailing wind is the south-west
:{:.

^^g^ In Syria the north wind blows from the autumnal

equinox to November ; during December, January, and

February, the winds blow from the west and south-west 5

in March they blow from the south, in May from the

east, and in June from the north. From this month to

the autumnal equinox the wind changes gradually as

^'t'^ the sun approaches the equator ; first to the east, then

to the south, and lastly to the west §. At Bagdad the

most frequent winds are the south-west and north-west ;

at Pekin, the north and the south
|| ; at Kamtschatka, on

the north-east coast of Asia, the prevailing winds blow

from the west
*-][.

In Italy the prevailing winds differ considerably ac-

Surope, cording to the situation of the places where the obser-

vations have been made ; At Rome and Padua they are

* Volney'« Travels, I 58. f Ibid, i, 59 and 6s»

I Cottc, Jour, de Ply. 1791. § Volney's Travels^ I 326.

B Cottc, Ibid. % Pennant's Ardie Zooh p. cxiii.
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northerly, at Milan easterly *. All that we have been Chap. 11.^
'

y
"I'll IJ

able to learn concerning Spain and Portugal is, that on

the west coast of theSe countries the west is by fair the

most common wind, particularly in summer ; and that

at Madrid the wind is north-east for the greatest part

of the siimnier, blowing almost constantly from the Py-
renean mountains f. At Berne in Switzerland the pre-

vailing winds are the north and west ; at St Gottard,

the north-east ; at Lausanne, the north-west and south-

west J.

Father Gotte has giveti us the result of observations franco

made at 86 different places of France % ; from -which it

appears, that along the whole south coast of that king-
dom the wind blows most freqiietttly frdin th« north,

north-west, and north-east ;
on the west coast, from the

west, south*west, and north-west; dnd on the north

coast, from the south-west ; that in the interior parts

of France the south-west wind blows friost frequently

in 18 places ; the west wind in 14 ; the north in 13 ;

the south in six ; the north-east in four 5 the south-east

in two ; the east and ilorth-iwdst e^ch of theiti in one.

On the west coast of the Netherlands, as far north asi

Rotterdanij the prevailing winds are probably the south-

west, at least this is the case at Dunkirk and Rotter-

dam |. It is probable also that along the rest of thig

coast, from the Hague to Hamburg, the prevailing

winds are the north-west, at least these winds are most

frequent at the Hague and at Franeker |. The prevail-

ing wind at Delft is the soiilh-east ; and at Breda the

north and the east J.

« Coti-e, J9ur. de Fbys. 1791, | Bohun's Hist, of Winds, p. 1x6,

% CnttQyJour.de Pbys. 1791.

Vol, in, a

\
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Book!. In Germany the east wind is most frequent at Got-

Germany, tingen, Munich, Wiessemburgh, Dusseldorf, Saganum,

Erford, and at Buda in Hungary ; the south-east at

Prague and Wirtzburg ; the north-east at Ratisbon ;

and the west at Manheim and Berlin *.

Britain, From an average of ten years of the register kept by
order of the Royal Society, it appears that at London

the winds blow in the following order :

Winds. Days- . Winds. Days.

South-west... •• ..112 South-east 32

North-east 58 East 26

North-west 50 South IS

West 53 North 16

/ It appears from the same register, that the souths

west wind blows at an average more frequently than

any other wind during every month of the year, and

that it blows longest in July and August ; that the

north-east blows most constantly during January,

March, April, May, and June, and most seldom during

February, July, September, and December ; and that

the North-west wind blows oftener from November to

March, and more seldom during September and Octo-

ber than any other months. The south-west winds are

also most frequent at Bristol, and next to them are the

north-east f.

The following Table of the winds at Lancaster has

been drawn up from a register kept for seven years at

that place %>

« Cotte, Jour, de Phyt. 17^1.- :, f PbiU Trans. Ixvi. S,

t Mmebetter Trantuctionsj iy. 234,
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Winds. Days.

South-west 92

North-east 67

South 51

West 47

Winds, Days.

South-east ..•...•• 35

North.... 30

North-west 26

East 17

Chap. II.

The following Table is an abstract of nine years ob-

servations naade at Dumfries by Mr Copland *.

Winds. Days.

North..,.. 36|.

North-west , 254-

South-east 18|-

North-east 14t

Winds.

South.••<
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Book I. their influence is felt most severely on the caster*

coast.

The following Table exhibits a view of the number

of days during which the westerly and easterly winds

blow in a year at different parts of the island. Under

the term westerly are included the north-west, west,

south-west, and south j the term easterly is taken ii|

the same latitude.

Ireland,

North of

JIurope.

Years of

Observ.

10

7

51
9

10

7

8

Places.

London
Lancaster ......
Liverpool

*

Dumfries

Branxholm, 44 miles south-

west of Berwick f . . .

Cambuslang . .' .

Hawkhill, near Edinburgh X

Mean

Wind.
Westerly. Easterly.

233
216
190

227-5

232
214
229-5

220-3

132
149
175
137-5

133
151

135-5

144-7

^
In Ireland the south-west and west are the grand

trade-winds, blowing most in summer, autumn, and

winter, and least in spring. The north-east blows most

in spring, and nearly doublp to what it does in autumn

and winter. The south-east and north-west are nearly

equal, and are most frequent after the south-west and

west §r

At Copenhagen the prevailing winds are the east

an(J south-east ; at Stockholm, the west aud north
|j-.

* Manchester Trans, iv. \ Edin. Trans, i. 203-

§ Rutty's Hitt. (if the Weathert &c. in Dublin*

j{ Cotte, Jour.de Pbys. V}fg^ \*««-v:»r..

t Ibid,
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In Russia, from an average of a register of 16 years, Chap,
ir.^

the winds blow from November to April in the follow-

ing Older :

W. N.W. E. S.W. S. N.E. N. S.E.

Days 45 26 23 22 20 19 14 12

And during the other six months,

W. N.W. E. S.W. S. N.E. N. S.E.

Days 27 27 19 24 22 15 32 18

The west wind blows during the whole year 72 days;

the north-west 53 ; the south-west and north 56 days

each. During summer it is calm for 41 days, and du-

ring winter for 21 *. In Norway the most frequent

winds are the south, the south-west, and south-east.

The wind at Bergen is seldom directly west, but gene-

rally south-west or south-east ; a north-west, and es-

pecially a north-east wind, are but little known there f.

From the whole of these facts, it appears that the

most frequent winds on the south coasts of Europe are

the north, the north-east, and north-west; and on the

western coast, the south-west: that in the interior parts

which lie most contiguous to the Atlantic ocean, south-

west winds are also most frequent ; but that easterly

winds prevail* in Germany. Westerly winds are also

most frequent on the north-east coast of Asia,

It is probable that the winds are more constant in
^. South

the south temperate zone, which is in a great measure *^"^P^"**

covered with water, than in the north temperate zone,

where their direction must be frequently interrupted

and altered by mountains and other causes.

* Guthrie on the Climate of Russia, Edin. Trans, ii.

I I'ontoppjdan'si Nat. Hist, a/ Nonvay^ part i.
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Book I.

^

M. de la Caille, who was sent thither by the French

king to make astronomical observations, informs us,

that at the Cape of Good Hope the main winds are the

south-east and north-west; that other winds seldom

last longer than a few hours ; and that the east an4

north-east winds blow very seldom. The south-east

wind blows ill most months of the year, but chiefly

from October to April ; the north-west prevails during

the other six months, bringing along with it rain, and

tempests, and hurricanes. Between the Cape of Good

Hope and New Holland the winds are commonly west-

erly, and blow in the followiog order: north-west^

south-west, west, north *.

In the Great South Sea, from latitude 30° to 40^

south, the south-east trade-wind blows most frequently,

especially When the sun approaches the tropic of Ca-

pricorn ; the wind next to it in frequency is the norths,

west, and next to that is the south-west. From south

latitude 40° to 50° the prevailing wind is the north-

west, and next the south-west. From 50^ to 60^ the

most frequent wind is also the north-west, and next to

it is the westf.

Thus it appears that the trade winds sometimes ex-

tend farther into the south temperate zone than their

usual limits, particularly during summer 5 that beyond

their influence the winds are commonly westerly ; and

that they blow in the following order : north-west,

south-west, west. ;

Such is the present state of the history of the direc-

*
Meteorological Tables at the end of Philip's and White's f^oyagt^s.

t Wale's iWrfwr. r«*/«-j.
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lion of the winds. In the torrid zone they blow con- Chap. ii.

stantly from the north-east on the north side of the

equator, and from the south-east on the south side of

it. In the north temperate zone they blow piost fre-

quently from the south-west ; in the south temperate

zone from the north-west, changing, however, frequent-

ly to all points of the compass 5 and in the north tem-

perate zone blowing, particularly during spring, from

the north-east.

As to the velocity of the wind, its variations are al- Velocity of

most infinite, from the gentlest breeze to the hurricane
® ^*" *'

which tears up trees and blows down houses. It has

been remarked, that our most violent winds take place

when neither the heat njor the cold is greatest ; that vi-

olent winds generally extend over a great tract of coun-

try ; and that they are accompanied by sudden and

great falls in the mercury of the barometer. The

Wind is sometimes very violent at a distance from the

earth, while it is quite calm at its surface. On one oc-

casion Lunardi went at the rate of 70 miles an hour in

his balloon, though it was quite calm at Edinburgh when

he ascended, and continued so during his whole voyage.

Tiie following Table, drawn up by Mr Smeaton, will

give the reader a pretty precise idea of the velocity of

the wind in different circumstances *.

^hil. Trans. iys9i p. 165.
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M)ics per
Hour.

1

2

3

4

15
20
25

30

35

40
45
50
60
80

100

Feet per
Second.

1-47

2-93

4*4

5-87

7-33

14-67
22-

29-34

36*67

44-01

5 J -34

58-68

66-01

73-35

88-02

117-36

146-7

JPcrpendicular Force on one square Foot, in

Avoirdupois Pounds and Parts.

49-200

Hardly perceptible

Just perceptible

Gently pleasant

Pleasant, brisk

Very brisk

High wind

Very high wind

Storm or tempest
Great storm

Hurricane

Hurricane that tears up
trees and carries build-

ings before it.

Let us now consider the cause of these numerous

currents in the atmosphere.

;^xplana- jj ^.^nnot be doubted that the surface of the earth un-
tion oi the

. . ; ,- /.

cau^of the deV the torrid zone is much more heated by the rays of

ivinds. the sun than under the frozen or temperate zones, be-

cause the rays fall upon it much more perpendicularly.

This heat is communicated to the air near the surface

y of the torriil zone, which being thereby rarefied, as-

cends ; and its place is supplied by colder air, which

rushes in from the north and south.

Now the diurnal motion of the earth is greatest at

the equator, and diminishes gradually as we approach

the poles, where it ceases altogether. Every spot of

the earth's surface at the equator moves at the rate of
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15 geographical miles in a minute ; at the 40° of lati-
^

Chap. T.
^

tude, it moves at about llf miles in a minute ; and at

the 30*^, at nearly 13 miles. The atmosphere, by mo-

ving continually round along with the earth, has acqui-

red the same degree of motion
; so that those parts of

it which are above the equator move faster than those

which are at a distance. Were a portion of the atmo-

sphere to be transported in an instant from latitude 30°

to the equator, it would not immediately acquire the

velocity of the equator ; the eminence^ of the earth

therefore would strike against it, and it would assume

the appearance of an east wind. This is the case in a

smaller degree with the air that flows towards the equa-

tor, to supply the place of the rarefied air, which is con-

tinually ascending ; and this, when combined with its

real motion from the north and south, must cause it to

assume the appearance of a north-easterly wind on this

side the equator, and of a south easterly beyond it *.

The motion westwards occasioned by this difference

in celerity alone would scarcely be perceptible ; but it

is much increased by another circumstance. Since the

rarefaction of the air in the torrid zone is owing to the

heat derived from the contiguous earth, and since this

heat is owing to the perpendicular rays of the sun, those

parts must be hottest where the sun is actually verticalj,

and consequently the air over them must be most rare-

fied ; the contiguous parts of the atmosphere will there-

fore be drawn most forcibly to that particular spot.

Now since the diurnal motion of the sun is from east

* This cause of the trade-wind* was first assigned by Hadley in 1734.

%tt Pbil. Tram. Abrifig. \m. ^00.
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Book I. to west, this hottest spot will be continually shifting

westwards, and this will occasion a current of the at-

mosphere in that direction. That this cause really

operates, appears from a circumstance already mention-

ed : When the sun approaches either of the tropics, the

trade-wind on the same side of the equator assumes a

more easterly direction, evidently frona the cause here

mentioned ; while the opposite trade-wind, being de-

prived of this additional impulse, blows in a direction

more perpendicular to the equator *.

The westerly direction of the trade-winds is still far-

ther increased by another cause. Since the attractioii

of the sun and moon produces so remarkable an effect

upon the ocean, we cannot but suppose that an effect

equally great at least is produced upon the atmosphere.

Indeed as the atmosphere is nearer the moon than the

sea is, the effect produced by attraction upon it ought

to be greater. When we add to this the elasticity of

the air, or that disposition which it has to dilate itself

when freed from any of its pressure, we cannot but

conclude that the tides in the atmosphere are consider-

able. Now since the apparent diurnal motion of the

moon is from east to west, the tides must follow it in

the same manner, and consequently produce a constant

motion in the atmosphere from east to west f.

Ail these different causes probably combine in the

production of the trade-winds ; and from their being

* Tlijs cause was first assigned by Dr Halley in his essay on the trade-

winds ; and is certainly by far the most powerful of all the agents.

f This cause was first assigned by D'Alembert in his dissertation en

the Cause of the Winds.
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s^noetimes united, and sometinaes distinct or opposite, Cl^ap- ir.

arise all those little irregularities which take place in

the direction ancj force of the trade-winds.

Since the great cause of these winds is the rarefaction Why their

of the atmosphere by the heat of the sun, its ascension, ilTthe^

and the consequent rushing in of colder air from the "<*"^^';"^
,

°
hemisphere,

north and south, the internal boundary of the trade-

winds must be that parallel of the torrid zone which is

hottest, because there the ascension of the rarefied air

must take place. Now since the sun does not remam

stationary, but is constantly shifting from one tropic to

the other, we ought naturally to expect that this boun-

dary would vary together with its exciting cause ; that

therefore when the sun is perpendicular to the tropic of

Cancer, the north-east trade-winds would extend no

farther south than north latitude 23*5*^; that the south-

east v/ind would extend as far north ; and that when

the sun was in the tropic ol Capricorn, the very con-

trary would take place. We have seeti, however, that

though this boundary be subject to considerable changes

from this very cause, it may in general be considered

as fixed between the second and fifth degrees of north

latitude.

Though the sun be perpendicular to each of the tro-

pics during part of the year, he is for one half of it at

a considerable distance j so that the heat which they

acquire while he is present is more than lost during his

absence. But the sun is perpendicular to the equator
twice in a year, and never farther distant from it than

'

23t*' : being therefore twice every year as much heated,

and never so much cooled as the tropics, its mean heat

must be greater, and the •

atmosphere in consequence

generally most rarefied at that place. Why then, it will
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^
be asked, is not the equator the boundary of the two

trade-winds ? To speak more accurately than we have

hitherto done, the'internal limit of these winds must be

that parallel where the mean heat of the earth is great-

est. This would be the equator, were it not for a rea-

ijon which shall now be explained.

It has been shown by astronomers, that the orbit of

the earth is an. ellipsis, and the sun is placed in one

of the foci. Were this orbit to be divided into two

parts by a straight line perpendicular to the transverse

axis, and passing through the centre of the sun, one of

tbese parts would be less- than the other, and Uie earth,

during its passage through this smaller part of.its orbit,

would constantly be nearer the sun than while it moved

through xht other portion. The celerity of the earth's

motion in any part of its orbit is always proportioned

to its distance from the sun ; the nearer it is to the sun.

It moves the faster ; the farther distant, the slower.

The earth passes over the smaller portion of its orbit

during our winter ; which must therefore be shorter

than our summer, both on account of this part of the

orbit being smaller than the other, and on account of

the increased celerity of the earth's motion. The dif-

ference, according to Cassini, is seven days, 23 hours,

and 53 minutes. While it is winter in the northern, it

is summer in the southern hemisphere; wherefore the

summer m the southern hemisphere must be just as

much shorter than the winter as our winter is shorter

than our summer. The summer in the northern he-

misphere consists of 186 days 11 hours and 37 minutes,

while in the southern it is only 178 days 18 hours and

3.1 minutes. They are to 'one another nearly in the

proportion of 15 to 14' 3 ; and the heat of the two he*
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mispheresmay probably have nearly the same proportion ^^^P- ^'
^

to one another. The internal limit of the trade-winds

ought to be that parallel where the.mean heat of' the

globe is greatest ; this would be the equator, if both «

hemispheres were equally hot; but since the northern

hemisphere is the hottest, th^t, parallel ought to be si-

tuated somewhere in it j and sinc^ the difference be-

tween the heat of the two hemispheres is not great, the

parallel ought not b^ far distant from the equator.

The trade-wind would blow regularly round the

whole globe if the torrid zone were all covered with the

water. If the Indian Ocean were not bounded by land

on the north, it would blow there in the same manner

as it does in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans* Land is

much more opaque than water ; it becomes therefore

much warmer when both are equally exposed to the in-

fluence of the sun. For this reason, when the sun ap-

proaches the tropic of Cancer, India, China, ancji the

adjacent countries, become much hotter than the ocean

which washes their southern coasts. The air over

them becomes rarefied and ascends, while col^^ air

rushes in from the Indian Ocean to supply its. place.-.

As this current of air moves from the equator north-

ward, it must, for a reason already explained, assume

the appearance of a south-west wiTid.j and thi$. tenden-

cy eastward is increased by the situation of the coun-

tries to which it flows. This is the cause of the south-

west monsoon, which blows during summer in the

northern paris of the Indian ocean. Between Borneo

and the coast of China its direction is almost due norths

because the country to which the current is directed

lies rather to the west of north j a cireuqistaace whiob

ct)unteracts its greater velocity^
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Book I. In winter, when the sun is on the south side of the

equator, these countries becofkie cool, and the north-east

trade-wind resumes its course, which had it not been

for the interference of these countries, would have con-

tinued the whole year.

As the sun approaches the tropic of Capricorn, it

becomes almost perpendicular to New Holland : that

continent is heated in its turn, the air over it is rarefied,

and colder air rushes in from the north and west to sup-

ply its place. This is the cause of the north-west

monsoon, which blows from October to April from the

3d to the 10th degree of south-latitude. Near Suma-

tra its direction is regulated by the coast : this is the

case also between Africa and Madagascar.

The same cause which occasions the monsoons gives

rise to the winds which blow on the west coasts of A-
frica and America. The air above the land is hotter

and rarer, and consequently lighter, than the air above

the sea ; the sea air therefore flows in, and forces the

lighter land atmosphere to ascend.

And of the The same thing will account for the phenomena of

freezes. ^^^ ^ca and land breezes. During the day, the cool air

of the sea, loaded with vapours, flows in upon the land,

and takes the place of the rarefied land air. As the

sun declines the rarefaction of the land air is diminish-

ed : thus an equilibrium is restored. As the sea is not

so much heated during the day as the land, neither is it

so much cooled during the night; because it is constant-

ly exposing a new surface to the atmosphere. As the

night approaches, therefore, the cooler and denser air

of the hills (for where there are no hills there are no

sea and land breezes) falls dowa upon the plains, and,
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pressing upon the now comparatively lighter air of the Chap. IL

sea, causes the land-breeze.

The rarefied air which ascends between the second

and fifth degrees of north latitude has been shown to be

the principal cause of the trade-winds. As this air as-

cends it must become gradually colder and consequent-

ly heavier ; it would therefore descend again if it were

not buoyed up by the constant ascent of new rarefied

air. It must therefore spread itself to the north and

south, and gradually mix in its passage with the lower

air ; and the greater part of it probably does not reach

far beyond the 30^, which is the external limit of the

trade-wind. Thus there is a constant circulation of the

atmosphere in the torrid zone ; it ascends near the equa-

tor, diffuses itself towards the north and south, descends

gradually as it approaches the 30°, and returning again

towards the equator performs the same circuit.

If the attraction of the moon and the diurnal motion Cause of

of the sun have any effect upon the atmosphere, and wind*,

that they have some effect can hardly be disputed, there

must be a real motion of the air westwards within the

limits of the trade-winds. The consequence of this

westerly current is an easterly current on its north and

south side, as has been demonstrated by D'Alembert.

Hence the frequency of south-west winds over the At-

lantic Ocean and the western parts of Europe.

Mr Kirwan has rendered it probable that the frequen-

cy of south-west winds in our latitudes, at least during

winter, is owing to an opposite current, which blows in

the eastern parts of our hemisphere, between the coast

of Malabar and the Moluccas during the same season.

This northern wind must be supplied from countries

still farther north to the pole, which must be recruited
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Book T. in jts turn from the countries to the south of it in the

western parts of our hemisphere *.

Our theory of the variable winds is still too imper-

fect to attempt any thing like a satisfactory explanation

of them. They evidently stamp the nature of every

climate, and therefore depend upon causes which act

with uniformity, notwithstanding all their apparent ir-

regularity. They are all intimately connected with

each other, and probably succeed each other in a cer-

tain order, though that order has not hitherto been ob-

served. All that can be done at present is to offer a

few unconnected remarks.

Winds appear usually to begin at that point towards

which they blow f . They must therefore be owing to

a rarefaction or displacing of the air in some particular

quarter, either by the action of heat or some other cause.

This is more particularly the case when the wind blows

with violence. Hurricanes are uniformly preceded by
a great fall of the barometer : and the wind often flows

in every direction towards the place where the barome-

ter stands so low. One would be tempted in this case

to suppose the sudden decomposition of a portion of the

atmosphere. Strong north-^east winds have been re«

peatfcdly observed beginning at the quarter towards

which they flow. In 1740 Dr Franklin was prevented

from observing an eclipse of the moon at Philadelphia

hy a north-east storm, which came on about seven

o'clock in the evening. He was surprised to find after-

wards that it had not come on at Boston till near 11

o'clock : and upon comparing all the accounts which he

received from the several colonies of fthe beginning of

Jrub Trans, viii. 40c. f Kirw30» Ibid. p. 397.
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this and other storms of the same kind, he found it to ^'^ap- W.

be always an hour later the farther north-east for every

iOO miles.

** From hence (says he) I formed an idea of the

course of the storm, which I will explain by a familiar

instance. I suppose a long canal of water stopped at

the end by agate. The water is at rest till the gate is

opened ; then it begins to move out through the gate,

and the water next the gate is first in motion, and moves

on towards the gate ; and so on successively, till the

water at the head of the canal is in motion, which it is

last of all. In this case all the water moves indeed

towards the gate ; but the successive times of beginning

the motion are in the contrary way, viz. from the gate

back to the heati of the canal. Thus, to produce a

north-east storm, I suppose some great rarefaction of

the air in or near the Gulf of Mexico ; the air rising

thence has its place supplied by the next more northern,

cooler, and therefore denser and heavier air ; a sue-

cessive current is formed, to which our coast and in^

land mountains give a north-east direction. * "

A similar storm was observed by Dr Mitchell in

18(X2. It began at Charlestown on the 21st February,

at two o'clock in the afternoon ; at Washington, which

lies several hundred miles to the north-east, it was not

observed till five o'clock ; at New York it began at

ten in the evening ;
and at Albany not till day-break

of the 22d. Its motion, from this statement, was 1100

miles in 11 hours, or 100 miles in the hourf .

Franklin's ?hilosopiAcal Letters, p. 389.

+ PhiL J^ag. xiii. »7a.

Vol. IK
*

H
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.
A remarkable storm of the same kind, and aecompa-

nied by an easterly wind, was observed in Scotland on

the 8th of February 1799. It was attended by a very

heavy fall of snow, and the motion of the wind was

much slower. At Falkirk it began to snow at six in the

evening of the 7th ; at Edinburgh at about one o'clock in

the morning of the 8th ; and at Dunbar at eight o'clock

in the morning. It lasted 11 hours, and did not tra-

vel above 100 miles during that time.

The north-east wind blows most frequently with us

during the spring months ; and from the observations

made by Captain Cooke, it appears that the same wind

prevails during the same period in the Northern Paci-

fic. Hence it appears that at that season the cold air

from the north of Europe and America flows into the

Atlantic and Pacific. Hence the reason of its uncom-

mon coldness, dryness, and density.

It is very common to observe one current of air blow-

ing at the surface of the earth, while a current flows in

a contrary direction in the higher strata of the atmo-

sphere. On one occasion I even observed three such

winds blowing in contrary directions all at the same

time. It is afiirrned that changes of weather generally

begin in the upper strata of the air ; the wind which

blows there gradually extending itself to the surface of

the earth *.

iPartlal Besides these more general winds, there are others
winds.

vrhich extend only over a very small part of the earth.

These originate from many different causes. The at-

mosphere is composed of three diflferent substances, air;»

* Dcrham and Gcntil.—Kirwan, Irhjb Xrant. viii. 404.
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vapour, and carbonic acid
; to which may be added wa- Chap,

il.^

ter. Great quantities of each of these ingredients are

constantly changing their aerial form, and combining

with various substances ; or they are separating from

other bodies, assuming the form of air, and mixing
with the atmosphere. Partial voids, therefore, and par-

tial accumulations, must be continually taking place in

different parts of the atmosphere, which will occasion

winds varying in direction, violence, and continuance,

according to the suddenness and the quantity of air de-

stroyed or produced. Besides these there are many
other ingredients constantly mixing with the atmo-

sphere, and many partial causes of condensation and ra-

refaction in particular places. To these, and other cau-

ses probably hitherto unknown, are to be ascribed all

those winds which blow in any place besides the gene-

ral ones already explained ; and which, as they depend
on causes hitherto at least reckoned contingent, will

probably for ever prevent uniformity and regularity in

the winds. All these causes, however, may, and pro-

bably will, be discovered ; the circumstances in which

they will take place, and the effects which they will pro-

duce, may be known ; and whenever this is the case,

the winds of any place may in some measure be redu-

ced to calculation.

SECT. V.

OF ATMOSPHJERICAL ELECTRICITY.

Air is one of those bodies which have received the

name of electric^ because they are capable of being po-

H2
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Book I.
sitively or negatively charged with electric matter. It.

not only contains that portion of electricity which seems

necessary to the constitution of all terrestrial bodies,

^

but it is liable also to be charged negatively or posi-

tively when electricity is abstracted or introduced by
means of conducting bodies. These different states must

occasion a variety of phenomena, and in all probability

contribute very considerably to the various combina-

tions and decompositions which are continually going

on in air. The electrical state of the atmosphere, then,

is a point of considerable importance, and has with great

propriety occupied the attention of philosophers ever

since Dr Franklin demonstrated that thunder is occa-

sioned by the agency of electricity.

Electricity 1. The most complete set of observations on the e-

mospherc. lectricity of the atmosphere were made by Professor

Beccaria of Turin. He found the air almost always

positively ekctrical, especially in the day-time and in

dry weather. When dark or wet weather clears up,

the electricity is always negative. Low thick fogs ri*

sing into dry air carry up a great deal of electric mat-

ter.

2. In the morning, when the hygrometer indicates

dryness equal to that of the preceding day, positive

electricity obtains even before sunrise. As the sun

gets up, this electricity increases more remarkably if

ihe dryness increases. It diminishes in the evening.

3r The mid-day electricity of days equally dry is

proportional to the heat.

4. Winds always lessen the electricity of a clear day,

especially if damp.
5. For the most part, when there is a clear sky and
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little wind, a considerable electricity arises after sunset
^

Chap, it.

at dew falling.

6. Considerable light has been thrown upon the

sources of atmospherical electricity by the experiments

of Saussure and other philosophers. Air is not only

electrified by friction like other electric bodies, but the

state of its electricity is changed by various chemical

operations which often go on in the atmosphere. Eva-

poration seems in all cases to convey electric matter in-

to the atmosphere ; and Saussure has ascertained, that

the quantity of electricity is much increased when wa-

ter Is decomposed, as when water is dropt on a red hot

iron. On the other hand, when steam is condensed into

vesicular vapour, or into water, the air becomes nega-

tively electric. Hence it would seem that electricity

enters as a component part into water ; that it separates

when water is decomposed or expanded into steam, and

is reunited when the steam is condensed again into wa-

ter.

Farther, Mr Canton has ascertained that dry air,

when heated, becomes negatively electric, atid positive

when cooled, even when it is not permitted to expand
or contract : and the expansion and contraction of air

also occasion changes in its electric state.

Thus there are four sources cf atmosphewc electri- Sources of

city known : 1. Friction ; 2. Evaporation ; 3. Heat
*'*

and cold ; 4. Expansion and contraction : not to men-

tion the electricity evolved by the melting, freezing,

solution, &:c. of various bodies in contact with air.

7. As air is an electric, the matter of electricity, Consequcn

when accumulated in any particular strata, will not im- accumu!

mediately make its way to the neighbouring strata, but ^''^'°"'

will induce in them changes sitnilar to what is indu-
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,

Sook T, ced upon plates of glass or similar bodies piled upon
each other. Therefore if a stratum of air be electrified

positively, the stratum immediatelj above it will be

negative, the stratum above that positive, and so on.

Suppose now that an imperfect conductor were to come

into contact with each of these strata, we know, from the

principles of electricity, that the equilibrium would be

restored, and that this would be attended with a loud

noise, and with a flash of light. Clouds which consist

of vesicular vapours mixed with particles of air are

imperfect conductors j
if a cloud therefore come into

contact with two such strata, a thunder-clap would

follow. If a positive stratum be situated near the

( earth, the intervention of a cloud will, by serving as a

stepping stone, bring the stratum within the striking

distance, and a thunder-clap will be heard while the

electrical fluid is discharging itself into the earth. If

the stratum be negative, the contrary eflfects will take

place. It does not appear, however, that thunder is

often occasioned by a discharge of electric matter from

the earth into the atmosphere. The accidents, most of

them at least, which were formerly ascribed to this

cause, are now much more satisfactorily accounted for

by Lord Stanhope's Theory of the Returning Stroke.

Neither does it appear that electricity is often dischar-

ged into the earth, as the effects of few thunder-storms

are visible upon the earth ; that it is so sometimes,

however, is certain.

Occasions a But it is not the province of chemistry to ex;amine in ^
combustion

^^^^^^ *^^ phenomena of thunder ; that task must be re-/

in aif.
signed to the electrical philosopher. There is one re-

mark, however, which cannot be omitted ; it is this,

that, during every discharge of electricity, whether na-

J
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tural or artificial, through air, some change similar to Chap. If.

combustion undoubtedly takes place. The light and '

the peculiar smell with which all electrical discharges

are accompanied demonstrate this ; for no light is per-

ceptible when electricity is discharged in a vacuum.

What the change is which electiicity produces in air,

or how it produces it, are questions which, in the pre-

sent state of our knowledge, are altogether insoluble.

But the very extraordinary galvanic phenomena which

at present occupy the attention of philosophers, pro-

mise not only to throw light upon this impohant sub-

ject, but to demonstrate a much closer connection be-

tween chemistry and electricjty than has hitherto been

suspected.

SECT. VI.

OF THE STONES WHICH FALL FROM THE ATMOSPHERE.

JN OTHiNp can be a more complete proof of the im-

perfect state of the science of Meteorology, than the

discovery of facts, for which not even a conjectural

cause in the smallest degree probable can be assigned.

Luminous bodies called meteors, Jire-hallsy &c. have in

all ages been observed in the atmosphere, and many of

them have been described by eye-witnessJs. One of
History,

the most remarkable of these was the meteor which ap-

peared in 1783. It was very luminous, and its dia-

meter could not be less than 1000 yards. It traversed

Britain and a considerable part oi the continent of £u»
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Book I. rope with very great velocity, and at the height ot near«

ly i)0 miles from the surface of the earth *. Almost

all the meteors observed resembled each other. They
were luminous, at a great height, moved very swiftly,

and disappeared in a very short time. Their disappear-

ance was usually accompanied by a lotid explosion like a

clap of thunder ; and it was almost constantly affirmed,

that heavy stony bodies fell from them to the earth. But

though several well authenticated accounts of the fall of

such stones had been from time to time published, lit-

tle credit was given to them ; nor did they indeed attract

the attention of philosophers, till Dr Chladni publish-

ed a dissertation pn the subject in 1794. Two years

after Mr King published a still more complete collection

of examples, both ancient and modern ; many of them

supported by such evidence that it was impossible to

reject it. These two dissertations excited considerable

attention : but the opinion, that stones had really fallen

from the atmosphere, w^as considered as so extraordina-

ry, and so contrary to what we know cf the constitu-

tion of the air, that most people hesitated or refused

their assent. Meanwhile Mr Howard took a difFerent

method of investigating the subject. He not only col-

lected all the recent and well authenticated accounts of

the fall of stony bodies, and examined the evidence of

their truth, but procuted specimens of the stones which

were said to have fallen in difFerent places, compared
them together, and subjected them to a chemical ana-

lysis. The result was, that all these stony bodies dif-

fer completely from every other known stone; that they

See Caval!o*s description df it, i**/V. Trant. 1784
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all resemble each other, and that they are all composed Chap. 1L

of the same ingredients. His dissertation on the sub-

ject was published in the Philosophical Transactions

for 1802. The proofs which this admirable disserta-

tion contains, that the stony bodies in question really

fell from the atmosphere, are quite irresistible. Indeed

their external characters and chemical analysis would

alone decide the point : For it is quite inconceivable that

in India, England, France, Germany, and Italy, in cli-

mates and in soils exceedingly different from each other,

stones should have been pointed out which differed from

every other mineral in the countries where they were

found, and which exactly resembled one another, pro-

vided these had not had the same origin. The chemi-

cal analysis of Howard was soon after repeated and ve-

rified by Vauquelin
* and Klaprothf .

1. Most of the stones which have fallen from the at- Table of

mosphere have been preceded by the appearance of lu-
thentkated"

minous bodies or meteors. These meteors burst with instances of

the fall of

an explosion, and then the shower of stones falls to the stones.

earth. Sometimes the stones continue luminous till

they sink into the earth ; but most commonly their lu-

minousness disappears at the time of the explosion.

These meteors move in a direction nearly horizontal,

and they seem to approach the earth before they ex-

plode. The following Table, drawn up by Mr Izarn,

exhibits a collection of the best authenticated instances

of the falling of stones from the atmosphere hitherto

observed, together with the time when they fell, and

ihe persons on whose evidence the fact rests %.

* Ann. de Ch'im. xlv. %%$. \ Phil. Mag. w. i8a. \ Ibid. xvl. ZpS.
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2. The stony bodies when found are always hot. Chap.ii,

They commonly bury themselves some depth under Stones usu-

ground. Their size differs from a few ounces to seve-
^^ w^J^jJ^l*^'

ral tons. They are usually roundish, and always cover- black crust,

ed with a black crust. In many cases they smell strong-

ly of sulphur. The black crust, from the analysis of

Howard, consists chiefly of oxide of iron.

3. The outer surface of these stones is rough. When Their corn-

broken, ihey appear of an ash-grey colour, and of a

granular texture like a coarse sandstone. Whenexamined
with a microscope, four different substances may be dis-

covered of which the stone is composed: 1st, A number

of spherical bodies, varying in size from a pin-head to

a pea of a greyish-brown colour, opaque, breaking easi-

ly in every direction, of a compact texture, capable of '

scratching glass, and of giving a few feeble sparks with

steel. 2d, Fragments of ^pyrites of an indeterminate

shape, of a reddish-yellow colour, granular, and easily

reduced to powder. The powder has a black colour.

3d, Grains of iron in the metallic state, scattered like

the pyrites through the stone. 4th, The three sub-

stances just mentioned are cemented together by a fourth

of an earthy consistence, and so soft that all the other

substances maybe easily separated by the point of a

knife or the nail, and the stone itself crumbled to pieces

between the fingers This cement is of a grey colour*.

The proportion and size of these different constituents

vary considerably in different specimens ; but all of

them bear a striking resemblance to each other. Their

specific gravity varies from 3*352 to 4'28lt.

* Bournon, Phil. Trans. i8o2. f Il)id.
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Book I. 4, From the analysis of Howard, which was conduct-

Their che- ^d with much precision and address, and which has been
mical ana-

£^|jy confirmed by Vaiiquelin and Klaproth, we learn

that the black crust consists of a compound of iron and

nickel, partly metallic, and partly oxidized. The pyri-

tes consist of iron, nickel, and sulphur. The metallic

grains consist of iron, combined with about yd of its

weight of nickel, and the yellow globules are composed
of silica, magnesia, iron, and nickel. The Count Bour-

non observes, that these globules resemble the chryso-

lite of Werner, and that their chemical analysis corre-

-sponds exactly with Klaproth's analysis of that mineral.

The earthy cement consists of the very same substan-

ces, and nearly in the same proportions as the globular

substances. But it will be necessary to exhibit a speci-

men of some of the analyses, as published by the philo-

sophers to whom we are indebted for thcm^ A stone

which fell at Benares in India was analysed by Howard*

The pyrites consisted of

2*0 sulphur

10*5 iron

I'O nickel

2*0 earths and foreign bodies

15-5

The spherical bodies 50*0 silica

15*0 magnesia

34*0 oxide of iron

2*5 oxide of nickel

101-5
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The earthy cement 48*0 silica ehap.ii.

18*0 magnesia

34-0 oxide of iron

2*5 oxide of nickel

102-5

A stone which fell in Yorkshire, deprived as much

as possible of its metallic particles, gave Mr Howard

from 150 grains 75 silica

37 magnesia

48 oxide of iron

2 oxide of nickel

162

The increase of weight was owing to the oxidizement

of the metallic bodies.

Stones which fell at Laigle in France in 1803 yield-
'

ed, by the analyses of Vauquelin and Fourcroy,

54 silica

36 oxide of iron

9 magnesia

3 oxide of nickel

2 sulphur

1 lime

105*

The following Table exhibits the result of the most

remarkable analyses of such stones, which have been

made since the publication of Howard's paper on the

subject.

• Phil Maj(. xvi, %0%,
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Book I.

Iron

Nickel

Oxide of iron .

Sulphuret of iron

Sulphur ....
Silica

Magnesia . . ,

I/ime

Manganese. . .

2-4

30-0

f.

2-25

0-60

25-00

3*5 jTrace
56*0 44*00
12-0

1-4

22-50

0*25

19*0

1-5

16-5

Trace

37*0

21*5

38-3

0-33

9-00

34-00

14-50

0-83

17 to 22

5

12

66
Trace

Conjectures

respecting
their origin.

5. The experiments of Howard, thus confirmed by-

others, and supported by the most respectable histori-

cal evidence, having demonstrated that these stony bo-

dies really do fall from the heavens, it was natural to

expect that various attempts would be made to account

for their appearance. But such is the obscurity of the

subject, so little progress have we made in the science

of meteorology, that no opinion in the slightest degree

probable has hitherto been advanced. It was first sup-

posed that the bodies in question had been thrown out

of volcanoes; but the immense distance from all volca-

noes at which they have been found, and the absence

of all similar stones from volcanic productions, render

this opinion untenable. Chladni endeavoured to prove

that the meteors from w^hich they fell were bodies float-

Vauquelin, Pltl. Mag. xvi. 30*. The stone fell at Ensisheim m
1494-

t Klaproth, Gehlen*s Joun i. 8. The stone fell at Siena in 1794.

I Klaproth, Ibid. p. xa. The stone fell at Auchstadtschen in Germany.

jl Laugier, Ibid. iv. 531. The stone fell at Vauclu>«e in 1804. See a

description of it by Vauquelin, Ann. de Cbim. xlviii. %%$•

$ Proust, Jtur» de Piyt. Ix. 1S5. Tijc Stone fell at Sigcna in 1773.
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ing in space, unconnected with any planetary system. Chap. IL

attracted by the earth in their progress, and kindled by
their rapid motion through the atmosphere. But this

opinion is not susceptible of any direct evidence, and

can scarcely be believed, one would think, even by Dr
Chladni himself. Laplace suggests the probability of

their having been thrown ofF by the volcanoes of the

moon : But the meteors which almost always accompa-

ny them, and the swiftness of their horizontal motion,

militate too strongly against this opinion. The great-

er number of philosophers consider them, with Mr King
and Sir William Hamilton, as concretions actually form-

ed in the atmosphere. This opinion is undoutedly the

most probable of all ; but in the present state of our

knowledge, it would be absurd to attempt any explana-

tion of the manner in which they are formed. The

masses of native iron found in South America, in Si-

beria, and near Agnam, contain nickel, as has been as-

certained by Proust, Howard, and Klaproth, and resem-

ble exactly the iron found in the stones fallen from the

atmosphere. We have every reason therefore to a-

scribe to them the same original : and this accordingly

is almost the uniform opinion of philosophers. Kla-

proth has shown that real native iron is distinguished

from meteoric iron by the absence of nickel *.

Upon the whole, we may consider these stony and

metallic masses as fragments of fire-balls which have

burst in the atmosphere ; but the origin and cause of

these fire-balls will perhaps for ages baffle all the at-

tempts of philosophers to explain them.

* Gw'hlen's Jour. i.8.
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WATERS.

»

^^^ '_. Mankind must have observed very early, that the

Waters. waters which exist in such abundance in almost every

part of the earth, differ considerably from each other in

their taste and Transparency, and in their fitness for ser^

ving as vehicles for food, and for the various purposes

of domestic economy. These differences are occasioned

by the foreign bodies which the aqueous fluid holds in

solution or suspension ; for water is never found native;

in a state of complete purity. In some cases the quan-

tity of these foreign matters is so minute as to have

but little influence on the taste or the other properties

of water ; ^but in other cases, the foreign bodies alter

its properties altogether, and render it noxious, or medi-

cinal, or unfit for the preparation of food. In the pre-

sent Book. I shall take a general view of the different

springs and collections of water ; and give an account

of their properties and component parts, as far as they

have been hitherto ascertained. Now waters may be
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Very conveniently divided into three classes: 1. Waters
. ^°°^^^

which may be used for dressing food, arid the other bivisible

purposes of domestic economy to which water is usu-
^hrtci.

**

ally applied. These; for Want of a better name, may
he c2L\led common water, 2. Sea water. 3. Those wa-

ters which have been called mineral^ in consequence o£

the notable quantity of mineral substances which they

contain.—These three classes of waters shall foriii thift

subject of the three following Chapters^

HL IV.
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hi water contain generalljr about one cubic inch of car-
^

Chap, r.

bonic acid gas. It is to the presence of these two elas-

tic fluids that water owes its taste, and many of the

jgood
effects which it produces on animals and vegeta-

blesi Hence the vapidness of newly boiled water from ^^^^ ^*'

which these gases are expelled; Snow water^ when

newly melted, is also destitute of all gaseous bodies *.

Hence the reason that fish cannbt live in it, as Carradori

has ascertained f. Hassenfratz, indeed, has endeavour-

ed to prove that snow water holds oxygen gas in solu-

tion ; but in all probability the water which he exa-

mined had absorbed air from the atmosphere;

The quantity of muriate of lime contained in rain How purl-

Water must be exceedingly minute ; provided Mor-

veau*s assertion, that rain water may be rendered suf-

ficiently pure for chemical purposes by dropping into

it a little barytic water, and then exposing it for some

time to the atmosphere, and allowing thie precipitate

formed to depositee be well founded. Accotding to this

philosopher, the rain water which drops from the roofs

of houses, after it has rained for some time^ contains

only a little sulp^hate of lime, which it has dissolved as

it trickled over the slates J.

If meteoric stones be really formed in the atmos-

phere, we have reason to expect a greater proportion

of foreign bodies in rain water at some seasons than

others. It is not unlikely that sonie light might be

thrown upon the decompositions going on in the atmos-

phere, by examining the solid substances left behind

when rain water is evaporated;

*
Bergman, i. 87. f Jour, dt Pbys. xlviii. »ft6*

X Ann. de Cbm, xxiv. 321.
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Book IT. 2. The water of springs is nothing else than rain wa-

Spring wa- ter,' which, gradually filtering through the earth, coU'

^^^'
letts at the bottom of declivities, and makes its way
to the surface. It is therefore equally pijre with rain

water, provided it does not meet with some soluble

body or other in its passage through the soil. But as

this is almost always the case. We generally find, even

in the purest spring water^ a little carbonate of lime

and common salt, besides the usual proportion of air

and carbonic acid gas. Sometimes also it contains mu-

riate of litne or a little carboniite of soda*. Dr Henry

expelled the air from a portion of spring Water by boil-

ing ; 100 cubic inches of the water yielded 4*76 inches

of gas. This gas he found a mixture of 3*38 inches

of carbonic acid, and 1 3$ of atmospherical airf. Berg-

man found the springs about Upsal, which are reckon*

cd exceedingly pure, to contain the following foreign

bodies :

1. Oxygen gas, 5. Common salt,

2. Carbonic acid, 6. Sulphate of potash,

3. Carbonate of lime, 7. Carbonate of soda,

4. Silica, 9. Muriate of lime.

The whole of these ingredients amounted at an ave-

rage to 0*00ao4 parts ; and the proportion of each of

the solid bodies was as follows :

Carbonate of lime.•.5*0 Muriate of lime 0*5

Common salt. 3*0 Sulphate of potash ..0-25

Silica ....0*5 Carbonate of soda...0*25

River waters may be considered as merely a collec-

^erT*^

^^'
tio" o^ spring and rain water, and therefore are usually

* Bcrgmwr, i, 88. f Njchobon's Jwr, v. 337 .
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possessed of a degree of purity at least equal to these. Chap. i.

Indeed, when their motion is rapid, and their bed sili-

ceous sand, they are generally purer than spring lya-

ter ; depositing during their motion every thing which

was merely mechanically suspended, and retaining no-

thing more than the usual proportion of air and carbo-

nic acid gas, and a very minute quantity of c^rbonate^

lime and common salt. When their bed is clayey, they

are usually opal-coloured, in consequence of the parti-

cles of clay which they hold in suspension.

3. By well water is meant the water which is ob- Wcllwa-... . . . . . ter.

tainjed by digging deep pits, which is not m sufficient

quantity to overflow the mouth of ihe we|l ; but which

may be obtained in abundance by pumping. Jt is es-.

sentiaily the same with spring water, being derived

from the very same source ; but it is more liable to be

impregnated with foreign bodies from the soil, in con-

sequence of its stagnation or slow filtration. Hence the

reason that well water is often of that kind which i^

distinguished by the name of ^ard water, because it Hard wa-

does not dissolve soap, and cannot be used for dressing
^"**

several kinds of food. These properties are 0^yiI?g to

the great proportion of earthy salts n^hiich it holds in

solution. The most common of these salts is sulphate

of lime. These earthy salts have the property of de-

composing common soap : their acid unites with th^

alkali of the soap, wTiile the earthy basis forms with

the oil a soap not soluble in water, which envelopes

the soap and gives it a greasy feel. These waters may
be in general cured by dropping into thiem an alkaline

carbonate. Mr Sennebier has shown that well water

usually contains a greater proportion of carbonic acid

gas than -spring or river water.
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|34 COMMON WATER.

BooklL 4, The water of lakes Is merely a collection of rain

Water of water, spring water, and river water, and of course con-

tains precisely the same heterogeneous salts : But it is

seldom so transparent as river water, being usually con-

taminated with the remains of animal and vegetable bo-

dies which haye undergone putrefaction in it. For as

lake water is often nearly stagnant, it does not oppose

the putrefaction of these bodies, but rather promotes it;

whereas in river water, which is constantly in motion,

no putrefaction takes place. Hence the reason of the

slimy appearance and the brownish colour which often

distinguishes lake water. ,

•

Marsh water contains a still greater proportion of

animal artd vegetable remains than lake water, because

it is altogether stagnant. Moss water is strongly im-

pregnated with those vegetable bodies which constitute

mosses, and usually also contains iron. .
-

When water is kept in casks during sea voyages, it

soon beconaes putrid and offensive. This is owing to

the action of the water upon the cask, a portion of

which it dissolves. BerthoUet suggested the charring

of the inside of the cask as an effectual remedy. The

experiment has been successfully tried in a long sea

voyage of l^rusenstern, a Russia.n captain. Charcoal

powder acts effectually, butit is troublesome, and sooo^

loses its property *.

* Ann, de Cbim, Itx. 96. and Gehlen's 7««r. ad series, i. 643*



SEA WATER.

CHAP. II.

OF SEA WATER,

Jl fiE Ocean is the great reservoir of water into which

the lakes and rivers empty thennselves, and from which

is again drawn by evaporation that moisture which, falf

ling in showers of rain, fertilizes the earth, and sup- ^

plies the waste of the springs and rivers. This con*

stant circulation would naturally dispose one to believe,

a priori, that the waters of the ocean do not differ mucll

from the waters of rivers and lakes : but nothing would

be more erroneous than such a conclusion j for the sea

water, as every one knows, differs materially from com*

mon water in its taste, specific gravity, and oiher pro*

perties. Jt contains a much greater proportion of sa-

line matter, particularly of common salt, which is usu*.

ally extracted from it. Indeed, if the sea were not im-

pregnated with these saline bodies, the putrefaction of

the immense mass of animal and vegetable matter which

it contains would in a short time prove fatal to the

whole inhabitants of the earth.

The absolute quantity of sea water cannot be ascer- Quantity of

tained, as its mean depth is unknown. Mr De la Place

has demonstrated, that a depth of four leagues is ne-

cessary to reconcile the height to which the tides are

known to rise in the main ocean with the Newtonian
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Its proper-
ties.

Saline con-

Icnts.

theory of the tides *• If we suppose this to be th^

mean depth, the quantity of water in the ocean must be

innimense. Even on the supposition that its mean depth

is not greater than the fourth pa^t of a mile, its solid

contents (allowing its surface to be three-fourths of that

of the superficies of the earth) would be 32,058,939J

cubic nijles.

Sea water has i^ yexy disagreeable bitter taste, at

least wheh taken from the surface or near the shore ;

but when brought up from great depths, its taste is only

saline f. Hence we learn that this bitterness is owing

to' the animal and vegetable substances with which it

is mixed near the surface, I^s" specific "gravity varies

from 1*0269 to 1*Q285 f . It does not freeze till cool-

ed down to 28'5** } of Fahrenheit's scale.

It has been ascertained by the experiments of diiTc-

rent chemists
||, apci especially by those of Bergman,

that sea'water holds in solution muriate of soda, muri-

ate of magnesia, sulphate of magnesia, and sulphate of

lime; besides the animal and vegetable bodies with

which it is occasionally contaminated. The average

quantity of sa^liqe ingredients is ^y. Bergman fp\in4

water taken up from the depth of QO fathoms, near the

Canaries,' by Dr Sparrmari, to contain ^'^. Lord Mul-

grave found the water at the back of Yarmouth sands

to contain about yV part, Bergman found water taken

lip from a depth of sixty fathoms to contain only the

following salts in the following proportions.
'

f Mem. Par. 17761 p. 213. f Bergman, i. lEo.

I Bladh, Kirwan's Geological Ettayty^. 355.

§ Nairne, Phil. Trans. 1776, Part First.

g' Monnet, Lavoisier, Baume, &c have published analyses ofsea water.
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30^91 1 common salt
,

Chap. It

6*222 muriate of magnesia Compoj}H
tjon.

I'COO sulphate oflitne

Mr Lavoisier found io,OOG parts of sea water taken

pp qn the west of Dieppe to contain the following salts :

J 3 75 muriate of soda

256 muriate of lime and magnesia

156 muriate of magnesia

87 lime

84 sulphate of soda and magnesigi

1958

or almost -f
of saline contents *

j but this proportion is

undoubtedly excessive. My analysis gives -^ of saline

contents in the water of the Frith of Forth. The salts

which I found were the same as those announced by

Bergman, sulphate of magnesia excepted, which exists

in all the specimens of sea water that 1 have examined;

and the proportion of it is considerable.

As far as experiment has gone, the proportion of in 4iffer€nt

saline contents does not differ much, whatever be the P^*^^*

latitude in which the water of the ocean is examined.

Lord Muigrave, in north latitude 80^, and 60 fathoms

under ice, found the saline contents of sea water 0*0354;

in latitude 74^, he found them 0^030 ; in latitude 60°,

0*034. Pages found sea water taken up in north lati«

1:ude 45^ and 39^ to contain 0*04 of saline contents;

and Baume obtained by analysis, from water taken up

by pages in north latitude 34® and 14®, exactly the samci

proportions
of saline matter. In southern latitudes

Mta. Var* 1772, as quoted by KirwaUa
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Pages found the following proportions of saline nnat*

ters :

Latitnde,. Saline Matter.

49^ 50' 0-0416

4f) 0'045

40 30 0-04

35 54 0-04

20 , 0-039

1 16 0*035

From the experiments made by Bladh on the specific

gravity of sea water in different latitudes, it appears tha|

the water contains more salt at the tropics than towards

the equator.

If we were acquainted with the proportion between

the saline contents of sea water and its specific gravity,

it would be easy in all cases to ascertain the quantity of

saline matter merely by taking the specific gravity of

Specific the water we wish to examine. This would require a

water h Id- set of experiments on purpose ; dissolving in pure wa*

ingdiffe- ^gj. different quantities of the salts contained in sea wa-
rent pro- 3 , .

portions
of ter in the proportions which they bear to each other,

tiqu. and ascertaining the specific gravity of every such solu-

tion, Dr Watson has given us a Table for ascertain*

ing that point, as far as c6mmon salt is concerned ; and

as the salt which he used was not perfectly pure, but

contained a mixture of the different salts usually found

in the sea, we may consider it as very nearly determining

the proportion of saline contents in sea water as far as

it goe*-.
This Table therefore I shall here insert *.

Watson's Chemical E/saysj v. 91,
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Proper,
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This Table will enable us to ascertain the saline coni»

tents of sea water in difFerent parts of the Atlantic an4

Indian Oceans, from the following X^We of the speci-

fic gravity of sea water in different parts of these pceans,

constructed by Bladh^ and reduced by Kirwan to th^

temperature of 62^*.

Specific

rravity of



WATER* l4|.

. Ftoixl this Table, cotipared with the last, w^ leam ,^^ap»'.

that the ocean contains most salt between south lati-

tude 10** and 20**; the saline contents amounting to ra-

ther more than i^th. The quantity of salt between north

latitude 18^ and 34° is rather less than ^^j^th:
at the e-

<juator it is nearly -^j-^h.
The proportion of salt is least

of all in north latitude 57**, where it amounts to little

tnore than -sVth.

From the experiments of Wileke, we leatn that the of thciiai*

Baltic contains much less salt tha'^^ie ocean ; that the ^^^

proportion of its salt is increased* oy a west wind, and .

still more by a north-west wind. The specific gravity

of the Baltic water, ascertained by this philosopher un-

der these different circumstances, and reduced by Mr
Kirwan to the temperature of 62^, is exhibited in the

following Table i

Specific Gra<rity.

l'C039 Wind at E:

1-0067 Ditto at W.
I'OllS Storm at W.
1*00^8 Wind at N. W.

From this Table it appears that the pi'oportidii o^

Salt in th6 Baltic, wi^en an east wind prevails, is only

^^^ ; and that this proportion- is doubled by a wester-

ly storm : a proof not only that the saltness of the Bal-

tic is derived from the neighbouring ocean, but that

storms havfe a much greater effect upon the waters of

the ocean than has been supposed *. The Euxine and

Caspian Seas, if we believe Tournefort, are less salt

l^irwan*S Geological £t/aySf p. 2$^^
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.

^°^^ ^^-
.

than the ocean *
; but it is probable that the Mediter-

raneap is at least as salt as the Atlantic.

The Dead The Water of the Lead Sea differs exceedin< \y froth

sea water. Its specific gravity is 1*211 t ; and it is

saturated with saH, containing no less than 24*6 per
cent, of saline matter. According to the analysis of

Lavoisier, it is composed of

55*60 water

38*15 muriste of lime and of magnesia

f
j

5 common salt

, i ,

100*00 t

6ut by thfe late very accurate analysis bf Dr Mar-

cet, the constituents contained in 100 parts of the

water of this lake, are in the following proportions :

3*920 muriate of lime

10' 246 muriate of magnesia

10*360 muriate of soda

0*054 sulphate of lime

75*420 water

,^
100*000 §

The water of this lake> therefore, ought to be dis»

tinguished from sea water ; and might with propriety

be included among mineral waters. Dr Marcet found

• Tournefort*s Voyages ^ il. 410. t Marcet.

I Mem. Par. XTJ%, p. 69.

$ Nichols^)n'8 Jour. xx. aj. The corutltuents of sulphate ef Ume,>^nd of

sulphate of barytcs.being taken by Dr Marcet from the erroneous analyses

of C hcnevix, will make a small error in the quantity of sulphate of lime ;

but the quantity of this salt contained in the water is so small, that iJbC

error may be reckoned immaterial.
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thfe Constituents of the river Jordan, which flows into Chap, in.

the Dead Sea, similar, but the salts do no exceed -j^th

^art of the solid contents.

CHAP. III.

OF MINERAL WATERS.

All waters which are distinguished from cotnmon wa- Mlaeral

tfer by a peculiar smell, taste, colour, &c. and which in pj^^jf

consequence of these properties cannot be applied to the

purposes of domestic economy, have been distinguished

by the appellation of minerat waters^ 'These occur

more or less frequently in different parts of the earth,

constituting wells, springs, or fountains ; sometimes of

the temperature of the soil through which they pass,

sometimes warm, and in some cases even at the boiling

temperature. Many of these mineral springs attracted

the attention of mankind in the earliest ages, and were

resorted to by those who laboured under diseases, and

employed by them either externally or intel-nally as a

medicine. But it was not till towards the end of the

17th century that any attempt was made to detect the

ingredients of which these waters were composed, or

to discover the substances to which they owed their

properties*
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B<.ok II. Mr Bbjle may be cohsidered as the first person who

Atrempts pointed out the method of examining water. He first

to analyse ascertained the existence of air in it, and pointed out a

number of tests, by means of which conjectures might
be made concerning the saline bodies which the water

examined hfeld in solution. In 1665> Dominic du Clos

attempted to examine the different mineral waters in

J'rance. He employed almost all the re-agents recom-

mended by Boyle, abd likewise added several of his

own. la 1080, Hierne published a set of experirticnts

bn the mineral waters of Sweden. Sodn after various

imptovements \^ere introduced by Regis, Didier, But-

letj and Homberg ; and in 1726 Bouldoc pointed out a

method of precipitating several of the saline contents of

water by means of alcohol. But it was not till after

the discovery of carbonic acid by Dr Blackj that ahy
considerable prdgress was made in ascertaining the com-

position of mineral waters. That subtile acid which is

so often contained in them> and which serves as a sol-

vent to many of the earths and even metallic bodies,

had thwarted all the attempts of former cheniists to de-

tect the composition of these liquids. Since the disco-

very of that acid> the analysis of mineral waters has

advanced with great rapidity^ in consequence chiefly of

the admirable dissertation on the analysis of mineral wa-

ters published by Bergman in 1778. Since that period

much has been done by the labours of Gioanetti, Black,

Klaproth, Wcstrumb, Fourcroy, Breze, Kirwan, and ma-

ny other eminent chemists. So that notwithstanding

the diflficulty of the subject, scarcely any branch of che-

mistry has made greater progress, or is farther advan-

ced than the knowledge of mineral waters.

The substances hitherto found in mineral water.4
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?imbunt to about 38, and may be reduced under the four Chap. IIL

following heads : 1. Air and its component parts, oxy-

gen and azotic gas. 2. Acids. 3. Alkalies and earths.

4. Salts,

.. Air.

1. 1. Air is contained in by far the greater number

of mineral waters : its proportion does not exceed /^th

of the bulk of the water.

2. Oxygen gas was first detected in waters by Scheele.

Its quantity is usually inconsiderable ; and it is incom-

patible with the presence of sulphureted hydrogen gas

or iron.

3. Azotic gas was first detected in Buxton water by
Dr Pearson. Afterwards it was discovered in Harrow-

gate waters by Dr Garnet, and in those of Limington
Priors by Mr Lambe.

II. The only acids hitherto found in waters, except

in combination with a base, are the four following :

carbonicj sulphurous, boracic,. and sulphureted hydro-

gen gas.

1. Carbonic acid was first discovered in Pyrmont
Water by Dr Brownrigg. It is the most common in-

gredient in mineral waters, 100 cubic inches of the wa-

ter generally containing from six to 40 cubic inches of

this acid gas. According to Westrumb, 100 cubic in-

ches of Pyrmont water contain 187 cubic inches of it, or

almost double its own bulk.

2. Sulphurous acid has been observed in several of

the hot mineral waters in Italy^ which are in the neigh-

bourhood of volcanoes.

3. The boracic acid has also been observed in som<3

lakes in Italy, ,

Fo/. IV. K

%. Acid»,
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Book II. 4, Sulphureted hydrogen gas constitutes the most

conspicuous ingredient in those waters which are dis-

tinguished bj the name of hepatic or sulphureous.

IIL The only alkali which has been observed in mi-

neral waters, uncombined, is soda ; and the only earthy

bodies are silica and lime.

.,, ,. 1. Dr Black detected soda in the hot mineral waters
3. Alkalie*

and earths, of Geyzer and Rykum in Iceland ; but in most other

cases the soda is combined with carbonic acid.

2. Silica was first observed in waters by Bergman.
it was afterwards detected in those of Geyzer and Ry-
kum by Dr Black, and in those of Carlsbad by Kla-

proth. Hassenfratz observed it in the waters of Pou-

gues, and Breze in those of Pu. It has been found al-

so in many other mineral waters.

3. Lime is said to have been found uncombined in

some mineral waters : but this has not been proved in

a satisfactory manner.

4. SaltSi
IV. The only salts hitherto found in mineral waters

are the following : sulphates, nitrateSy muriates, carlo-

nates, and hydrosulphurets :

1. Sulphate of soda 10. Nitrate of magnesia

2. ammonia XI. Muriate of potash

3 lime 12. soda

4. ••••• magnesia 13 ammonia

5. ..alumina 14. barytes

6 iron 15 liipe

7 .copper 16 magnesia

8. Nitrate of potash 17 alumina

9 ••••••.lime 18. «.... manganese
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1^. Carbonate of potash 24. Carbonate of alumina 5^^P-
^"•

y /"-^
20. soda 25 .iron

21 ammonia 26. Hydrosulph. of lime

22 lime 27. ... ^ ........ ^ potash

23 .magnesia 2B. And likewise borax

Of these genera the carbonatfes atid muriates occlir by far

most commonly, and the nitrates most rarely.

1. Sulphate of soda is not uncommon, especially in

those mineral waters which are distinguished by the

epithet valine,

2. Sulphate of ammonia is found in mineral waters

near volcanoes.

3. Sulphate of lime is exceedingly common in water.

Its presence seems to have been first detected by Dr
Lister in 1682.

4. Sulphate of ihagnesia is almost constantly an in-

gredient in those mineral waters which have purgative

properties. It was detected in Epsom waters in 1610,

and in 1696 Dr Grew published a treatise on it.

5. Alum is sometimes found in mineral waters, but

it is exceedingly rare.

6. and 7. Sulphate of iron occurs sometimes in vol-

canic mineral waters, and has even been observed in o-

ther places. But sulphate of copper is only found in

the waters which issue from copper mines.

8. Nitre has been found in some springs in Hungary ;

but it is exceedingly uncommon.

9. Nitrate of lime w^as first detected in water by Dr
Home of Edinburgh in 1756. It is said to occur ia

some springs in the sandy deserts of Arabia.

10. Nitrate of magnesia is said to have been found In

gome springs.

K 2



Book II. 11, Muriate of potash is uncommon ; but it has l^fe--

\y been discovered in the mineral springs of Uhleaborg

in Sweden by Julln,

12. Muriate of soda is so exceedingly common in mi-

neral waters, that hardly a single spring has been ana-

lysed without detecting some of it.

13. Muriate of ammonia is uncommon ; but it has.

been found in some mineral springs in Italy and in

Siberia.

14. Muriate of barytes is still more uncommon ;
but

its presence in mineral waters has been announced by

Bergman.
15. and 16. Muriatesof lime and magn-esia are com-

mon ingredients.

, 17. Muriate of alumina has been observed in waters

by Dr Withering ; but it is very uncommon.

18. Muriate of manganese was mentioned by Bergman
as sometimes occurring in mineral v.aters. It has late-

ly been detected by Lambe in the waters of Lemington

Priors ; but in an extremely limited proportion.

19. The presence of carbonate of potash in mineral

waters has been mentioned by several chemists : if it

does occur, it must be in a very small proportion.

20. But carbonate of soda is, perhaps, the most com-

mon ingredients of these liquids, if we except common

salt and carbonate of lime.

21. Carbonate ofammonia has been discovered in wa-

ters ; but it is uncommon.

22. Carbonate of lime is found in almost all waters,

and is usually held in solution by an excess of acid. It

appears from the different experiments of chemists, as

stated by Mr Kirwan, and especially from those of Ber-

thollet, that water saturated with carbonic acid is ca-



pable of holding in solution 0*002 of carbonate of lime. Chap. III.

Now water saturated with carbonic acid, at the tempe-
rature of 50®, contains very nearly 0*002 of its weight
of carbonic acid. Hence it follows'that carbonic acid,

when present in such quantity as to saturate water, is

capable of holding its own weight of carbonate of lime

in solution. Thus we see that 1000 parts by weight
of water, when it contains two parts of carbonic acid,

is capable of dissolving two parts of carbonate of lime.

When the proportion of water is increased, it is capable

of holding the carbonate of lime in solution, even when

the proportion of carbonic acid united WMth it is dimi-

nished. Thus 24,0^0 -parts of water are capable of

holding two parts of carbonate of lime in solution, even

when they contain only one part of carbonic acid. The

greater the proportion of water, the smaller a propor-

tion of carbonic acid is necessary to keep the lime In

solution ; and when the water is increased to a certain

proportion, no sensible excess of carbonic acid is ne-

cessary. It ought to be remarked also, that water, how-

small a quantity soever of carbonic acid it contains, is

capable of holding carbonate of lime in solution, pro-

vided the weight of the carbonic acid present exceed

that of the lime *. These pbservations apply equally to

the other earthy carbonates held in solution by mineral

waters.

23. Carbonate of magnesia is also very common in

mineral waters, and is almost always accompanied by
i?arbonate of lime.

24. Carbonate of alumina is said to have been found

* llirwan on Mineral Wateri^ ?• ^5'
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Book ir. in waters j but its presence has npt been properly ascer-

tained.

25. But carbonate of iron is by no means uncom-

mon ; indeed it forms the most remarkable ingredient

in those waters which are distinguished by the epithet

of chalyheaie,

26. and 27. The hydrosulphurets of li.nie and of soda

have been frequently detected in thos? waters which

are called sulphureous ox hepatic.

28. Borax exists in some lakes in Persia and Thibet ;

but the nature of these waters has not b.een ascertain-

.ed*.

?. Vcgctav
Besides these substances, certain vegetable ^nd animal

ble and ani-
lYiatters have been occasionally observed in mineral wa-

nial mat- ' "^

ters. ters. But in most cases these are rather to be consi-

dered in the light of accidental mixtures than of real

*

component parts of the waters in which they occur.

From the above enurperation, we are enabled to form

a pretty accurate idea of the substances which occur in

mineral waters ; but this is by no means sufficient to

make us acquainted with these liquids. No mineral

water contains all of these substances. Seldom are

there more than five or six of them present together,

and hardly ever do they exceed the number of eight or

ten. The prbportion too, in which they enter into mi-

neral waters is generally small, and in many cases ex-

tremely so. Now in order to understand the, nature of

mineral waters, it is necessary to know the substances

which most usually associate together, and the propor-

tion in which they commonly, associate. In the great-

* Jiirwan on Mineral Waters, p, 8, &e.
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€r part of mineral waters there is usually some sub-
2l!F"

^^^'

stance present, which, from its greater proportion, or its

greater activity, stamps, as it were, the character df the

water, and gives it those properties by which it is most

readily distinguished. This substance of course claims

the greatest attentron, while the other bodies which en-

ter in a smaller proportion may vary, or even be ab-

sent altogether, without producing any sensible change

in the nature of the water. This circumstance enables

lis to divide mineral waters into classes, distinguished

by the peculiar substance which predominates in each.

Accordingly they have been divided into four classes ;
Mineral

,
waters dl-

nameJy, vided into

1. Acidulous, 3. Hepatic,
four classes.

2. Chalybeate, 4. Saline.

Let us take a view of each of these classes.

1. The acidulous waters contain a considerable pro- '-^^idu^
lous.

portion of carbonic acid. They are easily distinguish-

ed by their acid taste, and by their sparkling like

champaign wine when poured into a glass. They con-

tain almost constantly some common salt, and in gene-

ral also a greater or smaller proportion of the earthy

carbonates.

2. The chalybeate waters contain a portion of iron,
»• Chaly-... . beatc

and are easily distrngoiished by the property which they

have of striking a black with the tincture ofnutgalls.

The iron is usually held in solution by carbonic acid.

It very often happens that this acid is in excess ; in

which case the waters are not only chalybeate but aci-

dulous. This is the case with the waters of Spa and

Pyrmont. In some instances the iron is in the state of

la sulphate j but this is uncommon. Waters containing
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Boole II. the sulphate of iron may be readily distinguished by

the property which they have o| continuing to strike a

black with tincture of nutgalls even after being boiled

and filtered
j
whereas boiling decomposes the carbonate

of iron, and causes its base to precipitate.

3. Hepatic. 3, The hepatic or sulphureous waters are those which

contain sulphureted hydrogen gas. These waters are

easily distinguished by the odour of sulphureted hydro-

gen gas which they exhale, and by the property which

they have of blackening silver and lead. The nature

of the waters belonging to this class long puzzled che-

mists. Though they often deposite sulphur sponta-

neously, yet no sulphur could be artificially separated

from them. The secret was at last discovered by Berg-

man. These waters are of two kinds : in the first the

sulphureted hydrogen is un^ombined ; in the second it

is united to lime or an alkali. They are frequently

also impregnated with carbonic acid, and usually con-

tain some muriates or sulphates.

4. Saline. 4. Saline waters are those which contain only salts

in solution, without iron or carbonic acid in excess.

They ip'ay be distinguished into four different orders.

The waters belonging to the first order contain salts

whose base is lime, and generally either the carbonate

or the sulphate. They are known by the name of hard

wafers, and have but a slight disagreeable taste. The

waters belonging to the second order are those in which

common salt predominates. They are readily recog-

nised by their salt taste, and like sea water usually con-

tain some magnesian and calcareous salts. The waters

of the third order contain sulphate of magnesia. They
have a bitter taste and are purgative. Finally, the wa-

ters of the fourth order are alkaline, containing carbo-
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natt of soda. They are easily distinguished by the Chap. ill.

property which they have of tinging vegetable blues

green.

Such is a short view of the different classes of mine-

ral waters. A particular description of each particular

spring would be inconsistent with the plan of this Work*.

Rut a pretty accurate notion may be formed of the" salts

which most commonly associate, and of the proportions

of each, from the following Table, which exhibits a

synoptical view of the component parts of a consider-

able number of mineral waters, as analysed by different

chemists.

• The reader will find an accurate account of the properties and con-

stituents of the most celebrated mineral springs, both British and foreign,

in Dr Saunders's Treatise an the Clemhnl History and Medical peiven of the

TTTvst celebrated Mineral IVaters. From this excellent work I have borrow^

ed sev«;ral of the analyses which appear in the enswing Table in the text*-
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ANALYSIS OF WATERS.

CHAP. IV.

OF THE METHOD OF ANALYSING WATERS

1 HE analysis of waters, or the art of ascertaining the

different substances which they hold in solution, and of

determining the proportion of these substances, is one

of the most difficult things in chemistry. The difficul-

ty arises not only from the diversity of the bodies which

occur in waters, but from the very minute quantities of

some of the ingredients. Though many attempts had

been made to analyse particular waters, and several of

these were remarkably well conducted, no general mode

of analysis was known till Bergman published his Trea-

tise on Mineral Waters in 177S. This admirable tract

carried the subject all at once to a very high degree of

perfection. The Bergmannian method has been follow-

ed by succeeding chemists, to whom we are indebted

not only for a great number of very accurate analyses

of mineral waters, but likewise for several improve-

ments in the mode of conducting the analysis. Mr Kir-

wan has in 1799 published an essay on the general an-

alysis of waters, no less valuable than that of Bergman;

containing all that has hitherto been done on the sub-

ject, and enriched by the numerous experiments of Mr
Kirwan himself, which are equally important and well

conducted. Mr Kirwan has given a new method of an-

alysis, which will probably be adopted hereafter ; not
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^ook ir. only because it is shorter and easier than the Bergman-
nian, but because it is susceptible of a greater degree of

accuracy. I propose in this Chapter to give an account

of this method.

The analysis of waters resolves itself into two diffe-

rent branches : 1. The method of ascertaining all the

different bodies contained in the water which we are ex-

amining. 2. The method of determining the exact pro-

portion of each of these ingredients. These two branches

form the subject of the two following Sections.

SECT. I.

METHOD OF DETERMINING THE INGREDIENTS OB

WATERS,

1 HE different bodies which are dissolved and combined

in water, are discovered by the addition of certain sub-

stances to the water which is subjected to examination.

The consequence of the addition is some change in the

appearance of the water ; and this change indicates the

presence or the absence of the bodies suspected. The

substances thus employed are distinguished by the name

Tests. o( tests, and are the instruments by means of which the

analysis of water is accomplished. They were first in-

troduced into chemistry by Boyle, and were gradually

increased by succeeding chemists : but Bergman was

the first who ascertained with precision the degree of

confidence which can be placed in the diflferent tests.

They still continued rather uncertain and precarious,

till Mr Kirwan showed how they might be combined
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and arranged in such a manner as to give certain and Chap. IV,

precise indications whether or not any particular sub-

stance constitutes a component part of water. Let us

consider by what means the presence or the absence of

all the different substances which occur in waters may be

ascertained.

I. The gaseous bodies contained in water are obtain-
Forgasey.

ed by boiling it in a retort luted to a pneumatic appara-

tus. The method of separating and examining these

different bodies shall be described in the next Section.

II. The presence of carbonic acid^ not combined with Carbonic

a base, or combined in excess, may be detected by the
^' *

following tests: 1. Lime-water occasions a precipitate

soluble with effervescence in muriatic acid. 2. The in-

fusion of litmus is f^eddened ; but the red colour gradu-

ally disappears, and may be again restored by the addi-

tion of more of the mineral water*. 3. When boiled

it loses the property of reddening the infusion of lit-

mus.

III. The mineral acids, when present uncombined in
j^j^

,

water, give the infusion of litmus a permanent red,
acids,

e-ven though the waTtr has been boiled. Bergman has

shown that paper stained with litmus is reddened when

dipt into water containing y/r-r of sulphuric acid.

IV. Water containing sulphureted hydrogen gas is
^

. ,

distinguished by the following properties : 1. It exhales ted hydra-

the pecuUar odour of sulphureted hydrogen gas. 2. It
^^"*

* When the carbonic acid is uncombined with a base, it reddens the

infusion of litmus, though it amounts to no more than one-sixteenth of

the bulk of the water which contains it. When it is combined in excess

with a base, it must amount to one-sixth of the bulk of theVater to pro-

<lute that elFect.—See Kirwan on Mineral Weiert^ p, 35*
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Alkaline

and earthy

carbonates,

Fixed alka-

lies,

Earthy and
metallic

carbonates.

reddens the infusion of litirlus fugaciously. 3. It black-

ens paper dipt into a solution of lead, and precipitates

the nitrate of silver black or brown.

V. Alkalies, and alkaline and earthy carbonates^ are

distinguished by the following tests: 1. The infusion

of turmeric, or paper stained with turmeric, is rendered

brown by alkalies, or reddish brown if the quantity be

minute. This change is produced when the soda in

water amounts only to ^Vtt part*. 2. Paper stain-

ed with Braz.il wood, or the infusion of Brazil wood, is

rendered blue : but this change is produced also by the

alkaline and earthy carbonates. Bergman ascertained

that water containing -^-^ part of carbonate of soda ren-

ders paper stained with Brazil wood bluef . 3. Litmus

paper reddened by vinegar is restored to its original

blue colour. This change is produced by the alkaline

and earthy carbonates also. 4. When these changes are

fugacious, we may conclude that the alkali is ammonia.

IV. Fixed alkalies exist in water which occasions a

precipitate with muriate of magnesia after being boiled.

Volatile alkali may be distinguished by the smell, or it

may be obtained in the receiver by distilling a portion

of the water gently, and then it may be distinguished by
the above tests.

VII. Earthy and metallic carbonates are precipitated

« The same change is produced by lime water ; but pure lime vcr/

seldom indeed occurs in mineral waters. It is needless to observe, that

the alkalies produce the same effect on turmeric, whether they be pui'e

or in the fctate of carbonates. The earthy carbonates have no effect on

turmeric.

•}• Sulphate of lime likewise renders Brazil wood blue.

/
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by boiling the wat^r containing them ; except carbonate Chap, iv.^

of magnesia, which is only precipitated imperfectly.

VIII. Iron is discovered by the following tests: 1. Iron,

The addition of tincture of nutgalls gives water contain-

ing iron a purple or black colour. This test indicates

the presence of a very minute portion of iron. If the

tincture has no effect upon the water after boilings

though it colours it before, the iron is in the state of a,

carbonate. The following observations of Westrumb on

the colour which iron gives to nutgalls, as modified by
other bodies, deserve attention.

'

A violet indicates an alkaline carbonate or earthy salt.

Dark purple indicates other alkaline salts.

Purplish red indicates sulphureted hydrogen gas*.

Whitish and then black indicates sulphate of lime.

Mr Philips has lately ascertained, that while the iron is

in the stale of protoxide, the presence of lime rather fa-

cilitates the application of this test ; but the lime pre-

vents the test from acting, provided the iron be in the

state of peroxide f. 2. The prussian alkali occasions a

blue precipitate in water containing iron. If an alkali

be present, the blue precipitate does not appear unless

the alkali be saturated with an acid.

IX. Sulphuric acid exists in waters which form a pre- Sulphuric

cipitate with the following saline solutions :
'

1. Muriate, nitrate, or acetate of barytes

2 strontian

3 ,lime

4. Nitrate or acetate of lead.

* Or rather manganese, accorjing to Kirwaji.

4 ^/;!l. M<ig, xxiv. 340.
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Book IT. Of these the most powerful hy far is muriate of baryteSj

which is capable of detecting the presence of sulphuric

acid uncombined, when it does not exceed the millionth

part of the water. Acetate of lead is next in point of

power. The muriates are more powerful than the ni«

trates. The calcareous salts are least powerful. All

these tests are capable of indicating a much smaller

proportion of lineoriibined sulphuric acid than when it

is combineci with a base *. To render muriate of ba-

rytes a certain test of sulphuric acid, the following pre-

cautions must be observed : 1. The muriate must be di-

luted. 2. The alkalies, or alkaline carbonates, if the

water contain any, must be previously saturated with

muriatic acid. 3. The precipitate must be insoluble in

muriatic acid. 4. If boracic acid be suspected, muriate

of strontian must be triedj which is not precipitated hy
boracic acid. 5. The hydrosulphurets precipitate ba-

rytic solutions, but their presence is easily discovered by

^
the smell.

Muriatic
^' Muriatic acid Is detected by nitrate of silver, which

»cl<^» occasions a white precipitate or a cloud in water con-

taining an exceedingly minute portion of this acid. To

render this test certain, the following precautions are

necessary : 1. The alkalies or carbonates must be pre-

viously saturated with nitric acid. 2. Sulphuric acid,

if any be present, must be previously removed by means

of nitrate of barytes. 3. The precipitate must be inso-

luble in nitric acid.

XI. Boracic acid is detected by means of acetate ofJ^racic a-

^^'^
lead, with which it forms a precipitate insoluble in ace-

* Kirwan on Minenal Waters, p. 65.
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tic acid. But to render this test certain, the alkalies ^^hap
. IV,

and earths must be previously saturated with acetic a-

cid, and the sulphuric and muriatic acids removed bjr

means of acetate of strontian and acetate of silver.

XII. Barytes is detected by the insoluble white pre- Barytes,

cipitate which it forms with diluted sulphuric acid.

XIJl. Lime is detected by means of oxalic acid, which Limc;

occasions a white precipitate in water containing a very
minute proportion of this earth. To render this test

decisive, thefollowing precautions are necessary : 1. The

mineral acids, if any be present, must be previously sa«

turated with an alkali. iJ. Barytes, if any be present,

must bepreviously removed by means of sulphuric acid.

3. Oxalic acid precipitates magnesia blit very slowly,

"whereas it precipitates lime instantly.

XIV. Magnesia and alumina. The presence of these Magnesia

earths is ascertained by the foUowing^ tests: 1. Pure ^^

ammonia precipitates them both, and no other earth,

provided the carbonic acid has been previously separa-

ted by a mineral alkali and boiling. 2. Lime-water pre-

cipitates only these two earths, provided the carbonic

acid be previously removed, and the sulphuric acid also,

by means of nitrate of barytes.

The alumina may be separated from the magnesia af-

ter both have been priecipitated together, either by boil-

ing the precipitate in pure potash, which dissolves the

alumina and leaves the magnesia ; or the precipitate

may be dissolved in muriatic acid, precipitated by an al-

k aline carbonate, dried in the temperature of 100%
and then exposed to the action of diluted muriatic acid,

•which dissolves the magnesia without touching the alu-

mina.

XV. Silica may be ascertained by evaporating a por- g'^^^j^

Foh IF. L
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Bookir. tion of the water to dryness, and redissolving tbe pre*

cipitate in muriatic acid. The silica remains behind un-

dissolved*

Such is the method of detecting the different sub-

stances commonly found in waters. But as these diffe-

rent substances are almost always combined together,

so as to constitute particular salts, it is not sufficient to

know in general what the substances are which are

found in the water we are examining ; we must know

also in what manner they are combined. Thus it is

not sufficient to know that lime forms an ingredient in

a particular water ; we must know also the acid with

which it is united. Mr Kirwan first pointed out how

to accomplish this difficult task by means of tests. Let

us take a short view of his method.

Sulphates.
!• To ascertain the presence of the diff*erent sul-

phates.

The sulphates which occur in water are seven ; but

one of these, namely, sulphate of copper, is so uncom^

mon, that it may be excluded altogether. The same

remark applies to sulphate of ammonia. It is almost

unnecessary to observe, that no sulphate need be looked

for unless' both its acid and base have been previously

detected in the v/ater.

1 Alkaliftc i* Sulphate of soda may be detected by the following

method : Free the water to be examined of all earthy

'iulphates by evaporating it to one-half, and adding lime-

water as long as any precipitate appears. By this means

the earths will all be precipitated except lime, and the

only remaining earthy sulphate will be sulphate of lime,

which will be separated by evaporating the liquid till

ii becomes concentrated, and then dropping into it a
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little alcohol, and after filtration adding a little oxalic .^'^^P-^T-,

acid.
;

With the water thus purified, mix solution of lime.

If a precipitate appears either immediately or on the

addition of a little alcohol, it is a proof that sulphate

of potash or of soda is present. Which ofthe two,may
be determined by mixing some of the purified water

witli acetate of barytes: Sulphate of barytes precipitates.

Filter and evaporate to dryness. Digest the residuum

in alcohol. It will dissolve the alkaline acetate. Eva-

porate to dryness, and the dry salt will deliquesce if it

be acetate of potash, but effloresce if it be acetate of soda.

2. Sulphate of lime may be detected by evaporating
a. Calcare-

,,
•,

.... ^ • • * ous,
the water suspected to contam it to a few ounces;- A
precipitate appears, which, if it be sulphate of lime^ is

soluble in 500 parts of water ; and the solution affords

a precipitate with the muriate of barytes, oxalic acid,

C£lrbohate of magnesia^ and with alcohol.

3. Alum may be detected by mixing carbonate of lime 3. Alum^

with the water suspected to contain it. If a precipitate

appears, it indicates the presence of alum, or at least of

sulphate of alumina ; provided the water contains no

tnuriate of barytes or metallic sulphates. The first of

these salts is incom.patible with alum. The second may
be removed by the alkaline prussiates. When a'preci-

pitate is produced in water by muriate of lime;' carbo-

nate of lime, and muriate of magnesia, we may conclude

that it contains alum or sulphate of alumina.

4. Sulphate of magnesia may be detected by means of 4 Magnc-

hydrosulphuret of strontian, which occasions an imnie- '**"»

diate precipitate with this salt andwith no other ; pro-

vided the water be previously deprived of alum, if any
be present, by means of carbonet of lime, and provided

L2
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3ook 11'
^ also-rtfiat, it contains no i^pcombined acid, nor even car-

'^ v^ -
bonic acid.

5. Of iron, ,-,§:{ %^P^^t^ ^^ ^^*^^ is,precipitated from wate^ by, al-

cohol,, an4 tjien it may be easily recognised by. its pro-

Muriates. , 11^.^pj^scfxtain the presence of the diiTereint ma-

^^^^^?' ;

::iq jtflJ So ^'nmt y
The muriates found in walers amount to eight, or to

f^ne if muriate of iron be included. The most conamoa

\y^. far is muriate, of soda,

I. Alkaline,
'

%• .Muriate of soda and of potash may be detected by

thje ^ /oliowing method ;, Separate the sulphuric acid by

*i5jif:.. . Il^f:?te?-T^^4 nitrate.of b^aryies. Decompose th^ earthy

ijiitratfis.and muriates by adding sulphuric acid^ Expel

the.^cess of muriatic andmitric acids by he^t. : Sepa-

rate tjie.^lphates thus formed by alcoholand- barytes

\«atgr,j ;r j,X^e ^w^a^ej;
|thu s piifiii^d c?ii ; .contain '(iifqt^ing

but alkaline nitrates and muriates. If it forms a pre-,

cipitate with, acetate of silver, we m^y cone^ide /that it

contains muriate of soda or pf, potash, T^ ascert^ia

vfhijch^ evaporate the liquid thus precipitated;tO;djryness ;

dissolve the acetate in alcoho]. Evaporate to dryness.

Xhe salt will deliquesce if it be acetate of potash, but

effloiresce if it be acetate of soda*:

a.BarytIc, ..:',,2, Muriat^ of barytes may be detected by sulphuric

acid, as.it is the only barytic sal: hitherto found in wa-

ters.

3. Calcarc- 3. Muriate pf lime may be detected by the following
**"'*

. method : Free the water of sulphate of lime and other

.: sulphates^ by j^yapcrating, it to a few ounces, mixing it

with .spipt of, wine, and, adding last of all nitr,ate of

barytes, as long as any precipitate appears. Filter off

the water, eraporatc to dryness, treat the dry masj^
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^'ith alcohol, evaporate the alBonpl to dryness, and dis-
^

Chap. 1V|

solve the residuum in water. If .this solution, gives
a

precipitate with acetate of silver, and oxalic acid^ U may
contain muriate or lime. It must contain it in

^

that

case, if,, after being treated with carbonate df* I'lme, it

gives no precipitate with ammoni?. If it does, se,pa-»

rate the lime by means of 02falic acid, filter apd distil

with a gentle heat. If the liquid in the receiver gives

a precipitate with nitrate of silver, muriate of lime ex-

isted in.^he
water.

4. Muriate of magnesia may be detected by/separating
4- Mat nc-

all the sulphuric acid by. means of nitrate of barytes.

Filter, evaporate to dryness, and treat the dry mass

with alcohol. Evaporate the alcoHdl solution to dry-

ness, and dissolve the residuum in water. The muriate

of magnesia, if the water contained any,, will be found

in this solution. Let us suppose that, by the tests fpr-

merly described, the presence of muriatic aci^ and of*

magnesia in this solution has been ascertained. In that

case, if carbonate of lime affords no precipitate, and if

sulphuric acid and evaporation, together witli the ad-

dition of a little alcohol, occasion no precipitate, the so-

iution contains only muriate of magnesia. If these tpsts

give precipitates, we must separate the lime which is

present by sulphuric acid and spirit of wine, and distil

off the acid with which it was combined. Then the

magnesia is to be separated by the oxalic acid and al-

cohol ; and the acid with which it was united is to be

distilled off. If the liquid in the retort gives a' precipi-

tate with nitrate of silver, the water contains muriate of

ma_gnesia.

5. Muriate of alumina may be discovered by satura- 5. Alumo.

ting the water, if it contain an excess of alkali, with
"°"*'
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Book II.
r.itric acid, and separating the sulphuric acid by means

of nitrate of barytes. If the liquid thus purified gives

a precipitate with carbonate of lime, it contains muriate

of alumina. The muriate of iron or of manganese, if

any be present, is also decomposed, and the iron preci-

pitated by this salt. The precipitate may be dissolved

in muriatic acid, and the alumina, iron, and manganese,
if they be present, may be separated by the rules laid

down in the next Book.

Nitrates, m* To ascertain the presence ofthe. different nitrates.

The nitrates but seldom occur in waters ; when they do,

they may be detected by tlie following rules:

r. Alkaline, 1. Alkaline nitrates may be detected by freeing the

water examined from sulphuric acid by means of ace-

tate of barytes, and from muriatic acid by acetate of sil-

ver. Evaporate the filtered liquid, and treat the dry
' mass with alcohol ; what the alcohol leaves can consist

only of the alkaline nitrates and acetate of lime. Dis-

solve it in water. If carbonate of magnesia occasions ^

precipitate, lime is present. Separate the limeby means

of carbonate of magnesia. Filter and evaporate to dry-

ness, and treat the dried mass with alcohol. The alco-

hol now leaves only the alkaline nitrates, which may be

easily recognised, and distinguished by their respective

properties.

2 Q I
2. Nitrate of lime. To detect this salt, concentrate

0U9, the water, and mix it with alcohol to separate the sul-

phates. Filter and distil off the alcohol ; then separate

the muriatic acid by acetate of silver. Filter, evaporate

to dryness, and dissolve the residuum in alcohol. Eva-

porate to dryness, and dissolve the dry ^mass in water.

If this last solution indicates the presence of lime by the

usual tests, the water contained nitrate of lime.
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3. To detect nitrate of magnesia, the water is to be Chap. IV.

freed from sulphates and muriates exactly as described 3. Magae-
in the last paragraph. The liquid thus purified is to

*^^*'"

be evaporated to dryness, and the residuum treated

with alcohol. The alcohol solution is to be evaporated
to dryness, and the dry mass dissolved in water. To
this solution potash is to be added as long as any preci-

pitate appears. The solution filtered, and again evapo-

rated to dryness, is to be treated with alcohol. If it

leaves a residuum consisting of nitre (the only residuum

which it can leave), the water contained nitrate of mag-
nesia.

Such are the methods by which the presence of the

different saline contents of waters may be ascertained.

The labour of analysis may be considerably shortened, Incoippati-

by observing that the following salts are incompatible

with each other, and cannot exist together in water ex-

cept in very minute proportions *.

Salts I^tcompatible with

1. Fixed alkaline sul- C Nitrates of lime and magnesia,

phates.,,. L Muriates of lime and magnesia.
r Alkalies,

2. Sulphate of lime ) Carbonate of magnesia,
^ Muriate of barytes^

f Alkalies,

I Muriate of barytes,

3. Alum..*. '^ Nitrate, muriate, carbonate of

I lime.

Carbonate of magnesia.l

* Sec Kirwan on Mineral xvafer/t passim.
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4. Sulphate ofmagne-

sia

5. Sulphate of iron

Book II. - , . ^ C Alkalies,

Muriate of barytes,

Nitrate and muriate of lime,.

Alkalies,

Muriate of barytes,

^Earthy carbonates.

r Sulphates,

6. Mun'ateof Uarytes
j
Alkaline carbonates,

^Earthy carbonates.

r Sulphates, except of lime,

7. Muriate of lime
^
Alkaline carbonates,

^Carbonate of magnesia.

8. Muriate of magne- C Alkaline carbonates,

sia C Alkaline sulphates.

r Alkaline carbonates,

9* Nitrate of lime
j Caj-b. of magii. and alumina,

^
Sulphates, except of lime.

Besides the substances above described, there is

sometimes found in water a quantity of bitumen com^

bined with alkali, and in the state of soap. In such

waters acids occasion a coagulation ; and the coagulum

collected on a filter discovers its bituminous nature by

its combustibility.

Water also sometimes contains extractive inatter ; the

presence of which may be detected by means of nitrate

of silver. The water suspected to contain it must be

freed from sulphuric and nitric acid by means of ni-*

trate of lead. After this, if it gives a brown precipi-

tate with nitrate of silver, we may conclude that extrac-

tive matter is present *.

'*>* Wt3trumb<
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SECT. II.

METHOD OF DETERMINING THE PROPORTION OF THE

INGREDIENTS.

1 HE proportion of saline ingredients, held in solution

by any water, may be in some measure estimated from

its specific gravity. The lighter a water is, the less sa-

line matter does it contain ; and, on the other hand, the

heavier it is, the greater is the proportion of saline con-

tents. Mr Kirwan has pointed out a very ingenious

method of estimating the galine contents of a mineral

water whose specific gravity is known ; so that the er-

ror does not exceed one or two parts in the hundred.

The method is this : Subtract the specific gravity of Formula

pure water from the specific gravity of the mineral ^f*"
^"|!'"?

water examined (both expressed in whole numbers), and contents of

multiply the remainder by 1*4. The product is the

saline contents in a quantity of the water denoted by
the number employed to indicate the specific gravity of

distilled water. Thus let the water be of the specific

gravity 1*079, or in whole numbers 1079. Then the

specific gravity of distilled water will be 1000. And

1019— 1000 X 1*4= 110'6— saline contents in 1000

parts of the water in question ; and consequently IJ '06

in 100 parts of the same water *. This formula will

often be of considerable use, as it serves as a kind ot

* Kirwan on Mineral Truhrj, p. 145,
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Sook If. standard to which we may compare our analysis. The
saline contents indicated by it are supposed to be freed

from their water of crystallization ; in which state only

they ought to be considered, as Mr Kirwan has very

properly observed, when we speak of the saline con-

tents of a mineral water.

Having by this formula ascertained pretty nearly the

proportion
of saline contents in the water examined,

and having by the tests described in the last Section de-

termined the particular substances which exist in it, let

us now proceed to ascertain the proportion of each of

these ingredients.

I. The different aerial fluids ought to be first sepa,^

rated and estimated. For this purpose a retort ought

to be filled two-tliirds with the water, and connected

with a jar full of mercury, standing over a mercurial

trough. Let the water be made to boil for a quarter
'i estimate

^ ^
t> >

_ ^ _

a

the gaseous of an hour. The aerial fluids will pass over into the

jar.
When the apparatus is cool, the quantity of air

expelled from the water may be determined either by

bringing the mercury within and without the jar to a

level ;
or if that cannot be done, by reducing the air to

the proper density by the formulas given in the first

Chapter of the last Book. The aiv of the retort ought

to be carefully subtracted, and the jar must be divided

into cubic inches and tenths.

The only gaseous bodies contained in water are com-

mon air, oxygen gas, azotic gas, carbonic acid, sulphu-

reted hydrogen gas, and sulphurous acid. The last

two never exist in water together. The presence of

either of them must be ascertained previously by the

application of the proper tests. If sulphureted hydrogen

gas be present, it will be mixed with the air contained
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in the glass jar, and must be separated before that aii: Chap. iv.

be examined. For this purpose, the jar must be carried •• "••

into a tub of warm water, and nitric acid introduced,

which will absorb the sulphureted hydrogen. The re-

siduum is then to be again put into a mercurial jar and

examined.

If the water contain sulphurous acid, this previous

step is not necessary. Introduce into the air a solution

of pure potash, and agitate the whole gently. The car-

bonic acid and sulphurous acid gas will be absorbed,

and leave the other gases. Estimate the bulk of this

residuum ; this, subtracted from the bulk of the whole,

will give the bulk of the carbonic acid and sulphurous

:^cids absorbed.

Evaporate the potash slowly nearly to drynes«?, and

leave it exposed to the atmosphere. Sulphate of pot-

ash will be formed, which may be separated by dissol-

ving the carbonate of potash by means of diluted muri-

atic acid and filtering the solution. 100 Grains of sul-

phate of potash indicate 30 grains of sulphurous acid,

or 42*72 cubic inches of that acid in the state of gas.

The bulk of sulphurous acid gas ascertained by this

method, subtracted from the bulk of the gas absorbed

by the potash, gives the bulk of the carbonic acid gas.

Now 100 cubic inches of carbonic acid, at the tempe-

rature of 60® and barometer 30 inches, weigh 46*393

grains. Hence it is easy to ascertain its weight.

The air which remains after the separation of the

carbonic acid gas is to be examined by the different

eudiometrical methods described in the last Book.

When a water contains sulphureted hydrogen gas,

the bulk of this gas is to be ascertained in the following

manner: Fill three-fourths of a jar with the water to
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Book n. ^e examined, Wa.invei't it in a water trougli, and in-

troduce a little nitrous gas. This gas, mixing with the

air in the upper part of the jar, will form, nitroiis acid,

which will render the water turbid, hy decomposing the

sulphureted hydrogen and precipitating sulphur. Con-

tinue to add nitrous gas at intervals as long as red fumes

appear, then turn up the jar and blow out the air. If

the hepatic smell continues, repeat this process. The

sulphur precipitated indicates the proportion of hepatic

gas in the water; one grain of sulphur indicating the

presence of 3*33 cubic inches of that gas.

Toestlmate ^^* After having estimated the gas^oqs bodies, the

the earthy j^^^^ gjgp jg ^q ascertain the proportibns'of the earthy-
carbonates. *

. .- .

parbonates. For this purpose it is necessary to deprive

the water of its sulphureted hydrogen, if it contains

any. This may be done, either by exposing it to the

air for a considerable time, or by treating it with li-

tharge. A sufficient quantity of the water thus purified

(if necessary) is to be boiled for a quarter of an hour,

and filtered when cool. The earthy carbonates remain

on the filter.

The precipitate thus obtained may be carbonate of

• lime, of magnesia, of iron, of alumina ; or even sulphate

of lime. Let us suppose all of these substances to be

present together. Treat the mixture with diluted mu-

riatic acid, which will dissolve the whole except the

alumina and sulphate of lime. Dry this residuum in a'

red heat, and note the weight. Then boil it in carbonate

of soda : saturate the soda with muriatic acid, and boil

the mixture for liaif an hour. Carbonate of lime and

alamina precipitate. Dry this precipitate, and treat it

with acetic acid. The lime will Ve dissolved, and the

alumina will remain. Dry it aaa weigh it. Its weight
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subtracted from the original weight gives the proportion p^'J^
o|', sulphate of; iime.

The muriatic solo lion contains lime, magnesia, and

iron. Add ammonia as- long as a reddish precipitate

appears. Th^, irisn ,and, part of the magnesia are thus

separated. v,pi:jy-.t||ie>,precipitate,
and expose it to. the'

aix for some time in ^h^at of 200^^ ; than treat it with-

acetic acid to dissolve the magnesia, which solutionis

to be added to the muriatic solution. The iron is to

be redissQlv^d^intrimiatic acid,/precipitated by an alka-

line carbonate, dried, and weighed.

Add sulphuric acid to tlie muriatic solution as long

as any .precipitate appears j then, heat the SQlution- ?md

concentrate. Heat the sulphate of lime thus obtained

to redness, and weigh it. 100 Grains of it are equiva-

lent to 70 of carbonate of lime dried. Precipitate the

naagnesia by rpf^an^ ^of carbonate of soda. Dry it audi

weigh it. But as part remains in solution, evaporatei ^

tp).diyness, ^nd wash the residuum with a sufficient t''"'^^^*^ -'

quantity of distilled water to dissolve the muriate 6|
soda and the; sulphate of lime, if any be still presenter

What remains behi.nd is carbonate of magnesia. Weigh
it, and add its weight to the former; The sulphate of

lime, if any, must^aisp be separated.and weighed.

III. Let us now consider the method of ascertaining Estimation

the proportion of mineral acids or alkalies, if any be °^
^^}^ "^!"

. .

'

, . .
neral acids,

present uncombined. The acids which may be present

(omitting the gaseous) are the sulphuric, muriatic, and

boracic.

1. The proportion of sulphuric acid is easily deter-

mined. Saturate it with barytes water, and ignite the

precipitate. 100 Grains of sulphate of barytes thus

formed indicate 2 3' 5 of real sulphuric acid.
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,..^^ H'\ 2. Saturate the muriatic acid with barytes water, and

then precipitate the. barytes by sulphuric acid. One

hundred parts of the ignited precipitate are equivalent

to 21 grains of real muriatic acid.

3. Precipitate the boracic acid by means of acetate of

lead. Decompose the borate of lead by boiling it in sul-

phuric acid. Evaporate to dryness. Dissolve the bo-

racic acid in alcohol, and evaporate the solution ; the

acid left behind may be weighed,

^le carlo-
^^ ^^ estimate the proportion of alkaline carbonate

aatcs.
present in a water containing it, saturate it with sul-

phuric acid, and note the weight of real acid necessary.

Now iOO grains of real sulphuric acid saturate 121 '48

potash, and 18*32 soda.

To estimate JV; Let us now consider the method of ascertaining
sulphates. _,

the proportion of the different sulphates. These are six

in number ; the alkaline sulphates, and those of lime,

alumina, magnesia, and iron.

i4 Alkaline, ^^ The alkaline sulphates may be estimated by pre-.

cipitatingthciracid by meansof nitrate of barytes, having

previously freed the water of all other sulphates : for

170 grains of ignited sulphate of barytes indicate 100

grains of dried sulphate of soda ; while 136*36 grains

of sulphate of barytes indicate 100 of dry sulphate of

potash.
a. Calcarc- 2. Sulphate of lime is easily estimated by evaporating

the liquid containing it to a few ounces (having pre^

viously saturated the earthy carbonates with nitric acid),

and precipitating the sulphate of lime by means of weak

alcohol. It may be then dried and weighed.

3 Alttnii- 3^ Xhe quantity of alum may be estimated by preci-

pitating the alumina by carbonate of lime or of magne-

sia (if no lime be present in the liquid). Twelve grains

ous.

nuus.
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©f" the alumina heated to incandescence indicate 100 of Chap. U,

crystallized alum, or 4^ of the dried salt.

4. Sulphate of magnesia may be estimated, provided ^4. Magnc-

no other sulphate be present, by precipitating the acid ^^^"'

hy means of a barytic salt, as 100 parts of ignited sul-

phate of barytes indicate 52'H of sulphate ofmagnesia.

If sulphate of lime, and no other sulphate accompany it^

this last may be decomposed, and the lime precipitated

by carbonate of magnesia. The weight of the lime thus

obtained enables us to ascertain the quantity of sulphate

of lime contained in the water. The whole sulphuric

acid is then to be precipitated by barytes. This gives

the quantity of sulphuric acid ; and subtracting the por-

tion which belongs to the sulphate of lime, there re-

mains that which was combined with the magnesia,

from which the sulphate of magnesia may be easily es-

timated.

Ifsulphate of soda be present, no earthy nitrate or mu-

riate can exist. Therefore, if no other earthy sulphate

be present, the magnesia may be precipitated by soda,

dried, and weighed ; 36*63 grains of which indicate 100

grains of dried sulphate of magnesia. The same pro-

cess succeeds when .sulphate of lime accompanies these

two sulphates ; only in that case the precipitate, which

consists both of lime and magnesia, is to be dissolved

in sulphuric acid, evaporated to dryness, and treated

with twice its weight of cold water
j which dissolves the

^iUlphate of magnesia, and leaves the other salt. Let the

sulphate of magnesia be evaporated to dryness, exposed

to a heat of 400°, and weighed. The same process

succeeds if alum be present instead of sulphate of lime.

The precipitate in that case, previously dried, is to be

treated with acetic acid, which dissolves the magne-
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Eockir. sia and leaves -the alumina. The magnesia maybe!

again precipitated, dried, and weighed. If sulphate o^

iron be presentj it may be separated by exposing- the

water to the air for some days, and mixing with it a

portion of alumina* Both the oxide of iron and the sul-

phate of alumina, thus formed, pretipitate in the state of

an insoluble powder. The sulphate of magnesia may
then be estimated by the rules aboVe explained.

5. iron.
^^ Sulphate of iron may be estimated by precipitating

the iron by mean^ of prussic alkali, haX^ing previously

determined the weight of the precipitate produced by
the prusslate in a solution of a given weight of sulphate

of iron in water* If muriate of iron be also -pfes^nt^

which is a very rare case, it may be separated by eva-

porating the water to dryness, tteating the residuunl

with alcohol, which dissolves the muriate, and leaves

the sulphate. Or the sulphate may be estimated witH

great precision by the rules laid down by Mr Kir-

wan *.

« . . V. Let us now consider the method of estimating;

oi muriates, the quantity of the different muriates which may exist

hi waters.

Alkaline
'^^ muriate of potash or of soda, without any ether

salt, exist in water, we have only to decompose therri

by nitrate of silver, and dry the precipitate ; for 211*65

of muriate of silver indicate lOCTiof muriate of potash,

Und 235 of muriate of silver indicate 100 of common

salt.

The same process is to be followed if the alkaline

carbonates be present ; only these carbonates must b6

* On Mineral JVaters, p. 320,
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previously saturated with sulphuric acid ; and we must Chap. IV.^

precipitate the muriatic acid by means of sulphate of

silver instead of nitrate. The presence of sulphate of

soda does not injure the success of this process.

If muriate of ammonia accompany either of the fixed

alkaline sulphates without the presence of any other salt,

decompose the sal ammoniac by barytes water, expel

the ammonia by boiling, precipitate the barjtes by di-

luted sulphuric acid, saturate the muriatic acid with

soda. The sulphate of barytes thus precipitated indi-

cates the quantity of muriate of ammonia; 100 grains

of sulphur indicating 49*09 grains of that salt. If sul-

phates be present in the solution, they ought to be pre-

viously separated.

If common salt be accompanied by muHate of lime, a. Earthff

muriate of magnesia, muriate of alumina, or muriate of

iron, or by all of these together, without any other salts,

the earths may be precipitated by barytes water, and

redissolved in muriatic acid. They are then to be se-

parated from each other by the rules formerly laid

down ; and their weight being determined, indicates the ^

quantity of every particular earthy muriate contained

in the water. For 50 grains of lime indicate 100 of

dried muriate of lime ; 30 grains of magnesia indicate

100 of the muriate of that earth ; and 21*8 grains of

alumina indicate 100 of the muriate of alumina. The

barytes is to be separated from the solution by sulphu-
ric acid, and the muriatic acid expelled by heat, or sa-

turated with soda ; the common salt may then be as-

certained by evaporation, subtracting in the last case

the proportion of common salt indicated by the known

quantity of muriatic acid from which the earths had

been separated.

Vol, IV. M
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Book If. When sulphates and muriates exist together, they

ought to be separated, either by precipitating the sul-

phates by means of alcohol, or by evaporating the whole

to dryness, and dissolving the earthy muriates in alco-

hol. The salts thus separated may be estimated by the

rules already laid down.

When alkaline and earthy muriates and sulphate of

lime occur together, this last salt is to be decomposed

by means of muriate of barytes. The precipitate ascer-

tains the weight of sulphate of lime contained in the wa-

ter. The estimation is then to be conducted as when

nothing but muriates are present ; only from the muri-

ate of lime that proportion of murigte must be deducted

which is known to have been formed by the infusion

of the muriate of barytes.

When muriates of soda, magnesia, and alumina, are

present together with sulphates of lime and magnesia,

the water to be examined ought to be divided into two

equal portions. To the one portion add carbonate of

magnesia till the whole of the lime and alumina be pre-

cipitated. Ascertain the quantity of lime, which gives

the proportion of sulphate of lime. Precipitate the sul-

phuric acid by muriate of barytes. This gives the quan-

tity contained in the sulphate of magnesia and sulphate

of lime ; subtracting this last portion, we have the

quantity of sulphate of magnesia.

From the second portion of water precipitate all the

magnesia and alumina by means of lime-water. The

weight of these earths enables us to ascertain the weight

of muriate of magnesia and of alumina contained in the

water, subtracting that part of the magnesia which

existed in the state of sulphate, as indicated by the ex-

amination of the first portion of water. After this es-^
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timation precipitate the sulphuric acid by barytes water. Chap. IV.

and the lime by carbonic acid. The liquid evaporated

to dryness leaves the Common salt*

VI. It now only remains to explain the method of Estimatim
J r ol nitrates.

ascertaining the proportion of the nitrates which may
exist in waters.

1. When nitre accompanies sulphates and muriates i. Alkaline,

without any other nitrate, the sulphates are to be decom-

posed by acetate of barytes, and the muriates by acetate

of silver. The water, after filtration, is to be evapora-

ted to dryness, and the residuum treated with alcohol,

which dissolves the acetates and leaves the nitre ; the

quantity of which may be easily estimated; If an al-

kali be present, it ought to be previously saturated with

sulphuric or muriatic acid.

2. If nitre, common saltj nitrate of lime, and muriate a. Earthy^

of lime or of magnesia, be present together, the water

ought to be evaporated to dryness, and the dry mass

treated with alcohol, which takes up the earthy salts.

From the residuum, redissolved in water, the nitre may
be separated, and estimated as iti the last case. The
alcohol solution is to be evaporated to dryness, and the

residuum redissolved in water. Let us suppose it to

contain muriate of magnesia, nitrate of lime^ and muriate

of limei Precipitate the muriatic acid by nitrate of sil-

ver, which gives the proportion of muriate of magnesia
and of lime. Separate the magnesia by means of carbo-

nate of limcj and note its quantity. This gives us the

quantity of inuriate of magnesia ;
and subtracting the

muriatic acid contained in that salt from the whole a-

cid indicated by the precipitate of silver, we have the

proportion of muriate of lime. Lastly, saturate the

lime added to precipitate the magnesia with nitric acid^

M 2
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Then precipitate the whole of the litne by sulphuric

acid ; and subtracting from the whole of the sulphate

thus formed that portion formed by the carbonate of

lime added, and by the lime contained in the muriate,

the residuum gives us the lime contained in the origi-

nal nitrate ; and 35 grains of Hme form 100 of dry ni-

trate of lime.



BOOK III.

OF

MINERALS.

All the solid materials of which this globe of ours is Book ni.

composed have received the name of minerals ; and that
*

branch of chemistry which treats of them is* distinguish-

ed by the title of Mineralogy. These substances,

without doubt, must have at all times attr^icted the at-

tention of mankind; because from them alone are drawn

the metals, stones, and other similar substances of in-

dispensable use. But it is only very lately that the

method of ascertaining^ the component parts of these

substances was discovered, or that it was possible to

describe them so as to be intelligible to others. From

the ancients no information of any consequence on these

topics is to be expected. The whole science of mine-

ralogy has been created since the year 1770, and is at

present advancing towards perfection with astonishing

rapidity. New minerals are every day described and

analysed, collections are every where forming, and tra-

vels of discovery are succeeding each other without in*
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Book III. termission. The fruit of these labours has been the

discovery of no less than five new earths and eight new

metals ; besides a vast number of useful minerals which

had been formely unknown or disregarded.

Mineralogy, as far as it is a chemical science, in-

cludes under it three different topics ; namely, 1. An
account of the properties and constituents of minerals.

2. An account of the various combinations which these

l>odies form
j

or of compound minerals, as they have

been called. 3. The art of analysing minerals. These

three topics will occupy our attention in their order.

But as a technical language has been adopted by mine-

ralogists in their descriptions, it will be necessary, in

the first place, in order to render this Book
intelligible^

to premise a few observations on that subject.
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CHAP. T.

OF THE DESCRIPTION OF MINERALS.

^ OTHING at first sight appears easier thaft to describe

^ mineral, and yet in reality it is attended with, a great

deal of difficulty. The mineralogical descriptions of the

ancients are so loose and inaccurate, that many of the

minerals to which they allude cannot be ascertained ;

and consequently their observations, however valuable

in themselves, are often, as far as respects us, altoge-

ther lost. It is obvious, that to distinguish a mineral

from every other, we must either mention some pecu-

liar property, or a collection of properties, which exist

together in no other mineral. 1 hese properties must

be described in terms rigidly accurate, which convey

precise ideas of the very properties intended, and of no

other properties. The smallest deviation from this

would lead to confusion and uncertainty, Now it is

impossible to describe minerals in this manner, unless

there be a peculiar term for each of their properties,

and unless this term be completely understood. Mine-

ralogy therefore must have a language of its own ; that

is to say, it must have a term to denote every minera-

logical property, and each of these terms must be accu-

tately defined. The language of mineralogy was invent-
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Book HI. ed by the celebrated Werner of Freyberg, and first

made known to the world by the publication of his

treatise on the External Characters of Minerals,

The object of this celebrated philosopher was to in-

yent a method of describing minerals with such preci-

sion, that every species could readily be recognised by
those who were acquainted with the terms employed.

For this purpose, it was necessary to make use of those

properties only which presented themselves to our

senses on inspecting the mineral. These accordingly

were chosen, and called by Werner external characters ;

because they may be ascertained without destroying the

mineral examined. The following is a short sketch of

the language invented by Werner, and employed by
him in the description of minerals *.

He divides the characters of minerals into two kinds,

namely, general and particular.

The general characters are the following : 1 . Colour ;

2. Cohesion; 3. Unctuosity ; 4. Coldness; 5. Weight ;

6. Smell ; 7. Taste.

The particular characters are the following : 1. As-

pect of the surface ; 1. Aspect of the fracture ; 3. As-

pect of the distinct concretions ; 4. General aspect ;

5. Hardness ; 6. Tenacity ; 7. Frangibility ; 8. Flex-

ibility ; 9. Adhesion tt^ the tongue ; 10. the sound.

i

'

I. General Characters. v

CoWur. j^ Colour. The colours of minerals are extremely

various. Werner conceives eight fundamental colours,

* For a more complete view of tliii important subject, tlie reader is

referred to Professor Jameson's treatise on the ExteHal Cbaraciers of Mi~

ncralt.
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and describes all the others as compounds of various Chap.l.

proportions
of these. The fundamental colours are,

1. Snow white. The colour of new fallen snow.

2. Ash grey. The colour of well burnt wood ashes.

3. Velvet black. The colour of black velvet.

4. Berlin blue. The colour of prussian blue,

5. Emerald green. The colour of the emerald.

6. Lemon yellow. The colour of ripe lemons.

7. Carmine red.

8. Chcsnut brown. The colour of the ripe chesnut.

The followiog Table exhibits the principle subordir

nate colours, placed in the order in which they pass

into each other :

1. Whites.

Snow white.

Reddish white. Snow white with a little crimson

red and ash grey.

Yellowish white. Snow white with a little lemon

yellow and ash grey.

Silver white. Yellowish white with a metallic lustre.

Greyish white. Snow white with a little ash grey.

Greenish white. Snow white with a little emerald

green and ash grey.

Milk white. Snow white with a little Berlin blue

and ash grey.

Tin white. Milk white of a metallic lustre.

2. Greys,

Lead grey. Ash grey with a little blue and the mf-

^allic lustre.^

Bluish grey. Ash grey with a little blue.

Smoke grey. , Ash grey with a little brown.

Pearl grey. Ash grey with a little crimson red and

blue.
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Greenish grey. Ash grey with a little emeral4

green, and sometimes a trace of yellow.

Yellowish grey. Ash grey with lemon yellow and

a trace of brown.

Ash grey.

Steel grey. Ash grey with a little blue and a metal-

lic lustre.

3. Blacks,

Greyish black. Velvet black with a little ash grey.

Iron black. Darker than the preceding with a me-

tallic lustre.

Velvet black.

Pitch black. Velvet black with a little brown and

yellow.

Raven black. Velvet black with a little brown,

yellow, and green.

Bluish black. Velvet black with a little blue.

4. Blues,

Indigo blue. Berlin blue with grey and a little black.

Berlin blue.

Azure blue. Berlin blue with a little red.

Violet blue. Berlin blue with much red and a little

brown.

Plum blue. The preceding with more red and a

very little black.

Lavender blue. Violet blue with a little grey.

Smalt blue. Berlin blue with white, a little grey,

and a trace of red.

Sky blue. Berlin blue, white, and a little emerald

green.

5. Greens,

Verdigris green. Emerald green with much Berlin

blue and a little white.
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Sea green. The preceding with a mixture of ash grey. Chap. I.
^

Mountain green. Verdigris green with a little yel-

lowish grey.

Emerald green,

Apple green. Emerald green with a little greyish

white.

Grass green. Emerald green with a little lemon

yellow.

Blackish green. Green mixed with a considerable

portion of black.

Pistachio green. Emerald green with a little yel-

low and some brown.

Asparagus green. Pistachio green with a little gtej^

ish white.

Olive green. Grass green with much brown.

Oil green. Pistachio green with much yellow and

ash grey.

Siskin green. Emerald green with much lemon

yellow and a little white,

6, Yellows^

Sulphur yellow. Lemon yellow with much emerald

green and white.

Brass yellow. The preceding with the metallic lus-

tre apd a little grey.

Straw yellow. Sulphur yellow with much greyish
white.

Bronze yellow. Brass yellow with a little steel grey
and a trace of reddish brown.

Wax yellow. Lemon yellow, reddish brown, and a

little ash grey.

Honey yellow. Sulphur yellow with chcsnut brown,

iLemon yellow.
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QqI^ yellow. Lemon yellow with the metallic

lustre.

Ochre yellow. Lemon yellow with a considerable

quantity of chesnut brown.

Wine yellow. Lemon yellow with reddish brown

and grey.

Cream or Isabella yellow. Lemon yellow with

greyish white and a little brown and red.

Orange yellow. Lemon yellow with a little carmine

red.

7.- Reds,

Aurora red. Carmine red with much lemon yel-

low.

Hyacinth red. Carmine red with lemon yellow and

a little brown.

Tile red. The preceding mixed with much greyish

white.
'

'

Scarlet red. Carmine red with a very little lemon

yellow.

Blood red. Scarlet red mixed with brownish black.

Flesh red. Blood red mixed with greyish white.

Copper red. The preceding, nearly with the metal-

lic lustre.

Carmine red.

Cochineal red. Carmine red mixed with bluish

grey.

Crimson red. Carmine red with a considerable por-

tion of blue. '

Columbine red. The preceding with more blue and

^ little black.

Rose red. Cochineal red mixed with white.

Peach blossom red. Crimson red mixed with white.
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Cherry red. Crimson red mixed with a consider-
,

Chap. L

able portion of brownish black.

Brownish red. Blood red mixed with brown.

8. Browns.

Reddish brown. Chesnut brown with a little red

and yellow.

Clove brown. Chesnut brown with a cochineal red

and a little black.

Hair brown. Clove brown with ash grey.

Broccoli brown. Clove brown with ash grey and

blue.

Chesnut brown.

Yellowish brown. Chesnut brown with a consider-

able portion of lemon yellow.

Pinchbeck brown. The preceding with the metal-

lic lustre.

Wood brown. Yellowish brown with much ash grey.

Liver brown. Chesnut brown with olive green and

ash grey.

Blackish brown, Chesnut brown and black.

In respect of intensity , colours are either dark, deep,

light, or pale. When a colour cannot be referred to

any of the preceding, but is a mixture of two, this is

expressed by saying, that the prevailing one inclines to-

wards the other, if it has only a small tint of it ; passes

into it, if it has a greater.

When the colour of the surface of a mineral differs

from its internal colour, the origin of this difference is

pointed out, and the kind of colour is described. Notice

is taken also whether the surface reflects.the prismatic

spectrum, or reflects different brilliant colours, like the

opaly when its position is altered.

When the original colour of a mineral is changed aU
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together, and it has assumed another, it is then said id

be tarnished.

When different colours appear in the same mineral,

they may be disposed in clouds, dots, streaks, rings, veins^

zones, &c.

Cohesion.
jj^ COHESION. With lespect to cohesion, minerals

are either solid, friable, orfluid,

Unctuoslty. jjj^ rj.^^ Unctuosity. Minerals are distinguished

into greasy and meagre. The first have a certain de-

gree of greasiness in the feel ; the second not.

IV. Coldness.
'^

V. Specific gravity. ( These characters require no

VI. Smell. I particular description*

VII. Taste. J

II. Particular Characters.

Surface. I. AsPECT OF THE SURFACE. In considering the ex-

ternal aspect or surface of a mineral, three things claim

our attention ; namely, 1. The j^^z/)^
of the mineral;

2. The kind of surface ; 3. The lustre of the surface*

1 . External shape.

The external shape is of four kinds : 1. Common j

2. Particular ; 3. Regular ; 4. Extraneous.

(l.) Common. The form is said to be common when

it is too irregular to be compared to the form of any

other body.
'

/

When a mineral constitutes a part of a solid rock ot

compound stone, it is called massive, when its bulk is

not less than a hazel nut ; when smaller than this, it is

said to be disseminated. When it occurs loose, it is ei«
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"V
ther in angular pieces ^ ip grainsy

in platesy or in mem-
^JjfP*

''

branes»

(2.) Particular. The shape of a mineral is said to be

particular when it can be referred to that of some known

body. Such shapes are divided into five kinds; name-

ly, long, round, fiat, cavernous, and entangled.

The long are divided into the following : Dentiform^

filiform, capillary, reticulated, dendritic, coralloidal, sta^

lactitic, cylindrical, tuhiform, cla'viform,fruticose. The

round are the following : Globular, hotryoidal, renifiorm,

tuberose, fusiform. The flat are specjilar, in leases.

The cavernous are cellular, perforated, corroded, amor-

phous, vesicular. The entangled is ramose. The words

in these cases indicate the particular shape which the

mineral resembles *.

(3.) Regular. The form of minerals is said to be

regular when they occur crystallized.

(4.) Extraneous. Under this head are included all

the petrifactions.

2. External surface.

The surface of minerals is, 1. Uneven, having small

unequal elevations and depressions ; granulated, com-

posed of small round elevations, like shagreen ; rough^

when the elevations felt are too small to be distinctly

seen ; smooth ; ^streaked ; drusy, coated with small

crystals.

3 . External lustre.

The lustre, in point oi intensity, is of five kinds; 1.

Splendent, when in full day light the lustre can be seeia

* For a more minute account the reader is referred to Professor Ja»

meson's treatise ou the External Characters of Minerals^
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Book Ifl. at a great distance ; 2. Shining, when at a distance the

light reflected is weak ; 3. Glistening, when the lus-

tre is only observable when the mineral is at no great-

er distance than an arm's length ; 4. Glimmering, wheri

the surface held near the eye in full day light presents

a number of shining points ; 5. Dull, when the surface

has no lustrei

Lustre is of two kinds, the metallic and the common;
the latter is subdivided into semimetallic, adamantine,

pearly, resinous^ glassy.

Fracture. II. AsPECT OF THE FRACTURE. When a mineral is

broken, the new surface exposed is called ih^ fracture.

Three things claim attention : l. The lustre of the frac-

ture ; 2. The lifid of fracture j 3. The shape of the

fragments.

1. Lustre of the fracture.

This is called the internal lustre, and is distinguished
in the same way as the external lustre.

2. T^he kind offracture.

By this is meant the appearance which the internal

surface of a mineral presents when broken, provided it

be not fractured in the direction of one of the natural

points of the mineral. This appearance obviously de-

pends upon the texture of the mineral. The fracture

is either, 1. Compact; 2. Fibrous ; 3, Radiated; or,

4. Foliated.

(l.) Compact, The fracture is called compact when

all the parts of the internal surface are continuous.

The small inequalities which occur in this fracture are

thus distinguished: 1. Splintery, when on a surface

nearly even small wedgeshaped or scaly parts are seen
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adhering by their thicker end, and allowing a little light Cliap.tr'

to pass. 2. Evert, destitute of perceptible inequalities*

3. Cbnchoidal, small roundish elevations and depres-

sions like the print of shells. 4. Uneven, having many
small, sharp, abrupt, irregular elevations and inequali-

ties ; and from the size of these, this fracture is deno-

minated fd^rj^, small
f

ox fine. 5. Karthy, \N\\tn the

internal surface resembles dried earth. 0. Hackly^

having many very minute sharp hooks, more sensible

to the hand than the eye. This last fracture is pecu-

liar to the metals.

(2.) Fihrous. The fracture is called fibrous when

the internal surface shows the mineral composed of fi-

bres or threads adhering together, and too small *to be

measured. These fibres are either straight qx curved,

and they are disposed either in parallels^ or they diverge

from each other, or they are interwoven togetHer.

{ji,^ Radiated. The fracture is called radiated Wlieii'

the fibres are flattish and so large that their breadth ad-

mits of measurement. The internal surface in that case

exhibits stride or channels.

(4.) Foliated, The fracture is CRlledfioliated when

the mineral appears composed pf thin plates whose sur-

faces are smooth and polished like the surface of a cry- \

stal. The plates may be either large, small, or very
small ; perfect (5r imperfect ; straight, or Curved in va-

rious ways. The direction of the plates, or the clipage,

may be either simple, double, tri^ple, Sec. '-'^
•iK^\

3. The shape of thefragments.

By this is tneant the shape of the pieces info which

£1 mineral breaks when struck with a hammer. The)5

are either, 1, Regular ; ov, 2, Irregular.
. Vol, IK N
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Book III.
(i.^ "By regular fragments are meant those which.

have a geometrical form^ They are usually the frag-

ments of crystallized bodies ; and are either cubicy

rhomhoidalf trapezoidal^ tetrahedral, octahedral, or dO'

decahedral.

(2.) By irregular are meant the fragments which

have not a geometrical form. They are wedge-shaped ;

splintery, thin, long, and pointed ; tabular, thin, and

broad^ and sharp at the corners, as common slate ; or

indeterminate, without any particular resemblance to

any other body. The edges of indeterminate fragments

are either very sharp, sharp, sharpish, or blunt.

Distinct ni^ Aspect of the distinct concretions. Dis-
concrctidns. : . . r ,

• t

tinct concretions are distmct masses, or which certain

minerals are composed, which may be separated from

each other without breaking through the solid part of

the mineral. They are sepai*ated from each other by
natural seams. Three particulars respecting these con-

cretions are to be attended to : 1 . Their shape ; 2. Their

surface J 3. Their lustre,

\

'

1. Shape of the distinct concretions.

There are three kinds of shapes ; 1 . The granular.

When the length, breadth, and thickness of a distinct

concretion are nearly equal, it is said to be granular.

Such concretions may be either round or angular i

large, cdarse, small, fine, 2. The lamellar, when the

concretions consist of plates laid upon each other, and

adhering more or less strongly. 3. The columnar^
when the breadth and thickness are inconsiderable com-

pared to the length.
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2. Surface ofthe disti?ict concretions. Chap. I.

The surface is smooth, rough, streaked, uneven, &c.

3. The lustre ofthe distinct concretions.

It is distinguished in the same wa^ as the external

lustre.

IV. General aspect. Under this head three par- pect.

ticulars are comprehended ; namely, 1. The transpa*

rency ; 2. The streak ; 3. The soiling.

1, The transparency.

By transparency is meant the proportion of light

which minerals are capable of transmitting. They are

transparent when objects can be seen distinctly through

them ; semitransparent, when objects are seen through

them indistinctly ; translucent, when light passes, but in

so small a quantity that objects cannot be seen through
them *

; opaque, when no light is transmitted.

When opaque minerals become transparent in water,

they are called hydrophanous. When objects are seen

double through a transparent mineral, it is said to r^-

fract doubly,

2. The streak or scratch.

Is the mark left when a mineral is scratched by any
hard body, as the point of a knife. It is either similar,

of the same colour with the mineral ; or dissimilar, of

a different colour.

* According to Mr Kirwan*s method, I have denoted these three

degrees of transparency by the figures 4, 3, a. "When a mineral is trans-

lucent only at the edge, that is denoted by the figure i. Opacity is

sometimes denoted by o.

N2
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Bo-k U5. 3. the soiling y

Is the trace which some minerals leave when rubbc<^

on the fingers o^; pi^ P.^p^r* Some npinerals leave a

sUiinot trace, others not. Sojne of the first kind may-

be employed to write with, others not.

Hardness, V^ Hardness. By this is meant the resistance

which a body opposes when we attempt to scratch it.

Minerals are either, 1. Hard ; 2. Semihard ; 3. Soft*

(l.) Minerals are called hard when thej do not yiel^

to the knife, and strike fire with steel. There are

three degrees of it : 1. Extremely hard, not yielding to

the file ; 2. Very hard, yielding a little to the" file : 3.

Hard, yielding to the file.

(2) Minerals are semihard when they yield with

difficulty to the knife, and do not strike fire with steeL

(.^) Soft, when they yield easily to the knife, but

not to the nail.

I have used Mr Kirwan's figures
to denote the com-

parative HARDNESS of bodies; for an explanation of

which the reader is referred to Vol. I. p, 148. of this

Work.

Tenacity. VI. TENACITY. With respect to tenacity, mine-

rals are, 1. Brittley when on being cut with a knife

the particles, fly away with Dpis^; 2. Sectihy when on

being cut with a knife the particles do not fly ofi^ but

remain ;
3. Jbuctile, when the mineral can be cut into

slices.

P'rangibili-
^^^' Frangi^ility. By this is meant the resist-

^y* j^nce which minerah make wheiji we attempt to break

them. The degrees are five j namely ,i 1. Very tough^z
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:?. Tough; 3. Moderately tough; 4. Fragile; S. Very Chap. I.

fragile,

VIII. Flexibility. By this is meant the property Flexibility,

of bending without breaking. Some minerals are,^ I)
Flexible ; and of these someane^ 1, Elastic j. others, 2.

Common. (2.) Others inflexible.

IX. Adherence to XHfc tongue, f l^ttife mine- Adherence,

rals adhere, l.YGty strongly ; 2. Others moderately ;

3. Others slightly ; 4. And odjhcrs very slightly. .

X. By SOUND, is meant the peculi.a^ ndlsei <5jihi|ted
Soun4.

by some minerals when struck or bent. Sdme give a

ringing sound ; others a grating sound ; othe^SKa j^f*^-

i/«^ sound, as tin. t rrv-

The particular properties of /nable ^nd fluid . t»ii>e-

rals require ho description. oi i v!:;i>

With respect to ELfecTRi.cJTY., some mi^J^raU; be-

come electric when J?^«i;i?^ otbersi.wh^n ruhb(di others

cannot be rendered electrics The electricity of some

minerals is positive or vitreous, of others negative or r^-

sinous. .

The CHEMICAL properties of minerals will be under- Blowplj-c.

stood without any explanation. In detecting them, the

hloW'pipe is often of singular use, as it enables us in a

few minutes to determine many points which by the

. usual processes would occupy a great deal of time.

The blowpipe is merely a tube ending in a cavity as

fine as a small wire, through which air is forced and

made to play upon the flame of a candle, by means of

which the flame is concentrated and directed against

^mall particles of the mineral to be examined, either
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Book III,

placed upon a bit of charcoal, or in a platinum or sliver

spoon. The air is either forced into the blowpipe by
the lungs of the experimenter, or by means of bellows

attached to the blowpipe. By thus exposing a very
small portion of a mineral to the concentrated flame,

we see the effect of heat upon it, and have an opporty-

nity of trying the action of other bodies on it at a very

high temperature, as of borax, soda, microcosmic salt,

&c. The properties which these experiments bring

into view, enable us in many cases to ascertain the na-

ture, and even the component parts of a mineral.

The blowpipe was first introduced into mineralogy

by Von Swab. It was afterwards improved by Gron-

stedt, and still farther by Bergman. Saussure substi-

tuted a fine splinter of cyanite for charcoal, cemented

a very minute portion of the mineral to be examined

to the point of this splinter, and exposed it in that situ-

ation to the action of the blowpipe. By this contri-

vance he was enabled to make his experiments upon

very minute particles ; and this enabled him to fuse

many bodies formerly considered as infusible.
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CHAp. 11.

OF SIMPLE MINERALS.

AviCENNA, a writer of the llth century, divided mi^

nerals into four classes ; stones, salts, inflamniable bo-

dies, and metals *. This division h^s beep, in some

measure, followed J>y all succeeding writers. Linnaeus,

indeed, the first of the moderns who published a sys-

tem of mineralogy, being guided by the external cha-

racters alone, divided minerals into three classes, petree,

minercfyf05silia : but Avicenna's classes appear among
his orders. The same remark may be made with re-

spect to the systems of Wallerius, Wolsterdorf, Car-

theuser, and Justi, which appeared in succession after

the first publication of Linnaeus's Systema Natures in

1736. At last, in 1158, the system of Cronstedt ap-

peared. He reinstated the classes of Avicenna in their

place ; and his system was adopted by Bergman, Kir-

wan, Werner, and the most celebrated mineralogists

Tvho have written since. These classes shall be adopt-

* Corpora mineralia in quatuor species dividuntur; scilicet, in lapidesj

ct in liquefactiva, sulphurea, et sales. £t horum quaedam sunt rarx sub-

stantias et debills compositionis, et qusdam fortis substantias, et qusdam
ductibilia, et quaedam non. Avicenna de Congelatione et Ctnglut'mations

hepidum^ chap. iii. Tbsatrum Cbemieumy t. iv. p. 997*
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Book fIL ed in tl.e present Work, because none which are pre»

v_^L«l/ ferable have been hitherto proposed.

Division. I shall therefore divide minerals into four Classes ;

1. Stones;

2. Salts ;

3. Combustibles ;

4. Ores.

The first Class comprehends all the minerals which

are composed chiefly of earths ; the second, all the com-

binations of acids and alkalies which occur in the mi-

neral kingdom ; the third, those minerals which are

capable of combustion, and which consist chiefly of sul-

phur, carbon, and oil ; the fourth, the mineral bodies

^hich are composed chiefly of metals
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Class T.

Order f.

CLASS L

S T O N E S,

1 HIS class naturally divides itself into two orders-

The first order comprehends under it all the combina-

tions composed entirely of earthy bodies, or of earthy

bodies united with only a small portion of an alkali or

metallic oxide : The second order consists of combina.

tiofts of earthy -bodies with acids. To the first' order,

for want of a better term, we shall give the appellation

earthy stones ; \oi\\Q second, Xh^toi saline stones, ..

ORto'fiiit'/ EARTHY STONES.

Cronstedt divided this order into nine, genera, cor.

responding, to nine earths ; one of which he thought

composed the stones arranged under each genus. The

names of his genera were, calcareat^ silicece, granatina,

argillacea, micacece,jluores, ashestince, neolithicay rnag*^

nesia. All his earths were afterwards found to be com-

pounds, except the first, second, fourth, and ninth.

Bergman, therefore, in his Sciagraphiay hrsi ^\xh\ishG<^

in 1782, reduced the number of genera to five ; which

was the number of primitive earths known when he

Wrote. Since that period five new earths have been
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Book III. discovered. Accordingly, in the latest systems of mi-

V-—y-.-^ neralogy the geqera belonging to this order are pro-

portionally increased. Each genus is named from an

earth ; and they are arranged in the latest Wernerian

catalogues as follows :

1. Diamond genus 6. Calcareous genus

2. Zircon genus 7. Barytic genus

3. Siliceous genus 8. Strontian genus

3. Argillaceous genus 9. Hallite g^nusi

5 Magnesian genus

Mr Kirwan and Professor Jameson, in their very

valuable systems of mineralogy, have adopted the same

genera. Under each genus, those stones are placed

which are composed chiefly of the earth which gives a

name to the genus, or which at least are supposed to

possess the characters j»^hich distinguish that earth.

A little consideration will be sufficiei^t to discover

that there is no natural foundation for these genera.

Most stones ai^e composed of two, three, or even four

ingredients ; and, in many cases, the proportion of two

or more of these is nearly equal. Now, under what

genus soever such minerals are arranged, the earth

which gives it a name must form the smallest part of

their composition. Accordingly, it has not been so

much the chemical composition, as the external charac-

ter, which has guided the mineralogist in the distribu-

tion of his species. The genera cannot be said proper-

ly to have any character at all, nor the species to be

connected by any thing else than an arbitrary title.

This defect, which must be apparent in the most va..

luable systems of mineralogy, seems to have ariseii
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chiefly from an attempt to combine together an artificial Class I.

and natural system. ,

<

J^ \^t

I have no doubt that Werner is fully aware of this

defect, and that he is gradually correcting it. His ar-

rangement of this order of minerals, as it has been re-

cently improved, is entitled almost to unlimited praise ;

but were he to omit the present genera altogether, and

to substitute in their place those groups of minerals

which he at present denQminatesy^/;z///^j, I should con-

sider it as far better than the mixture of two systems,

one founded on the chemical, the other on the external

characters, to which he still adheres. I am almost

tempted to suspect that this is the plan which he has

formed long ago, and that the apprehension of provo-

king the chemists to declare against him, has alone pre-

vented him hitherto from putting it in execution. Such

an apprehension, however, I am persuaded is altogether

groundless. Every body must be sensible that external

characters alone ought to influence us in the arrange-

ment of minerals, and that those bodies ought to be

placed nearest each other which possess the greatest

resemblance. It is extremely probable, that whenever

the ejcternal characters coincide, so also does the com-

position ; and that when chemists obtain a contrary re-

sult, the reason probably is, that they have given the

same name to minerals possessed of different characters.

The knowledge of the external characters must come

first, and can alone enable us to discriminate correctly

the proper specimens which ought to be subjected to

analysis 5 for I include under this title Hauy's import-

ant discoveries relative to the primitive form of crystal-

lized minerals.

I shall therefore adopt the Wernerian arrangement
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Book til. of this order, discarding the old genera and substituting

——^^— the families in ilieir place. The following Table exhi-

bits the different mineraisof this order, arranged accord

ing to their families *.

Table of le Diamond Family
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Opal
Meidilte

Jasper

Heliotrope

Chrjsoprase

Plasma

Cat's eye
IX. Fitch- stone Family

Obsidian

Pitch-stone

Pearl-stone

Pumice

X. Zeolite Family

Waveljite

Prehnite

Needle- stone

Zeolite

Analcime

Chabasie

Staurolite

Lomonitc

Dipyre
Natrolite

Azurite

Jjazulite

XI. Felspar Family

Andaluzite

Felspar

Meionite

Scapolite

Wernerit^

Spodumene

FchthyophThalmite

XII. Clay Family

Native alumina

Porcelain earth

Common clay

Claj-stone

Adhesive slate

Polishing slate

Tripoli

Float-stcne

Alum- stone

XIII. Clay-slate Family
Alum-slate

Bituminous shale

Drawing-slate

Whet- slate

Clay-slate

XIV. Mica Family

Lepidolite

Mica

Pinite

Pot-stone

Chlorite

XV i Trap Family
Diaspore

Hornblende

Smaragdite

Basalt

Wacke

Giiiik,stone

Iron-claj

XIl^. Lithomatge Family
Green earth

Lithomarge

Class I.

Order I.
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Book in. Rocksoap Schillerstone

* Umber Talc

Yellow earth Asbestus

XVII, Soap-stone Fafnily XIX. Actinolite Family

Native magnesia Actinolite

Bole Smasagdite

Cimolite Tremolite

Meerschaum Antophyllitc

Fuller's earth Cyanite

Steatite Sahlite

Bildstein Schalstone

XVIII. Talc Family XX. Gadoiinite Family

Nephrite Gadoiinite

Serpentine

The minerals belonging to this order possess the fol-

lowing common properties ; A specific gravity varying

from 4*4 to 0*7. The greater number of them are hard

enough to scratch glass ; and this is always the ca^
when the specific gravity exceeds 3*5. Some of them,

however, are soft. None of them have the true me-

tallic lustre ; though some possess the false metallic

lustre, which disappears on scratching them. None of

them are soluble in water ; and very few of them are

soluble in acids without some particular mode of apply-

ing them. Hitherto it has been impossible for chemists

to form any of them by art.

I. Diamond Family.

To this family there belongs only a single species ;

namely, the diamond, which is the hardest and the most

beautiful of all the mineral productions.
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Class T.

Order L
Sp, 1. Diamond.

This mineral, which was well known to the ancients,

is found in different parts of Asia, particularly in the

kingdoms of Golconda and Visapour. It occurs also

in Brazil, but has hitherto been confined to countries

within the tropics.

Its most common colours are white and grey, of va-

rious shades. It occurs also blue, red, brown, yellow,

and green. The colours are commonly pale. It is al-

ways crystallized ; but sometimes so imperfectly, that at

the first sight it might pass for amorphous. Its primitive
'^^^ **

form is a regular octahedron ; but it more commonly
assumes a spheroidal form, and then has usually 36

curvilinear triangular faces, six of which are raised up-
on each of the faces of the primitive octagon. Its in-

tegrant molecule, according to Hauy, is a regular tetra-

hedron.—For a more particular account of the crystals

of this mineral, the reader is referred to Rome de Lisle*,

Hauy f, and Professor Jameson %,

The crystals are commonly small. Their surface is

smooth or streaked, except when the mineral occurs in

grains, when it is rough or at least uneven. External

lustre § 4 to 1 ; internal always 4. Fracture straight fo-

Cryitallog. ii. 191. f Jour, de M'm. No. xxix. 343.

X Mineralogy, i. %2.

$ To save room, the degree of lustre is denoted by figures, as follows 1

Splendent by -
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Book in. liated. Cleavage fourfold^, parallel to the faces of the

«

/^^ r

'' octahedron. Fragments bctabedralior tetrahedral. Sel-

dom occurs in distinct concretions. > Transparency 4 to

2, Causes single refraction. Hardness 20. Brittle*

JFfangibility 3. . Specific gravity 3'5185 to 3*5310*.

When rubbed it becomes positively electric, even be-

fore it has been cut by the lapidary, which is not the

case with any other gem f .

II. Zircon Eamily.

The minerals belonging to this family approach the

nearest to the diamond in^ their ejiternal characters*

Werner has divided them into three specifes ; but other

mineralogists have ranked these subdivisions
tnerely as

Varieties. These species are zircon, loyacinth, and ctn^

jiamori'Stone. They occur clsiefly in'the warm climates,

especially Ctf3^'?on'; 'thdugh most of them have, been

found also in the northern regions.

Sp, 1. Zircon,

. This mineral is usually brought from Ceylon j but

it-has been found lately in Norway.
Its usual colour is grey ; but it occurs also green,

blue, red, yellow, and brown. It is found most com-

monly in roundish pieces ; but it is sometimes crystal-

lized, either in four-sided prisms or fiat octahedrons.

The primitive form of its crystals is an octahedron.

Hauy, Jour, dc Mln. No. xxix. 343.
'

f Ibid, 343.
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composed of two four^sided pyramids applied base to Zircon Fa-

base, whose sides are isosceles triangles*. Theincli- '

^^-1—^

nation of the sides of the same pyramid to each other

is 124** 12' ; the inclination of the sides of one pyramid

to those of another 82^ 50'. The solid angle at the a-

pex is 73^ 44' f. The crystals are usually small, their

surface smooth, and their lustre 3 ; but the roundish

pieces are sometimes rough, and their lustre 2. The

internal lustre is 4.

The fracture foliated with a six-fold cleavage accord-

ing to Mohs. Fragments sharp-edged. Transparency

2, 3, Causes a very great double refraction. Hardness

16. Brittle. Frangibility 3. Specific gravity 4'dl 5 J

to 4-100 }.
-

Sp, 2. Hyacinth »

This mineral, which approaches the preceding so

nearly that it ought to be considered as only a variety,

is brought from Ceylon, but found likewise in France

and in other parts of Europe.

Its usual colour is a hyacinth red, but it occurs also

reddish brown, grey, and orange yellow. The primi-

tive form of its crystals is the same as preceding. It

usually occurs in four-sided prisms, t^minated by four

planes set on the lateral edges. The crystals arp' com-

monly small, but complete. Lateral planes smooth.

» According to Mohs it has a sii-foid cleavage, and its primative form

is a four-sided rectangular prism, terminated by four-sided pyramids set

on the lateral edges. This is also ihe most common variety of its crys#

tallization.

t Hauy, Jour, de Mm. No. xxvi. 91, \ Klaproth, Beiirage, u

§ Werner, Jameson's h/Lineruhgy^ i. 30.

Vol. IV. O
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Lustre 3. Internal lustre 4, and vitreous. Fracture
Chap. II.

^

'
^ .^—y— straight foliated. Cleavage as in the preceding species.

Fragments sharp-edged. Transparency 4 to 2. Scratches

quartz. Frangibility 3. Feels a little greasy when

cut. Before the blow-pipe loses its colour, but not its

transparency. Infusible with soda or microcosmic salt.

Melts with borax into a transparent glass.

Sp, 3. Cinnamon^stone '^
.

This mineral, which like the rest is found in Ceylon,

received its name from the Dutch, on account of its re-

semblance to cinnamon. It has been lately distinguish-

ed as a particular species by Werner. Colour yellow-

ish brown, approaching to honey yellow. Occurs

usually in splintery fragments. Fracture imperfect

small conchoidaU Internal lustre 3, between resinous

and vitreous. Fragments sharp-edged. Transparency

from 4 to 2. Hard. Moderately heavy. Melts be«

fore the blow-pipe.

The constituents of these minerals, as determined by
the analyses of Klaproth and Vauquelin, are as follows :

Jameson's Minerahgy^ "• 527«
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Book in. but it is sometimes also crystallized. The primitive
'

^' form of its crystals is a four-sided rectangular prism,

whose height is to its breadth as ^/3 to 1, and to its

thickness as y 2 to 1. The most common variety hi-

therto observed is an eight-sided prism, terminated by
six-sided summits. Two of the faces of the prisms

are hexagons, two are rectangles, and four trapeziums ;

two faces of the summits are rectangles, and the other

four trapeziums. Sometimes two of the edges of the

prizm are wanting, and small faces in their place *.

Colour asparagus green, sometimes passing on the

one hand to greenish white, and on the other to yellow-

ish grey. External lustre of the crystals 3 ; internal 4,

vitreous. Fracture perfect conchoidal. Fragments

sharp-edged. Transparency 3. Scratches quartz.

Brittle. Frangibility 3. Specific gravity from 3*60 to

3*798. Infusible before the blow-pipel

'

Sp. 2. Chrysolite f.

Peridot of the French—Topaz of the ancients.

The name chrysolite was applied, without discrimina-

tion, to a great variety of stones, till Werner defined it

accurately, and confined it to that stone which the

French chemists distinguish by the appellation ofperi^

dot. This stone, found principally in Upper Egypt, is

the topaz of the ancients ; their chrysolite is now called

topaz %,

* Hauy, Jour, de Min. No. xxi. 5.

f Kirwan, i. a6a,—Carthcuser, Min. 94.
—^Dolomieu, Jeur. de Mia,

No. xiix. 365.—La Mcthcrie, Nouv. Jtur, de Pb^s. i. 397.—Brochant, u

170.—Hauy, iii. 198.—Jameson, i, 4J.

% Plinii Lib. xxxvii. c. 8.
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The chrysolite is found in^ angular fragments, in ChrysoHte

grains, and crystallized. The primitive form of its '

^ > f

crystals is a right-angled parallelopiped, whose length,
^^*^^ '°

breadth, and thickness, are as 5, V^t \/5*. The edges

of the prism are usually truncated. The lateral planes

are longitudinally streaked.

Colour pistachio green, sometimes approaching olive
Properties,

green, grass green, or even broccoli brown. External

lustre of the crystals 4; internal 4, and vitreous. Frac-

ture perfect conchoidal. Fragments sharp-edged. Trans-

parency 4. Causes double refraction. Hardness 9.

Brittle. Frangibility 4. Specific gravity from 3*410

to 3'440, Infusible at 150°, but loses its transparency,

and becomes blackish grey f. With borax it melts

without effervescence into a transparent glass of a light

green colour. Infusible with microcosmic salt| and

fixed alkali §.

Sp. 3. Olivine\\,

This species has been united with the preceding by

Hauy, on account of the sameness of the primitive

form of the crystals. It occurs chiefly in basalt, and is

very common, usually in roundish pieces or grainsi

though sometimes crystallized in rectangular four-sided

prisms.

Colour intermediate between asparagus and olive

green. Internal lustre 3 ^ resinous. Fracture imper-

» Hauy, Jour, de Min. No. xxvili. a8i. f Klrwan's Min. i. 26^,

X Vauquelin, Ann, de Cbim. xxi. 97 , § Kirwan, i. 263.

II Kirwan, i. 463.—Lelicvrc, Jour, ds Phys. xxx. 397.—Brochant, i,

175.—Jameion, i. 46.—Hauy, iii. aoj.
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Book III. feet small concholdal. Fragments sharp-edged. Often

in small-grained distinct concretions. Transparency 3.

Frangibility 5. Hardness 9. Specific gravity 3*225*

to 3*265 f. Nitric acid dissolves its iron
:|:>

and de-

prives it of its colour. Infusible before the blow-pipe.

Melts with borax into a dark green bead.

Sp, 4i» Coccolite^,

This is one of the new minerals discovered by Dan-

drada during his travels in Sweden and Norway. It

was found in the iron mines in Sudermannland, and at

Arendahl.

Colour mountain, grass, and olive green. Massive,

Internal lustre ; vitreous. Fracture foliated. Clea-

vage single, according to Dandrada ; but Hauy disco-

vered, in the specimen he examined, that it was double.

Composed of large and small granular concretions ;

some of which afFect the form of four-sided prisms,

and, according to Hauy, approach the primitive form of

augite. Transparency 2. Streak greyish white.

Scratches glass, and gives a few sparks with steel.

Specific gravity 3*316
II

to 3*3739 1[. Infusible be-

fore the blow-pipe. With carbonate of potash melts

into an olive green vesicular glass j with borax into a

pale yellow transparent glass.

* Werner. | Klaproth. \ Kirwan, i. 264

§ Dandrada, Nicholson's ^irto Jour, v. 195. Jameson, ii 528.

Hauy, iv, ^$5- Brochant, ii. 504.

II
Drandada. ^ Hauy.
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Chrysolite

Pyroxene of Hauy—Volcanite of Delametherie—Oc-

, tahedral Basaltine of Kirwan.

This mineral is found in basalt. It is sometimes in

grains, but mcfst commonly in crystals. The primitive

form of its crystals is an oblique angled prism, whose

bases are rhombs with angles of 92** 18' and 87*^ 42' f.

It is generally crystallized in six or eight sided prisms,

terminated by dihedral summits %, Crystals mostly-

small, but complete.

Colour blackish green, sometimes passing into leek

green, and rarely to liver brown. Internal lustre 3,

resinous. Fracture uneven, passing into imperfect small

conchoidal. The crystals pass into perfect foliated with

a double cleavage. Fragments sharp-edged. Trans-

parency 2. Hard. Frangibility 3. Specific gravity

from 3'2265§ to 3'4771 ||.
Before the blow-pipe it

is with difficulty converted into a black enamel.

Sp. Q, Diopside %,

Mussite and Alalite of Bonvoisin.

This mineral occurs in the Piedrnontese Alps, and

was discovered by Bonvoisin, and described by him in

the Journal de Physique for May 1806. Specimens of

it were sent to Paris, where it was examined by Hauy ;

and from its peculiar characters constituted by him into

* Kirwan, i. 219.
—Brochant, i. 179.

—Hauy, iii. 80.—Jameson, i. jo,

\ Hauy, Jour, de Min. xxviii. 269. \ Dc Lisle, ii. 398.

§ Hauy. Ij
Werner.

^ Hauy and Tonnelier, Nicholson's Jour. xxii. 14.
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Book III. a new species, under the name of dtopside, from the ap*

^

^^' pearance of its primitive crystals. For the only de-

scription of it which I have seen, we are indebted to

Mr Tonnelier, keeper of the cabinet of mineralogy to

the council of mines in Paris.

It occurs sometimes amorphous, but most commonly

crystallized. Its primitive form is a right-angled quad-

rangular prism, with oblique bases. The angle of in-

cidence between the diagonal of the base and the edge

of the prism, at which it terminates, is 101® 8'. The

prism is subdivisible by very clean sections in the di-

rection of the diagonals of its base. The principal

varieties of the crystals are, 1. the primitive form ; 2.

a didodecahedral crystal consisting of a twelve-sided

prism, terminated at each extremity by six faces, si-

tuated two and two, one above the other. Sometimes

it is compact, and sometimes in cilindroid prisms. The

crystals of the variety called mussite arc small, elonga-

ted, and commonly opaque. Those of the variety called

alalite are larger, transiucid, and of a greenish white

colour. Colour green, greenish grey, greenish white,

and yellowish white. Lustre not mentioned. Fracture

appears to be foliated. Transparency to 2 or 3. It

scarcely scratches glass, but it scratches fluate of lime.

Specific gravity 3*2374, Before the blow-pipe it fuses

into a glass of the same greenish colour ^s the mineral

itself.

Sp. 7. Veswuian*^

Hyacinthine of Delametherie—/^offflj^ of Hauy.

This mineral is found among the exuviae of mount

* Brochant, i. 1S4.—Hauy, ii. 574.wi'Jame8on. i. 54.
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Vesuvius, in a rock composed of mica, hornblende, gar^ ChrywUte
t r J J Family.

net, and calcareous spar. It was formerly confounded < ,
^

. -j

with the hyacinth.

Colour olive green, sometimes passing into blackish

green, sometimes into liver brown. Massive, and of-

ten crystallized in four-sided rectangular prisms, ha-

ving the edges truncated. Its primitive form is a four*

sided rectangular prism, little different from a cube,

divisible in the direction of the diagonals of the base.

Integrant molecule, a triangular prism *, Lateral planes

of the crystals slightly streaked,
, Crystals short, and

Usually small. External lustre 3 ; internal 2, between

vitreous and resinous. Fracture small grained, uneven.

Has a tendency to small grained distinct concretions.

Transparency 2' Scratches glass. Specific gravity

from 3*0882 to 3*409 f. With borax it melts into a

yellowish glass^ which appears red while hot }.

The composition of the minerals belonging to the

chrysolite family, according to the most accurate ana*

lyses hitherto made, is as follows :

Hauy, iL 574, f Hauy. | Vauqueli

ConsUtU"
ents.
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lyy leucite, melamte, garnet, staurolite, pyrope. They Garnet

all bear a strong resemblance to each other in the figure u—
.^^
—^

of their crystals, which is almost always complete.

Sp.\. Leucitf^,

Vesuvian of Kirwan— White Garnet of Vesuvius-—
Amphigene of Hauy.

This stone is usually found in volcanic productions,

and is very abundant in the neighbourhood of Vesu-

vius. It is always crystallized. The primitive form

of its crystals is either a cube or a rhomboidal dodeca-

hedron, and its integrant molecules are tetrahedrons j

but the varieties hitherto observed are all polyhedrons.

The most common has a spheroidal figure, and is bound-

ed by 24 equal and sipoilar trapezoids ; sometimes the
^^^

faces are 12, 18, 36, 54, and triangular, pentagonal, 8cc.

For a description and figure of several of these, I refer

the reader to Mr Hauy f. The crystals vary from the

size of a pin-head to that of an inch.

Colour yellowish and greyish white ; very seldom

reddish white. Internal lustre 3, vitreous. Fracture

imperfect fiat conchoidal, sometimes inclines to foliated.

Fragments sharp-edged. Transparency, 2, 3. Scratches

glass with difficulty. Brittle. Frangibility 4. Speci-

fic gravity from 2*455 to 2*490 :}:.
Its powder causes

syrup of violets to assume a green colour §. Infusible

by the blow-pipe. Gives a white transparent glass

with borax.

* Kirwan, i. aSj.
—Brochant, i. i88.—Hauy, ii. 559.

—
Jameson, i.57.

4 'Jour, de Min. No. xxvii. iSj. $ Klaproth, BeiiragCy ii. 41, and 55,

§ Vauquelin, Jour, de Min, No. xxxix. 165.
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5?°!^'"' Sp. 2. Melanite*.
Chap. II. '

^^"^ '

Black Garnet.

This mineral, which has hitherto been found only at

Frescati and St Albano, near Rome, was long confound-

ed with garnet. It was first accurately distinguished

by Werner.

Its colour is velvet black, sometimes inclining to

greyish black. It is usually 'n complete crystals. They
consist of six'Sided prisms accuminated by three planes,

which are placed on the alternate lateral edges. Surface

smooth. Lustres. Fracture imperfect flat conchoidal.

Fragments sharp-edged. Opaque. Hard. Frangibility

4. Specific gravity from 3'69lt to 3*800 4i.

Sp. 3. Garnet §.

This mineral occurs abundantly in primitive moun-

Crystalf. tains. It is usually crystallized. The primitive form

of its crystals is a dodecahedron, whose sides are rhombs,

with angles of 78^ 3l' 44", and 120^ 28' 16'. The in-

clination of the rhombs to each other is 120®. This

dodecahedron may be considered as a four-sided prism,

terminated by four-sided pyramids ||
. It is divisible in-

to four parallelopipeds, whose sides are rhombs ; and

each of these may be divided into four tetrahedrons,

whose sides are isosceles triangles, equal and similar to

either of the halves into which the rhomboidal faces of

* Brochant, i. 191.
—

Jameson, i. 6i. f Karrten. \ Werner.

I Kirwan, i. 458.—Gerhard, Ditquisitio Pbysico-cbytnica GroHatorum,

&c.—Pasumot, Jour, de Pbys, iii. 442—Wieglcb, Ann. de Cbim. i. a3X»—

IBrochant, i. 195.
—Hauy, ii. 340,—Jameson, i. 64.

I Romfe de Lisle, ii. 1%%, and Hauy, Ann, de Cbim, xvli. 305.
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the dodecahedron are divided by their shorter diagonal. Garnet
. . . Family,The integrant molecules of garnet are similar tetrahe- i— ^.

.«

drons*. Sometimes the edges of. the dodecahedrons

are wanting, and small faces in their place ; and some-

times garnet is crystallized in polyhedrons, having 24

trapezoidal faces. For a description and figure of these,

and other varieties of garnet, the reader is referred to

Rome de Lisle and Hauy f.

"Werner divides this species into two subspecies ;

namely, the precious and common garnet. They arc

distinguished from each other by colour, lustre, frac-

ture, distinct concretions, transparency, and specific gra»

vity.
"^

Subspecies 1. Precious Garnet.

This is supposed by some to be the carhuncle of the

ancients. It is employed in jewellery.

Colour red. Hence the name of the mineral, from

its supposed resemblance to the flower of the pomegra-
nate. Passes from columbine red to cherry and brown

red. Commonly crystallized, and the crystals are al-

ways complete : sometimes in round grains. External

Jlustre 2 ; internal 3, 2, vitreous. Fracture perfect con-

choidal, sometimes inclining to coarse-grained uneven.

Fragments sharp-edged. Sometimes in lamellar dis-

tinct concretions. Transparency from 4 to 2. Scratches

quartz. Brittle. Frangibility 3. Specific gravity from

4'085t to 4'352§.

* Hauy, Ibid. 306. t Hauy, Ann* d< Chm, xvii, 306.

\ Klaproth. \ Karsten.
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(^{^apXi." Subspecies 2. Common Garnet.

Colour, various shades of brown and green } namely,

liver, yellowish and reddish brown ; olive, pistachio,

blackish, and leek green ; Isabella yellow ; blood red ;

greenish black. Different colours often appear in the

same mass. Massive, but never in grains or angular

pieces ; sometimes crystallized. Surface of the crys-

tals diagonally streaked. External lustre 3, 2 ; internal

2, between resinous and vitreous. Fracture fine-grained

uneven. Fragments not sharp-edged. In small-grained

distinct concretions. Transparency 2 ; black varieties

nearly opaque. Frangibility 4. Specific gravity from

3-66S*to 3'757t. Melts before the blow-pipe more

easily than the first subspecies.

Sp. ^, GranatiteX*

Staurotide of Hauy—Pierre de Croix of de Lisle—
Staurolithe of Lametherie.

Crystals
Granatite is found in Galicia in Spain, Britanny in

France, and at St Gothard. It is always crystallized

in a very peculiar form ; two six-sided prisms intersect

each other, either at right angles or obliquely. Hence

the name cross-stone, by which it was known in France

arid Spain §. Mr IJauy has proved, in a very ingenious

%anner, that the primitive form of the granatite is a

"Rectangular prism, whose bases are rhombs, with angles

of 129^:° and 50^^; and that the height of the prism is

Karstcn. f Werner,

X Brochant, ii. 496.
—Hauy, Hi. 93.

—
^Jameson, i. 7^.

J Rome de Lisle, ii. 435.
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to the greater diagonal of the rhomb as one to six
,• and Garnet

,, . . , , ... . . Family.
that Its integrant molecules are triangular prisms, simii- -

lar to what would be obtained by cutting the primitive

crystal in two, by a plane passing vertically through

the shorter diagonal of the rhomboidal base. From

this structure he has demonstrated the law of the for-

mation of the cruciform varieties*.

Colour dark reddish brown. Surface sometimes

smooth, sometimes uneven. Internal lustre 2; between

vitreous and resinous. Fracture between small-grained

uneven, and imperfect conchoidal. Transparency often

0, sometimes 2. Scrafches quartz feebly. Brittle.

Frangibility 4. Specific gravity 3*2861. Infusible

before the blow-pipe.

Sp, 5. Pyrope f.

This mineral which is found in Bohemia, and was

formerly distinguished by the name of Bohemian gar-

net, has been lately separated from the garnet by Wer-

ner, and made a distinct species. It is never found cry-

stallized, but only in round or angular fragments^ usu-

ally small.

Colour dark blood red, which when held between

the eye and the light, inclines strongly to yellow. Lus-

tre 4, vitreous. Fracture perfect conchoidal. Frag-

ments sharp-edged. Transparency 4. Scratches quartz.

Specific gravity 3-718$ to 3*941 §.

The constituents of the preceding species, according Conttltu-

to the most exact analyses hitherto made, are as follows: ®"^^'

* Ann, de Cbim. vi. I4Z. f Jameson, I. 73,

% Klaproth, § Werner.
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I)

ornery, corundum, and adamantine sbar. They are all ^."^7

, , J Family.

extremely hard, and several of them highly valued on »—y—-^

account of their beauty.

Sp, I, Ceylanite *.

Pleonaste of Hauy,

The mineral denominated ceylanitey from the island

of Geylon, from which it was brought into Europe, had

been observed by Rome de Lisle f ; but was first de-

scribed by La Metherie in the Journal de Physique for

January 1793.

It is most commonly found in rounded masses ;
but

sometimes also crystallized. The primitive form of its

crystals is a regular octahedron : it often occurs under

this form, but more commonly the edges of the octa-

hedron are wanting, and small faces in their place :|:.

Colour appears dark indigo blue, passing into bluish

black ; but when closely examined proves greenish

black. Surface rough. External lustre nearly;
internal 3, 4, resinous. Fracture perfect flat conchoi-

dal. Fragments very sharp-edged. Scratches quartz

slightly, Frangibility 4. Specific gravity from 3 '7647

to 3*7931 §. Infusible/^/- se,

Sp, 2. Spine// \\,

Spinel and balass ruby of Kirwan—Ruhis spinelle oc^

toedre of/Do, LhU-^Spine//us of Gmelin.

This stone, which comes from the island of Ceylon,

* Brochant, ii. 325.—Hauj's Miner, iii. i7.--Bournon, Plil, Tronic

1 80a, p. 318.
—

Jameson, ii. 53 r.

f CryitaUog. iii. 180. Note ai.

X Hauy, Jour, de Mln. No. xxxviii. ^64. § Hauy.

U
See Kirwan's Mn. i. 153.—Rome de Lisle, ii. a«4.—Ij^laproth, B^
Vol. IV. f
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Book HI. is usually crystallized. The form of its integrant par-

^—-yl—«1( tides is the tetrahedron. The primitive form of its

Crystals. crystals is a regular octahedron^ composed of two four-

sided pyramids applied base to base, each of the sides

of which is an equilateral triangle. In some cases two.

opposite sides of the pyramids are broader than the

other two ; and sometimes the edges of the octahedroa

are wanting, and narrow faces in their place. For fi-

gures and descriptions of these, and other varieties of

these crystals, the reader is referred to Rome de Lule

and the Able Estner *. It occurs also in tetrahedrons,

in rhomboids whose faces have angles of 120** and 60**,

in rhomboidal dodecahedrons, and in four-sided prisms

terminated by fcur-sided pyramids f.

Colour red, passing on the one side to blue, and on

the other to yellow and brown. From carmine red it

passes into crimson, cochineal, and cherry red ; and

into plum, violet, and indigo blue ; and likewise into

blood red, orange yellow, and reddish brown. Surface

smooth. Lustre 4, vitreous. Fracture perfect flat con-

choidal, sometimes imperfectly foliated. Fragments

sharp-edged. Transparency from 2 to 4. Scratches

quartz strongly. Scratched by sapphire. Specific gra-

vity from 3*570 X to 3*700 §. Infusible before the

blow-pipe : melts with borax. The ancients seem tt

have classed this stone among their hyacinths ||,

cb, der Berlin^ Hi. 336. and Beitrage, ii. i.—Vauqnelin, Ann. de Chim. xxvn.

3. and xxxi. 141.—Brochant, i. %oi.—Hauy, ii. 496.
—Bournon, Fbil,

Trans. i8oz, p. 304.—Jameson, i. 78.

*
Crystall. ii. »a6.—Estner's Miner. 73.

t Bournon. \ Klaproth. § Werner.

U Plinii lib. zxxvii. c. 9.
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o/>. 3. Sapphire, Family.
' V

The stones usually called precious were first distin- History,

guished on account of their colour. Those that had a

red colour were called rubies ; the yellow were topa*

zes ; the blue, sapphires ; and the purple, amethysts*

It was soon observed, however, that most of the pro-

perties for which these stones were valued were pro-

portional to their hardness ; and as the finest kind

came from the East, it was usual with lapidaries to

distinguish them by the epithet oriental. Mineralogists

were accustomed to consider these stones as distinct

species, till Rome de Lisle observed that they agreed in

the form of their crystals, their hardness^ and most of

their other properties ; and Werner made the same re-

mark about the same time. These observations were suf-

ficient to constitute them one species ; and accordingly

they were made one species by Rome de Lisle himself,

by Kirwan, and several other modern mineralogical

writers. Rome de Lisle gave the species the name of

ruby ; but this has been since confined to a diiFerent

mineral. This induced Hauy to invent the new word

te/esia ; but the term sapphire, appropriated to this spe-

cies by Werner and Delametherie, was adopted by mi*

neralogists in general.

Sapphire is found in the East Indies, especially in

Pegu and the island of Ceylon ; and it is most com-

monly crystallized. The crystals are of no great size :

Their primitive form, as has been demonstrated by

Bournon, is a rhomboid, whose angles are 86° and 94*,

and which therefore is nearly rectangular. Sometimes

it occurs in this form, though but seldom. Bournon

has described no less than eight modifications of it.

P 2
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Book IIT. "We may consider the primitive form as composed of

J
'' two trihedral pyramids united base to base, the solid

angles of which are composed of three acute angles of

the faces. The eight modifications are, 1. The sum-

mit of the pyramids is replaced by a face perpendicular

to the axis, and of various sizes. 2. The edges of the

base of the primitive pyramids are replaced by faces

parallel to the axis, which separates the pyramids by a

six-sided prism with rhombic planes. Often this mo.

dification runs into a regular six-sided prism. 3. A de-

crement takes place on the flat angles of the base, which

converts the pyramids to six-sided, so that the crystal

is often a dodecahedron, composed of two six-sided

pyramids applied base to base ; but it is very seldom

that both pyramids are complete. This modification

is often combined with the second. 4. The solid angle

at the summit is replaced by three faces, which some-

times become so large as to cause the faces of the pri-

mitive rhomboid to disappear, and converts the crystal

intp a secondary rhomboid, whose faces have angles of

114^ and 66^. 5. A more rapid decrement of the

same kind produces a rhomboid still more acute, the

faces of which have angles of IIT^ and 63 «. 6. Simi-

lar decrements, still more rapid, form a third rhomboid

still more acute, whose faces have angles of llfe'^ 14'

and 60** 46'. 7. The acute angles which rest upon the

base of the primitive pyramids suffer a decrenicnt, which

converts the crystal into a six-sided prism, whose faces

correspond with the solid angles of the base of the pri-

mitive pyramids. 8. A six-sided pyramid, the solid

angle of whose summit measures 24^. Each of the

edges of the pyramid is replaced by a small face, which
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makes the pyramid a dodecahedron *. The crystals ^"^y'-'' ''

Family.
are complete; planes often transversely streaked. Oc- u—y—.^^

curs often in small rolled pieces.

Colours blue and red. From Berlin blue it passes

into indigo blue, and into azure, violet, lavender, lilac,

and sky blue, and deep green : from lilac blue into

peach blossom, crimson, cochineal, and carmine red
j

also into rose red, reddish white, and yellowish white :

from lavender blue into pearl and bluish grey, and

bluish white. Lustre 4, vitreous. Fracture conchoi-

dal. Transparency from 4 to 2. Causes only single

refraction* Harder than all minerals, except the dia-^

mond. Frangibility 4. Specific gravity from 4*000

to 4*083 f. Infusible before the blow-pipe. Melts with

borax without effervescence.

Sp* 4. Emery \.

This mineral is brought to Britain from the isle of

Naxos, where it must exist in great abundance. It oc-

curs also in Germany, Italy, and Spain. It is always in

shapeless masses, and misfed with other minerals. It

has been usually considered as an iron ore, because it is

always contaminated with the oxide of that metal.

Colour intermediate between greyish black and bluish

grey. Lustre, 2,1. Adamantine. Fracture small-gramed

uneven, sometimes splintery. Fragments rather blunt-

edged. Sometimes in fine grained distinct concretions.

Transparency (?. Scarcely yields to the file. Frangi-

bility 2. Specific gravity about 4. This mineral is

pfiuch used in polishing hard bodies.

Vhil. Trans. i8oa, p. %so. f Hatchet and Greville.

t Jameson} i. 9^.
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Book in. Sp, 5, Corundum*,
Chap. II.

^

^

^u—y*—^ Corundum of Gmelin—Adamantine spar of Klaproth

and Kirwan— Corindon of Hauy— Corivindum of

Woodward.

History. Though corundum appears to have been known to

Dr Woodward, itmaj be said to have been first distin-

guished from other minerals by Dr Black. In 1768,

Mr Berry, a lapidary in Edinburgh, received a box of

it from Dr Anderson of Madras, Dr Black ascer-

tained that these specimens differed from all the stones

known to Europeans ; and, in consequence of its hard-

ness, it obtained the name of adamantine spar. Not*

"withstanding this, it could scarcely be said to have been

known to European mineralogists till Mr Greville of

London, who has done so much to promote the science

of mineralogy, obtained specitnens of it, in 1784, from

India, and distributed them among the most eminent

chemists, In order to be analysed, Mr Greville also

learned that its Indian name was corundum. It is

found in Indostan, not far from the river Cavery, which

is south of Madras, in a rocky matrix, of considerable

hardness, partaking of the nature of the stone itself f.

It occurs also in China, and in Ceylon, Ava, S^-c The

Count de Bo'irnon pointed out the resemblance be-

tween this mineral and the sapphire, in a dissertation

published by him and Mr Greville in the Philosophical

Transactions for 1798, and suggested it as probable

« Sec kirwan 's Min. i.—Klaproth in 'Beoh. der Berlin^ yiii.^a95. and

BeitragCy I. 47.
—Mr Greville and the Count de Bournon in the PhlUsty.

fhical Transactions; 1 798, p. 403. and in Nicholson's Jour. ii. 540. and ili.

5.—Mr Hauy, Jour, de Pbyt. xxx. 193. and Jaur. de Min. No. xxviii. ^6%>

in6. Mineral, iii. i.—Brochant, i. 356.—Jameson, i. 90.

f Garrow wid Greville, Nicholson's Jour. ii. 540.
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that corundum may be only a variety of the sapphire ; J^"^.^^

and that the seeming difference in their ingredients is -.-^—yr-—»

owing to the impurity of those specimens of corundum

which have hitherto been brought to Europe. This

<:onjecture has been since confirmed by a subsequent

dissertation of Bournon, and the chemical analysis of

Chenevix*. Werner subdivides it into two species,

namely corundum and adamantine spar ; but in reality

they seem to be only varieties, or at most subspecies of

the same species. The chief difference exists in the

colours.

Corundum has been found in India, in the Carnatic,

and on the coast of Malabar. It occurs massive, in

rolled pieces, and crystallized. Crystals the same as

in sapphire. Colour greenish white, passing into green*

ish grey and asparagus green ; sometimes pearl grey,

which passes into flesh red. Surface rough. External

lustre ; internal 3, 2, vitreous. Fracture foliated.

Cleavage threefold. Fragments rhomboidal. Trans-

parency 2. Scratches quartz.
: Frangibility 4^ Spe-

cific gravity 3* 710 f to 4* ISO J.

Sp. 6. Adamantine Spar^.

This mineral has hitherto been found only in China^

Colour dark hair brown. Massive, in rolled pieces,

and ctystallized in six-sided prisms and six-sided pyra^

mids, having their apex truncated. Internal lustre 4,

pearly. Fracture foliated. Fragments rhomboidal.

Transparency!. Hard. Frangibility 4. Specific gra-

vity 3'981
II

.

« Phil, Trans. l8oa, p. 2^2,'
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The following Table exhibits the constituents of theBook lit

Chap. II.
.

'

V
' minerals belonging to the ruby family, according to the

tntB^^^'
"^°^* exact analyses hitherto made :
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SO, especially when joined with the external characters,

to constitute them only a single species.

Automolite,

There is a very singular mineral lately analysed by

Eckeberg, under the name of automolitey which, from

the imperfect description which he has given, appears

to approach the spinell and ceylanite in its properties.

Its colour is dark green. Always crystallized in re-

gular octahedrons, similar to the form of the spinell.

The crystals are small. Longitudinal fracture foliated;

cross fracture uneven and somewhat conchoidal. Trans-

parency in small pieces 2. When pounded, it be-

comes light green. Specific gravity 4'261. Not fu-

sible by the blow-pipe. With borax it melts into a

glass green while hot, but colourless when cold. Its

constituents are.

Topaz
Familf.
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Book nr. therefore must at present constitute a family apart. It

*„., ^^' ',
contains only one species ; namely, the common topaz.

Sp, 1. Topa^**

Occidental ruhy, tcpa%, and sapphire.

The name topaz has been restricted by Mr Hauy t«

the stones called by mineralogists occidental ruby, topaz,

and sapphire ; which, agreeing in their crystallization

and most of their properties, were arranged under one

species by Mr Rome de Lisle. The word topaz, de-

rived from an island in the Red Sea f, where the an-

cients used to find topazes, was applied by them to a

mineral very diiFerent from ours. One variety of our

topaz they denominated chrysolite.

The topaz is found in Saxony, Bohemia, Sibcfia,

and Brazil, mixed with other minerals in granite rocks.

Crystal*.
It is commonly crystallized. The primitive form of

its crystals is a prism whose sides are rectangles and

bases rhombs, having their greatest angles 124° 22',

and the integral molecule has the same form % ; and the

height of the prism is to a side of the rhomboidal bases

as 3 to 2. The different varieties of topaz crystals hi-

therto observed amount to six. Five of these are eight-

sided prisms, terminated by foUr-sided pyramids, or

wedge-shaped summits, or by irregular figures of 7, 13^

* Kirwan's Min. i. 254—Pott, Mem. Berlin, 1747, p. 46.—Margraf,
ibid. 1776, p. 73 and 160.—Henkel, Act. Acad. Nat. ':ur. iv. 316.—Bro-

chant, i. aia.

f It got its name from ro^ra^a, to seek ; because the island was often

surrounded with fog, and therefore difficult to find. See Plinii Jib.

zzxvii. c. 8.

% Hany, Jour, de Min... No. xxvlii. 287.
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or 15 sides ; the last variety is a twelve-sided prism, ter-
J°P?,^,

minated by six-sided pyramids wanting the apex. For v *
an accurate description and figure of these varieties, the

reader is referred to Mr Hauy *. The lateral planes

of the crystals are longitudinally streaked ; the other

planes are smooth.

Colour wine yellow. From pale wine yelloW it

passes into yellowish white, greenish white, mountain

green, sky blue ; from deep wine yellow into flesh red

and crimson red. Lustre 4, vitreous. Cross fracture

perfect straight foliated ; longitudinal, small imperfect

conchoidal. Fragments sharp-edged, sometimes tabular

and splintery. Transparency from 2 to 4. It causes

a double refraction. Hardness 12 to 14. Frangibility 4,

Specific gravity from 3*464 to 3*564. The Siberian and

Brazil topazes, when heated, become positively elec-

trified on one side, and negatively on the other f. ilt

is infusible by the blow-pipe. The yellow topaz of

Brazil becomes red when exposed to a strong heat in a

crucible
; that of Saxony becomes white by the same

process. This shows us that the colouring matter of

these two stones is different.

The composition of this mineral is very remarkable.

The first accurate analysis of it was published by
Lowitz ; but there was a loss of 7 per cent, which he

could not account for. Klaproth repeated the analysis,

and found the loss owing to a quantity of fluoric acid,

which constitutes a part of the stone. The following

is the result of two specimpns analysed by this illus- Const!-*

Hauy, Jour, de Min, No. xxviii. 287. f Ibid,
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Book III. trious chemist ; the first was a Saxon topaz,, the second*
Chap. II. „ .,. *

^

.v«—y—^ a Brazrihan* .

Alumina 59 ..*•,• 47*5

Silica. .,,...,,. 35 44*5

Fluoric acid ,.,, 5 7*0

Iron oxide . , , . Trace • . , , '5

Loss 1 *5

100 100

These experiments were repeated by Vauquelin,
who obtained a greater proportion of fluoric acid. The

following Table exhibits the results of his trials f :
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parallel to the sides of the rhomboid, are very indistinct ; Topaz
. . . Family.

while the third parallel to the axis of the rhomboid is very u—y-—j
well defined. Fragments indeterminate, sharp-edged.

Transparency 1. Scratches glass readily, but is itself

scratched by quartz. Difficultly frangible. Specific

gravity 3*451. The powder phosphoresces slightly

when heated. Scarcely fusible before the blow-pipe,

but becomes white and opaque, and small bubbles cover

its surface, which burst when the heat is kept up.

With borax it melts into a transparent and colourless

glass; with soda it effervesces, and forms a porous mass.

According to the analysis of Hisinger and Berzelius its

constituents are as follows *.

Alumina ....53*5

Silica 32-88

Lime 0*88

Oxide of iron 0*88

Volatile matter 0"15

Loss 11*36

100*00

Hauy has examined this mineral with his usual sagaci-

ty, and has satisfied himself that it is a variety of to*

pazf.
As a suflficient number of specimens of the two fol-

lowing minerals has not hitherto been examined to en-

able mineralogists to assign them a proper place, and

as they agree nearly in their constituents with the to-

paz, they may be placed provisionally along with. that

mineral.

* Ann. dt Cbim. Ivili. 113. f Nicholson** Jour, xxli, aa.
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Chap. 11. St>, 2. Fihrohte *.
I

,
»

This mineral was first observed by Bournon in the

matrix of the imperfect corundum. Colour white or

dirty grey. Hardness rather greater than that of quartz.

Specific gravity 3'2 14. Texture fibrous. Cross frac-

ture compact. Internal lustre glossy. Infusible by
the blow-pipe. Usually in shapeless fragments. Bour-

non observed one specimen crystallized in arhomboidal

prism ; the angles of whose faces were 80° and 100°*

It is composed, according to Chenevix, of

58*25 alumina

38*00 silica

3*75 a trace of iron and loss

100-OOf

Sp, 3, SommiteX*

Nepheline of Hauy—Hexagonal white short of Ferber—'

White hyacinth of Somma.

This stone was called sommite by Lametherie, from

the mountain Somma, where ft was first found. It is

usually mixed with volcanic productions. It crystalli-
'

zes in six-sided prisms, sometimes terminated by pyra-

mids. Colour greyish white. External lustre 3, vi-

treous. Longitudinal fracture foliated ; cross fracture

conchoidal. Transparency 2, 3. Frangibility 4. Cuts

glass. Specific gravity 3*2741. Infusible by the blow-

* Bournon, Phil, Trans, i8oa, p. 289. \ Ibid. p. ^35-

X Brochant, ii. jaz.—Hauy, iii. 186.—Jameson, ii*. 565.
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pipe. According to the analysis of Vauquelin, it is
^'^^^^^

composed of 49 alumina v—^1—j
46 silica

2 lime

1 oxide of iron

9$

VII. Schorl Family.

This family comprehends eight species ; namely,

eiiclasej emerald, beryl, schorhm beryl, schorl, pistazite,

zoisite, and axinite.

Sp, 1, Euclase\,

This stone, which has lately been brought from Peru

by Dombey, was at first confounded with the emerald,

on account of its green colour. It is always crystal-

lized. The primitive form of its crystals is a rectangu-

lar prism, whose bases are squares ; but it usually oc-

curs in four-sided oblique prisms, whose edges are va-

riously truncated.

The crystals are longitudinally streaked. Colour

mountain green. Lustre 4, vitreous. Longitudinal

fracture foliated. Cleavage twofold. Cross fracture

conchoidal. Causes a double refraction. Scratches

quartz. Frangibility 6. Specific gravity 3"0625. Fu-

sible before the blow-pipe into a white enamel.

* Jour, de Min. No. xxviii. 379.

f Brochant, ii. 508.—Hauyiii. 551.—Jameson, ii. 533,
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Bookm.
Chap. II. Sp. 2. Emerald*.

This mineral comes chiefly from Peru ; some speci-

mens have been brought from Egypt. Dolomieu found

it in the granite of Elba. Hitherto it has been found

Crystals. only crystallized. The primitive form of its crystals

is a regular six-sided prism ; and the form of its inte-

grant molecules is a triangular prism, whose sides are

squares, and bases equilateral triangles f . The most

common variety of its crystals is the regular six-sided

prism, sometimes with the edges of the prism, or of the

bases, or the solid angles, or both wanting, and small

faces in their place J.

Crystals short; lateral planes smooth, terminal planes

rough. Colour emerald green of all intensities. In-

ternal lustre between 3 and 4, vitreous. Fracture small

imperfect conchoidal, with a concealed foliated fracture

and four-fold cleavage. Fragments sharp-edged. Trans-

parency 4 to 2. Causes double refraction. Scratches

quartz with difficulty. Specific gravity from 2*600 §

to 2-'n55 [|.

Sp. 3. Beryl,

This mineral is found embedded in primitive rocks

and veins in many parts of the world, especially in Si-

beria. It is crystallized in the same forms as the erne-

Kirwan, i. 147 and 248.—Dolomieu, Magazin Encyclofiadigue, ii. 17

and 145 ; and Jour, de Mm. No. iviii. l9.>-KIaproth.'s Beitregef it. z».

—Brochant, i. ai7.—Hauy, ii. 516.—^Jameson, i. loj.

f Hauy, Jwr. de Min. No. xix. ^%,

% Rome dc Hilc, ii. 445, and Hauy, Ibid.

f Werner. II Hauy.
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tald. The ci-ystals are long, hive ihelt lateral platies

longitudinally streaked, their terminal planes smooth.

Its most common colour is green ; from moiintaia

green, it passes into apple, asparagus, oil green, honey-

yellow ; also into smalt and sky blue. The colours are

iisually pale. External lustre 3, 2; internal 3, vitreous,

Cross fracture between uneven and small imperfect

conchoidal : longitudinal fracture foliated, with a four-

fold cleavage. Fragments sharp-edged. When mas-

sive It consists of thin prismatic distinct conctetionsi

Transpatency 4 ; sometimes 2, and then it exhibits

cross rents. Causes double refraction. Nearly as hard

as topaz. Frangibility 4. Specific gravity 2'650 to

2*759*.

These two riiinerals approach sd nearly in their cha- Only a va»

racters, that it would be better to arrange them, as Hauy preceding."

has done, merely as subspefcies. They become electric

by friction, but not by heat. The powdet does not

phosphoresce when thrown on a hot ironf . At 15b^-

Wedgewood ,they melt into an opaque coloured mass.

According to Dolortiieu, they arfe fusible ^fr ^e by the

blow-pipe i.

Spi 4. Schorlite§,

Schorloiis beryl oi Werner— Leucolite of Daubentbn-—^

Pycniie of Hauy.

This stone, which received its nam6 from Mr Klai-

prolh, is generally foiind ifi oblong masses^ which whett

« tTefner. | Dolomieu, Jour- ie Min. No. xviii. I9. i Ibic?*

§ Brochant, i. 224—Hauy, iii. 5:36.--jairieson, i. u6.—Bucholiy
Gthlcn's /o«r. ii 15,
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BookilL
regular are six-sided prisms inserted in granite. It is

V—V found at Altenberg in Saxony, in a primitive rock, and

Crystals. likewise in other places. By careful mechanical divi-

sion, small four- sided prisms, whose bases are rhombs

with angles of 120^ and 60", may be obtained from

the larger specimens. These Bucholz considers as the

primitive form of the schorlite. The crystals common-

ly large.

The colour is white of various shades, passing, on the

one hand, through greyish white, and yellowish white,

into straw yellow, and, on the other, through reddish

white into peach blossom, and even crimson red. Some

specimens are marked with spots of violet blue. Lustre

3, resinous. Cross fracture ipnperfect foliated ; longi-

tudinal imperfect small conchoidal. Composed of thin

prismatic distinct concretions, which are longitudinally

streaked. Transparency 2. Moderately hard. Brit-

tle. Frangibility 6. Specific gravity from 3*503 to

3'530*.

Werner considers this mineral as a subspecies of be-

ryl ; but neither the specific gravity, nor the primitive

form of the crystals, will admit of this arrangement.

It is remarkable for being the second stony mineral

which was found to contain fluoric acid as a constituent.

For the curious discovery of the presence of this acid

in crystallized stones, we are indebted to Klaproth ; Bu-

cholz first found it in a hard crystal.

Sjf>,
5. Schorl\,

Tourmaline of Hauy.

'the, word schorl is said to be derived from the vil-

* Bucholz.

I Kirwan, i. a6i.—Hauy, iii. 31.—Brochant, i. »26.—Jameson, i. i«o.

(
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Sclvca-l!

Family-lagc of Schorlaw in Saxony^ where the mineral to whicb

that name was originally given was first observed*.

No word has been used by mineralogists with less

limitation than schorl. It was first introduced into mi* Blstesy.

neralogy by Cronstedt^ to denote any stone of a eolam-

nar form, considerable hardness, and a specific gravity

from 3 to 3*4. This description applied to a very great

number of stones ; and succeeding mineralogists, though

they made the word more definite in its signification,

left it still so general, that under the designation o£

schorl almost 20 distinct species of minerals were inclu-

ded. Werner first defined the word schorl precisely,,

and restricted it to one species of stones. It occurs com-

monly in granite, gneiss, and other similar rocks ; of-

ten massive but very frequently crystallized. Primi-

tive form of its crystals is an obtuse rhomboid j the so-

lid angle at the summit of which is ISQ'', having rhom-

bic faces, with angles of 114° 12' and 65° 48/ : But it

usually occurs in three, six, eight, nine, or twelve sided

prisms, terminated by four or five sided summits, va-

riously truncated ; for a description of which the read^^

er is referred to Hauy + and Bournon X* The faces o£

the crystals are often convex.

Werner divides this species into two subspecies, dis-

tinguished chiefly by their colour, and the situation iti

which they are found.. The subdivision is in some re-

spects convenient, as it shortens description, especialljr

in that branch of mineralogy which Werner has distin«

guished by the name oi geognosy^

*
JaBiesonV Mineralogy, i. i5 4ji I Miner, iii. z^

t.HU. Trans, iio%,^. $1^. y

0^2;
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Chap. Ill Subspecies 1. Common schorl.

Colour velvet black. Found massive, disseminated,

and crystallized. Crystals three-sided prisms, having

their lateral edges truncated ; sometimes terminating

in a pyramid. The crystals are mostly acicular. Lustre

2, vitreous. Fracture conchoidal, between imperfect

and small grained uneven. Opaque. Often composed
of thin prismatic distinct concretions. Streak grey.

Hardness rather inferior to quartz. Specific gravity

from 3*054 to 3*092. When heated to redness, itSvCO-

lour becomes brownish red j and at 127° Wedgewood,
it is converted into a brownish compact enamel *.

It often becomes electric when heated, precisely like

the succeeding subspecies ; but sometimes, from its

containing particles of iron, the experiment does not

succeed! .

Subspecies 2. 'tourmaline
\\»-

This stone was first made known in Europe by spe-

cimens brought from Ceylon j but it is now found fre-

quently forming a part of the composition of mountains.

It is sometimes in amorphous pieces, but much more

frequently crystallized in three or nine sided prisms,

with four-sided summits.

'^"Kinvan's Mw. u i66. f Hauy, lii. s6.

II' kirivan, i. 17i,--Bergman, ii. il8. and v. 401.—Gerhard Mem
Berl. I777» P- 14-—Hauy, Mem. Par. 17^4, p. 270 Wilson, PA/7. Tranr.

xlL 308.
—

TEpinus, Recueil sur la Tourmaline.—See also La Porterie, ie

Sapphirt /* Oeil de Chat^ et la Tourmaline de Ceylorty demaiques.
—

Brochant,

i. a88. Sir Willlami Watson has shown that the lyncurium of the ancients,

as described by I'heophrastus, must have been the tourmaline. Pbih

Trant. 1759. p. 394.
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Prirjcipal colours green and Irown. . From leek grcicn ^^^J^^

passes into pistachio and olive green j liver brown, yel- «—^,-—j

iowisb and reddish, brown ; hyacinth and crimson I'^d ;

viokt, azure, berlin, and indigo blue. Found r*,s.u^lly

CEystallined. Crystals three, six, or nine-sid^:djprisms,

variously truncated. Lateraliaces usi^ali._y, striated lon-

gitudinally. Inti^rnal li^Wf^ ^j^Vli.^^pus. , Cw^ fr^q^r

ture has a tendency to foliated.; longitudinal perfect

eonchoidal. Transparency ^qna, tp^ 4. Kai^d. fran-

gibility^. Specifi.c gravity from. 3^'pi04
*

to S'XS^t.

When bieajt^ ta f?9tp^ ]paf|>r,ejabei.t, it heconaeis ^lec^

trie J one of the sumcatts of the ci'ystal negatively, tl:^c

other positively X* It neddei^s when heated ; and is fu-

sible per se with intumescence into a white or grey en-

amel.

The siberite of Lermina, called daourite by Lamethe-

uie, ^ mineral foi^md iu Siberia, is considered as merely

^. variety of schorl.

Sp. 6. Pzstazite^,

Delphinite of Saussure—Epidote of li^iiy^^Tbailite of

I^aroetberie—^^aniicone, arendate of Deudrada.

This mineral, which occurs in the fissures of moun-

tains, was first obiervedi in Daupbioj, afterwards in

Cremaany, Norway, and other coutitrics.

• It occurs massive and crystallized. The primitive Crystals.

form of its crystals is a rectangular pjrism, whose bases

are rhombs with angles of 11^^ ^l' and 63'' 23' |[. The

» Hauy. t Werner. J iEpInus,

\ Brochant, i. 510 r-iH^y,
iii. iJ:>a.r-r-JaD^eiau, ii. 530.

I Jfauy, Jour, de Mia. xiviii. 271.
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S<wi:ITt Tnbst tiiiiai Tari^ty is an elongated four-sided prism
^

^l'

'

'

(often flattened}, terminated by four-sided incomplete

pyramids 5 sometimes it occurs in regular six*sided

prisms *• The crystals are often very slender ; lon-

gitudinally streaked. Internal lustre 3, Fracture some-

times foliated, sometimes variously radiated. Frag-

ments sometimes wedge-shaped and splintery. In coarse

granular distinct concretions. Transparency 2 ; some-

times 4. Hard. Frangibility 4. Specific gravity from

3*4529 to 3*46* Powder white or yellowish green, and

feels dry. It does not become electric by beat. Before

the blow-pipe froths and melts into a black slag- Witb

l>orax it melts into a green bead f.

This mineral has lately been introduced into the sys^

tern by Werner, who named it from Baron Von Zois,

the discoverer. It occurs in primitive mountains, and

has been found in Carinthia and Baireuth, and likewise

in Aberdeenshire in Scotland. Hauy considers it as a

variety of piztazite.

Colour yellowish grey, sometimes smoke grey. Mas-

sive and crystallized in very oblique four-sided prisms,

having their obtuse angles rounded off. Crystals lon-

gitudinally streaked. Internal lustre 3, inclining to

pearly.' Fracture foliated ; in massive pieces, inclines

to radiated. Only a single cleavage parallel to tht

shorter diagonal ofthe prismhitherto discovered- Shows

* Riome de Lisle, CrjtialL H. 40 c. and Hauj, Jour, de Mtn* No. xxr.

415-

f Haay and Descotils, 'jouf ^ Mm»
Nc^ptx. 415-

t Jameson, H. 597.
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a tendency to thin columnar distinct concretions* Trans- Schorl.

• * Family.

parency 2. Specific gravity 3*315 .

Sp» S, Axi7tite-\-,

Tanolite of Lametherie—Axinite of Hauy—*

Tbummerstone of the Germans.

This stone was first described by Mr Schreber, who
found it near Balme d'Auris in Dauphine, and gaVe it

the name of shorl liioU J. It was afterwards found near

Thum in Saxony, in consequence of which Werner call-

ed it thummerstone*

It is sometimes massive ; but more commonly cry-

stallized. The primitive form of its crystals is a rec-

tangular prism, whose bases are parallelograms with

angles of 101° 32' and 78^ 28' §. The most usual va-

riety is a flat rhomboidal parallelopiped^ with two of its

opposite edges wanting, and a small face in place of

each
Ij

. The faces of the parallelepiped are generally

streaked longitudinally.

Common colour clove brown ; it passes on the one

hand to plum blue, on the other to pearl and ash-grey,

and greyish black. External lustre 4 ; internal 2, 3,

vitreous. Fracture fine-grained uneven. Fragments

sharp-edged. Massive varieties occur in curvtrd la-

mellar distinct concretions. Transparency from 4 to 2.

Hard ; yields to the file. Frangibility &, Specific

gravity from 3'213 to 3*300 If. Before the biow-pipe

*
KJaproth, Gehlen's Jour. Second Series, i. 195,

f Kirwan, i. 273.—^PeHetier, Jour, de Phys. xxvi. 66.—Brochant, u

236.—Hauy, iii. 2a.—Jameson, u 131.

X Rome de Lisle, H. 353. \ Hacy, Joar. de Min. Na xxTxxL 264.

I Rome de Lisle, ii. ^SZ- 1 Haoj.
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Book in. It froths like zeolite, and melts into ^ hard black ena«

i_. ^'
'- mel. With borax it exhibits the same phenomena, or

even when the stone is simply heated at the end of a

pincer*.

The following Table exhibits the constituents of the

different minerals arranged under the schorl family, ac-

cording to the most accurate analyses hitherto ma^e :

f Vauijuelln, Jour* ie Min. No. xxiii. i.
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Book ur.

Chap. if.

VIII. Q^UARTZ Family.

This family is more numerous than any of the pre-

ceding, as it contains fourteen species, several ot which,

on J^count of the numerous varieties which they pre-

sent, are farther subdivided into subspecies. The names

of the species are quartz, ironflinty horn stone
^flint slat8^

Hint, chalcedonyy hyalitCy opal, meniliteyjaspery heliotrope^

chrysoprascy plasmay cat^s eye. Many ot tuem are of im-

portance ; yet as they never occur crysta' lined, the me-

thod of discriminating minerals adopted by Hauy fails

when applied to them.

Sp. U ^artz*.

This is one of the most abundant of all the mineral

species, occurring in great quantities in almost every si-

tuation. It occurs massive, in rolled pieces, and cry^.

stallized. The primitive form of its crystals, accord-

ing to Mr Hauy, is a rhomboidal parallelopiped ; the

angles of whose rhombs are 94° and 86^* ; so that it

does not differ much from a cube f . The most common

variety is a dodecahedron, composed of two /six- sided

pyramids, applied base to base, whose sides are isosceles

triangles, having the angle at the vertex 40^, and each

of the angles at the base 70** ; the inclination of a side

of one pyramid to the contiguous side of the other py-

ramid is 104°. There is often a six-sided prism inter-

posed between the two pyramids, the sides of which al-

* Kirwan, i. 441.—Hauy, ii. 406—Brochant, i, 439.
—

^Jameson, i. 136,

f Jour, de Mitt. No. xxviii, 2SS'
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ways correspond with those of tl*e pyramids *- For a Quartz.

description and figure of the other varieties of quartx
' ...i-

^ y«

crystals, and for a demonstration of the law which they

have followed in crystallizing, we refer the reader t<?

Rom^ ie Lisle \ and Mr Hauy %-

Fracture c^nchoidal or splijrtery. Its lustre varies

from S to 1, and its transparency from 4 to i ; and i^

some cases it is opaque. It catises a douhle refraction.

Hardjiess from 1© to il« Specific gravity from 2*^4;

to 2*67, and in one variety 2*6^1. To f?xilitate the

description of this complicated species, Werner has sub«

divided it i»to five subspecies ; a subdivision attended

with several advantages^

Subspecies 1. Amethyst*

It occurs massive and in rolled pieces, but most fre-

quently crystallized.. The crystals are six-sided pyra-

mids, always in druses. Colour violet blue ; passing

on the one hand to plum blue, clove brown, brownish

black ; <m the other, to pearl and ash grey, greyish

white, greenish white, olive green,, and, in some rare

cases, pistachio green. In the massive varieties several

colours appear together in stripes^ External lustre 4 ;

i-nteraai from 4 to S, vitreous. Fracture perfect con-

choidal ; sometimes passes into imperfect conchoidal

uneven, and coarse splintery. Fragments sharp-edged*

The massive varieties composed of thick prismatic dis-.

tinct concretions, often shooting into crystals at their

extremities. Transparency from 4 to 2. Brittle, Fraa-

X Mem. Par. 1786, p. 78 ; and Minerahgie^ il. 407. Sec also Lamc-

dieric, Jmr, de Fhys. x\xu 4J0.
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Ch^^ \"' S^^^'^^y ^- Specific gravity 2-750. Found ia veins and

u—y——r in the hollow cavities of agates.

Werner distinguishes the common amethyst, above

described, from a variety which, from its fracture, he

calls thick Jihrous amethyst. This last occurs only mas-

bive and in rolled pieces. Internal lustre 2 to 3, vi-

treous. Principal fracture thick, fibrous;; cross fracture

imperfect conchoidal. Transparency usually 2.

Subspecies. 2. Kock Crystal.

It occurs in rolled pieces, and very often crystallize^

in all the variety of form belonging to the species in

general. Most common colours white and brown.

From snow white passes into greyish, yellowish, and

reddish white ; from greyish white to pearl grey ; from

yellowish white to ochre yellow, wine yellow, yellow-

ish brown> clove brown, brownish black ; from yellow-

ish brown to ©range yellow and hyacinth red.

External lustre of the crystals 4, of the rolled pieces

^ ; internal lustre 4, vitreous. Fracture
perfect con^-

choidal, sometimes flat conchoidal ; and in some va-

rities a concealed foliated fracture may be recognized.

Fragments very sharp- edged. Occurs very rarely in

granular and prismatic distinct concretions. Transpa,

teiicy 4. Frangibility 4. Specific gravity from ^'605

to 2-888.

Suhspecies 3. Milk ^artss.

Occurs only massive. Colour sometimes milk white \

more commonly rose red. The rose red sometifihes

passes into crimson red, reddish white, pearl grey, and

milk white. Internal lustre 3, 4, vitreous, inclining

to resinous. Fracture perfect conchoidal. Fragments

sharp-edged. Sometimes appears composed of thick
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lamellar distinct concretions. Transparency 3. pon- ^^^^
stitutes beds in primitive mountains. w-—y—j

Subspecies 4. Common ^mrtz.
Occurs massive, in grains, and rolled pieces ; in va-

rious particular shapes, and crystallized. Colour vari-

ous shades of white, grey, brown, yellow, green, and

red. External lustre of the crystals 4, 3; of the rolled

pieces 1, ; internal lustre 3, vitreous. Fracture

coarse and "fine splintery, and imperfect conchoidal.

Some specimens show a parallel fibrous fracture. Frag-

ments pretty sharp-edged. Sometimes in prismatic,

and also in granular distinct concretions. Transpa-

rency 2, rarely 3. Frangibility 3. Specific gravity

2-6404 to 2-6546.

Subspecies 5. Prase,

Usually massive ; sometimes crystallized. Colour

leek green. Lustre 3, 2 ; between resinous and vitre-

ous. Fracturecoarse splintery. Fragments sharp. edged*.

When massive it is composed of cuneiform, thick, pris-

matic, distinct concretions. Surface of the concretions

rough and transversely streaked. Transparency 2.

Hard. Frangibility 2.

This subspecies is considered as consisting of an in*

timate mixture of quartz and actinolite.

Sp, 2. Iron-Flint*. ~

This mineral occurs in veins of iron-stone, and is

supposed to be an intimate mixture of quartz and iron-^

ochre.

Commonly massive ; sometimes crystallized in small

• Jameson. LJE54,
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Book nr. six-sldecf prisms, acummated at each extremity B^
three planes. Colour yellowish brown ;

sometimes

between blood red and brownish red. External lustre

4, internal 3 ; nearly vitreous^ Fracture imperfect

small conchoidaL Fragments not very sharp-edgedV

In small grained distinct concretions. Transparency

0,; 1 . Hard. Frangibility 2'^

Sp. 3. Honistom*.— Cheft,

This mineral occurs sometimes massive, sometimes

in round balls. Fracture splintery and conchoidaL

Lustre G, 1. Transparency 1. to 2. Hardness 7 to 9.

Specific gravity 2*6'99 to 2*708. Colour usually grey,

Werner subdivides this species into three subspeeieSp,

distinguished chiefly by the fracture and texture.

Subspecies 1. Splintery Hor?istone*

This mineral is found in veins in limestone, and forms

also the basis of a rock called Jjorristoneporphyry.
Colour bluish grey, greenish grey, yellowish grey,

smoke and pearl grey ; flesh red, brownish red ; moun-

tain and olive green. Fracture fine splintery. Inter-

nal lustre 0, sometimes 1.- Fragments sharp-edged.

Sometimes, though seldom, it occurs in distinct concre-

tions, which are lameller and concentric. Ti-anspa-

rency 1. Hard.. Brittle.. Frangibility J^. Infusible

without addition before the blow-pipCo.

Subspecies 2. ConchoidalHornstone ^.

This mineral occurs in beds, and also in veins.

Colour greyish and yellowish white, greenish and pearl

* Kirwan's- Min, i. 303'.
—Baumer, /owr. <^« Vbyt, ii. 154. and Mon-

Bct, Ibid. 33.—Wiegleb, Grell's Annal,, 1788, p. 46. and i^s,—Jour,d»

?i;i. liii. a39>.—Brochant,.i..2j.—Jameson, i, i6i»
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jrrey, flesh and cl)erry red, mountain green. Some- Quartz,
, • T 1 Family.

times spotted and striped. Always massive. Iniernal w..-.,^^—«/

lustre scarcely 2. Fracture perfect conchoidal. Frag-

ments pretty sharp-edged. Never in distinct concre-

tions. Transparency 1. Hard. Frangibility 4.

Subspecies 3. Woadstone.

This mineral is found insulated in sandy loam ; it

appears to be wood converted into hornstone by petre-

faction. Colour ash grey, yellowish grey, pearl grey j

flesh red, blood red, brownish red ; ochre yellow.

Usually several colours appear together. Shape con-

formable to its former woody state. External surface

rough. Internal lustre 0, 1. Cross fracture imperfect

conchoidal; longitudinal splintery and fibrous. Frag-

ments not sharp-edged. Transparency 1. Rather

softer than splintery hornstone. Frangibility 4.

Sp, 4. Flmt^S/ate*.

This mineral occurs in beds and amorphous masses,

chiefly in the transition mountains. Colour various

shades of grey. Structure slaty. Usually opaque.

Transparency sometimes 1. Hardness 9 to 10. Brittle.

Spec'fic gravity from 2-880 to 2*415. InfvLsihle per se*

This species is divided into two subspecies.

Suhspecies I. Common Flmt- Slate,

Colour ash grey, bkiish gre)-, pearl grey, and cherry

red, approaching blood red. Often spotted. Often tra-

versed by veins of quartz. Internal lustre scarcely l.

Fracture, when considered with respect to a consi-

derable mass, or in the great as it is termed, slaty ; in,

Kirwan, i. 305.—Brochant, u aba.—Janitson, u 194.
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Book TIL fjj(, smally between splintery and uneven. Fragments
w—^Y-—L* sharp-edged. Sometimes occurs in lamellar distinct

concretions. Transparency 2. Hard, Brittle. Fran-

gibility 2.

Subspecies 2. Lydian Stone»

Colour greyish black passing into velvet black.

Massive, and in trapezoidal rolled pieces. Often tra-

versed by quartz veins. External surface smooth*,

I^ustre 2; internal lustre 1. Fracture even. Frag-

ments sharp-edged ; sometimes approach the cubical

form. Opaque. Hard. Frangibility 4.

Tills, or a stone similar to it, was used by the an-

cients as a touchstone. They drew the metal to be ex»

amined along^the stone, and judged of its purity by the:

colour of the metallic streak. On this account they

called it /Satra.of,
" the trier." They called it also Ly-

dian stone ; because, as Theophrastus informs us, it wa^

found most abundantly in the river Tmolus in Lydia*o

Sp, 5. Flinty,

Pyromachus
—Pierre afusiL

This mineral, which has become so necessary in mo-

dern war, is found in pieces of different sizes, and

usually of a figure more or less globular^ commonly

among chalk, and often arranged in some kind of order.

Colour grey, of various shades ; namely, ashy yellow-^

isji.and smoke grey ; greyish hlack ; ochre yellow ; yellow^

* Miirs theophrastus^ yrtpt Xiduv, p. IJOj

f KJrwan's Min. i. 301.
—Brochant, i. 263.—Hauy, ii. 427.—Janie-'

son, i. 169.—Dolomieu, Jcur. de Mln. No. xxxiii. 693. and Salivet, Ibid^

713. These last gentlemen give an account of the toethod of rWaKiig
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ish hfOAifU, reddish brown ; sometimes it apprbaches Quart?

, , - , ^ . • , ^ • • Family.
blood red, borr.eiuTes striped. Occurs massive, iii

grains and plates, and in various particular shapes. In-

ternal lustre I. Fracture perfect conchoidal. Frag-
ments very sharp-edged ; sometimes tabular. Some-

times, though rarely, it occurs in, lamellar distinct con-

cretions. Transparency 2, 1. Rather harder thaa

quartz. Frangibility 4. Specific gravity 2*58 to 2'63.

Infusible before the blow-pipe.

The manufacture of gun flints is chiefly confined to

England and two or three departments in France. The

operation is exceedingly simple : a good workman will

make lOOO flints in a day. The whole art consists in

striking the stone repeatedly with a kind of mallet, and

bringing off at each stroke a splinter, sharp at one end

and thicker at the other. These splinters are afterwards

shaped at pleasure, by laying the line at which it is

wished they should break, upon a sharp iron instru-

ment, and then giving it repeatedly small blows with a

mallet. During the whole operation the workman
holds the stone in his left hand, or merely supports it

on his knee *•

Sp, Q, Chalcedony f.

This mineral is found abundantly in many countries,

particularly in Iceland and the Faro islands. It is most

commonly amorphous, stalactical, or in rounded mas-

ses; but it occurs also in pseudo crystals. Surface

rough. Fracture even or conchoidal. Lustre external

1 J internal 2, 0. Somewhat transparent. Hardness

* Jour, de Min, No. xxxiii. 70Z.

f Brochant, i, a68.—Kirwan, i. 298.—Hauy, ii. 425.—Jameson, i, IJ^r
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Book 111. 10 to 11. Specific gravity 2*615 to 2*700. Bnttk*

U-—yld-j Infusible before the blow-pipe without addition.

Werner subdivides this species into two subspecies j

namely, common calcedony and carnelianf distinguished

chiefly by the fracture and lustre.

Subspecies 1. Common Calcedony*

Colour grey^ of various kinds ; namely, smoke, bluish^

pearly greenish, and yellowish grey : the bluish grey

passes into milk white and smalt blue ; the greenish

grey into a colour between grass and apple green : the

jrellowish grey into honey, wax, and ochre yellow ; yel-

lowish brown and blackish brown : this last, when the

mineral is held between the eye and the light, appears

blood red. Internal lustre nearly 0. Fracture even,

sometimes passing into fine splintery; also into uneven,

approaching the flat conchoidal. Fragments sharp*

i^dged. Generally in reniform, lamellar, concentric,

distinct concretions. Transparency 3. Rather harder

than flint. Brittle. Frangibility 2.

Subspecies 2. Camelian.

Colour blood red ; passes into flesh red, reddish

white, milk white, yellow, reddish brown. External

surface rough and uneven. Lustre 2. Fracture per-

fect conchoidal. Fragments very sharp-edged. Very
seldom in distinct concretions. Transparency 3.

Sp.n. Hyalite *.

This mineral occurs in wacke in reniform masses.

At first sight it strikes the eye as not unlike gum. The

tnasses are usually very much cracked. Colour yel-

* Kirwan i. a96.~Brochant, i. 271.—JaniesoB, ii. 5J5.
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lowish or greyish white. Lustre 3, vitreous. Frac-
^*"^*

tore small flat conchoidal. Fragments sharp-edged,
<

'
"
v

- ^

Transparency 2, passing to 3. Hardness 9. Brittle.

Frangibility 5. Specific gravity 2*110 *. Infusible at

150^ Wedgewood, but yields to soda *.

Sp. 8. Opal\.

This mineral is found in many parts of Europe, espe-»

cially in Hungary, in the Crapacks near the village of

Czennizka. When first dug out of the earth it is soft,

but it hardens and diminishes in bulk by exposure to

the air.

The opal is always amorphous. Its fracture is con-

choidal. Commonly somewhat transparent^ Hardness

from 6 to 9. Specific gravity from 1*958 to 2*540. The

lowness of its specific gravity, in some cases, is to be

ascribed to accidental cavities which the stone contains*

These are sometimes filled with drops of water. Some

specimens of opal have the property of emitting various

coloured rays, with a particular effulgency, when placed

between the eye and the light. The opals which possess

this property are distinguished by lapidaries by the

epithet oriental, and often by mineralogists by the epi-

thet nohilis. This property rendered the stone much
esteemed by the ancients. Opals acquire it by exposure

to the sun. Werner has divide^ this species into four

subspecies.

Subspecies 1. Precious Opal.
This mineral is found in Upper Hungary, and said

* Kirwan.

f Kirwan's Min. i. %%^,—Hauy, Jour, de Hist. Nat. ii. p.
—

^Delius, Jour.

Je Piys. xliv. 4^.-~Brochant, i. 341.—Hauy, ii. 434«—Jameson, i. 24$.

R2
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Bookin. to be disseminated in clay porphyry. Occurs massive,

^..i..^^^ in J)lates, and small veins. Colours milk and yellowish

white ; but between the eye and the light they pass

into pale rose red and wine yellow. Exhibits a beau-

tiful play of colours. Internal lustre 4, vitreous. Frac-

ture perfect conchoidal. Fragments sharp-edged. Trans-

parency 2, sometimes 3. Semihard. Brittle. Fran-

gibility 6. Specific gravity 2' 11 4. Does not melt

before the blow- pipe. When heated it becomes opaque,

and sometimes is decomposed by the action of the atmo-

sphere. Hence it seems to follow, that water enters

essentially into its composition.

Suhspecies 2. Common Opal.

This mineral occurs in many parts of the world,

especially in Iceland, the Faro Isles, Ireland, and Ger-

many. Sometimes it is in veins, sometimes dissemi-

nated, and most frequently in porphyry.

Principal colour white of various shades; namely,

greyishf greenish, yelloivish, and milk white: from green-

ish white it passes into apple green ; from yellowish

into honey and wax yellow : sometimes intermediate

between flesh and tile red. The white varieties, whea

held between the ©ye and the light, appear wine yellow.

Internal lustre 4 ; sometimes 3, vitreous. Fracture per-

fect conchoidal. Fragments sharp-edged. Transpa-

rency 3. Semihard. Brittle. Frangibility 5. Spe-

cific gravity from 1'958 to 2*144.

Specimens of this variety sometimes occur with rifts :

these readily imbibe water, and therefore adhere to the

tongue. Some opals gradually become opaque, but re-

cover their transparency when soaked in water by im-

bibing that fluid. They are then called hydrophanes^ or

oculi viundi.
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Subspecies 3. SemuOpaL Quartz

This mineral, which has been arranged with pitch-
«

f

stone, is very common in different parts of the world,

occurring in angular pieces and veins in porphyry and

amygdaloid.

Common colours white and grey ; namely, yellowish,

greenish, and milk white ; yellowish, greenish, and

ash grey, and greyish black ; leek, apple, and olive

green ; honey and wax yellow, yellovash brown ;

chesnut and hair brown. Sometimes several colours

appear together in spots and clouds. Colours usually

muddy. Occurs massive, and in various particular

shapes. Lustre 2. Fractuie imperfect large flat con-

choidal. Fragments sharp-edged. Harder than com-

mon opal. Very brittle. Frangibility 4. Specific

gravity 2*540 *. Infusible belore the blow-pipe.

Subspecies 4. Wood- Opal.

This mineral, which occurs near Schemnitz, and at

Telkobanya in Hungary, consists of wood penetrated

with opal. It occurs m pieces which have the shape of

branches and other parts of trets. Colour greyish and

yellowish white j sometimes ochre yellow j Irom grey-

ish white it passes into ash grey and greyish black.

Internal lustre 2. Fracture more or less perfect con-

choidal, showing the ligneous texmre. Fragments sharp-

edged. Transparency 2. Harder than opal. Frangi-

bility 4. Specific gravity 2 '600.

Sp.9, Menilite\,

This mineral, which occurs in adhesive slate at Menil

li

f Klaproth. f Klaproth'a Selfrage, ii. 165,—Jameson, fi. S3^f
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Book ITT. Montagne near Paris, was first made known to minera..
Chap. n.

, . . T • r J •
1

'

^ logists in 1790. It IS lound in tuberose masses, with

a smooth ribbed surface, sometimes covered with a

white crust. Colour chesnut brown ; externally marked

with stripes of reddish brown and pearl grey alterna-

ting with each other. Internal lustre 2. Cross frac-

ture perfect flat conchoid al ; longitudinal coarse splin-

tery. Fragments sharp-edged. In flattened longish

granular distinct concretions ; the surface of which has

no lustre, and is sometimes covered with a white crust.

Transparency 1, 2, Sciatches glass. Brittle. Fran-

gibility 4. Specific gravity 2*185 *.

Sj>. 10. Jasper i.

This mineral is an ingredient in the composition o^

many mountains. It occurs usually in large amorphous

masses, constituting beds and veins, sometimes in round-

ed or angular pieces. Either opaque, or its transpa-

rency is 1. Hardness 9 to 10. Specific gravity from

2'S to 2*7. Its colours are various. When heated it

does not decrepitate.

Werner subdivides this species into six subspecies ;

some of which are again subdivided into different kinds,

for the conveniency of description.

Subspecies 1. Egyptian Jasper.

This mineral has been hitherto found only in Egypt,
and in one or two places in Germany, It occurs in

rolled pieces, mostly spherical, with a rough surface.

Werner, from its colour, divides it into two kinds.

«
KUproth.

f Kirwan's Min. 1 309.—Borral, Hht» Natur. de Corse.—Henkel, Act,

Jcmd, t^»L Curitj, v. 335s-—Brochant, i. 33a.-—Jameson,, i. aaj.



J. Brown Egyptian Jasper,
—Found in Egypt in a Quartz

breccia, of which the greater part of that country is <

^ ..
/ ^

composed. Colour chesnut brown ; sometimes yellow-
ish brown, cream yellow, and yello\vish grey. The

pentral part of this mineral has a yellowish grey colour ;

the exterior part a yellowish brown and chesnut yellow.

The brown colour forms concentric delineations,, be-

tween which the mineral is spotted with black. Exter-

nal lustre 2, 1 ; internal 2. Fracture perfect conchoi-

^al. Fragments sharp-edged. Transparency J. Hard.

Frangibility 4. Specific gravity from 2*564 to 2*600,

Sometimes passes into flint.

II. Red Egyptian Jasper,
—Found in a bed of red

clay iron-stone in the electorate ot Baden. Colour be-

tween blood and scarlet red ; on the surface often ochre

yellow, also smok^ and bluish grey ; colours form ring-

shaped delineations. Internal lustre 2 to 0. Fracture

large conchoidal. Fragments sharp-edged. Usually

opaque. Hard.

Subspecies 2. Striped Jasper,

This mineral occurs in beds, and even constitutes hills.

Always massive. Colours pearl, greenish, and yellow-

ish grey ; cream and straw yellow ; mountain and

leek green, ^nd greenish grey ; cherry, brownish, and

ilesh red ; plum blue. Several colours always appear

together in stripes. Hence the name of the mineral.

Internal lustre 0. Fracture pretty perfect conchoidal^

approaching to fine earthy. Fragments pretty sharp-

edged. Transparency 1, 0. Pretty hard. Brittle,

frangibility 3.

Subspecies 3, Porcelain Jasper,

This mineral is supposed to have been originally a

flate cUy^ hardened by the combustion of subterraneous
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Book III. coal mines. It occurs in whole beds in situations fa*
Chap. II. ....
u—-y-^-. vourable to this opinion. UsualJj massive and in an-

gular pieces; frequently rent. Colours smoke, bluish,

yellowish, and pearl grey ; lilac and lavender blue ;

brick red j straw and ochre yellow j greyish black and

ash grey. Generally of only one colour, but often

marked with dots and clouds. Often presents hrick red

vegetable impressions, especially the blue varieties.

Internal lustre 1, 2 j son.etimes 3. Fracture imper-

fect large flat conchoidal. Fragments sharp-edged.

Opaque. Hard. Very brittle.

Subspecies 4. Common Jasper,

This mineral, which is very comTncn, occurs in veins

in primitive mountains. Most commonly massive.

Colours yellowish, liver, and blackish brown ; ochre

yellow ; blood red j rarely scarlet and cochineal red ;

brownish red j brownish black. Sometimes several

colours appear together in tl^e same mineral. Internal

lustre 3, 2 j between vitreous and resinous. Fracture

more or less perfect conchoidal, passing into even and

earthy. Fragments more or less sharp edged. Usually

opaque. Transparency someiimes J. Pretty hard.

Brittle. Frangibility 4.

Werner g'ves a variety of this subspecies the name

of earthy commonjasper^
from its fracture, which is al-

ways earthy. It is softer than the preceding ; opaque j

and its colour is blood red or brownish red.

Subspecies 5. Jasper jugate.

This mineral occurs in agate balls in amygdaloid.

Always massive. Colours yellowish white, cream and

straw yellow, reddish white, and flesh red. The co-

lours are distributed in rings and stripes. Lustre 0.

Fracture small flat conchoidal. Fragments scarcely
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sharp-edged. Transparency usually ; sometimes J. Quart?

pretty hard. Often adheres to the tongue. _
^

'

»

Stihspecies 6. Opal Jasper,

This mineral occurs in nests in porphyry, in Hungary
and Siberia. TVIassive. Colours scarlet, brick, blood,

and brownish red ; blackish brown, approaching some-

times to liver brown and ochre yellow. Colours some-

times in spots and veins. Internal lustre 3, approach-

ing 4 ; between vitreous and resinous. Fracture com-

plete flattish conchoidal. Fragments very sharp-edged.

Usually opaque. Transparency sometimes 1. Brittle.

Frangibility 4. This subspecies connects jasper with

opal.

Sp. 11. Heliotrope^.

This mineral, which is found in various parts of A«

sia and Europe, neatly in the same situation as chal-

cedony, is supposed by some to be an intimate com-

bination of chalcedony with green earth.

Colour between grass and leek green, often stained or

striped olive, yellow, red. Found massive, and in an-

gular pieces. Lustre internal 2, resinous. Fracture

imperfect large conchoidal. Transparency 1, some-

times 2. Hardness 9. Specific gravity 2*633. Fran-

gibility 4. Infusible btlore the blow-pipe.

Sp, 12. Chrysoprase\,

This mineral, which has been hitherto found only

scar Kosemiitz in Silesia, is always amorphous. Frac-

* Kirwan, i. 314.
—Brochant, i. 276 —Jameson, i. 187.

\ Kirwan's Mm. i.—Lehmann, Mem. Berlin^ ijss» ?• 20*i—Klaproth,

fititragti ii. la?.—Brochant, i. a8o.—Hauy, ii. 446.—Jameson, i. 191.
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Book in. ture e-^en, sometimes inclining to the splinterj. Scarce^

^.......^P^ ly any lustre. Transparency 2 to 3. Scarcely so hard

as chalcedony. Specific gravity 2*479. Colour apple

green. Frangibility 3. In a heat of 130^ Wedgewood
it whitens and becomes opaque.

Sp. 13. Plasma*.

' Hitherto this mineral has been found only among the

ruins of Rome. Colour between grass and leek green ;

often marked with yellow dots and white spots. Found

in angular fragments 5
often encrusted with an earthy

matter. Internal lustre 2. Fracture perfect flat conr

choidal. Fragments very sharp-edged. Transparency

2, sometimes 3. Hardness equal to that of chalcedony.

Brittle. Frangibility 2. Rather lighter than helio-

trope.

^Z*.
14. Cat's Eye \.

This mineral comes from Ceylon, and is seldom seen
"

by European mineralogists till it has been polished

hj the lapidary. Mr Klaproth has described a speci-

men which he received in its natural state from Mr
Greville of London. Its figure was nearly square, with

sharp edges, a rough surface, and a good deal of briU

liancy.

Colours yellowish, greenish, and ash grey : Isabella

yellow ; yellowish, reddish, and hair brown ; moun-

tain and olive green ; greyish black. Internal lustre

8, between resinous and vitreous. Fracture small im..

• Brochant, i. 278 -—Jameson, i. 189.

t Kirwan, x. 301 .---Brochant, i. 492,—Jameson, i. %oo.



gat's eye,

perfect conchoidal. Fragments more or less sharp-

edged. Transparency 2 j sonoetimes 3 and 1. Some-

times presents the appearance of slender white fibres

almost opaque, which gives it the appearance called

chatoyant by jewellers. Hard. Frangibility 4, Spe-
cific gravity from 2'625 to 2'060,

267

Quartz
Family.

Several of the minerals classed under the quartz

family owe their peculiar properties, seemingly, rather

to the intimate mixture of foreign bodies with the si-

lica, of which they are principally composed, than to

any chemical combination. The following Table ex-

hibits the analyses hitherto made to ascertain the con-

stituents of the difFerent species :

Constltu*

cnts.
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PITCH-STONE—PEARL-STONE. 2C9

Its internal lustre 4s, 3. vitreous. Fragments sharp- Pitch-stone

_ . Family.

edged. Transparency 1, 2 Hardness 10. Frangi- v_y«i..j

bility4. Specific gravity 2-348 to 2*432*. Melts in-

to.an opaque grey mass,

Sj). 2, Pitch' Stone j-.

This stone, which occurs in different parts of Ger-

many, France, and other countries, has obtained its

name from some resemblance which it has been suppo-

sed to have to pitch. It occurs in beds in porphyry ;

and in beds and veins in the newest floetz trap. Mas-

sive. Colours black, green, brown,, red, grey, of va-

rious shades. Fracture imperfect flat large conchoi-

dal ; sometimes approaches the splintery. Lustre from

3 to 1, between vitreous and resinous. Transparency

2 to 1. Hardness 8 to 10. Brittle. Frangibility 5 ;

it often yields even to the nail of the finger. Specific -

gravity 2*3 141: to 1'645 §. Fusible. At 21^ Wedge-
wood swells a little ; softened at 3J^. The green va-

riety from Arran becomes perfectly white and porous

at 70°
II

.

Sp, 3. Pearl-Stone %,

This mineral, which occurs in Tokay in Hungary,
in Kamschatka, and near Sandy Brae in Ireland, was

first made known to mineralogists under the name of

volcanic zeolite, Werner, when he introduced it into

the system, gave it the name oipearl-stone. It is found

* Humboldt, Gehlen's Jour. v. nz.

f Kirwan, i. 292.— Brochant, i. 353.
—Hauy, iv. 386 —Jameson,!

»6o. X Bumenbach, § Klaproth.

jl Jameson, i. 462. ^Jameson, i. 369.
—

Klaproth, ii:.3i6.
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Book III. in beds in porphyry usually vesicular, and the vesicles

^ II.

^
,ut are round. Usual colour grey ; sometimes black and

red. The varieties of grey are, smoke, bluish, ash, yel-

lowish, and pearl grey ; from ash grey it passes into

greyish black ; from pearl grey into flesh and brick

red, and reddish brown. Lustre 3, pearly. Fracture

scarcely discernible ; appears to be small imperfect con-

choidal. Fragments blunt-edged. Occurs in large,

angular-grained distinct concretions ; these are compo-
sed of small round-grained concretions ; and these again

of very thin lamellar distinct concretions. Transparen-

cy!. Not brittle. Frangibility 6. Soft. Spacific

gravity 2*340*.

Sp, 4. Pumice f»

This mineral occurs in great abundance in the Lipari

Islands ; it occurs also on the banks of the Rhine and

in Hungary. Usually in vesicular masses. Colours

light yellowish grey and smoke grey ; sometimes ash

grey. Lustre in the principal fracture 2, 3, pearly ; in

the cross 2, vitreous. Principal fracture parallel curved

fibrous ; cross fracture uneven, and imperfect conchoi-

dal. Fragments blunt-edged and splintery. Transpa-

rency 1. Soft. Very brittle. Frangibility 4. Swims

in water.

The following Table exhibits the constituents of the

preceding minerals, according to the most accurate ana-

lyses hitherto made :

Klaproth. f Jameson, i, 272.
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{ Book III.
racters, that it differed from all minerals previously de-

! Chap. II.
, . .

"^

*
^

. .^ scribed, gave it the name of wavellite, from the disco-

verer. Mr Davy and Mr Gregor lately subjected it

to a chemical analysis.

Of this mineral there are two subspecies, which have

been distinguished by Mr Gregor, who had an oppor-

tunity of examining various specimens of the mineral

from the mine called Stenna Gwyn in the parish of St

Stephen's, Cornwall.

Siilspecies 1. Soft Wavellite.

It consists of an assemblage of minute crystals at-

tached in tufts to quartz, and radiating from the point

of adherence. Sometimes they adhere pertinaciously ;

at others they are easily separated. Size of the crys-

tals various ; sometimes they have the appearance of a

fine powder or down ; the larger sort about the size of

a hair. Seldom above a quarter of an inch in length.

Seem to consist of four-sided prisms ; when broken

the section is rhomboidal. Colour white. Surface

sometimes stained ochre yellow.. Easily reduced to a

powder of a brilliant whiteness. Transparent. Specific

gravity 2*22. Infusible before the blow-pipe*.

Subspecies 2. Compact IVavellite,

It consists of an assemblage of crystals, closely com-

pacted together in the form of mamillary protuberances,

of the size of small peas, and intimately connected to-

gether. A stratum of these, about ^th inch thick, is

spread upon quartz in the cavities of granite. Striae di-

verge from a centre. Colour the same as ihe preceding.

Hard enough to scratch calcareous spar. Specific gravi-

* Gregor.
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ty 2*253. Does not imbibe water. Decrepitates when
^'^^^\

suddenly heated *. Does not become electrical or phos- u-^^i-*^

phoresccnt by heat or fusion f .

5^. 2. PrehniteX-

Though this stone had been mentioned by Sage §p

Rome de Lisle
||,

and other mineralogists, Werner was

the first who properly distinguished it from other mi-

nerals, and made it a distinct species. The specimen

which he examined was brought from the Cape of Good

Hope by Colonel Prehn ; hence the mmeprehnite, by
which he distinguished it. It was found near Dunbar-

ton by Mr Grotche ^ ; and since that time it has been,

observed in other parts of Scotland.

It is both amorphous and crystallized. The crystals

are in groups and confused : they seem to be four-

sided prisms with dihedral summits**. Sometimes they

are irregular six-sided plates, and sometimes flat rhom-

boidal parallelopipeds.

Colour greenish white, greenish grey, mountain

green, apple green, yellowish grey, and yellowish green*

External lustre 3 ; internal 3, 2, pearly. Fracture some-

times foliated, with an imperfect single cleavage ; some-

times radiated. Fragments wedge-shaped. The folia-

ted varieties are composed of granular distinct concre-

tions ; the radiated in w^edge-shaped distinpt . concre-

tions. .Tran$parfn9y 2 ; sometimes 3, and even 4*

*
Gregor. + Davy.

t Kirwan, i. 274.—Hassenfratz, Jeur. de Phys. xxxil. 81.—Sage, Ibid.

Mxiv. 446.—Klaproth, Beoh. der Berihy a Band, ail ; and Ann. de Cbim»

I. aoi»—Hauy, iiJ. 167.—Brochant, i. 295.
—

Jameson, i, 764.

§
Mirer, i. 232. |j Crystall. i\. ZJS- ^ Ann. deCb'im. u 21$.

** Hauy, Jour, de M1». No. xxviii. 277.
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Book Til. Scratches glass slightly. Frangibility 4. Specific gra-

'

^^^'

''

vity 2*097 to 2'6969 *. Before the blow-pipe froths

strongly, and melts into a brown enamel.

The mineral called koupholite is supposed to be a va-

riety of foliated zeolite.

5/>. 3. Needle- Stone \^

This mineral, which has hitherto been found only

in Iceland and in Britanny, seems to have been consi-

dered as a variety of zeolite, till Werner lately distin-

guished it as a separate species.

Common colour yellowish white. Occurs massive,

and crystallized inrecfangular four- sided acicular prisms,

flatly acuminated by four planes set on the lateral faces.

Crystals sometimes scopiform aggregated, sometimes

intersect each other. They are longitudinally streaked.

External lustre 3, bordering on 4 ; internal 2, vitreous.

Principal fracture imperfect narrow straight radiated ;

cross fracture uneven and glassy. Composed of very

thin columnar distinct concretions, again aggregated into

Jarge angular concretions. Transparency of the amar-

phous 2, of the crystals 4. Hard. Brittle.

Sp, 4. Zeolite X'

This mineral was first noticed by Cronstedt, who de-

scribed it in the Stockholm Transactions for 1756, and

gave it the name which it now bears ; but it is to Wer-

* Hauy. \ Jameson, il. 599.

X Kirwan, i. 278—Guettard, iv. 637.
—

Bucquet, Mem. Sav. Etrang.

it, 576.—Pelletier, Jour, de Pbyt. xx. 420.—Hauy, iii. 151.—Brochant, K

298.—Jameson, i. ao8.
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ner and Haiiy that we are indebted for the exact discrl- Zeolite

FsTnilv
mination of its different varieties. Werner subdivides u.^^..^
it into four subspecies, distinguished chiefly by their

fracture.

Svlspecies 1, Mealy Zeolite,

This mineral occurs in the same situations as the

other subspecies, and is not uncommon. Colour yellow-
ish or reddish white, Occurs massive and coralloidal,

and sometimes covers the surface of the other subspe-

cies. Internal lustre 0. Fracture coarse earthy ; some-

times delicately fibrous. Fragments blunt-edged. O-

paque. Very soft. Frangibility 4. Light. When
the finger is drawn across it, a soiled is given not un-

like that from burnt bricks.
; ! .-.

Subspecies 2. Fibrous Zeolite,

This mineral, like all the other subspecies, occurs

chiefly in rocks belonging to the floetz trap formation.

It is massive, in balls, and likewise in capillary crys-

tals. Colours snow white, yellowish white, greenish

white, reddish white j ochre yellow ; greenish, grey ;

flesh red. Internal lustre 1, ^, pearly. Fracture fine

fibrous; sometimes splintery. Fragments wedge-sha-

ped. In granular distinct concretions. Transparency 2.

Semihard. Frangibility 4.

Subspecies 3, Radiated Zeolite •

Mesotype of Hauy.
This subspecies is found massive, globular, and crys-

tallized. The primitive form of its crystals, according

to Hauy, is a rectangular prism, whose bases are squares.

The most common variety is a long four-sided prism,

terminated by low four-sided pyramids*.

* Hauy, Jtuf. dt Min. No, xiv. 86.

S2



Book in. Colour yellowish, greyish, reddish, and snolv white.
Chap. II

External lustre 3, 4, pearly ; internal 2, pearly. Frac-

ture narrow and broad radiated. Fragments sometinocs

wedge-shaped. In large longish distinct concretions.

Transparency 2 ; sometimes 3. Occasions double re-

fraction. Scratches calcareous spar. Brittle. Frangi-

bility 4. Absorbs water. Specific gravity 2*0833.

When heated it becomes electric like the tourmaline *.

Before the blow-pipe it froths f, emits a phosphorescent

light,
and melts into a white semitransparent enamel,

too soft to cut glass, and soluble in acids. In acids it

dissolves slowly and partially without effervescence ;

and at last, unless the quantity of liquid be too gre'at, it

is converted into a jelly.

Suhspe'ctes 4. Foliated Zeolite,

Stilhite of Haiiy.

This Wnieral occurs massive, globular, "an'd crystal-

lized . The primitive form of its cr^stafls ts^ a r^d'tangu-

lar prism, whose bases are rectangles. It crystallizes
'

sometimes in dodecahedrons, consisting of a four-sided

prism with hexagonal faces, terminated by four-sided

sumrtiits, whose faces 'are oblique p&rallelograms ;

softietlmes in six-sided prisms, two of whose solid angles

are wanting, and a small triangular face in their place J.

Colour yellowish br'grfeyish Wh?W;^ihd sometimes,

though seldom, snow and reddish White. Internal lustre

3, 4, pearly. Fracture perfect foliated ; folia somewhat

curved ; cleavage single. In granular, and sdmetitnes,

* Hauy, Jour, de Mln. No. xxvlii. 176.

+ Hence the name zetlite; itom ^lo and xSffi

^ Hauy^ Jour, de Mitt, No. liv. 86.



though rarely, in lameyet. distinct concretions. Trans-
2:^°V^^

p^ency of the crystals 3, 4 ; of the massive 2. H.ard- ——v-—
;^

ne$s inferior to that of radiated zeolite. Brittle. Spe-

cific gravity 2*500 *> Powder, when exposed to the air,

cakes and adheres as if it had absorbed water. It

causes syrup of violets to assume a green colour. When
heated in a porcelain crucible, it swells up and assumes

the colour and semitransparency of baked porcelain ^

By. this pro9ess it loses 0*185 of its weight. Before the

,t)low-pipe it froths like borax, and then melts into an

opaque white coloured enamel f. Does not
gelatiniz^

iix acids. Not electric by heat. y

Sj>* 5. AnalcimeX-

Cubixite of Werner.

This stone, which was discovered by Mr Doiopiieu,

js found crystallized in the cavities of Jjasalt. \t was

first made a distinct species by Mr Hauy. Mineralo-

gists had formerly confounded it with zeolite.

The primitive form of its crystals is a cube. It is
Crystals.

sometimes found crystallized in cubes, whose solid an-

gles are wanting, and three small triangular faces in

place of eaoh ; sometimes in polyhedrons with twenty-

four faces. External lustre 4, between pearly and

vi^eous : internal 3. Fracture very imperfept fo-

liated. Cleavage triple, parallel to the sides of the

cube. Fragments approaching to cubic. Has a ten^

dency to granular distinct concretions. Transparency

* Hauy, Jour, de Mm. No. xxviii. 276.

f Vauquelin, Ibid. No. xxxk. 161.

I Hauy, iii. 180.—Brocharit, u 309,—'jamesoh', i."!!?.,
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Book Iir. from 2 to 3. Hardness about 9; scratches glass slightly.
Chap. n. „ _ . .. .V—Y—^ Specific gravity above 2. Colour white ; sometimes

red. When rubbed, it acquires only a! small degree of

electricity, and with difficulty *. Before the blow-pipe
it melts without frothing into a white semitransparent

glassf.

... Sp. 6. Chahasiet.

'fhis ittinefial, which was first separated from the pre*,

ceding species by Bosc d'Antic and Hauy, is found at

Dberstein in Germany. It is found usually in crystals.

The primitive form is a fhorhboid diflfering very little

from a cube, having the angle at its summit 93^^.

3ometimes it occurs in that form
j

at other times six of

its edges are truncated, and the truncatures unite, three

ind threcj at the two opposite angles, while the other

six angles are truncated : sometimes in double six-sided

pyramids applied base to base, having the six angles at

the
.
base and the three acute edges of each pyramid

truncated. Colour white ;
sometimes transparent. Spe-

cific gravity 2*71*76. Scratches glass. Melts before

the blow-pipe into a white spongy mass.

«^. 7. StauroHte^,

^ndreoltte of Ij^methene—Hyacinthe blanche cruciform

me, var, 9. of Rome de Lisle—Harmotome of Hauy.

This stone has been found at Andreasberg in the

* Hence the name analcmc given it by Hauy, from avccxxi;, iveak.

f Hauy, Jour, de Mm. No. xiv. 86. and xxviii. 278.

X Hauy, iii. 176— Brochant, i. 309.

\ Kirwan,i. ^%^ ^Hauy, iii. 191.—Brochant, i. 311.—Jameson, i. laa.

See also Gillot, /ottr. <^* ?*>*. I793» P' J» »n<i »•
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Hartz, and at Strontian in Argyleshire in veins. At Zeolite

Oberstein it occurs crystallized in agate balls. The v-«.-y—/

form of its crystals has induced mineralogists to give it

the name of cross-stone^ Its crystals are two four-sided

flattened prisms, terminated by four-sided pyramids,

intersecting each other at right angles : the plane of in*

tersection passing longitudinally through the prisms.

Sometimes these prisms occur solitary. Primitive form

an octahedron with isosceles triangular faces. The

faces of the crystals striated longitudinally.

Colour greyish white. Lustre 3, between pearly

and vitreous. Cross fracture uneven, sometimes small

conchoidal ; longitudinal fracture foliated. Transpa-

rency 2, 3. Scratches glass easily. Frangibility 4.

Specific gravity 2'S33 to 2*3tjl. When heated slowly,

it loses 0-15 or 0'16 parts of its weight, and falls into

powder. It effervesces with borcX and microcosmic

salt, and is reduced to a greenish opaque m^ss. With

soda it melts into a frothy white enamel. When its

powder is thrown on a hot coal, it emits a greenish

yellow light *.

Sp, 8. Lomomtej-.

This mineral was named by Werner from Gillet

Laumont, who found it in 1785 in the mine of Huel-

goet. Colour snow white. Massive. Fracture folia-

ted ; surface of the folia streaked, which gives a pecu-
liar lustre to the surface of the mineral. Lustre 3,

pearly. Composed of longish granular distinct concre-

* Hauy, Jour, de Min. No, xxviii. a8o.

t Jameson, ii. 540.—Hauy, iv. 410.

I
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Bookiir. tions. Transparency scarcely 2. Very soft. Scctile.
Cnsp. II. ,

'

.

«

'""'^
"•'•'

Frangibility 4. Rather light.

According to Hauy, it yields a six-sided prism by
mechanical division, still farther divisible in the direc-

tion of the diagonals. The mineral, while kept from

the external air, preserves a certain degree of cohesion ;

but when exposed it soon splits in the direction of the

folia, and falls into small pieces.

Sp, 9. Dtpyre *.

Schmelzstein of Werner,

This mineral has been found at Mauleon in the Py-

renees, imbedded either in fascicular masses or in small

prisms in a rock of steatite. Colour reddish or greyish

white. Longitudinal fracture foliated, and the folia are

parallel to the plains of the regular hexahedron. Lustre

3, glassy. Hardness 8. Frangibility 4. Specific gra-

vity 2*630. Melts and froths before the blow-pipe.

Phosphoresces slightly on hot coals.

Sp, 10. Natrolite\.

This mineral, which was first described and analysed

by Klaproth, received its name from that illustrious

chemist, on account oi the large proportion of soda

which it contains. Hitherto it has been found only in

the mountains of Suabia, where it borders on Switzefw

land.

Colours yellowish white, cream yellow, and light

*
Brochant, ii. 508.—Hauy, iii. 242.—Jameson, ii. 562.

f Jameson, ii. 54 .
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yellowish brown* These colours form stripes, which Zeolite

are curved in the direction of the external surface. ^^
Massive and reniform. Surface drusy, being covered

with minute crystals, seemingly rhomboidal. Internal

lustre 1. Fracture delicate fibrous. Occurs in granu-

lar distinct concretions. Harder than staurolite. Trans-

parency 1. Frangibility 4. Before the blow- pipe it

meks easily into a transparent glass full of cavities.

Lazulite of Werner,

This mineral was first made known to mineralogists

by Klaproth f, who gave a short description of it as

found at Vorau in Austria, and proved that it differed

from every other known mineral. A substance, to

which the same name was given, was found afterwards

in Stiria near Waldbach, and in the neighbourhood of

Wienerisch Neustadt ; and described and analysed in

1806 by B^rnhardi and TrommsdorfF:^' A mineral

was discovered about the same time by Baron Von

Moll, to which the name oi mollite was first given. It

was afterwards called siderite\ and Mohs showed that

it i^as the sariie ivith the azurite. In 1807 Leonhard §

published a description of the la^uHte and sideritCy which

he considers as two distinct species. According to him,

Bernhardi, TrommsdorfF, and Mohs had seen only the

lazulite and not the siderite. Leonard's description of

the lazulite differs considerably froni that of Bernhardi.

* Jameson's Min. ii. 542. \ Beltrage, i. 197.

\ Gchlen's /cur, ^Second Stiics, i. 204. § Ibid. iii. 10 1 .
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Boi»k in. fn 1807, Klaproth
*
published a description and analy-

\
iy.

I sis of a mineral from Krieglach in Stiria, which he

called latzulitey but which obviously differed in its pro-

perties both from the la%ulite and sidetite of preceding

writers.

From the preceding account, it is obvious that there

is a good deal of confusion in the mineralogical descrip-

tion of the azurite. The present state of Europe pre-

venting specimens from these countries coming to Bri-

tain, it is hazardous to venture to give an opinion,

without having an opportunity of examining the mine-

rals themselves. It can scarcely be doubted, however,

that at least two species, or more probably three, have

been confounded together under the same name. The

name azurite is here confined to the mineral originally

pointed out by Klaproth as from Vorau.

It occurs imbedded in mica slate, and according to

Leonhard in the rifts of clay-slate. Colour intermediate

between berlin and smait blue. Disseminated and in

crystals, which are imperfect, but appear to be four

sided prisms f . The sides of the prisms are sometimes

smooth, sometimes faintly streaked longitudinally.

Lustre 2, 3, vitreous. Fracture large grained uneven,

passing into imperfect foliated. Fragments indetermi-

nate, pretty blunt edged. Transparency scarcely 1,

Semihard. Brittle. Frangibility 4.

*
Sciiragtt iv. zyg.

t Bernhardi describes the crystals as octahedrons ; but Leonhard says he

never perceived any such figure in the azurate of Saitzburg.
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. ^ Zeolite

Sp. 12» Siderite*. Family.

This mineral has hitherto been found only in a

gypsum mountain in Salzburg, Colour intermediate

between berlin and indigo blue, mixed with a little

grey. It occurs disseminated, and never crystallized.

External lustre accidental, internal 3, vitreous, ap-

proaching the resinous. Fractufe perfect small con-

choidal. Fragments tabular, not remarkably sharp-

edged. In small angular granular concretions. Trans-

parency 1. Hard, gives sparks with steel. Brittle.

Frangibility 2.

Sj^, 13. lazulitej-.

Lapis La%uU of Mineralogists.

This stone, which is found chiefly in the northern

parts of Asia, was long known to mineralogists by the

name of
lapis la%iili.

Colour azure blue. Some varieties pass into berlin

blue, and others into smalt blue. Found massive, dis-

seminated, and in rolled pieces. Lustre 2,1. Fracture

fine-grained uneven. Transparency!. Scratches glass.

Brittle. Frangibility 4. Specific gravity 2-76 to 2-94<5t«

It retains its colour at 100° Wedgewood ; in a high-

er heat it intumesccs, and melts into a yellowish black

mass. With acids it effervesces a little ; and if previ-

ously calcined, forms with them a jelly. MargrafF

* Leonhard, Gehleii*s Jour. Second Series, iii. loz.

f Kirwan, i. 283.—Hauy, iii. 145.
—Brochant, i. 3i3.-~Jamesoii, i.

IBrisson.
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Book 111, published an analysis of lazulite in the Berlin Memoirs

^J ^^ _'' for 1758. His analysis has since been confirmed by

Klaproth. Lermina has lately announced that this mi-

neral has been found crystallized in garnet dodecahe-

drons *.

Such are the characters of the numerous species be-

longing to the zeolite family. The following Table

exhibits their constituents, as far as they have hitherto

been ascertained by chemical analysis :

Jinn, ds Cb'm^ I. X44.
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Book III. of water. This alkaline substance is usually lime; but

^^'
in staurolite it is barytas, and in natrolite soda. Wavel-

lite differs from the rest in being destitute of the alka-

line ingredient, and in containing a very small propor-

tion of silica.

XI. Felspar Family.

Thjs family consists of six species, most of which

have been but lately admitted into the mineral system.

These are ajidaluzite, felspar, scapolite, wernerit^y spO'

dumency ichthyophthalmite,

Sp, I, ylndalwzite**

This mineral was discovered by Bournon in a primi-

tive granitic mountain in Forez, and described by him

in the Journal de Physique of 1789. At first it was

considered as a variety of corundum or felspar. It has

been found in Aberdeenshire in Scotland.

Colour flesh red, sometimes approaching to rose red.

Massive, and crystallized in rectangular four-sided

prisms. Fracture imperfect foliated. Transparency 2.

Scratches quartz, and even sometimes spinell. Fran-

gibility 4. Specific gravity 3-165. Infusible by the

blow-pipe without addition.

^. 2. Felspar-^,

This is one of the most widely distributed and most

abundant of minerals, forming a constituent of granite,

* Kinvan, i. 337.
—Hauy, iv. 36a.—Jameson, ii. 544.

I lUrwan,i. 316.
—Hauy, ii. 590.

—Brochant, i. 361.
—

Jameion, i, %y$.
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gneiss, and many other primitive and transition rocks. Felspar

It is very frequently crystallized, and the primitive
^'

r

form of its crystals is an irregular parallelopiped. Oc-

curs usually in rhomboidal prisms, or in six or ten

sided prisms, terminated by irregular summits. It

gives out a peculiar odour when rubbed. Becomes

electric by friction, but with great difficulty. Fusible

per se into a more or less transparent glass. When

crystallized it decrepitates before the blow-pipe. For

the conveniency of description, Werner divides this

species into five subspecies.

Subspecies 1. Adularia, This subspecies was first

observed by Mr Pini on the summit of Mouht St Goth-

ard, in Switzerland, called Adula ; hence its name. It

has been found also in other places. The variety called

moonstone comes from Ceylon.

Colour greenish white, often inclining to asparagus

green. Sometimes has milk-white spots, with a sil-

very lustre. Found massive, in rolled pieces, and crys-

tallized in oblique four- sided prisms, bevelled on both

ends ; in six sided prisms ; and in rectangular four-

sided prisms, with oblique terminal faces. Crystals

streaked longitudinally. External lustre 4, pearly:

lustre of the principal fracture 4 ; of the cross fracture

3, between vitreous and pearly. Principal fracture

perfect specular splendent, with a double rectangular

cleavage ; cross fracture small imperfect conchoidal.

Fragments rhomboidal. Tends to thick straight la-

mellar distinct concretions. Transparency 3, 2. Hard-

ness 9 to 10. Brittle. Frangibility 4. Specific gra-

vity 2*559.

Subspecies 2. Labradore Felspar, This subspecies was

first observed on the coast of Labradore by Mr Wolfe,
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Book III. and since that time it lias been discovered in the north*

*
I ^^'

ern parts of the old continent.

Colour smoke grey, which passes into dark ash and

yellowish grey ; in certain positions it reflects a great

variety of colours, as blue, green, yellow, red, brown.

Occurs commonly massive and in rolled pieces. Frac-

ture perfect
•

foliated, folia crossing at right angles.

Lustre of the principal fracture 3, 4 ; of the cross frac-

ture 2, between pearly and vitreous. Usually in gra-

nular distinct concretions ; sometimes in thick straight

lamellar distinct concretions. Transparency 2. Spe*

cific gravity 2*67 to 2*59.

Subspecies 3, Common Felspar, Colours white, red,

grey, and green. The varieties of grey are smoke and

bluish grey ; of white, greyish, milk, yellowish, green*

ish, and reddish white ; of red, flesh, blood, and brick

red ; of green, asparagus, leek, mountain, and vcrdegris

green. Occurs massive, in rolled pieces, and in grains ;

also crystallized in six and four sided prisms. Exter-

nal lustre 3 : lustre of the principal fracture 3, 4 ; of

the cross fr«cture 1, vitreous. Fracture more or less

perfect foliated j cleavage double, the folia intersecting

at right angles ; cross fracture fine-grained uneven,

passing into splintery. Occurs in granular distinct con-

cretions. Transparency 2. Scratches glass. Brittle.

Frangibility 4. Specific gravity from 2*4378 to 2*594*.

This subspecies frequently occurs m z disintegrated

state, and then approaches porcelain clay ; except that

the crystalline form may sometimes be recognised. Its

colour is yellowish or reddish white, sometimes ver-

Kauy.



ging on grey. Internal lustre between 2 and 0. Frac-
^^^^.^^

ture sometimes imperfect foliated, passing into earthy ;
'

i

y n;r i/

sometimes between unevett and earthy. Usuallyopaque.

Soft. Frangibility 4.

Subspecies 4. Hol/oiv Spar, Chiastotite of Kftrstetl

"^Macle of Hauy and Rome de Lisle. This singular

mineral was first observed in Britanny, and near St

Jacques de Compostella in Spain. It is always crys-

tallized in four-sided prisms nearly rectangular. When
we view the end of the prism, we perceive in the ceintre

of it a blackish prism inclosed in the larger one, which

is of a greyish, yellowish, or reddish white colour.

From each angle of the central prism, a blackish line

passes to the corresponding angle of the outer prism ;

and in each of these external angles there is commonly
a small prismatic space, filled with the same matter as

that of which the central prism is composed. This

matter is a blackish coloured clay slate, the same as the

rock in which the hollow spar is found imbedded.

Fracture foliated. Cleavage double, the folia being

parallel to the lateral planes of the prism. Transpa-

rency 2, but when the crystals are in the state of de-

composition. Scratches glass when in a fresh state*

Specific gravity 2*9444. When rubbed upon sealing

wax, it usually communicates negative electricity*.

Before the blow-pipe it is converted into a whitish sco-

ria. The clay slate yields a black glass.

Subspecies 5. Compact Felspar, Petrosilex of the

older French mineralogists. This mineral occurs abun-

dantly in many countries, being a constituent of green-

* Hauy, iii. a68.—Jameson, ii. 545,

Vol, IV. , T
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Booklir. stone. Colours grey, white, blue, green, and red. The

V y
r varieties of grey are greenish, smoke, and ash grey ; of

green, apple, pistachio, mountain green ; of blue, sky
and smalt blue ; of red, flesh and blood red. Occurs

massive, in rolled pieces, and in crystals, in antique

green porphyry. Internal lustre 2, J . Fracture ap-

pears splintery, but on examination proves to be very

small foliated. Sometimes in fine granular distinct con-

cretions. Transparency 2, 1. Hardness 9* Frangi-

bility 4. Melts before the blow- pipe without addition *.

Sp, 3, Metomtej-,

White Hyacinth of Somma of Rome de Lisle.

This mineral is found on Somma among the sub-

* From the description and analysis of Klaproth (B^/^r^ff, iv. 279),

it appears, that the mineral, formerly considered as the blue variety of

compact felspar, is in reality a distinct species. It occurs in a mountain

in Stiria, where it performs the part of felspar ; the rock being composed

chiefly of quartz and mica. Its colour is azure blue, passing into bluish

tvhite. Internal lustre 2, resinous Fracture splintery, passing into con-

cealed foljated. Fragments indeterminate, not sharp-edged. Transpa-

rency I. Streak snow white. Semihard. Specific gravity ycu^6. Be-

fore the blow-p!pe it becomes isabella-yellow, and splits, but does not

tnelt. With phosphate of soda or b?>rax it gradually melts into a trans-

parent glass bead. Its coBstituents are

Alumina - 71

Silica - - 14

Magnesia - 5

Lime - - 3

Iron oxide - 075
Potash - - caj
Water - - 5

Loss - - - r

100

f Haoy, ii. 586. TonncUer, Nichol»on*s Jour, xxu 19X.
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Rtatices ejected by Mount Vesuvius. It was first de-
p^J^'^f

scribed by Rome de Lisle, and constituted into a pecu- i—y——#

liar species by Hauy. Werner has not yet admitted it

into his system, suspecting it to be only a variety of

felspar, to which it bears a certain resemblance ; but

the shape of its crystals is incompatible with that sup-

position.

The meionite occurs most usually in crystals^ though

sometimes it is observed in irregular grains; The pri-

mitive form of its crystals is a rectangular prism whose

bases are squares. It occurs most commonly in an eight

sided prism terminated by four sided pyramids. Some-

times the prism is twelve sided by the truncation of

some of its edges. Colour greyish white. Lustre 3,

vitreous. Fracture flat conchoidal. Transparency 2»

-Scratches glass but not felspar. Melts before the blow«

pipe into a white spongy glass.

Sp, 4. Scapolite *.

Paranthine of Hauy.

This mineral has been hitherto found only near A- /

rendal in Norwa)^, in mines of frbestone. Colour grey-

ish, yellowish, and greenish white. Massive ; but

more commonly crystallized in long, thin, oblique, four-

sided prisms, often acicular. Primitive form, a rectang-

ular prism. Crystals slightly streaked longitudinally ;

aggregated into thick fasciculi, which are again united

together. External lustre 2 ; internal 3, 2, between

resinous and pearly. Longitudinal fracture imperfect

foliated J ctpss fracture fine grained uneven. Transpa-

* Brochant, ii. ji6.—Hauy, iii. 2^z—Jameson, ii. 547,

T2
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Book in.
rency 2. Scratches glass. Brittle. Frangibility 4*

<

^J'
'

Specific gravity from 2'7404 to 3*708. Before the

blow-pipe, froths and melts into a white enamel*.

Sp, 5. JVerneritej-,

Arctizite of We-rner.

This mineral was discovered and described by Dan-

drada, who named it after Werner. Hitherto it has

been found only in Sweden and Norway. Colour

greenish grey ; surface of the crystals between sky
blue and celadon green. Massive, and crystallized in

low equiangular eight-sided prisms, terminated in flat

four- sided pyramids. Internal lustre 2, 3, pearly. Frac-

ture foliated. From the appearance of the folia, Wer-

ner gives the fracture the name of /or«-foliated. Trans-

parency 2. Scratches glass, and strikes fire with steel;

but is scratched by felspar. Specific gravity 3 '606 3,

The powder phosphoresces when heated. Before the

blow-pipe, froths and melts into an imperfectly white

and opaque enamel.

Sp, 6. SpodumeneX,

Tripbane of Hauy.

This mineral, which has been found in the mine

of Uton in Sweden, and in Norway, was first de-

scribed by Dandrada. Colour greenish white, some-

times apple green. Massive. Lustre of the principal

fracture 3 ; of the cross fracture 2, pearly. Principal

* Dandrada. f Hauy, iii. 119. Brochant, ii. jaj.—

Jameson, il 548.

I Hawy, iv'. 407.—Broclant, ii. 528.—Jameson, ii. 600.
'
*
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fracture foliated ; cleavage double, the folia intersecting Felspar
, ,. , en • A Family,

obliquely ; cross fracture fine-grained uneven. Ac-
..

^
i,._,.r

cording to Hauy, it yields by mechanical division a

rhomboidal prism, with angles of 100° and 80°. Frag-
ments sometimes in oblique rhombs. The massive va-

rities exhibit granular distinct concretions. Trans-

parency 2. Scratches glass, and strikes fire with steel.

Frangibility 6. Specific gravity 3*1923 to 3'218*,

When heated in a crucible it splits into small plates ;

many of a golden yellow colour, like some varieties of

mica ; others are dark grey : in a few days they all lose

their lustre, and become dark grey f. Melts before

the blow-pipe into a greyish globule.

Sj), 1, IchthyophthalmiteX,

Apophyllite of Hauy,

This mineral is said to occur in Uton, in Suderma-

nia. Colour yellowish, reddish, greyish, and greenish

white. Occurs massive, and crystallized in rhomboids

which deviate very little from cubes, in rectangular

four-sided tables having their edges truncated, and in

thick six-sided tables. External lustre of the crystals

4, and they are distinguished by a characteristic lustre;

internal 4, 2, pearly. Principle fracture foliated,

with a single cleavage parallel to the lateral faces of

the table j its lustre 4. Cross fracture fine-grained un-

even ; its lustre 2. Transparency 3 ; sometimes 2, 1.

Semihard. Frangibility 5. Specific gravity 2'491,

* Hauy and Dandrada. f Vauquelin, Hauy, iv. 40?.

•% Jameson, ii. 601. Karsten, Gehleu's /ok/-, v. ^i.
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Book ni. Before the blow-pipe, froths £ind melts into an opaqu||

V'T -' bead If.

The following Table exhibits the constituents of the

different species belonging to the felspar family, as far

as they have been hitherto analysed :
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Xn, Clay Family.

This family contains seven species ;
not reckoning

two minerals, which, for want of a more appropriate

place, may be put under it. These are float-stone and

alum-stone.

Sj>. 1. Pure Clay*,

This mineral, which has been found only at Halle

in Saxony, and which some mineralogists consider as

an artificial production, obtained by decomposing alum

by means of lime, occurs in small kidney-form pieces,

immediately under the soil in a garden, and is often

mixed with sulphate of lime. Colour snow white,

sometimes verging on yellowish white. Lustre 0.

Fracture very fine earthy. Fragments very blunt-

edged. Opaque. Soils very little. Hardness 4. -Light.

Feels fine, but meagre.

Sp, 2» Porcelain Earth \,

Kaolin of the Chinese.

This mineral, from the situation which it occupies.

Is considered as analogous to felspar, differing chiefly

in the state of aggregation. Felspar indeed seems

sometimes to be converted into it by exposure to the

weather.

Colour reddish white, sometimes inclining to yellow-
ish and greyish white. Massive and disseminated.

* KIrw»n, i. 175.
—Brochant, i. 318.—Jameson, L 394.

t Kirwan, x. 178.—-Brochant, i. 330.—Hauy, ii. 616.—Jameson, i.

597-

Clay
Family.
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Took III. Particles fine dusty. Colours strongly. Slightly co*

'
hering. Feels fine, but meagre. Scarcely adheres to

the tongue. Specific gravity from 2*23 to 2*4. Does

not fuse/)fr se*

Sp, 3. Common Clay**

Clay is a mixture of alumina and silica in various

proportions. The alumina is in the state of an impal-

pable powder ; but the silica is almost always in small

grains, large enough to be distinguished by the eye.

Clay, therefore, exhibits the character of alumina, and

not of silica, even when this last ingredient predomi-

nates. The particles of silica are already combined with

each other; and they have so strong an affinity for each

other, that few bodies can separate them ; whereas the

alumina, not being combined, readily displays the cha-

racters which distinguish it from other bodies. Be-
'

sides alumina and silica, clay often contains carbonate of

lime, of magnesia, barjtes, oxide of iron, 6cc. And as

clay is merely a mechanical mixture, the proportion of

its ingredients is exceedingly various.

, Werner, for the conveniency of description, has sub-

divided common clay into four subspecies, namely,

loam, potter's clay, variegated clay, and slate clay*

Subspecies 1. Loam. This may be considered as a

VQxy impure potter's clay, mixed with mica and iron

ochre. Colour yellowish grey, often spotted yellow

and brown. Occurs in masses. Lustre
; sometimes

1, from scales of mica. Fracture in the great, uneven ;

in the small fine earthy. Fragments very blunt-edged.

* Kirwan, i. 176.
—

^Jameson, i. 30;,
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Colours a little. Between loose and cohering. Ad- Clay

heres pretty strongly to the tongue. Feels slightly ^
,f

greasy. Not heavy.

Subspecies 2. Patterns Clay, This mineral, which

occurs in great abundance in different countries, is used

for the various purposes of pottery. Hence the nanje

by which it is distinguished. There arc two kinds of

it, which Werner describes separately ; namely, com-

mon potter's clay and pipe-clay.

1. Common Potter's Clay occurs in large rock

masses and in beds. Colours yellowish and greyish

white ; greenish, bluish, and smoke grey. Fracture in

the great, coarse-grained uneven ; in the small, pretty

fine earthy. Fragments blunt-edged. Opaque. Colours

a little. Very soft, passing into loose. Adheres strong-

ly to the tongue. Feels a little greasy. Rather

light.

There is a variety of potter's clay which Werner

distinguishes by the name of slaty. Colour dark ash

grey. Principle fracture imperfect conchoidal ; cross

fracture earthy. Fragments tabular. Rather light,

and feels more greasy than common potter's clay ; in

other particulars it agrees with it.

2. Pipe- Clay. Colour greyish white, passing into

yellowish white. Massive. Lustre 1. Fracture in

the great, coarse or fine-grained uneven ; in the small,

fine earthy. Fragments sharp-edged. Lustre of the

streak 3. Between loose and cohering. Adheres pretty

strongly to the tongue. Feels rather greasy.
'

Frangi-

bility 4. Rather light *.

Jameson, i. 307.
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Subspecies 3. Variegated Clay. This mineral is found

y. in Upper Lusatia. Colours wlirre, red, and yellow,

which appear in stripes and spots. Massive. Fracture

earthy ; sometimes tending to slaty. Lustre in the first

case 0, in the second l. Lustre of the streak 3. Very

soft, passing into friable. Feels a little greasy. Ad-

heres a little to the tongue. Seciile. Light*.

Subspecies 4. Slate Clay, This mineral occurs fre-

quently along with coal, and in the floetz trap formation.

Colour smoke, yellowish, and ash grey; greyish black.

Massive. Lustre O
; sometimes J, from particles of

mica intermixed. Fracture slaty ; sometimes approaches

earthy. Fragments tabular. Opaque. Soft. Sectile,

Frangibility 4. Specific gravity, according to Kirwan,

^
from 2*6 to 2*68. Adheres sligfrtly to the tongue.

Softens and breaks to pieces in water f.

Sp, 4. Clay- Stone X.

This mineral occurs in considerable quantities on the

top of several of the Pentland hills, in the neighbour-

hood of Edinburgh, and likewise in other parts of Scot-

land, and in Germany.
Colours greenish, bluish, ash, smoke, and pearl

grey ; brownish red. Sometimes spotted or striped.

Massive. Lustre 0. Fracture usually fine earthy ;

sometimes passing into fine-grained uneven, into slaty,

and into splintery. Fragments seldom tabular, not

sharp-edged. Opaque. Soft. Frangibility 4. Does

pot adhere to the tongue. Feels rather meagre.

f Jameson, i. 308. f Ibid. p. 31a. % Ibid, p 310.
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Sp* 5. Adhesi'ue Slate *•

Klehschiefer of Werner.

This mineral occurs at Menil Montagne, near Paris^

and has been by most mineralogists confounded with

the next spiscies. It is found in beds. Colour light

yellowish grey, inclining to greenish. Internal .lustre

0. Fracture in the large, slaty ; in the small, fine

earthy. Fragments slaty. Opaque. Lustre of streak

3. Sectile. Very soft. Frangibility 4. Exfoliates

easily. Adheres strongly to the tongue. Specific gra-

vity as ascertained by Klaproth, 3-080. Absorbs wa-

ter with avidity, air bubbles separating with a crack-

ling noise f.

Sp. 6, Polishing Slate i.

This mineral occurs near pseudo volcanoes, and is

supposed by Werner to be composed of the ashes of

pit-coal, washed down and regularly deposited. Hi-

therto it has been found only in Bohemia. Colour yel-

lowish grey, approaching cream yellow and yellowish

*
Klaprotji, ii. 170.

—
Jameson, ii. 550.—Brochant, i. 376.—Hauy,

XV, 449.

f There is a mineral described by Haberle and analysed by £ucholz

under the name of Saugscliefery sucking ilatcy Gehlen's Jour. Second Se-

ries, ii. 31. It differs very much from adhesive slate, both in its proper-

ties and composition. But it is difficult to say, without a more detailed

description than Haberle has given, whether it ought to constitute a par-

ticular species, or be only a variety of bome species already known. It

is found in the newest floctz rocks. Haberle divides it into two varie-

ties; the first is soft enough to yield to the nail of the finger, the second

hard enough to scratcjh glass. It is composed nearly of 9 parts sihc^ and

I part|water, yielding traces of alumina, lime, and oxide of iron.

J-Jameson, i. 315.
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Book III. white. Always striped, and the colours alternate in
Chap. II.

«i ^ layers. Massive. Lustre 0. Principal fracture sla-

ty ; cross fracture earthy. Fragments usually tabular.

Very soft. Adheres to the tongue. Feels fine, but

meagre. Rather light. Specific gravity, before it im-

bibes v^ater, only from 0*590 to 0*606. After it has

imbibed water, its specific gravity becomes from 1*909

to 1*911*.

Sj), 7. Tripoli \,

This mineral occurs in veins and beds along with

coal, and in floetz trap rocks. Colour yellowish grey,

which passes into ash grey. Massive. Internal lustre

0. Fracture pretty coarse earthy. Fragments blunt-

edged. Very soft. Feels meagre and rough. Does

not adhere, to the tongue. Specific gravity from 2*080

to 2*529. Used for polishing.

Sp, ^, Float-Stone X'

This mineral has hitherto been found only at St O-

mer, near Paris. Colour light yellowish grey, which

inclines to yellowish and greyish white. Occurs tube-

rose, and is porous. Lustre 0. Fracture earthy. Frag-

ments blunt-edged. Very soft. Rather brittle. Feels

rough, and emits a creaking sounds Very light.

Sp. 9. Alum- Stone }.

This mineral occurs at'Tolfa, near Rome, where it is

* Haberle, Gehlcn's Jour. Second Series, ii. 29.

f Kirwan, L aoa.—Brochant, i. 379.—Jameson,!. 317.

\ Jameson, ii. $$%. \ Brochant, i. 38 1.—Jameson, i. 319.—Kla-

proth, Gehlen's Jour. vl. 1$,
—Gay-Lussac, Ann. dc Cb'm. Iv. 266.
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said to constitute a hill. From it the famous Roman Clay
,

. , Family.
alum IS made. \

'

Colour greyish white, sometimes light yellowish

grey. Massive. Lustre 0, and sometimes (scarcely)

1. Fracture uneven, approaching to fine earthy. Frag-

ments blunt-edged. Rather hard. Docs not adhere

to the tongue. Rather heavy.

The following Table exhibits the constituents of the

different species belonging to the clay family, as far as

they have been hitherto ascertained.
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, Clay-slate

Family,

Xni. Clay-Slate Family. v—y-,-^

This family, like the pj^eceding, consists rather of

minerals, the constituents of which are mechanically-

mixed than chemically combined
; but in it the combi-

nation is more intimate, and, as we advance, becomes

nearer and nearer the state of chemical union. It com-

prehends five
, speicies ; namely, alum-slaUy bituminous

shale, drawing^slate, whet-^shite^ and clay-slate,

Sp, I, Alum- Slate* ,

This mineral occurs in beds and strata in the newest

clay-slate, and in transition mountains. Werner divides

it into two subspecies, the common •A.vi^\}iit glossy^ dis-

tinguished chiefly by their lustre.

Subspecies 1. Connnon Alum- Slate, This mineral

occurs massive, and sometimes in balls. Colour be-

tween greyish and bluish black, falling strongly into

grey. Internal lustre l. Fracture perfect straight sla-

ty. Fragments tabular. Retains its colour in the

streak ; becomes a little shining. Soft. Not particu-

larly brittle. Frangibility 4. When exposed to the

air, effloresces and acquires an aluminous taste.

Subspecies 2. Glossy Alum-Slate, Massive. Colour

between bluish and iron black. In the rents exhibits

colours resembling tempered steel and the peacock's

tail. Lustre of the principal fracture 3, and semime-

talllc; of the cross fracture 1. Fracture partly straight,

partly wave slaty. Fragments tabular, often running

• Jameson, i. 2,'^i,
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Bookllf. into wedge-shaped. In other respects resembles the
Chap. II. _ - .

*
y

I ,> lormer subspecies.

Sp* 2* Bituminous Shale ''^,

This mineral, which occurs along with coal, seems

to be a mijcture of clay and bitumen. Massive. Colour

brownish black. Internal lustre 1. Fracture perfect

straight slaty. Fragment^ tabular. Colour of streak

not altered, but lustre 3. Very soft. Rather sectile.

Feels greasy. Frangibility 4. When laid on burning

coals, it emits a pale flame and burns white.

i^. 3. LrawingS/ate, or Black Chalk \.

This mineral occurs in the primitive mountains, and

is usually accompanied by alum-slate. It is employed
in drawing ; hence the name.

Colour greyish black, sometimes approaching to blu-

ish black. Massive. Lustre of the principal fracture

1 ; of the cross fracture 0. Principal fracture slaty ;

cross fracture fine earthy. Fragments usually tabular.

Opaque. Stains paper black. Colour of streak un-

changed ; its lustre 2. Soft. Sectile. Frangibility 4.

Feels meagre, but fine. Specific gravity 2*144 to 2*77.

Burns red. Does not fall to pieces in water.

Sp, 4. Whet slate t,

Novaculite of Kirwan.

This minejral is found in Germany, and on the Le~

vant, from which it is brodght under the name of Tur^

key hone stone.

Kirwan, i. 183 —Brochant, i. 389.
—
Jameson, i. 325.

f Kirwan, i. 112.—rBrochant, i. 391.
—

Jameson, i> 328.

\ KirwiPj i. 238.
—Brochant, i. 393.

—Jameson, J. 33T,
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Common colour greenish grey ; but it occurs also Clay-slate

mountain, asparagus, olive, and oil green. Massive. ,—,p—j

Internal lustre 1, 0. Fracture in the large, slaty ; in

the small, splintery. Fragments tabular. Transpa-

rency 1. Semihard. Feels rather greasy. Specific

gravity 2*722.

Sp, 5. Clay-Slate *.

Argillaceous schistus—Argillite of Kirwan.^

This mineral is very widely distributed, constituting

a part both of primitive and transition mountains. Co-

Jours yellowish, bluish, greenish, smoke, ash, and pearl

grey ; blackish green ; greyish black ; brownish red ;

Sometimes spotted. Massive. Internal lustre 2,3, 1,

resinous, approaching to pearly. Fracture more or less

slaty ; in some varieties approaching foliated, in others

compact. Fragments tabular, and likewise splintery.

Streak usually greyish white. Opaque. Soft. Sec-

tile. Sometimes feels a little greasy. Frangibility 4*

Specific gravity from 2*67 to 2*88.

We are not possessed of accurate analyses of any of

the minerals belonging to this family, except drawing-

slate, which according to Wiegleb is composed of

Silica 64*50

Alumma ..•••,.••,. . . 11'25 cms.

Charcoal... v'Jl^^^.-iTlw,. 11-00

Oxide of iron 2*75

Water T50
Loss.. 3*00

100-00 t

* Klrwan, i. 234.—Brochant, i. 395.--Jameson, i. 334.

i- Crell's Annals^ "ilOh "i- 487.

Vol. IF. U
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^t!!\ XIV. Mi€A Family,

This family consists of five species 5 namely, hpidc-

litCy mica^ piftite, pot'Stone, and chlorite,

Sp. 1. Lepidolite*.

This stone appears to have been first observed by
the Abbe Poda, and to have been first described by De
Born f . Hitherto it has been found only at Rosena in

Moravia, where it occurs in gneiss, and Sudermania in

Sweden %, where it is mixed with quartz ; unless the

mineral analysed by Trommsdorf, under the name af

vohite lepidolitCf should belong to this species §.

Colour peach blossom red, verging on lilac blue ;

passes into pearl and yellowish grey. Massive. In-

ternal lustre 2, 3. \ Fracture in the small foliated, in

the great splintery. Fragments blunt-edged. Transpa-

rency 2. Sectile. Hardness 4 to 5. Not easily pul-

verized
II

. Specific gravity from 2*816 to 2^8549 T[.

Powder white with a tint of red
||.

Before the blow-

pipe froths aijid melts easily into a white semitranspa-

rent enamel full of cells. Dissolves in borax with ef-

fervescence, but communicates no colour
||. Effervesces

slightly with soda, and melts into a mass spotted with

red ; with microcosmic salt into a pearUcoloured glo-

bule**.

* KIrwan, i. ao8.—Klaproth, Beitrage^ i. 279, and ii. 191.
—Bro~

chant, i. 399.
—

Hauy, iv. 375.
—

Jameson, i. 338.
—

Lclievrc, /oaf. de M!n.

No, lu aai.

f Grell's Annals, 1791, iu 196. t Hauy.

§ Gehlen's Jour. l. 383. |f Lelkvre, Jour, de Mm. No. H. 419,

5 Klaproth and Hauy. Klaproth, Ann, de Chim. xxii. 37.
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This mineral was first called lilalite, from the resem- Mica

Family,
blance of its colour to that of the lily. Klaproth, who t,,, ^' u^i

ascertained its composition, gave it the name of lepidu*

lite, or scale-stone, from its structure.

Sp» 2. Mica *,

This stone forms an essential part of many moun-

tains, and has been long known under the names oigla-
des maria and Muscovy glass. It consists of a great

number of thin laminae adhering to each other, some-

times of a very large size. Specimens have been foun4

in Siberia nearly 24- yards square f .

It is sometimes crystallized : Its primitive form is * ^

rectangular prism, whose bases are rhombs, with angles

of 120* and eo''* : Its integraQt molecule has the same

form. Sometimes it occurs in rectangular prisms, whose

bases also are rectangles, and sometimes in short six-

sided prisms ; but it is much more frequently in plates

or scales of no determinate figure or size J.

Colours yellowish, ash, and greenish grey ; black-

ish green ; silver white ; pinchbeck brown ; brownish

black. Lustre of the crystals 4. Internal lustre 3, 4 j

usually pearly or resinous ; sometimes semimetallic.

Fracture perfect foliated, with a single cleavage j some-

times radiated. Fragments usually tabular. The fo-

liated varieties occur in granular distinct concretions,

the radiated in wedge-shaped distinct concretions.

* Kirwan, i. aio.—Gmelin, Noif. Com. Petropol. xii.549.
—

fjaiiy, iii.

10%.—Brochant, i. 402.—Jameson, i. 341.

f hist. Gaieralde Voyages^ t.xviii. 272. quoted by Hauy, Jtur, de Min,

^o. xxviii. 299.

J Hatty, Jour, de Min. No. xxviii. 296.

U2
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cr^'ii* Transparency of the thin plates 4. Hardness 6. Very
w

V tough. The lamellae flexible, and somewhat elastic.

Often absorbs water. Specific gravity from 2*6540 to

2*9342. Feels smooth, but not greasy. Powder feels

greasy. Mica is fusible by the blow-pipe into a white,

grey, green, or black enamel ; and this last is attracted

by the magnet *. Spanish wax rubbed by it becomes

negatively electric f .

Sp. 3. Finite %,

Micarell of Kirwan .

This mineral has been hitherto found only in the

mine called Pini, at Schneeberg in Saxony ;
hence its

name.

Colour blackish grey ; but often covered with iron

ochre on the surface. Almost always crystallized in

six-sided prisms, having their lateral edges and angles

truncated. Surface of the crystals smooth. Internal

lustre 2, resinous j longitudinal fracture small-grained

uneven ; cross fracture imperfect foliated. Fragments

sometimes blunt-edged. Transparency 1. Hardness 6.

Sectile. Frangibility 4. Specific gravity 2*980 §. At

153^ Wedgewood, melts into a black compact glass

with a reddish surface
||.

Infusible before the blow-

pipe.

Sp. 4. Pot'Stone^,

This mineral is found in beds at Como, in the coun-

* Hauy, Jour, de Min. No. xxviii. p. 295. Bergman, however, found,

pure mica infusible/'^rr se. \ Ibid,

X Kirwan, i. 2ia.—Brochant, 1. 456.—Jameson, ii. 55«.

i, § Kirwan.
I| Kirwan, Mineral. \. ^\^. '

f Kirwan, i. 155.—Brochant, i. 405.—Jai^icson, i, z^s.
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try of the Grisons. It is said also to have been dis- Mica
•^

.

^

Family.
covered in other places. v——,^——/

Colour greenish grey. Massive. Internal lustre 2,

pearly. Fracture sometimes curve-foliated, sometimes

imperfect slaty. Fragments tabular. The foliated

shows imperfect granular distinct concretions. Trans-

parency 1, 0. Hardness 4 to 6. Sectile. Feels greasy.

Frangibility 6. Very refractory, and therefore used

for lining furnaces. May be easily turned into culi-

nary utensils ; hence the name.

Sp, 5. Chlorite''.

This mineral occurs abundantly in primitive rocks

and the older veins. Werner has divided it into four

subspecies.

Subspecies 1. Chlorite Earth, This mineral is found

in different parts of Germany and Switzerland, chiefly

in clay-slate. Colour between mountain and blackish

green. Composed of small scales. Lustre 1, pearly.

Streak mountain green and shining. Adheres strongly

to the skin. Feels rather greasy. Rather light. It

bears a strong resemblance to green earth.

Subspecies 2. Common Chlorite, Found in different

parts of Saxony. Colour blackish green. Massive.

Internal lustre 1, 2. Fracture foliated, passing into

earthy. Fragments blunt-edged. Colour of the streak

lighter green. Hardness 5. Opaque. Sectile. Feels

rather greasy. Frangibility 4.

Subspecies 3. Chlorite Slate. Occurs in beds subor-

dinate to clay-slate. Colour blackish green. Mas-

* Kirwan, J. 137.—Brochant, i. 408.—Jameson, i. 347.
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Book lIT. sivci Inteftial lustre 2> resinous. Fracture culrve sla^

^'
'»

ty ; those varieties that have the greatest lustre pass in-

to scaly foliated. Double cleavage. Fragments slaty*

Opaque. Streak mountain green. Sectile. Feels ra*

ther greasy* Heavier than common chlorite*

Subspecies 4. Foliated Chlorite. Hitherto found only

at St Gothard in Switzerland, and in the island of Ja-

va*. Colour between mountain and blackish green •

Massive ; but usually crystallized in six-sided tables,

cylinders terminated by two conesj and in double cones

•tvith the bases joined. Surface streaked* External

lustre 2 J internal 3, pearly* Fracture foliated. Clea-

vage simple. Fragments tabular. Transparency 1, 0*

Soft. Sectile. Folia usually flexible. Feels rather

greasy. Frangibility 4. Streak light-coloured.

The following Table exhibits the constituents of the

preceding species, as far as they have been hitherto as-

certained.

Jitncson's Mineralogy ^the Scuttisb hies.
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Book in.

Chap. U.

XV. Trap Family. .

The species belonging to this family are six in num^

ber; namely, diaspore, harnhkmle, basalt, wacke, clink'

stone, and iron-clay. Lava may be likewise referred to

it, as it is formed by the action of fire on rocks chiefly

belonging to this family,

Sp. I. Diaspore*.

This mineral was first noticed by Leiievre, and de-

scribed by Hauy. Nothing is known concerning the

part of France where it was found. Its, colour is grey.

It occurs in masses composed of plates slightly curved,

and easily separable from each other.
Lj|stre

conside-

rable, pearly. Divisible into plates in another direction,

forming with the first an angle of 130^. Scratches

glass. Before the flame of a candle decrepitates, and

disperses in small pieces f. Specific gravity 3;4324.

Sp. 2. Hornblende %.

Afnphibole of Hauy.

This mineral enters into the composition of many
mountains. It is often amorphous, but frequently also

crystallized. The primitive form of its crystals is a

rhomboidal prism, the faces of which are inclined at

zur Cbemiscben Analysen der Mineral Korpery p. 1'i.(). The great differ-

ences in the analyses of chlorites render it doubtful how far the minerals

examined haye been real chlorites.

• Hauy's Mineralogicj iv, 358.
— Brochant's AlineralooU, ii JO7.—

Vanqyielin^ Ann. de Chim. xlii. 113.

f Hence the name given to it by Hauy.

I Kirwan, i. 213—Idauy, iii. 58.— Brochant, i, 415.—Jameson, i. 356.
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angles of 124® 34' and 55^ 26', and whose bases have Trap

angles of 122° 56' and 51^ 4'. The most common va- v_y-.-j

rietj is a six-sided prism, terminated by trihedral or te-

trahedral summits. Werner divides it into four sub-

species.

Subspecies 1. Common Hornblende. This mineral

forms one of the constituents of the rocks called syenite

and green stone. Colour greenish black, sometimes

approaching to grey and velvet black ; sometimes to

greenish grey. Massive, and sometimes crystallized

in prisms which intersect each other, so that it is diffi-

cult to determine their figure. Internal lustre 3, 4,

pearly. Fracture usually foliated, sometimes radiated.

Surface of the fracture streaked longitudinally. Clea-

vage of the. foliated varieties double. Fragments

usually indeterminate ; sometimes approach the rhom-

boidal. In granular distinct concretions. Transpa-

rency of the black 0, of the green i. Streak mountain

green. Hardness 8 to 0. Frangibility 1. Specific

gravity 3*6 to 3*83. When moistened, exhales a bitter

smell. Before the blow-pipe melts into a black glass.

Subspecies 2. Lahradore Hornblende, This mineral

is found in the island of St Paul, on the coast of Labra-

dore. Colour brownish black, greenish black, copper

red, and greyish black. Massive and in rolled pieces.

Internal lustre from 1 to 3, semimetallic. Fracture fo-

liated. Cleavage double. Fragments sometimes rhom^

boidal. In lamellar distinct concretions. Opaque.

Hardness 7. Frangibility 4. Specific gravity 3*3857.

Subspecies 3. Hornblende-Slate, Occurs in beds in

clay-slate, and is very common. Colour between green-

ish and raven black. Massive. Internal lustre 3, 2,

pearly. Fracture in the great, slaty j in the small.
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Book III. promiscuous radiated. Fragments sometimes tabular*
Chap. II. t, ,

.
, ^^

° _
^ otreak greenish grey. Hardness 6. Frangibility 3.

Subspecies 4. Basaltic Hornblende. Found imbedded

in basalt and wacke. Colour velvet black. Always
in single crystals. The form of the crystals is that de-

scribed under the general character of the species j for

the amphibole of Hauy refers particularly to this sub-

species. Surface smooth. Lustre of the principal frac-

ture 4 ; of the cross fracture 2, vitreous. Principal

fracture perfect straight foliated, with a double oblique-

ly intersecting cleavage. Cross fracture fine-grained

uneven. Opaque. Hardness 7. Pretty brittle. Fran-

gibility 4. Specific grevity 3*250*. Melts into a

black glass, but is more refractory than common horn-

blende.

5/. 3. Basalt \,

This mineral is confined to the floetz trap formation, but

occurs abundantly in almost every country, and in none is

it morecommon than in Scotland. Colours greyish black ;

ash grey, inclining to brown ; sometimes nearly raven

black. Massive. Internal lustre commonly ; some-

times 1, from foreign particles. Fracture usually coarse-

grained uneven ; sometimes imperfect large conchoi-

dal and fine splintery. Fragments not sharp-edged.

Mostly in columnar distinct concretions of various sizes,

sometimes in globular distinct concretions ; sometimes

tabular. Transparency usually 0; sometimes 1. Streak

light ash grey. Hardness 8, 9. Brittle. Frangibility

1. Specific gravity from 2*864 to 3*00. Melts before

the blow-pipe into an opaque black glass.

Hau^-, f Kirwao, i. 231.
—Br^»chant, i. 430.—Jameson, 1.-369
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Sp. 4. Wacke

This species, like the preceding, is confined to the

floetz trap formation, and occurs in beds and veins. It

constitutes the basis of amygdaloid.

Colour greenish grey of various degrees of intensity.

Massive and vesicular. Lustre 0, or scarcely 1, Frac-

ture even ; sometimes imperfect flat conchoidal, some-

times uneven and earthy. Fragments blunt-edged*

Never in distinct concretions. Opaque. Lustre of

streaks. Sectilc. Soft. Frangibility 4. Specific gra*

vity 2*535 to 2*893. Melts like basalt*

Sp. 5^ Clink'Stme\^

This mineral, like the preceding, belongs to the floetX

trap formation, and is common in Germany, Scot-

land, &Ci

Colour dark greenish grey, sometimes passing into

yellowish and ash grey. Massive. Lustre of the cross

fracture 1, ; of the principal fracture 1, 2. Gross

fracture splintery 5 passing into conchoidal and even ;

principal fracture slaty. Fragments mostly sharp-edged,

sometimes tabular* In irregular columnar and tabular

distinct concretions. Transparency 1. Hardness 7 to

9. Brittle. Frangibility 4» Specific gravity 2*575 %.

AVhen struck with a hammer sounds like a piece of

metai. Melts easily, and gives a glass nearly colour-

less.

Sp. 6. Iron CIaj§,

This mineral likewise belongs to floeti trap forma-

* KirwaUji. 113—Brochant,i. 434.
—

Jameeon, i. 376.

f Brochant, u 437,—Klaproth, iii. 229.—Jameson, i. 380.

\ Kiaproth. § Jameson, ii. 603.
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tion, and seems till lately to have been confounded

with wacke. It was named by Werner from the great

proportion of peroxide of iron which it contains.

Colour brownish red
; somttiiiies approaching red-

dish brown and blood red. Almost always contains

vesicles. Internal lustre 0. Fracture fine earthy ;

sometimes inclining to conchoidal. Soft. Frangibili-

ty 3. Moderately heavy.

The following Table exhibits the constituents of the

preceding species, as far as they have been ascertained

by analysis :

CoaetU

tucnts.

Silica

Alumina
Lime

Magneiia
Potash

yoda
Oxide of iron

Oxide of mang.
Ox. ot chrome.

Muriatic acid

Water
Loss
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XVI. LiTHOMARGE FaMILT. marge
'

Family.

This family consists of five species ; namely, green

earthy lithornarge, rock-soap, umber^ and yellow earth :

They are all soft and soapy, and seem rather mechani-

cal mixtures than chemical compounds.

. Sp, 1. Green Earth*.

This mineral Occurs in balls and crusts in amygdaloid.

Colour seladon green ; sometimes passing into other.va-

rieties. Massive and in globular pieces. Internal

lustre 0. Fracture even. Fragments blunt-edged.

Lustre of streak 2. Very soft. Sectiie. Frangibility 4.

Light. Used by painters, as the colour is not altered

hy acids.

Sp. 2, Lithomarge\,

This mineral is found in veins, cavities, and beds,

in various kinds of rocks, and is far from uncommon,
Werner divides it into two subspecies.

Subspecies 1. Friable Lithomarge, Colours snow,

yellowish, and reddish white. Massive. Lustre scarce

1. Generally coherent, sometimes loose; composed of

fine scaly particles. Feels greasy. Adheres to the

tongue.

Subspecies 2. Indurated Lithomarge, Colours snow,

yellowish, and reddish white ; pearl grey ; plum and

lavender blue; flesh red and ochre yellow. The white

and red varieties have only one colour; the others spot-

« Kirwan, i. 196.
—Brochant, i. 445.—Jameson, i. 2^Z.

I Kirwan^ i. 187.
— Brochant, I. 447.

—
Jameson, I. 390.
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Book TIT. ted and clouded. Massive. Internal lustre 0. Fracture

'

^'

'

'

large conchoidal. Lustre of streak 3. Very soft. Sec^

tile. Frangibility 4. Adheres strongly to the tongue.

Feels greasy. Light.

S/), 3. Roci'soap*.

This mineral has been hitherto found only af Olkuzk.

in Poland, in Cornwall, the Isle of Sky, and always im-

I bedded in rocks belonging to the floetz trap formation.

Colour pitch or brownish black. Massive. Lustre 0.

Fracture fine earthy. Fragments blunt-edged. Opaque.

Does not soil. Writes well. Lustre of streak 3, resi-

nous. Very soft. Sectile. Frangibility 4. Adheres

strongly to the tongue. Rather light.

Sp, 4. Umber j-.

This mineral occurs in beds in the island of Cyprus,

Colour between liver and dark yellowish brown. Mas-

sive* Fracture large conchoidal. Fragments blunt-

edged. Very soft. Adheres a little to the tongue. Feels

meagre. Light. Used as a pigment.

Sp. 5. Tellow Earth X.

This mineral occurs in Upper Saxony along with

iron-stone in the floetz clay formation. Colour ochre

yellow. Massive. Lustre of the principal fracture 1 ;

of the cross fracture ; of the streak 3. Principal

fracture more or less perfect slaty ; cross fracture

earthy. Fragments partly indeterminate and blunt-

*
Brochant,i. 453-—Jameson, i. 39J.-*Bucholz, Gehlen's Jeur.in> S9T^

t Jameson, ii. 554.

X Kirwan,i. 194,—Brochant, i. 455.
—

Jameson,!. 397,
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edged, partly tabular. Soils. Writes

stronglj to tl

Light. Used as a pigment.

Very soft. Soapstone.
- ^ . Family.

Adheres stronglj to the tongue. Feels a little greasy.
<

.

y
^u

Only two of these species have been analysed; name- Conati-

ly, green earth and rock-soap. The following are '"^"'*-

their constituents :
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Book III. magnesiaf hole^ cimolite, meerschaum, fuller's earth, stea*'

^^' tite, and bildstein.

Sp, 1, Native Magnesia'^.

This mineral was discovered by Dr Mitchell in the

serpentine rocks at Robschiitz in Moravia. A sub*

stance probably of the same kind has been described by
Giobert as occurring at Baudissero in Piedmont, where

it is used as a porcelain earth.

Colour yellowish grey, passing into cream yellow.

Marked with blackish brown spots. The Piedmontese

is pure white. Massive and tuberose. Internal lustre

0. Fracture in the great, large flat conchoidal ; in the

small, splintery. Fragments sharp-edged. Soft. The

Piedmontese occurs often in pretty hard masses. Not

very sectile. Frangibility 3. Feels rather meagre.

Adheres a little to the tongue. Rather light.

Sp, 2. Bole\,

This mineral occurs chiefly in the isle of Lemnos, at

Sienna in Italy, and in Silesia.

Massive. Fracture perfect conchoidal. Internal

lustre 1 J of streak 3. Transparency 1, 2, 0. Hardness 4.

Sectile. Specific gravity from 1*4 tp 2. Acquires a

polish by friction. Adheres to the tongue. Feels greasy.

Colour cream yellow, passing into brown and flesh red ;

sometimes spotted brown and black. When dry and

put into water, it breaks with a crackling noise.

Brochant, i. 499.—Jameson, i. 403.—Giobert, Jour, de Phys, Ix. 249.

t Kirwan, i. 191.—Brochant, i. 459.
—

Jameson, i. 399.
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Soap-stone

Sp, 3. CimoUte*, Family.

Found by Hawkins in the isle of Argentiers in the

Archipelago, where it is used for whitening stuffs. It

was mentioned by Pliny under the name of cimolia*

Colour pearl grey : when exposed to the air becomes

reddish. Texture earthy. Fracture uneven. Opaque.

Does not stain. Adheres strongly to the tongue. Soft.

JDifficultly broken. Specific gravity 2*000. Becomes

white before the blow-pipe.

Sp. 4:. Meerschaum f,

Kifftkill^ Seaforth,

This mineral is dug up near Konie in Natolia, and

is employed in forming the bowls of Turkish tobacco-

pipes. The »ale of it supports a monastery of dervises

established near the place where it is dug. It is found

in a large fissure, six feet wide, in grey calcareous earth.

The workmen assert that it grows again in the fissure:]:,

and puffs itself up like froth §. This mineral, when

fresh dug, is of the consistence of wax. When throwm

on the fire it sweats, emits a fetid vapour, becomes

hard and perfectly white.

Colour yellowish white ; rarely snow white. Mas-
sive. Internal lustre 0; of the streak 3. Fracture fine

earthy, passing into flat conchoidal. Fragments pretty

sharp-edged. Opaque. Soft. Sectile. Frangibiiity 3.

Feels a little greasy. Specific gravity 1*600
(|.

* Brochant, i. 329.
—

Klaproth, i. 299.

f Kirwan's, Min. i. 144.—Brochant, i. 46a.—Jameson, i, 405.

} Reignegg, P/j//. Mag, iii. 165.

§
Hence the name iif-kiUy or rather ieff-hlli^

«
clay-froth," or "

light

clay." II Klaproth.

Vol. IV. X
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Chap. II. Sp» 5i Fuller''s Earth '^^

This mineral occurs in greatest perfection in the

south of England ; it is found also in Upper Saxony
and in Sweden.

Colour greenish white, greenish grey, olive and oil

green. Sometimes spotted. Massive. Internal lustre

dull; of the streak 3. Fracture uneven; sometimes

large conchoidal, sometimes splintery. Fragments in-

determinate, blunt-edged ; also slaty. Usually opaque.

Very soft. Sectlle. Scarcely adheres to the tongue.

Feels greasy. Falls to pieces in water. Melts into a

brown spongy scoria.

Sp. 6, Steatite\,

Though this mineral was noticed by the ancients,

little attention was paid to it by mineralogists, till Mr
Pott published his experiments on it in the Berlin Me-

moirs for 1747.

It is usually amorphous, but sometimes it is crystal-

lized in six-sided prisms. Colour greyish, greenish,

yellowish, and reddish white. Sometimes spotted. La-

teral planes of the crystals transversely streaked. In-

ternal lustre or 1 ; of the streak 3. Fracture coarse

splintery ; sometimes uneven, conchoidal, and even

tending to coarse fibrous. Fragments blunt-edged.

Transparency l, 2. Soft. Sectile. Frangibility 2.

Does not adhere to the tongue. Feels greasy. Specific

* Klr^ran, i. 184.—Brochant, i.464.—^Jameson, i. 409.

t Kirwan, i. 151 —Pott, Mem. Berlin ^ 1747, p J 7.
—Wieglcb, Jour,

dt Vbys. xxix. 6o.—Lavoisier, Mem, Par. 177?, p. 433.—Brochant, i. 474.
—

Jameson, i. 418.
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gravity 2'614. Before the blow-pipe loses its colour Soapstone

Family.
and hardens, but does not melt. <

^
j

Sp, 1, Bt/dstein, or Figure-Stone *.

This mineral, which was originally classed wfth stea-

tite, is brought from China, and is always cut into va-

rious figures ; hence the name. The attention of mi-

neralogists was first drawn to it by the analysis of

Klaproth.

Colour greenish grey, yellowish grey, yellowish

brown ; some varieties appear to be of a flesh red co-

lour, and some are spotted. Massive, Internal lustre

scarce 1. Fracture perfect splintery. Has a tendency

to the slaty. Fragments sometimes indeterminate angu-

lar, pretty sharp-edged ; sometimes slaty. Transpa-

rency 2. Soft, and very soft. Sectile. Feels rather

greasy. Specific gravity from 2*785 to 2'815 f .

The following Table exhibits the constituents of

these species, as far as they have been ascertained by

analysis :

*
Jameson, ii, 604.-^Klaproth, Beitrage, ii. 184.—Vauquelin, Ana, it

Ch'm^ xlix, 77. t Klaproth.

X2
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* Kirwan, i. 171.
—BartoHni D* tapide Sepbritko.

—Lehmann, No<v.

Comm. Petropol. x. 381.
—

Hcepfiier, Hut. Nat. dela Suitfe^ i. a5i.~Bro-

chant, i. 467—Jameson, i. 41a. 00 i f

V
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The striking want of similarity in the composition of Talc

steatite and bildstein, notwithstanding the similarity of

their external characters, is very remarkable, and shows

us that magnesia and alumina may often perform near-

ly the same functions.

XVIII. Talc Family.

This family comprehends five species ; namely, ne^

phrite, serpentine^ schillerstone^ talc, and ashestus ; most

of which are divided into subspecies for the conve-

nience of description.

Sp, 1. JSlephrite'^,

Jade.

This stone was formerly called lapis niphriticus, and

was much celebrated for its medical virtues. It is

found in Egypt, China, America, and in the Siberian

and Hungarian mountaiais. It is sometimes adhering

to rocks, and sometimes in xletached round pieces. Wer-

ner divides it into two subspecies, common nephrite and

axe-stone.

Subspecies 1 . Common, Colour leek green ; some»

times greenish w^hite. Massive and in rolled pieces.

Lustre usually ; sometimes 1 and silver white, from

particles of talc and asbestus> Fracture coarse splintery 5

splinters greenish white. Fragments not remarkably

sharp-edged. Transparency 2. Hardness 9. Frangi-

bility 2. Feels a little greasy. Somewhat brittle.
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Specific gravity from 2*96(3 to S'Oll *. Takes a good

polish, but has a muddy aspect ; cut into handles for

knives. Sec,

Subspecies 2. Axe-stone, Colour between mountain

and leek green. Massive. I ternal lustre 1. Fracture

in the great, slaty ; in the small, splintery. Fragments

tabular. Transparency 2. Hardness 8. Not very

brittle. Frangibility 2. Made into hatchets &c, by
the natives of New Zealand f.

* Saussure, Gehlen's Jour. Second series, ii. 453.

f There is a mineral, first noticed by Saussure senior under the name

cljade, which has been commonly considered as a variety of nephrite,

though in all probability it ought to constitute a species apart. Delame-

therie has called it Umanite^ and Saussure, junior, has lately described and

analyied it under the name of ja««»r/V<f {Jour, de Vf/«. xix. 205. and Geh-

len's *Jour. Second Series, ii. 458) ;
and Klaproth has analysed it under the

name of Stvitzerland jade^ (Beitrage, iv 271.) Saussure, senior, found it

ill diiFerent parts o* the Alps, chiefly on tht banks f lakes and rivers,

and it has been observed in other places. Colour bluish green, greyish

^hite, and milk white. Massive. Lustre o. Fracture splintery Trans-

parency I. Fragments indeterminate, sharp-edged. Hard. DiflRcultly

frangible Feels mtagre. Specific gravity from 3-200 to 3*389. When
heated tt) redness in a crucible it becomes redc^ish grey. Before the blow-

pipe the edges melt into a greenish grey glaas, but the whole cannot be

melted into a bead. Its constituents, according to Saussure and Klaproth'*

analyses, are as follows :
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Sp, 2, Serpentine *.

This stone is found in amorphous masses, forming

strata, and even entire rocks. It occurs in great abun-

dance in many countries, particularly at Zoblitz in

Upper Saxony, and at Portsoy m Scotland, where it is

known by the name oi Portsoy matble, Werner divides

it into two subspecies, the common and the precious.

Subspecies I. Common Serpentine, Colours various

shades of green, yellow, and red. Several colours usu-

ally occur together in stripes, dots, and clouds. Mas-

sive. Internal lustre 1, 0. Fracture sometimes splin-"

tery, sometimes large flat conchoidal ; and also small-

grained uneven, passing into even. Transparevicy 1.

Hardness 6, 7. Passing into sectilc. Frangibility 3.

Feels a little greasy. Specific gravity from 2*574 to

2*709. Does not melt before the biow»pipe.

Subspecies 2 Precious Serpentine Colour dark leek

green, passing into blackish green. Massive. Internal

lustre 2 ; sometimes 1, resinous. Fracture conchoidal ;

sometimes splintery. Fragments in the, conchoidal va-

riety very sharp-edged ;
in the splintery less so. Trans-

parency 2. Feels rather greasy. Soft. Moderately

heavy.

Sp» 3. Schillerstone \ ,

This mineral occurs in beds of serpentine, and seems

* Kii'wan, i. 156.
—

MargrafF, Mem. Berlin^ I759> P- 3'— ^^Y^"* J""'^'

de Phys. xiii. 46.—Mayer, CrcU's Annals^1-]%^, ii. 416.—Brochaiit, 1. 481.
—

Jameson, i. 421.

t Jameson, i. 429.
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^
Colour olive green. Massive. Lustre 3 ; passing

into semimetallic. Fracture perfect foliated. Cleavage

single. Sometimes in coarse-grained distinct concre-

tions. Soft. Slightly brittle. Fiangibility 4. Mo-

derately heavy.

Sp.4, Talc"".

This stone has some resemblance to mica, but is

ea:sily distinguished from it. It occurs sometimes loose,

and sometimes in an indurated form. Werner divides

itinto three subspecies.

Subspecies 1. Scaly Talc. T^/czV^of Kirwan. This

variety occurs in tin veins under the form of small

scales, scarcely cohering. Lustre 1 to 2. Pearly.

Light. Adheres to the fingers. When rubbed upon

the. skin it gives it a gloss. Colour between greenish

white and greenish grey.

Subspecies 2. Common Talc ; Venetian Talc. Occurs

imbedded in serpentine. Colour apple gi'een ; green-

ish and silver v^hite ; asparagus green. Massive, and

in very fine delicate tabular crystals. Lustre 4, 3 ; in-

ternally pearly or semimetallic. Fracture straight and

curved foliated. Fragments wedge-shaped ; seldom

splintery. Cleavage single. Transparency 2 ; in thiii

leaves 4. Sometimes in granular distinct concretions.

Leaves flexible, but not elastic. Very soft. Sectile.

Frangibility 5. Feels very greasy. Specific gravity

from 2*7 to 2*8. Infusible before the blow-pipe with-

* Kirwan, i. 150.
—Pott, Mem, Berl. 1746. p. 65.—Hauy, iii. 45a.

—
prochant, i. 486.—Jameson, i« 430.
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out addition. By this property it is distinguished from Talc

chlorite. ^

'

i

Subspecies 3. Indurated Talc. Occurs, like the pre-

ceding, in primitive mountains. Colour greenish grey.

Massive. Lustre 3, 2, pearly. Fracture between im-

perfect foliated and curve-slaty. Fragments slaty.

Transparency 1, 2. Soft. Sectile. Frangibiliiy 3.

Feels rather greasy. Has a strong resemblance to pot-

stone.

Sp. 5. Ashestus*.

This mineral was well known to the ancients. They
€ven made a kind of cloth from one of the varieties,

which was famous among them for its incombustibility.

It is found in primitive mountitins, especially in ser-

pentine, which it traverses in veins. Werner divides it

into four subspecies.

Subspecies 1, Elastic Asbestus, or Rock-Cork. Co-

lours yellowish grey ; yellowish and greyish white ;

pale ash grey ; yellowish brown and cream yellow.

Sometimes shows ochre yellow spots. Massive and

in plates. Lustre 1, ; of streak 3. Fracture very fine

promiscuous fibrous, which on aslight inspection appears

fine-grained uneven. Opaque, or transparency only 1.

Very soft ; receives an impression from the nail. Sec-

tile. Flexible and elastic. Frangibility 1. Cracks

when handled. Feels meagre. Specific gravity from

0*993 to 0'680 f . Melts with great difficulty before the

blow-pipe.

* Kirwan,i. 159.—Bergman, iv, 160.—Plot, Phil, Trans, xv. i©5i.—
Nebel, Jour, de Pbys. ii. 6a.-—-Ibid. iii. 367.

—Hauy, iii. a45.--Brocliant,

i. 49».—Jameson, i. 438. f Bergman.
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Suhspecies 2* Amianthus. Colours greenish white-;

\
y

) greenish grey ; olive green ; sometimes blood red.

Massive, and in plates, and in capillary crystals. In-

ternal lustre 2, 3 ; sometimes 4, pearly. Fracture very

delicate parallel fibrous. Fragments thin splintery.

Transparency 1, 2. Very soft. Sectile. Flexible

and somewhat elastic. Splits easily. Frangibihty 2.

Specific gravity from 0*9888 to 2*3134. Melts with

difficulty before the blow-prpe.

Subspecies 3. Common Aihestus, Colours dark leek

and mountain green ; greenish grey. Massive and in

capillary crystals. Internal lustre 2, pearly. Fracture

parallel radiated, and parallel curved fibrous* Frag-

ments splintery. Transparency 1, 2. Soft. Frangi-

bility 2. Not flexible. Feels lather greasy. Specific

gravity 2*547 to 2*995. Melts witn difficulty into a

greyish black scoria.

Suhspecies 4. Ligniform Ashestus or Rock-Wood,—
Colour wood brown. Massive and in piatts. Inter-

nal lustre l. Fracture in the great curve- loliated j in

the small promiscuous fibrous. Fragments slaty. Soft.

Sectile. Frangibility 2. Somewhat flexible and elas-

tic. Feels meagre. Light.

The following Table exhibits the constituents of the

preceding species, as far as they have been analysed :
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' XIX. AcTiNOLiTE Family.

This family comprehends seven species ; namely,

actinolite, sjnaragdite, tremolite, antophyllite, cyanitc^

sahlite, and schalstone,

Sp,\, y^ctinolite*,

Strahlsteiti of Werner,

This mineral occurs chiefly in beds in primitive

mountains. Werner subdivides it into three subspecies.

Subspecies I » Ashestous Actinolite, Colours greenish

grey, mountain green, smalt blue, olive green, yel-

lov^ish and liver brown. Massive and in capillary

crystals, which are sometimes a little flexible and elas-

tic. Internal lustre 2, pearly. Fracture between fi-

brous and narrow radiated. Fragments wedge-shaped.

In coarse wedge-shaped distinct concretions. Transpa-

rency 1, 0. Soft. Brittle. Frangibility 2. Specific

gravity 2*584 to 2*916. Melts before the blow-pipe

into a black or grey scoria.

Subspecies 2, Common Actinolite. Usual colour leek

green ; sometimes pistachio and olive green ; blackish

green. Massive, and crystallized in very oblique six-

sided prisms. Primitive form of its crystals, according

to Hauy, is a four-sided prism whose bases are rhombs,

and which he presumes to be the same with the primi-

tive form of hornblende. Crystals often longitudinally

streaked j large and often acicular. External lustre 4i

internal 3, between resinous and vitreous. Fracture

* Brochant, i. 504.—Hauy, iii. 73.
—

Jameson,!. 455,
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commonly radiated, and usually scopiform and diver- Actinolltc

ging; sometimes foliated with an indistinct twofold v-.^^^lLj

cleavage. Fragments sometimes wedge-shaped and

splintery. In wedge-shaped and granular distinct con-

cretions. Transparency of the massive varieties be-

tween 2 and 1 ; of the crystals 4. Hardness 8. Pretty

brittle. Frangibility 2. Specific gravity 3*000 to

3' 3 10.

Subspecies 3. Glassy Actinolite, Principal colour

mountain green, passing to greenish grey and to eme-

rald green. Massive and in thin six-sided acicular

crystals. Lustre 3, vitreous. Fracture promiscuous fi-

broii.s, and narrow scopiformly diverging radiated.

Fragments splintery and wedge-shaped. In prismatic

distinct concretions, inclosing smaller ones. Transpa-

rency 2. Brittle. Frangibility 4. Has cross rents.

Semihard. Specific gravity from 2*95 to 3*903.

Sp. 2, Sfnaragdite^,

' ^* "krarmlar actinolite of Werner—Diallage of Hauy.

This miAeral has been found in Corsica and in Stiria,

and, was first noticed by Saussure. Colour grass green ;

sometimes passing into emerald green. Massive and

disseminated. Internal lustre 3. Fracture foliated ;

cleavage single. In granular distinct concretions. Trans-

parency 2. Hardness 7. Brittle. Specific gravity 3,

Sp. 3, Tremolitef.

Grammatite of Hauy.

This mineral occurs chiefly in primitive mountains^,

* Brnchant, ii. 506.—Hauy,iii. 125.
—

Jameson, ii. 605.

•}• Brochant, i. 514—Hauy, iii. 227.—Jameson, i. 464,
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Book iir, and usually in lime- stone. It was first observed at
Chap. II.u—y Tremola in Switzerland ; hence the name. Werner

subdivides it into three subspecies.

Subspecies 1. Ashestous Trcmolite. Colour yellowish
white ; also greyish, reddish, and greenish white. Mas-

sive and in capillary crystals. Internal lustre 2, pearly.

Fracture fine fibrous, either straight or scopiform di-

verging. Fragments splintery and wedge-shaped. In

wedge-shaped prismatic concretions. Transparency 1.

Very soft. Frangibility 5. Sectile.

Subspecies 2. Common Tremolite, Colours greyish,

greenish, yellowish, and reddish white ; pale asparagus

green ; dark smoke grey. Sometimes massive, some-

times crystallized. Primitive form of the crystals, ac-

cording to Hauy, is a rhomboidal prism, whose sides

are inclined to each other at angles of 126*^ 52' 12'' and

53** 7' 48''. It usually occurs in four-sided prisms, ter-

minated by dihedral summits ; and not unfrequently

the two acute edges, or all the four, are truncated.

Crystals middle-sized and small. Internal lustre 3, 2,

pearly. Fracture sometimes broad radiated, sometimes

foliated ; both streaked ; the latter appears to have a

twofold longitudinally intersecting cleavage. Cross

fracture uneven. Fragments usually indeterminate ;

sometimes somewhat cubical. The massive variety is

in granular distinct concretions. Transparency 2 5 of

the crystals 3. Semihard. Frangibility 4. Moderately

heavy.

Subspecies 3. Glassy Tremolite, Colours yellowish,

reddish, greyish, and greenish white. Massive and

crystallized. Internal lustre 3 ; passing to 2, pearly.

Fracture very narrow radiated. Has parallel oblique

cross rents, like the shorlite. Fragments usually splin.
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tery. Composed of thin prismatic distinct concretions, Actlnolite

. rrr Family.
which are collected mto thick ones. Transparency 2. <,

^
»

Frangibility 6. Brittle. Melts before the blow-pipe

into a white cellular scoria.

Sj>, 4. Antophyllite* .
'

This mineral was first observed at Kongsberg in '

Norway, and described by Schumacher.

Colour light hair brown, passing into clove brown.

Massive. It occurs also in thin flat six-sided prisms,

longitudinally streaked, and wanting the extremity.

Lustre 4, adamantine. Fracture straight fibrous. Frag-

ments approaching to four-sided prisms. In granular

distinct concretions. I'ransparency of the crystals 4 ;

of the massive 1. Streak white. Semihard in a high

degree. Remarkably brittle. Specific gravity 3'15(5.

Powder white with a shade of yellow. When exposed

in a crucible to the temperature of 32® Wedgewood it

becomes opaque and dark clove brown ; but itsother qua-

lities remain unaltered. Infusible before the blow- pipe

alone, but with borax it melts into a grass green trans-

parent bead. With microcosmic salt it melts into an

oil green bead. With fixed alkali it melts readily.

Sp, 5. Cya?iite\.

Sappare of Saussure—Disthene of Hauy.

This stone was first described by Mr Saussure the

son, who gave it the name of sappare |, It is common-

* Karsten and John, Gehlen's Jour. Second series. i. 496. De-la Methe*

rie. Jour, de P/jys. Ixiv, 3j6.

t Ksrwan, i. 209.
—

Sage, Jour, de Fhys. xxxv. 39.
—Hauy, iii. a20.—

Brochant, i. 50 1.—Jameson, 1.451.

X Jour, de Pbyt.^xavf. %IZ'
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«. J
' Its crystals is a four-sided oblique prism, whose sides

are inclined at an angle of 103*^. Theb^se forms with

one side of the prism an angle of 103^ ; with another,

an angle of 77**. It is sometimes crystallized in six-

sided prisms *.

Colour various shades of blue ; as, smalt, berlin,

sky ; .also milk white, bluish grey, and pearl grey.

Some specimens entirely blue, othersonly spotted with it.

Massive and crystallized. Internal lustre 3, 4, pearly.

Fracture very broad, diverging, promiscuous radiated ;

passes sometimes into curve foliated. Fracture of the

crystals foliated with a threefold cleavage. Fragments

slaty, splintery, wedge-shaped, and sometimes imper-

fect rhomboidal. In wedge-shaped distinct concretions.

Transparency 2, 4. Refracts singly. Slightly flexible.

Hardness 6 to 8. Approaching sectile. Feels some-

what greasy. Specific gravity from 3*517 to 3'622.

Infusible before the blow-pipe.

Sfi. 6, Sahlitef.

Malacolite of Abilgaard and Hauy .

This mineral was first observed in the silver mine of

Sahla in Westermannia ; hence the name. Afterwards

it was found in Norway,
Colour light greenish grey. Massive. Internal

lustre 3, 4. Principal fracture foliated ; cleavage three-

fold. Fragments frequently rhomboidal. Composed

* Hauy, Jour, de Min. No. xxviii. a8».,

t Hauy,iv. 379.—Brochant, ii. 518.—Jameson, ii. 555.—Bournon,
Jour, de Min. No, hxiv. p. 108.
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of very coarse granular distinct concretions* Transpa- Actinolitc

rency 1. Semihard. Brittle. Frangibility 4- Spe- ^
'„,»

cific gravity from 3-2368 to 3*2307 *. Mtlts before

the blow-pipe into a transparent glass. Hauy has shown

that in its structure it bears a striking resemblance to

augite.

Sjf).
1, Schalstone\.

Tafelspath,

This mineral has been hitherto found only in the

Bannat of Temeswar. Colour greyish white, passes in-

to greenish and yellowish white, and reddish white.

Massive. Lustre of the principal fracture 3, pearly*

Principal fracture foliated, with a slight tendency to

splintery and coarse fibrous. Cleavage single. In

straight thin lamellar distinct concretions, collected into

large brown prismatic distinct concretions. Transpa-

rency 2. Semihard. Brittle. Frangibility 4. Weight
moderate.

The following Table exhibits a view of the consti-

tuents of such of the preceding species as have been

analysed :

* Hauy and Dandrada.

t Jameson, i. 5i9.~-KIaproth, ill aSy.

Va. IF.

k
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XX. Gadolinite Family.

Though the mineral called gadolinite is arranged by
Werner among the ores of iron, yet as it is almost the

only mineral known to contain yttria, it may be worth

while to insert the description of it here.

Sp. 1. Gadolimte*.

This mineral was first observed by Captain Arhenius

lodged in a white felspar in the quarry of Ytterby in

Sweden, and received the name Gadolinite^ because Ga-

dolinwas the chemist who first ascertained its composi*

tion. Colour velvet black, passing sometimes to brown.

Massive. Lustre 3, glassy. Fracture conchoidal.

Hardness 10. Scratches quartz. Opaque. Brittle.

Specific gravity 4*0491. Gelatinizes with hot diluted

nitric acid. Before the blow-pipe decrepitates, and as-

sumes a whitish red colour, but does not melt. With

borax it melts into a top<tz-yellow ^lass f. Its constitu-

ents are as follows :

* Hauy, iii. 141.—Brochant, ii. 51a.— Klaproth, iii. 5a.—Jameson,
ii. 570.

f Mr Thomas Allan among some minerals from Greenland recognised

one, which appears to be a speci. s of gadolinite, though it differs consi-

derably from the mineral described in the text. Colour pitch black.

Massive, and sometimes in fragments of rhomboidal prisms, with anglet

of iao° and 60®. Lustre a, resinous. Fracture uneven Semihard,

does not scratch quartz. Opaque. Brittle. Specific gravity 3'48o».

Gelatinizes with nitric acid. Frothes before the blow-pipe and melts

imperfectly into a brown scoria. With borax melts into a black glasc

Trant, Edin, vl. J45.

Gadolinite

Family.
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cording to its composition. The following Table ex- Saline

hibits a view of the different saline stones arranged in
^^^^'

i

that manner*: ^ 0'. .^

I. Genus. Calcareous Salts. Table of

I. Family of Carbonates specie*.

a> Nearly pure
--^ 'Kock-iiiilk

Chalk

Lime-stone '-

CalctufF v> .VI

Schaumearth

Slate spar

Arragonite

h, Combined v^ith a foreign body
Brown spar

Dolomite

Rhomb spai*^ or bitter spar

Swine-stonc

Marl- ' ' - .:urn'«^rlT

Bituminous marl slate

II. Family oj Phosphates

Appatite
" * ^

Asparagus stone ^'^'^-'^ ^^*

Phosphorite

III. Family of Fluates

Fluate of lime

YV, Family of Sulphates

Gypsum
Selenite av^hj-

5anoM Vi--^ > • v'L. / .'^' "-f^I O' sMsJtj'^^* See Jameson 8 Mineralogy^ u. 591.
'
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yi
I Anhvdrite

V. Famiy of Borates

Darhoiite

n. Genus. Bakttic Salts

Carbonate

Sulphate

III. Genus. Strontian Salt*

Carbonate

Sulphate

IV. Genus. Magnesian Salts

Sulphate

Carbonate

Borate

V. Genus. Aluminous Salts

Alum
Mellate

Chryolite

The minerals belonging to this Order arc distinguish*

ed without much difficulty from the last. Almost all

of them are insoluble in water ; but soluble in nitric a*

cid or in hot sulphuric acid. Most of them melt before

the blow-pipe. Their specific gravity varies; but it is

often above 3*5 when the mineral is too soft to scratch

glass. None of them have the metallic lustre.

Genus I, Calcareous Salts.

The existence of pure uncoinbined lime in a r.ativ

state has been questioned j but the evidence on which

the belief of its existence is founded is sufficiently re-

spectable to put the matter beyond doubt, Monne af-
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firms that it exists in abundance in the mountains of Family of

VpptT Auvergne, mixed, however, with a Uttie oxide •'

of iron *. Dr Falcorer of Bath found a soft whitish

mineral in the neighbourhood of that town, consisting

partly of pure lime capable of dissolving sulphur f, and

from which lime-water maybe made, 1 have been in-

formed by his son Mr Thomas Falconer, that a gentle-

man, lately engaged in collecting the minerals about

Bath, found it, though not in any great quantity. But

as the pure lime in these specimens is mixed with other

bodies, it can scarcely with propriety be considered as

a distinct mineral.

This genus comprehends all the combinations of lime

with an acid that occur in the mineral kingdom.

I. Family of Carbonates.

No other mineral can be compared with carbonate of

lime in the abundance with which it is scattered over

the earth. Many mountains consist of it entirely, and

hardly a country is to be found on the face of the globe

where, under the names of lime-stone, chalk, marble,

spar, it does not constitute a greater or smaller part of

the mineral riches.

This salt is often pure or nearly so ; but it is fre-

quently also eithtr chemically combined, or at least in-

timately mixed wnh a considerable proportion of some

other substance which changes its appearance and its

properties. The first seven species of this family enu-

merated in the preceding table are nearly pure car-

* Moniict'i Mineralogy J p. 5 15. i On Batb WMtert^^ Ijf
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Book III. bonates ; but the last six are compounds, or intimate

y*

'

mixtures of carbonate of lime with some other body.

Sp. 1, Rock-milk*,

Agaric mineral—Mountain-milk*

Found in the fissures and lioles oi litne- stone mount-

ains, chiefly in Switzerland, and is supposed to be de-

posited by the rain water that filters through tht rocks.

Colour yellowish white^ sometimes snow and greyish

white. Composed of dusty particles without lustre,

which cohere but weakly, Ft-els fine but meagre.

Stains very much. Does not adhere to the tongue.

Nearly floats on water.

Sp. 2. Chalk\,

This mineral forms a peculiar formation, and abounds

particularly in the south ol England and north of

France. Colour yellowish white, sometimes snow and

greyish white, Lustre 0. Opaque. Hardness 3 to 4.

Specific gravity from 2*315 to 2* 65 7. Fracture fine

earthy. Fragments blur)t edged. Adheres slightly to

the tongue. Feels meagre and rough. Stains the

fingers, and marks. Seciile.

Sp. ^, Lime- Stone X"

This mineral occurs in great abundance and in a

great variety of situations, and differs m its appearance

according to its situation. Hence it has been divided

* Kirwan, i. 76.
- Brochant, i. ? 9. —Jameson, i 471.

f Kirwan, i.77.
—Brochant, •. 521.—Jamesor), i. 473.

|'KirwaD,iSz.—Brochant,!, 5»3.—Hauy,u.r27.—Jameson,!. 476.
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by Werner into four subspecies, distinguished chiefly Family «f

by their fracture and tncir geognostic position. :

Subspecies 1. Compact Lime-Stene, This mineral is

confined almost exclusively to the floetz and coal form-

ations. It is usually massive, and never crystalliztd.

Its texture is compact, its fracture splintery, and it, has

no internal lustre. It is often used for building, ind

for burning to lime. There are two varieties of it ;

namely, common compact ilme-stone and roe-stone. The

first of which is much more abundant than the second.

1. Common. Colour various shades of grey ; natne-

ly, yellowish, bluish, ash, and smoke grey ; greyish

black ; yellowish brown, ochre yellow ; also blood,

flbsh, and peach blossom red. Often spotted and veined.

Fracture small fine splintery, passing sometimes into

large flat conchoidal, and into uneven. Fragments more

or less sharp-edged. Transparency 1. Hardness 6 to

8. Brittle. Frangibility 4. Specific gravity 2*6 to

2-7.

2. Roe-Stone. Colour hair and chesnut brown ; but

from the quantity of marl which it contains, it appears

3^eIlowish and ash gre)-. Fracture fine splintery, but

not easily observed. Fragments very blunt-edged.-

Composed of small globular distinct concretions ; each

globule is composed of concentric lamellar concretions^-

Transparency 0,tl. Hardness 6 to 8. Brittle. Fran-

gibility 6.
* - '-

Subspecies 2. Foliated Lime-Stone, This subspecies is

distinguished from the preceding by its foliated fracture.

All the calcareous crystals belong to it, except one or

two, which are peculiar to tlie arragonite. There are

two kinds of it, easily distinguished from each other
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Book m. by the shape of the fragments ; the fragments of the

' first kind being indeterminate, while those of the second

are always rhomboidal. The first kind is called gra--

nularfoliated^ from the granular distinct concretions of

"Which it is composed ; the second calcareous spar, from

the shape of the fragments.

1. Granular foliated. Th's kind belongs almost ex-

clusively to the primitive and transition mountains,

where it occurs in grear abui)darce. The marbles used

in sculpture, and many of those employed in architec-

ture, belong to it. It is never found crystallized.

Colour various shades of white; namely, snow, yel-

lowish, greyish, greenish, reddish j bluish, greenish

ash, and smoke grey ; greyish black; pearl grey, flesh

red ; cream yellow ; siskin and olive green. Some-

times spotted and clouded. Internal lustre from 3 to

1^ between pearly and vitreous. 1 racture foliated

sometimes from the fineness of the grains appears

splintery. Fragments blunt-edged. Mostly in gra-

nular distinct concretions ; sometimes they are so fine

that the mineral passies into compact. Transparency

2. Hardness 6 to 8. Brittle. Frangibility 5. Spe-

cific gravity from 2'1 to 2*84.

2. Calcareous Spar. This kind is found in veins ;

and it occurs in every formation, being indeed the most

generally distributed ot all minerals. Ii occurs massive

and in diflferent particular shapes, but more frequently

crystallized. The primitive form of its crystals is a

parallelopiped, whose sides are rhombs, with angles of

78^ 30' and 101*' 30'. Its integrant molecules have

the same form. The varieties of its crystals amount

to 616. For a description and f^ure of which
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LIME-STOVE, 34*1

the reader is referred to Rome de Lisle *, Hauy i, and Fam3yflf
_, . Cwbonato.
iiournon %»

Werner has given a very luminous view of the va«f

rieties of these crystals, by supposing three funda-

mental figures ; namely, the six-sided pyramid, the sjix-

sided prism, and the three-sided prism, and forming

all the other crystals by truncations of these §.

Colours greyish, yellowish, grtenish, and reddish

white ; olive, asparagus, pistachio, and leek green ;

greenish grey ; sometimes yellow, rose red, and pale

violet blue, but very seldom. Internal lustre from 4

to 2, vitreous. Fracture perfect foliated
; cleavag

threefold. Fragments rhomboidal. Massive. Varieties

occur in granular distinct concretions, and in prismatic

and wedge-shaped concretions which are oblique longi-

tudinally streaked. Transparency of the massive 2 to

4; of the crystals 4, 3._ Refracts strongly double.

Hardness 6 to 8. Brittle. Frangibility 5. Specific

gravity 2*693 to2'T18. Many varieties become phos-

phorescent on hot coals.

Subspecies 3. Fibrous Lime-Stone, This subspecies

is by no means so uuivei sally distributed as the pre-

ceding. It ss divided into twokmds, tht common Jibrous

and calcsinter. The first occurs in small veins- ; and the

second conaiiits chiefly of staiactitcs, formed by the fil-

tration and evaporation of water impregnated with car-

bonate of lime. None of them are crystallized.

*
Cryitallog.

i. 497. t Eisai d\nt Theor'te^ &c. p. 75.
—Jour, de Phys,

I7P3, August, p. II. and Mitie>.\\. \ %0,—Jour.de Hitt. Nat. ijgZt Feb*

ruary, p. 148—A»M.de('bim.xvn. 249, &c—Jour, de ^ n. No ncviii.

304. I Traite de Mineralt^e, Toms, i. i?. and ill,

5 See Jameson's Mh. i, 489.
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Book m. 1. Common Fibrous. Colours greyish, reddish, and

i

'^'
\ yellowish white. Massive. Lustre 2, 3, pearly.

Fracture coarse and delicate, straight and parallel fi-^

brott^. Fragments splintery. Transparency 2. Hard-

ness e to 8. In other respects similar to the lastsub^

species. The satin spar belongs to th^s kind.

2. Calcsinter. Colours snow, greyish, greenish, and

yellowish white ; honey yellow, yellowish brown ;

siskin, pistachio, asparagus, mountain, and verdegris

green -,
the last passes into sky blue ; flesh and peach

blossom red, reddish btown : But the red and green va-

rieties are rare, and owe their colour to metals. Mas-

sive and in particular shapes. Internal lustre 1, pass^

ing into 2, pearly. Fracture straight scopitortn i^nid

stellular fibrous. Fragments usually indet»^rminate>

sometimes splintery and wedge-shaped. U^oall^ itf

curved lamellar distinct concretions. Transpaieney ,^

sometimes 3. Hardness 6, 7. Brittle. Frangibility^ 5i

Subspecies 4. Pea-Stone» This mineral is found Hi

the vicinity of the hot springs at Carlsbad in Bohemi^

It has the form of round masses composed of concentric

layers, and containing each a grain 6i sand in their

centre. Colour yellowish white, sametimes snow white

and yellowish brown. The round bodies are collected

together like a bunch of grapes. Lustre 0. Frangi*

bility fi. Transparency or 1. Hardness 6 to 7. Mo-

derately heavy. Fracture even.

Sp. 4. Calctuff*.

This mineral occurs in alluvial land, and appears ta

• Jameson, i. 531.
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be daily formed by means of calcareous springs. Co- Family of

1 1 1
• u r- ,1 ^ / ^' Carbonates.

lour yellowish grey. Generally marked with impres- <

^ ,-,»

sions of reeds, grass, or moss. Internal lustre 0, 1.

Fracture between fine-grained uneven and earthy;

sometimes inclines a little to fibrous or foliated. Frag-

ments blunt-edged. Opaque, or transparency 1. Soft.

Somewhat sectile. Frangibility 4. Light. Almost

swims in water.

Sp. 5. Scbaumearth
*

»

Sihery chai^ of Khvf&n,

This mineral occurs in cavities of floetz lime-stone,

Tt is found near Gera, in Thuringia, and in the north of

Ireland. Colour light yellowish (nearly silver) white.

Massive and disseminated, or in fine scaly particles.

Lustre between 3 and 2. Between semimetallic and

pearly. Fracture Curve foliated. Cleavage single;

passes into scaly. Fragments blunt-edged. In gra-

nular distinct concretions. Opaque. Soils a little.

Very soft. Sectile. Friable. Feels fine. Creaks a

little. Light.

Sj^» 6. Slate Spar, or Schieferspath\,

Argentine of Kirwan.

This mineral occurs jn be,ds in primitive mountains,

and has been found in Norway, Saxony, and Cornwall.

Colour milk, greenish, and reddish white. Massive.

Lustre 3, 2, pearly. Texture curve foliated. Frag-

* Kirwan, i. 78.—Brochant, i. 557.—rJameson,!. 505.

f Kirwan, i. tOj[.—Brochant, i. 55S.
—

Jameson, i. 50?.
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BookrrL ments slaty. Brittle. Transparency 2. May be

*
[

- scratched by the nail. Specific gravity 2*740. Be-

tween sectile and brittle. Frangibility 4.

Sp, 1^ Arragontte*»

This mineral was first found in Arragon imbedded

in gypsum ; afterwards in the Pyrenees and at Saltz-

burgh. Colour greenish and pearl grey ; in the middle

often violet and green. Always crystallized in regular

six-sided prisms ; or having two opposite faces larger.

Longitudinally striated. Lustre 2, glassy. Fracture

between imperfect foliated and fibrous. Colour ar-

ranged in the direction of the fibres ; the longitudinal

fibres green, the transverse violet blue. Cleavage dou-

ble ; one parallel to the axis, another forming with the

first an angle of 1164-''. Transparency 2. Refracts

doubly. Scratches calcareous spar. Brittle. Speci-

fic gravity 2*9468.

The following Table exhibits the constituents of the

preceding species, which may be considered as nearly

pure carbonates, as far as analyses have hitherto ascer-

tained them*

• Kirwan, i. 87.~Br«chant, i. 576.—Hauy, iv. 337.--Jameson, i. $iy
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Book llf.

Cbap. If.
Sp, 8. Brow/i Spar*,

Spath perle
—Sidero-cahite*

This mineral occitrs in veins, and is usually accom-

panied by calcareous spar and sparry iron ore. Prin-

cipal colours white and red : namely, greyish, yellow-

ish, reddish white ; flesh, rose, and brownish red j

brown. Some varieties approach pearl grey, others

black. Sometimes spotted. Massive, globular, and

crystallized* Crystals the same as those of calcareous

spar. The following have been observed : a flat and an

acute double three-sided pyramid, an oblique six-sided

pyramid ; also in lenses and rhombs. External lustre

3 ; internal from 3 to 4 ; sometimes 2, pearly. Frac-

ture sometimes straight foliated, more commonly sphe-

rical curve foliated. Threefold .cleavage, like calcare-

ous spar. Fragments rhomboidal. In granular distinct

concretions of all sizes, and in straight lamellar concre-

tions. Transparency 2, 1 ; of the crystals 3. Scratch-

es calcareous spar. Frangibility 2. Specific gravity

2'837. Effervesces sldwly in acids.

A variety of this mineral, hitherto found only in

Hungary and Transylvania, has been distinguished b^
Werner as a subspecies, under the name ^f fibrous

hrown spar. Colour flesh red. Massive, Lustre 2.

Fracture straight and diverging fibrous. Fragments

splintery and wedge-shaped. In other characters it re-

sembles common brown spar.

Kirwan, i. 105.—Brochant, i. 563.-

Sio.
Hauy, ii. 175,—Jameson, h
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Family of

Sp,9. Dolomite*, <

^"^^'j
This mineral was first particularly noticed by Dolo-

ihieu, on account of its superior harshness to granular

limestone, and the slowiiess with which it effervesced

in acids. It was long considered as a variety of com-

mon limestone ; from which, however, it differs essen-

tially in its composition, as was first shown by Mr Ten-

fiant. It occurs abundantly at St Gothard, in the Ap-

|)enines and other primitive mountains.

Clolour greyish white, sometimes inclining to yel-

lowish white. Massive. Internal lustre 2. Fracture

seems foliated, but is not easily discovered, on account

of the smallness of the distinct concretions. Fragmentis

blunt-edged. In fine granular distinct concretions;

Transparency 1. Semihard. Frangibility 2. Feel^

harsh and meagre. Rather heavier than limestone.

Specific gravity 2*835 +. Does not phosphoresce wheii ;

heated.

Sj). 10* Rhomb Spar, ox Bitter Spar X—Muricalcite.

This mineral occurs in chlorite and similar rocks in

Switzerland, the Tyrol, Sweden, Scotland, &c. and is

always crystallized. Its constituents indicate that it

bears the same relation to the preceding species that

calcareous spar does to granular limestone.

Colours gteyish and yfellowish white, yfellowish grey*

Always in middle-sized rhombs, similat to the primi-

* Klrwan, i. iii.—Hauy, ii. 173.—Jameson, ii. 6o6,~lilaproth:
Gehlen's Jour. ii. i 1 6.

t klaproth, Gelilen's Jour. ir. 115. '

'"'
'^

\ Kirwaii, i. 9z.—Brochaiit, i. 560.—Haijy,ii, 187.—Jameson, i.'^U;

V^L IV, Z
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Book III. tlve crystal of calcareous spar. Lustre 4, between vi-
Chap. II.

•'

. .

^
V
' treous and pearly. Fracture straight foliated, with a

threefold cleavage ; cross fracture uneven and imperfect

flat conchoidal. Transparency between 2 and 3.

Scratches calcareous spar. Brittle. Frangibility 5*

Specific gravity 2*480.

Sj)* ll» Swinestone*^

This mineral occurs chiefly in beds, alternating with

the oldest floet-z gypsum, and is found in considerable

quantity in the district of Mansfeld, in Thuringia. Co-

lour wood brown, passing into yellowish brown and

brownish black. Massive. Internal lustre from to

1. Fracture commonly earthy, and very small splin-

tery y sometimes shows a tendency to slaty. The black

variety has a conchoidal fracture. Fragments indeter-

minate and slaty. Sometimes in very small grained

distinct concretions. Transparency 1, o. Hardness

6, 7. Frangibility 5. Specific gravity 2*712. When

rubbed, emits an urinous smell.

Sp. 12. Marl\.

A mixture of carbonate of lime and clay, in which

the carbonate considerably exceeds the other ingredient,

is in common language called marl. Mr Kirwan has

divided marls into two varieties: 1. Those which con-

tain more silica than alumina ; 2. Those which con-

tain more alumina than silica. He has called the first

Kirwan, i. 89.—Brochant.i. 367.--Hauy, ii. 189.—Jameson, i. jai.

+ Kirwan, i. 94.
—Brochant, i. 569.—Hauy, iv. 45j.—Jameson, i.

544.
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of these siliceous, the second argillaceous marb. At-

tention should be paid to this distmctif n when marls are

used as a manure Werner divides marls into two sub-

species, earthy and indurated marl.

Subspecies \. Earthy Marl. Colour yellowish grey.

Composed of dull dusty particles. Feels rather meagre.

Soils a little. Sometimes loose, sometimes cohering.

Subspecies 2, Indurated Marl. Occurs in the floetz

lime and coal formations. Colour grey, sometimes

yellowish grey. Massive. Lustre ; sometimes 1,

from foreign particles. Fracture earrhy ; sometimes

splintery, or imperfect slaty. Fragments indetermi-

nate, partly slaty. Tr?insparency or 1. Yields to

the nail. Not particularly brittle. Frangibility 4.

Specific gravity from 1*6 to 2*8*77. Melts before the

blow-pipe into a greyish black glass. Falls in the air.

Passes into limestone and indurated clay.

Sp, 13. Bituminous Marl Slate*.

This mineral occurs in beds along with the oldest

floetz limestone. Often intermixed with ores of cop-

per. Contains a great number of petrefied fish. Co-

lour greyish or brownish black. Massive. Fracture

curved or straight slaty. Lustre 1, 2, 3, Fragments

slaty. Opaque. Hardness 4. Feels soft- Frangibi-

lity 4. Sectile. Moderately heavy. Streak shining.

Effervesces with acids. Burns before the blow-pipe,

leaving black scoriae.

The six preceding species may be considered as com-

binations, or mechanical mixtures, of carbonate of lime

Family of

Caibonares.

* Kirwan, i, Z03.—Brochant, ii. 574.—Jameson, i. ^29.

Z 2
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Book III.

Chap. II.

with some other substance. The following Table es^

hibits a view of their constituents, as far as ascertained.

1. Brown spar is carbonate of lime combined with

the oxides of iron and manganese.
2. Dolomite and rhomb spar, carbonate of lime com-

bined with carbonate of magnesia,

3. Swinestone, supposed to be carbonate of lime com-

bined with sulphureted hydrogen.

4. Marls, mixtures of carbonate of lime with clay.
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II. Family of Phosphates,

This family is divided by Werner into three species ;

h\it the two first are so intimately connected that it

would be better perhaps to consider them only as sub-

species.

Sj), 1. Apatite*,

This mineral occurs in tin veins, and is found m
Cornwall and Germany. Werner first constituted it a

new species, and gave it the name which it bears f.

Colours white, green, blue, and red, of various shades :

us greyish, reddish, yellowish, and greenish white ;

mountain, seladon, pistachio, and leek green ; rose and

Hesh red ; pearl grey ; violet, lavender, and indigo blue ;

yellowish brown. All the colours rather light. Most-

ly crystallized. The primitive form of its crystals is a

regular six-sided prism. Its integrant molecule is a re-

gular triangular prism, whose height is to a side of its

base as 1 to V 2 J. The six-sided prisms are always

low, and sometimes pass into the six-sided table. La-

teral edges and angles sometimes terminal, frequently

truncated. Lateral faces usually longitudinally streak-

ed ; acuminating faces smooth. External lustre 4; in-

ternal 3, resinous, approaching vitreous. Fracture im*

perfect foliated ; cleavage fourfold, as in the beryL
Cross fracture uneven, approaching small conchoidal.

* Kinvan, i. i28.-*BrochQnt, i. 580—Hauy, ii. 234.—Jameson, f. s^(u

t From a-srtclao, because it had been erroneously arranged along witJi

other minerals.

^ Hauy, Jpur. dc Min. No. xxviii. ZT^'^»

Family of

Phosphates
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Book III. The mr-ssive in coarse granular concretions. Trans-

^'
''

parency 4 to 2. Causes single refriction. Hardness

6 to -^ ; scratched by fluor sp<«r. Brittle. Frangibili-

ty 4. Specific j;ravity between 2*824 and 3*2. Phos-

phoresces on hot coals.

Sp, 2. Asparagus Stone *.

This mineral has hitlierto been found only at Capre-

ra in Murcia, a province of Spain. It was this species

which Rome de Lisle and the other French chemists

considered as a chrysolite.

Colour asparagus green, sometimes passing to green-

ish white, or pistachio green ; sometimes between orange

and yellowish brown. Ahvays crystallized in equi-

angular six-sided prisms, obmsely acuminated by six

planes set on the lateral planes ; lateral edges truncated.

Planes longitudinally streaked, aiso smooth. Crystals

complete. Internal lustre 3, 4, vitreous. Fracture con-

cealed foliated, passing into uneven. Transparency 2,

sometimes nearly 4. Semihard, approac'iing soft.

Frangibility 4. Brittle. Specific gravity 5*098. Does

not phosphoresce.

iS/!>.
3. Phosphorite j-.

This mineral forms great beds in the province of Es-

tremadura. Colour yellowish white ; often spotted

yellowish grey. Massive. Internal lustre 1, 0. Frac-

ture imperfect curved foliated, inclining to the floriform

*
Brochantji. j86.-p-rVauquelin, Jaur.de Min. Ho. xxsvii. 19.

—
Ja-

meson, i. 540.

t Brochant, i. 584 Bertrand, Pelleticr, and Donadei, Jour, ie Pbys,

xxiviJ. 161.—Jameson, ii. 556.
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foliated ; sometimes passes to coarse earthy. Fratrments
S*^^J^l"/

blunt-edged. Tends to thick lamellar distinct concre- '
.

v
' '

tions. Transparency!. Soft, approaching semihard.

Brittle. Specific gravity 2' 814. \

There is a substance found at Kobolobanya near Szi-

geth, in the county of Marmarosch in Hungary. It is

an earthy matter which phosphoresces when heated, ;

emitting a pale yellow light. This property induced
'

mineralogists to consider it as a variery of fluate of lin;e,

till Hassenfratz analysed it, and found it to consist chief- ?

ly of phosphoric acid and lime *. Hence it was con-
j

sidered as similar to the phosphorite of Estremadura.j

Pelletier examined it soon after, and again restored it

to the place of fluate ; having found it a mixture of flu-

ate of lime with silica and alumina, and a little phospho-

ric acid, muriatic acid, and iron f . Klaproth has lately

analysed it, and shown that the original experiments of

Hassenfratz were accurate. Of course, it must be con-

sidered as approaching the nature of the pho«:phorite of

Estremadura. The result obtained by Klaproth has

been inserted in the following Table.

The composition of apatite was first ascertained by
Proust : Vauqueiin was the first of the French chemists

who determined the composition of asparagus-stone. I

do not know whether it had been previously analysed

in Germany. Proust first determined the composition

of phosphorite. A more exact analysis was afterwards

made by Pelletier, Bertrand, and Donadei. The fol-

lowing Table exhibits the result of these different ex-

periments :

* Ann. it Cbim. i, 19I. f Ann. de Cbim. \t. azj.
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Fracture even. Fragments sharp-edged. Scratches Family of

calcareous spar. Brittle. Frangibility 4. Moderately ^
'

heavy.

Subspecies 2. Fluor spar. This mineral occurs in

beds in the primitive mountains, also in veins along
with tin, lead, and copper.

Colours very numerous, being various shades of blue,

green, yellow, white, red, black, and brown. Several

frequently occur together. Massive and frequently

crystallized. The primitive form of its crystals is the

regular octahedron ; that of its integrant molecules the

regular tetrahedron*. The varieties of its crystals hi-

therto observed amount to nine. These are the primitive

octahedron ; the cube ; the rhomboidal dodecahedron ;

the cubo,-octahedron, which has both the faces of the

4:ube and of the octahedron ; the octahedron wanting
the edges ; the cube wanting the edges, and either one

face, or two faces, in place of each. For a description

and figure of these, the reader is referred to Mr Hauy f .

Surface smooth, sometimes drusy. Lustre of the first 4 ;

of the second 2. Internal lustre 4, vitreous. Fracture

foliated ; cleavage fourfold. Fragments tetrahedral or

octahedral. Transparency 2 to 4. Refracts singly. In

Ijranular
and prismatic distinct concretions. Hardness 8.

Brittle. Frangibility 4. Specific gravity 3*0943 to

3*1911. Its powder thrown upon hot coals emits a bluish

or greenish light. Two pieces of itrubbed in the dark

phosphoresce. It decrepitates when heated. Before

$he blow-pipe it melts into a transparent glass %.

* Hauy, Jour.de Min. No. xxxviil. 325. \ Ibid, and JSLn. ii.
24;;,'.

\ Havy, Jour, dt Mm. No. x^vili. 32J.
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It admits of a polish, and is often formed into vases

and other ornaments.

The composition of pure fluate of lime is as follows ;
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dry and mieagre. When heated below redness, it be- Family of

^ . Sulphates,
comes of a dazzhng white. ...^^^^...w

Subspecies 2. Compact Gypsum, This and the subse-

quent species lie over the oldest fluetz lime-stone. Co-

lour ash grey. Massive. Internal 'lustre 0, 1. Frac-

ture even ; passing into fine splintery. Fragments
blunt edged. Transparency 1. Hardnes^ 4. Specific

gravity about 2*3. Sectile. Frangibility 3.

Subspecies 3. Foliated Gypsum. This mineral bears

some resemblance to granular lime-stone, but is much

softer. Colours white, grey, and red ; sometimes yel-

low, brown, black, of various shades. Often spotted.

Massive, and sometimes in conical lenses imbedded in

clay. Internal lustre from 3 to 2 ; between pearly and

vitreous. Fracture perfect (somewhat curved) folia-

ted ; single cleavage ; sometimes diverging radiated.

Fragments indeterminate, blunt-edged. In granular di-

stinct concretions ; the radiated in prismatic concretions.

Transparency 2. Hirdness 4. Rather sectile. Fran-

gibility 3. Specific gravity from 2*274 to 2*310.

Subspecies 4. Fibrous Gypsum, This mineral lies over

the variegated sand-stone, and characterizes that for-

mation. Colours various shades of white, grey, and

red. Massive and dentitorm. Internal lustre 2 ; some-

times 3, 4, pearly. Fracture parallel fibrous ; some-

times bordering on radiated. Fragments mostly splin-
-

tery. Transparency 3, 2. Hardness 4. Rather sec-

tile. Frangibility 5.

St» 2. Selenite,

This species includes all the crystallized specimens

pf sulphate of lime. Foliated gypsum bears the same
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Book III. relation to it that granular lime- stone does to calcareous
Chap. II.

.

°

*-*-v—^ spar. It occurs in the oldest gypsum formation, and

sometimes in veins. Fine specimens are found in Ox-

fordshire.

Principal colour snow white ; also yellowish and

greyish white, and various shades of grey, yellow, and

brown. Massive and often crystallized. The primi-

tive form of its crystals is a four-sided prism, whose

bases are oblique parallelograms, with angles of 113*^

7' 48'' and 66^ 52' 12''. It occurs crystallized in six-

sided prisms, terminated by two-sided or four- sided

summits. For a description and figure of its varieties,

the reader is referred to Rome de Lisle
* and Hauy f .

Internal lustre 3, 4, pearly. Fracture perfect foliated,

with one perfect and two imperfect cleavages. Frag-

ments rhomboidal ; sometimes in granular distinct con-

cretions. Transparency 4. Refracts doubly. Hard-

ness 4. Sectile. Easily split into plates, which are

somewhat flexible. Frangibility 3. Specific gravity

2*322.

Sp. 3. Cuhe-Spart'

Anhydrous sulphate of lime of Hauy—Murtacite.

This mineral seems to have been first noticed by
the Abbe Poda, who called \imuriacite, on the supposi-

tion that it is a combination of lime and muriatic acid.

Fichtel gave
an account of it in 1794. Klaproth soon

after analysed it ; but mineralogists did not pay much

attention to it, till Hauy pointed out its characters in the

*
Crystallog. i. 1 44. f Mineraloghy li. 270.

\ Hauy, iv. 348.—Bournon, Jnur. de Min. No. Ixxvii. p. 345.—^Janjc-

^on,i. 571.—Klaproth, Gehlen's four. ii. 357.
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fourth volume of his Mineralogy. It was soon after de- J^^^^y
<^^

^-'
. . Sulphates.

scribed by Bournon. It was first found in the salt pits *—i^^—j
at Hall in the Tyrol, afterwards in thecariton of Berne,

at Volpino In Sweden, &c.

Colour milk white, which sometimes passes into

greyish, yellowish, and reddish white, approaching;

pearl gre}^. Massive, and crystallized in four-sided

prisms, approaching the cube, but having two of the op-

posite lateral faces much broader than the other two ;

sometimes the lateral edges are truncated, which con-

verts the crystal into an eight-sided prism ; sometimes

the truncations are so great as to destroy the narrow la-

teral faces, and then the crystal becomes a six-sided

prism *. External lustre of the broad faces of the crys-

tal 4, and pearly ;
of the narrow 2. Internal 3, 4,

pearly. Fracture perfect foliated. Cleavage threefold

and rectangular. Fragments cubical. In granular and

lamellar distinctconcretions. Transparency 2. Scratches

calcareous spar. Frangibility 6. Specific gravity from

2-S50 to 2-964 f.

Sp, A, Anhydrite J.

This mineral has hitherto been found only at Sulz

on the Neckar. It is obviously only a variety of the

preceding. Colour smalt blue, which passes into milk

white. Massive. Fracture partly imperfect curved

foliated, which sometimes passes into radiated ; partly ^

splintery. Lustre 3, 2, pearly. Fragments indetermi-

nate and sharp-edged. Shows a tendency to fine gra-

* Bournon. + Bournon, Hauy, and Klaprotli.

% Jameson, ii. 55 7.—Klaproth, Gehlen's Jour, iu 357.
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B«ot III- nular distinct concretions. Transparency 2. Semihard.
Chap. II. ^. .,,,., ^ . ^

Not particularly brittle. Frangibility 3. Specific gra-

vity 2-940
II ||..

The following Table exhibits a view of the constitu-

ents of the preceding species, resulting from the most

accurate analyses of them hitherto published :

Cflostitoo
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TN 7 ,. * Saks of

Sp, 1. Dathohte*, Barytes.

This mineral has been recently discovered by Es-

mark, near Arendal in Norway. For the discovery of

its composition we are indebted to Klaproth.

Colour greyish and greenish white ; sometimes

mountain green. Massive, and crystallized in flat rec-

tangular four-sided prisms, having their angles trunca-

ted. Crystals small. External lustre 2 j
internal 3,

between vitreous and resinous. Fracture small imper-

fect conchoidal. Fragments indeterminate. In large

and coarse granular distinct concretions, which have a

rough glimmering surface. Semihard in a high degree.

Transparency 3, 2 f . Specific gravity 2*980 %,

From the analysis of Klaproth, wcjearn that this

mineral is composed of

Silica 36-5

Lime 35*5

Boracic acid 24

Water 4

100 with a trace of iron.

Genus II. Salts of Barytes.

This genus comprehends only two species ; namely,
the carbonate and sulphate of barytes, the latter of which

is much more abundant than the former.

Sp. I, Carbonate of Barytes^.
—Witherite.

This mineral occurs 'at Anglesark in Lancashire in

*
Klaproth, Gehlen's /<?«r. vi. 107.

\ See Karsten, Gehlew's Jour. vi. 108.
, | Klaproth.

§ Kirwan, i. 134.—Brochant, i. 6i3.—Hauy, ii. 309.—Jameson, i. 573.
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Book in.
veins, which traverse the independent coal formation *<»

^«l-^^^i—
^ It was discovered by Dr Withering ; hence Werner has

given it the name of Witherite, Usually massive, but

sometimes crystallized. The crystals are very small

and rare. Hence their primitive form has not been as-

certained. They are six-sided prisms, terminated by
six-sided pyramids, or double six-sided pyramids. Co-

lour yellowish grey. Principal fracture intermediate

between foliated and radiated ; cross fracture uneven*

Fragments wedge-shaped. Lustre of the principal frac-

ture 2 ; of the cross 1, resinous. Massive varieties

composed of wedge-shaped distinct concretions, passing

Into coarse granular. Transparency 2 to 3. Hardness

5 to t). Brittle. Specific gravity 4*3 to 4*338. Fran-

gibility 4. When heated it becomes opaque. Its pow-
der phosphoresces when thrown on burning coals f .

According to the analysis of Klaproth, the constitu*^

cats of this mineral are as follows :

CcaiKltu- Carbonate of barytes . . 9'8*246

Carbonate of strontian . , 1*703

Alumina with iron #. . , 0*043

Carbonate of copper. . .. 0*008

100*000 t

Sp, 2. Sulphate ofBarytes^,

Ponderous spar
—Baroseknite,

This mineral is found almost always in veins, and

frequently accompanies metallic ores ; sometimes, how-

ever, it occurs in beds and imbedded. It is sometimes

* Watt, junior, Jameson's Min. i. 576. \ Hauy.

X Beitrage, ii. 26.
§ Kirvvan, i- 138.—Brochant, i. 6x7^—

Hauy, ii. 595.—Jameson, i. 597.
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in powder, often in amorphous masses, and often crys- ^^^^^ ^
„. J rr., ... . Barytes.

taUized. Ihe primitive form of its crystals is a rec- ^ i

j
ir

tangu)ar prism, whose bases are rhombs, with angles o£

101* 30' and 78*^ 3o'*. The varieties of its crystals

amount to 14. For a descr'ption and figure of them I

refer to Rome de Lisle f and H uv |, The most com-

tnon varieties are, the octahedron with cuneiform sum*

xnits, the six or four sided prism, ihe hexangulat table

with bevelled edges. Sometimes the crystals are needle-

form.

Lustre from to 2. Transparency from 2 to ; in

some cases 3 or 4. Hardness from 5 to 6. Specific

gravity from 4*4 to 4*5. Colour commonly whit^,'

with a shade of yellow, red, blue, or brown. When
heated it decrepitates. It is fusible per se by the blue

flame of the blow-pipe, and is converted into sulphuret

of barytes. Soluble in no acid except the sulphuric ;

and precipitated from it by water. Werner divides

this species into eight subspecies ; namely, earthy, com»

pact, granular, curved lamellar, straight lameller, co»

lumnar, prismatic, and bolognese. For a minute descrip-

tion of these subspecies I refer the reader to Professor

Jameson's Mineralogy.

The granular subspecies is one of the rarest. It has

considerable resemblance to granular linie-stohe ; but

is easily distinguished by its greater specific gravity,

which amounts to 4*380. A specimen from Peggau,

analysed by Klaproth, was composed of

* Hauy, Etsai d^me Theorie, p. 119. f Crystal,
i. S^t>

X Ibid, and Ann, dc Ckim. xii. 3. and Miner, if. 298.

Vol, IV. H a
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Bookm. Sulphate of barytes 90
Chap. II. 5 -^

>i.i ..» Dilica ....*.• 10

100

Genus III. Strontian Salts.

This genus contains only two species ; naoiely, the

carbonate and sulphate,

Sp, I, Carbonate of Strontian—Strontianite,

This mineral was first discovered in the lead mine of

Strontian in Argyleshire ; and since that time it is said

to have been discovered, though not in great abundance,

in other countries. It is found amorphous and also crys-

tallized in needles, which, according to Hauy, are re-

gular six-sided prisms.

Colour between asparagus and apple green, some-

times greenish white. Principal fracture is radiated,

the rays diverging ; cross fracture uneven. Lustre of

principal fracture 3, 2 ; of cross fracture 2, pearly.

Transparency 2. Hardness 5. Specific gravity from

3'4 to 3-675. Does not decrepitate when heated. Be-

fore the blow-pipe becomes opaque and white, but does

not melt. With borax it effervesces, and melts into a

transparent colourless glass. Effervesces with muri-

atic acid, and is totally dissolved. The solution tinges

flame purple.

*
Klaproth's Eisayt, j. 376, Eng. Transl.
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Sp, 2. Sulphate of Strontian— Celestine,

This mineral has been found in Pennsylvania, in Ger-

many, in France, in Sicily, and Britain. It was first

discovered near Bristol by Mr Clayfield. There it is

found in such abundance, that it has been employed in

mending the roads. It occurs often massive, but fre-

quently crystallized. The primitive form of its crys-

tals is a four-sided prism, whose bases are rhombs, with

angles of 1G4° 48' and 75^ 12'. The varieties of its

crystals, as described by Hauy, amount to seven*.

They may be referred to four or six sided prisms, ter-

minated by two, four, or eight sided summits Scratches

calcareous spar, is scratched by fluor spar. Specific

gravity from 3'5827 to 3'Jv581. Causes a double re-

fraction. It may be divided into three subspecies f.

Subspecies 1. Compact Sulphate » This mineral is

found in Montmartre near Paris. Colour yellowish

grey. Found massive in round pieces. Lustre 0*^

Fracture fine splintery. Opaque. Frangibility 4. Sec-

tlle. Specific gravity 3*5 to 3*596. Contains, ac-

cording to Vau^uelin, 91*42 sulphate of strontian

' 8*33 carbonate of lime

6*2 5 oxide of iron

100-00 t

Subspecies 2. Fibrous Sulphate, Colour between in-

digo blue and bluish grey ; sometimes passes into milk

white. Massive and crystallized. Lustre of longi.

Miner, ii. 3 15. f BfOchant, i, ^/\,%>

% fwr, is Mifi, Nd. IHi. 35;.

Strontian

Salts.
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Boole III. tudlnal fracture 3 ; of cross fracture 2, between pearly
Chap. ir. . .,.,/. ri't

I

^
,1 and resinous. Longitudinal fracture foliated ; cross

fracture fibrous. Fragments splintery. Has a tenden-

cy to prismatic distinct concretions. Frangibility 4.

Transparency 2. Specific gravity 3*83.

Subspecies 3. Foliated Sulphate. Colour milk white,

often falling into blue. Found massive and in crys-

tals, i Crystals grouped. Lustre of the crystals 3 to

4ii,' /Their, texture straight foliated. Transparency 2

to 4. Found in Sicily and in Britain. This subspecies

has lately been divided by Werner into two varieties,

the tabular and the prismatic ; for a description of

which the reader is referred to Professor Jameson *.

Genus IV. Magnesian Salts.

This genus contains three species ; the sulphate, car-

bonate, and borate.

Sp, 1. Sulphate of Magnesia,

This salt is frequently found effloresced on the sur-

face of rocks, walls, &c. in different parts of the world.

Klaproth has shown that the substance from Idria, dis-

tinguished by the Germans by the name of Haarsalz^

is sulphate of magnesia nearly pure f.

Sp, 2. Carbonate of Magnesia,

If the analysis by Mitchell and Lampadius of the

native magnesia, described in page 320th of this volume,

be correct, it is in reality a carbonate of magnesia, and

•
Miaeralogjij ii. 607» f Beiiragej ui X04.
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should be placed here ; but as the specimen examined Magnesian

by Giobert gave a different result, and as it is con. '

J ,;

nected with the soap-stone family, the other seemed at

present the preferable situation.

Sp, 3. Borate of Magnesia*—Boracite.

This mineral has been found ai Kalkberg, near Lune-

burg, seated in a bed of gypsum. It is crystallized.

The primitive form of its crystals is the cube f. In

general, all the edges and angles of the cube are trun»

cated ; sometimes, however, only the alternate angles

are truncated %. The size of the crystals does not ex-

ceed half an 'inch ; usually much less.

Internal lustre 2, 3, between adamantine and vitre-

ous. Fracture between imperfect small canchoidal and

fine-grained uneven. External lustre 3 ; internal, greasy

2. Transparency from 2 to 3. Hardness 8. Speci-

fic gravity 2*.'.66. Colour yellowish, smoke, and grey-

ish white ; sometimes passing into greenish white and

asparagus green. When heated it becomes electric ;

and the angles of the cube are alternately positive and

negative §. Before the blow- pipe it froths, emits a

greenish light, and is converted into a yellowish enar

mel, garnished with small points, which, if the heat be

continued, dart out in sparks ||
.

Besides borate of magnesia, Westrumb found in it

lime in a considerable quantity ; but a more recent ana-

* Kirwan, i. 172.—Brochant,!. 589.
—

Hauy,ii. 337.

f Hauy, Jour, de Min. No. xxviii. 325. \ Hauy and "Vyestrumh,

§ Hauy, Ibid, and Ann. de Cbim. ix.jp.

I
Le Lievre, Juir, de Min. Ibid.
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Book Iir. lysis of Vauquelin and Schmidt has shown, that the
Chap. II. / ,

. ^ .
.

'

^ .

• hme was merely mixed in the state of a carbonate: pro«>

bably it disappears in the pure specimens.

Genus V. Aluminous Salts.

This genus comprehends three species y namely,

aJum^ mellite^ and chriolite,

Sj)\
1, Alum,

This salt is found in crystals, soft masses, ^akes,

&c. encrusting coal, alum-slate, ^c.

Sp, 2* Mellite*,

Jloneystone
—Mellate of Alumina*

This mineral was first observed about ten years ago

in Thuringia, between layers of bituminous wood and

earth coal. It is of a honey-yellow colour (hence its

name), and is usually crystallized in small octahedrons,

"Whose angles are often truncated. Surface smooth.

Lustre 4. Transparency 2. Refracts doubly. Frac-

ture perfect conch oidal. Hardness 5. Specific gravity,

according to Abich, 1*666. When heated it whitens ;

and in the open air burns without being sensibly char-

red, A white matter remains, which effervesces slightly

with acids, and which at first has no taste, but at length

leaves an acid impression upon the tongue.

Emmcrling*8 Lelrhuch^ ii. 89.
—Wiedeman's Handlucbt p. 639,

—
Abich, Crell's Annals^ I797> !'• 3— Vauquelin, Ann. de Cbim. ixxvi. 23.

—Klaproth, Beltrigey iii. 115 —jKrwan's Min. ii. 68-—Karsten, Mut,

l*ek,\u 335.^Brochant, ii, yS'—Hauy, iii. 335.^JaincM)n, ii. 96,
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« _, . ,. ^ Aluminout

5^.3. Chriohte*. Salts.

Fluate of Soda-and-Alumina .

This mineral has hitherto been found in Greenland

only ; from which it was brought to Copenhagen, where

it lay eight or nine years unnoticed, till at last it was

analysed by Abelgaard. The primitive form of its

crystals seems to be an octahedron, whose faces are

isosceles triangles. Its colour is greyish white. Frac-

ture imperfect foliated. Fragments cubic or tabular.

Transparency 2. Hardness inferior to that of fluate of

lime. Brittle. Specific gravity 2*949. Melts before

it reaches a red heat, and when simply exposed to the

flame of a candle f . Abelgaard analysed it, and ob-

tained fluoric acid and alumina. Klaproth has lately

proved that it contains also soda. The result of his

analysis is as follows :

40*5 fluoric acid and water

36 soda

23\5 -ilumina

louu

This analysis has been confirmed by Vauquelin.

* Ann, ie Cbim.xxxvil. 87. and 89.
—J9ur.de Pbys. lii. ^^.

—
Hauy,

Ibid. xlix. 462.—Jameson, ii. 558.

t Hence its name from x^uo; and ^(6o(-, as if it melted as easily a»>i€C«
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Booknr.

Chap. H,

CLASS II.

SAtTS.

Under this Class I comprehend all the combinations

of alkalies with acids which exist in the mineral king-

dom. They constitute the following genera and spe*

des.

Genus I. Potash.

Sp, 1. Nitrate of potash.

Genus II. Soda.

Sp. I. Carbonate of soda,

2. Sulphate of soda,

3. Glauberite,

4. Muriate of soda,

5. Borax,

pENUS III. Ammonia.

Sp, I, Muriate of ammonia.

Genus I. Salts of Potash,

45^.1. Nitrate of Potash.

This salt is found native, mixed with nitrate of lime,

muriate of potash, and other impurities, encrusting the

surface of the earth, in different parts of India, the Cape
of Good Hope, Peru, Spain, Molfetra, &c. It is most

commonly in fine capillary crystals. Sometimes, though

irarelji massive or in six-sided prisms. A specimen
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of native nitre from Molfetta, analysed by Klaprotb, Salts of

pon^ained «

44*55 nitrate of potash

25*45 sulphate of lime

30*40 carbonate of lime

0*20 muriate of potash

JOO'oO

Genus II. Salts of Sox>a»

Sp. I, Carbonate of Soda.

This salt is found in Egypt on the surface of the

^arth, and on the margin of certain lakes which become

dry duriiig the summer. It has often the appearance

of a rough dusty powder, of a grey colour and alkaline

taste. It occurs in China, where it is called Hen ; near

Tripoli, where it is denominated trona j and likewise

in Hungary, Syria, Persia, and India *.

There are two kinds of it j the subcarbonate, which ii

in greyish or yellowish white
flakes^ and the carbonate,

which forms solid radiated masses composed of acicular

crystals, and has hitherto been found only in Africa. .

A specimen of the first kind from Egypt was found

\iy Klaproth to consist of

32*6 dry subcarbonate of soda

20*8 dry sulphate of soda

15*0 dry muriate of soda

31*6 water

100*0t

f Kinvan's Min. u. 6, f Mtragef Ui. go.
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Book IIT. A Specimen of the second, or fibrous carbonate, from

\ . ^ \ iJ the interior of Africa, yielded the same chemist

37*0 soda

38*0 carbonic acid

22*5 water

2*5 sulphate of soda

100*0

Sp. 2» Sulphate of Soda.

This salt is found in Austria, Hungary, Stiria, Swit-

zerland, and Siberia, always in the neighbourhood of a

mineral spring. It occurs usually in the state of pow-

der, sometimes massive, and even crystallized in needles

and six-sided prisms. Colour greyish or yellowish

white.

Sp. 3. Giauberitef,

This mineral has been lately discovered in Spain,

at Villarubia near Ocanna in New Castile. Its crys-

tals are sometimes solitary, sometimes in clusters, and

disseminated in masses of salgem. Always crystallized.

Crystals in the form of an oblique prism with a rhom-

bic base. The angles of the parallelogram constitu-

ting the base are 76° and 104^. The angles of inci-

dence between the parallelogram of the base and the

adjacent sides are 142** ; that between the base and the

edge contiguous to the acute angle of the base is 154°.

The faces of the base smooth, those of the sides longi-

tudinally striated.

*
Beltrage^ UL p. 87. f Brogniait, Nicholson's Jour, xxiv. 65.
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The crystals are of a light topaz yellow, and retain
^f^,^

their solidity and transparency in the air if they have '

^
n i

»

not been wetted. Harder than sulphate of lime, but

softer than calcareous spar. When heated it splits ;

decrepitates and melts into a white enamel. Immersed

in water it soon becomes white and opaque. When
taken out of the water and dried,, it does not resume its

transparency ; but the white coating falls to powder,

and when rubbed off discovers the nucleus unchanged.

Specific gravity 2*73. Composed of

51 anhydrous sulphate of soda

49 anhydrous sulphate of lime

100

It contains no water of crystallization.

Sp, 4. Muriate of Soda,

Common salt is found in immense masses under th^

earth's surface in many countries, particularly in Po-

land, Hungary, England, &c. Near Cordova in Spain

there is said to be a mountain of common salt 500 feet

high, and nearly three miles in circumference. It oc-

curs in beds, which are usually very short and thick,

and lie over the oldest floetz gypsum formation *.

Werner divides it into two subspecies ; namely, rocJ^

salt and lake salt* The latter is salt deposited at the

bottom of lakes. liock salt he subdivides into two va-

rieties, from the fracture and appearance ; namely,yb-

Jiated smd^brous. For a particular description of these

* Jamespn's Min. ii. 13,
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Book ni. the reader is referred to Professor Jameson's Miner-
Chap. II.

,

Sp, 5. Borax,

This mineral is found in different parts of Thibet,

&c. It is usually mixed with foreign bodies 5 that of

Persia is in large crystals, enclosed in a fatty matter.

The primitive form of its crystals is a rectangular prism,

but it occurs usually in six-sided prisms, whose edges
are variously truncated. Its colour is greyish, yellow-

ish, or greenish white. Fracture foliated or conchoidal.

Transparency 2*3. Refracts doubly f. Tastes sweet

and son ewhat acrid.

Its constituents^ according to the analysis of £[^laproth^

are

37*0 bpracic acid

14*5 soda

4T0 water

1*5 loss

loot

Genus III. Salts of Ammonia,

Sp, 1. Muriate of Ammonia.

This salt occurs near volcanoes, of which it is a pro-

duct. It is found also in Persia, It is found usually in

the state ofpowder in the middle of lava; sometimes in

mass, and even in very irregular crystals. Colour white,

often with a shade of yellow or green. Very soft.

f Vol ii. p. 10. f Hauy, ii, 366. | Beifrage, iv, 350,
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A Specimen of this salt from Tartary yielded Kla- Saks ©f
•^ ' Ammoma.

proth

97*5 muriate of ammonia

2*5 sulphate of ammonia

100*0*

Seifragti ill. 94,
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Book iir.

Chap. !I.

CLASS III.

COMBUSTIBLES.

JLHis class comprehends all the combustible sub-

stances which constitute a part of the mineral kingdom,

except the diamond and the mellite, which have been

already described, and the metals which belong to the

fourth class of minerals. They have been divided into

four genera 5 namely,

1. Sulphur 3. Bitumen

2. Resin 4. Graphite.

Genus I. Sulphur.

This genus comprehends only one species, namely,
native sulphur ; though perhaps orpiment, usually placed

among the ores of arsenic, might, without impropriety,

be referred to it.

^.1. Native Sulphur*.

This mineral occurs commonly in masses of gypsum,

lime-stone, and marl. It is sometimes found in veins tra-

versing primitive rocks J and Humboldt lately observed

* Kirwan, ii. Cp.-—Brochant, iJ. 37.—Hauy, iii. »77,--Janieson, ii.aJ.
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it in South America in mica slate, constituting a bed Resin,

along with quartz. Colour sulphur yellow, passing

into honey, lemon, and wax yellow, with a mixture of

grey orjbrown. Massive, disseminated, and crystal-

lized. The primitive form of its crystals is an octahe-

dron, composed of two four-sided pyramids, joined base

to base. The sides of these pyramids are scalene tri-

angles, and so inclined that the plane where the bases
'

of the pyramids join is a rhomb, whose long diagonal

is to its short as 5 to 4 *. Sometimes the apices of the

pyramids, to use the language of Rome de Lisle, are

truncated ; sometimes they are separated from each other

by a prism ; sometimes they are truncated near their

bases, and a low four-sided pyramid rises from the

truncature : this pyramid is also sometimes truncated

near its apex. Finally, one of the edges of the pyra-

mids is sometimes truncated. For figures of these va-

rieties, and for the laws of their formation, the reader

is referred to Mr Lefroy f .

Surface of the crystals smooth. Lustre 4 ; internal

lustre 3, 2, adamantine. Fracture small-grained un-

even, passing into splintery. Fragments blunt-edged.

Transparency 2 ; of the crystals 3, 4 ; refracts doubly.

Very soft. Frangibility 6.

The sulphur in the neighbourhood of volcanoes dif-

fers somewhat in its properties from common native

sulphur.

Genus IL Resin.

This genus comprehends two species ; namely, am-

K ier and retinasphaltum*

Rome de Lisle, i. 29a.—Hauy and JLefroy, JeurJe Min^ Ncxxix. 337.

{• /our. dc Mitt, No. xxix. 337,
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Book III.

Cbap. II.

Sp 1. Atnher.

This substance, called electrum by the ancients, iS

found in different countries ; but most abundantly in

Prussia, either on the sea-shore, or under ground at the

depth of about 100 feet, reposing on wood coal*. It

is in lumps of difFerent sizes. Werner divides it into

two subspecies : namely, white znd yellow amber.

Subspecies 1. White Amber, Colour straw yellow ;

sometimes inclining to yellow white. Massive. Lustre

2, 3, resinous. Fracture conchoidal. Fragments sharp-

edged. Transparency 2. In other respects agrees with

the succeeding.

Subspecies 2, Yellow Amber, Colour wax yellow,

passing into honey yellow, yellowish brown, and hya-

cinth red. In blunt-edged p eces with a rough surface.

External lustre ; internal 4, between resinous and vi-

treous. Fracture perfect large conchoidal . Fragments

very sharp-edged. Transparency 4. Soft. Rather

brittle. Frangibility 4. Specific gravity from 1*078

to 1*085.

Sp, 2. Retinasphaltum,

This mineral, found at Bovey, and lately described

ind analysed by Mr Hatchett, belongs to the resin ge-

nu^, and connects this genus with < at of the bitumefis ;

fetinasphaltum being a compound of resin and bitumen.

For a description of it, see Vol. II. p. 509.

* Kirwan, Mu.eratogy^ ii. 66-
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Genus III. Bitumen,

This genus contains four species ; vi2.mt\j\ petroleum'^

-iiineral pitchy hrown coaly and black coal.

Sp. 1, PetrCleumy ox Mineral Oil *^,

This substance usually flows from rocks of the coal

iPormation, and generally from the immediate vicinity of

boal. Colour brownish black. Liquid, but viscid.

Transparency usually 2. Lustre 3, resinous. Feels

greasy. Wets. Smell bituminous.

Sp, 2. Mineral Pitch,

The substances arranged under this species occur

chiefly in veins. Werner divides it into three subspe-

cies, earthyy slaggfy and elastic mineral pitch.

Subspecies 1. Earthy Mineral Pitchy This is the

substance commonly known by t\\QVi2.mt%Qimineralpitch

^.nd maltha, Coloui: blackish brown. Massive. Lustre

t), 1 ; of streak 3, resinous. Fracture earthy or small

grained uneven ; sometimes nearly splintery. Frag*

ments blunt-edged. Very soft. Sectile. Frangibility

3. Feels greasy. Light j almost swims on water.

Smell bituminous.

Subspecies 2. Slaggy Mineral Pitqh, Colour velvet

black ; sometimes approaching brownish black. Mas-

sive. Internal lustre 4, 3, 2, resinous. Fracture im-

perfect, or perfect conchoidal. Fragments pretty sharp-

fedgedi Very soft. Opaque. Sectile. Retains its

Kirwan, ii. 41.—Hatchett. Linnaan Trans, iv. i^l,
—

Broch^nt^ il

59.
—Hauy, iii. 31*.—Jameson, ii. 44.

Vol, IV. Bb

Bitumen.
y—^—J
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Book III. lustre in the streak. Frangibility 3. Feels greasy.
t ^—J Specific gravity from 1-07 to 1*165. Smell bitumi-

nous.

Suhspecies 3. Elastic Mineral Pitch, or Mifieral Ca^

outchouc. Found in Derbyshire. Colour blackish

brown ; sometimes inclining to brownish black, some-

times reddish brown. Internal lustre 3, 2, resinous j

of streak 3. Fracture curved slaty ; cross fracture

conchoidal. Fragments slaty. Transparency 1. Very
soft. Sectile. Flexible and elastic. Specific gravity

from 0*9053 to 1*233. For a minute description of the

varieties of this substance, the reader is referred to Mr
Hatchett's paper in the Linnaean Transactions *.

Sp» 3. Brown Coal*

This important species has been divided by Werner

into five subspecies ; namely, bituminous wood, earth-

coal, alum-earth, common brown coal, and moor-coal.

Subspecies 1. Bituminous wood\. This mineral,

which in its shape resembles the stems and branches

of trees a little flattened, occurs along with common

brown coal, usually in the floetz trap and alluvial for-

mations. It is found at Bovey in Devonshire, and in

Iceland is known by the name of surturbrafid. Colour

light ord ark brown, approaching wood brown or brown-

ish black. Lustre of principal fracture 1, 2 ; of cross frac-

ture 3 ; of the streak 3. Fracture in the great slaty.

* Under the denomination of as/>baltum, in Vd. II. p. 505, of thtf

Work, I include the two firsc subspecies o f mineral pitch,

t Kirwan, ii. 60.—Brochant, ii. 44.—Jameson, ii. S4'
—Von Troil's

Letters on Iceland^ p. 42.—Hatchctt, Phil, Traru, 1 8o4,--Parkinson*8 Re'

mains of a Farmer World, p.. 104.
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in the small fibrous ; cross fracture sometimes iriiper- ^

Bitumen.
^

feet conchoidal. Fragments commonly splintery. O-

paque. Soft. Sectile. Flexible and somewhat elas-

tic. Light.

Subspecies 2. Earth Coal"^ , Found along with bitu-

minous wood in the county of Mansfield, and on the

Saal often in thick strata. It is kneaded with water in

troughs, formed in moulds into the shape of bricks, and

dried ;
in this state it is used as fuel. Colour black-

ish brown ; sometimes passes into yellowish grey.

Nearly loose. Particles dusty j soil a little. Internal

lustre scarce 1 ; streak nearly 3. Falls to powder.

Subspecies 3, Alum-Earth^, Occurs in beds in al-

luvial land, and in the floetz trap formation. Colour

blackish brown. Missive. Lustre ; sometimes 1,

from mica; of streak 3. Fracture earthy with a ten-

dency to slaty. Fragments tabular. Feels meagre and

sometimes greasy. Sectile. Between very soft and

friable.

Subspecies 4. Common Brown CoalX- This mineral

is found abundantly at Bovey. Colour light brownish

black. Massive. Internal lustre 3, 2, resinous. Streak

lighter. Fracture imperfect large conchoidal. Frag-
ments sharp-edged. Soft. Sectile. Not very brittle.

Frangibility 4. Light.

Subspecies 5. Moor Coal§, Found in Bohemia and

other parts of Germany. Colour dark blackish brown.

*
Jameson, il. 57.

—
Klaproth, iii. 319.

f Brochant, i. 383.
—

Jameson, ii. 61.—Klaproth, Gehlen's /««;•.

vi. 44.

t Mills, Phil. Trans. Ii. 534.—Brochant, ii. 47.
—Scammell, Parkin-

son's Remains of a Former IVor-'d, p. ia6.—Jameson, ii. 6z.—Hatchett,

Fbil. Trans. 1804. $ Jameson, ii. 65-

Bb2
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Book III. Massive. Internal lustre 2, resinous ; of streak 3.

V Principal fracture imperfect slaty ; cross fracture even,

approaching flat conchoidal. Fragments trapezoidal,

approaching cubical. Soft. Sectile. Frangibility 6.

Light. When exposed to the air it bursts and falls ta

pieces.

Sp, 4. Black Coal*.

Under this species are included almost all the varie-

ties of coal that are used in this country for fuel. It is

divided into six subspecies -, namely, pitch, columnar^

$late, cannely foliated, and coarse coal.

Subspecies 1. Pitch Coal—Jet, Occurs in all the

three coal formations, but most commonly in that whick

belongs to the floetz trap. Colour velvet black ; some-

times brownish black. Massive, in plates ; sometimes

in the shape of branches of trees, but w^ithout a regu-

lar woody texture. Internal lustre 3, 4, resinous. Frac-

ture perfect large conchoidal. Fragments sharp.edged.

Soft. Rather brittle. Frangibility 3. Specific gra-
'^

vity 1-308.

Subspecies 2* Columnar Coal, Hitherto found only in

the Meissner in Hessia along with other subspecies.

Colour between velvet and greyish black ; sometimes

inclining to iron blue. Massive. Internal lustre 3, 4,

resinous, or inclining to semimetallic. Fracture imper-

fect conchoidal. Occurs in thick columnar distinct con-

cretions with glimmering surfaces. Soft. Rather brit-

tle. Frangibility nearly 6. Light. Burns without

flame, leaving a greyish white ash.

* Jameson, ii. 66i
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Suhspecks 3. Slate- Coal, This is the common coal Bitumen.

of England and Scotland, occurring most commonly in

the independent coal formation. Colour between vel-

vet and dark greyish black. Massive. Lustre 3, 2>

resinous. Principal fracture nearly perfect slaty ; cross

fracture small-grained uneven, passing into even and
^

imperfect conchoidal. Fragments sometimes trapezoi-

dal. Soft. Approaching to sectile. Frangibility 5.

Specific gravity from 1*250 to I'STO *.

Subspecies 4. Cannel Coal. Accompanies the prece-

ding subspecies. Found at Wigan in Lancashire, and

in various parts of Scotland. Colour dark greyish

black. Massive. Infernal lustre 2, resinous. Frac-

ture sometimes flat large conchoidal, sometimes even.

Fragments sometimes cubical. Frangibility 6. Spe-

cific gravity from 1*232 to 1*275. Often cut into va-

rious vessels and ornaments.

Subspecies 5. Foliated CoaL Found in Saxony and

Silesia in the independent coal formation. Colour be-

tween velvet and greyish black. Massive. Lustre of

principal fracture 4 ; of cross fracture 2, resinous.

Longitudinal fracture straight foliated, with a single

cleavage ; cross fracture slaty. Fragments approaching

to' cubical. Soft. Approaches sectile. Frangibility

6. Light.

Subspecies 6. Coarse Coal. Occurs in the neighbour-

hood of Dresden. Colour dark greyish black. Mas-

sive. Lustre 2. Cross fracture coarse-grained un-

even ; longitudinal generally slaty. Fragments rather

blunt'Cdged. Semihard ; the hardest subspecies of

Kirwan.
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Chap. II.
coal. Rather brittle. Frangibility 4. Heavier than

the preceding subspecies.

The following Table exhibits a view of the consti-

tuents of such of the preceding subspecies of brown and

black co^ s^s have been hitherto analysed :

Constitu-

cnt$.

Bituminous Wood *.

Vegetable earth, . , .54

Sulphur 0'8

Sulphate of iron .. ,.10'7

Oxide of iron. 12*7

Sulphate of lime.. ,. '7

Silica , '2

Loss , 20*9

100-0

Alum Earth |.
.

Charcoal 1965

Sulphur 2-85

Silica 40'80

Alumina. 16*00

Oxide of iron .... 6:40

Sulphate of iron . . 1*80

Sulphate of lime.. 1'50

Magnesia 0*50

Sulphate of potash 1*50

Muriate of potash 0'50

Water ,. 10-75

101-45

. Earth Coal f .

Volatile matter . .62-25

Charcoal 20-25

Lime 2*0

Sulphate of lime 2*5

Oxide of iron.. . . I'O

Alumina 0*5

Sand 11-5

100-0

Bovey Goal §.

Charcoal ..#....... 45

Volatile matter 55

loa

Vauquelin, Jameson, ii. SS-

\ Klaproth, Gehlcn's Jour. vi. 44.

f Klaproth, iii. 319.

§ Hatchett, P&U. Trans. 1804.
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Subspecies 2. S/aty Glance Coal^ Anthracite—KtU

'^hap. II.
. ...u—Y^—J hcnny Coal. Supposed peculiar tp primitive and trans-

ition rocks till Professor Jameson discovered it in the

independent coal formation in the island of Arran.

Colour dark iron black, seldom inclining to brown.

Massive. Lustre 3, 2, between metallic and semime-

tallic. Principal fracture more or less perfect slaty ;

cross fracture small flat conchoidal. Fragments pretty

sharp-edged ; sometimes trapCi^oidal. 5oft. Frangi-

bility 6. Between sectile and brittle. Specific gravity

from 1-4J5 to I'SOO.

This species consists of charcoal destitute of bitumen^

either with or without an admixture of earthy matter.

Sp. 2. Qraphite*
—Thnnhaoo.

This species, like the last, is divided into two sub-

species J namely, scaly and compact graphite.

Subspecies 1. Scaly Graphite. Colour dark steel

grey, approaching to light iron black. Massive. Lustre

2, 1, metallic; of the streak 3, 4, rnetallic. Fracture.

, scaly foliated ; sometimes passing into large conchoi-

^ dal ; sometimes slaty and uneven. Fragments trape-

zoidal. In granular distinct concretions. Very soft.

Sectile. Frangibility 2. Writes and soils. Feels

very greasy. Specific gravity from 1'987 to 2*267 f.

Subspecies 2. Cofnpact Graphite. Colour rather black-

er than the preceding. Internal lustre 1, 2, metallic.

Fracture fine-grained uneven, passing into even ; also

large flat conchoidal. In other characters agrees with

the preceding subspecies.

*
Jiimeson, ii. £6, f Kiorwan,
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It is a carbonate of iron often mixed with earthy Graphite,

flatter.

Sp, 3. Mineral Charcoal*.

Occurs along with the varieties of coal. Colour grey-
ish black. In angular pieces inclining to a cubic form.

Lustre 1, 2, silky. PVacture fibrous; sometimes shows

the woody texture. Fragments blunt-edged ; some-

times splintery. Soils strongly. Soft ; passing into

friable. Light.

Jameson, ii, 90.
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Chap. II.

CLASS IV.

ORES.

X HIS class comprehends all the mineral bodies, com-

posed either entirely of metals, or of which metals con-

stitute the most considerable and important part. It is

from the minerals belonging to this class that all metals

are extracted ; for this reason thej have obtained the

name of ores.

As the metals at present known amount to 28, I

should divide this class into 28 orders, allotting a dis-

tinct order for the ores of every particular metal ; but

there are 4 metals which have been hitherto found

only in other ores. Thus the orders are reduced to 24.

Metals exist in ores in one or other of the four fol-

lowing states: 1. In a metallic state, and either soli-

tary or combined with each other j 2. Combined with

sulphur ; 3. In the state of oxides ; 4. Combined with

acids. Each order therefore may be divided into the

four following genera.

1. Alloys.
^

3. Oxides.

2. Sulphurets. 4. Salts.

It must be observed, however, that every metal has

not hitherto been found in all these four states, and

that some of them are hardly susceptible of them all.
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Some of the orders therefore want one or more genera,

as may be seen from the following Table.

Ores.

Order I. Gold Order

1. Alloys 1.

Order II. Platinmn 2.

1. Alloys 3.

Order III. Indium Order

1. Alloys 1.

Order IV. Silver 2.

1. Alloys 3.

2. Sulphurets Order

3. Oxides 1.

4. Salts 2.

Order V. Mercury 3.

1. Alloys Order

2. Sulphurets 1.

3. Salts 2.

Order VI. Copper 3.

1. Alloys 4.

2. Sulphurets Order

3. Oxides 1.

4. Salts Order

Order VII. Iroji i.

1. Alloys 2.

2. Sulphurets 3.

3. Oxides 4.

4. Salts Order

Order VIII. Nickel i.

1. Alloys 2.

2. Oxides 3.

Order IX. Tin Order

1. Sulphurets 1.

2. Oxides 2.

X. Lead

Sulphurets

Oxides

Salts

XI. Zinc

Sulphurets

Oxides

Salts

XII. Bismuth

Alloys

Sulphurets

Oxides
XIII. Antimony

Alloys

Sulphurets

Oxides

Salts

XIV. Tellurium

Alloys

XV. Arsenic

Alloys

Sulphurets

Oxides

Salts

XVI. Cobalt

Alloys

Oxides

Salts

XVII. Manganese^

Oxides

Salts

Table of

the generjb
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METALLIC ORES.

Book in. Order XVIII. Chromium Order XXI. Tungsten

x.^—, 1. Alloys 1. Salts

2. Oxides Order XXII. Titafiium

3. Salts 1. Oxides

Order XIX. Uranium Order X XIII. Columhiu

1. Oxides 1. Oxides

Order XX. Molybdenum Order XXIV. Cerium

1. Sulphurets 1. Oxides

Order I. ORES OF GOLD.

Situation.
^° metal, perhaps, if we except iron, is more widely-

scattered through the minerai kingdom than gold *.

Hitherto it has been found onlj in a metallic state ;

most commonly in grains, ramifications, leaves, or smaU

crystals. Occurs in gneiss, mica, slaie, clay -slate, also

in veins. It is generally mixed with quartz, though
there ire instances oi its Ijavmg occurred in calcareous

rocks. It is not uncommon also to find it disseminated

through the ores of other metals ; especially iron, mer-

cury, copper, and zinc. The greatest quantity of gold

is found m the warmer regions of the earth. It abounds

in the sands of many African rivers, and is very \Com-

mon in South America and India. Europe, however,

is not destitute of this metal. Spain was famous in

ancient times for its gold mines, and several of the

rivers in France contain it in their sands f . But the

principal gold mines in Europe are those of Hungary,
and next to them those of Saltzburg. Gold also has

»
Bcrgtnaa. f Reaumur, Meml Pur, 1718, p. 68.
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been discovered in Sweden and Norway, and more late- Ores of
" Gold.

\y in the county of Wicklow in Ireland *. <

y
»

Sp. 1. Native Go/if.

Found disseminated in grains, plates, and small crys-

tals ; commonly in cubes, octahedrons, and rhomhoidal

dodecahedrons. Fracture hackly. Soft. Ductile.

Flexible, but not elastic. Very heavy. Native gold

is never completely pure ; it is alloyed with some

silver or copper, and sometimes with iron. In the na-

tive gold found in Ireland, indeed, the quantity of alloy

appears to have been exceedingly small. Werner di-

vides this species into three subspecies, according to the

metal with which the gold is alloyed.

Subspecies 1. Pure Gold, Colour gold yellow. It

contains only a very minute proportion of silver or cop-

per.

Subspecies 2. Brass Tellov) Native gold. Colour

brass yellow. Alloyed with a greater proportion of sil-

ver or copper.

Subspecies 3. Greyish yellow Native gold. Colour

between steel grey and brass yellow. Supposed to

contain a portion of platinum.

Sp, 2. Electrum %•

The term electrum, applied by the ancients to a mix-

ture of gold and silver, has been given by Klaproth to

Lloyd, VLiL Trans, i^^, p. 36.-~]Vrill3, Ibid. p. 38.--Nichol«on*»

'Journal^ ii. 214.

I Brochant, ii. Sp.—Hauy, iii. 374.—Jameson, ii. 104.

\ Klaproth, Beittage/vf. x.
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Book lir. an ore from Schlangenberg in Siberia, which he found
Chap II. - 1*1

r by analysis to be a compound of these two metals.

Its colour is pale golden yellow. It occurs in solita-

ry plates, needles, or imperfect cubes, scattered some-

times in a grey coloured sulphate of barytes, sometimes

in hornstone. It is composed of

64 gold

36 silver

100

Order II. OR£S OF PLATINUM *.

Hitherto no mine of platinum has been discovered.

It is found in small scales or grains in the sands of the

river Pinto, at Choco, Popayen, and Quito in Peru, and

near Carthagena in South America. Repository un-

known. It occurs also in Brazil in the silver mines of

that country, and in the same state of small grains as

in Peru. It is also accompanied by the four new me-

tals which are found in the Peruvian platinum f.

* See Brownrigg, Phil, Trans, xlvi. 584.—Lewis, Ibid, xlviii. 638. and

I. 14S.—Margraf, Mem. Berlin. I757, p. 314.
—

Macquer, Mem. Par.

1758, p. 119.
—Buffon, Jour, de Phys. iii. 3^4.—Morveau, Ibid. vi. 193.—

Bergman, Opusc. ii. 166.—Tillet, Mem. Par. 1779, p. 373. and 385. and

545.—Crell, Crell's Annals, 1784, 1 Band. 328.—Willis, Manchester Me-

moirsy ii. 467.—Mussin Puschkin, Ann. de Chim. xxiv. ^05.—Morveau,

Ibid. XXV.—Proust, Ibid, xxxvi. 146.—Brochant, ii. 86.—Hauy, iii. 368-

—Jameson, ii. 100.

I* f Wollaston, Phil. Mag. xxxiii. l$o. Vauquelia has lately detected

platinum in the silver mine of Guadalcanal in Estremadura, a province

i^f Spain. In the ore of that mine it is in the metaUic state, sometimes

in very minute quantity, sometimes in the proportion of lofer cent. In
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Genus I. Alloys of Platinuivt.

Sp I, Native Platinum—Platina.

Colour verj light steel grey, which approaches sil-

ver white. Occurs in small grains, sometimes a little

convex on one side. Lustre 3, 2, metallic. Fracture

not determined. Soft. Malleable. Flexible. Spe-

cific gravity never exceeds 1T7 *. Soluble in nitro-

muriatic acid.

Order III. ORE OF IRIDIUM.

Hitherto this ore has been found only mixed with situation.

that of platinum, in grains so nearly similar to those of

that ore as scarcely to"* be distinguishable>by the eye.

It was first discovered by Dr WoUaston, who treated

crude platina in considerable quantities with nitro-mu-

riatic acid. The ore of iridium remained behind, not

being in the least acted on by that menstruum.

The ore of iridium is harder than crude platina, is

not malleable, appears to be composed of plates of a

peculiar lustre. Specific gravity 19*5. Composed of

osmium and iridium alloyed together f .

this ore It is not mixed with tlie four newly discovered metals which ac-

company American platinum. This is the first well authenticated in-

stance of the discovery of platinum in the Old Continent. Ann, de Cb'm.

Ix. 317.

* Wollaston. f WoUaston, Th\L Trans, i8oi.
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Chap. II. Order IV. ORES OF SILVER.

Silver, like gold, is found most abundantly in the

tropical regions. It occurs usually in the newest pri-

mitive formations, and most of the species have been

observed only in veins. The following Table exhibit^

* a view of the ores of this metal at present known.

Table of I. Alloys White silver ore
the Species. j^^^j^^ ^jj^^^

Auriferous IIL Oxides

Antimonial Red silver ore

Arsenical

IV. Salts

II. SuLPHURETS Muriate

Common sulphuret Carbonate

Antimonial Sulphureted muriate

Genus I. Alloys or Silver.

Sp. 1. Native Silver*.

Native silver, so called because the silver is nearly

in a state of purity, forms the principal part ofsome of

the richest silver mines in the world. It is sometimes

in small lumps ; sometimfes crystallized in cubes, hexa-

hedrons, octahedrons, or dodecahedrons ; sometimes in

leaves, or threads, often so connected with each other

as to resemble branches of trees, and therefore called

dendrites The silver in the famloiis mines of Potosi has

Kirwan, ii. 108.— Calling. Act, Liter. Svecia, 1738, p. 420.—Brft«

chant, ii, T14.—Hauy,iii. 384.
—

Jameson, ii. 133.
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•V
this last form. When newly extracted, it is not unlike Alloys.

small branches of fir *.

The colour of native silver is white ; often tarnished.

Lustre metallic. Fracture hackly. Hardness 6. Mal-

leable. Specific gravity from 10 to 10*338.

The silver in this species is almost constantly alloyed

with from '03 to '05 of some other metal, freq^uently

gold or arsenic.

Sp, 2. Am-iferous Silver f.

This alloy is uncommon. It has been observed at

Konigsberg in Norway, and at Schlangenberg in Sibe-

ria. Its colour is yellowish white. Its lustre metal-

lic. Hardness 5. Malleable. Specific gravity above

10*6. This, I presume, is the ore described in the first

order under the name oi.electrum.

Sp, 3, Antimonial Siher OreX,

This alloy is found in the silver mines of Spain and

Germany, and is sometimes in grains or lumps, and

sometimes crystallized in four and six sided prisms,

whose sides are longitudinally streaked §.

Colour between silver and tin white. Its lustre me-

tallic. Hardness 8. Specific gravity from 9*4406
||

to 10 ^. Fracture perfect foliated. In granular dis-

tinct concretions. Sectile. Frangibility 3. Before the

* Bergman, Pbyj. Gcogr.
—

Jour, de Mln, No. xvi. p. a6.

f Brochant, il. at 6.—Jameson, ii. 141.

t Kirwan, ii. no.—Brochant, ii. I19.
—

Klaproth, iii. 173.
—

Haujr,

iii. 391.
—

Jameson, ii. 142. \
Rome de Lisif, iii. 461.

II Hauy, Jour, deMm. No, xxx. 473. H Kirwan, ii. il.

VoL IV. C C
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blow-pipe the antimony evaporates in a grey smoke,

V——yi—J and leaves a brownish slag, which tinges borax green.

If borax be used at first a silver bead may be obtained.

This alloy was supposed to contain arsenic, tillBerg^

man examined it, and found only silver and antimony *.

Sp, 2. Arsenical Siher Ore f.

This ore is very rare, and has hitherto been found

chiefly at Andreasberg in the Hartz. Colour tin white.

Found disseminated in round masses, and crystallized

in six-sided prisms and pyramids. Lustre metallic.

Fracture foliated. Soft. Sectile. Frangibility 3.

Very heavy. Before the blow-pipe arsenic flies off,

and a button of silver remains.

The following Table exhibits the constituents of

such of the preceding species as have been subjected to

chemical analysis.

*
Opusc. ij. 415.

f Kirwan, ii. iii.—Brpchant, ii. iaa»^Hauy, iil 396,—Jameson, ik

145.
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Book III. even. Hardness 4 to 5. May be cut with a knife
Chap. ir.

, ,

^

V—Y—-* like lead. Flexible and malleable. Specific gravity

6*909* to 7'215 f. In a gentle heat the sulphur eva-

porates. Melts when heated to redness.

$p, 2. Antimonial Sulphuret %— Brittle Silver Ore,

This ore occurs chiefly in Saxony and Hungary, al-

ways in veins, and usually accompanies dark red silver

ore. Colour between iron black and dark lead grey.

Massive, and crystallized in six-sided prisms, lenses,

and four-sided tables variously truncated. External

lustre 4 ; internal 3, 2, metallic. Fracture coarse and

fine grained uneven ; of the crystals imperfect small

conchoidal. Streak retains the colour and lustre. Soft,

Brittle. Frangibility 5. Specific gravity T208 {.

Before the blow-pipe the sulphur and antimony exhale,

leaving a bead, which may be freed from iron by fu-

sion with nitre and borax.

5^. 3. White Silver Ore
||.

This ore occurs in considerable quantities in the mine

of Himmelfurst in Saxony. Colour light lead grey.

Massive. Internal lustre 2, 3, metallic. Fracture

usually even. Soft. Slightly sectile. Frangibility 5.

Specific gravity 5*322, according to Gmelin.

The following Table exhibits the analysis of the

species belonging to this genus.

* BrUson. \ Gellert.

\ Kirwan, ii. 117.
—

Brochant, ii. 138.
—Hauy, iii. 416.—JamcsQn, fl,

160. § Gellert.

I KIrwan, ii. x 19.—Brochant> ii. i50.->Jamesont ii. 174.
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Book ni. tcs ; the first by galena, antimonial sulphuret of silver.
Chap. II.

, J .

^ quartz, calcareous spar, and pyrites.

Subspecies 1. Bark Red Silver Ore. Colour between

cochineal red and lead grey. Massive, disseminated,

and crystallized in equiangular six-sided prisms, often

variously truncated. Primitive form an obtuse rhom-

boid, whose plane angles are 104® 28' and 75® 32', and

the inclination of the faces 109® 28' and 70^ 32' *. Ex-,

ternal lustre 4; sometimes metallic, sometimes ada-

mantine. Internal lustre 3, 2, metallic or semimetal-

lic. Fracture usually coarse and small grained uneven.

Crystallized varieties imperfect small conchoidal. Frag-

ments indeterminate, blunt edged. Transparency of

the inassy varieties ; of the crystals 3, 4, 2. Streak

cochineal red. Soft. Sectile. Frangibility 4. Spe-

cific gravity from 5*563 to 5*608. Before the blow-

pipe decrepitates, melts with slight bubbling, emitting

9 dense smoke, which colours the charcoal yellow, and

leaves a button of silver.

Subspecies 2. Light Red Silver Ore, Colour passes

from carmine red to a medium between cochineal red

^nd lead grey. Massive, disseminated, and crystalli-

zed in acute six-sided prisms, often variously truncated.

Internal lustre from 4 to 2, adamantine. Fracture

usually imperfect smajl conchoidal ; sometimes passing

into coarse and small grained uneven, sometimes to

imperfect foliated. Fragments indeterminate, pretty

sharp-edged. Transparency of the massive 1, of the

crystals 4. Streak aurora red. Soft. Sectile. Fran-

gibility 6. Specific gravity 5*443 to 5*592. Becomes

* Hauy, iii. 403-
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* Hauy, Jour, de Min. xxx. 476. \ Ibid. xxx.;. 518.

X Vauquelin, Ibid. ^ ^dagraphia^ Lngl. Trans, p. 8o.

Opusc. ii. 398. II
Beitraget i, (41.

% Jour, de Min. No. xvii. I. ** Jour, de Pbys. lix. 403.

V
electric by friction, but only when insulated *. Solu-

^

Oxides.

ble in nitric acid with effervescence f. Before the

blow-pipe melts, blackens, burns with a blue flame,

gives out a white smoke with a slight garlic smell, and

leaves a silver bead J.

The composition of this ore was long ambiguous.

The older chemists considered it as a combination of

silver, arsenic, and sulphur ; and Bergman, in several

parts of his work, has given us these bodies as its con-

stituents}. Klaproth analysed it in 1793, and found

only silver, sulphur, antimony, and oxygen ||
. Vauque-

lin confirmed this discovery soon after, and showed from

his experiments, that the metals in the ore were in the

state of oxides If. His opinion was founded upon the

solution of the ore in nitric acid without effervescence,

which has been lately denied by Proust. This last

chemist has shown that there are two kinds of red sil-

ver ore, the one containing arsenic, the other antimo-

ny **. Though he has not described the specimens

which he subjected to analysis, yet it is probable, from

several circumstances, that the first of our $ubspecies is

that which contains the arsenic, and the second subspe-

cies the antimony. The following Table exhibits a

view of the different analyses of this ore hitherto made :
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Most frequent colour pearl grey of all degrees of Salts,

intensity ; when exposed to the light it acquires a

brownish tarnish. Internal lustre 3, 2, resinous; ex-

ternal 3 to 4. Acquires a gloss when scraped with a

knife. Transparency 2 to 1. Fracture between im-

perfect flat conchoidal and fine-grained uneven. Hard-

ness 4 to 5. Flexible. Malleable. Frangibility 3.

Specific gravity 4* 14^5
*

to 4*804 f. Before the blow-

pipe it instantly melts, and gradually evaporates, but

may be reduced by adding an alkali.

That this ore contains muriatic acid has been long

known. Mr Woulfe first showed that it contained also

sulphuric acid % ; and this discovery has been confirm-

ed by Klaproth, according to whose analysis this ore is

composed of., ....6T75 silver Consti-

6*75 oxygen
6'00 oxide of iron

14' 7 5 muriatic acid

•25 sulphuric acid

. 1*75 alumina

tuents.

97-25 J

The alumina can only be considered as mixed with

the ore. Sometimes its quantity amounts to '67 of the

whole
II

. Klaproth has published the analysis of a va-

riety of this ore from Peru, which differs a good deal

in its properies from the preceding.

Its colour is greyish and greenish white, passing into

light olive green. Massive. Lustre 4, adamantine.

« Brisson. f Gelkrt. t P^f^- Trans* 1776.

\Beitra^eil.l%/^, B Ibid. p. 13 7.
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Bookiir. Fracture conchoidal. Fragments indeterminate. In

u^^v—' i^i^ge and small granular distmct concretions. Trans-

parency 2. Very soft. Perfectly malleable. Very
heavy. By Klaproth's analysis it is composed of

76*0 silver

7*6 oxygen

16*4 muriatic acid

100*0

Sp, 2' Carbonate of Sliver f.

This ore was discovered irf 1788 by Mr Selb in the

mine ^f Winceslas in Suabia. li is sometimes m mas-

ses, sometimes disseminaved rhrough other minerals.

Its colour is grejish black. Its streak bright. Its

lustre metallic. Its fracture uneven. Hardness 4 to 5.

Brittle. Specific gravity considerable. Effervesces

^
with acids. Melts easily before the blow-pipe. Froths

with borax.

Constitu- According to Selb, it contains

cms. .Y2'5 silver

15'5 carbonate of antimony

12*0 carbonic acid

100 "0 and a little copper

Sp, 3. Siher Black %—Sooty Silver Ore,

This mineral occurs in veins, and accompanies some

of the other species of silver ores. Werner divides it

into two subspecies.

*
Beitrage, iv. 10. f Kirwan, ii. 112.—Brochant, il. I55.

X Kirwan, ii. ii7.--'Brochant, ii. 13*,—Jameson, ii. 610.
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Suhspecies 1. Fiiahle Silver Black, Colour bluish Salts,

black, approaching to lead grey. Friable. Dissemi-

nated, or as a coating. Internal lustre 0, 1. Compo-
sed of dull dusty particles. Lustre of streak 3, me-

tallic. Scarcely soils. Heavy.

Suhspecies 2. Indurated Silver Black, Colour the

same as the preceding. Massive and disseminated.

Lustre of principal fracture 1. Fracture between fine

earthy and small and fine grained uneven. Fragments
indeterminate blunt-edged. Streak shining and me-

tallic. Very soft. Sectile, approaching to malleable.

Frangibility 5. Heavy.
This species has not been analysed, but it is suppo-

sed to be a compound of oxide of silver, sulphur, and

muriatic acid.

Order V. ORES OF MERCURY.

Mercury is found in Europe, particularly in Spain,

Germany, and Hungary : it is found also in China *,

the Philippines f, and in Peru, and perhaps Chili J in

South America. The most productive mines of mer-

cury are those of Idria § ; of Almaden, near Cordova

in Spain, whicli were wrought by the Romans
|| ; of

the Palatinate ^ ; and of Guanca Velica in Peru **.

* See EntrecoUe's Lettres Edificantes. f Carrcrrs Voyages.

X See Molina's Natural History cf Chili.

§ Scopoli, Jour, de Min. No. xxxiv. p. 915.

U See Bowie's Natural History of Spain^ and Jour, de Min. No. XKxi.

p. ^^^. ^ Jour. d£ Min. Nos. vi. and vlf.

** Sec UUoa's Memoirs concerning America, *"
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Book III. Mercury has never been found in Britain, nor has any

^'
'. mine worth working been discovered in France.

The following Table exhibits a view of all the ores

of this metal hitherto observed.

Table of I. Alloys 2. Hepatic ore

thce^cies. 1. Native III. Salts

2. Amalgam of silver 1, Muriate

II. Sulphurets

1, Cinnabar

It is from the sulphuret that most of the mercury of

commerce is extracted. Mercury occurs in two distinct

i formations ; namely, in beds among rocks of clay slate,

talc slate,* and chlorite slate, in primitive mountains ;

and in the independent coal formation.

Genus I. Alloys.

Sj>. 1. Native Mercury *.

Native mercury is found in most mercurial mines ;

it is in small globules, scattered through different kinds

of stones, clays, and ores.

Fluid. Colour tin white. Specific gravity about

13-6.

Sp, 2. Amalgam of Silver f—Native Amalgam.

This mineral has been found in the silver mine of

* Brochant, ii. 96.r-Hauy, iii. 4a3«--Jameson, ii. 113.

t Kirwan, ii. »»3.—Brochant, ii. 99.—Haujr, iil 43a-—Jameson, ii.
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Salberg *, in the province of Dalecarlia in Sweden ; in .^^^^ ,

the mines of Deux Fonts f, in the Palatinate ; and in

other places. It is in thin plates, or grains, or crystal-

lized in octahedrons and dodecahedrons.

Its colour is silvery white or grey. Fracture con-

choidal. Lustre metallic. Creaks when cut. Very
soft. Specific gravity above 10. Tinges gold "white.

Before the blow-pipe the mercury evaporates and leaves

the silver.

A specimen of this amalgam, analysed by Klaprotb,

contained 64 mercury Constltu-

36 silver

100 t

According to Cordier,

72*5 mercury
27*5 silver

ents.

lOQ-Oj

Sometimes it contains a mixture of alumina, and
sometimes the proportion of mercury is so great that

the amalgam is nearly as soft as paste.

Genus II. Sulphurets.

Sp» 1. Native Cinnabar
||.

This ore, which is found in almost all mercurial

mines, is sometimes in veins, sometimes disseminated.

* Cronstedt's Mm, f Heyer, Creli's Anmk^ 1790.
% Beilrage, i. 183. § Phil. Mag. Xi'v. 41.

U Kirwan, ii. aa8.—Brochant, li. lo6.—Hauy, iii. 437 Jameson, if.

IZ7.
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Book in. sometimes in grains, and sometimes crystallized. It is

Chap. 11. . . . ...
*

J
divided into two subspecies, distinguished chiefly by
their colour.

Subspecies 1. Dar^ Red Cinnabar, Colour cochineal

red ; sometimes falling into lead grey, sometimes pas-

sing into carmine red. Massive, disseminated, and crys-

tallized in obtuse rhombs, six-sided tables, six-sided

prisms, tetrahedrons, and octahedrons. Primitive form,

according toHauy, the regular six-sided prism. Inter-

nal lustre 3, 2, 1, adamantine. Fracture sometimes

fine-grained uneven ; sometimes even and conchoidal ;

also foliated. Fragments indeterminate, blunt^edged.

Transparency of the massive 0, 1 ; of the crystals 2,

3. Streak scarlet red and shining. Very soft. Sec-

tile. Frangibility 5. Specific gravity from 6*902 to

S-160.

Subspecies. 2. Bright red Cinnabar, Colour scarlet

red. Massive and disseminated. Internal lustre 1 ;

» of the cross fracture 0. Fracture between earthy and

fibrous ; cross fracture earthy. Fragments indetermi-

nate, blunt-edged. Opaque. Streak shining. Soils.

Very soft. Sectile. Frangibility 5. Heavy.

Sp. 2. Hepatic Ore f.

This ore is divided into two subspecies, distinguished

chiefly by their fracture.

Subspecies 1. Compact Hepatic Ore. This ore, which

is the most common in the mines of Idria, is always

* Rome dc Lisle, ili. 154.

f Kirwan, iL 224.—Brochant, ii. 104.—'Jamcwn, i. 123.—Klaproth
Gehlen's Jouwh. 437.
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amorphous, and is often mixed with native mercury ?"^P^"^^^^\

and cinnabar. Found massive. Colour between dark

cochineal and dark lead grey. Its streak cochineal red

and shining. Fracture even. Opaque. Internal lustre

2, 1, semimetallic. Soft. Sectile. Frangibility 5.

Specific gravity from 7-100 *
to T186t. When heat-

ed the mercury evaporates. It is insoluble in nitric,

and soluble in muriatic acid |.

Subspecies 2. Slaty Hepatic Ore, Occurs in Idria,

Almadin in Spain, and in Siberia. Colour as the pre-

ceding. Massive. Lustre of principal fracture 3 ; of

cross fracture 1, semimetallic. Principal fracture curved

thick slaty ; cross fracture uneven. Fragments slaty.

Frangibility 6. In other respects agrees with the pre-

ceding.

The following Table exhibits a view of the constitu-

ents of these species, according to the most recent

analyses.

*
Klaproth.

'

f Kirwan.

X Sec Jeur» dc Ptys. xxiv. fix.

I
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Vpasses into yellowish grey, greyish white, and some- ^^^t^.

times inclines to greenish grey. Usually in small ve-

sicles crystallized within. Crystals rectangular four-

isided prisms, terminated by four-sided rhomboidal

summits. Very small. Internal lustre 4, adamantine.

Fracture straight foliated ; sometimes in fine granular

distinct concretions. Transparency 2, 1. Streak simi-

lar* Soft. Sectile. Frangibility 4. Volatilized be-

fore the blow-pipe.

Mr Woulfe discovered that this ore generally coa-

tains some sulphuric acid*. Specimens have been

found in which the quantity of Sulphuric acid exceeds

that of the muriatic f.

Order VI. ORES OF COPPER.

Copper is one of the most generally distributied me-

tals, and occurs in a gireat variety of states. It is found

in almost every formation, but is more frequent in th^

hewer primitive than ih any of posterior date. It is

most common in veins, but exists also abundantly in

beds. The following Table exhibits a view of all the

ores of this metal hitherto described :

I. Allots. 4. White copper ore

1. Native copper 5. Grey copper ore the Speclsi

il. SuLPHURETS. 6. Graugiiltigerz

1. Common sulphuret 7. Black topper ore

2. Variegated copper ore III. Oxides.

3. Copper pyrites 1. Red copper ore

tabk or

* PtU. Trarii. Ixvi. $x8. f SufkoW-

Vol Il\ B d
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and floetz rocks. Werner divides it into two subspe- Sulphurets.

cies, distinguished chiefly by their fracture.

Subspecies I, Compact Sulphuret. Colour dark lead

grey, passing into blackish grey. Has often a tem-

pered, steel tarnish. Massive and disseminated, and

rarely crystallized in cubes, six-sided prisms, double

six-sided pyramids, and octahedrons. External lustre 3 ;

internal 3, 2, metallic. Fracture small-grained uneven ;

passing into conchoidal. Fragments indeterminate,

sharp-edged. Streak unaltered. Soft. Sectile. Fran-

gibiiity 4. Specific gravity from 4*129 to 5*452 *.

Subspecies 2. Foliated Sulphuret. Colour as the pre-

ceding. Massive and disseminated. Has not been ob-

served in crystals. Lustre of principal fracture 3 ; of

cross fracture 1, metallic. Principal fracture pretty

straight foliated with a.^single cleavage ; cros§ fracture

fine grained uneven. Fragment's indeterminate, blunt-

edged. Always in granular distinct concretions. In

other characters agrees with the preceding.

This species before the blow-pipe melts easily ; and

while in fusion exhibits a green pearl, which, on cool-

ing, is covered with a brown crust. Tinges borax green,

aS'/>.
2. Variegated Copper Ore \—Bunthupferer^,

This ore is found in masses, or plates, or dissemina-

ted ; sometimes also it is said to be crystallized in octa-

hedrons. Colour intermediate between copper red and

pinchbeck brown ; but when exposed to the air, it be-

comes first red, and then successively violet, azure, and

* Kirwan. f Klrwan, Mm, ii, \^%,
—Brochant, ii. l66.

~»-Hauy, iii. 56.1^Jameson, u. 1 89,

Dd2
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Book III.
sky blue, and at last green ; and all these colours appear

Chap. W.
often together. Internal lustre 3, 2, metallic. Fracture

small imperfect conchqidal. Streak similar. Hard-

ness 6 to 7. Specific gravity 4*95(5 to 4*983 *. Some-

what sectile. Frangibility 4.

EfFervesces with nitric acid, and tinges it green. De-

flagrates with nitre. Before the blow-pipe melts readi-

ly without smoke, vapour, or smeljL j but is not redu-

ced. Tinges borax a bright green.

Sp, 3. Copper Pyrites \.

This is by far the most common of all the ores o€

copper. It occurs both in veins and beds in almo6t every

formation. Found massive, or disseminated, or crys-

tallized. The primitive form of its crystals is the te-

trahedron ; sometimes the angles are truncated ; some^.

times it is crystalli-zed in octahedrons and dodecahe-

drons. Colour brass yellow, passing on the one hand

to golden yellow, on the other to steel grey. Surface

usually tarnished. Internal lustre 3, metallic. Fracture

uneven. Soft ; scarcely gives fire with steel. Brittle.

Frangibility 4. Specific gravity 4*315. Before the

blow-pipe on charcoal decrepitates, emits the odour of

sulphur, and melts into a black globule, which gra-

dually assumes the colour of copper. Tinges borax

green.

Sp, 4. White Copper Ore J.

This species, first, noticed by Henkel, is one of the

* Kirwan. f Kirwan, ii. 140—Brochant, ii. 169.-—Hauy,

iii. 5»9.—Jameson, ii. 193.

X Kirwan, ii. ija.—Brochant, ii. i73.-r-JaraesGB, ii. 19S*
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rarest among the copper ores. It occurs in the prithi- Sulphurets.

live mountains, and has been observed in Cornwall, in

different parts of Germany, &c. Colour between sil-

ver white and bronze yellow. The fracture soon

acquires a greyish yellow tarnish. Massive and

disseminated. Internal lustre 2, metallic. Frac-

ture small-grained uneven. Soft, passing into semi-

hard. Brittle. Frangibility 4. Specific gravity

4'500 *. Before the blow-pipe yields a white smoke,

which has an arsenical smell, and then melts into a

greyish black slag. Said to be composed of copper,

iron, arsenic, and sulphur, and to contain about 40 per

cent, of copper,

Sp. 5. Orey Copper Ore f—Fahl Ore.

This ore is found in Cornwall, Saxony, Hungary,

^S^c. It occurs massive and disseminated, and often

also crystallized. The primitive form of its crystals

1% the regular tetrahedron , but^ in general, either the

angles or the edges, or both, are truncated or bevelled %'

Colour steel grey j often tarnished, and then dark

grey. Streak sometimes unaltered, sometimes reddish

brown. Povvder blackish ; sometimes with a tint of

red. Internal lustre 2, 3, metallic. Fracture coarse

and small grained uneyen ; sometimes inclines to im-

perfect conchoidal. Hardness 7 or 8. Brittle. Spe-

cific gravity 4*8648 §. Deflagrates with nitre. Be-

* LametheHe, as quoted by Jameson.

j- Kirwan, ii. 146.—Klaproth's Beitrageyi. 177. and fGehlen's Jour.

3.~Brochant,ii. 175.—Hauy, iii. 537.—Jameson, ii. 201.

J Rome de L'sle,iii. 3x5. and Hau>'*s M^mr. iii-S^S^

§ Hauy, Jour, de Min. No. xxii. 51%.
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Book tn. fore the blow-pipe crackles, but at last melts, especially

I
y

> if assisted bj borax. The bead gives a white smoke,

without any particular smell ; tinges borax yellow or

brownish red, but does not unite with it.

Sp. 6. Graugiltigerz *.

This species, first described and analysed by Kla-

proth, got its present name from that distinguished che-

mist, in consequence of the considerable proportion of

silver which the first specimens examined contained ;

but he afterwards found that this metal was only acci-

dentally present in any notable quantity. It occurs at

Creronitz iu Hungary, and in other places. Colour

steel grey. Massive, and crystallized in tetrahedrons,

seldom perfect, usually truncated in the edges or angles ;

sometimes the tetrahedrons are double, constituting a

hexahedron. Crystals small. Lustre 4, metallic. Frac-

ture small conchoidal. Semihard. Brittle. From the

preceding description f, it is obvious that this ore bears

a strong resemblance to Fahl ore. It differs from it,

however, in its composition.

Sp. 1' Black Copper Ore J.

This mineral is found on the surface and in rifts of

other ores of cop; :ir, especially the other sulphurets^

It is friable and often in powder. Colour between

bluish and brownish black. Composed of dull dusty

* Klaproth, BeHra^e, i. 177. and Gehlen's Jour. v. 14.

+ Karst :n, Gehlen's Jour, v- 15. J Kirwan, ii. 143—Bro«

c|iant, ii. 180.—Jameson, ii. 407.
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particles, which scarcely soil. Heavy. Before the Sulphureta.

blow-pipe exhales a sulphureous odour. Tinges borax

green. It contains about half its weight of copper.

Originates probably from the decomposition of the

other sulphurets.

The following Table exhibits a view of the consti-

tuents of such of the preceding ores as have been sub-

jected to chemical analysis.
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From this table, it appears probable that the com-
.

Oxides.

mon sulphuret consists essentially of copper and sul-

phur. In the variegated copper ore iron is also present,

and the copper seems to be in the state of protoxide ;

copper pyrites contains also iron, but the sulphur exists

in it in a much greater proportion than in the prece-

ding. Grey copper ore appears to be a compound of

copper, iron, arsenic, and sulphur ; the constituents of

graugultigerz are the same, except that antimony is

substituted in place of arsenic.

Genus III. Oxides,

Sp, 1. Red Copper Ore*,

This ore seems to be peculiar to the primitive

mountains. It is most common in veins, and is found

in Cornwall, various parts of Germany, Sweden, &:c.

It has been subdivided into three subspecies, distin-

guished chiefly by their fract-'Te.

Subspecies 1, Compact, Colour dark cochineal red,

inclining a little to lead grey. Massive and dissemi-

nated. Internal lustre 1, 2, semimetallic. Fracture

even. Opaque. Hardly ever in distinct concretions.

Streak tile red, and of diminished lustre. Semihard.

Brittle. Frangibility 4. Heavy.

Subspecies 2. Foliated, Colour as the preceding.

Crystals are redder, and sometimes pass into dark car-

mine red. Massive, disseminated, and crystallized in

cubes and octahedrons which are often truncated. In-

ternal lustre 3, 2, adamantine. Fracture imperfect fo-

« Ivirwan, il. i35.--Brochant, ii. i8i.--Hauy,iii. 555.—Jameson, ii. log.
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Book III. liated. Very seldom in granular distinct concretioTis.

I'
'- Transparency of the massive ; of the crystals 4 to

2, Streak dirty tile red. Semihard. Brittle. Fran-

gibility 4. Specific gravity 3'950.

Subspecies 3^ Capillary. Colour carmine red, some-

times approaching cochineal red. In small capillary

crystals, and in tables. Lustre 3, adamantine. Trans-

parency 2.

Red copper ore is soluble with effervescence in ni-

tric acid, and in muriatic acid without effervescence.

Before the blow-pipe melts easily, and is reduced.

Sp,2. Tile Ore*.

This mineral occurs in veins, and is divided into

two subspecies ; namely, earthy and indurated tile ore,

Subspecies 1. Earthy, Colour hyacinth red, some-

times brownish red. Between friable and solid. Mas-

sive,
*

disseminated, and incrusting copper pyrites.

Composed of dull dusty particles. Soils slightly.

Heavy.

Subspecies 2. Indurated, Colour between hyacinth

and brownish red, passing into lead grey and blackish

brown. Massive and disseminated. Internal lustre I.

Fracture between evei\ and iarge conchoidal, and soiue-

times passes into small conchoidal. Semihard. Rather

brittle. Frangibility 4. Heavy.
Infusible before the blow-pipe, but acquires a black

colour.

* Kirwan, ii. i37.~Brochant, ii. 187.—Jamcion, ii. 214.
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•»-» • =it >-» »-.
Oxides.

O/*. 3. Jjioptase*,
—

Copper Emerald, <> '"^ «^

This mineral, which at first was confounded with

the emerald, is found in the north of Asia. Colour

emerald green. Crystallized in six-sided prisms ter-

minated by three-sided pyramids. Primitive form of

the crystals an obtuse rhomboid. Lusture 3, vitreous.

Fracture foliated with a threefold cleavage. Frag-
ments indeterminate, blunt- edged. Transparency 2,

3. Scratches glass with difficulty. Brittle. Specific

gravity 3*3 f. Before the blow-pipe becomes chesnut

brown, but is infusible. Tinges the flame green.

Red copper ore, according to the analysis of Chene-

vix and Klaproth J, consists entirely, when pure, of

protoxide of copper. Tile ore has not been analysed j

but is supposed to be merely an intimate mixture of red

copper ore and iron ochre. In the dioptase the copper

is in the state of peroxide. The constituents of this

mineral, as ascertained by Vauquelin, are as follows :

Oxide of copper 28*57

Carbonate of lime 42*85

Silica 28*57

90*^0^

* Hauy, ii. 136.—Brochant, ii. 511.—Jameson, ii. 241.

f Hauy. I Beltrage, iv. 27.

§ Hauy, iii. 137,

i
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Bf'ot TH. Genus IV. Salts.
Chap. IT.

"^
Sp. I. Blue Carbonate of Copper*.

Mountain blue—Asuur de cuwre—Blue calx of Copper
—r

Kupfer-lazur—Copper azure.

This ore, which occurs in the copper mines of Sibe-

ria, Sweden, Germany, Hungary, Britain, &.c. is more

common in the floetz than in the primitive mountains.

It is divided into two subspecies.

Subspecies 1. Earthy, Colour smalt blue. Usually

friable ; seldom massive. Composed of dull dusty

particles. Scarcely soils. Approaching heavy.

Subspecies 2. Radiated. Principal colour azure blue.

Occurs also beriin blue, and sometimes inclines to smalt

blue. The colours have a slight tint of red. Seldom mas-

sive ;
more frequently botryoidal and stalactitic ; most

frequently crystallized. The crystals are small, and

difficult to examine. Their primitive form is an oc-

tahedron, the sides of which are scalene triangles, and

two of them more inclined than the others. The crys-

tals are often rhomboid al prisms, terminated by four-

sided summits. The edges are often variously trun-

cated f. Internal lustre 3, 2, between vitreous and

resinous. Fracture narrow, straight, and scopiform

radiated ; sometimes imperfect foliated. Seldom in.

granular distinct concretions. Transparency of the

crystals, 2, 3. Streak similar. Soft. Rather brittle.

Specific gravity 3 '603 J. It effervesces with nitric acid.

« Kirwan, li. lap.—Morveau, Mem. Dljon^ ^^%^. i. Semestre, p. lOO.

—Brochant, ii. T 90.
—

Hauy,iii. 561.
—

Jameson, ii. a 18.

f Rome de Lisle observed, that the crystals obtained from the solu-

tion of copper in ammonia have the same forms with those of this ore
;

and this observatica has been confiraicd by Hauy. % Brisson.
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and gives it a blue colour. Before the blow-pipe it Salts,

blackens, but does not melt. Tinges borax green with

effervescence.

-5^. 2. Malachite*,

This ore occurs in the newer primitive and in the

floetz mountains. It has been divided into two sub-

species, distinguished by the fracture.

Subspecies 1. Fibrous, Colour emerald green ; some-

times inclines to grass green, sometimes to dark leek'

green. Seldom massive ; sometimes disseminated, and

often crystallized in short capillary prisms. Internal

lustre 3, 1, silky. Fracture usually very delicate fi-

brous ; sometimes coarse fibrous. Fragments wedge-

shaped and splintery. Occurs in granular distinct con-

cretions. Transparency of the crystals 2; of the mas-

sive 1. Soft. Streak lighter. Approaching sectile.

Specific gravity S*571 +.

Subspecies 2. Compact. Colour emerald green, in-

clining to verdegris green. Often tarnished greenish

white, and is marked with stripes of a darker colour.

Massive, in various particular shapes, and crystallized

in four-sided prisms terminated by four-sided pyra-

mids. Internal lustre 3, 2, 1, silky. Fracture some-

times very delipat^ fibrous, which passes into even; this

into flat and small conchoidal, which sometimes passes

into small-grained uneven. Fragments indeterminate.

Usually in thin lamellar distinct concretions ; surface of

the concretions rough, and covered with a thin green

» Kirwan, 11. 131.
—Fontana, Jour, de Phys. xi. 509.—Klaproth*s Ba-

iragty ii. 287.—Brochant, ii. i97.--Hauy, iii. 571.-—Jameson, iil az4,

f Brisson.
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Book III. film. Opaque. Soft. Not particularly brittle. Fran-

I' gibility 5. . Streak similar. Specific gravity 3*683 *.

Before the blow-pipe it decrepitates and blackens,

but does not melt. Tinges borax yellowish green.

Tinges flame green.

Sp, 3, Mountain Green f.

Found in the same situations as the preceding species.

Colour verdegris green ; sometimes passing into eme-

rald green, and sometimes inclining to leek green.

Massive; disseminated, and botryoidal. Internal lustre

3, 2, resinous. Fracture small conchoidal. Fragments

indeterminate, more or less sharp- edged. Never in dis-

tinct concretions. Transparency 2, 3, 1. Soft. Not

particularly brittle. Frangibility 4. Moderately heavy.

Blackens before the blow-pipe, but does not melt. Dis-

solves in acids with scarcely any effervescence.

i5^. 4. Iron Shot Mountain Green J.

This species is usually accompanied by the two pre-

ceding. It is divided into two subspecies.

Subspecies 1. Earthy. Colour olive green; some-

times passing into pistachio green. Massive and disse-

mii^iated. Dull. Fracture earthy. Soils a little.

Fragments indeterminate, blunt-edged. Opaque. Streak

nearly similar. Very soft. Frangibility 4.

Subspecies 2. Slaggy, Colour dark olive and pista-

chio green, which passes into dark blackish green.

Massive and disseminated. Internal lustre 3, 2, resi-

• Kirwan,

f Kirwan, ii. 134.—Brochant, ii. 203.—Jameson, li. 7,;^^.

% Kirwan, ii. 151.—Broclunt, iL aoj.
—

Jameson, iL ^37
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nous. Fracture small conchoidal. Fragments indeter- '^^^ts,

minate, more or less sharp- edged. Opaque. Streak

paler. Soft. Frangibility 4.

Sp, 5. Arseniate of Copper,

Hitherto this species has been found only in Corn-

wall. It was discovered above 20 years ago in the

Carrarach mine ; but it had become exceedingly scarce,

till it was lately found in abundance in the Huel Gar-

land mine. A great variety of specimens were car-

ried to London ; and they have been admirably descri-

bed and analysed by the Count de Bournon and Mr
Chenevix *. It has been divided into three subspecies,

distinguished chiefly by the figure of their crystals.

Subspecies 1. Foliated Arseniate \.
—

Copper Mica,

Colour emerald green. Massive, disseminated, and

sometimes crystallized. Crystals thin hexahedrallami-

nae ; the six faces inclined alternately towards the op-

posite sides of the plates, so that three lie one way and

three another. Two of these three are inclined at an-

gles of 135® ; the other at an angle of 115°. Divisible

into thin plates like mica. Lustre 4, pearly. Frag-
ments indeterminate and tabular. In granular distinct

concretions. Transparency of the massive 2 ; of the

crystals 4. Scratches gypsum, but not calcareous spar,

Sectile, Specific gravity 2*548. Decrepitates when

heated.

Subspecies 2. Lenticular Arseniate %. Colour sky

blue, which sometimes passes into verdegris green.

* Phii Trans. l8oi, p. 1 69.

f Bournon, P '. Trans. 1801.—Jameson, ii. 443.

f BournoHj I jijj.-^Jamcson, ii. 245,
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Book iir.
Crystallized in obtuse octahedrons, composed of twd

^
V four-sided pyramids with isosceles triangular faces, two

of which are more inclined than the other two. The

two most inclined meet at the apex at an angle of 130^,

and form at the base angles of 50** : the two least in-

clined meet at the apex in an angle of 115^, and form

at the base angles of 65°. Sometimes the apex is con-

verted into a ridge ; the octahedron being lengthened pa-

rallel to the less inclined planes. External lustre 3.

Fracture foliated. Transparency 2. Scratches calca-

reous spar, but not fluor spar. Rather brittle. Fran-

gibility 6. Specific gravity 2*882.

Subspecies 3. Oliven Ore*, Of this subspecies two

varieties have been distinguished.

1. Foliated. Colour perfect olive green ; sometimes

inclining to oil green and leek green. Seldom mas-

sive ; usually in drusy crusts ; and crystallized in very
acute rhomboids, sometimes having their angles trun-

cated. Faces of the crystals smooth ; lustre 3, 4. In-

ternal lustre 2, 3, adamantine. Fracture imperfect fo»

liated. Fragments indeterminate. The massive varie-

ties occur in granular distinct concretions. Transpa-

rency 2, 3. Streak straw yellow. Very soft. Sec-

tile. Specific gravity 4*2809.

2. Fibrous. Colour olive green. Massive. Va-

rieties pass into liver brown and into greenish white.

Massive, reniform, and crystallized in acicular four-

sided prisms. Internal lustre 2, adamantine. Fracture

delicate scopiform fibrous. Fragments wedge-shaped ;

* Kirwan, ii. 131.
—Brochant, ii.aoS.—Hauy, iii. 575.—Boumon an^

Cbenevix^ Pbil, Trans, 1801,—Klaproth, iij. 187.
—

Jameson, ii. 245.
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sometimes in coarse granular, and in curved lamellar Salts,

distinct concretions. Transparency 1 sometimes

scratches fluor spar. Rather brittle. Specific gravity

4'281.

Sp, 6, Muriate of Copper*-^Green Sand^f Peru,

This ore, which was brought from Peru by Dombey,
is a green powder mixed with grains of quartz. When
thrown on burning coals, it communicates a green co-

lour to the flame. It is soluble both in nitric and mu«

riatic acids without effervescence. The solution is

green. This mineral was first proved to contain; mu-

riatic acid by Bertholletf. Afterwards Proust analy-

sed it X ; but Vauquelin announced that he considered

-it merely as an oxide of copper mixed with conomon

i(Ba^t§^..; However, a subsequent examination convinced

r. hiin that his opinion was unfounded ; and diat the mi-

neral was really a muriate, as, had been- affirmed by
Berthollet and Proust

||
. This conclusion has been con-

"- firmed by Klaproth. /idi:o: > ^idi^T -fitv/olirn a.:!'

Colour sometimes between leek and emerald green ;

sometimes between emerald and olive. Massive and

crystallized in flat six-sided prisms, bevelled at the ex-

tremities, and in oblique four-sided prisms. Surface

smooth ; lustre 4, adamantirit*^ Internal lustre 3, resi-

nous. Fracture foliated. Massive. Opaque. Crystals

transparent. Soft. Streak pale apple green. Rather

sectile. Frangibility 4. Specific gravity 3*570 **.

* Kirwan, ii. i49.'->Broc&ant, ii. 545,—Hany, iii. 560.^
—

Jameson,

f Mem. Par. 1 7 86, p. 4 and 6». % Ann. de Ch'm. 3CXXii. a6<.

§ Jour, de Min. No. xxxi. 5I<^ fl Hauj, iii. 56a.
« Lamctheric.

VoU IK
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Book 111,

Chap. n.
.<^. 7.^ Phosphate of Copper

*
.

This ore has beeii found at Rheinbreiderbach near

Cologne, and was considered as a variety of maUchite,

till Klaproth ascertained its composition. Found mas-

sive, disseminated, and crystallized in small oblique

hexahedrons. They occur in groups, often so small as

to resemble moss. Colour externally greyish black ;

but within, between verdigris and emerald green. Ex-
-

teirnial lustre 4, vitreous ; internal I, silky. Fracture

fibrous ; fibres diverging. Opaque. Streak apple green.

Sectile. Sdft.

5/). 8. Sulphate of Copper.

'• This salt occurs occasionally in the neighbourhood of

COjiper tni'fif^fe, feither Aiassive^ in particular shapes, or

in capillary and cubic crystals. Its properties have been

^^Iready ^ttailed in Ae First Part of this Work.

The following Table exhibits a view of the constitu-

ents of such of the preceding species as have been ana-

lysed :

* Klaprotk, iii. aoi.—Brodwnt, ii. 544* Jameson, ii. 574« ^g>
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486. ORES OF IRON.

BoobJil.

CJiap II. Order Vir. ORES OF IRON.

Iron is the most abundant of metals ; it exists in

every formation, and assumes the most diiFerent and

even opposite shapes. This renders it a more difficult

task to bring its ores under a regular arrangement than

those' of any other metal. The following Table exhi-

bits a view pf the different ores of this metal, arranged

according to their component parts ;

Table of

the species.

I. Alloys

i. Native iron

II. Sulphurets

1. Iron pyrites

2. Magnetic pyrites

III. Oxides

: 1. Magnetic iron ore

2. Specular iron ore

3. Red ore

4. Brown ore

5. Sparry iron ore

6. Black ore

8 O i,
^' Genus L

7. Yenite

8. Clay ironstone ore

9. Bog ore

I-\r,S'ALTS

1. Carbonate'

2. Phosphate

3. Blue iron earth

4. Phosphate of iron and

"~n)angahese

5 Arseniate

6. Chromate

7. Sulphate

JB. Tungstate

Alloys.

t- 5 A -n -- o Sji'^1. Native Iron.

i.lSiis ijaineral is rare, but it has been observed in dif-

ferent parts of the world. A specimen, weighing about

4 lb$. was found in the mine of Hackenberg *. Colour

* Cramer, P&U. Mag, xiii. 3?.
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bluish white. Fracture hackly. Lustre metallic. Mai- ^^ulphnreta
.

leable. Magnetic. Hardness 8 to 9. Specific gravity

7*8. The masses of iron observed by Pallas in Siberia,

by Rubin de Celis in South America, Sec. are now con-

sidered as depositions from meteors. They are distin-

guished from native iron by containing nickel, of

which the true specimens of native iron are destitute.

A specimen of native iron from the mine Johannes, near

Kamsdorf in Saxony, analysed by Kiaproth, contained

92*5 iron

6*0 lead

1'5 copper

100-0*

Genus II. Sulfhurets.

Sp. I, Iron Fyrites\,

This mineral is one of the most abundant in nature,

occurring in almost every rock and vein. Its forms,

too, are equally varied. It is massive, disseminated,

globular, oviform, &c. and very ofren crystallized.

The most common figures of its crystals are the cube,

the octahedron, the rhomboidal dodecahedron, and the

icosahedron J but the angles and edges are often vari-

ously truncated. ^Ttie cubes are sometimes smooth and

sometimes striated: the striae are parallel to the edges

;of the taces, and in three different directions. Rome
de Lisle showed, that its primitive form was sometimes

* Gehlcn*s Jour, i. 56.

f Kirwan, ii. 76.—Brochant, ii. 221.—Hauy,iv. 65.—.Boumon,./wr»
iff ^ffi. Nu. Ixjcv. 1 70,—Jameson, ii. 253.

'
" ' ' '^^ ^ ^
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Book III a cube and sornetimes an octahedron. Hauy considers
Chav. 1. ...

<
J^

> the cube as the primitive form. But when we attempt

to ascertain the natural joints of the crystals, we, in

some cases, obtain a cube, in others an octahedron.

Hence Bournon considers these two forms as distinct,

and constituting two species of pyrites j which he

thinks chemical analysis will one day demonstrate to

differ in their composition. The striated cubes^ accor-

ding to him, constitute a third species. For a descrip-

tion and figure of the different crystals of this mineral,

the reader may consult Rome de Lisle *, Hauy f, and

Bournon |. Werner divides it into five subspecies, and

even these scarcely include all the varieties of this mi-

neral which have been observed.

Subspecies 1. Common Pyrites. Colour bronze yel-

low. Massive and crystallized in cubes, either perfect

or truncated, in octahedrons, dodecahedrons, and even

icosahedrons. Surface sometimes smooth, somjetimes

streaked. Lustre from 4 to 2, metallic. Fracture un-

even. Hard. Brittle. Frangibility 3. Specific gra-

vity 4-830 §.

Subspecies 2. Radiated Pyrites, Colour bronze yel-

low ; sometimes inclining to brass yeliow. Surface tar-

nished. Massive, reniform, and crystallized in octahe-

drons, either perfect or truncated, and in cubo- octahe-

drons. External lustre from 3 to 1. Fracture radia-

ted. Passes into fibrous and into compact. Fragments

wedge-shaped. In granular, lamellar, and columnar

distinct concretions. Hard. Brittle. Frangibility 6.

Specific gravity from 4*698 to 4'7'75 ||.

•
Crystalhg. iii. ao8. f Miner, iv. 67.

% Jour, de Min. No. bcxv. 17a $ Hatchett.
{]
IVdk



MAGNETIC PTRIT^f .

'

^^j^k

Suhspecies 3. Hepatic Pyrites, Colour p^ie bra^s .^^P^^^^H'

yellow, inclining to steel grey. Fre^h fracture Ijecqpies

brown when exposed. Massive, tuberose, ^c. and

crystallized in tetrahedrons and six-sided prisms., In-

ternal lustre 1, 2, metallic. Fracture usually even.

Fragments indeterminate, sharp-edged. In distinct con-

cretions. In other respects the same as the preceding.

Very subject to decomposition.

Suhspecies 4. Capillary Pyrites. Colour dark bronze

jl^ellow, which sometimes passes into steel grey. In

very delicate capillary crystals. Lustre metallic. Brit-

tle. Slightly flexible.

Subspecies 5 » Cellular Pyrites. Colour bronze yel-

low, inclining very much to steel grey, and a little to

green. Acquires a grey tarnish. Massive, but most

frequently cellular. Surface of the cells drusy. Inter-

nal lustre 1. Fracture even and flat conchoidal. Frag-

ments indeterminate, pretty sharp-edged. In other cha-

racters agrees with the preceding.

Sp, 2* Magnetic Pyrites*,

This occurs only in the primitive mountains, and has

hitherto been observed only in beds. Colour between

bronze yellow and copper red, and sometimes inclines

to pinchbeck brown. Acquires a brownish tarnish.

Massive and disseminated. Internal lustre 3, 2, metal-

lic. Fracture uneven . Fragments indeterminate, blunt-

edged. Never in distinct concretion. From hard to

semihard. Brittle. Frangibility 4. Specific gravity

4'518 t« Attracted by the magnet.

* Kirwan, ii. 79.
—Brochant, ii. 23a.

—
Jameson, ii, 265.

fHatchett. -.sViai
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Book m. From the analysis of Hatchett it has been ascertained.
Chap. II.

/• r .

< ii
I that the first of the preceding species is a supersulphu-

ret, and the second a connmon sulphuret of iron ; and

that some of the subspecies of the fir^t species differ a

very little from each other in the proportion, and pro-

bably in the state, of the sulphur*.

Genus III. Oxides.

Sp, 1. Magnetic Irort' Stone \—Fer Oxidule of Hsluj.

This species, characterized in some measure by its

magnetic properties, is divided by Werner into two

subspecies.

Subspecies 1. Common Magnetic Iron-Stone. This

ore occurs most frequently in jjnmitive mountains, and

usually in gneiss, mica slate, chlorite slate, and primi-

tive iime-stone ; but sometimes also in rocks of the

floerz trap formation. It is found in beds, and sometimes

composes whole mountains. It is very common in

Sweden ; it is found also in Switzerland, Norway,

Russia, &,c. It occurs masslye, in plates, grains, and

crystallized. The primitive form of its crystals is a

yeguiar octahedron J. Sometimes two opposite sides of

the pyramids are trapeziums, which renders the apex

of the pyramids cuneiform ; sometimes in cubes ; some-

times the crystals pass into rhombo'dal parallelopipeds,

and into dodecahedrons with rhomboidal faces
^.

Sec the result of the analysis of this celebrate4 chemist in Vol. I.

p. 230 of this Work.

f Kirwan, ii» 158.—Brochant, ii, 235.—Hauy, iv. jo—Jamesoo,

21269.

% Rome de Lisle, iii, 17S. $ Ibid.
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Colour iron black. Powder black*. Streak unal*
^

Oxides.

tared. External lustre 3 ; internal 3, 2, metallic. Frac-

ture uneven ; sometimes approaches even, also imper-

fect straight foliated. Hardness 9 to 10. Sometimes

in granular distinct concretions. Brittle. Specific gra-

vity from 4*200 to 4*939 f. Attracted by the mag-

net, and generally possessed of more or less magnetic

virtue J. To this species belongs the magnet. Before

the blow«.pipe it becomes browner, but does not melt.

Tinges borax dark green. By the analysis of Bucholz,

this ore is composed of a mixture of two distinct oxides

of iron and a little quartz §,

Subspecies 2. Iron-Sand, Occurs imbedded in ba-

salt and wacke, and in the sand of rivers. Colour

dark iron black. In small angular and roundish

grains, and in octahedral crystals. Surface rough and

feebly glimmering. Internal lustre 3, 4, metallic.

Fracture perfect conch oidal ; very rarely imperfect fo-

liated. Fragments indeterminate, sharp-edged. Semi-

hard^ Brittle. Frangibility 4. Specific gravity

4*600
II

. Strongly attracted by the magnet.

Sp* 2. Specular Iron Ore ^.

Iron Glance—Fer Oligiste,

This ore appears to be confined to the priniitive an4

transition mountains. It occurs both in veins and

beds. It is divided into two subspecies.

* Hauy, /(3«r. </? ikf'w. No, xxxili 659. f Kirwan's Afw. ii. 159.

t Hauy, Jour, de Mm. No, xxxi. 527.

§ Gehlen's Jour. Second Scries, iii. 106. y Kirwan,

^ Kirwan, ii. 162.—Coudrai, Jour, de Phys. iv. 52.—Brochant, ii. 142.

—Hauy, iv. 38.—Jameson, il. 276.
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Book in. Suhpedes 1. Common, This ore is found abundant-

\
y

„> ly in the isle of £iba near Tuscany, in Germany,

France, Russia, &.c. It is either in masses or crystal-

lized. The primitive form of its crystals is a rhom-

boid, which differs very little from a cube ; the angles

of the rhombs being 81^ and 93**. It occurs in a va-

riety of forms : The most common are the rhomboidal

parallelepiped ; the cube, with three triangular faces

instead of two of its angles diagonally opposite ; two

six-sided pyrfimids, applied base to base, wanting the

summits, and sometimes the angles at the bases, and

sometimes the alternate edges of the pyramid ; a poly-

hedron of 24 sides, resembling a cube with three tri-

angular faces for two angles diagonally opposite, and

two triangles for the rest of its angles ; thin octagonal

plates, bounded by six linear trapeziums, alternately

inclined different ways.

Colour steel grey ; often tarnished, and beautifully

iridescent, reflecting yellow, blue, red. Streak cherry

red. Powder blackish red. External lustre 4 to 2 ;

internal 2, 3, metallic. Hardness 9 to 10. Fracture

sometimes compact, sometimes foliated. The compact

is uneven, and sometimes passes into imperfect small

conchoidal ; the foliated has a fourfold rectangular

cleavage. Fragments octahedral or pyramidal ; some-

times indeterminate; usually unscparated. Frangibility

2. Brittle. Specific gravity 5'0116* to 5*218 f.

Slightly magnetic. Does not attract iron filings, as is

the case with the last species. Little altered by the

blow-pipe. Tinges borax an obscure yellow.

* Brissoiu \ Klrwan.
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'

Subspecies 2. Micaceous Iron Ore—Iron mica, Oc- Oxides.

curs in Perthshire and other parts of Scotland, 8tc.

Colour iron black. The thin plates, when held be-

tween the eye and the light, appear blood red. Mas-

sive, and crystallized in thin six-sided tables. Surface

of the crystals smooth and splendent. Internal lustre 4,

3, metallic. Fracture perfect curve-foliated. Cleavage

single. Fragments sometimes indeterminate ; some-

times tabular. The massive occurs in granular dis-

tinct concretions. Transparency 1 j in thin plates 2.

Streak cherry red. Semihard. Brittle. Frangibility

6. Specific gravity 3*50 to 5'G7 *. According to the

analysis of Bucholz this subspecies consists entirely af

peroxide of iron f .

Sp, ^, Red Iron-Stone %.

This is one of the most common iron ores. It oc-

curs in great abundance in Lancashire, and in different

parts of Germany 5 but scarcely in Russia, Sweden,

Norway, Poland, or Hungary §. It is found both in

beds and veins, and both in the primitive and floetz

mountains.

Colour red. Streak blood red. Specific gravity
irom 2*952 to 5*005. Before the blow-pipe blackens,

but does not melt. Tinges borax yellowish olive

green. When digested in ammonia, it becomes blac]^,

and often magnetic. It is usually divided into four

subspecies.

Subspecies 1. Red Scaly Iron Ore—Eisenrham—Iron

* Kirwan. f Gchlen'* Jour, Secon4|Series» iii. 104.

% Kirwan, ii. ijg.—Brochant, ii. 249.—Jamesoa, ii. a8j.

$ Jamison ) ii. 295.
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Book III. Froth, Colour between cherry and brownish red,

t

^

^'
'. often passing into steel grey. Usually friable. Lustre

1, semimetaliic. Feels greasy. Hardness 3 to 4.

Brittle. Moderately heavy. Connposed of scaly fri-

able parts, which soil strongly. This subspecies is

rare ; it occurs in different parts of Germany and Hun-

gary and Britain,

Subspecies 2. Red Ochre. Found sometimes in pow-

der, sometimes indurated. Composed ot dusty par-

ticlt^s, which have a faint glimmering lustre. Colour

light blood red. Soils. Feels meagre. Not particu-

larly brittle. Specific gravity 2*952. Hardness 3 to

5. Accompanies the other subspecies.

Subspecies 3. Compact. Found massive and disse-

minated, and in various imitative forms; sometimes

crystallized in cubes or four- sided pyramids, having
their apex truncated. Colour between brown red and

steel grey. Fracture usually even, rarely passes into

coarse-grained uneven, large conchoidal and slaty.

Lustre 1, semimetaliic. Hardness 7 to 9. Not parti-

cularly brittle. Specific gravity 3*423 to 3*76*.

Sometimes invested with a rosy red ochre. Found

abundantly in Germany, France, &:c.

Subspecies 4. Red Hcematites. Found in masses, and

all the variety of forms of stalactites, in kidney form

balls, &c. Colour between brownish red and steel grey.
Powder red. Internal lustre l to 2, semimetaliic.

Fracture fibrous. Fragments usually splintery or

wedge-shaped. In angular granular distinct concre-

* Kirwan.
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tions. ,

Hardness 9 to 10. Brittle. Frangibility 3.
^^^^^^"^^ ^

Specific gravity 4*74* to 5*005 f.

Sp* 4i. Brown Iron-Stone %»
\

This ore is found in the newest ptimitive mountains,

but more frequently in the transition and.fioetz. It

occurs in veins, beds, and mountain masses. In Rus-

sia, Sweden, and Norway, it is scarcely found. ^ In

Britain, it has been observed in small quantity in

Cornwall, and in one of the Shetlahds; but it abounds

in Germany, France, and Italy §. Colour brown.

Streak brown or ochre yellow. It is divided into four

subspecies.

Subspecies 1. Brown Scaly Iron Ore—Brown Iron

Froth, This subspecies is generally incumbent on

other minerals. Colour between clove brown and steel '^

^grey. Between friable and solid. Massive, coating,

and frothy. Composed of scaly particles.. Lustre 3,

2, metallic. Soils strongly. Feels greasy. Hardness

3 to 5. So light as often to float on water.

Subspecies 2. Ochry Brown Iron'Stone. It occurs

both massive and disseminated. Colour very light

yellowish brown. Between solid and friable. Com-

posed of coarse earthy particles, dull or faintly glim-

mering. Soils strongly. Hardness 3 to 4. Between

brittle and sectile. When slightly heated reddens. Ac-

companies the other subspecies.

Subspecies 3. Compact Brown Iron-stone—This sub-

species occurs in masses of very various, and often

* Gellerl. \ Kirwan.

% Kirwan, ii. 163.—>Brochant, ii. aj;.-—Jam^tn, ii. 196.

$ Jameson, ii. 307.
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Book III. fantastical shapes 5 sometimes in pseudo-crystals. Co-
Chap. II.

,
t- ii

y
iM .> lour clove brown. Internal lustre 1, semimetallic.

Fracture commonly even. Fragments indeterminate,

blunt-edged. Streak yellowish brown. Frangibility

4. Hardness 6 to 9. Brittle. Specific gravity 3*4'ni*

to3*752f.

Subspecies 4. Brown Hcematites, The name haema-

tites (bloodstone) was probably applied by the an-

cients to those ores only which are of a red colour, and

have some resemblance to clotted blood
; but by the

moderns it is applied to all the ores of iron which give
a reddish-coloured powder, provided they be of a fi-

brous texture.

Brown haematites occurs rarely massive, usually in

imitative forms of various kinds, and sometimes in

pseudo-crystals, consisting of six-sided acute angled py-
ramids. Colour clove brown ; sometimes passing into

steel grey, bluish brown or ochre yellow ; sometimes

iridescent. External lustre 4 ; internal 2, between

silky and . resinous. Fracture fibrous. Fragments

splintery, wedge-shaped, indeterminate. In granular
distinct concretions. Hardness 8 to 10. Brittle. Opami^.

-Specific gravity 3'789 J to 3*951 §. Not magnetic.
Streak ochre yellow.

Sp, 5' Sparry Iron Ore
|[,

This ore is common in Germany, France, and Spain,
and occurs in small quantities in Britain. It is found

Brisson. f Kirwan. | Gellert.
§ Kirwan.

II Kirwan, ii. 190—Bergman, ii. 184—Baycn, Jour, de Pbys. vH.

ai3.—Razowmoski, Mem, Lausanne^ 1783, p. 149.—Brochant, ii. 364.

—Jameson, ii. 308.
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sometimes In amorphous masses, and sometimes crys- Oxides.

tallized in rhombs, lenses, octahedrons, and dodecahe-

drons.

Colour light yellowish grey, passing into yellowish
brown and blackish brown. Sometimes intermediate

between yellowish brown and greenish grey. On ex-

posure to the air or heat the colours change into brown

or black. Internal lustre from 4 to 1, pearly. Frac-

ture more or less perfect foliated. Cleavage threefold.

Fragments rhombs like those of calcareous spar.

Transparency 1, 2, 0. In granular distinct concretions.

Streak yellowish brown. Harder than calcareous spar.

Not particularly brittle. Frangibility 4 Specific gra-

vity 3-640 to 3*810*. Becomes black before the

blow-pipe.

Sp. 6. Black Iron-Stone \,

This ore, which occurs both in primitive and floefz

mountains, was long confounded with grey ore of man-

ganese, and was first accurately discriminated by Wer-
ner. It is a rare mineral. I have specirrens of the

first subspecies from the neighbourhood of Paisley. It

is divided into two subspecies.

Subspecies l. Compact Black Iron-Stone, Usually

massive; often in various imitative forms. Colour

between steel grey arid bluish black. Internal luster

1, 2, semimetallic. Fracture usually conchoidal ; some-

times passing into uneven. Fragments indeterminate,

sharp-edged. Streak shining, but no change of colour.

* Kirwac,

t Kirwan, H. 167.—Brochaqt, if. *68.—JameSdn, ii. 315.
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Book IH. Brittle. Hardness 7. Frangibiiity 4. Specific gra-

<

y' 1. vity 4'076.

Subspecies 2. Black Hcematites, Colour inclines

more to steel grey than the preceding. Massive and

reniform. Internal lustre 1, 2, sennimetallic. Frac-

ture delicate fibrous, passing into even. Fragment

wedge-shaped. In coarse granular distinct concretions^

Streak shining. In other characters agrees .with the

preceding.

Sp. 1. Yeniie *.

i^Fhis mineral was discovered, and brought from the

isle of Elba by Mr Le Lievre. Its colour is soTnetimes

velvet black, sometimes brownish black. It occ^irs

both massive and crystallized. The form of the crys-

tals is a rectangular four-sided prism, terminated by a

,flat four-sided pyramid, the sides of Which are set upon

the lateral sides of the prism at angles of;ia4^. Some-

times the .edges,of the prisna are truncated* ^flie ^ides

of tlie first variety are longitudinally streaked. Frac-

ture uneven. Lusti'e, resinous. Cleavage threefold^,

two of them parallel to the sides of the prisrn, the third

parallel to the shorter diagonal of the rhombs. Qpaque.
Semihard. Scratches' glass, but not felspar. Specific

. gravity from 3*82 to 4*06. When exposed to the air

its surface acquires a brownish or ochre yellow colour.

Before the blow-pipe it melts into a black glass, attract-

ed by the magnet. Soluble in muriatic acid.

It forms beds in a rock which appears intermediate

l>etween actinolite and hornblende.

* Gehlea'a J«ur. Second Series, iii. 860
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Oxides.

Sp, S, Clay Iron Stone*,

This extensive species occurs both in the primitive,

transition and floetz formations ; and though it contains

less iron than the species already described, it is, in

this country at least, preferred to them, because the

method of extracting pure iron from it is easier, or

rather because it is better understood. It is divided

into seven subspfcies.

Subspecies 1. Reddle—Red Chalk, This mineral,

which occurs chiefly in the newer clay-slate, is princi-

pally used for drawing. Found massive. Colour light

brownish red. Principal fracture slaty. Cross fracture

fine earthy. Lustre of the principal fracture 1 ; of the

cross fracture 0. Fragments usually splintery. Streak

lighter, and more shining than the fracture. Soils

strongly. Very soft. Sectile. Frangibility 4. Adheres

to the tongue. Feels meagre. Specific gravity 3 '93 J

to 3-1391 f.

Subspecies 2. Columnar Clay Iron- Stone, A rare mi-

neral, and seemingly pstudo-volcanic, in some cases at

least. Found in Arran, and in different parts of Germany.
Colour brownish red. Massive. Internal lustre 0.

Fracture fine earthy. Almost always in columnar

distinct concretions, which have a rough dull surface.

Streak blood red. Soft. Brittle. Frangibility 6, Ad-

heres a little to the tongue.

Subspecies 3. Lenticular Clay Iron-Sfofie—Acinosit

Iron-Stone. Ocpurs in transition and floetz mountains.

Colour brownish red, passing into steel grey, and into

* Kirwan, ii. 173 Brochant, ii. ayi.
—

^Jameson, ii. 317,

f Blumeiibach and Brisson.

Vqi. ir. F f
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Book TIT. reddish, yellowish, and blackish brown. Massive.

.

y*
Internal lustre 1, 2, semimetallic. Fracture apparent-

ly earthy, and sometimes slaty. Fragments indetermi-

nate, blunt-edged. In granular and lenticular distinct

concretions. Red variety yields a light red streak,

the yellowish a yellowish brown, and the black a

greyish black streak. Soft. Sectile. Frangibility 5.

'

Subspecies 4. Jaspery Clay Iron-Stone, Found be-

tween Vienna and Hungary, in a large bed in floetz

mountains. Colour brownish red. Massive. Internal

lustre 1. Fracture flat conchoidal, sometimes passing

into even. Fragments rhomboidal, cubical, trapezoidal.

Streak light. Soft. Brittle. Frangibility 4. Heavy.

Subspecies 5. Common Clay Iron-Stone, Occurs in

beds in floetz mountains. Found abundantly both in

Scotland and England. Colour light yellowish grey,

inclining to ash grey ; it passes into bluish grey, and,

into yellowish, reddish, and clove brown, and brownish

red. The light varieties change their colour on expo-

sure ; they become yellowish, then brown, and at last

black. Massive and in various extraneous shapes,

especially of shells. Internal lustre 0. Fracture usu-

ally earthy, sometimes flat conchoidal and even. Frag-

ments indeterminate, blunt-edged. Soft. Rather brit-

tle. Frangibility 4. Adheres a little to the tongue.

Feels meagre. Specific gravity from 2*936 to 3*471.

Subspecies 6. Kidneyform Clay Iron^Stone— Oetites

ov Eagle Stone. Occurs imbedded in iron- shot clay

in the newest floetz rocks. Common in Scotland and

other countries. Colour yellowish brown, varying

in intensity in the same specimen ; externally being

darker, and internally lighter- Sometimes it includes

an ochre yellow kernel. In roundish masses, from the
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Size of a walnut to that of a man's head. Fracture Oxides.

near the surface even, near the centre earthy. Lustre _

of external layers 1, semimetallic ; of the centre 0.

Fragments indeterminate. In concentric lamellar dis-

tinct concretions, inclosing a nodule often loose. Sur-

face of concretions rough and glimmering. External

layers soft, internal very soft. Brittle. Frangibility

4. Adheres to the tongue. Specific gravity 2*574.

Subspecies 7. Pisiform Iron-Stone. Supposed to oc-

cur in the second flottz lime-stone formation, and ia

clay beds. Found in Scotland, and in various parts of

Germany, Sec. Colour within yellowish brown ; with-

out reddish, yellowish, and liver brown, and some-

times yellowish grey. In small, round, and spherical

grains. Internally it passes from dull to glistening ;

the centre of the grain being dull, and the lustre in-

creasing as we approach the surface. Lustre resinous.

Fracture towards the centre fine earthy, near the sur-

face even. In thin concentric lamellar distinct concre-

tions, having a smooth glistening surface. Streak yel-

lowish brown. Soft. Not very brittle. Frangibilitj

4. Specific gravity 5'20'T,

Sp. 9. Bog Iron Ore*,

This species belongs to the newest formation, and is

supposed to be daily deposited from water in morassy

grounds. It is divided into three subspecies.

Subspecies 1. Morass Ore, Colour yellowish brown.

Sometimes friable ; sometimes nearly cohering. The

friable composed of dull dusty particles j the coherent

*
KIrwan, ii. x79.--Brochant, ii^ »8jj.—Jameson, ii. 334,

F f 2
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Book HI. massive, corroded, and in grains. Lustre 0. Fracture
Chap. 11.

c^ '^ IT.
*

earthy. Sous pretty strongly. Feels meagre. Light,

Subspecies 2. Swamp Ore, Colour dark yellowish

brown. Corroded, vesicular, and amorphous. Inter-

nal lustre 0, 1, 2. Fracture earthy, passing into fine-

grained uneven. Streak yellowish brown. Very soft.

Sectile. Frangibility 4. Specific gravity 2'944*.

Subspecies 3. Meadow Ore, Colour, when fresh

broken, blackish brown. Massive, in grains, perfo-

rated, &c. Internal lustre 3, 2, resinous. Fracture

imperfect small conchoidal ; sometimes passes into

small-grained uneven. Fragments indeterminate, blunt-

edged. Streak light yellowish grey. Soft. Rather

brittle. Frangibility 5. Heavy.

Fe^Xr of the numerous species belonging to this genu-s

have been subjected to chemical analysis. The fol-

lowing Table exhibits a view of the constituents of

those which have been ascertained.

* Kirwan.
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Sahs,
i

,
.

Genus IV. Salts.

Sp, 1, Carbonate of Iron ^\

This mineral was found in Bareuth, and sent by Mr
Haberle to Biicholz, who subjected it to a chemical

analysis, and ascertained its composition. Colour brown-

ish yellow, falling into green. Sometimes in small

grains ; sometimes in rhomboidal crystals. Lustre 2.

Transparency 2. Hard. Powder brownish yellow.

Specific gravity 3*333. When heated to redness it

becomes strongly magnetic, attracting iron. It is pro-

bably a variety of sparry iron stone.

Sp, 2. Phosphate of Iron \ ,

This mineral has been found in Brazil, and in the

Isle of France. Its composition was first detected by

Vauquelin. Specimens brought by Mr Roch from the

Isle of France were subjected to chemical analysis by
Cadet and Laugier.

It is said to be found imbedded in a species of clay,

in round pieces. Fracture radiated. Composed of ca-

pillary crystals diverging from a centre. Crystals ap-

parently four-sided prisms. Transparency of the in-

dividual crystals 2. They are nearly colourless, but

a blue powder coats them, which gives a blue ap-

pearance to the whole mineral; The constituents both

* Bucholz, Gehkn's Jour. t. a.u.

t Cadet, Jour, de Phys. Ivii. 459.—Fourcroy, Ann. de Ch'm. 1. 20®.
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Book lir. of the crystals and powder the same. Specific gravity

^^'

'

' 2*539, according to Cadet ; 2'0, according to Laagier.

5^. 3. Blue Iron-Earth*—Native Prussian Blue,

This mineral is considered at present as a phosphate

of iron> in conseqnence of the analysis of Klaproth. It

occurs in nests among the strata of clay, bog iron ore,

or in mosses. It is massive, composed of earthy par-

ticles without lustre, and friable. At first its colour is

greyish white, but when exposed to the air it become^

indigo or smalt blue. Soils slightly. Feels harsh.

Moderately heavy. Before the blow-pipe becomes red-

dish brown, and melts into a black brilliant globule,

which tinges borax deep yellow. Dissolves readily in

acids.

Sp. 4. Phosphate of Iron and Manganese^
—

Pitchy

Iron Ore,

This mineral was discovered by AUuau near Limoges,

and sent to Vauquelin as an ore of tin. It is found

massive. Colour raven black. Surface earthy, and

without lustre : internal lustre 3, 4, resinous. Fracture

flat and pretty perfect foliated. Fragments indeterminate,

pretty sharp-edged. Transparency 1. When held be-

tween the eye and the light, appears blackish green on

the edges. Hardness 7. Brittle. Frangibility 2. Spe-

cific gravity 3'9d6. Before the blow-pipe it melts into

a black enamel.

Kiman, ii. iSj.—Brochant, ii. 288.— '-auy, vi 119.
—

Jameson, ii,

340-

t /•«>•. de Min. No. Ixiv. 1^1.— Ann, de Cbim. xH, 242.—Brochant, ii.

533*~J*K>"on, ii. 569 and 612.
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Salts.

Sp. 5. Arseniate of Iron.— Cube Ore,

This ore was first mentioned by Klaproth, but mista-

ken by him for arseniate of copper containing iron *
:

it has been found in Carrarach and in Muttrell mines

in Cornwal. For the description of it we are indebt-

ed to Bournon, and for its analysis to Chencvix.

This ore is crystallized in cubes, which are some-

times a little flattened, and in some cases the angles are

truncated, and small equilateral triangular faces substi-

tuted for them. Sometimes the alternate angles only are

truncated. Colour olive green. Internal lustre 2, be-

tween pearly and adamantine. Fracture imperfect fo-

liated. In granular distinct concretions. Transparency

about 2. Streak straw yellow. Brittle. Soft. Spe-

cific gravity 3*00. Sometimes in the state of a powder
of a reddish yellow colour f.

Sp, Q, Arseniate of Iron-and-Copper,

This ore has been found in Carrarach and Muttrell

mines in Cornwal, It was discovered likewise in Spain

by Proust J, and in Siberia by Pallas §. It was first

mentioned by Klaproth, who considered it as an arse-

niate of copper II ; but the experiments of Mr Chenevix

have proved it to be a triple salt, composed of the ar-

senic acid combined with the oxides of iron and cop-

*
Klaproth's Oiservathni $n tie Minerals ofCornival, p. 29. English

Trar slation.

f PLtl. Trans. 1801, p. 190. I Anu. de Cbim. u 195.

€ Pbil, Trans. 1 80 1, p. %1<).

Ij Klaproth's Observations tn the Minerals of Cornival, p. 39. English

Translation,
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Book nr. per. This ore' crystallizes in a four-sided rhomboidal
^^ *

prism, having two of its edges very obtuse, and two

very acute. The prism is terminated by a pretty acute

four-sided pyramid. Very often the obtuse edges, and

sometimes all the edges of the pri:;m^ are truncated.

Colour bluish whire. Transparency oi the crystals 4>

Hardness 1. Specific gravity 3*400*.

Sp> 1. Green-Iron-'Earth\.

This rare mineral has been found in veins at Schnee-

berg and Biaunsdorf in Germany. It is divided into

two subspecies.

Subspecies 1. Friable. Colour siskin green. Massive

and disseminated..^ lu dull dusty particles. Fracture

fine earthy. Fragments indtterminate. More or less

cohering. Soft. Not very brittle. Feels fine, but

meagre. Frangibility 4. Moderately heavy.

Subspecies 2. Coherent, Colour as the preceding,

only darker. Massive and corroded. Internal lustre

0. Fracture fine earthy ; passing into even and into

splintery. Soft. Not particulary brittle. Inclining

to heavy. Becomes red, and then brown, before the

blow-pipe, but does not melt.

Sp, S. Sulphate,

/This salt is found sometimes along with iron pyrites.

Its properties have been described in a former part of

this Work.

The mineral usually called native vitriol is a mixture

of the sulphates of iron, copper, and zinc.

* Bournon, PbiL Trans, i8ol, p. ipr. f Jamesap, ii. 34a.



TUNCSTATE—CHROMATE.

Sp» 9. Tiingstate, See Order XXI. Genus I.

Sp, 10. Chromate. See Order XVIII. Genus III,

The following Table exhibits the constituents of the

preceding species, as far as they have been ascertained

hy chemical analysis :
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Fook Ilf-

Cftap. IL

Genus L Allots.

Sp^ J . Copper Nickel *—
Kupfer NickeL

This, which is the most common ore of nickel, oc-

curs either massive or disseminated, but never crystal-

lized.

Colour copper red. Internal lustre 2 to ^, metallic.

Fracture imperfect conchoidal > sometimes passing into

coarse and small grained uneven. Fragments indetermi-

nate, sharp> edged. Hardness 8. Brittle. Frangibility 2.

Specific gravity 6*6086 to 6 '6481 f. Before the blow-

pipe exhales an arsenical smoke, and melts into a bead ^

which darkens by exposure to the air. This ore,

when pure, is merely an alloy of nickel and arsenic ;

\ml it frequently contains cobalt and iron, and always
a portion of pyrites.

Genus II. Oxides,

1^. 1. Nickel Ochre X.

This mineral occurs almost always as a thin coating.

Seldom massive.

Colour apple green. Composed of dull dusty par-

ticles, which scarcely §oil. Loose, Feels meagre. Spe-

cific gravity inconsiderable. Stains. Slowly dissolves

in acids : solution green. Before the blow-pipe does not

* Kirwan, ii. aS6.—Brochant, ii. 408.—Hauy, iii. 503.—Jameson,

ii.448.

\ Brisson. \ KirWan, ii. 284.—Brochant, if. 411.—Hauy,
*
Sir 5x6.

—
Jameson, ii. 45 1.
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melt ; but gives a hyacinth red tinge to borax, and is Orcs^

reduced. Insoluble in nitric acid« w—v-—^
According to the analysis of Lampadius, it is com-

posed of , . , .Oxide of nickel, .^TO Constfea-

Oxide of iron. , ..23*2

Water 1-5

Loss ••.••....• S'3

eivts.

100*0

Order IX. ORES OF TIN.

Tin ores are by no means numerous ; but where they
do occur they are usually abundant. In Europe only
three tin districts are known : the first is in Germany,
between Saxony and Bohemia ; the second in Spain, in

that part of Gallicia which borders on Portugal ; and the

third in Cornwal. In Asia, it abounds in Siam and the

island of Barka : it is said likewise to hare been dis-

covered in Chili. The ores are confined to the primitive

mountains, or they occur in alluvial land, and have ob-

viously been washed from primitive mountains. Few
metals exhibit a smaller variety of states ; since it has

hitherto been found only in three, as may be seen

from the following Table :

I, SULPHURETS

1. Sulphuret of tin-and-copper

II. Oxides

1. Tin-stone

2, Wood-tin

* Handkufh, p. 497.
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5,?°^ ^}}' Genus L Sulphurets.
Chap. II.

v.—V '

-9/. 1. Tin Pyrites'^,

Hitherto this ore has only been found in Cornwal,

There is a vein of it in that country, in the parish of

St Agnes, nine feet wide and twenty yards beneath

the surface f .

Colour between steel grey and brass yellow. Mas-

sive and disseminated. Internal lustre 2, 3, 4, metal-

lic. Fracture usually uneven ; sometimes conchoidal

and imperfect foliated. Fragments blunt-edged. Fran-

gibiiity 4. Hardness 5 to 6. Brittle. Specific gra-

vity 4'35 t' Before the blow-pipe it melts easily, with

a sulphureous smell, into a black bead, and deposites a

bluish oxide on the charcoal. The composition of this

ore, as Klaproth informs us, was first discovered by Mr

Raspe. According to Klaproth's analysis, it is com-

posed of 34 tin

Cofisti" 36 copper
tacnts.

25 sulphur

3 iron

2 earth

100 J

Genus H. Oxides.

Sj>. 1. Tzn-Stone\\.

This ore, which may be considered as almost the on-

* Kirwan, ii. aoo.—Brochant, ii. 332.—Hauy, iv. 154.—Jameson, ii.

382—Ann. de Chim. liii. 266.

f Klaproth's Cernival, p. 21. \ Klaproth. $ Ibid. 58.

II Kirwan, ii. 197.
—Brochant, it. 354.—Hauy, iv. 137.

—
Jameson, u,

384.



TIN-STONE—^WOOD-TIN. 4Q3

Ij ore of tin, occurs in masses, in rounded pieces, and Oxides.

crystallized. These crystals are very irregular. Hauy

supposes that there primitive form is a cube *
; but

Rome de Lisle, with more probability, makes it an oc-

tahedron t ; and in this opinion Mr Day agrees with

him J. The octahedron is composed of two four-sided

pyramids applied base to base. The sides of the py-
ramids are isosceles triangles ; the angle at the vertex

of which is 1[0°, and each of the other angles 55°. The

sides of the two pyramids are inclined to each other at

an angle of go*^ §. This primitive form, howev^er, ne-

ver occurs ; but crystals of tin-stone are sometimes

found, in which the two pyramids are separated by a

prbm. For a complete description of the varieties of

the crystals of tin-stone, the reader may consult Rome
de Lisle, and Mr Day |f.

Colour blackish brown ; sometimes passing into vel-

vet black and reddish brown, yellowish grey, green,

yellowish and greenish white. Streak greyish white.

Internal lustre 3, 2, between resinous and adamantine.

Fracture uneven inclining to imperfect conchoidal^

Very seldom foliated. Fragments blunt-edged ; often

in granular distinct concretions. Transparency from 3

to 0. Hardness 10. Frangibility 4. Brittle. Speci-

fic gravity 6'9 to 6* 97. Before the blow- pipe it decre-

pitates, and on charcoal is partly reduced. Tinges bo-

rax white.

Sp. 2. Wood-Tin T[.

This mineral has hitherto been found only in Corn-

*
Jour, de Min. xxxii. 576. f Crystallog, iii, 4x3.

t Pbll. Mag, iv. 15a. § Rome de Lisle, Ibid. H Ibid.

^ Kirwao, U. 198.
—

Brocliant, ii. 340.—Hauy, iv. 147.—-Jaracion,
sL 389.
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ORES OF TIN.

wal, and in Mexico. It occurs always in fragments,
which are generally rounded. Colour hair brown ;

passing into wood brown, yellowish grey, reddish

brown. Streak yellowish brown. Internal lustre 3,

2, resinous. Opaque. Fracture fibrous. Fragments

wedge-shaped and splintery. In granular distinct con-

cretions. Specific gravity 6'450 *
to 6*738 f. Hard-

ness 9. Before the blow-pipe becomes brownish red ;

decrepitates when red hot, but is not reduced.

The following Table exhibits the constituents of the

preceding species, according to the result of the most

accurate analyses hitherto made :

Consti-

tuents.
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but sometimes in beds ; and they occur both in the pri- Sulphurets.

mitive, transitibn, and floetz formations.

The following Table exhibits a view of the different

states in which this mineral has hitherto been observed:

I. Sulphurets
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Book III. four-sided pyramids applied base to base. The sum*

w....Y..^ mits ot these pyramids are sometimes cuneiform, and

sometimes their solid angles are wanting *. It pccurs

also in four and six-sided prisms terminated by four-

sided pyramids, and in three-sided tables.

Colour lead grey. Streak similar, but brighter.

External lustre 4 to .1 ; internal 4 to 2, metallic. Frac-

ture foliated ; cleavage threefold and rectangular. Frag-

ments cubic. The. massive varieties are in granular

distinct concretions. Soft. Sectile. Frangibility 0.

Specific gravity T22 to I'TSef. Before the blow-

pipe decrepitates, and melts with a sulphureous §mell ;

pjirt $inH$ iutQ the charcoal. It generally contains some

silver.

Subspecies 2. Compact Galena. Found massive ;

sometimes in specular plates. Colour lead grey. In-

ternal lustre 1, metallic. Fracture even. Never in

distinct concretions. Softer than common galena. Streak

brighter. Fragments indeterminate. In other respects

agrees with the preceding.

Sp. 2. Blue Lead Ore t.

This ore has hitherto been observed only at Zscho-

pau in Saxony p- Occurs massive, and crystallized in

small six-sided ^isms. Colour between indigo blue

and lead gr«y. Internal lustre 1, metallic. Streak

jjji^ighter.
Fracture even. Fragments indeterminate.

'Soft* Sectile, Fi-angibility 4. Specific gravity 5*401 §•

Before thp blow- pipe melts with a low blue flame and

« Rome cle Lisle, lii. 3f^4.—Hauv", iii*. 458. t Watson.

% Kirwan, ii, azp,*—Brochant, ii. 303.
—Jameson, ii. 3i6.

§ Gellert.

I
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* Bournon and Hatchctt, FLU. Trans. 1804.—Klaproth, Gehler/s

lour. V. 31,
—

Jameson, ii. 579.

O g s

a sulphureous smell, and is easily reduced. It has not
Sulphurp^»

h^tn analysed. Its crystals resemble those of phos* V^

phate of lead ; but its. component parts seem to be the mv

same as those of galena. |s£^^

Sp, 3» Afttimonial Sulphuret
*—Bournonite*

This rare ore was first obtained from Cornw^l, and

was neglected by mineralogists, till accurately described

and analysed by Bournon and Hatchett in 1804. Va-

rious specimens have been since analysed by Klaproth.

Colour dark lead grey, inclining to black. Massive,

and crystallized in four-sided rectangular prisms, va-

riously truncated. All the varieties have been descri-

bed and figured by Bournon with his usual precision.

Crystals large j
surface splendent. Internal lustre 2>

resinous. Fracture coarse grained uneven. Scratches

ealcareous spar, but not fluor spar. Sectile. Frangibi-

lity 4. Leaves a black trace upon paper, but not so

readily as lead or sulphuret of antimony. Specific gra-

vity 5' 76 5. When thrown in powder on a hot iron^

emits a phosphorescent light of a bluish white colourj

but without any femell. When suddenly heated by the
j

blow-pipe, it crackles and splits ; but when gradually

heated it meltSj and on cooling assumes a metallic grey

colour.

The following Table exhibits a view of the Gonsti-

tuents of the ptHjceding sjpeciesr^ according to the most

lecent analyses :
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EARTHY LEAD ORE—NATIVE MINIUM, 469

Oxides.

Genus II. Oxides.
'

It is doubtful how far any of the known ores of

lead can be referred to this genus. Earthy lead ore,

however, seems, sometimes at least, to be a mixture of

the oxide of lead with earthy matter.

Sp, 1. Earthy Lead Ore*,

Of this ore there are two subspecies, the coherent and

friable.

Subspecies 1. Coherent, Most frequent colour yel-

lowish grey ; passes into straw yellow, greenish grey,

sisken and apple green, and into yellowish brown.

Massive. Internal lustre 1, 2, resinous. Fracture fine-

grained uneven ; passing into splintery and earthy.

Opaque. Streak brown. Soft. Inclining to sectile.

Frangibility 4. Heavy.

Subspecies 2. Friable, Colour yellowish grey and

straw yellow. Friable ; sometimes massive, and as a

coating. Composed of dull dusty particles. Meagre
and rough. Heavy.

Sp, 2. Native Minium f.

This ore has been lately discovered by Mr Smithson

in Germany, disseminated in small quantity in a com-

pact carbonate of zinc. In general it was in a pulveru-

lent state, but in places showed to a lens a flaky and

crystalline texture. Its colour is the same as that of

factitious minium, a vivid red mixed with yellow. It

* Kirwan, ii. 205.—Brochant, ii. ^zy,
—

Jameson, ii. 378.

\ Smhhion, P&il. Trans, 1Z06,
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Book in. possesses the chemical characters of red oxide of lead.
Chap. ir.

^
^ t .-, , ,

t——Y—; and must of course be considered as the same substance.

According to Mr Smithson, it is produced by the de«

C3y of a galenajj which he suspects to be itself a secon-

dary production, froni the metallixation of white carbo-

nate of lead by sulphureted hydrogen gas.

Genus III. Salts.

Sp, 1. Carbonate of Lead*
— White Lead Ore »

This is the most generally diffused lead ore after ga-

lena, though it seldom occurs in any cqnsiderable quan^

tity together. Colour snow, greyish, and yellowish,

white
\ yellowish grey ; cream yellow j

clove brown.

Massive and disseminated, but most commonly crys-

tallized. Primitive form the rectangular octahedron :

But it occurs most frequently crystallized in six-side4

prisms, terminated by six or four-sided summits ; in

four-sided prisms ; and four and six-sided tables, often

variously bevelled. Crystals usually small. Exter-

nal lustre 4 to 2 ; internal from 4 to 2, adamantine,

fracture commonly small conchoidal ; sometimes passes

into fine grained uneven. Fragments indeterminate.

Transparency 2 to 4. Refracts doubly very strong-

ly. Soft. Brittle. Frangibilitj 4. Specific grayity

'7*2357t. Before the blow-pipe decrepitates; becomes

redjj then yellow, and at last is reduced to a globule of

jjead.

Kirwan, if. 203.—Klaproth, iii. 167.-—Hauy, iii. 475.
—

Brochant,

ii. 309.
—

Jameson, ii. 36a.

f Boi^rnon, Nicholson's Jour. iv. 320,



BLACK LEAD ORE—MURIQ-CARBOMATE OF LEAD, &C. 47t

Sj>.
2. BlacJ^ Lead Ore *.

^^"^ '

This ore often accompanies white lead ore and ga-

lena. Colour greyish black. Massive, and crystal-

lized in six-sided prisms. External luslre 4, 3 ; in-

ternal 3, 2, adamantine. Fracture small grained un-

even. Transparency 1. Streak greyish white. Ra-

ther brittle. Frangibility 4. Heavy.

aS^. 3. Murio' Carbonate of Lead,

For the first description of this ore which has hither-

to been observed in Derbyshire only, we are indebted

to the Count de Bournon, The primitive form of its

crystals is the cube, often lengthened, and the edges or

the angles not unfrequently truncated, and replaced by
small planes. Colour usually a light straw yellow ;

sometimes a clear transparent white, with a lustre far

surpassing common carbonate of lead. Internal lustre

4, adamantine. Principal fracture glassy, foliated
j

cross fracture conchoidal. Transparency 3. Streak

snow white and dull. Sectile. Scratched by carbo-

nate of lead. Specific gravity 6*065 1 f .

Sp, 4. Phosphate of Lead %,

Werner makes two species of this ore, distinguished

chiefly by their colour ; namely, the brown and green
lead ore. We may consider them as subspecies. The

primitive form of its crystals is a dodecahedron, coa-

* Kirwan, ii. ^^^.—Brochant, ii. 3J07.
—

Jamesoo, ii. 360.

f Bournon, Nicholson's Jour. iv. 220.

I Kirwan, ii. 207.
—

Klaproth, iii. 146.—Hauy, iii. 490.—Brochant, II

^14.
—

Jameson, ii. 367.
'
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Book III.
sisting of two six-sided pyramids, the sides of which

' are isosceles triangles*. The crystals are usually six-

sided prisms, sometimes terminated by six-sided sum-

mits. The summits are sometimes truncated, as are

also the edges of the prism.

Subspecies 1. Brown Phosphate—Brown Lead Ore,

Colour hair brown of different degrees of intensity.

Massive, and crystallized in six-sided prisms. Inter-

nal lustre 2, resinous. Fracture small and fine grained

uneven. Fragments indeterminate. Crystallized va-

rieties show a tendency to thin columnar distinct concre-

tions. Transparency 2. Soft. Not particularly brittle.

Frangibility 4. Specific gravity from 6*600 to 6*909 f.

Subspecies 2. Green Phosphate
—Green Lead Ore*

Colour grass green, which passes to sulphur yellow

and to greenish white. Seldom massive ; usually crys-

tallized in six-sided prisms, often variously truncated.

Crystals small. Externally smooth and shining. In-

ternal lustra 2, resinous'. In other respects it agrees

with the preceding.

Before the blow-pipe this ore melts without being re-

duced, and on cooling assumes a polygonal form. The

yellow varieties become green when heated.

Sp, 5. Chromate of LeadX—J^^d Lead Ore of Siberia*

This mineral, which has now become scarce, is found

in the gold mines of Beresof near Ekaterinbourg in

Rome de Lisle, Hi. 391.—See also Hauy*s remarks on tBe same sub-

ject,
in Jour, de Mitt. No. xxxi. 506, and Min, iii. 491.

f Klaproth and Hauy.

} Kirwan, ii. Dl4.-^Brochant, ii. 318.—Hauy, iii. 467»—-Jameson,
iL

370'



GHROMATE OF XEAD—SULPHATE OF LEAD. 4.-%%

Siberia, crystallized in four-sided prisms, sometimes Salts.

termmated by four-sided pyramids, sometimes not. It

has been observed also at Annaberg in Austria, and at

Trapettes in Savoy.

Colour hyacinth red. Streak and powder lemon

yellow. Lustre 4, between adamantine and resinous.

Fracture foliated. Fragments indeterminate, blunt-

edged. Transparency 2 to 4. Hardness 5 to 4. Spe-

cific gravity 6'02(i9
*

to 5*75 f. Does not effervesce

with acids. Before the blow-pipe decrepitates ; some

lead is reduced, and the mineral is converted to a black

slag, which tinges borax green,

A brown ore of lead from Zimapan in Mexico,

brought to Europe by Humboldt, was found by Des-

cotils to be a compound of chromic acid and oxide [of

lead ; but the proportion of acid was considerably

smaller than in the red lead ore. This ore seems to

constitute a species apart, but no description of it has

been published %.

Sjy. 6. Sulphate of Lead §.

This ore, which is found in Anglesey, in the Lead-

hills in Scotland, and in Andalusia, is generally crys-

tallized. The primitive form of its crystals is a rect-

angular octahedron, with obtuse pyramids. The pyra-
mids are often variously truncated. Colour yellowish

grey and yellowish white ; sometimes passes into

f Brisson. f Bindheim.

I Ann. de Cbim. Iviii. 468.

§ Kirwan, Min.iu an.—Klaproth, iii. i6a»—Hauy, iii. 513.— Bro-

fhaijt, ii. 315.—Jameson, ii. 376.
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Book nr. smoke and ash grey. External lustre 3 ; internal 4,
Chap. 11.

. _ _« T-r J
i

I
I ,.' adamantine. Fracture compact. Iransparency 3. Hard-

ness 6. Brittle. Specific gravity 6'3. Immediately-

reduced before the blow-pipe.

Sp, 7. Molyhdate of Lead* ,

This ore, which is found in Carinthia, was first men-

tioned in 17S1 by Mr Jacquin f. It occurs sometimes

massive, but usually crystallized in cubic, or rhomboi-

dal, or octahedral plates. The primitive form of its

_ crystals is an octahedron with isosceles triangular far

ces ; the incidence of a face of one pyramid on that of

another 76^ 40't.

Its colour is wax yellow. External lustre 3 ;
in-

ternal 2, resinous. Fracture small-grained uneven,

passes into imperfect small conchoidal. Fragments

sharp-edged. Transparency 2. Between brittle and

sectile. F'acgibility 4. Hardness 5 to 6. Specific

\ gravity 5'486 § ; when purified from its gangue by ni-

tric acid, 5*706 |(.
Soluble in fixed alkalies and in ni«

trie acid. Communicates a blue colour to hot sulphu-

ric acid. Soluble in muriatic acid, and decomposed

by it. Before the blow- pipe decrepitates, melts into a

yellowish grey mass, and globules of lead are re-

duced ^.

Sj).
8. j4rseniate ef Lead^^.

This ore, which has been hitherto found only at Jo-

* Kirwan. ii. ata.—Klaproth, Ann. de Cbim. viii. 103.—Hatchetf,

Phil. Trans. 1796, p. 285.—Hauy, iii. 498.—Brochant, ii. 322.-—Jame-

son, ii. 373.

f In his Miicellanea AustriacUj vol. ii. p. 139.

i Hauy. $ Micqaart. |1
Hatchett. ^ Macquart.

#* Karsten, Gehlen's Jour. iii. 60.



ARSE^IATE OF LtA'Q*

hann-Georgenstadt, was at first -confounded with the

preceding, ttH the analysts of Rose showed that it con-

tained no molybdic acid. Colour wax yellow, passing

into asparagus green. Crystallized in double six-

sided pyramids. External lustre 4, 3, adamantine;

internal 3, resinous. Fracture splintery. Transparen-

cy 2. Soft. Sectile. Specific gravity 1*2612,

Karsten in his catalogue, published in 1790, de-

scribes an ore from Siberia, which likewise contains

arsenic acid and lead; but iron is also preseht in it iti

considerable quantity, We are not yet in possession

of a good description of the arseuiatc of lead found by
Proust in Spain.

4'?9

Salt*^

The following Tables exhibit a view of the consti-

tuents of the preceding species, according tO' the most

^xact analyses hitherto ips<le*
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Chap. U.
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Book III. to be nearly "confined to flo'ef?: fbclcsy ^d^ir~Wxur^
* most frequently'in beds in a particular lime-stone *.

The following Table exhibits the different states ia

which this metal has hitherto occurred :

-

i^I^ SuLPHURETs III. Salts

1. Blende 1. Carbonate

I'ljr. Oxides

3» Silicated oxide

Sulphate

Genus I. Sulphurets.

Sj>. 1. Blende \^Black Jacl.

This ore is common. It occurs both in amorphous
masses and crystallized. The primitive form of its

crystals is the rhomboidal dodecahedron. The figure

of its integrant particl,es is the tetrahedron 4:.

The principal varieties of its crystals are the tetrahe-

dron ; the octahedron ; the octahedron with its edges

wanting ;
a 24-sided crystal, 12 of whose faces are tra-

pezoids, and 12 elongated triangles ; and, lastly, a 28-

sided figure, which is the last variety, augmente'^ by
four equilateral triangles §. It is divided into three

subspecies, which characterize different formations*

*
Jafriesou,ii\ 414.

\ Kirwan, ii. :^38.~-Berg. H. 4a9.—Brochant, ii. 350,—Hauy^ iv-

1^7—-Jan^eson, ii. 399.

\ Wauy, Jour, de Mitt. No. xxxiii. 669.

§ See Hauy, Ibid, and Rome de Lisle, iii, 6,j



3LENDE. 4T5

The yellow is the oldest, the black newest, and the Sulphuets.

browo intermediate.
^

Subspecies 1. Telhw Blende, Colour dark wax yel-

low and sulphur yellow, passing into asparagus and

olivf green, and into hyacinth, aurora, and brownish

red. All the colours incline somewhat to green. Mas-

sive, jind crystallized in four-sided prisms, having
their edges truncated, and terminated by four-sided py-
ramids. Surface smooth. Lustre 3, 4, adamantine.

Fracture straight foliated, cleavage sixfold ; cross frac-

ture conchoidal. Fragments dodecahedral ; but seldom,

perfect. In granular distinct concretions, Transpa^

rency 2, sometimes 3. Refraction single. Streak yel-

lowish grey. Semihard. Brittle. Frangibility 4.

Specific gravity 4*044 to 4' 06 7. Often phosphoresces
when scraped or rubbed *.

Subspecies 2. Broivn Blende, Of this there are twd

varieties ; the foliated and the Jibrous,

Foliated, Colour reddish and yellowish brown;

passes into hyacinth red, and into blackish brown.

Massive ; and crystallized in tetrahedrons, octahedrons,

rhomboidal dodecahedrons, and octahedrons with an

intermediate four. sided prism. External lustre 3 ;

internal from 4 to 1, between resinous and adamantine.

Fracture foliated ; cleavage six-fold. In granular dis-

tinct concretions. Transparency l, 2, 0. Streak yel-

lowish grey and yellowish brown. Semihard. Brittle,

Frangibility 4. Specific gravity from 3*77 to 4*048.

Fibrous, Hitherto found only at Geroldseck in the

Breisgau. Colour reddish brown. Massive and reni-

Bergman.
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BookM. form. Lustre 2, 1. Fracture fibrous. In granular

distinct concretions, intersected by curved lamellar dis-

tinct concretions. Opaque. In other respects agrees

with the preceding.

Subspecies 3. Black Blende. Colour between grey-

ish and velvet black, sometimes brownish black; when

held between the eye and the light, appears blood red

if transparent. Massive and crystallized. Internal

lustre 3, 4, metallic. Fracture foliated ; cleavage six-

fold, but very indistinct. Fragments indeterminate,

pretty sharp-edged. In granular distinct concretions.

Mostly opaque. Streak between yellowish grey and

light yellowish brown. Semihard, Brittle. Frangi-

bility 4. Specific gravity 3*967 to 4'166.

The following Table exhibits the constituents of this

species, according to the analyses hitherto made.

-



CALAMINE. 4Sl

Oxidqs.

Genus II. Oxides.

Sj), 1» Calamine,

The term calamine has been given to all the ores

of zinc of a whitish colour, and which are usually em-

ployed for making brass. Mineralogists had long sus-

pected that diflferent kinds of minerals were confound-

ed together under this name, and Mr Smithson has late-

ly ascertained that it contains at least three distinct spe-

cies. The first is a compound of the oxide of zinc and

silica, and is distinguished by the property of becoming

electric by heat, like the tourmaline. The primitive

form of its crystals appears, from the mechanical divi-r

sion of one of them by Mr Hauy, to be an octahedron

composed of two lour-sided pyramids, whose sides are

equilateral triangles *. But the crystals arc minute, and

their figure "not very distinct. They are either four or

six sided tables with bevelled edges, six-sided prisms,

or tliree-sided pyramids. Colour usually greyish white.

Fracture radiated or toliated. Lustre vitreous. Spe-

cific gravity 3'434. Before the blow-pipe decrepitates

and shines with a green light. Gelatinizes in acids.

A specimen of this rmneral, from Regbania in Hungary,

yielded Mr Smithson 68'3 oxide of zinc

23*0 silica

4*4 water

97-7

Another specimen, analysed by Klaproth, contained

* Jour, de Min. No. xxxii. 596.

Vol. IV. H h
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Sook in. 65 oxide of Zinc
Chap. II,

Im—V f 33 Silica

99

The different analyses of Bergman and Pelletier show,

that the proportion of the constituents of this ore vary

considerably. The silica sometimes amounts to 52 per

ce/it, ; sometimes only to 12. This would lead one to

suspect that it is not combined with the zinc, but rather

mechanically mixed with it.

Genus III. Salts.

Sp, 1, Carbonate— Calamine.

Bergman first announced that many calamines are

carbonates of zinc. The experiments of that chemist

and of Dr Watson *
demonstrate, that most of the cala-

mines of this country are in that state ; and this has

been confirmed by the late experiments of Mr Smith-

son.

The carbonate of zinc occurs both massive and in

crystals ; but their form has not yet been ascertained

with precision. Colour brownish or yellowish white.

In the Specimens which I have seen, the texture was

compact, the lustre 0, the fragments indeterminate ; and

the mineral was composed of testaceous pieces. Opaque,

Specific gravity, as determined by Smithson, 4*334.

Soluble in sulphuric acid with effervescence. Does not

gelatinize with acids. Mr Smithson found a specimen

from Somersetshire of a mamellated form, composed of

* Chemical Euays^ iv. lO*
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64*8 oxide of zinc Salts.

35*2 carbonic acid

100-0

And a specimen in small crystals froni Derbyshite
bontained 65*2 oxide of zinc

34*8 carbonic acid

100-0

Sp, 2. Hydrous Carbonate,—Calamine.

This sjpecies is distinguished ftom the last by its lotir

specific gtavity, in which it nearly agrees with silicated.

oxide of zinc. The specimen examined by Mr Smith-

Son was from Bleyberg in Saxony. Its colour was

white, and its ifbrm stalactitical. Specific gravity 3*584.

Before the blow-pipe it became yellow ; and when ex-

posed to the heat of the blue flame was gradually dis-
:

- ^

sipated. Dissolved with effervescence in sulphuric acid; .^^

and when heated lost about ^th of its weight. It yielded

71*4 oxide of zinc

13*5 carbonic acid

15'1 water

100-0

Mr Smithson consider^ it as composed of

60 hydrate of ziac

4f) carbonate of zinc

100*

* See Phil, Transi i803.

Hh2



4&4 <5^ES OF BISMUTH,

^°i;fp"l^i: Sp. 3. Sulphate of Zinc.

This salt is usually in a state of solution, and there-

fore belongs properly to mineral waters. Its proper-

ties have been described in the First Part of this Work.

Order XII. ORES OF BISMUTH.

Bismuth occurs usually in veins in primitive rocks.

It is said also to have been observed disseminated in

wacke. It is usually accompanied by the ores of co-

balt. Its ores are not abundant. They exist in much

greater quantity in Saxony than in any other country ;

but they are found likewise in Sweden, France, and

Cornwal. The following Table will serve to show how

little diversified are the ores of this metal.

I. Alloys

1^^%:L 1. Native bismuth

II. SULPHURETS

1. Common
2. Cupreous

III. Oxides

1. Bismuth ochre

Bismuth, like gold, platinum, and silver, occurs most

commonly in the state of metal.

Genus I. Alloys.

.^.1. Native Bismuth'^,

This mineral, which is found at Schneeberg, Johan-

* Kirwan, ii. 264.—JKrochant, ii. 343»—Hauy, iv. 1^4.—Jameson,



SULPHURET. 485

g^orgenstadt, &c. in Germany, has commonly the form Sulphuretj.

of small plates lying above one another. Sometimes it

is crystallized in four-sided tables, indistinct cubes, and

truncated tetrahedrons. Its primitive form is the regu-

lar octahedron.

Colour silver white inclining to red ; surface often

tarnished red, yellow, or purple. Internal lustre 4, me-

tallic. Fracture perfect, foliated. Fragments indeter-

minate, blunt-edged. In granular distinct concretions.

Soft. Sectile. Opaque. Frangibility 4. Specific gra-

vity 9*022 * to 9*57 f. Exceedingly fusible. Before

the blow-pipe gives a silvery white bead, and at last e-

vaporates in a yellowish white smoke, which is depo-

sited on the charcoal.

Genus II. Sulfhurets.

Sp, 1. Common Sulphuret J.

This ore, which is found in Sweden, Saxony, and

Bohemia, occurs sometimes in amorphous masses, and

sometimes in needleform crystals.

Colour light lead grey. Powder black and shining.

Internal lustre of the foliated 4 ; of the radiated 3, me-

tallic. Lustre metallic, 2 to 3. Streak obscurely me-
tallic. Fracture foliated ; sometimes radiated. The
foliated in granular distinct concretions. Soils. Hard-

ness 5. Brittle. Frangibility 4. Specific gravity
6*131 § to 6*4672 ||.

When held to the flame of a

* Brisson. f Kirwan.

X Kirwan, ii. a66—Sage, Mem. Par. 1782, p. 3o7,~>Broch3nt, 11.

346—Hauy, iv, 190.
—

Jameson, ii. 395.

i Kirwan.
(|
Brisson.
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Pook III.

Chap. II.

ORES OF BISMUTH.

candle, it melts with a blue flame and sulphureoU5

smell. Before the blow-pipe emits a reddish yellow

smoke, which adheres to the charcoal. This powder

becomes white when it cools, and resumes its former

colour when the flame is directed upon it*.

Sp. 2, Cupreous Sulphuret f.

This ore was discovered by Selb in a cobalt mine in

Furstenberg, where it composes a vein about a yard

wide. Colour steel grey, but by exposure to the air it

acquires a reddish or bluish tarnish. Massive. Lustre

2, metallic. Fracture small-grained uneven. Gives a

dull blackish streak. Soft. Sectile. Heavy.

The following Table exhibits a view of the consti-

tuents of the two preceding species, according to the.

analyses hitherto made :



OCHRE. 4S'7

Oxides.

Genus III. Oxides. -""^^

Sp. 1. Bismuth Ochre*,

This ore is extremely rare. It has been observed at

Schneeberg and in Bohemia. It is usually dissemina-

ted, or at the surface of other minerals. Colour straw

yellow ; sometimes passing into light yellowish grey
and ash grey. Fracture fine-grained uneven ; passing

into foliated, and into earthy. Lustre of the fine-

grained uneven, 1,2; of the foliated 3 ; of the earthy

O, adamantine. Opaque. Soft ; verging on friable.

Not very brittle. Frangibility 4. Specific gravity

4'371l. Easily reduced and volatilized by the blow~

pipe on charcoal. Dissolves in acids with tfferves-

cence. Its constituents, according to the analysis of

Lampadius, are as follows :

Oxide of bismuth 86*3

Oxide of iron 5*2

Carbonic acid 4*1

Water , 3*4

99 f

Orber XIII. ORES OF ANTIMONY.

The ores of antimony occur almost always in veins,

and affect the primitive and transition mountains. By
far the most abundant, and the only ore wrought for

xnetallurgic purposes, is the sulphuret. Antimony ores

* Kirwan, ii. 465.—Brochant, ii. 348 Jameson, ii. 397.

f Handbuch^ p. 2S7.
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k

rh^'^^W'
^^^^^ ^" considerable quantities in different parts of

u-^3— Sweden, Norway, Germany, France, Britain, &:c. The

following Table exhibits the different states in which

this metal has hitherto been found in nature :

Table of I. Alloys 2. Black ore of antim.
Che Species. ^,^^.^^ HI. OxiDES

II. SuLPHURETS 1. White oxide

I, Grey ore of antimo- 2. Red ore of antim.

njr 3. Antimony ochre

Genus I. Alloys,

Sp. 1, Native Antimony *.

This mineral was first discovered by Swab at Sahl-

berg in Sweden in 1748. It has been since observed

in two other places, at Allemont in France, and at An-

dreasberg in the Hartz. It occurs massive and in kid-

neyform lumps. Colour tin white. Lustre 4, me-

tallic. Fracture perfect foliated with a fourfold clea-

'

vage. Fragments sometimes rhomboidal, usually in-

determinate, blunt-edged. In granular, and sometimes

in lamellar distinct concretions. Rather sectile. Fran-

gibility 4. Hardness 6. Specific gravity 6"720f.

Before the blow-pipe melts and evaporates, depositing a

white oxide of antimony. A specimen from Andreas-

berg, analysed by Klaproth, consisted of

* Kirwan, ii. 345.—Brochant, ii. 367.—Hauy, iv. aja.—Jameson,
i». 415^ I Klaproth, iii. 1 70.
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98-00 antimony SulphuretsJ

1*00 silver

0*25 iron

90-25

Genus II. Sulphurets.

Sp 1. Grey Ore of Antimony \,

This ore, which is the most common, and indeed al-

most the only ore of antimony, occurs both massive,

disseminated, and crystallized. Its crystals are four-

sided prisms, somewhat flattened, whose sides are near-

ly rectangles, terminated by short four-sided pyramids,

whose sides are trapeziums J. Sometimes two of the

^dges are wanting, which renders the prism six-sided §.

The primitive form of the crystals not yet determined.

It is divided into four subspecies.

Subspecies 1. Compact, Colour light lead grey, sur-

face often tarnished, and then it is blue or purplish.

Massive and disseminated. Internal lustre 3, 2, me-

tallic. Fracture fine-grained uneven. Fragments in-

determinate, blunt-edged. Seldom in small granular

distinct concretions. Soft. Frangibility 4. Soils.

Streak more shining. Specific gravity 4*368. The
most uncommon of the subspecies.

Subspecies 2. Foliated, Colour as the preceding.

Massive and disseminated. Internal lustre 3, 4, me-

*
Beitragey iii. a7a. f Kinran, ii. 247.—Brochant, ii. 371.—Hauy, iv 264.—Jameson, iL 417.

X Rome dc Lisle, iii. 49.

^ Jbid.—See also Hauy, Jour, dc Min, No. xxxii. 606.
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Book m. tallic. Fracture foliated ; sometimes passin? into broad
Chap. II.

,. , ^, . , T- -7
radiated. Cleavage single, rragments indeterminate.

In granular distinct concretions ;
coarse and fine, and

usually longish. Soft. Not particularly brittle. Fran-

gibility 4. Specific gravity 4' 36 8.

Subspecies 3. Radiated, Colour light lead grey, often

tarnished. Massive, disseminated, and crystallized in

six and four sided prisms. Surface of crystals streaked

longitudinally, and usually shining. Internal lustre 4

to 2, metallic. Fracture radiated. Fragments inde«

terminate ; sometimes splintery. In thin imperfect

columnar, and longish granular distinct concretions.

3oft. Not particularly brittle. Frangibility 4. Spe-

cific gravity 4*2 to 4'5.

Subspecies 4. Plumose, Colour between blackish

lead grey and steel grey. Massive, but usually in thin

capillary crystals. External lustre 3 ; internal 1, me-

tallic. Fracture delicatepromiscuous fibrous. Fragments

indeterminate, blunt-edged. 'Opaque. Very soft. Not

particularly brittle. Frangibility 4. Heavy,

Sp, 2. Black Ore ofAntimony *,

This ore is found in Cornwal. Colour iron black,

Crystallized in fourrsided rectangular tables, truncated

on the edges. Planes of the crystals smooth. Internal

lustre 3, metallic. Fracture small conchoidal. Frag*

inents indeterminate. Soft. Rather sectile. Heavy.

These ores have not yet been subjected to chemical

analysis, if we except radiated grey antimony, which

yielded to Bergman,

* Jameson, ii. 425.
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Antimony,. 74

Sulphur .. 26

491

Oxides.

100

Genus III. Oxides.

5^. 1. White Ore of Antimony *.

Thjs ore, which has been found in Bohemia and

Dauphiny, is sometimes in quadrangular tables and

cubes ; sometimes in acicular crystals grouped like zeo-

lites, and sometimes in prisms. Colour i:)asses from

snow white to yellowish white. Internal lustre 3, be-

tween pearly and adamantine. Fracture foliated. Single

cleavage j
sometimes radiated. Fragments indetermi-

nate. In granular and columnar distinct concretionsik

Transparency 2. Soft. Rather sectile. Heavy. Melts

easily by the flame of a candle, and emits a white va-

pour f . Before the blow-pipe decrepitates ; when pow-
dered and just ready to melt, it evaporates and leaves

a white powder around. Between two pieces of coal

it is reducible to a metallic state. This ore had been

taken for a muriate of antimony ; but Klaproth has

lately ascertained it to be a pure white oxide of that

metal %.

Sp, 2. Ochre ofAntimony §.

This mineral is uncommon. It has been found at

* Kirwan, ii. 251.
—Brochant, li. 381.

—
Hau}-, iv. 273.

—
Jameson, ii.

428. f Hauy, Jour, de Min, No. xxxii. 609.

t Klaproth, iii. 183. § Kirwan ii. ajj.—Brochant, ii. 383.
—

Jameson, ir, 431,
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Book III. Brauhsdorf near Freyberg, and in Hungary. Some-

times massive, sometimes covering grey ore of antimo-

ny. Colour straw yellow. Lustre 0. Fracture earthy.

Soft. Not particularly, brittle, nor heavy. Infusible

before the blow-pipe j but emits a white smoke, and is

volatilized. With borax it froths, and is partly redu-

ced to the metallic state.

iS^.
3. Red Ore ofAntimony^'.

This ore occurs at Braunsdorf in Saxony, and Krem-

nitz. in Hungary, and at Allemont in France. It is

usually in the state of capillary crystals grouped toge-

ther. Colour cherry red. Lustre 2, adamantine. Frac-

ture fibrous. Fragments wedge-shaped and splintery.

In coarse and small longish granular distinct concretions.

Opaque. Streak similar. Very soft. Not very brit-

tle. Frangibility 4. Specific gravity 3;75 f, to 4*09 J.

Before the blow-pipe melts, emits a slight smell of sul-

phur, and is volatilized. When heated in muriatic acid

it emits sulphureted hydrogen gas, holding hydrosul-

phuret of antimony in solution. When heated to red-

ness a little carbonic acid is emitted, some glass of anti-

mony is formed, and the greatest part assumes the form

of oxide of antimony. It yields Q'\\per cent, of anti-

mony.

The following Table exhibits a view of the constitu-

ents of such of the preceding species as have been ana-

lysed ;

* Kirwan, ii. 250.—Brochant, ii. 379.—Hauy, It. 276.—Jamesou, iu

4a6. f Lametherie. % Klaproth, ill i;^.
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Book III.

Chap. II.

*
\t

' ' " * Genus I. Axloys.

Sp, 1»
J^ative Tellurium *•

Aurum ParaddxictiMy Problematicum,

This mineral has been found only in the mine of Ma-

riahilf, in the Fatzbay mountains in Transylvania. It

occurs massive and disseminated ; and also crystallized,

it is said. Lustre 5, metallic. Fracture foliated. In

small granular distinct concretions. Soft. Frangibi-

lity 4. Specific gravity 5'73 to 6'115 t«

Sp. 2' Graphic OreX*

Schrifter%
—Aurum Craphicum,

This species has been found only in the mine called

Franciscus, at OfFenbanya in Transylvania. It is

usually in the state of small six-sided prismatic cirys-^

tal^, grouped together in rows, and often disposed in

such a way as to have a resemblance to written charac-

ters. Colour light steel grey. External lustre 4 i

internal 2, metallic. Fracture fine-grained uneven;

Fragments sharp-edged. Soft. Brittle. Specific gra-

vity 5-723.

Sp, 3. White or Tellow Ore
\\

—Gelberz of Klaproth.

This ore has been found only in the mine of Nagyag

*
Klaproth, iii. a.-*Brochant, ii. 480.—Hau3r> iv. ^'i'S-

—
Jamesdn, ii.

513.

t Klaproth.

X Klaproth, iii. 16.—Brochant» ii. 482.—Hauy, iv. 3a7.--Jame8on, 11

I! Klaproth, iii. 510.—Brochant, ii. 484.—^Jameson, ii. 5 1.8.
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in Transylvania. It seems to bear a strong resemblance Alloys,

to the last species. Found disseminated, or crystallized

in small four-sided prisms. Colour silver white, passing

into brass yellow. Lustre of the principal fracture 4,

3 ; of the cross, fracture 2, metallic. Fracture in one

direction foliated, in another small-grained uneven.

Soft. Somewhat sectile. Specific gravity 10*678.

Were we to suppose the lead accidentally mixed, the

composition of this ore would agree with that of the

last.

Sp, 4. Foliated or J5/ac^ Ore *,

This ore is found at Nagyag, and is wrought for the

gold which it contains. It occurs in plates, or in six-

sided tables somewhat elongated. Colour between lead

grey and iron black. External lustre 4 ; internal 2,

metallic. Fracture foliated. Fragments tabular. In

granular distinct concretions. Stains a little. Soft.

Leaves slightly flexible. Specific gravity 8*918. So-

luble in acids with effervescence.

The following Table exhibits a view of the consti-

tuents of these ores, according to the analysis of Kla-

proth.

Klaproth, uL «6.—Brochant, ii. 486.—Jameson, ii,5«9^
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NATIVE ARSEi^lC—ARSEtflCAL PYRITESi 49*1

Sulphurets.

Genus I. Alloys.

Sp, 1. Native Arsenic *.

This mineral is found in different parts of Germany.
It occurs generally in masses of various shapes, kidney-

form, botryoidal, &:c. Colour light lead grey. Its sur«

face quickly becomes tarnished by exposure to the air,

and becomes greyish black. Lustre metallic (when
fresh) 3 to 2. Streak bluish grey, metallic and bright.

Powder dull and black. Fracture small-grained un-

even; sometimes imperfect foliated. In thin curved

lamellar distinct concretions. Hardness 7 to 8. Fran-

gibility 6. Sectile. Specific gravity 5'61 f to 5'7249:|:i

Gives an arsenical smell when struck. Before the

blow-pipe emits a white smoke, diffuses a garlic smelly

burns with a blue flame, gradually evaporates, depo-

siting a white powder. It is always alloyed With some

iron §, and often contains silver, and sometimes gold.

Genus II. Sulphurets* ^'^

Sp. 1. Arsenical Pyrites \\,

Tnts mineral is common in different parts of Germa-

ny, &.C. It occurs massive and disseminated, and very
often crystallized. Theprimitive form of its crystals is a

rhomboidal prism, the angles ofwhose base are 103^ 20'
"

* Kirwan, ii. ajj.
—Brochant, ii. 435.—Hauy, iv. aio.—Jameson^

ii. 469. t Kirwan, J Brisson.

^ De Born, Catal. of Raab, iil 194.

|] Kirwan, ii. aj 6.— Brochant, ii. 438.—Hauy, iv. 57;—Jameson, ii*

469.

Fol, IF, • I i
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Book in. and 76^ 40'. It occurs in this form. Sometimes
Chr.p- II. ... ^ .u—.y—— the pnsm is termmated by four-sided summits ; some-

times its lateral faces are cylindrical. It occurs also in

lenticular crystals *. This species is divided into two

subspecies.

Subspecies 1, Common, Colour of the fresh fracture

silver white ; by exposure it acquires a yellowish tar-

nish. Massive ; disseminated ; and crystallized in

oblique four-sided prisms^ very acute double four-sided

pyramids, irregular cubes, and needles. Lateral faces

smooth ; those formed by truncation usually streaked.

Their lustre is 4. Internal lustre 3, 2, metallic. Frac-

ture coarse and small grained uneven. Fragments in-

determinate, blunt-edged. Usually unseparated ; some-

times in columnar distinct concretions. Hard. Brittle.

Frangibility 2. Specific gravity 5'405 to 6*522.

When rubbed emits an arsenical smell.

Subspecies 2. Argentiferous. Colour silver white,

surface tarnished yellowish. Massive, disseminated,

and in small acicular four-sided prisms. External

* '*" lustre 3 ; internal 2, 1, metallic. Fracture fine-grained

uneven. Fragments indeterminate. Has sometimes a

tendency to fine granular distinct concretions. In other

respects agrees with the preceding.

Sp, 2. Ojpiment,

This species is divided into two subspecies j namely,
red orpiment and yellow orpiment,%

* A description of the different forms in which arsenical pyrites occurs,

with figures of each, is given by Bemhardi in Gehlcn's /e«r. Second Scries,,

iii. 8o..



Subspecies 1 . Red Orpiment Realgar *. This mi- Sulphtiretfc

neral is found in Sicily, about Mount Vesuvius, in

Hungary, Transylvania, various parts of Germany,
&c. It is cither massive or crystallized. The primi-

tive form of the crystals is an octahedron with scalene

triangles, which seem to be the same with the primi-

tive form of sulphur ; and it commonly appears in 4, 6,

8, 10, or 12 sided prisms, terminated by four-sided

summits f.

Colour aurora red. Streak lemon or orange yellow.

External lustre 3. 4 ; internal 3> between pearly and

adamantine. Transparency from 2 to 3. Hardness 5 ^

to 6. Frangibility 4. Specific graviy 3*3384 if. It

is an electric per se, and becomes negatively electric by
friction J. Nitric acid deprives it of its colour. Before

the blow-pipe it melts easily, burns with a blue flame

and garlic smell, and soon evaporates.

Suhspecies 2. Tellow Orpiment \\
. This ore, which

is found in Hungary, Wallachia, Georgia, and Turkey
in Asia, is either massive or crystallized. The crystals

are confused, and their figure cannot be easily deter^

mined ; some of them appear octahedrons, and others

minute four-sided prisms. Colour lemon yellow«

Streak similar. Internal lustre 4, between adaman-

tine and semimetallic. Fracture curve-foliated, Plate*

* Kirwan, ii. a6i.—Bergman, ii. 297.
—Brochant, u.447.—Hauy, rr.

2i8.—Jameson, ii, 477.

f RohkI de Lisle, iii. 34.-—Hauy, iv. aa9,

I Brisson. § Hauy, Jour, de Min, No. xxxii. 61a.

II Kirwan, ii. t6o.—All'erti de Auripigmmto.
—

Scopoli in anno jto

l\Ut. Nat. p. 59.—Bergman, ii. 297.
—

Brochaiit, ii. 444.—Hauy, iv. 434,

—
^Jameson, ii. 481.

Ii2
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Chap. II.

ORES OF ARSENIC.

flexible, but not elastic. Occurs in large and small

granular distinct concretions. Transparency 2, 4.

Hardness 4. Sectile. Specific gravity from 3*048 *

to3*52lf. Effervesces with hot nitric acid .^ Burns

with a bluish white flanne. Before the blow-pipe melts,

smokes, and evaporates, leaving only a little earth and

some traces of iron. Becomes electrified minus when

rubbed.

Hitherto the first only of these species has been

analysed. Both the subspecies of the second, accord-

ing to Proust, are sulphurets of arsenic. The follow-

ing Table exhibits the constituents of common arsenic

pyrites, according to the difFetent analyses hitherto

made.
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Oxides.

Genus III. Oxides.

"

Sp, 1. Native Oxide *.

This ore is found in various parts of Germany, Hun-

gary, &c. either in powder, or massive, or crystallized

in prismatic needles. It is very uncommon. Colour

w^ite or grey, often with a tint of red, yellow, green,
or black. Lustre common, 1 to 2. Transparency 1 to

0^ when crystallized, 2. Texture earthy. Hardness

6. Brittle. Specific gravity 3*7 f. Soluble in hot

diluted nitric acid without effervescence. Soluble at

60^ Fahrenheit in SO times its weight of water. Be-

fore the blow-pipe sublimes, but does not inflame.

Tinges borax yellow.

Genus IV. Salts.

Sp, 1^ Arsemate of LimeX.
—Pharmacolke, ^

This salt has been hitherto found only in the mine

Sophia, near Wittichen in Suabia, where it occurs in ^
< the rents of a

granite rock, accompanied by cobalt ore. *

Colour reddish and snow white. Occurs as a coating,

and in delicate capillary crystals. Internal lustre 1,

silky. Fracture delicate radiated. Fragments inde-

terminate, and sometimes wedge-shaped. In granular

distinct concretions. Transparency i. Very soft.

* Kirwan,i», 258.—Bergman, ii, 285.
—Brochant, ii.450«

—Hauy, iv,

I Kirwan.

X Brochant, ii. 523.—Haiiy, il. 293.—Klaproth, iii. 280.—Jameson, ii. #

483.

V

**
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Cha^ ^n Frangibility 4. Soils. Specific gravity 2'64 * to 2«536 f,

V—v—'

According to the analysis of Klaproth, it is composed of

Arsenic acid .... 50*54

Lime ,, 25*00

Water 24*46

100-00 t

Sj>. 2. Arseniate of copper.—See Class IV. Order

VI. Genus IV.

Sp. 3. Arseniate of iron.—See Class IV. Order VIL
Genus IV.

Sp. 4. Arseniate of lead.-^See Class IV. Order X.

Genus III.

Sp. 5. Arseniate of Cobalt.-^-See Class IV. Order

XVI. Genus IV,

Order XVI. ORES OF COBALT,

Cobalt ores occur both in primitive, transition,

and floetz mountains. They are not very abundant ;

and for that reason cobalt is more valuable than many
of the other metals which have been already treated of.

They are commonly accompanied by nickel, bismuth,

or iron. They are most abundant in Germany, Swe^

den, Norway, and Hungary ; they have been found

also in Britain and France, but not in any great quan^

tity.

Few of the ores of cobalt have been analysed with

precision ; hence the confusion which still obscures

*
fKlaprotb. fSc^b. ^ Behrage/uu^Zi.

f^
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their mineralogical arrangement and description. The
^

Alloys.

following Table exhibits what are at present considered

as the different species of these ores, arranged accord-

ing to their supposed composition :

I Alloys 2. Brown cobalt ochre

1. White cobalt ore 3. Yellow cobalt ochre

2. Glance cobalt III. Salts

3. Grey cobalt ore 1. Afseniate of fcob^lt

JI. Oxides ^ 2. Sulphate

I . Black cobalt oclire

Genus I. Alloys.

5;^. 1. White Cobalt Ore*.

This is the most common species of cobalt ore, and

indeed almost the only ore wrought for metallurgic pur-

poses.

Colour silver white, slightly inclining to reddish ;

acquires a greyish tarnish. Commonly massive, or in

particular shapes ; sometimes crystallized in cubes or

dodecahedrons. Crystals usually small ; faces smooth.

External lustre 4 ; internal 3, 2, metallic. Fracture

fine grained uneven ; sometimes radiated and imperfect

foliated, with a threefold cleavage. Fragments inde-

terminate, rather blunt-edged. Usually unseparated ;

sometimes in granular distinct concretions. Semihard.

Brittle. Frangibility 2. Heavy. When struck with

^tcel emits an arsenical smell.

Jameson, ii. 432- "* ^
t
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Sp, 2. Glance Cohalt'^.

Found in beds iq mica slate, at Tunaberg in Sweden,
from which most of the crystallized specimens are

brought ; at Los and at Modum, in Norway ; and like*

wise at Qiern, in Silesia. Colour tin white ; some-

times tarnished grey. Massive, in various particular

forms, and crystallized in cubes and octahedrons. Sur-

face of crystals smooth and splendent. Internal lustrQ

2, metallic. Fracture fine and coarse grained uneven ;

often passes into imperfect foliated and into radiated.

Fragments indeterminate, sharp-edged ; sometimes

wedge-shaped. In granular and lamellar distinct con^

cretions. Semihard. Brittle. Frangibility 3. Spe*

pific gravity 6*4509 f.

Sp, 3. Grey Cobalt Orel.

This ore, which is rarer than the preceding, occurs in

various parts of Germany, Cornwal, France, 8z:c. Co-

lour light steel grey, inclining to white ; but when ex.,

posed to the air, is soon tarnished greyish black. Mas-

sive, disseminated, tubiform, and specular. Internal

lustre 1, 2, metallic. Fracture even ; sometimes pas-

sing into large flat conchoidal, and into finegrained un-

even. Fragments indeterminate, pretty sharp-edged.

Seldom in lamellar distinct concretions. Streak simi-

lar. Semihard. Very brittle. Frangibility 4. Spe»

f:ific gravity 5'571 §.

*
Jameson, ii. 433.

^. tJameson, ii. 434.

f Hauy. #

^
Kirwao.

X
/



iLACK COBALT ORE,

Tht two first of the preceding ores seem to resemble

each other so closely as to form at most only subspe-
cies of the same species. The following Table exhibits

the analyses hitherto made :

505
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Bookirr. Suhspecies 2* Indurated. Colour usually bluish
Chap- ^' , , , ^ -- . , • . 1 J • -r^

black. Massive, disseminated, and as a coating. Ex-

ternal lustre scarce 1 ; internal 0. Fracture fine earthy.

Fragments indeterminate, blunt-edged. Lustre of streak

8, resinous. Very soft. Rather sectile. Frangibility

4. Specific gravity 2*019 to 2*425*. Considered as

pure oxide of cobalt, but has not been analysed.

Sp* 2. Brown Cobalt Ochre f.

This ore seems peculiar to the floetz tftoiintains. It

is found in Saxony and Spain. Colour liver brown ;

sometimes passittg into yellowish brown, and into black.

Massive and disseminated. Lustre 0. Fracture fine

earthy. Fragments indeterminate, blunt-edged. Streak

similar, but shining. Very soft. Sectile. Frangibi-

lity 4. Light.

iS^.
3. Yellow Cohalt Ochr^X-

This ore occurs in the saine situation as the prece-

ding, but is rarer. Colour dirty straw yellow ; some-

times passing into yellowish grey. Massive. Internal

lustrs O. Fracture fine earthy. Fragments indetermi-

nate, blunt-edged. Streak shining. Soft, passing into

ffiable. Sectile. Frangibility 4. Light.

« GcUcrt t Jameson,
il. 44c. t Ibid. ii. 443«



ARSENIATE OF COBALT—SULPHATE OF COBALT^ ^0*;

Salts.

«

V
'

Genus III. Salts.

Sj), I, Jrseniate of Cobalt '^—Red Cobalt Ore.

This species, which accompanies several of the other

ores of cobalt, has been divided into two subspecies.

Subspecies 1. Cobalt Crust—Earthy Red Cobalt

Ochre, Colour peach blossom red. Seldom massive ;

often in velvety coatings. Lustre l, 0. Fracture fine

earthy. Fragments indeterminate, blunt-edged. Scarcely

soils. Streak shining. Very soft. Light.

Subspecies 2, Cobalt Bloom—Radiated Red Cobalt

Ochre, Colour peach blossom red ; often cochineal and

crimson red, pearl grey, greenish grey. Massive, dis-

seminated, reniform, and crystallized in short needles,

acute double six-sided pyramids, rectangular four-sided

prisms. External lustre 3, 4 ; internal 3, 2, pearly.

Fracture radiated. Fragments splintery and wedge-

shaped ; sometimes in thin columnar distinct concre-

tions, collected into coarse granular distinct concre-

tions. Transparency 2, 1. Streak similar. Soft.

Not particularly brittle. Rather sectile.
Frangibility

4. Light. ^
Before the blow-pipe becomes grey, and emits a gar*

lie smell, but without smoke. Tinges borax blue.

Sp,2, Sulphate\of Cobalt,

This salt has been found in Neusohl in Hungary,
in the form of transparent stalactites of a red colour.

«
KlaprothjiL 278*—Brochant, ii. 403—Haiiy,iv. ai6 Jameson,

ii. 444*
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Book ITT. Some mineralogists considered these stalactites as su!-
v^hp. ir.

V—-y—w phate of manganese ; others as sulphate of cobalt. Kla-

proth found, by analysis, that the latter opinion is the

Order XVII. ORES OF MANGANESE f .

Ores of manganese occur both in primitive and trans-

ition mountains. They are very common, having been

found abundantly in Germany, France, Spain, Britain,

Sweden, Norway, Siberia, and other countries.

Hitherto manganese has only been found in the state

of oxide. La Perouse, indeed, suspected that he had

found it in a metallic state ; but the quantity was too

minute to admit of decisive experiments. The follow^

ing Table exhibits the ores of this metal which have

been described :

I. Oxides

1. Grey ore

2. Black ore

II. Salts

1. Red ore or carbonate

Genus I. Oxides.

Sp,\* Grey Orel.

This mineral is found in great abundance in different

* Beitragef il 310.

f Pott, Miscelan. Berolens. vi. 49.—Margraff, Mem. Berlin, I773>P' 3*

—La Perouse, Jour, de Pbys. xvi. 156. and xv. 67. and xxviii. 68.—Sage,

Mem. Par. I785,p.a35.

X Klrwan, ii. apl.—Brochant, li. 414.—Hauy, Iv. 443.—Jameson,

ii. 452.
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parts of the earth. It is divided into four subspecies
Oxides.

by Werner.

Subspecies 1. Radiated Grey Ore, Colour steel grey.

Found massive and disseminated, and crystallized in

four-sided prisms, either terminated by four-sided or *

by two-sided summits. The faces of the prisms are

longitudinally streaked* Internal lustre 2, 3, metallic.

Fracture radiated. Surface of fracture streaked. Frag-

ments splintery or wedge- shaped » In granular distinct

concretions. Streak similar. Stains. Soft, Brittle.

Frangibility 2. Specific gravity from S'TOId to 4*756.

Subspecies 2. Foliated Grey Ore, Colour steel grey.

Found massive, disseminated, and crystallized in long-

ish rhombs. Internal lustre, 2, 3, metallic. Fracture

foliated. Fragments indeterminate, blunt-edged. Streak

black and dull. Stains- Soft, Brittle. Frangibility

3. Specific gravity 3*742.

Subspecies 3. Compact Grey Ore. Colour steel grey.

Found massive and disseminated. External lustre ;

internal 2, metallic. Fracture even ;.
sometimes incli-

ning to £at conchoidal. Fragments indeterminate, not

very sharp-edged. Usually unseparated ; sometimes in

thick lamellar distinct concretions. In other respects

resembles the preceding.

Subspecies 4. Earthy Grey Ore, Colour dark steel

grey, inclining a little to bluish. Massive. Composed
of delicate scaly particles, which have a glimmering

metallic lustre. Soils strongly. More or less cohering.

Feels fine but meagre. Moderately heavy.

The grey ore of manganese, before the blow-pipe, be-

comes brownish black, but does not melt. Tinges

borax violet. *



510 ORES OF MANGAKESE*

Chap. II*. Sp» 2» Blach Ore of Manganese*,
<

^
.. >

This ore is rare, and usually occurs along with gr^y

antimony ore. Colour between brownish and greyish

*. black. Found massive, or disseminated, or crystallized

in octahedrons. Surface of the crystals smoooth and

shining. Internal lustre 2, Fracture imperfect foli-

ated. Fragments indeterminate, blunt-edged. In small

granular distinct concretions. Streak reddish brown.

Opaque. Semihard. Brittle. Heavy.
The following Table exhibits a view of the consti-

tuents of these species, according to the analyses hi-

therto made :

» Brochant, ii. 424.—Jameson, ii. 460.
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512 ORES OF CHROMIUM.

Book m. Genus II. Salts*
Chap. II.

iS^. 1. Carbonate—Red Ore of Manganese*,

This ore has been found in Transylvania in the

mines of Nagyag, and is said ?ilso to occur in Norway
and France. Massive. Colour pale rosy red ; by

withering becomes light yellowish brown. Fracture

even. Lustre 6. Transparency!. Hardness 8. Brittle.

Frangibility 4. Specific gravity 3*233. The consti-

tuents of this ore, according to the analysis of Lampa-

dius, are as follows .*

Oxide of manganese 48

Carbonic acid 49*2

Oxide of iron ...... 2*1

Silica 0*9

100-2t

Order XVIII. ORES OF CHROMIUM.

Scarcely any thing precise is known respecting the

situation of the ores of chromium. Those hitherto ob-

served would appear to occupy veins in primitive for-

mations. The following Table exhibits a list of the

species at present known :

I. Alloys

1. Needle ore

II. Oxides

1. Chrome ochre

* KJrwan, il »97.—Napion, Mem. Turing iv. 303.—^rochant, ii. 4^^*

-JamciopjU. 463. t Jameson, ilfw^r. ii. 464.



NEEDLE ORE—CHROME OCHRE >

III. Salts.

1. Ghromate of iron

2. Chromate of lead.

Genus I. Allots.

Sp. 1. Needle Ore*.

This ore has been found in Siberia. Colour dark

steel grey, but becomes readily tarnished yellow on the

surface. In imbedded acicular crystals. Internal lustre

S, metallic. Fracture small-grained uneven, some-

times approaching conchoidal. Soft, approaching semi-

hard. Not particularly brittle. Heavy.

Genus II. Oxides.

6^. 1. Chrome Ochre\.

Occurs along with the preceding species. Colour

verdegris green, passing into straw yellow. Massive,

disseminated, and in membranes. Lustre 0. Fracture

sometimes uneven, sometimes fine earthy. Soft. Not

particularly heavy.

Genus III. Salts.

Sp. 1, Chromate of Iron %,

This mineral, which has been found near Gassin in

the department oJ'^V'ar in France, and in Siberia, is in

irregular masses.

Colour brown, not unlike that of brown blende.

*
Jameson, ii. $%%. f Ibid. ii. S'^Z*

\ Brochant, ii. 554.—Hauy, iv. 1*9.

Vol. IV.
,
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ChaT

ORES or URANIUM.

Powder asli grey. Lustre slightly metalUc. Hardness

sufficient to scratch glass. Specific gravity 4'0326.

Does not melt before the blow-pipe per se ; but melts

wirh borax, and forms a fia^ green bead. Insoluble in

nitric acid. Melted with potash and dissolved in water,

the solution assumes a beautiful orange yellow colour.

Its constituents are as follows.



PITCH OREi—URAN MICA. 5l5

Genus I. Oxides. Oxi<ie3.

Sp. I, Pitch Ore.—Pechhlende*.

This ore, which has been found at Johanngeorgen-

stadt in Saxony, Joachimsthal in Bohemia, and Ko-

nigsberg in Norway, is either massive or disseminated*

Colour velvet black or dark greyish black. Streak

similar. Internal lustre 3, 2, resinous. Fracture im-

perfect flat conchoidal. Fragments indeterminate,

sharp-edged. Occurs ia thick curved lamellar, and in

coarse angulo-granular distinct concretions. Soft.

Very brittle. Specific gravity from 6*3785 f to 7*5,

and even higher |. Imperfectly soluble in sulphuric

and muriatic acids ; perfectly in nitric acid and aqua

regia. Solution wine yellow. Infusible with alkalies

in a crucible : infusible by the blow-pipe^^r j^. With

borax and soda forms a grey opaque slag ; with micro-

cosmic salt, a green glass. A specimen of this ore from

Joachimsthal, analysed by Klaproth, contained

86*5 uranium

6*0 sulphuret of lead

5*0 silica

2*5 oxide of iron

100*0 §

Sp* 2. Uran Mica
\\
—Green Mica^^ChalcoKte,

This substance is found in Cornwal, France, at Jo-

* Kirwan, ii. 305^ --Jameson, n. 505.

f Morveau, Jour, de Min No. xxxii. 6lO.

X Klaproth, BehragCt n. 197. § Beitragif H. 341.

U Kirwan, ii. 304.—Hauy, iv. a83.—Brochant,!* 63.—Jamesoiir,

ii. 508.
'

^ *s

Kk2
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Sook III.
hanngeorgenstadt, and near Eibenstock and Rheinbrei-

Chap. II.

denbach *. It is sometimes in membranes, but more

commonly crystallized. Its crystals are rectangular

four-sided tables, cubes, and octahedrons.

Colour grass green, passing into emerald green and

into siskin green. External lustre 3 to 4 ; internal 3,

2, pearly. Transparency 2 to 1. Fracture foliated.

Hardness 5 to 6. Sectile. Frangibility 4. Specific

gravity 3* 1212 f. Soluble in nitric acid without effer-

vescence. Infusible by alkalies.

Composed of oxide of uranium, with some oxide of

copper.

Sp, 3. Uran Ochre t'

This species, which occurs along with the other ores

of uranium, is divided into two subspecies.

Subspecies J . Friable. Colour straw yellow, pass-

ing into lemon yellow, into yellowish brown and orange

yellow, and sometimes aurora red. Usually coats pitch

ore. Friable, and composed of dull dusty particles.

Soils feebly. Feels meagre. Not particularly heavy.

Subspecies 2. Indurated. Colour as the preceding.

Massive and disseminated. Internal lustre 0. Some-

times 1, 2. Fracture small-grained uneven ; sometimes

passes into earthy, sometimes into small conchoidal.

Fragments indeterminate. Opaque. Soft. Brittle.

Soils a very little, specific gravity 3'15 to 3*2438 §.

* Gmelln. f Champeaux.

\ Kirwan, ii. 303.
—

Brochant, ii. 466.--Jame8on,ii,5ia

§ Lametherie and Hauy.



COMMON SULPHURET.

Order XX. ORES OF MOLYBDENUM.

t Genus I. Sulphurets.

Sp, 1. Common Sulphuret"^
—Molyhdena,

This ore, which is the only species of molybdenum
ore at present known, is found commonly massive ;

sometimes, however, it is crystallized in hexahedral

tables and prisms. Its primitive form, according to

Hauy, is a rhomboidal prism with angles of OC and

120^.

Colour light lead grey. Streak similar. Lustre 4,

3, metallic. Fracture perfect foliated. Lamellae slight-

ly flexible. Occurs in large and coarse granular dis-

tinct concretions. Soft. Frangibility 4. Splits easily.

Sectile. Specific gravity 4*569 f to 4"7385j. Feels

greasy ; stains the fingers. Marks bluish black. A
piece of resin rubbed with this mineral becomes posi-

tively electric J. Insoluble in sulphuric and muriatic

acids ; but in a boiling heat colours them green. Effer-

vesces with warm nitric acid, leaving a grey oxide un-

dissolved. Before the blow-pipe, on a silver spoon,

emits a white smoke, which condenses into a white

po-wder, which becomes blue in the internal, and loses

its colour in the external flame. Scarcely affected by
borax or microcosmic salt. Effervesces with soda, and

gives it a reddish pearl colour.

* Kirwan, ii. %%%—Schcele's Works, i. 236. French Trans).—Pellc-

[ tier, Jour, de Phys. xxvii. 434.—Ilsemann, Ibid, xxxiii. a9a.
—

Sa^^e, ibid.

389.—Klaproth and Modeer, Ann. de Cbim. iii. izc—Brochant-, ii. 433.

—Hauy, iv. 289.
—

Jameson, ii. 465.

f Karsten. | Brisson. § Hauy, Jour, de Mh. xix. 7».



5lS ORES OF TUNGSTEW. -

Chap. II. Composed of about 60 molvbdenum

» 40 sulphur

100 *

Order XXI. ORES OF TUNGSTEN.

Ores of tungsten have hitherto been found only in

the primitive mountains. They very often accom-

pany tin ores. Hitherto this metal h'-is occurred only
in the state of an oxide, constituting two distinct species.

Genus I. Oxides.

Sp. 1. Wolfram \,

This species is found in different parts of Germany,
in Sweden, Cornwal, France, and Spain ; and is almost

constantly accompanied by ores ot tin. It occurs both

massive and crystallized. The primitive form of its

crystals, according to the observations of Mr Hauy, is a

rectangular parallelopiped, whose length is 8*66, whose

breadth is 5, and thickness 4*33 J. In many cases, the

angles, and sometimes the edges, of the crystal are

truncated.

Colour between dark greyish and brov/nish black.

Streak reddish brown. Powder stains paper with the

*
Klaproth. This result agrees exactly with the late analysis of this

ore by Bucholz. See GrhlenV / «r. iv. 603. .

f Kirwan, li. 316.
— t^e Luyart, '^^em. Thnulouse^ ii. 141.—Gmelin,

Crell's Jour. Eng. Transl iii. lay. 205. an'i 29.V—La Perouse, /<jz;r. «.V

ilfi/j. No. iv. p. 23.
—Brochint, ii. 456.— Ha^y, iv. 3 14.—Jameson, iJ»

488. % Jour, de Min, No. xix. 8.
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same colour. Lustre external 2 ; internal 2 to 3, me- Oxides,

tallic. Fracture foliated. Cross fracture coarse and

small grained uneven. Easily separated into plates

bj percussion. In lamellar distinct concretions, O-

paque. Soft. Brittle. Specific gravity from 7* 006 *

to T'SSSf. Moderately electric by communication.

Not magnetic. Infusible by the blow-pipe. Forms with

borax a greenish globule, and with microcosmic salt a

transparent globule of a deep red |.
'

Sp, 2. Tungstate of Lime^*

This ore, which is now scarce, has hitherto been

found only in Cornwal, Sweden, and Germany. It is

usually massive, sometimes crystallized ; and, according

to Bournon, the primitive form of its crystals is an

acute octahedron ; the solid angle at the summit of

which measures 48^ on the faces, and (34° 22' on the

edges. For a description of the varieties of crystalli-

zation, the reader is referred to Bournon
(|.

Colour yellowish and greyish white ; sometimes

verges on snow white ; passes into yellowish grey, yel-

lowish brown, and approaches orange yellow. Lustre

3 to 2, vitreous. Transparency 2 to 3. Fracture fo-

liated. Fragments indeterminate, rather blunt-edged.

Sometimes in granular distinct concretions. Not parti-

cularly brittle. Frangibility 4. Soft. Specific gra-

* Kirwan. f Hauj.

X Vauquelln, Jour, de Min. No. xix. ir.

§ Kirwan, ii. 314.
—Scheele's Worka (French Transl.),ii. 81.—Berg-

man, Ibid. p. 94.
—

Crell, Cbem. An/ialen^ I'j^d.. % fiaiiA 195.
—

Klaproth,

in. 44.
—

^Jameson, ii. 484.

!1 Jour, de Min. No. Ixxv. p. 167.
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Book HI.

Chap. 11.

ORES OF TITANIUM.

vity 5*8 to (5'0665. Becomes yellow when digested

with nitric or muriatic acid. Infusible by the blow-

pipe. With borax forms a colourless glass, unless the

borax exceed, and then it is brown. With microcos-

mic salt it forms a blue glass, which loses its colour by
the yellow flame, but recovers it in the blue flame*.

The following Table exhibits a view of the constL

tuents of these species.



MENACHANITE. 5«1

Alps*, and the Pyrenees -j-,
in Brittanny J, and in Corn-

,

Oxides.
^

wall ; or in alluvial^sand. It has been observed only in

the state ot an oxide, either pure or combined with iron

and silica, and constituting six species.

Genus I. Oxides.

Sp, 1. Menachanite §.

This substance was first found in the valley of Me-

nach n in Cornwall ; andhence was called menachanite

by Mr Gregor, the discoverer of it. It has been since

observed in the island Providence, and in Botany Bay.*

It'is in small grains like gunpowder of no determinate

shape, and mixed with a fine grey sand. Colour grey-

ish black. Easily pulverised. Powder attracted by
the magnet. Surface rough and glimmering. Internal

lustre 3, 2, adamantine ; passing into semimetallic.

Fracture imperfect foliated. Fragments indeterminate,

sharp-edged. Opaque. Soft, Brittle. Streak similar.

Specific gravity 4*421. With two parts of fixed alkali

it melts into an olive- coloured mass, from which nitric

acid precipitates a white powder. The mineral acids

only extract from it a little iron. Diluted sulphuric

acid mixed with the powder in such a proportion that

the mass is not too liquid, and then evaporated to dry-

ness, produces a blue coloured mass. Before the blow-

pipe does not decrepitate nor melt. It tinges microcos-

X)olomieu, Ibid. NOi 3tlii. 431. and Saussure, Faycyw, No. 1894.

f Jour, de Mitt. No. xxxii. 614. \ Ibid.

§ Kirwan, ii. 326 Gregor, Jeur. de Ply*, xxxh. ^^Jk. 152.
—Schmei«-

•cr, Crell's Annalt^ Eng. Tran«l. iii. aja.—Brechant, ii. 468.—Jamesonj
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Book llf. mic salt green ; but the colour becomes brown on cool-
Chap, ir. . . .

u.i»y«>Mi» ing ; yet microcosmic salt does not dissolve it. Soluble

in borax, and alters its nature in the same manner.

Sj), 2. Octahedrite *—Anatase.

This mineral has been hitherto found only in Dau-

phiny. It is always crystallized. The primitive form

is an elongated octahedron, whose base is a square : the

inclination of the two pyramids is 137*. The summits

are sometimes complete and sometimes truncated. Co-

lour from indigo blue passes to reddish and yellowish

brown. Faces of the crystals transversely striated.

Lustre 4, adamantine. Fracture foliated. Transpa-

rency 2, 3. Scratches glass. Brittle, easily broken.

Specific gravity 3*8571.

Sj>*
3, Ruthiie\—Red Schorl—TVf^mV^ of Kirwan—

Sagenite of Saussure—Nadelstein,

This ore has been found in Hungary, the Pyrenees,

the Alps, and in Brittaany in France. It is generally-

crystallized. The primitive form of its crystals, ac-

cording to the observations of Hauy, is a rectangular

prism, whose base is a square ; and the form of its

molecules is a triangular prism, whose base is a right

angled isosceles triangle j and the height is to any of the

sides of the base about the right angle as VI 2 Xo^/ 5,

or nearly as 3 : 2 J. Sometimes the crystals are six-

sided, and sometimes four-sided prisms, and often they

are implicated together. Sometimes acicular.

* Hauy, ui. iig,
*- Brochant, ii. 548.—Jameson, ii. 493.

\ Brochant, ii. 470--^Hauy, iv. 29.—Kirwaii, ii. 339.
—Jameson, ii.

495. % Jour, de Min, No. zv. 28. and x:<xii. 615.
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Colour dark blood red, passing into light hyacinth ^

Oxideg.

and brownish red. Crystals longitudinally streaked.

External lustre 3, 2 ; of principal fracture 4 ; of cross

fracture 3, 2, adamantine. Principal fracture foliated;

cross fracture imperfect small conchoidal. Fragments
cubical. Transparency 2. Sometimes shows slender

columnar distinct concretions. Hard. Brittle. Streak

pale yellow or orange yellow. Frangibility 4. Spe-

cific gravity from 4*18 * to 4*2499 f. Not affected by
the mineral acids. When fused with carbonate of pot-

ash, and diluted with water, a white powder precipi-

tates, heavier than the one employed. Before the

blow-pipe it does not melt, but becomes opaque and

brown. With microcosmic salt it forms a globule of

glass, which appears black ; but its fragments are violet.

With borax it forms a deep yellow glass with a tint of

brown ; with soda it divides and mixes, but does not

form a transparent glass.

Sp. 4. Nigrine %,

This species, like menachanite, is found in the allu-

vial formation. It occurs in Transylvania, Siberia,

Ceylon, &c. Colour dark brownish black, passing

into velvet black. In larger and smaller angular grains

and rolled pieces. External lustre 2 ; internal 2, ada-

mantine. Principal fracture imperfect straight foliated;

cross fracture flat imperfect conchoidal. Fragments in-

determinate, sharp-edged. Opaque. Semihard. Brit-

tle. Streak yellowish brown. Specific gravity 4*445

to 4*673 §. Not attracted by the magnet. Infusible

* Klaproth. f Vauquelin and Hecht.

I Jameson, H. 499. § Klaproth and Lowitz.
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BoaklTI. before the blow-pipe. With borax melts into a hya-
t

y
> cinth red bead.

Sp, 5. Brow7t Ore *— Titanite—Sphene—Rutilite.

This ore has hitherto been found only near Passau

in Bavaria, and at Arendaal in Norway, and near St

Gothard. It was discovered by Professor Hunger. It

is sonietimes disseminated, but more commonly crys-

tallized in four-sided prisms, not longer than one-fourth

of an inch. Primitive form a rhomboidal prism.

Colour reddish, yellowish, or blackish brown . Streak

and powder grey. Lustre of crystals 3 ; of cross frac-

ture 1, ; of longitudinal fracture 2. Fracture scopi-

form radiated ; sometimes straight foliated. Cross frac-

ture flat conchoidal. Fragments indeterminate ; some-

times inclining to rhomboidal. Usually in coarse and

longish granular distinct concretions. Transparency 1,

0. Hard. Brittle. Frangibility 4. Specific gravity

3*510. Muriatic acid, by repeated digestion, dissolves

one-third of it. Ammonia precipitates from this solu-

tion a clammy yellowish substance. Infusible by the

blow-pipe, and also in a clay crucible
; but in charcoal

is converted into a black opaque porous slag.

Sp, 6, Isermef.

This mineral has been found in the sand of a small

river in Bohemia called Iser, It is in the state of small

angular grains and rolled pieces. Colour iron black,

bordering on brown. Internal lustre 2, semimetallic.

Fracture conchoidal. Opaque. Hard. Brittle. Streak

similar. Specific gravity 4*5.

* Kirwan, ii. 331.—Brochant, ii. 474.—Hauy, iv. 307.—Jamesofl,
H. 6i6, . t Brochamt, ii. 478.—Jame«on, ii. joa.
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The following Table exhibits a view of the consti-

tuents of these ores, according to the most accurate a-

nalysis hitherto made.

Oxides.

Constitu-

ents.

c

1
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Book m.

,"^P'"l Order XXIIL ORES OF COLUMBIUM.

As only a single specimen of the mineral from which

coliimbium was extracted is at present known, there

are, properly speaking, no ores of this metal ; though
it is very likely that they will be met with in North

America.

Genus L Oxides.

Sp, 1. Columhite.

The only known specimen of this mineral is deposi-

ted in the British Museum. It is massive. Colour

deep brownish black ; internally iron grey. Lustre 3,

glassy, passing into the metallic. Longitudinal frac-

ture foliated ; transverse fine-grained uneven. Not

very hard. Brittle. Opaque. Streak chocolate brown.

Specific gravity 5*918. Does not affect the magnetic

needle. Composed of 78 columbic oxide

21 oxide of iron

99

Kielman has, more than a year ago, announced the

discovery of columblte in Switzerland by Meyer
*

;

but no precise account of this ore has yet reached this

country. Ekeberg, from a set of experiments, which

he says he made on purpose, has been led to suspect

that columbite may be a variety of wolfram ; but both

the characters of the mineral, and the result of Hatchett's

analysis, are against this conclusion f.

* Gehlen's Jour. v. 349. f Ibid. p. 34!.



TANTALITE—ITTROTAKTALITE.

Order XXIV. ORES OF TANTALUM.

Tantalum has hitherto been found only in Sweden,

and in small quantities. It has occured in the state of

an oxide variously combined. Dr Wdlaston has lately

ascertained that it is identic with columbium, Biit till

the following species be more accurately described, it

would be hazardous to give them new names. I have

therefore allowed them to remain for the present as

Ekeberg placed them,

«

Genus I. Oxides.

Sp, 1. Tantalite *.

This mineral has been found in Finland in the parish

of Kimito. It has been long known ; but before the

analysis of Ekeberg was mistaken for an ore of tin.

Found in irregular crystals, which seem to be octahe-

drons. Colour between bluish grey and iron black.

Surface smooth and glimmering. Internal lustre 3,

metallic. Streak blackish grey, approaching brown.

Very hard. Not magnetic. Specific gravity 7*955.

Composed of the oxides of tantalum, iron, and man-

ganese.

Sp» 2. TttrotantaHte\,

This mineral is found in the same place with gado-
linite. It is in small kidneyform masses of the size of

a hazle-nut. Colour iron black. Fracture uneven.

* Jour, de Chim. iii. 8i. f Ibid. p. 83.
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Ch?^T ^"S*^^ metallic. Hardness inconsiderable. May bo
'

»
' scratched with a knife, and gives a grey-coloured pow-

der. Not magnetic. Specific gravity 5*130. It is

composed of the oxides of tantalum, iron, uranium, and

tungsten, united to yttria *.

Order XXV. ORES OF CERIUM.

Of this metal only one ore has hitherto occurred i

namely, cerite, which has been found only in Sweden,

Genus I. Oxides.

Sp, 1. Cerite f .

This mineral is found in Bastnas near Riddarhytta

in Westmannland. Colour between carmine red, clove

brown, and reddish brown. Massive and disseminated.

Internal lustre scarce 1, resinous. Fracture fine splin-

tery. Fragmentsindeterminate, not remarkably sharp-

edged. Opaque. Streak greyish white. Powder red-

dish grey. Semihard. Brittle. Specific gravity 4*660.

Its constituents, according to the analysis of Klaproth,

are as follows :

Oxide of cerium...... 54*50

Silica 34*50

Oxide of iron 3*50

Lime 1*25

Water 5*0

Loss 1*25

100*0

*
Ekeberg, Gehlen's Jour. v. 348.

f Klaproth, Gehlen'a Jour. ii. 305. and Beitnige,iv. 14©.



COMPOUND MINERALS.

CHAP. IIL

OF COMPOUND MINERALS;

JL HE minerals described in the last Chapter hardly ever

occur insulated. They are usually united together in

various groups, constituting the rocks and the soil o£

which the globe of the earth is composed. These

groups are termed Cgmpound Minerals. The study

of them constitutes geology or geognosy ; one of the

most important branches of philosophy. It teaches us
Geognosy,

the structure of the globe, the relative situation of the

different minerals, their connexion with each other, and

the changes which they are undergoing, or have un-

dergone. It is by numerous and skilful observations a-

lone that any progress can be made in this difficult in-

vestigation.
In Germany, mining has been long an

object of greater attention than in any other country ;

men of science have been long employed to superintend

the mineS) and exact records have been kept of every

thing that occurred. It is in that country, accordingly,

that the greatest number of observations have beeii

made, and the materials collected, for raising geology

to the rank of a science. The difficult task has been

undertaken by Werner, the celebrated Professor of Mi- p^"^''^^*
-^

^
ized by

neralogy in Freyberg, who has generalized his own ob- Wcmcr.

Vd, IV. L 1
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Rook III. servations, and those of his predecessors, with the most

exquisite skill, and constructed a theory which hasexcited

universal attention. To the branch of science which he

has thus created he has given the name of geognosy.

Hitherto Werner's theory has been detailed only in his

lectures. No intelligible account of it, so far as I know,
has been published on the continent. But, in this coun-

try, we are indebted to Professor Jameson for a very-

full and excellent treatise on the subject, under the title

of Elements of Geognosy, It was published in 1808,

and constitutes the third volume of his Mineralogy *.

Respecting the structure of the internal parts of the

earth, we have no direct means of information ; but

towards the superficies, this structure is laid open to our

* To that important work I earnestly rcommend the attention of

cVery mineralogist. It contains (independent of the ihtcry of Werner)

a vast majs of infcTmation of the utmost consequence, with which every

mineralogist ought to he acquainted. The sketch in the text, though

only a very short abridgmcrt, is as detailed as is consistent with the na-

ture of the present work I was indebted to Professor Jameson for the

whole of the materials out of whit h it was formed.

There is another geological theory, in some measure the opposite of

that of Werner, coiitrived with much ingenuity and sagacity, by a man

of undoubted gen us, which is well known in this country under the

name of the Huttohian theory. It may seem at first sight singular, that I have

taken no notice of this theory in the text, especially after the numerous

experiments of Sir James Hall, equally unexpected and important, and

the great mass of ^^
roofs and Illustrations brought forwart! in support of

it with such xquisite art and eloquence by Professor Playfair. But any

examination of this theory w'ould have been foreign to the present Chap-

ter, as it refers not so much to the situation of the compound mineral*,

as to their originalformation ; a subject which must of necessity be hypo-

thetical, and upon which therefore I do not to»ch.
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view by ravines, rivers, mines, &c. Observations on ^Chap.
ill,

these afford the only means of learning the structure of

the earth. They constitute the foundations of geog-

nosy, the ground work from which all the conclusions

of that science are deduced. The stony masses of which Rocks,

the earth, as far as we know it, is composed, are some-

times simple^ or composed of some one of the minerals

described in the preceding Chapter ; as, for example,

limestoney serpentine, quarts : But more frequently

they are compound, or composed of two or more simple

minerals variously mixed and united together ; as gra-

nite, which is composed of quarts,felspar, and mica.

These stony masses, or rocks, are numerous, and they

are found in the earth laid one above another; so that a Follow a

rock of one kind of stone is covered by another species ^^^^
^'

of rock, and this by a third, and so on. Now in this

superposition of rocks it has been observed, that their

situation is not arbitrary ; every one occupies a deter-

minate place, so that they follow each other in regular

order from the deepest part of the earth's crust, which

has been examined, to the very surface. Thus there

are two things respecting rocks which claim our atten-

tion ; namely, their composition, and their relative si-

tuation. But besides the rocks which constitute al-

most the whole of the earth's crust, there are masses

which must also be considered. These traverse the

rocks in a different direction, and are known by the

name of 'ucins, as if the rocks had split asunder in dif-

ferent places from top to bottom, and the chasm had

been afterwards filled up with the matter which consti-

tutes the vein.

Thus it appears, that when we consider compound Arrango-

minerals, or rocks, the subject naturally divides itself

LI 2
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Book III. into three parts; namely, 1. The structure of rocks;

2. The situation of rocks ; 3. Veins. These shall

form the subject of the three following Sections.

SECT. I.

OF THE STRUCTURE OF ROCKS.

Rocks may be divided into two classes ; viz.

I. Simple, or composed of one mineral substance.

II. Compound, or composed of more than one mi-

neral substance.

Compound rocks are of two kinds ; namely,

I. Cemented ; composed of grains agglutinated by a

cement, as sand-stoiie,

II. Aggregated ; composed of parts connected toge-

ther without a cement, as granite.

The aggregated rocks are likewise of two kinds ;

namely,

I. Indeterminate.

Only one instance of this kind of aggregation has

hitherto occurred, namely in the older serpentine, where

limestone and serpentine are so conjoined, that it is dif-

ficult to say which predominates.

II. Determinate.

The determinate are either, I. Single aggregated ;

or, II. Double aggregated.

There are four kinds of single aggregated rocks 5

namely.
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1. Granular ; composed of grains whose length, Chap. IIL

breadth, and thickness are nearly alike, and

which are of contemporaneous formation. As

granite, sienite,

2. Slaty ; composed of plates laid above each other ;

as mica slate,

3. Porphyritic; composed of a compact ground, con-

taining in it crystals which appear to have been

deposited at the time the rock was formed ; as

co7nmon porphyry,

4. Amygdaloidal ; composed of a compact ground,

containing in it vesicles which appear to have

been afterwards filled up ; as amygdaloid.
There are five kinds of double aggregated rocks j

namely,

1, Granular slaty; composed of slaty masses laid

on each other. Every individual slate is com-

posed of grains cohering together ; or it is slaty

in the great, and granular in the small ; as

gneiss,

2, Slaty granular ; composed of large granular masses

cohering together ; each grain is composed of

plates ;
or the rock is granular in the great, and

slaty in the small ; as topaz rock.

5. Granular porphyritic ; granular in the small, and

porphyritic iu the great ; as granite, greenstone

frequently.

4. Slaty porphyritic ; slaty in the small, porphyri-
tic in the great ; as mica slate frequently.

5. Porphyritic and amygdaloidal ; a mass porphyri-

tic and amygdaloidal at the same time ; as

amygdaloid and basalt frequently.

Sucb are the different kinds of structures of rocks
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Book m. hitherto observed and described. The following Table

will give the reader a synoptical view of these differ-

ent kinds of structure :

Table of
I, Simple rocks

the struc- '^

ture of II. Compound rocks

A. Cemented

B. Aggregated
a» Indeterminate

h. Determinate

I. Single

1. Granular

2. Slaty

3. Porphyritic

4. Amygdaloidal

II. Double

1. Granular slaty

2. Slaty granular

3. Granular porphyritic

4. Slaty porphyritic

5. Porphyritic and amygdaloidal

SECT. II.

OF THE RELATIVE SITUATION OF ROCKS.

J HE rocky masses, or rocks, hitherto observed, amount

to about sixty. Of these rocks, variously placed over

each other, the whole crust of the earth is composed, to

the greatest depth that the industry of man has-been
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able to penetrate. Now these rocks, with respect to Chap. m.

each other, occupy a determinate situation, which holds

invariably in every part of the earth. Thus linie-stone

is nowhere found under granite, but always above it.

Were we to suppose every particular rock, or layer,

which constitutes a part of the earth's surface to be ex-

tended round the whole earth, and to be wrapped round

the central nucleus, like the coat of an onion, in that

case every rock would occupy a determinate place;

one species would be always lowest or nearest the

centre ; another species would uniformly rest upon this

first ; a third upon the second, and so on. Now, though

the rocks do not in reality extend round the earth in this

uninterrupted manner; though, partly from the inequality

of the nucleus on which they rest, partly from their own

inequality of thickness in different places, and partly from

other causes, the continuity is often interrupted ; jet still

we can trace enough of it to convince us that the rocks

which constitute the earth's crust, considered in a great

scale, are every where the same, and that they invari-

ably occupy the same situation with respect to each

other. Werner has therefore chosen this relative si-

tuation as the basis of his classification of rocks. He
divides them into five Classes. The first Class con-

sists of those rocks which, if we were to suppose each

layer to be extended over the whole earth, would in

that case lie lowest
, or nearest the centre of all the rocks

which we know, and be covered by all the other rocks.

The second Class consists of those rocks which in that

case would be immediately above the first class, and

cover them. The third Class would cover the second

in the same manner ; the fourth the third ; and the

fifth would be uppermost of all, and constitute the im-
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Book III, mediate surface of the earth. The first class of rocksi

are covered by all i^he rest, but never themselves lie

over any other. The others lie in order over each other.

These grand classes of rocks he has denonninated yor^

mations, and distinguished them by the following spe-

cific names :

rocks?*'
^' Primitive formations

II. Transition formations

III. Floetz formations

IV. Alluvial formations

V. Volcanic

The primitive formations are of course the lowest of

all, and the alluvial constitute the very surface of the

earth ; for the volcanic, as is obvious, are confined to

particular points. Not that the primitive are always

at a great depth under the surface, very often they are

at the surface, or even constitute mountains. In such

cases, the other classes of formations are wanting alto-

gether. In like manner the transition, and other for-

mations, may each in its turn occupy the surface, or con-

stitute the ptiass of a mountain. In such cases, all the

subsequent formations which^ought to cover them are

wanting in that particular spot.

Each of these grand classes of formations consists of

a greater or smaller nurnber of rocks, which occupy a

determinate position with respect to each other, and

which, like the great formations themselves, may often

be wanting in particular places. Let us take a view of

^he locks which compose all these different formations*
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Chap. II r.

CLASS I.

PRIMITIVE FORMATIONS,

X HE rocks which constitute the primitive formations

are very numerous. They have been divided therefore

into seven sets ; which constitute as many primitive for-

mations, and are distinguished each by the name of that

particular rock which constitutes the greatest propor-

tion of the formation. These seven sets of primitive

formations are the following : .

1. Granite C 5. Newest primitive porphyry principal

2. Gneiss id. Sienite
formations.

3. Mica-slate 7. Newer serpentine.

4. Clay-slate

The granite is the undermost, and the sienite the up-

permost of the primitive formations. Granite is scarce-
Subordi

]y mixed with any other rock ; but in gneiss, mica- natc

slate, and clay-slate, there occur beds * of oldporphyry^

* When a mountain is composed of layers of the same kind of store,

it is said to be stratified ; but when the layers are of different kinds of

stone, it is said to be composed of beds.
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primitive trap, primitive lime'Stone, old serpentine,

'

quarts rock. For that reason, these rocks are said to

constitute formations subordinate to gneiss, mica-slate,

and clay-slate. Gypsum occurs in beds in mica-slate,

and old flint-slate occurs in the same way in clay-slate.

Hence they constitute formations subordinate to mica

and clay slate. Thus, besides the seven principal pri-

mitive formations, there occur seven subordinate for-

mations, interspersed through the second, third, and

fourth formations ; and topa^i rock, which lies over

gneiss and under clay-slate, must be added to the list :

so that the primitive formations altogether amount to

fifteen.

If we suppose the nucleus of the earth to have been

first formed, and the formations to have been afterwards

Relative deposited in succession upon this nucleus, it will follow

that the lowest formation is the oldest, and that the

formations are newer and newer according as they ap-

proach the surface. This supposition accounts for

some of the names given to the primitive formations.

That porphyry, for example, is considered as the oldest

which lies lowest down in the series of formations, and

those formations of porphyry which lie nearer the sur-

face are considered as newer. Granite, of course, ac-

cording to this way of speaking, is the oldest formation

of all, while the alluvial are the newest of all. The

following Table exhibits a synoptical view of the pri-

mitive formations :

age
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PrincipaL

1. Granite

2. Gneiss

3. Mica-slate

4. Topaz rock

5. Clay-slate

13. Newer porphyry
14. Sienite

15. Newer serpentine,

Subordinate.
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Book III. the constituents of granite varies considerably. Some-

times the grains are very large, and sometimes they are

so small that the granite has the appearance of a sand-

stone. Sometimes it is porphyriticy large crystals of

v^ felspar occurring in a basis of fine-grained granite.

Sometimes this rock is distinctly stratified, but in other

cases no stratification can be perceived. The unstrati-

fied or massive granite is frequently composed of large

globular masses, each of which is composed of coixen-

tric lamellar distinct concretions. The intervals be-

tween these balls consist of a softer granite, subj-rct to

crumble down when exposed to ^ the action of the

weather.

Foreign mi- Besides the three constituents of which pranite essen-
oerals.

. . .

^
,

tially consists, other crystallized minerals occasionally

occur in it, though only in small quantities. These

crystals are chiefly of schorl ; sometimes garnet and tin-

stone.

Granite very seldom contains among its strata beds

of any foreign rock. Beds of felspar alone have occa-

sionally been observed in it. It is not so rich in ores

as some of tl^e other formations. Tin and iron are the

metals which are most abundant in it. Hitherto mo-

lybdena has been found chiefly in granite. It contains

also silver, copper, lead, bismuth, arsenic, cobalt, tung-

sten, and titanium.

Newer «'ra-
Besides the great granite formation which has been

"i'e.
just described, Werner has discovered a second; which

is supposed to occur nearly in the same geognostic si-

tuation as porphyry and sienite. The granite veins

which traverse gneiss, mica-slate, and clay-slate, be-

long to this formation. There are several particulari-

ties by which this newer granite may be distinguished
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from the other. It usually occurs in a lower level ; it

has commonly a deep red colour ; contains garnets j
and

is not porphyritic.

When granite is not covered by any other formation,

it forms high insulated chfFs and steep rugged rocks.

2. Gneiss,

Gneiss *
is the formation which lies immediately over

granite, and into which indeed it gradually passes.

Gneiss consists of the same constituents as eranite ; Composi-° ... tion.

namely, felspar, quartz, and mica : but it differs m its

structure, being disposed into slates from the prevalence

of the mica. The texture of the individual slates is

granular. Hence the structure of gneiss is granular

slaty. Gneiss is always distinctly stratified. It some-

times contains crystals of schorl
j
but they are smaller

and much more uncommon than in granite. Tourma- Foreign mi-

hue IS more common, and so likewise is garnet. It

contains in it many foreign beds, which is not the case

with granite. Beds of three of the first six subordinate

formations are found in it. It is, perhaps, richer m
metallic ores than any other formation. Almost every
metal occurs in

it, either in beds or veins.

When gneiss is not covered by any other "formation,

it forms round-backed mountains, and likewise crags ;

but less steep and insulated than those composed of

granite.

* The word gneiss is of Saxon origin, and was applied by the miners

to the decomposed stone which forms the walls of veins. Werner first

gave It the meaning which it now bears. See Jameson'* Cyeognosy^

p. 113.
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*
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' 3. Mica -Slate,

The formation which lies immediately over gneiss,

and into which it insensibly passes, is mica-slate. This

rock, like the preceding, is compound, and composed

essentially of quartz and mica. Like gneiss it is slaty,

but it diflfers from that rock in containing no felspar.

It is always stratified. It very frequently contains

garnet crystals in considerable quantity, so as to give

it a porphyritic appearance. Its structure is then slaty

porphyritic. It sometimes also contains crystals of

Foreienmi- tourmaline, cyanite, and granatite. Felspar likewise

ncrals. occurs in it occasionally ; not, however, as a consti-

tuent, but in kidneyform and irregular masses. Like

gneiss, it contains many foreign beds (older porphyry,

primitive trap, primitive lime-stone, older serpentine,

and gypsum, occur in it). It is rich in ores ; contain-

ing beds of magnetic iron-stone, pyrites, galena, copper

pyrites (containing gold), blende, cinnabar, cobalt

glance, magnetic pyrites, and sometimes even native

gold. It abounds also in metalliferous veins.

4. Clay-Slate,

Mica-slate gradually passes into clay-slate, the for-

mation immediately over it. Clay-slate consists essen-

tially of the mineral described in the preceding Chap-

ter under that name. This rock is always slaty and

always stratified. When it approaches, mica-slate,

grains of quartz, and also of mica, may be distinguished

in it. Occasionally also it contains crystals of felspar,

schorl, tourmaline, garnet, and hornblende,

hends a va- Under the najne of clayslate formation is included

iuu,
^ "^* °"^7 clay-slate, strictly so called, but likewise cblo-
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rite^s/ate, talc-slate, whet-s/ate, drawing slate, and alutn^ Chap.
III.^

slate ; all of which occur along with pure cla} -slate,

are similarly stratified, and gradually pass into it and

into each other, and therefore are Considered as only

constituting a part of the same formation : But these

substances aiFect a particular order. The following

Table exhibits that order, beginning with the lowest

or oldest, as it is called, arid terminating with the upper-

most or newest ;

1. Light yellowish grey elay-slate Their rda*

2. Dark grey clay-slate j!^^
P*^'

3. Green clay-slate

4. Chlorite slate and potstono

5. Talc-slate

6. Whet-slate

7. Bluish grey clay-slate

8. Red clay-slate

9. Drawing-slate

10. Alum-slate.

Besides these different beds, which arc considered as
Foreign mi-

cohstituting the clay-slate formation, it contains also ^^^^

beds of all the eight subordinate formations. It con-

tains also a considerable number of metallic ores in

beds ; as iron pyrites, copper pyrites, arsenic pyrites,

cobalt, galena, &.c. It contains also a variety of mi-

neral veins.

Having now described the four first primitive forma-

tions, let us proceed to the subordinate formations;

taking topaz rock along with them, on account of its

rarity. These are the older porphyry, primitive trap,
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pfimltlve lime-stone, older serpentine, quarts, topasS

rock, gjpsum, and primitive flint- slate.

5. Older Porphyry.

By porphyry, as defined by Werner, is to be under-

stood a rock consisting of a basis or ground of some

compact mineral, and in this ground are interspersed

crystals of some other mineral. The ground or basis

varies in diiFerent porphyries. Sometimes it is clay-

stone, sometimes pitch-stone, &.c. ; and the porphyry
pccies. jg named from this basis. The following are the species

of porphyry that have been described :

1. Clay porphyry 5. Sienite porphyry
2. Horn-stone porphyry 6. Obsidian porphyry
3. Felspar porphyry 1. Pearl-stone porphyry.

4. Pitch-stone porphry

The crystals interspersed through the diiFerent bases

are commonly felspar, sometimes quartz, and some-

times hornblende and mica
;
but the two last are un-

common, especially the mica.

•fwo for- There are two very diiFerent formations of porphy-
matioi)s of t ^ • r i •

i i
• • •* -t «

porphyry, ry : the iirst is found in beds in gneiss, mica-slate, and

clay-slate ; whereas the second always lies over all

these formations. Henc© the first is distinguished by
the name of older, and the second is called newer por^

phyry. It is the first of these that we are to considef

at present.

Older. The basis of the older porphyry is usually a species

of horn-stone, and sometimes felspar ; and the crystals

which occur in it are felspar and quartz. Hence the

older porphyry consists chiefly of horn-stone porphyry,

and felspar porphyry. When not covered by other

/
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formations it sometimes forms Single rocks, but nevet CHap.irL^

large mountains.

6. Primitive Trap*.

The word tra^ is Swedish, and signifies
a stair. It

be^finitiori^

was applied by the Swedish iliineralogists to certain

rocks, whose strata when exposed, from the one jutting

Out under the other, gave an appearance somewhat like

a stair. The tertn Wafe adopted by other ndtions, and

was applied indiscriminately to a great variety of rocks, \

which bore a certain resemblance to each ctber. This

generalization introduced much confusion into the sub-

ject, which was first cleared up by Werner and his dis-

ciples. Under the term traps Werner comprehends

certain series of rocks, distinguished chiefly by the

hornblende, which they all contain. In the most an-

cient, the hornblende is almost pure : this purity gra-

dually diminishes, and in the most recent traps the

hornblende degenerates to a kind of indurated clay.

There are, then, three formations of trap : 1. Primitive Three for-

. . -m 'T'l fi mations*

trap; 2. Transition trap ; 3. J?loetz trap. Ihe first

only occupies our attention at present.

The primitive trap formation contains a considerable
priitihive.

number of rocks ; which, occurring in different parts of

the earth in similar situations, and as it were substi-

tuted for each other, are considered altogether ais con-

stituting only one formation. The following Table

exhibits a list of the rocks belonging to this forma-
longing to

tion :
^^•

I. Hornblende

1 . Granular or coniniori hornblende

2. Hornblende slate

VqL IV. Mm
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i. Granular

1. Common green-stone

2. Porphyritic green-stone

3. Green-stone porphyry
4. Green porphyry

ii. Slaty

1. Green-stone slate

III. Hornblende and mica united

1. Porphyritic trap.

The first two of these rocks consists essentially of the

minerals described in the last chapter under the names

of common hornblende and hornblende slate. The latter

sometimes passes into fine slaty gneiss and into chlorite

slate.

Common greenstone is composed of hornblende and

felspar, both in the state of grains or small crystals, and

the hornblende usually constitutes by far the greatest

proportion of the mass. The felspar is almost always

tinged green from the hornblende. This rock some-

times contains a little mica ; sometimes it is intersected

by small veins of quartz and actinolite 5 and sometimes

also, though less frequently, of felspar and calcareous

spar.

"Porphyritic green-stoney like the preceding rock, is a

compound of granular hornblende and felspar ; but it

contains likewise large crystals of felspar and quartz,

interspersed through the green- stone ground.

Green-stone porphyry (black porphyry of the anti-

quary) is a rock consisting of granular green-stone,

so small-grained that at first sight it has the appearance

of being a simple stone ; containing in it large crystals

of felspar, coloured green from hornblende.
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Green porphyry (the verde atttico serpentine) is a rock Chap. lH.

which has for its ground a mixture of hornblende and

felspar, so intimate that the two ingredients cannot be

distinguished by the naked eye, and having a blackish

green or pistachio green colour. This trap contains

greenish coloured felspar crystals, often cruciform.

Greenstone slate is a rock composed of hcmblendfc

and felspar, and sometimes a little mica, and having a

slaty texture. It is very hard ; but, like the other

species of green-stone, soon withers tvhen exposed to

the air.

Porphyritic trap is a rock composed of an intimate

mixture of hornblende and felspar, containing in it large

plates of mica, which give it a porphyritic appearance.

All the rocks of the primitive trap formation are

characterized by containing a mixture of iron pyrites.

Their stratification is indistinct ; and, indeed, if we ex-

cept green-stone slate and hornblende slate, usually not

perceptible. When primitive trap is not covered by

any other formation, it constitutes considerable hills and

cliffs. It abounds in ores, especially green-stone slate,

7. Primitive Lime-Stone*

Lime-stone occurs in all the four grand classes of for-

mations, but it assumes a peculiar and characteristic

appearance in each. In the primitive it is distmctly

. crystalline and transparent. The crystalline texture

gradually becomes less and less distinct, as the forma-

y tions advance, till at last the lime-stone assumes the ap-

pearance of an earthy deposite.

Primitive lime-stone occurs usually in beds, and sel-

dom forms entire mountains. Its colour is usually

white, sometimes it is grey, but very seldom assumes

M m 2
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any other colour. It is the species of lime-stone de-

scribed in the preceding chapter under the name

^ . .of granular foliated. It sometimes contains in it
Foreign mi- .

Bcrals. quartz, mica, hornblende, actinolite, garnet, tremo-

lite, talc, clay-slate, serpentine, asbestus, blende, ga-

lena, common and magnetic pyrites, and magnetic

iron-stone. The ores are usually found at the lower

part of the beds of lime-stone. It is sometimes strati-

fied, and sometimes not. When not covered by any

other formation, it forms steep bare rocks ; and when

it cccurs in considerable quantities, often contains ca-

verns.

8. Older Serpentine,

The serpentine formation consists essentially of the

mineral described under that name in the preceding

Chapter. Two subspecies were there described ;

namely, the common and precious serpentine. The latter

(at least chiefly) constitutes the formation at present to

be described. It occurs, like the other subordinate pri-

mitive formations, in beds in gneiss, mica, and clay-

slate, and alternates with lime-stone. It is seldom stra-

tified. It contains in it galena, and auriferous arsenic

pyrites.

9. ^artz,

^artz occurs in beds, and in no great quantity. It

is usually granular and of a white colour ; sometimes
- it contains a mixture of mica, which gives it a slaty

texture. It is very often unstratified ; but as it abounds

in rents, these have often been mistaken for strata.

10. Topa% Rock,

The rock which constitutes this formation is very
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rare, having been observed only in Saxony, where it .^^^P-
^'?-

constitutes a mountain. There it rests on gneiss, and

is covered by clay-slate. It is composed of three in-

gredients ; namely, fim gratmlar quartz^ schorl, ia

thin prismatic distinct concretions, and topa% almost

massive. These are arranged in thin layers, and these

again into roundish and granular distinct ccncretions, so

that the rock is slaty granular. The intervals between

these concretions are filled up with a yellowish or green-

ish coloured lithomarge.

11. -Gypsum,

Gypsum was formerly believed to be peculiar to th.e

floetz formations ; but an immense bed of it has lately

been discovered in Swit^i^erland in mica- slate. This

primitive gypsum is characterised by containing mica

and clay slate *,

12. Primitive Flint-Slate.

This rock consists essentially of the mineral descri,

bed in the last Chapter, under the name oi fint-slate.

It is often traversed by veins of quartz. There are two

formations of it; namely, {Uq primitive, which occurs in

beds in clay-slat:e, and another which belongs to the

transition format!on s«

Having now described the eight formations which

are subordinate to gneiss, mica, and clay-slates, let us

proceed to the remaining primitive formations, which

* It was first observed by Frcisleben at the bottom of St Gothard.

D'Aubuisson observed a bed of it in mica-slate in a naountain between

the valley of Cogne and Fenis in the High Alps. Jaur. tie P/>y. Ixv. 402.
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JBpoklH. always cover claj-slate, and are therefore considered

as newer than it. These are the newer primitive por-

phyry, sienite, and the newer serpentine.

13. Newer Porphyry.

To this formation belong the following species of

porphyry; namely, clay porphyry ^ pitch'Stone porphyry,

obsidian porphyry, pearl-stone porphyry, and sometimes

felspar porphyry. Clay porphyry is by far the most

common. To this formation also belongs clay-stone, a

mineral described in the preceding Chapter. It consti-

tutes the basis of clay porphyry, and frequently occurs

without any crystals of felspar or quartz. To it we

must also refer a kind of breccia porphyry, composed

chiefly of fragments of hornstone porphyry and fels-

par porphyry.

In the rocks belonging to this formation, it is com-

mon to find round masses of a harder and more flinty

stone than the mass of the rock itself. Thus in clay

porphyry w^e find masses of horn-stone porphyry, con-

taining in their centre a kernel of chalcedony; in pitch-

stone porphyry we find masses of conchoidal horn-

stone, with a quartz kernel in the centre. Agate, chal-

cedony, heliotrope, amethyst, and quartz, often occur

either in plates, thin beds, veins, or irregular masses ;

sometimes also the precious opal is found in this forma-

tion occupying clefts. It contains also a variety of ores,

as of gold, silver, lead, iron, tin, manganese, &c ; but

hitherto they have been discovered only in veins, and

never in beds.

This formation lies over all the preceding, and con-

sists of beds more irregular, and more interrupted. It

extends very widely. Hitherto it has scarcely been dis-
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covered stratified. When it composes hills, they are ,Chap.
III.

often split into columns like those of basalt.

14. Sienite,

This rock occurs usually along with porphyry ; and

when they are both together, the sienite generally forms

the uppermost part of the hill.

Sienite is a rock composed essentially of felspar and

hornblende, the same constituents which form green-

stone ; but in sienite the felspar is the prevailing in-

gredient, whereas in greenstone it is the hornblende.

In sienite the felspar is usually red, and very seldom has

a tinge of green, whereas in greenstone the felspar is

never red, but almost always greenish white. The

structure of sienite is granular, and the grams vary

greatly in size : sometimes small-grained sienite con-

tains in it large crystals of felspar ; it is then called />or-

phyritic sienite. When the two ingredients that con-

stitute sienite are so small, and so intimately mixed,

that they cannot be distinguished by the naked eye,

and when such a rock contains crystals of felspar and

quartz, it is denominated sienite porphyry,

Sienite, like porphyry, contains few foreign beds ;

but it is rich in ores, containing gold, silver, iron, tin,

copper, lead, &c. always however in veins.

The rocks of sienite are often divided into columns.

Like the newer porphyry it often occurs in round

masses*

15. Newer Serpentine*

This formation consists of the rock composed essen-

tially of the mineral called common serpentine. It bears

^ striking resemblance to the newer porphyry formation.
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.-°^ "^'. ^"^ occurs in similar situations; but whether it co-

vers it, is covered by it, or comes in place of it, has not

hitlierto been ascertained in a satisfactory manner. It

sometimes contains steatite, asbestos, talc, meerschauii),

native magnesia, pyrop, and schillerstone. It is seldom

or never stratified, and except magnetic iron-stone con-

tains scarcely any ore.

Such is a sketch of the rocks constituting the priroi-

^eniarks.
^^^e formations. It deserves attention, 1. That the

rocks constituting them are all, chemical combinations,

and generally crystallized ; the crystallized appear-

ance being most striking in the oldest, and gradually

becoming less perfect in the newer formations ; 2. That

they contain no petrefactions ; 3. That the oldest for-

mations contain no carbonaceous matter, and that it

occurs only very sparingly in the primitive formations.

Slaty glance coal and graphite occur in them. 4. That

when we compare together the height of the different

formations, where each individual is not covered by

nny succeeding one, w^e find that granite stands highest

of all ; that the level of the gneiss is a little lower ; that

of the mica slate still lower ^ and that of the clay-slate

lowest of all. So that there is a regular sinking of the

level from granite to clay-slate ; but the newer porphy-

ry and sienite are laid over the tops of the preceding,

as if these two formations had been deposited long af-

ter the formation of the rest. Nay, there is often in-

terposed between the porphyry and these formations a

bed of breccia, composed of fragments of the anterior

formation. 5. That almost all the rocks which con-

tain magnesia are confined to the clay-slate format! un.
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C L A S S II.

TRANSITION FORMATIONS.

JLi AVING described the primitive formations, let us now

proceed to the second great Class, the transition^ which

Jie immediately over them. These are by no means

so numerous, since they consist only of four sets ;

ijamely,

1. Grey wacke

2. Transition lime-stone

3. Transition trap

4. Transition flint-slate

They all alternate with each other, sometimes one,

sometimes another being undermost, except one bed of

transition lime-stone, which seems always to rest upoa

the primitive formations, and may therefore be consi*

dered as the oldest of the transition formations.

It is in the transition rocks that petrefactions first

make their appearance j and it deserves particular atten-

tion that they always consist of species of corals and

zoophiles, which do not at present exist, and which

therefore we must suppose extinct. The vegetable pe-

trefactions are likewise the lowest in that kingdom, such

as ferns, &:c. This remarkable circumstance has in- „„ „ ,

Why call<;<l

^uced Werner to conclude, that the transition rocks tra/tstthn.
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B )ok IlT. were formed after the earth contained organic beings.

Hence the name transition, which he has imposed, as if

they had been formed when the earth was passing from

an uninhabited to an inhabited state. The date of their

formation is conceived to be very remote, since the pe-

trefactions which they contain are the remains of ani-

mal and vegetable species now extinct. It is in the

transition rocks, too, that carbonaceous matter makes its

first appearance in any notable quantity.

1. Greywacke,

This formation consists of two different rocks, which

tisually alternate with each other, and pass into each

other. These are greywacke, and greywacke'-slate.

The first characterizes the formation.

Greywacke is a rock composed of pieces of quartz,

flint-slate, felspar, and clay-slate, cemented together by
a basis of clay-slate. The pieces are sometimes as

large as a hen's tgg ; sometimes so small that they can-

not be perceived by the naked eye. The clay-slate

basis likewise varies in quantity considerably. It often

contains soft plates of mica, and quartz veins are very

common in it ; sometimes it is so hard that it appears

indurated by some siliceous cement. The texture of

greywacke becomes gradually finer and finer grained, till

at last it can no longer be perceived, and a slaty structure

succeeds. It then passes into greywacke- slate.

Greywacie-^slate is nothing else than a variety of

tlay^slate ; but it maybe distinguished from primitive

slate by different circumstances. Its colour is usu-

ally ash or smoke-grey, seldom showing that greenish

or light yellowish grey colour which is so common in

primitive slate. It does not show the silvery uninter-
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lupted lustre of primitive slate, but is rather glimmer- Chapjn.

ing, from interspersed scales of mica. It contains no

beds of quartz, but very often veins of that mineral.

It contains no crystals of felspar, schorl, tourmaline,

garnet, or hornblende ; nor beds of garnet, chlorite slate,

talc, or magnetic iron-stone. It contains petrefactions.

The greywacke rocks are stratified. When not co-
po«;gj,n.-

vered by any other formation, they form round-backed ncrals.

hills, usually insulated at top and intersected by deep

valleys. It contains immense beds of transition lime-

stone, trap, and flint-slate. It is rich in ores both in

beds and veins, and the veins are often of an uncom- ,

monly large size.

2. Transition Lime- Stone,

This, like primitive lime-stone, is a simple rock j

but it approaches more to compact, and is less transpa-

rent than the primitive. It contains often veins of cal-

careous spar, and exhibits a variety of colours, which

gives it a marhled appearance. It contains marine pe-

trefactions of corals and zoophites, which no longer ex-

ist, and which do not occur in the subsequent lime-

stone formations. These petrefactions increase in quan-

tity as the beds of transition lime-stone advance farther

'and farther in their position from the primitive forma-

tions. It is often nnixed with greywacke-slate, which

gives it a slaty texture. It occurs in beds of greater

and smaller size, and often forms whole mountains.

It contains no foreign beds except of transition trap. It

is scarcely stratified. It is rich in ores.
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V
' 2. Transition Traps,

This formation, as the name imports, consists of

rocks distinguished by the great proportion of horn-

blende which they contain. It comprehends four spe-

cies of rocks ; namely,

1. Transition green-stone

2. Amygdaloid
3. Porphyritic tran^^ition trap

4. Globular trap (kugel fels)

Transition green-stone is a rock composed of fine gra-

nular hornblende and felspar intimately mixed toge-

ther, and not so distinctly crystallized as i\\ priKii-

tive green-stone. Sometimes the mixture is so intiin&te,

jth'at the two minerals cannot be distinguished. In that

state it often becomes loose in its texture, and approaches

^acke and basalt. In this last case it often contaias ve-

sicles. When these are filled up with other mineral*,

the rock passes into amygdaloid,

Amygdaloid is nothing more than this last state of

green-stone. The vesicles are filled up with calcareous

spar, chalcedony, quartz, jasper agate, green earth, a-

xnethyst, &.c. either completely or partially. ,

Sometimes the transition green-stone, in this softened

state, contains crystals of felspar coloured green by the

hornblende. It then constitutes porphyritic transition

trap.

Globular trap is a fine granular hornblende rock of

a loose texture, and tending very strongly to clay ; of

a liver brown colour, and containing in it globular

masses composed of concentric lamellar concretions, and

(Containing a hard kernel.
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the transition trap rocks are only doubtfully strati- Chap, m. j

fied. They alternate with the other transition forma-

tions in beds, and sometimes compose whole mountains.

Common and lenticular clay iron-stone occurs in it in

beds.

4. Transition Flint-Slate,

This formation consists essentially of common flint-

slate and Lydian stone, which pass into each other. It

is a simple stone, but is characterised by containing

many veins of quartz. It is not stratified. When it

constitutes rocks they are usually steep, and appear very
much lacerated and worn down by the weather. This

is occasioned by the numerous rents which this species

of rock contains.

To this formation seems to belong ribbon jasper,

which sometimes constitutes whole rocks. It may pos-

sibly occur also in some of the subsequent formations.

To these formations may be added transition gypsum,
which Von Buch discovered, constituting a bed in grey-
wacke slate, at Leogang in Salzburg *.

*
Jameson's Geognosy •f p. ija.
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CLASS III.

FLOETZ FORMATIONS.

X HE next grand Class of formations have received the

name of Jloet%, because they lie usually in beds muclt

more nearly horizontal than the preceding. When not

covered by a succeeding formation, they form hillg

ivhich do not rise to the same height as the primitive

or transition. They contain abundance of petrefactions j

and these much more various in their nature than those

which occur in the transition formations, consisting of

shells, fish, plants, &c. indicating that they were formed

at a period when organized beings abounded.

The floetz formations lie immediately over the trans-

ition* They comprehend a great number of individual

formations, each of which affects a particular situation.

The following Table exhibits a view of these different

formations in the' order of their position, as far as is

known:

Tablcofthe ^' ^^^ ^^^ sand-stone

formation!, 2. First floetz lime-stone

3. First floetz gypsum with rock salt

4. Variegated sand-stone

5. Second floetz gypsum
6« Second floetz or shell lime-stone

• « *
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Bock lit. tjfied, and contains few ores. Cobalt, however, occu'rl

in it ; and it is often impregnated with copper, from the

formation which lies over it.

2. First Floetz Lime^Stonc*

Floetz limestone is usually of a grey colour ; its

fracture is compact ; it has no lustre, and is only trans-

lucent on the edges. Sometimes, indeed, thiii beds of

granular foliated lime-stone occur in it ; but they con-

tain petrefactions, which distinguish them from pri-

mitive lime-stone. Floetz lime-stone is well charac-

terized by the masses of hornstone and flint which it

contains.

Foreign ml- The first floetz lime- stone formation lies over the

old red sand-stone, and is well characterized by a bed

of bituminous marl-slate, containing copper, which is

peculiar to it. This bed is always situated lowest, and

therefore immediately contiguous to the sand-stone. It

contains but few petrefactions ; and when they occur

. they are in the undermost strata, and in the bituminous

marl bed. They consist chiefly of fish. Various beds

of marl occur in this formation, and likewise a species

of vesicular lime-stone, known in Germany by the

name of rmtch wacke,

0r 3. First Floetz Gypsum.

Gypsum, in general, may be considered as a simple

rock ; sometimes, however, it contains crystals of

boracite, arragonite, and quartz. Sulphur is likewise

found in it, both disseminated and in compact masses.

There are two formations of it.

The first floetz gypsum lies immediately over the

first floetz lime-stone. I consists chiefly of foliated
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and compact gypsum, together with a good deal of se- Chap, iifr

lenite. It is in this formation that swine-stone occurs,

either in beds or mixed with the gypsum. Rock salt
^"JJ^^^J^^^^

also belongs to it, and appears to lie over it in short springs.

thick beds, being usually mixed with a species of saline

clay. Hence the saline springs, which obviously ori-

ginate from rock salt, are likewise peculiar to this for-

mation.

4. Variegated Sand-Stone,

This formation lies immediately ovet the preceding.

The rock which composes it consists of a fine granular-

argillaceous sand-stone, usually of a green, brown, red,

and white colour. Several of these colours alternate

in stripes, which gives the stone a variegated appear-

ahce. Hence the name, it often contains masses of a

fat clay, of a greenish, reddish, or yellowish colour.

This formation is characterized by two species of Foreign ml-
nerals.

i

rocks, which occur in it in beds. These are, 1. The

subspecies of lime-stone described in the last Chapter
under the name of roe-stone ; and, 2. Sand-stone slate.

The first is almost peculiar to this formation ; but the se-

cond is found also, though in small quantity, in the old

red sandstone. It consists chiefly of fine micaceous

scales, forming a slaty texture, and having generally
thin layers of fine granular sand-stone interposed be-

tween them.

5. Second Floetz Gypsum,

This formation lies over the preceding in beds, and

is sometimes, to a certain degree, mixed with it. It

contains foliated gypsum, but scarcely any selenite,

and no swine-stone ; and is characterized by the fibrous

Vol. IV. N n
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gypsum, of which it is in a great measure composed-

It is of no great extent ; and, like the first flioetz gyp-

sum, is destitute of petrefactions.

6. Second Flo£tz Lime^Stone, or Shell LimemStone,

This formation is separated from the first floetz lime-

stone by the beds of older gypsum, of variegated sand-

stone, and of second gypsum ; which constitute the third,

Tourth, and fifth formations. It is characterized by the

vast number of shells which it contains in the state of

petrefactions. It contains little marl ; and only indi-

vidual beds or seams of coal occur in it, so small as not

to be worth working. In many places flint and horn-

stone are found in it ; sometimes in small beds, some-

times in plates, and sometimes massive or in roundish

pieces. Particles of galena are likewise found scattered

through it.

7. Third Sand-Stonty or Free-Stone,

Though the relative position of this formation has

not been well ascertained, yet it is known to cover all

the preceding, and therefoje to be much newer than

either the first or second sand-stone formations. It

consists mostly of a sand-stone of a white colour, well

adapted for building. It contains traces of coal, but

no sand-stone, slate, nor roe-stone ; and gypsum never

occurs either immediately over or under it. It is

usually stratified, and contains natural rents or seams,

which ci*oss each other at right angles ;
the one parallel

to the stratification, the other perpendicular to it, so

that it can be easily quarried into large square blocks.

This indeed is a character that in some measure applies

to all the sand-btones. When not covered by any
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other formation, it forms beautiful hills and romantic Chap. tlL

valleys.

8. Cha/L

Chalk is one of the newest floetz rocks. It is al»

ways near the sea*coast. It contains numerous beds

of nodular flintj often full of vesicles. Various petre-

factions of cchinites, belemnitcs, &c. occur in it. It

is indistinctly stratified, and forms beautiful round

knolls and hills of very small height. Pyrites is some-

times found in it, but scarcely any other metallic ore.

9. Independent Coal Formation.

This formation is deposited in detached patches,

usually in valleys over the preceding floetz rocks, or

over the transition formation when the iloetz rocks are

wanting. These patches, in general, have no connexion

with each other. Hence the epithet independent, by
which the formation is. distinguished : but they are

found in considerable quantities in the most distant parts

of the earth, Europe, America, New Holland, and al-

ways similarly situated with respect to the other forma-

tions. Coal occurs in it in great abundance ; though
in the preceding formations it is very scarce, and in-

deed is only found in thin individual beds. Hence it

is considered as characteristic of this formation. The

rocks of which (not reck.-^ning the coal) this formation

is composed are the following :

Sand-stone
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^ Layers of these rocks alternate a great many times?

with each other, and in them the coal occurs in nu-

merous beds, varying extremely in thickness. The

subspecies of coal which occur in this formation are

coarse coal, foliated coal, cannel-coal, slate-coaly and a

little pitch-coal. Professor Jameson has likewise dis-

covered glance coal in this formation,

vcialsubor- ^^^ ^^^^ different rocks of which this formation is

dinate for-
composed seldom or never occur together. Hence it

is presumed, that there are several subordinate forma-

tions belonging to the independent coal, which occupy
determinate situations with respect to each other.

Three such formations have been characterized. The

oldest or lowest is composed of beds of indurated clay,

lime stone, marl, porphyritic stone, slate-clay, hitumi"

nous shale, green-stone, and soft sand-stone, and is cha-

racterized by containing in it some metallic ores.

These are ores of copper, iron, lead, and perhaps also

mercury. The second is composed of beds of indu"

rated clay, marl, lime- stone, and porphyritic stone. It

contains sortie pyrites, but no other ore. The third, or

newest, is composed of soft sand-stone, conglomerate, and

slate- clay, and contains no ore.

The sand-stone of this formation consists usually of

grains of quartz, differing in size, and cemented by a

calcareous or argillaceous, and sometimes even a silice-

ous basis. Its colour is various, though most com-

monly grey, and it often contains very thin seams of

coal interspersed through it. It is often employed in

building.

The conglomerate consists of fragments of lime-stone,

quartz, greywacke, &c. cemented together by a basis

of clay.
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The slatC'Clayy bituminous shale, and indurated clay. Chap. III.

are the minerals described in the last Chapter under

these names.

The lime-stone belongs to the compact subspecies, has

a splintery fracture, and is scarcely translucent on the

edges.

The marl and clay iron-stone are the minerals -de-

scribed in the preceding Chapter under these names.

The green stone^ which was first discovered in this

formation by Professor Jameson, belongs to the species

which occurs in the floetz trap rocks, to be described

immediately. The porphyritic stone, I presume, con-

sists of a clay basis, containing crystals of felspar.

The rocks belonging to this formation are very dis-

tinctly stratified. Abundance of petrefactions occur

in it, especially in the sand-stone and bituminous shale.

They are chiefly of vegetables ; ferns, reeds, Sec. are

the most common. Those in the sand-s^one are usually

rather casts of vegetables than real petrefactions. They
seem often to resemble palms, &c. ; but none of tliem

have been distinctly referred to any vegetable species

at present existing.

ao. Floet% Trap.

The rocks of this formation are very remarkable.

They cover the other floetz rocks, precisely as the

newer porphyry and sienJte do the primitive. The

level of the uncovered floetz formations becomes gra-

dually lower, in the order in which they have been de-

scribed ; but that of the floetz trap is high, as it covers

them all, and often forms the summit of hills whose

lower part consists of older formations. The rocks

belonging to the floetz trap formations are of two kinds ;
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^3ook in.^ namely, those which are peculiar to it, and those which

occur also in other formations. The following are the

rocks peculiar to this formation :

Rock» pe-
culiar to

this forma-,

tion.

Wacke

Iron-clay

Basalt

Pitch-stone

Green-stone

Porphyry slate

Grey-stone

Amygdaloid

Trap tuff

Basalt claims the first place, as it characterizes the

floetz formation. It consists essentially of the mineral

described in the last Chapter, under the narae of hasalt,

for a basis, containing crystals of basaltic hornblende,

augite, olivine, and iron-sand, which give it a porphy-

ritic structure. It contains also vesicles, which are

filled with zeolite, calcareous spar, lithomarge, &c.

The vesicles are sometimes filled with water. Some-

times it passes into wacke ; sometimes into grey-stone ;

and sometimes, though rarely, into porphyry slate.

Wacke is sometimes the simple mineral described

under that name in the preceding Chapter. Some-

times it contains basaltic hornblende and mica, which

give it a porphyritic appearance ; sometimes it is spot-

ted, from crystals which it contains. It passes some-

times into clay ; sometimes into basalt. The iron^clay

likewise has been described in the preceding Chapter.

Pitch-stone was first observed in this formation by
Professor Jameson. It is distinguished from that

which occurs in the older rocks by the following cir-

cumstances. Its colours are usually black or green ; it

is composed of lamellar distinct concretions, and ft

contains crystals of glassy felspar, or meionite as it is

called.
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Porphyry slate is much less common than basalt ; Chap. lit

but where it does occur it usually forms considerable

hills. This rock is slaty in the large, compact and

splintery in the small. The basis of it consists of

clink-Stone ; the crystals which it contains are of felspar

and hornblende. It contains also zeolite, iron-sand,

and some minerals not yet described.

Grey-stone is still less common than porphyry slate.

It appears to consist of an intimate mixture of much
white felspar and a little black hornblende. This basis

contains augite and olivine.

Floetz green-stone is an intimate mixture of grains of

felspar and hornblende. It is distinguished from pri-

mitive and transition green-stone by the more intimate

mixture and less crystalliied appearance of the consti-

tuents. It passes into basalt.

Amygdaloidhz^ for its basis sometimes wade ; some-

times a fine granular green- stone, frequently already

somewhat decomposed. The vesicles which it con-

tains are filled with green earth, lithomarge, steatite,

&c. Sometimes they remain empty ; sometimes this

basis contains crystals of hornblende, &.c. which gives

the rock both a porphyritic and amygdaloidal structure.

iTrap tuff consists of fragments of floetz trap and

other rocks, cemented by a basis of alluvial clay.

The minerals which this formation contains, in coiii-

T»on with others, are not so numerous as the prece-

ding. They are the following :

Sand Lime-stone
Other mi-

Quartzy sand- Stone Coal. ncrals con-

Clay
tained.
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Book IIT. The grains of sand are of all degrees of magnitude.

The clay sometimes contains schaum earth. The coal

consists chiefly of the following subspecies : Common

hrown coal, bituminous wood, and pitch-coal. Some-

times, though seldom, glance coal and columnar coal

occur in this formation.

The lowest bed of the floetz trap formation consists

of sand, which becomes gradually finer and finer as we

approach the upper part of the bed ; at last it becomes

clayey, and gradually passes into indurated clay. Over

this lies a bed of wacke, into which the clay gradually

passes. The wacke, in its turn, passes into basalt 5

and the basalt into green stone, grey-stone, or porphyry

slate, which constitute the uppermost part of the for-

mation : so that the lowest part of this formation con-

sists entirely of a mechanical deposite, while the upper-

most part has the appearance of a chemical compound.

Instead of the sand, we sometimes find the quartzy

sand-stone, as if the sand had been united together by
a siliceous cement.

When coal occurs in this formation it commonly lies

under the basalt. In these cases, beds of sand, clay,'

wacke, basalt, &.c. are found in several repeated series.

All the rocks of this formation seldom or never oc-

cur together ; sometimes one, sometimes more, are

wanting. They are commonly horizontally stratified,

and form conical, insulated rocks, often flat at the top.

This formation extends over the whole earth, but the

beds are broken and interrupted, so as to cap detached

mountains, or fill up hollows, but all similarly situated

with regard to each other. It is the newest of the floetz

formations, as it covers not only the older, but likewise

even the newest floetz formations.
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Besides these formations, there appear to be several ^Chap
. ill.

others not yet described. How far these are universal

or limited to particular spots has not yet been decided.

Thus in the environs of Paris, the lowest rock known Formations

consists of chalk in very thick beds. Over the chalk "^^"^ ^^^^'

lie about 11 beds of various substances, nearly in the

same order and thickness in all the hills in the neigh-

bourhood. These beds are obviously newer than the

chalk ; and they differ in their nature from all the

floetz formUtions above described. An excellent ac-

count of these beds has lately been published by dif-

ferent mineralogists in Paris, especially De la Metherie,

and Cuvier, and Brogniart. The following are these

beds arranged according to their position, beginning

with the lowest in the order, and terminating with that

at the surface of the earth.

1. Clay
2. Limestone

3. Plaster, or a mixture of gypsum and limestone

4. Marl and adhesive slate

5. Plaster

6. Marl and adhesive slate

7. Plaster

8. Marl and adhesive slate

9. Clay containing sulphate of strontian in nodules

10. Marl

11. Sand.

1. The bed of clay is about 30 feet thick; but it

varies in thickness in different places. It contains very

thin beds of sand, and a kind of bituminous matter is

found in it which burns when heated, and emits a smell

like coal.
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JBwA in, 2. The lime-stone diiFers in its appearance, but the

greatest part of it is a species of roe-stone full of small

shells. It is the stone employed for building in Paris.

At first it is very soft, but it hardens by exposure to

the air. It is subject to moulder down, and hence the

decay observable in several of the public buildings of

that capital. A stone nearly similar occurs in the

neighbourhood of Bath, and is there employed as a

building stone. It is not improbable, from this cir-

cumstance, that formations similar to those at Paris

occur near Bath.

3. Over the lime-stone lies a bed of plaster about

16 feet thick, called by the workmen the low mass.

It is mixed here and there with marl and adhesive slate.

It contains also thin beds of selenite.

4. Over the low mass lies a bed of marl and ad^

hesive slate about 16 feet thick.

5. Over this lies the second bed of plaster, about 15

feet thick, called the middle mass^ and divided into se-

veral layers ; some of these consist of ordinary plaster,

others of selenite, called grignards by the workmen,
and rejected by them.

f). Over the middle mass lies a bed of adhesive slate

and marl, about 20 feet thick. I'his bed in Mont-

martre contains a thin bed of variegated clay, a kind

of fuller's earth. Instead of this, menilite occurs in

Meneil-Montant. It contains rifts, often filled with

lenticular selenite.

7. Over the preceding lies a bed of plaster about

50 feet thick, called by the workmen the high mass*

It is divided into a number of layers. This bed at

Menil-Montant is divided into irregular columns, simi-

lar to those so common in basaltic and grccn-skonc
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mountains. It contains a number of siliceous nodules ^Cliap
.ia

like agates, often hollow within and filled with plaster.

8. Over the high mass lies a bed of marl and ad-

hesive slate, about 70 feet thick, and very distinctly

stratified. It contains vegetable petrefactions.

9. Over this lies a bed of greenish coloured clay

about IS feet thick. It contains very impure sulphate

of strontian in irregular nodules, which form thin beds

like flint in chalk. It contains also regular crystals of

selenite.

10. Over this lies a bed of marl about 18 feet thick,

regularly stratified, and in the lower part of which oc-

cur a great variety of common oyster shells.

11. The uppermost bed of all, which crowns the

hills in the neighbourhood of Paris, consists of fine

sand, containing in it abundance of sea shells. Some-

times this sand is agglutinated, constituting a kind of

sand stone. Sometimes it becomes hard enough to be

used as a mill-stone. Sometimes it contains masses of

a kind of clay iron-stone. It contains abundance of

mica. It is about 55 feet thick.

It is chiefly in the beds of plaster that the great num-

ber of fossil bones of land animals have been found, for

the description of which we are chiefly indebted ta

Cuvier *.

* Sec Jour, de Pl^s. Ixvi. 309.
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kindi.

CLASS IV.

ALLUVIAL FORMATIONS,

1 HE alluvial formations constitute the great mass of

the earth's surface. They have been formed by the

gradual action of rain and river water upon the other

formations, and may be considered as very recent for-

mations, or rather as deposites, the formation of which

Of two is still constantly going on. They may be divided into

two kinds : namely, those deposited in the valleys of

mountainous districts, or upon the elevated plains which

often occur in mountains ; and those deposited upon flat

land.

The first kind consist of sand, gravel, &:c. which con-

stituted the more solid parts of the neighbouring moun-

tains, and which remained when the less solid psrts

were washed away. They sometimes contain ores

(particularly gold and tin) which existed in the neigh-

bouring mountains. Sometimes the alluvial soil is

washed, in order to separate these ores. On mountain

plains there occur also beds of loam.

The second kind of alluvial deposite, or that which

occupies th» flat land, consists of loam, clay, sand, turf,

and calctuflf. Here also occur earth and brown coal (in
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this mineral amber is found), wood coal, bituminous Chap. m.

wood, and bog iron ore. The sand contains some me-

tals, among others gold. The calctufF is a chemical

deposite and extends widely. It contains plants, roots,

moss, bones, &c. which it has encrusted. The clay
and sand often contain petrified wood, and likewise

skeletons of quadrupeds.

CLASS V.

VOLCANIC FORMATIONS,

A HE volcanic formations are of two kinds ; namely,
the pseudo~i}olcanic and the true 'volcanic .

The pseudo-volcanic consist of minerals altered in
pj j i

consequence of the burning of beds of coal situated in canic,

their neighbourhood. Porcelain jasper, earth slag,

burnt clay, coiumfiar clay- iron stone, and perhaps also

polishing slate, are the minerals which have been thus

altered.

The real volcanic minerals are those which have Volcanic,

been thrown out of the crater of a volcano. They are

of three kinds ; I. Those substances which, having
been thrown out from time to time, have formed the

crater of the mountain : 2. Those which have been

thrown out of the crater in a stream, and rolled down

the mountain; they constitute lamas: 3. The water
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Book HI. tvhich is occasionally thrown out of volcanoes, contain«

ing ashes and other light substances, gradually evapo-

rating, leaves the earthy matter behind it j this sub-

stance constitutes volcanic tuff.

SECT. III.

OF VEINS,

Nature of y j^ns are mineral repositories which cut through the
veins.

^

^
^

°

Strata or beds of which a mountain is composed, and

which are filled with substances more or less different

from the rocks through which they pass. We shall

have a very distinct notion of veins, if we suppose that

the mountains in which they occur were split by some

means or other, and that the rifts thus formed were

filled up by the matter which constitutes veins* They
are distinguished from hcds by their direction, which is

either perpendicular to the stratifications> or at least

forms an angle with it.

Sometimes the strata through which veins pass are

merely separated from each other ; so that if we cut

through the vein we find the same strata of the rock on

both sides of it : but sometimes also the corresponding

strata on one side are lower than on the other, as if the

portion of the rock 02a one side of the vein had sunk a

little, while the portion on the other side kept its original

position. In such cases, the sid« of the rock against

which the vein leans, or the^oor of the vein, has always

its strata highest up ; while the strata of the portion of
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rock which leans over the vein, or the roofoi the vein, Chap. III.

arc always lowest. So that this is the portion which

appears to have sunk. Such a change of position in

the strata is known in this country by the name of a

shift.

In considering veins, there are two cii*cumstances

which claina our attention: namely, 1. The shape of

veins; and, 2. The substances with which they are

filled.

1. All those mineralogists who have had the best Their

opportunity of examining the shape of veins with cor- ^^^^^'

rectness, agree in representing them as widest above,

and as gradually diminishing in size as they deepen,

till at last they terminate in a point, exactly as if they
had been originally fissures. This is the account of

Oppel, of Werner, and indeed of all tliose writers who
have been professionally engaged in superintending v

mines. Sometimes, indeed, veins widen in different parts

of their course, and afterwards contract again to their

former size ; but more commonly they continue dimi-

nishing gradually to their extremity.

2. Sometimes these veins are either partially or en-

tirely empty. In that case they are denominated Jis^

sures ; but most commonly they are filled with a mat-

ter more or less different from the rock through which

they pass. Sometimes the vein is filled up with one

species of mineral. Thus we have veins of calcareous

spaVy ofquartZy &.c. ; but when it is of any size, we fre-

quently find a variety of substances : these are disposed

in regular layers always parallel to the sides of the

vein, and they follow in their position a very regular

order. One species of mineral constitutes the centre

of the vein ; on each side of this central bed the very
' "'^f"'''=''
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Book ITI. same layers occur in the same order from the centre to

the side of the vein. To give an example ; the vein

Gregorius, at Freyberg, is composed of nine layers or

beds. The middle of the vein consists ^of a layer of col"

careous spar ; on each side of this is a layer consisting

of various ores of siher mixed together ; on each side,

of this a layer of brown spar ; on each side of this a

l^jer o£ galena ; on each side of this, again, and conti-

guous to the side of the vein, is a layer of quartz. The

following sketch will give the reader some notion of the

relative position of these layers :
,
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!Pit«coal and common salt, and almost all the metals. Chap, rn.^

likewise occur in veins. Some veins are filled with

water-worn pebbles, as one observed by Weoier at

Joachimstahl *. Some are filled with loam f. Nay,

they even sometimes contain petrifactions. Thus Ba«

ton de Born describes a petrified porpites which he saw

in a compact cinnabar vein in Hungary ; and Mr de

Schlottheim communicated an account of a still more
,

remarkable appearance of the same kind to Werner.

In a calcareous mountain in Thuringia, there occur

veins of marl five or six inches thick, containing pe-

trifactions difiering altogether from those which are

found in the lime-stone. The petrifactions found in

the marl are, cornua ammonis, terebrates, and turbi-

nites ; while those that occur in the lime-stone rock

are trochites. Beds of the marl occur in the neighbour-

hood ; and these beds contain the same petrifactions

that are found in the veins J.

3. It is very common to find veins crossing each other Cfo« each

in the same rock. When that happens, one of the veins

may be traced passing through the other without any

interruption, and cutting it in two, while the other al-

ways separates, and disappears at the point of crossing.

4. Such is a short sketch of the most remarkable Werner's

TTT ^ tnt'ory of

phenomena respectmg vems. Werner supposes that veins*

they were originally fissures formed in the rocks, and

that they were all gradually filled by minerals deposited

slowly from above, while the rocks in which, they oc-

cur were covered by water, and that they were filled at

the same time that the different formations were deposi-

* Werner, Nouvelle Theork, p. 8i. f Ibid. p. %%. X Ibid. p. 88.

Vol IV, Oo
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Bookm. ted. This theory he has supported in his book on Veins,

by a very complete enumeration of all the circum-

stances respecting their structure and appearances. He
has shown that they resemble fissures very exactly in

their shape and direction ; and that as they contain pe-

trifactions and minerals altered by the action of water,

they must of necessity have been filled from above.

Veins of course, according to this theory, are newfer

than the rocks in which they occur ; and when two veins

cross, that is obviously the newest which traverses the

other without interruption, as the fissures constituting

the second vein must have been formed after the first

vein was filled up. When diflferent veins contain the

same minerals arranged in the same order, he conceives

that they were filled at the same time, and says that

such veins belong to the same formation. When they
differ in these respects, they belong to different forma-

tions. From the position of the respective veins with

respect to each other, he deduces their relative age ; and

from this draws inferences respecting the relative age
of the different mineral substances that occur in veins,

similar to the inferences drawn respecting the age of

the rocks which constitute the grand classes of forma-

tions described in the preceding Chapter. But for these

curious and important consequences which he deduces

from his theory, I must refer the reader to Werner's

treatise, an English translation of which has been late-

ly published by Dr Anderson.

I shall conclude this short sketch of Werner's Geog-

nosy with Two Tables, exhibiting the different forma-

tions in which the most important stony bodies and ores

occur, without distinguishing whether they are found in

beds or in veins.
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Table of Stones,

•
-

FORMATIONS.
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Table of Stones,

FORMATIONS.

I. Primitive

a. Granite

3. Gneiss

4. Mica-Slate

5. Clay-slate
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XI
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10. Transition Trap

1 1 Transition Flint-Slate

a. Floetz
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1$. First Floetz Gypsum

16. Variegat. Sand-Stone

17 . Second floetz Gypsum

18. Shell Lime-Stone
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2Z. Floetz Trap
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Table of Stones contifiued.
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Table of Stones continued*

FORMATIONS.
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TablZ of Metals continued.

FORMATIONS.
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Chap. III.

CHAP, IV.

OF THE ANALYSIS OF MINERALS,

X HE progress which the art of analysing minerals has

made within these last twenty years is truly astonishing.

To separate five or six substances intimately combined Analyses of
*^

^ ^

•' mmcFals.

together, to exhibit each of them separately, to ascer-

tain the precise quantity of each, and even to detect

the presence and the weight of substances which do not

approach -j-^^th part of the compound, would, at no

very remote period, have been considered as a hopeless,

if not an impossible, task ; yet this can now be done

with tolerable accuracy.

The first person who undertook the analysis of mi- Begun by

nerals was MargrafF of Berlin. His attempts were in-
'

deed rude ; but their importance was soon perceived by
other chemists, particularly by Bergman and Scheele,

whose industry and address brought the art to a consi-

derable degree of perfection.

But their methods, though they had very consider-

able merit, and, considering the state of the science, are .

wonderful proofs of the genius of the inventors, were

often tedious and uncertain, and could not in all cases

be applied with confidence. These defects were per- improved
ceived by Klaproth, who applied himself to the ana- ^X

^*"

lysis of minerals with a persevering industry which no-
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Pook UL
thing could/atigue, and an ingenuity and accuracy which

nothing could perplex. He corrected what was wrong,
and supplied what was wanting, in the analytical me-

thod ; invented new processes ; discovered new instru-

ments ; and it is to his labours, more than to those of

any other chemist, that the degree of perfection, to

which the analysis of minerals has attained, is to be

And others.
^5*cribed. Many improvements, however, were intro-

duced by other chemists, especially by Vauquelin,

whose analysis, both in point of accuracy and ingenui-

ty, and in number, rival those of Kiaproth himself.

I shall, in the following Sections, sketch out the me-

thods of analysis at present practised. But it will be

proper, in the first place, to premise the following ob-

servations.

Before a mineral is submitted to analysis, it ought
Method of

, , J .
, 1 , , Mru \

reducing a to be reduced to an impalpable powder. When the

"*"'*^'°
stone is extremely hard, it may be heated to redness,

and then thrown into cold water. This makes it crack

and break into pieces. If these pieces are not small

enough, the operation may be repeated. These frag-

ments are then to be beaten to small pieces in a polish-

ed steel mortar ; the cavity of which should be cylin-

drical, and the steel pestle should fit it exactly, in order

to prevent any of the stone from escaping during the

act of pounding.

When the stone has been thus pounded, a certain

quantity, whose weight is known exactly, 100 grains

for instance, ought to be taken and reduced to as fine a

powder as possible. This is best done by pounding

small quantities of it at once, not exceeding five grains.

The mortar employed is usually of agate. It may be

about four inches in diameter, and rather more than a^
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inch deep. The pestle is composed of the same ingre- Chap. IV.
^

dients. The powder is as fine as possible when it feels

soft, adheres together, and as it were forms a cake un-

der the pestle. It ought then to be weighed exactly.

It will almost always be found heavier after being

pounded than it was before ; owing to a certain quan-

tity of the substance of the mortar which has been rub-

bed off during the grinding, and mixed with the pow-
der. This additional weight must be carefully noted ;

and after the analysis, a portion of the ingredients of

the mortar, corresponding to it, must be subtracted.

When the mortar is of agate or flint, the abstracted

portion may be considered as pure silica.

It is necessary to have a crucible of pure silver, or Chemical

of platinum, capable of holding rather more than seven
^®^^**

cubic inches of water, and provided with a cover of the

same metal.

The dishes in which the solutions, evaporations, &c.

are performed, ought to be ofglass or porcelain. Those

of porcelain are cheaper, because they are not so apt to

break. Those which Mr Vauquelin uses are of porce-

lain ; they are sections of spheres, and are glazed both

within and without, except that part of the bottom

which is immediately exposed to the fire. In this

country we commonly use Wedgewood's glazed eva-

porating dishes. The glaze is thin, and not so apt to

crack as the glaze of the French porcelain ; but per-

haps it does not resist quite so well the action of strong

reagents,.
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SECT. I.

ANALYSIS OF EARTHS AND STONES

,. T. HE only substances which enter into the composi-

of stones. tion of the simple stones, as far at least as analysis has

discovered, are the six earths, silica, alumina, zirconia,

glucina, lime, and magnesia ; and the oxides of iron,

manganese, nickel, chromium, and copper f. Seldom

more than four or five of these substances are found

combined together in the same stone : we shall suppose,

however, in order to prevent unnecessary repetitions,

that they are all contained in the mineral which we are

going to analyse.

Let 100 or 200 grains of the stone to be analysed,

decompo- previously reduced to a fine powder, be mixed with

«ing stones,
^j^^ee times its weight of pure potash and a little water,

and exposed in a silver crucible to heat. The heat

should at first be applied slowly, and the matter should

be constantly stirred, to prevent the potash from swell-

ing and throwing any part out of the crucible. Wheij

the whole water is evaporated, the mixture should be

kept for half an hour in a red heat.

* See Vauquelin's Treatise on the Analysis of Stones, Ann. de Cblm*

XXX. 66.

t Barytcs has also been discovered in one single stone, the staurolHt :

but its presence in stones is so uncommon, that it can scarcely be looked

for. The method of detecting it shall be noticed afterward^
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If the matter in the crucible melts completely, and Chap,
iv.^

appears as liquid as water, we may be certain that the

stone which we are analysing consists chiefly of silica ;

if it remains opaque, and of the consistence of paste, the

other earths are most abundant ; if it remains in the

form of a powder, alumina is the prevalent earth *. If

the matter in the crucible be of a dark or brownish red

colour, it contains oxide of iron ; if it is grass green,

manganese is present ; if it is yellowish green, it con-

tains chromium.

When the crucible has been taken from the fire and

wiped on the outside, it is to be placed in a capsule of

porcelain, and filled with water. This water is to be

renewed, from time to time, till all the matter is detach-

ed from the crucible. The water dissolves a part of the

combination of the alkali with the silica and alumina

* Mr Chenevix has lately suggested an Ingenious methdd of analysing

stones that do not fuse with potash. He put it in practice in analysing

the different varieties of corundum. This mineral is composed almost

entirely of alumina, and is extremely hard. Potash acts upon it very

feebly ; so that, in the common way of analysis, the process is very te-

dious, and the quantity of potash necessary very great. Mr Chenevix

substituted borax in place of potash, which acts upon aluminous stones

very readily. He mixed lOO grains of sapphire in powder with ajo

grains of calcined borax, and exposed the mixture to a violent heat in a

platinum crucible for two hours. The mass, vrhen cold, had the appear-

ance of a greenish blue glass, which adhered strongly to the crucible.

The whole was boiled in muriatic acid for some hours, by which a com-

plete solution was obtained. The whole of the earthy matter was then

precipitated by means of ammonia not entirely saturated with carbonic

acid ; and the precipitate, after being well washed, was redissolved in

muriatic acid. By this means the borax was got rid of. The analysis

was then conducted nearly in the manner described in the text, except-

ing only that muriate of ammonia was employed to separate the alumina

from pota«h.—P^//. Trans. iS02, p. 331.
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Bookni. of the stone ; and if a sufficient quantity were used, it

would dissolve the whole of that combination.

Muriatic acid is now to be poured in till the whole

of the matter is dissolved *. At first a flaky precipitate

appears, because the acid combines with the alkali

which kept it in solution. Then an effervescence takes

place, owing to the decomposition of some carbonate of

potash formed during the f^sion. At the same time

the flaky precipitate is redissolved ; as is also that part

of the matter which, not having been dissolved in the

water, had remained at the bottom of the dish in the

form of a powder. This powder, if it consists only of

silica and alumina, dissolves without effervescence ; but

if it contains lime, an effervescence takes place.

If this solution in muriatic acid be colourless, we may
conclude that it contains no metallic oxide, or only a

very small portion ; if its colour be purplish red, it con-

tains manganese ; orange red indicates the presence of

iron ; and golden yellow the presence of chromium.

This solution is to be poured into a capsule of porce-

lain, covered with paper, and evaporated to dryness on

a sand bath. When the evaporation is drawing towards

its completion, the liquor assumes the form of jelly. It

must then be stirred constantly with a silver or porce-

lain rod, to facilitate the disengagement of the acid and

water, and to prevent one part of the matter from being

too much, and another not sufficiently dried. Without

this precaution, the silica and alumina would not be

completely separated from each other.

When the matter is reduced almost to a dry powder.

* Muriatic acid does not ditsolye the mast completely if the stone con-

sists chiefly of silica.
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a large quantity of pure water is to be poured on it ; Chap. IV.

and, after exposure to a slight heat, the whole is to be

poured on a filter. The powder which remains upon Separation

the filter is to be washed repeatedly, till the water with o^ thesiUc^

which it has been washed ceases to precipitate silver

from its solutions. This powder is the silica which

the stone that we are analysing contained. It must

first be dried between folds of blotting paper, then heat-

ed red hot in a platinum or silver crucible, and weigh-
'

.

ed as soon as cold. It ought to be a fine powder, of a

white colour, not adhering to the fingers, and entirely

insoluble in acids. If it be coloured, it is contaminated

with some metallic oxide ; and shows that the evapora-

tion to dryness has been performed at too high a tem-

perature. To separate this oxide, the silica must be

boiled with an acid, and then washed and dried as be-

fore. The acid solution must be added to the water

which passed through the filter, and which we shall de-

nominate A.

The watery solution A is tabe evaporated till its

quantity does not exceed an English pint. A solution

of carbonate of potash is then to be poured into it till

no more matter precipitates. It ought to be boiled a

few moments to enable all the preqipitate to fall to the

bottom. When the whole of the precipitate has col-

lected at the bottom, the supernatant liquid is to be de-

canted off J
and water being substituted in its place, the

precipitate and water are to be thrown upon a filter.

When the water has run off, the filter, with the preci-

pitate upon it, is to be placed between the folds of blot-

ting paper. When the precipitate has acquired some

consistence, it is to be carefully collected by an ivory

knife, mixed with a solution of pure potash, and boiled
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Book III.

Alumina.

Glucina,

Lime,

in a porcelain capsule. If any alumina or glucina be

present, they will be dissolved in the potash ; while

the other substances remain untouched in the form of

a powder, which we shall call B.

Into the solution of potash as much acid must be

poured as will not only saturate the potash, but also

completely redissolve any precipitate which may have

at first appeared. Carbonate of ammonia is now to be

added in such quantity that the liquid shall taste of it.

By this addition the whole of the alumina will be pre-

cipitated in white flakes, and the glucina will remain

dissolved, provided the quantity of carbonate of ammo-

nia used be not too small. The liquid is now to be fil-

tered ; and the alumina which will remain on the filter

is to be washed, dried, heated red hot, and then weigh-

ed. To see if it be really alumina, dissolve it in sul-

phuric acid, and add a sufficient quantity of sulphate or

acetate of potash ; if it be alumina, the whole of it will

be converted into crystals of alum.

Let the liquid which has passed through the filter be

boiled for some time ; and the glucina, if it contains

any, will be precipitated in a light powder, which may
be dried and weighed. When pure, it is a fine, soft,

very light, tasteless powder, which does not concrete

when heated, as alumina does.

The residuum B may contain lime, magnesia, and

one or more metallic oxides *. Let it be dissolved in

weak sulphuric acid, and the solution evaporated to dry-

ness. Pour a small quantity of water on it. The wa-

« If yttria be suspected, let the reeiduum be treated with carbonate

of ammonia, which will dissolve the yttria and leave the othejr bodies.

Then proceed as above.
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\tr will dissolve the sulphate of magnesia and the metaU .^^^P^ ^\
He sulphates ; bat the sulphate of lime will remain un-

dissolved, or, if any poition dissolve, it may be thrown

down by the addition of a little weak alcohol* Let it

be heated red hot in a cruciblej and weighed. The

lime amounts to 0*42 of the weight.

Let the solution containing the remaining sulphates ,

be diluted with a large quantity of water j let a smalt

excess of acid be added ;
and then let a saturated car*

bonate of potash be poured in. The oxides of chro- .

mium, iron, and nickel, will be precipitated, and the

magnesia and oxide of manganese will remain dissolved^

The precipitate we shall call C.

Into the solution let a solution of hydrosulphuret of Manganese^

potash be poured, and the manganese will be precipita-

ted in the state of a hydrosulphuret. Let it be calci*.

ned in contact with air^ and weighed. The magnesia Magneslai

may then be precipitated by pure potash, washed, ex-^

posed to a red heat, and then weighed*

Let the residuum C be boiled repeatedly with nitric Chromium,

acid, then mixed with pure potash ; and after being

heated, let the liquid be decanted off. Let the preci-

pitate, which consists of the oxides of iron and nickel,

be washed with pure water ; and let this water be added

to the solution of the nitric acid and potash. That so-

lution contains the chromium converted into an acid.

Add to this solution an excess of muriatic acid, and eva-

porate till the liquid assumes a green colour ; then add

a pure alkali : The chromium precipitates in the state

of an oxide, and may be dried and weighed.

Let the precipitate, consisting o' th^ oxides of iron Iroti.

and nickel, be dissolved in muriatic acid ; add an excess

^o/. IF. ? p
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Book in. of ammonia: The oxide of iron precipitates. Let it be

washed, dried, and weighed.

Nickel. Evaporate the solution, and the oxide of nickel will

also precipitate, or the whole may be precipitated by-

adding hydrosulphuret of ammonia ; and its weight

may be ascertained in the same manner as the other in-

gredients.

The weight of all the ingredients obtained are now

to be added together, and their sum total compared with

the weight of the "matter submitted to analysis. If the

two are equal, or if they differ only by '03 or '04 parts,

we may conclude that the analysis has been properly

performed : but if the loss of weight be considerable,

something or other has been lost. The analysis must

therefore be repeated with all possible care. If there

is still the same loss of weight, we may conclude that

the stone contains some substance, which has either

evaporated by the heat, or is soluble in water.

A fresh portion of the stone must therefore be bro-

ken into small pieces, and exposed in a porcelain cru-

cible to a strong heat. If it contains water, or any o-

ther volatile substance, it will come over into the re-

ceiver ; and its nature and weight may be ascertained.

If nothing comes over into the receiver, or if what

comes over is not equal to the weight wanting, we may
conclude that the stone contains some ingredient which

is soluble in water.

To discover whether it contains 2ifixed alkali^ which

is very frequently found in simple stones, three me-

thods of analysis have been followed.

Methods of 1. The stone, reduced to an impalpable powder, is

fixed^^alka- cautiously heated repeatedly with sulphuric acid, and

^'^•* the mass digested in water. This solution, properly
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eoncentrated, is set aside for some days. If crystals of Chap. IV.^

alum make their appearance, we are sure that the mi-

neral contained potash. The potash may be reckoned

to amount to 0*104 of the weight of these crystals. If

no crystals appear, the solution is to be evaporated to

dryness, and the residue exposed to a moderate red

heat. It is then to be digested in water, and the solu-

tion mixed with carbonate of ammonia, and filtered. It

must be again evaporated to dryness, the residue ex-

posed to a heat of 100^, and redissolved. The solu-

tion, by proper concentration, will yield crystals, eithet

of sulphate of soda, or of potash, according to circum-

stances, and these are easily distinguished. Indeed the

presence or absence of potash may be recognized by

mixing the solution of the salt, obtained with a some-

what concentrated solution of nitro-muriate of plati-

num. If potash be present, the usual yellow precipi-

tate of muriate of platinum- and-potash is obtained.

2. The method described in the last paragraph may
be considered as a short abstract of the plans of ana-

lysis at first pursued by Vauquelin and Kennedy, to

detect and distinguish fixed alkalies contained in mine-

rals. The following method, invented by Klaproth,

is much easier. He fused one part of the mineral un-

der examination with four parts of nitrate of barytes,

in a porcelain crucible. A spongy mass was obtained,

which was of a light blue colour, and dissolved com-

pletely in diluted muriatic acid. The yellow coloured

solution was mixed with a sufficient quantity of sul-

phuric acid, not only to pi'ecipitate the barytes, but to

expel the muriatic acid, and the liquid was evaporated

to dryness. The mass was digested in water, and then

thrown upon a filter. The sulphate of barytes and si-

Pp 2
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ni> lica remained behind. The solution, which was lim-

pid, was saturated with carbonate of ammonia, and fil-

tered a second time. All the earthy and metallic bo-

dies w^ere now separated, and the solution contained

only the sulphates of fixed alkali and ammonia. It

was evaporated to dryness, and the salt put into a por-

celain crucible, and exposed to a heat sufficient to expel

the sulphate of ammonia. The residuum was dissolved

in water, and crystallized. Pure fixed alkaline sul-

phate was obtained. It was dissolved in water, and

decomposed by means of acetate of barytes. The so-

lution was filtered to separate the sulphate of barytes

formed, and the liquid evaporated to dryness. The

salt thus obtained was acetate of fixed alkali. It was

reddened in a crucible. The charry residue was dis-

solved in water, filtered, and crystallized. It was now

a fixed alkaline carbonate, easily distinguished by its

properties *.

; 3. The third method has been recently practised by
Mr Davy. He fuses one part of the mineral under

/ examination with two parts of boracic acid, dissolves

thejused mass in diluted nitric acid, and concentrates

the solution to separate the silica. The liquid is

then mixed with carbonate of ammonia in excess, and

boiled and filtered. By this means all the earthy and

metallic ingredients are separated. The liquid is then

mixed with a sufficient quantity of nitric acid, and eva-

porated till the whole of the boracic acid separates.

Nothing now remains but the nitric acid, combined

with the alkaline constituents of the mineral and with

*
Beitragf^ id. 24O,
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ammonia. The dry saline mass is freed from the P^-2\
nitrate of ammonia by a heat of 500^ ;

and the nitrate

of potash or soda, which remains, may easily be re-

cognized by its properties *.

But simple stones have been recently discovered to

contain fluoric acid ; and the methods hitherto described

are not sufficient to detect and appreciate the quantity

of that substance. The method practised by Klaproth How t» «e-

to detect the presence of this acid, is to heat the mi-
ric^^acid,**^'

neral containing it with sulphuric acid in a glass re-

tort. The corrosion of the retort, and the siliceous

deposite made on the water contained in the receiver,

show sufficiently the presence of fluoric acid. To de-

tect its quantity the mineral is fused wirh potash, and^

the silica separated as usual. The remaining liquid is

precipitated by means of carbonate of potash ; and the

liquid, being neutralized, is mixed with lime water.

The precipitate of fluate of lime, thus obtained, is heat-

ed to redness. He estimates the fluoric acid contained

in the mineral at 0'4S of this fluate of lime f.

In this manner may simple stones and aggregates be

analysed. As to saline stones, their analysis must va- Analys's

ry according to the acid which they contain. Bat al-
510*^6^*

most all of them may be decomposed by one or other

of two methods ; of each of which I shall give an ex-

ample.

1. Analysis of Carhonate of Stromian,

Klaproth analysed this mineral by dissolving 300 Cfcarbc-

parts of it in diluted muriatic acid : during the solution
'

* NifOlson's Jour. xiii. 86. f Gehlen's Jour. iii. 595
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Book in. 30 parts of carbonic acid escaped. The solution crys-

tallized in needles ; and when dissolved in alcohol burnt

with a purple flame. Therefore it contained strontian.

He dissolved a grain of sulphate of potash in six ounces

of water, and let fail into it three drops of the muriatic

solution. No precipitate appeared till next day. There-

fore the solution contained no barytes ; for if it had, a

precipitate would have appeared immediately.
He then decomposed the muriatic acid solution by

mixing it with carbonate of potash. Carbonate of stron-

tian precipitated. By the application of a strong heat,

the carbonic acid was driven off. The whole of the

earth which remained was dissolved in water. It crys-

tallized ; and, when dried, weighed 69i*.

2. Analysis of Sulphate of Strontiati.

St^phatcs. Vauquelin analysed an impure specimen of this mi-

neral as follows :

On 200 parts of the mineral, diluted nitric acid was

poured. A violent effervescence took place, and part

of the mineral was dissolved. The undissolved portion,

after being heated red hot, weighed 167. Therefore

33 parts were dissolved.

The nitric solution was evaporated to dryness ; A
reddish substance remained, which indicated the pre-

sence of oxide of iron. This substance was redissolved

in water, and some ammonia mixed with it ; a reddish

precipitate appeared, which, when dried, weighed one,

and was oxide of iron. The remainder of the solution

was precipitated by carbonate of potash. The precipi-

*
Klaproth, Beltraget i, 26*.
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tate weighed, when dried, 20, and possessed the pro- Chap . IV.

perties of carbonate of lime. Therefore 200 parts of

this mineral contain 20 of carbonate of lime, one of ox-

ide of iron, and the remainder of the 33 parts he con-

cluded to be water.

The 167 parts, which were insoluble in nitric acid,

were mixed with 500 parts of carbonate of potash .and

7000 parts of water, and boiled for a considerable time.

The solution was then filtered, and the residuum wash-

ed and dried. The liquid scarcely effervesced with a-

cids ; but with barytes it produced a copious precipi-

tate, totally indissoluble in muriatic acid. Therefore it

contained sulphuric acid.

The undissolved residuum, when dried, weighed 12Q

parts. It dissolved completely in muriatic acid. The

solution crystallized in needles ; when dissolved in al-

cohol, it burnt with a purple flame ; and, in short, had

all the properties of muriate of strontian. Therefore

these 129 parts were carbonate of strontian. Now, 100

parts of this carbonate contain 30 of carbonic acid ;

therefore 129 contain 38*7. Therefore the mineral

must contain in 200 parts 90*3 of strontian.

Now, the insoluble residuum of 167 parts was pure

sulphate of strontian ; and we have seen that it con-

tained 90-3 of strontian. Therefore the sulphuric acid

must amount to 76*7 parts*.

Nearly in the same manner as in the first of these

examples may the analysis of carbonate of lime and ba-

rytes be performed ; and nearly in the same manner

with the second we may analyse the sulphates of lime

and barytes.

* JouT' de Min. No. xxxvii. i.
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Phosphates,

Fluates,

^orates.

Phosphate of lime may be dissolved in muriatic acid,

the excess of acid may be driven off as far as possible,

and the lime precipitated by oxalic acid ; and the oxalate,

calcined in a platinum crucible, leaves the lime. The

liquid solution may be evaporated to dryness, and then

melted to a glass, which will give us the weight of the

acid.

The fluate of lime may be mixed with sulphuric acid

and distilled. The fluoric acid will come over in the

form of gas. What remains in the retort, which will

consist chiefly of sulphate of lime, may be analysed by
the rules already laid down.

The borate of lime may be dissolved in nitric or sul-

phuric acid : The solution may be evaporated to dry-

ness, and the boracic acid separated from the residuum

by means of alcohol, which will dissolve it without act-

ing on any of the other ingredients. The remainder of

the dry mass may be analysed by the rules laid dowr^

in this Section,

SECT. IL

OF THE ANALYSIS OF COMBUSTIBLES.

Method of

pnalysing
coal

J. HE only combustibles of whose analysis it will be

necessary to speak are coals and sulphur ; for the me-

thod of analysing the diamond and oil has already beea

given in the First part of this Work.

Coal is composed of charcoal, bitumen, and some

portion of eartli. The earths may be detected by burn-
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ing completely a portion of the coal to be analysed. Chap. IV,

The ashes which remain after incineration consist of

the earthy part. Their nature may be ascertained by
the rules laid down in Sect. I. of this Chapter.

For the method of ascertaining the proportion of

charcoal and bitumen in coal, we are indebted to Mr
Kirwan.

When nitre is heated red hot, and charcoal is throw^n

on it, a violent detonation takes place ; and if the quan-

tity of charcoal be sufficient, the nitre is completely de-

composed. Now, it requires a certain quantity of pure
charcoal to decompose a given weight of nitre. From
the experiments of Lavoisier, it follows, that when the

detonation is performed in close vessels under water,

13*21 parts of charcoal are capable of decomposing 100

parts of nitre *. But when the detonation is perform-
ed in an open crucible, a smaller proportion of charcoal

is necessary, because part of the nitre is decomposed by
the action of the surrounding air, Scheele found, that

under these circumstances lO parts of plumbago were

sufficient to decompose 96 parts of nitre ; and Mr Kir-

wan found, that nearly the same quantity of charcoal

was sufficient for producing the same effect.

Macquer long ago observed that no volatile oily

matter will detonate with nitre, unless it be previously

reduced to a charcoal ; and that then its effect upon
nitre is precisely proportional to the charcoal which it

contains f. Mr Kirwan, upon trying the experiment
with vegetable pitch and maltha, found that these sub-

stances did not detonate with nitre, but merely burn

* Mem. Srav. Etratig. xi. 6^6.

I Mac^uer's Dictionary ^ Z edit. p. 481.
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upon its surface with a white or yellow flame 5 and

that after they were consumed, nearly the same quan-

tity of charcoal was necessary to decompose the nitre

which would have been required if no bitumen had

been used at all *. Now coals are chiefly composed
of charcoal and bitumen. It occurred therefore to Mr

Kirwan, that the quantity of charcoal which any coal

contains may be ascertained by detonating it with nitre -.

For since the bitumen of the coal has no eff*ect in de-

composing nitre, it is evident that the detonation and

decomposition must be owing to the charcoal of the

coal ; and that therefore the quantity of coal necessary

to decoiiipose a given portion of nitre will indicate the

quantity df carbon which it contains : and the propor-

tion of charcoal and earth which any coal contains

being ascertained, its bituminous part may be easily

had from calculation.

The crucible which he used in his experiments was

large ; it was placed in a wind furnace at a distance

from the flue, and the heat in every experiment was as

equal as possible. The moment the nitre was red hot,

the coal, previously reduced to small pieces of the size

of a pinhead, was projected in portions of one or two

grains at a time, till the nitre would no longer detonate ;

and every experiment was repeated several times to

ensure accuracy.

He found that 480 grains of nitre required 50 grains

of Kilkenny coal to decompose it by this method.

Therefore 10 grains would have decomposed 96 of

mtrc ; precisely the quantity of charcoal which would

* MtHir. ii. s%%.
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have produced the same effect. Therefore Kilkenny Chap. IV.

coal is composed almost entirely of charcoal.

Cannel coal, when incinerated, left a residuum of

3*12 in the 100 parts of earthy ashes, 66*5 grains of

it were required to decompose 480 grains of nitre ; but

50 parts of charcoal would have been sufficient : there-

fore 66' 5 grains of cannel coal contain 50 grains of char-

coal and 2'08 of earth ; the remaining 14*42 grains

must be bitumen. In this manner may the composition

of any other coal be ascertained.

As for sulphur, in order to ascertain any accidental

impurities with which it may be contaminated, it ought

to be boiled in thirty times its weight of water, after-

wards in diluted muriatic acid, and lastly treated with

nitro-muriatic acid. These substances will deprive it

of all its impurities without acting on the sulphur itself,

at least if the proper cautions be attended to. The

sulphur may then be dried and weighed. The defi-

ciency in weight will mark the quantity of the sub-

stances which contaminate the sulphur. The solutions

may be evaporated and examined, according to the

rules laid down in the First and Third Sections of this

Chapter.

SECT. III.

ANALYSIS OF ORES.

X HE diversity of metallic ores is so great, that no ge- ^^ general

neral method of analysis can be given. Let us there- method,

fore follow the diiFercnt orders, one by one, and point
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Book III, out the proper method of analysing each. In the rules

which I propose to give I shall follow Bergman, to

whom we are indebted for the first precise treatise on

the analysis of ores, except when his methods have

been superseded by the improvements of succeeding

chemists.

1. Gold Ores,

Analysis of The presence of gold may easily be detected by treat-,

nauvego .

.^^ ^^^ mineral supposed to contain it with nitro-muri-

atic acid, and dropping muriate of tin into the solution.

If the solution contains any gold, a purple precipitate

immediately appears.

Native gold ought to be dissolved in nitro-muriatic

acid: the silver, if any be present, falls to the bottom

in the state of muriate, and may be separated by filtra-

tion, and weighed. Pour sulphate of iron into the so-

lution, and the gold is precipitated in the metallic state.

The copper, if any be present, may be precipitated by
means of a plate of iron. The presence of iron may be

ascertained by dropping tincture of nutgalls into a por-

tion of the solution *.

The auriferous pyrites may be treated with diluted

nitrous acid, which dissolves the iron and separates the

sulphur. The gold remains insoluble, and is found in,

the state of small grains.

2. Ores of Platinum.

The grains of crude platina, which constitute the on*

ly ore of this metal, are exceedingly complex in their

Bergman, ii. 410.
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nature, containing not fewer than eight metals, and Chap. IV.^

sometimes even more. These are mercury, gold, pla-

tinum, iron, palladium, rhodium, osmium, and iridium.

The mercury may be driven off by heat, and the gold

then becomes visible, and may be picked out, as it is

in grains merely mixed with the others. The iron

exists, in part at least, in the state of iron-sand, and may
be separated by the magnet. The portion combined

with the platinum, if there be any such, is not so easily

separated. The ore thus purified is mixed with di-

luted nitro-muriatic acid, which dissolves the rest of the

gold. Strong nitro-muriatic acid, assisted by heat, dis-

solves the platinum, the palladium, and the rhodium.

The black powder and the metallic scales which remain

undissolved are composed of osmium and iridium,

which may be separated by the alternate action of pot-

ash and muriatic acid. No good method is known of

separating the portion of these metals, which dissolves

along with the platinum without loss. The platinum

is precipitated by a concentrated solution of muriates of

ammonia, and the palladium by a solution of prussiate

of mercury. The rhodium is obtained by adding com^^

mon salt to the solution thus freed from the other metals,

evaporating to dryness, and digesting the dry mass in

alcohol. For a fuller account of these processes, the

reader is referred to the disserrations of WoUaston,

Tennant, Desfontaines, Fourcroy, and Vauquelin*.

3. Ores of Silver,

The analysis of the ores of silver has been always

* See these dissertations quoted in Vol. I. of this Work, under the

head of the respective metaU.
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Analysis of

native sil-

Antimonial

silver,

Sulphurct,

considered as very important, on account of the great

value of the metal which they contain in greater abun-

dance.

1. Native silver is to be dissolved in nitric acid.

The gold, if the ore contains any, remains in the state

of a black powder, and may be dried and weighed.
The silver may be precipitated by common salt. One

hundred parts of the precipitate dried denote about 75

parts of silver. The presence of copper may be ascer-

tained by the greenish blue colour of the solution, and by
the deep blue colour which it assumes on adding am-

monia. The copper may be precipitated by a plate of

iron, or by the rules laid down hereafter. When the

ore contains arsenic, its proportion may be estimated

by weighing before and after fusion ; for the arsenic is

dissipated by heat, or the ore may be dissolved as be-

fore in nitric acid, which acidifies the arsenic. After

the separation of the silver, the arsenic acid may be

precipitated by nitrate of lead, 100 parts of the dry pre«

cipitate indicating about 22 of arsenic.

2. Alloy of silver and antimony is to be treated with

nitric acid, which dissolves the silver and oxidizes the

antimony. The silver is estimated as above. The ox-

ide of antimony is to be dissolved in muriatic acid, and

the metal thrown down by means of a plate of iron *.

3. Sulphuret of silver is to be treated with diluted

nitric acid, which dissolves the silver, leaving the

greater part of the sulphur untouched. The residuum is

to be dried, and then the sulphur burnt off. The loss

of weight gives the sulphur. The residuum, if any, is

« Klaproth, iii. 175.
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iindecomposed sulphuret, to be treated as at first. The Chap, iv.

silver is to be precipitated by common salt j
and the

other metals, if any be present, may be ascertained as

above. Part of the sulphur is always acidified. The

acid thus formed may be precipitated by nitrate of ba-

rytes, 100 parts of the dried precipitate indicating about

14*5 of sulphur*.

4. Antimoniated silver ore was analysed by Klaproth Antimonia-

in the following manner : 100 parts of it were boiled
'^ s'^er.

in diluted nitric acid. The residuum, washed and dried,

was 26. These 26 were digested in nitro-muriatic a-

cid. The residuum now weighed 13 (so that 13 had

been dissolved), 12 of which were sulphur, and burnt

away, leaving behind them one part of silica. The

nitro-muriatic solution, when diluted largely with wa-

ter, let fall a precipitate which weighed 13 (or 10 of

pure antimony), and had the properties of oxide of an-

timony ; for they did not evaporate till heated to red-

ness, but at that temperature were dissipated in a grey
smoke.

The nitric solution was green. Common salt occa-

sioned a precipitate which weighed 87*75, equivalent

to 65*81 of pure silver. After the separation of this

muriate of silver, sulphate of soda occasioned no preci-

pitate. Therefore the solution contained no lead. When

supersaturated with soda, a grey precipitate fell, weigh-

ing five parts. On burning coals this precipitate gave

out an arsenical smell. It was redissolved in nitric

acid ; sulphureted alkali occasioned a smutty brown

precipitate ; and prussic alkali a prussian blue, which.

*
Klaproth, i. 172.
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after torrefaction, was magnetic. Hence he coftcludedy

that these five parts were a combmation of iron and ar-

senic acid.

The nitric solution which had been supersaturated

with ammonia was blue ; he therefore suspected that it

contained copper. To discover this, he saturated it

with sulphuric acid, and put into it a polished plate of

iron. The quantity of copper was so small, that none

could be collected on the iron *.

Black silver 5. Black silver ore maybe analysed as No. 2. sepa-
**^^'

rating the copper, if any be present, by means of an

iron plate, and estimating the carbonic acid that escapes

when the ore is heated or dissolved in nitric acid.

Red silver 6. Red silver ore was analysed by Vauquelin in the
*

following manner : One hundred parts of it were di-

gested in 500 parts of nitric acid previously diluted

with water f. The undissolved residuum, being wash-

ed and dried, weighed 42'06. Being treated with mu-
riatic acid, it was all dissolved except 14*66 parts,

which were sulphur. The muriatic solution, when di-

luted with a great quantity of water, deposited a white

powder, which weighed 21*25, and was oxide of anti-

mony. The nitric acid solution remained still to be

examined. Muriatic acid occasioned a heavy precipi-

tate, which weighed 72*66 parts, and which was mu-

riate of silver. Reagents showed that the acid retained

no other substance in solution %,

Muriate, 8. Muriate of silver was analysed by Klaproth in the

* K\ifroth's Bettrage, i. 163.

f No effervescence occurred during the lolution ;
a proof that the m<

tals existed in the ore in the state of oxides,

I /aur. de Min. No. xvii. p. %^
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following manner : One hundred parts of it Were mix- p^^P- ^^\

ed with thrice their weight of pure carbonate of potash,

and melted together in a glass retort. The mass was

dissolved in water, and the solution filtered. A resi-

duum remained, which was dissolved in nitric acid,

with the exception of a red powder ; which, treated

with nitro-muriatic acid, was dissolved, except a little

muriate of silver, which, when reduced, yielded '5 of

pure silver. Ammonia precipitated from the nitro-

muriaiic solution 2*5 parts of oxide of iron. The ni*

trie solution was precipitated by common salt ; the mu-

riate of silver, thus obtained, yielded, wh^n reduced,

6T25 of pure silver.

The original aqueous solution of the alkaline mass

was saturated with acetic acid, on which it deposited

1*75 parts of alumina. The solution was evaporated to

dryness, and the dry mass treated with alcohol, which

dissolved the acetate of potash. The residuum, amount-

ing to 58'75 parts, was dissolved in water ; and being
treated with muriate of barytes, 15 parts of sulphate of

barytes precipitated, indicating the presence of about

•5 of sulphuric acid, or 0*75 sulphate of potash. The

remaining 58 parts were muriate of potash, indicating

about 21 parts of muriatic acid *.

4. Ores of Mercury,

1. Native mercury and amalgam may be dissolved in Nativemcr-

nitric acid. The gold, if any be present, remains in the
^^^^*

state of powder, and Uiay be estimated by its weight.

The aflfusion of water precipitates the bismuth, if the

* Klaproth, i?«/r^^^, i. 132.

FoL IV. Q^q
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Cinnabar,

Hepatic
ore.

Muriate,

Native cop-

per,

solution happens to contain any. Common salt preci-

pitates the silver, and also part of the mercury ; but the

latter may be redissolved by a sufficient quantity of wa-

ter, or, which is far better, of oxy-muriatic acid, while

the muriate of silver remains insoluble. Lastly, the

mercury may be precipitated by sulphate of iron, and

estimated *. Or the mercury may be separated at once

from the ore by distillation.

2. Cinnabar may be dissolved in muriatic acid,

assisted by the gradual addition of nitric acid. The

sulphur partly separates, and may be weighed, and is

partly converted into sulphuric acid ; which may be

separated by muriate of bary tes, and the portion of sul-

phur ascertained. The mercury may be separated by

distilling a portion of the ore with half its weight of

iron filings f.

3. The analysis of the hepatic ore is conducted in a

similar way. The small portion of foreign bodies are

to be ascertained by the processes already laid down J.

4. Muriate of mercury may be digested in muriatic

acid till the whole is dissolved. Muriate of barytes

precipitates the sulphuric acid, 100 parts of which arc

equivalent to 186 of sulphate of mercury ; and the pro-

portion of this salt being known, we have that of the

muriate §. Or, perhaps, a better mode of analysis

would be to boil the salt with carbonate of potash till

it is decomposed.

5. Ores of Copper,

1. Native copper sometimes contains gold> silver, or

« Bergman, ii. 421. 1 Klaproth, Gchlen's Jour. v. 436.

I See the analysis by Klaproth, Gchlcn's Jour. v. 437*

§ Bergman, ii. 413.
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iron. It may be dissolved in nitric acid ; the gold re- Chap;IVt

mains in the state of a blackish or rather violet colour-

ed powder ; the silver may be separated by a polished

plate of copper (or it may be precipitated from a sepa-

rate portion of the solution by common salt) ; the iron

may be separated by boiling the solution to dryness, and

treating the residuum with wateri By this process, the

nitrate of iron is decomposed ; the oxide ofiron remains,

while the water dissolves^the nitrate of copper *. This

last salt may be decomposed by boiling it with potash :

the precipitate, dried in a red heat, is black oxide of

copper. One hundred parts of it denote 80 of metallic

copper f.

2* Suiphuret of copper may be dissolved in muriatic Sfalphuret#

iacid by the help of nitric acid* Part of the sulphur

separates, partis acidified. The solution being divided

into two parts j from the one the copper may be preci-

pitated by an iron plate^ and from the other the iron

by ammonia J. The variegated copper ore, and copper

pyrites, yield to the same mode of analysis.

3. Grey ore of copper was thus analysed by Kla- Greycttp-

prothi Heated to redness in a retort, the sulphur and ^^^ ^^^*

arsenic were driven off. The sublimate^ being weigh-

ed^ was digested in potash, which separated the sul-

phur, and left the arsen-c. The roasted ore was then

dissolved in nitric acidj except a small portion which

yielded to muriatic acidi These solurio:;: being mix-

ed, a little muriate oi silver fell^ which v as separated

and reduced. The solution, mixed witn sulphuric acid,

was evaporated to dryness, and redissolved in water.

* Bergman, ii. 427. f Chenevix, i*ti/. Tram. i8or, p. 205?,

I Klapfoth, n. 279.
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Book
IIL^ Ammonia threw down the iron from this solution, and

a plate of zinc the copper *.

Red copper
4. Red copper ore has only to be dissolved in mu-

^^^* riatic acid, and the copper precipitated by a plate of

iron ; 88 parts of the precipitated copper being equiva-

lent to 100 of the orange oxide of which the ore is com-

posed.

5. The analysis of the oxides and carbonates of cop-

per scarcely requires any remarks. The water and

/ carbonic acid must be estimated by distillation in close

vessels, and collecting the products. The ore may then

be dissolved in nitric acid, and its copper ascertained as

above.

Arseniatc, 6. Arseniate of copper was analysed by Mr Chenc-

vix in the following manner : The ore was dissolved in^

diluted nitric acid, and nitrate of lead poured in. The

solution was evaporated till a precipitate began to ap-

pear, and then mixed with alcohol. Arseniate of lead

precipitated. One hundred parts of this salt indicate

33 of arsenic acid. The copper was separated from

the nitric acid by boiling it with potash f .

4. Ores of Iron.

Notwithstanding the great variety of iron ores, they

may be all, as far as analysis is concerned, arranged

under three heads ; namely, 1. Sulphurets ; 2. Oxides ;

and, 3. Salts.

1. Pyrites, or sulphureted iron, may be treated re-

peatedly with boiling nitric acid till the sulphur is aci-

dified. Muriatic acid is then to be added, and the di-

Pyritpi,

« Gehlen's Jour. v. 5. f P&il. Trans, i8oi, p. 195.
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gestion continued till the whole be dissolved *. Muriate Chap.iv.^

of baryies is then to be added to precipitate the sulp'.u-

ric acid ; 100 of the dried precipitate indicates 14*5 of

sulphur. If the solution contains only iron, it may be

precipitated by carbonate of soda, calcined to redness,

and weighed. But if earths or manganese be present,

we must proceed by the rules laid down in the First

Section of this Chapter.

2. If the oxides of iron be pure, that is to say, con-
Oxides,

tain nothing but iron, we hare only to dissolve them

in muriatic acid, and precipitate them as above. But it

is very seldom that ores possess this perfect degree of

purity. The iron^is usually combined with manganese,

alumina, silica, or with all of these together. The an-

alysis is to be conducted exactly according to the rules

laid down in the First Section of this Chapter.

3. The sparry iron ore may be analysed in the same

manner, excepting only that the carbonic acid gas must

be separated by distillation or solution in close vessels,

and estimated by the rules laid down in the Fourth

Chapter of the last Book f .

4. A.rseniate of iron was analysed by Mr Chenevixin Arseniate,

the following manner : One hundred parts of it were

boiled with potash till the arsenic acid was separated.

Nitrate of lead was mixed with the solution ; 100 parts

of the precipitate indicated 33 of arsenic acid. That

portion of the ore which eluded the action of the potash

was treated with muriatic acid ; the undissolved resi-

If any siliceous gangue be mixed with the ore, of course it will re-

main undissolved, and must be analysed according to the rules laid doym

\n the First Section of this Chapter.

f See Vol. IV. p. 157.
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Book III. duum was silica, The muriatic acid was supersatura-

ted with ammonia, The iron precipitated ; but th©

popper was dissolved by the ammonia *,

7. Ores of Tin^

For the method of analysing the ores of tin we are

indebted solely to Klaproth ; the mode of analysis indi-

cated by Bergman does uot succeed,

3^fphurctJ, 1. The sulphuret of tin was thus analysed by Kla-

proth : 120 parts of the ore were digested with nitro-

muriatic acid. 43 parts remained undissolved. Of these,

30 burnt away with a blue flame, and were sulphur ; of

the rernaining 13, eight dissolved in nitro-muriatip acid.

The undissolved five were heated with wax, and yielded

a grain of iron attracted by the magnet, The rest was

^ a mixture of alumina and silica. The nitro-muriatic

solution was completely precipitated by potash, and the

precipitate redissolved in muriatic acid. A cylinder of

tin precipitated 44 parts f of copper from this solution,,

and lost itself S9 parts of its weight, A cylinder of

zinc precipitated 130 parts of tin ; so that, deducting

the 89 parts of tin dissolved during the precipitation of

the copper, 41 remain for the tin 9ontained in the

ore %,

Tinstone. 2. Tinstone was thus analysed by the same celebra-

ted chemist. One hundred parts of the ore were heatr

ed to redness, with 600 parts of potash, in a silver cru^

cible ; and the iptiixture being treated with warm water,

11 parts remained undissolved. These ll, by a repe»

* Phil. Trans. l8oi, p. aip,

t One part of this was found to be tin, by digesting Ix in nitric acid.

^ Obstrvdtions on the Fossits of Corn-wall, p. 38. English TranslatloHa
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tition of the treatment with potash, were reddccd to Chap. IV.

^

l^th. Tliis small residuum dissolved in muriatic acid.

Zinc precipitated from the solution one-half part of tin,

and the Prussian alkali gave a blue precipitate, which

indicated one-fourth part of iron.

The alkaline solution was saturated with muriatic

acid ;
a white precipitate appeared, but it was redissol-

ved by adding more acid. The whole was precipitated

by carbonate of soda. The precipitate, which had ayeU
lowish colour, was redissolved in muriatic acid ; and a

cylinder of zinc being inserted Into the solution, 77 of '

tin were obtained, indicating nearly 9S parts of oxide

of tin *.

8 . Ores of Lead,

1. Sulphuret of lead usually contains a little silver, Sulphuret,

and sometimes also antimony and zinc. It may be treat-

ed with diluted nitric acid, which leaves only the sul-

phur' undissolved, the weight of which is to be taken,

and its purity determined by combustion. If antimony
be present, it will either remain in the state of a white

oxide, or, if dissolved, it will be precipitated by diluting

the solution with water. Muriatic acid is to be add-

ed, and the solution evaporated till it is reduced to a

small portion. Muriate of lead and of silver precipi-

tate. The first of these may be dissolved in boiling

water, the second remains insoluble. Westrumb sepa-

rated the muriate of silver by digesting the precipitate

with ammonia. The liquid from which the muriates

were separated may contain iron, zinc, copper. The

/
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Arseniated

lead,

Carbonate,

iron may be precipitated by ammonia added in excess ;

the copper, by a plate of zinc : the zinc may be preci-

pitated by carbonate of soda, reduced to the metallic

state, and weighed ; subtracting what had been separa-

ted from the plate of zinc.

2. Arseniated lead was thus analysed by Vauque-
lin : 100 parts roasted for half an hour, and occasion-

ally treated with a little tallow, lost 38 parts, which

were considered as oxide of arsenic. The residue was

treated with concentrated muriatic acid, and boiled in it

for a quarter of an hour. The liquid assumed a red

colour, and emitted abundance of oxymuriatic acid gas.

A white needleform salt was deposited, and some of it

was obtained by evaporation. This salt, dissolved in

water, and treated with sulphate of soda, yielded 25

parts of sulphate of lead, = 20*2 parts of lead. The

liquor thus freed from lead was treated with ammonia.

The precipitate obtained weighed 39 parts. It con-

sisted of oxide of iron mixed with oxide of arsenic.

The production of oxymuriatic acid induced Vauque-

Jin to consider the lead as in the state of peroxide *.

3. Carbonate of lead was thus analysed by Klaproth :

One hundred grains were thrown into 200 grains of

nitric acid diluted with 300 grains of water. It dissol-

ved completely with e fiferveseen ce. The loss of weight

was 16 grains. It was equivalent to the carbonic acid.

The solution, which was colourless, was diluted with

water, and a cylinder of zinc put into it. In 24 hoi^rs

the lead was precipitated in the metallic state. It

weighed 77 grains,
= 82 grains oxide.

f Ann, de Cbim. )lii. 86.
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If muriatic acid be suspected, it may be easily detect- Chap, iv.^

ed, and its weight ascertained by means of nitrate of

silver.

4. Sulphate of lead was thus analysed by Klaproth : Sulphate,

One hundred grains of the ore, heate<l to redness, lost

two grains, which were considered as water. It was

then mixed with 400 grains of carbonate of potash, and

heated to redness in a platinum crucible. The reddish

yellow mass thus obtained was digested in water, and

the whole thrown on a filter. The oxide of lead thus

obtained weighed 72 grains. It was dissolved in dilu-

ted nitric acid. One grain of oxide of iron remained

behind. Into the solution a cylinder of zinc was put.

The lead thrown down weighed 664^ grains. The al-

kaline solution was supersaturated with nitric acid, and

then treated with acetate of barytes. The sulphate of

barytes obtained weighed 73 grains, which Klaproth

considers as indicating 25 grains of sulphuric acid *.

5. Phosphate of lead was thus analysed by Klaproth :
phosphate,

One hundred grains were dissolved in diluted nitric acid.

Nitrate of silver dropt into the solution formed a preci-

pitate weighing 11 grains, z:: 1*7 gram muriatic acid.

The solution was mixed with sulphuric acid. The sul-

phate of lead precipitated weighed 106 grains, = 78*4

oxide of lead. The solution was freed from sulphuric

acid by means of nitrate of barytes, and then almost

neutralized with ammonia. Acetate of lead was then

dropt in. The phosphate of lead which precipitated

weighed 82 grains, =: 18*37 phosphoric acid. The so-

JLution was now mixed with muriatic acid, evaporated

*
Biitraget wi. 163.
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^BookllT. iQ dryness, and the dry mass washed in alcohol. The

alcohol, when evaporated, left a small residue, which

dissolved in water, and formed Prussian blue with prus--

siate of potash.- It contained about -^ grain of oxide

of iron *.

Molybdate. 6. Molybdate of lead was thus analj'sed by Mr
Hatchett. The ore was boiled repeatedly with sul-

phuric acid till the acid refused to dissolve any more.

The solution contained the molybdic acid. The un-

dissolved powder (sulphate of lead) was boiled for an

hour with carbonate of soda, and then washed. Ni-

tric acid now dissolved it, except a little silica. The
lead was precipitated from this solution by sulphuric

acid ; after which ammonia separated a little oxide of

iron. The sulphuric acid solution was diluted with 16

parts of water, and saturated with ammonia ; a little

oxide of iron gradually precipitated. The solution was

now evaporated to dryness, and the mass strongly heat-

ed to separate the sulphate of ammonia. The residu-

um repeatedly treated with nitric acid was converted

into yellow molybdic acid.

9. Ores of NickeL

No exact method of analysing the ores of nickel has

as yet been published.

Copper 1. Coj^er nickel may be dissolved in nitric acid, by
which the greatest part of the sulphur will be separa-

ted. The arsenic may be afterwards precipitated by
th« afFusipn of water, A phte of iron will expel the

topper, if any be present. Precipitate by potash add<^

nickel,

BeUrage^ iii. JJI.
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9d in excess, and boil the precipitate, which will sepa* Ch^**
^^*

rate the arsenic and sulphur completely. Dissolve the

precipitate (previously exposed moist for some time to

the air) in acetic acid, and add an excess of ammonia.

The iron is precipitated ; but the cobalt and nickel re«

main in solution. Evaporate, and the cobalt is depo-
sited ; then by continuing the evaporation to dryness

the nickel is obtained.

10. Ores of Zinc^

1. Blende may be treated with diluted nitric acid, -^icvAs-

which will separate the sulphur, the siliceous gangue,

&e. The purity of the sulphur is to be ascertained by

combustion, and the residuum analysed in the manner

formerly described. Precipitate the nitric solution by
soda, redissolve in muriatic acid, precipitate the copper

(if any be present) by a plate of iron ; separate the

iron by adding an excess of ammonia *. The zinc now

only remains in the solution, which may be obtained

by evaporating to dryness, redisaolving in muriatic a-

cid, and precipitating by soda.

2. Calamine may be digested in nitric acid, noting caiamme

the loss of weight for carbonic acid, and the insoluble

residuum boiled with muriatic acjd repeatedly j what

remains after dilution with boiling water is silica. The

nitric solution contains zinc, and probably also iron :ind

alumina ; evaporate to dryness, redissolve, and add an

excess of ammonia. The iron and alumina either re^

main undissolved or are precipitated, and they may be

{separated by potash. The zinc may be precipitated by

* PoU this precipit;ate ui potash, to separate the alumina.
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Native an*

timony,

Sulphnrct,

Red ore of

antimony,

an acid, or by evaporation to dryness. The muriatic

solution probably contains iron and alumina, which

may be precipitated by the rules already laid down.

11. Ores of Anti?nony.

1. Native antimony was thus analysed by Klaproth :

One hundred grains were digested in nitric acid till the

whole was converted into a white powder. When the

acid emitted no longer any nitrous gas, the mixture was

diluted with water and thrown upon a filter* The so-

lution was then treated with nitrate of silver. The pre-

cipitate yielded by reduction one grain of silver. The

prussiate of potash threw down from the residuum solu-

tion a precipitate which contained ^th grain of iron. The
white oxide formed by the nitric acid was digested in

muriatic acid ; the whole dissolved and formed a trans-

parent solution. It was diluted with six times its

weight of water, and the precipitate redissolved in mu-

riatic acid^ and a cylinder of zinc put into it. The an-

timony obtained weighed 98 grains *.

2. Sulphuret of antimony is to be treated with nitro-

muriatic acid. The sulphur and the muriate of silver

(if any silver be present) will remain. Water precipi-

tates the antimony ; sulphuric acid, the lead ; and am-

monia, the iron.

3. Klaproth analysed the red ore of antimony as fol-

lows : One hundred grains were digested in muriatic

acid till the whole dissolved, except Ingrain of sulphur.

A little sulphuret of antimony rose with the sulphureted

hydrogen gas exhaled, and was deposited in the beak of

«
JUaproth, iii. 171.
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the retort. The solution was diluted with water. The Chap, iv.

whole precipitated in the state of a white powder ;
for

potash threw nothing from the liquid. The powder

was redissolved in muriatic acid, an excess added, and

the solution diluted. A plate of iron threw down 671

grains of antimony. The ore then contained 78-3

grains of oxide of antimony. One hundred grains of

the ore yielded by solution in muriatic acid 37 cubic

inches of sulphureted hydrogen gas. From this Kla-

proth concluded that it contained 20 grains of sul-

phur *. /

12. Ores of Bismuth,

Native bismuth may be treated with nitric acid. Native bls-

Hepeated concentrations and affusions of water precipir

tate the bismuth, and perhaps the arsenic j but this last

may be redissolved in boiling water. The cobalt re-

mains, and may be examined by the rules. to be here-

after laid down. The same analysis succeeds with the

other ores of bismuth. The sulphur when present re-

mains undissolved.

I shall give, as an example of these ores, Klaproth's

analysis of a sulphuret of bismuth. Fifty grains of the

ore were digested in nitric acid. The whole was dis-

solved except 2^ grains of sulphur. The solution be-

ing diluted with water, a white powder precipitated.

The fihered solution was treated with common salt : at

first it produced no change, but by and bye the whole

became milky. The precipitate consisted, like the last,

of oxide of bismuth. The solution continuing clear

muth.

* Be'frage, Jii. I79.
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Book in. for some time, indicated tliat no silver was pfesenti

The white precipitate was not altered by exposure to

the light J an additional proof that no silver was pre*

sent*.

White gold
ore.

Nati%*e ar-

8cmc,

Sulphurets,

13. Ores of Tellurium »

Klaproth dissolved the white gold ore bf Fatzbay in

nitro-muriatic acid, and added potash in excess to the

solution. A brown precipitate remained undissolved^

which was a mixture of gold and iron. It was redis-^

solved in nitro-muriatic acid, the gold first precipitated

by nitrate of mercury, and then the iron by potash.

The potash in the first solution being saturated with

muriatic acid, the oxide of tellurium precipitated f.

The other ores may be analysed in the same manner j

only the precipitate occasioned by the potash liiust be

treated according to the metals of which it consists*

The rules have been already laid down,

14. Ores of Arsenic,

1. Native arsenic may be treated with nitro-muriatic

acid. The silver and gold remain ; the first in the state

of a muriate ; the second may be dissolved by means

of nitro-muriatic acid, and precipitated by sulphate of

iron. The arsenic may be precipitated by concentra-

ting the nitric solution, and then diluting with Water*

The iroft may then be precipitated by ammonia.

2* The sulphureted ores of arsenic may likewise be

treated with diluted nitro-muriatic acid. The sulphur

remains undissolved ; the arsenic may be precipitated

*
BeUrage, i. aji. f Cr^H's Ar.nalsy 1798. i. 9S^
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by concentration and the afFusion of water ; the iron by Chap. iv.

ammonia. ^

3. Oxide of arsenic may be dissolved in 16 parts Oxide»

of water. The solution displays acid properties, and

nitrate of silver and of mercury occasion precipitates in

it.

15. Ores of Cobalt,

1. White cobalt ore was thus analysed by Tassaert. white co-

To ascertain the proportion of arsenic, he treated the °*'°''^j

ore with diluted nitric acid, and obtained a complete so-

lution. Crystals of white oxide of arsenic were depo-

sited, and by repeated evaporations he separated the

whole of the arsenic, and ascertained its weight. He
then boiled a new portion of the ore with four times

its weight of nitric acid, and thus acidified the arsenic,

and obtained a solution. This solution was treated with

potash, which retained the arsenic acid, and separated

the other bodies. A precipitate of arseniate of cobalt,

which had fallen when the nitric solution was diluted

with water, was treated with potash for the same rea-

son. The residuum, together with the precipitate oc-

casioned by the potash, was dissolved in nitric acid, and

ammonia added in excess. Part was retained in solu-

tion by the ammonia ; but part was precipitated. The

precipitate was dissolved in acetic acid, and the solu-

tion repeatedly evaporated to dryness. By this proces*

the oxide of iron gradually separated in the form of a

red powder. The dissolved part was acetate of cobalt.

It was decomposed by the addition of ammonia in ex-

cess, which redissolved the cobalt. By these processes-

the arsenic and iron were separated ; the cobalt was re-

tained by the ammonia, and was obtained by eyapora-
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ni. tion. To ascertain the proportion of sulphur in the

ore, a new portion was boikd with nitric acid. On cool-

ing, crystals of white oxide of arsenic were deposited.

These being separated, nitrate of barytes was added to

the solution ; 100 parts of the dried precipitate indica-

ted 14'5 of sulphur *.

The other ores of cobalt may be analysed nearly in

the same way.

16. Ores of Manganese.

Barytated
1* Barytated manganese was treated by Vauquelin

manganese, y^^\xh muriatic acid ; oxy-muriatic gas passed over, and

the whole was dissolved except a little charcoal and si-

lica. The solution when evaporated yielded crystals of

muriate of barytes. These were separated ; and the li-

quid, evaporated to dryness, yielded a yellow mass so-

luble in alcohol, and tinging its flame with yellow bril-

liant sparks. The proportion of barytes was ascertain-

ed by precipitating it in the state of a sulphate ; the

manganese, by precipitating it by carbonate of pot-

ash f.

Grey ore of 2. The grey ore of manganese was treated by the

manganese, g^^jg chemist with muriatic acid ; some silica remain-

ed undissolved. Carbonate of potash was added to the

solution. The precipitate was at first white, but be-

came black when exposed to the air. It was treated

with nitric acid, which dissolved every thing but the

manganese and iron (if any had been present.) The

nitric solution, when mixed with carbonate of potash,

deposited only carbonate of lime. The black residuum

^Ann. de Chim. xxvUi. 92. f Jour, de M'\n. No* xix. 4O0
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was mixed with suaar, and treated with nitric acid. Hiap. iv.

The solution was complete ; therefore no iron was pre-

sent.

The same processes will succeed with the other ores

of manganese. When iron is present, it may be sepa-

rated either as above, or by the rules laid down in the

First Section of this Chapter ; or we may dissolve the

mixture in acetic acid, and evaporate to dryness two or

three times repeatedly. The oxide of iron is left be-

hind, while the acetate of manganese continues soluble

in water.

17. Ores of Tungsten,

1. Wolfram was analysed by the Elhuyarts, and by Wolfram,

Vaui^uelin and Hecht, nearly as follows : The ore was

boiled with muriatic acid, and then digested with am-

monia alternately till the whole v/as dissolved. The

ammoniacal solutions being evaporated to dryness and

calcined, left the yellow oxide of tungsten in a state of

purity. The muriatic solutions were mixed with sul-

phuric acid, evaporated to dryness, and the residuum

redissolved in water. A little silica remained. Car-

bonate of potash ; precipitated a brown powder from

this solution. This powder was treated with boiling

nitric acid repeatedly, till the iron which it contained

was oxidized to a maximum. It was then digested in

acetic acid, which dissolved the manganese, and left the

iron. Finally, the manganese was precipitated by an

alkali.

Tungstate of lime was thus analysed by Klaproth. Tune«tate

One hundred grains of it were digested in nitric acid, "^i'"^**

The yellow coloured residue was washed and digested

in ammonia. The residue was digested in nitric acid

f^oL IF. R r
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Booi. III. and ammonia alternately till a complete solution was

obtained. Twograins ot silica remained behind. The

nitric acid solution was mixed with ainmonia, but no

precipitate appeared. It was then mixed with a boil-

ing solution of carbonate of soda. The precipitate dried

weighed 33 grains. It was carbonate of lime ; but when

redissoived in nitric acid, it left one grain of silica.

Thirty-two grains of carbonate are equivalent to 1T6
of lime. The ammoniacal solution, by evaporation,

yielded small needleform crystals. When heated to

redness in a platinum crucible, they left 11^ grains of

oxide of tungsten *.

18. Ores of Molyhdenunik

Molybdc- Molybdena may be treated with nitric acid, sucees-

"a» sively boiled upon it till it is converted into a white

powder. This powder, washed and dried, is molybdic

acid. The liquid obtained by W'ashing the acid, on

the addition of potash, deposites some more molybdic

acid. This being separated, muriate of barytes is to be

dropt into it as long as any precipitate appears. One

hundred parts of this precipitate indicate 14*5 of sul-

phur.

19. Ore^ of Uranium,

Pc:hblende, 1. Pechblende, or the black ore of uranium, was dis-

solved by Klaproth in nitric acid. The undissolved

part is a mixture of silica and sulphur. By evapora-

ting the solution, nitrate of lead was precipitated ; then

nitrated uranium in crystals. The solution being now

*
Beitrage^ iii. 45.
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evaporated to dryness, and treated again with nitric a- Chap,
iv.^

cid, left the iron in the state of red oxide.

2. Uranitic ochre may be treated with nitric acid,. Uranitic

which dissolves the uranium, and leaves the iron. The *

purity of the iron may be tried by the rules already

laid down.

3. Green mica was dissolved by Klaproth in nitric Green mica,

acid, and ammonia added in excess to the solution. The

oxide of uranium was precipitated ; that of copper re-

tained.

20. Ores of Titanium,

The ores of titanium, reduced as usual to a fine pow-

der, are to be fused with potash or its carbonate. The

melted mass is then to be dissolved in hot water. A
white precipitate gradually separates, which is the

white oxide of titanium. This is all that is necessary

to analyse the oxides ; but when iron and silica are

present, the following method of Chenevix may be Menacha-

adopted : Saturate the alkaline solution with muria- "''^*

tic acid. White oxide of titanium precipitates. Sepa-

rate the precipitate, and evaporate the solution to dry-

ness. Redissolve the residuum in water. The silica

remains behind. Precipitate the solution by an alkali ;

add the precipitate to the white oxide obtained at first,

and dissolve the whole in sulphuric acid. From this

solution phosphoric acid precipitates the titanium, but

leaves the iron *.

The species which contains lime, and no iron, is

to be fused with potash, dissolved in muriatic acid,

* Nicholson's Jour. . 131.

Rr 2
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BookllT. and the silica separated in the usual way. After this

the titanium is first to be separated from the muriatic

solution by ammonia ; and afterwards the lime by an al-

kaline carbonate.

Chromate
pf lead.

Chromate

pfiran.

2 1 . Ores of Chromium .

1. Vauquelin analysed the chromate of lead in the

following manner ; When boiled with a sufficient quan-

tity of corbonate of potash, a lively effervescence takes

place ; the acid combines with the potash ;
and car-

bonate of lead is formed, and remains undissolved, Jt

may be dissolved in nitric acid, and its quantity ascer-

tained by precipitation with sulphuric acid. Or the

chromate may be treated with muriatic acid ; muriate of

lead precipitates, and chromic acid remains in solution.

This process must be repeated till the whole of the ore

is decomposed. There remains in solution chromic a-

cid mixed with a little muriatic, which may be sepa-

rated by means of oxide of silver.

2. Tassaert analysed the chromate of iron as follows:

It was melted with eight times its weight of potash in a

crucible. The resulting mass dissolved in water except

a brown powder. This residuum was treated with mu-

riatic acid, which dissolved a part of it. The residuum

was treated, as at first, with potash and muriatic acid,

till the whole was dissolved. The alkaliae solution

contained the chromic acid ; the muriatic solution the

iron, still mixed with a little chromium. It was preci-

pitated by potash, and the precipitate bpiled with that

alkali, to separate the whole of the chromic acid. What
remained was pure oxide of iron. The chromic solu-

tions were saturated with nitric acid, and mixed with

nitrate of lead. The resulting precipitate indicated th^
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proportioii of chromic acid ; for 100 parts of chromate Chap, iv^

of lead indicate about 35 of chromic acid.
*

SECT. IV.

MJET^OD OF OBTAINING PURE METALS.

-l HE method of analysing the different ores with pre»

cision being ascertained, we have it in our power to ob-.

tain the metals in a state of purity, which is often ne-

cessary for chemical purposes. In this Section I shall

give a short view of the processes commonly employed
for that purpose.

1. Gold, To obtain pure gold, we have only to dis-

solve the gold of commerce in nitro-muriatic acid, and

precipitate the metal by dropping in a solution of sul-

phate of iron, the powder which precipitates, after be-

ing well washed and dried, is pure gold.

2. Platinum. Platinum can scarcely be obtained per-

fectly pure in the malleable state, at least in any consi-

derable quantity ; because a sufficient heat for melting

it cannot be obtained. But its powder may be procu-

red pure from the muriate of platinum and ammonia,

prepared by the rules laid down in the last Section.

This salt is to be decomposed by heat, and the resi-

duum, if necessary, may be redissolved in nitro-muria-

tic acid, and precipitated again.

Silver, Dissolve the silver ;f commerce in nitric

acid, and precipitate with a diluted solution of sulphate
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Book III. of iron. The precipitate is pure silver. Or precipi-

tate with common salt ; form the precipitate into a paste

with soda ; put it into a crucible lined with soda, and

fuse it with a brisk heat. This process gives a button

of pure silver.

4. Mercury may be obtained pure by distilling a

mixture of two parts cinnabar and one part iron-filings

in an iron retort. The mercury comes over, and the

sulphuret of iron remains behind ; or the oxymuriate
of mercury may be decomposed by ammonia, and the

precipitate heated either by itself or mixed with oil.

5. Copper may be dissolved in muriatic acid, and the

copper precipitated by a polished plate of iron ; or the

black oxide of copper, obtained by decomposing cupra-

ted ammonia, may be melted with its own weight of

pounded glass and pitch,

6. Iron can scarcely be obtained perfectly free from

carbon. The processes described in a former part of

this Work furnish it as pure as it can be procured.

7. Tin may be obtained pure by solution in strong

nitric acid ; the white oxide of tin is formed, which is

insoluble. Let it be digested first with muriatic acid,

and afterwards with aqua jregia. Mix the oxide thus

purified with its weight of pitch and a little borax, and

melt it in a crucible.

8. Lead may be obtained pure from the carbonate by
solution in diluted nitric acid, and precipitation by a cy-

linder of zinc ; from the sulphuret, by solution in nitric

acid, mixing the solution with muriatic acid, and crys-

tallizing. The crystals of muriate of lead are to be dis-

solved in boiling water, and then evaporated to dryness.

The mass is to be melted in a crucible with 2^ times

its weight of black flux.
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9. Chemists have hitherto failed in their attempts to Chap. iv.

obtain nickel in a state of absolute purity. The great

difficulty is to separate it from cobalt ; upon which all

reagents have nearly the same action. The following

ingenious method has been lately proposed by Mr Phil-

lips : Dissolve the nickel of commerce in nitric acid to

saturation i Throw down the arsenic acid by nitrate of

lead. Then, after filtration, ad^ an excess of nitric a-

cid, and introduce an iron rod into the solution to throw

down the copper. After this, precipitate the whole by
carbonate of potash, and digest the precipitate in liquid

ammonia. The cobalt and nickel are taken up ; the

iron and lead remain. Dilute the solution with water ;

add ah excess of ammonia ; then pour potash into the

solution. The cobalt remains in solution, but the nick-

el precipitates in the state of a pure oxide, and may be

reduced by exposure to a strong heat *. The process

of Richter is complicated, and cannot easily be reduced

to a formula.

10. Zinc may be dissolved in sulphuric acid, and a

plate of zinc allowed to remain for a considerable time

in the solution. It is then to be filtered, and the

zinc to be precipitated with carbonate of soda. The

precipitate, edulcorated and dried, is to be mixed with

half its weight of pure charcoal, and distilled in an

earthen ware retort. The zinc is found pure in the

neck of the retort.

11. Antimony may be dissolved in nitro- muriatic a-

cid, and precipitated by the affusion of water. The pre-

cipitate is to be mixed with twice its weight of tartar.

9
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and fused in a crucible. A button of pure antimony
is obtained.

12. Bismuth, if impure, may be dissolved in nitric

acid, and precipitated by water. The edulcorated pre-

cipitate, formed into a paste with oil, and rapidly fused

with black flux, gives a button of pure bismuth.

13. Tellurium was obtained pure by Klaproth, by

forming its oxide into a paste with oil, and heating it

to redness in a retort. The metal was rapidly re-

vived.

14. Arsenic, in the state of white oxide, may be

mixed with black flux and distilled.

15. Cohalt may be obtained pure, in all likelihood, by

following the process proposed by Philips for the puri-

fication of nickel. The following is a much cheaper

process recommended by Trommsdorf : Mix a pound
of the best smalt with four ounces of nitre and two

ounces of charcoal powder, and throw the mixture at

intervals into a red hot crucible. This process is to

be repeated three times. The mixture is then to be

kept in a strong heat for an hour, stirred well, then

mixed with four ounces of black flux, and kept in the

strong heat of a forge for an hour longer. The cobalt,

reduced by this treatment, is still impure. It is to be

mixed again with thrice its weight of nitre, and defla-

grated in a red hot crucible by small portions at a time.

By this process the iron is peroxidized, and the arsenic

acidified. The mass is to be well washed, and the ox-

ide of cobalt separated by filtration. This oxide is to

be dissolved in nitric acid, and evaporated to dryness.

A fresh portion of acid is to be added, and the mass

exposed to a moderate heat. Dilute with water, and
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filter to separate the remains of the iron. Precipitate Chap. Iv.
^

by pure potash, and reduce the oxide *.

16. Manganese. Digest the black oxide of manga-
nese repeatedly in nitric acid ; then mix it with sugar,

and dissolve it in nitric acid. Filter the solution, pre-

cipitate by an alkali, form the white oxide thus obtain-

ed into a paste with oil, and put it into a crucible well

lined with charcoal. Expose the crucible for an hour

to the strongest heat of a forge.

17. Tungsten was obtained by Elhuyart by heating

the yellow oxide violently in a crucible lined with char-

coal : but this process has not succeeded with other

chemists.

18. Molybdenwn may be obtained by forming mo-

lybdic acid into a paste with oil, and heating it violent-

ly in a crucible lined with charcoal.

19. Uranium is procured by forming the yellow ox-

ide of that metal into a paste with oil, drying it in a

moderate heat, putting it into a crucible lined with char-

coal, with a little lamp-black strewed over it. After

luting on the cover, it is to be heated, at first gently,

and then violently, for three quarters of an hour.

20. Titaniumf in a very small proportion indeed, was

obtained in the metallic state by mixing together 100

parts of the red oxide of the metal, 50 parts of borax,

and five parts of charcoal, and forming the mixture

into a paste with oil. This paste was put into a cruci-

ble lined with charcoal, and exposed for an hour and a

half to the violent heat of a forge f.

* Jour, de Chim. iv. 75.

f A heat of 166" W.—See Vaucjuelin and Hccht, Joun de Min. xr, a«.
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Book TIL 21. Chromium was obtained by Vaiiquelin in the

metallic state, by patting a portion of chromic acid into

a charcoal crucible, inclosed in a common crucible lined

with charcoal, and exposing it for an hour to the vio-

lent heat of a forge.



BOOK IV.

OF

VEGETABLES.

V EGETABLES are too well known to require any defi- Book IV.

nition. They are perhaps the most numerous class of *

bodies belonging to this globe of ours ; the species al-

ready known amounting to no less than S0,000, and

very considerable additions are daily making to the

number. But it is not my intention in this place either

to enumerate, to describe, or to classify plants. These

tasks belong to the botanist, and have been successfully

accomplished by the zeal, the singular address, and the

indefatigable labour, of Linnaeus and his followers.

It is the business of the chemist to analyse vegeta-

bles, to discover the substances of which they are com-

posed, to examine the nature of these substances, to in-

vestigate the manner in which they are combined, to

detect the processes by which they are formed, and to

ascertain the chemical changes to which plants, after

they have ceased to vegetate, are subject. Hence a

chemical investigation of plants comprehends under it

four particulars : 1. An account of the different suh'

stances found in the vegetable kingdom. 2. An ac-
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Book IV. count of the composition and properties of the different

parts of vegetables ; as the leaves, the bark, the seed,

&.C. These must be composed of combinations of

the various substances described under the first head.

3. An account of the 'vegetation of plants, as far as it

can be illustrated by chemistry. 4. An account of the

changes which plants undergo after they cease to vege-

tate. These different heads shall form the subject of

the four following Chapters.



VEGETABLE SUBSTANCES,

CHAP. I.

OF THE INGREDIENTS OF PLANTS.

1 HE substances hitherto found in the vegetable king-

dom, all of them at least which have been examinecf

with any degree of accuracy, may be reduced under

four heads : I. Substances soluble in water, at least iu

some state or other, and which in general are solid, and

not remarkably combustible. 11. Substances either

fluid or which melt when heated, and burn like oils.

They are all insoluble in water, but in general they

dissolve in alcohol. III. Substances neither soluble ia

water nor alcohol, nor ether, and which have a fibrous

or woody texture. IV. Substances which belong to

the mineral kingdom, which occur only in small quan-

tity in vegetables, and may therefore be considered as

extraneous or foreign. The following Table exhibits

a view of the different vegetable substances hitherto

discovered, arranged under their respective heads.

1. Acids
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9. Inulin

10. Starch

11. Indig^o

12. Gluten

13. Albumen

14. Fibrin

15. Bitter principle

16. Extractive

17. Tannin

18. Narcotic principle

II. Oleoform

1. Fixed oil

2. Wax
3. Volatile oil

4. Camphor

5. Bird-lime

6. Resins

7. Guaiacum

8. Balsams

9. Gum resins

10. Caoutchouc

III. Fibrous

1. Cotton

2. Suber

3. Wood
IV. Extraneous

1. Alkalies

2. Earths

3. Metals.

The properties of these different substances form the

subject of the following Sections.

SECT. I.

OF ACIDS.

The acids found ready formed in vegetables are the

following :

Acids con-
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Sotnetimes also the sulphuric, nitric, and muriatic Chap. I.
^

acids, occur in vegetables, combined with alkalies or

earths, but never except in very minute quantities,

1. Acetic acid is easily detected by its peculiar odour. Acetic,

and by the compounds which it forms with the alkalies

and earths. It has been found by Vauquelin in the sap

of different trees which he examined, and liki.wMse in

the acid juice of the cicer arietinum, which consists of

oxalic acid, malic acid, and a little acetic *. Scheele

obtained it 'from the sambucus nigra \.

2. Oxalic acid is easily detected and distinguished by Oxalic

the following properties : It decomposes all calcareous

salts, and forms with lime a salt insoluble in water. It

readily crystallizes. Its crystals are quadrilateral prisms.

It is totally destroyed by heat.

Oxalic acid was first detected in vesfetables by Plants con-

ct 1 1 T • • t r taining it.

Scheele. It exists in the state of superoxalate of potash

in the leaves of the oxalis aeetosella, oxalis corfiiculata,

and diiFerent species oirumex ; and likewise in iht gera-

nium acidum. In the root of rhubarb Scheele found it in

the state of oxalate of lime ; and Deyeux, Dispan, and

Vauquelin, have observed it uncombined in the liquid

which exudes from the cicer parietinum, Scheele de-

tected the presence of oxalate of lime in a variety of

roots and barks besides rhubarb. He reduced the sub-

stances to be examined to powder or thin slices, digest-

ed them for two hours in diluted muriatic acid, and

dropt ammonia in excess into the filtered solution. If

the oxalate was present, the liquid became gradually

* Jour, de Plys. lii. 362. f Ann- de Chim. vi. 13,
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milky, and deposited it. The following is his Table

of the roots and barks from which he obtained this

salt
*

:

Alkanna

Apium
Bistorta

Carlina acaulis

Curcuma

Dictamnus albus

FzEniculum

Gentiaua rubra

I. Roots.

Vincetoxicum

Lapathum

Liquiritia

Mandragora
Ononis

Iris florentina

Iris nostras

Saponari^

Scilla

Sigellum salo-

monis

Tqrmentilla

Valeriana

ZedoarJa

Zengiber.

Tartaric

Berberis

Cassia fistularls

Canella alba

Cinnamomum
Cascarilla

II. Barks.

Cassia caryophyllata

China

CuHlavan

Frangula

Fraxinus

Quassia

Quercus
Simaruba

Lignum sanctum

Ulmus.

3. Tartaric acid is known by the following proper-

ties : When a little potash is cautiously dropt into a so-

lution containing it, common tartar is formed, and pre-

cipitates to the bottom. Tartaric acid does not decom-

pose the sulphate, nitrate, or muriate of lime. Tar-

trate of lime is insoluble in water. Tartaric acid crys-

tallizes. Its crystals are long slender prisms. It is

4estroyed by heat.

* CrcU's Annals ^ iii. 2. English Tran»I,
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^tartat'ic add has been foUtid in the following tege- .^^^P-^-.

table substances : I^l^'^t^ *i°»-

taiQing it.

The puip of the tamarind *.

The juice of gtapes.

Mulberries f.

Rumex aceto^a, sorrel \o

Rhus coHaria, sumach %,

Rheum rhaponticum §.

Agave Americana
||.

The roots of triticum ripens f .

Leorttbdon taraxicum f .

In the greater number of these it is in the state of

Supertartrate of potash.

4. Citric acid is distinguished by the following pro-
^^^"^°

perties ; It does not form tartar when potash is added

to it. With liirie it forms a salt insoluble in water,

which is decomposed by sulphuric, nitric, and muria-

tic acids. It readily crystallizes. It is destroyed by
heat.

Citric acid has been foimd unmixed with other acids Plants con^

in the following vegetable substances If :

The juice of oranges and lemonS.

The berries of vaccinium oxycoccos, cranberry,
'-—^——^ vitis idsea, red ivhortleberry ,

Prunus padus, birdcherry.

Solanum dulcamara, nightihade,

Rosa canina, hip.

*
Vaiiqudin, Ann. de Cbim. v. 92. \ Hermbstadt on Vsgtt. Adds.

X Gren and Trommsdorf. § Eindhclm, Crell, 1788, St. 7. s. 4«.

I Hoffnian of Weimar. ^ Schccle, Creli's Jour. ii. 8. Eng, TranSi-'

Voh IF, S 6
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Plants con-

taining it.

Plants con-

taining ci-

tric and
malic acids.

It occurs mixedwith other acids in many other fruits.

Citrate of lime exists also in the onion.

5. Malic acid is known by the following properties :

It forms with lime a salt soluble in water, which is de-

composed by citric acid. It does not form tartar with

potash. It is incrystallizable. Heat destroys it.

Malic acid has been found by Scheele * in the fruity

of the following plants, which contain no other acid :

Applesr

Berberis vulgaris, barberry.

Prunus domestica, plum.

. spinosa, sloe,

Sambucus nigra, elder.

Sorbus aucuparia, roan or service.

In the following fruits he found nearly an equal quan-

tity of malic and citric acids f :

Ribes grossularia, gooseberry.—— rubrum, currants.

Vaccinium myrtillus, bleaberry.

Crategus aria, beam.

Prunus cerasus, cherry,

Fragaria vesca, strawberry.

Kubus chamaemorus, cloudberries^ evrochs.

. " idaeus, raspberry.

Malic acid has also been found in the agave ameri-

eana J, and in the pulp of tamarinds §. In the first of

these it is mixed with tartaric acid ; in the second with

* Scheele, Crell's four. ii. 8. Eng. Transl. f Ibid.

% Hoffman of Weimar. § Vau^ueLn, ^«. ds Cbim, v. ^t.
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tartaric and citric acids. Vauquelin has lately detected Chap. I.
^

it in the state of malate of lime, in the following plants ;

Sempervivum tectorum.

Sedum album, acre, telephium.

Arum maculatum.

Different species of crassula and mesembrianthe-

mum *.

6. Gallic acid is known by the following properties : Gallic

With the red oxide of iron it produces a black colour.

It is crystallizable. Heat destroys it. It has been

found in a great number of plants, chiefly in the bark.

The following Table, drawn up by Mr Biggin f, will

serve to show the relative proportions of this acid in

different plants ;

Elm..,,. T Sallow ,... 8 Plants co«-

Oak cut in winter ,,.,.. 8 Mountain ash 8

Horse chesnut 6 Poplar 8

Beech... 7 Hazel 9

Willow (boughs) 8 Ash 10

Elder ,,,.,. 4 Spanish chesnut 10

Plum tree 8 Smooth oak ....10

Willow (trunk) 9 Oak cut in spring ..,,,. 10

Sycamore 6 Huntingdon or Lei- ^

Birch 4 cester willow 5

Cherry tree 8 Sumach 14

7. Benzoic acid is distinguished by its aromatic odour. Benzoic,

and its volatility on the application of a very moderate

heat. It has been found hitherto only in a few vege-»

* Vauquelin, Am. de Chim. xxxv. 153.

t Nicolson's Journal, iii. 394.

S^S^
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Book IV. table substances, to which the French chemists have

confined the term balsam* These are, ben%oin, halsaM

oftoluy storax, &c.

ftussk. 8. The smell and the property of forming Prussian

blue with the oxygenized salts of iron are sufficient to

characterize the prussic acid. Ever since Scheele point-

ed out the method of procuring this acid in a separate

state, the similarity between its smell and the odour of

bitter almonds, peach blossoms, and other vegetable

substances, did not fail to be remarked : Rut it was

not till about the year J 802 that Bohn observed a si-

milarity between the taste of prussic acid and the water

distilled from bitter almonds ; and that when this wa-

ter was mixed with potash, it acquired the property of

precipitating iron solutions blue. These results were

confirmed soon after by Schraeder, who succeeded also

iri obtaining prussian blue, by the same means, from

the distilled waters of laurocerasus leaves and peach
blossoms. When lime is added to the concentrated

waters of these substances, there is formed a prussiate

of lime 5 for when the liquid is mixed with a salt of

iron, Prussian blue precipitates the instant that another

acid is added. When these waters are distilled off pure

potash, a prussiate of potash reniaihs, and even crystal-

Kzes. The water that comes over contains no prussic

acid. When distilled with ammonia, no prussian ley

is obtained *.

This discovery was soon after verified by the experi-

ments of Gehlen, Bucholz, and Vauquelin. Bucholz

found that prussic acid was contained in the essential oil

of bitter almonds, and that it could be separated by

Jour, ds Fbys. Ivi. %X^
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nfteans of fixed alkalies, but not by ammonia *. Vau-
^
Chap. 1.

quelin obtained prussic acid by distilling water oiF the

kernels of apricots in a water bath. The liquid, when

mixed with sulphate of iron, and a little ammonia ad-

jded, yields a precipitate only partially soluble in sul-

phuric acid. The residuum is green, but becomes blue

when boiled. Hence Vauquelin supposes that the prus-

sic acid in these bodies is in a peculiar state f, Schrae-

der has since obtained prussic acid from the flowers of

the sloe ^prunus spinosa^y and the leaves of the bay-
leaved willow (jalix pentandra) %, It cannot be doubt-

ed that almost all the bitter tasted kernels contain this

acid.

9. Phosphoric acid is easily distinguished from the Phosphont

former eight ; for it is very fixed, and a violent heat

does not destroy it as it does the others.

Phosphoric acid has been found in different plants,

but only in very small quantities : it is almost con-

stantly combined with lime or potash, though it exists

free in the onion. Meyer found it in the leaves of

many trees § ; Thuren found phosphate of lime in the

aconitus napellus || ; and Bergman found It in all kinds

of grain ^. Phosphate of potash exists in barley and

other species of corn, and has, I presume, been often

confounded with phosphate of lime.

* Gehlen*8 Jqut. i. 78. f Ann. de Ch'tm. xlv. ao6.

X Gehlen's /o«r. i. 394. \ Encyc. Metb. Phisiol. Veget. \. ICO.

jj
ArtH, de Cbim. ii. 308. ^ Bergman, v. 96.
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SECT. II.

OF SUGAR.

History. l^UGAR, which at present forms so important an article

in our food, seems to have been known at a very early

period to the inhabitants of India and China ; but

Europe probably owes its acquaintance with it to the

conquests of Alexander the Great. The word saccha--

ron occurs in Pliny* and Dioscoridesf . They de-

scribe it as a white brittle solid, which exuded sponta-

neously from a species of reed. From the description,

it does not appear that the sugar known to the ancients

was similar to our sugar ; but their account is so imper-

fect that little can be collected from it J. For ages af-

ter its introduction into the West, it was used only as a

medicine ; but its consumption gradually increased ;

and during the time of the Crusades, the Venetians,

who brought it from the East, and distributed it to the

northern parts of Europe, carried on a lucrative com-

merce with sugar. It was not till after the discovery

of America, and the extensive cultivation of sugar in

the West Indies, that its use in Europe, as an article

offood, became general §.

* Lib. xii. c. 8. f Be Medica Matrices lib. ii. C. 104.

% See Becktrann's Historia Sacchari Commentationes Soc. Reg. Gotttn*

gtnsh, 1:8a, vel. v. p. j6.

§ See Falconer's Sietcb 0/ tie History of Sugar, Manebester Mimoirsi

iy. 291 ; and Mozeley'$ History of Svgar.
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Sugar was formerly manufactured in the southern
^
Chap. L

^

parts of Europe ; but at present almost the whole of

our sugar is produced in the East and West Indies.

The plant from which it is procured is the arundo sac-

charifera or sugar cane. Other plants indeed contain

it ; but not in such abundance. In North America,

however, it is extracted from the acer saccharinumot

sugar mapple, but in too small quantity for exportation.

Attempts have been lately made to extract it from the

beet.

1. The method of making sugar practised in Indos- Manufac-

tan is exceedingly simple, and requires little or no ex-
g^^ in in-"

pensive apparatus. The soil chosen is a rich vegetable
<lostan.

mould, in such a situation that it can be easily watered

from the river. About the end of May, when the soil

is reduced to the state of soft mud, either by rain or

artificial watering, slips of the cane, containing one or

two joints, are planted in rows about four feet from row

to row, and eighteen inches asunder in the rows. When

they have grown to the height of two or three inches,

the earth round them is loosened. In August small

trenches are cut through the field to drain oiF the rain,

if the season prove too rainy, and to water the plants if

the season prove too dry. From three to six canes

spring from each slip set. When they are about three

feet high, the lower leaves of each cane are carefully

wrapt round it ; and then the whole belonging to each

slip are tied to a strong bamboo eight or ten feet high,

and stuck into the earth in the middle of them. They
are cut in January and February, about nine months

after the time of planting. They have now reached the

height of eight or ten feet, and the naked cane is from

an inch to an inch and a quarter in diameter. They
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Book IV. have not flowered. When this happens, the juice loses
^^^fV**"^'^ much of its sweetness. The newly cut canes are put

through the rollers of a mill, and their juice collected

into large iron boilers, where it is boiled down smartly

tOift proper consistence, the scum being carelessly taken

off. The fire is then withdrawn, and the liquid by

cooling becomes thick. It is then stirred about with

sticks till it begins to take the form of sugar, when it

^s put in mats made of the Ipayes of the palmira tree

(horassus fiabelliformis), and the stirring pontinued till

it is cold *. This process yields a rc\w orpowdered su^

gar ; but it is clammy, and apt to attract moisture from

the atmosphere, because the acids in the juice have not

been removed. By the addition of quicklime to the

juice, in the proportion of about three spoonfuls to

every 14 gallons, the sugar loses this property. The

impure sugar prepared by this method is CTiWedjagary^

Every three quarts of juice, or every six pounds, yields

about one pound of sugar. From an acre of ground

about 5000 pounds of sugar, and consequently about

30,000 pounds of juice, are obtained.

In the West 2. In the West India islands the raising of sugar is

M.
'^*' much more expensive, and the produce much less, ow^

ing to the high price of labour ; or, which is the same

thing, to the nature of the labourers, and to the inferi-

ority of the soil. The juice extracted by passing the cane

twice between iron rollers is received in a leaden bed^

and thence conducted into a receiver. Here it cannot be

allowed to stand above 20 minutes without beginning to

• See Dr Roxburgh's Account of the Hindoo Method of cultivating

tlie Sugar Cane, Repertory. \i. 425. Second Scries^ and Tennants's Jni^a

Stcreatignj, Ji. 2 1.
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ferment. Therefore, as soon as collected, it is run into Chap. I.

a flat copper cauldron, called a clarijier, capable of

holding 400 gallons or more. Here it is mixed with a

quantity of lime. The maximum used is a pint of

lime to every hundred gallons ; but in general mudi

less will serve. Fire is immediately applied, and the

juice heated to the temperature of 140^. The fire is

then eztinguished. A thick viscid scum forms upon
the top, which remains unbroken, and the clear liquid

is drawn off from under it by a cock or syphon, and

introduced into a large copper boiler. Here it is boil-

ed briskly ; the scum, as it forms, being continually

removed by large scummers. When the bulk of the

liquid is sufficiently diminished, it is introduced into a

second boiler, and the boiling and scumming continued

as before; lime-water being sometimes added if the li-

quid does not appear clear. From the second copper

it passes into a third ; and from that to a fourth, where

the very same process is contii.ued. This last copper

is called the teache. When by continued evaporatioa

it has become sufficiently concentrated, which is jud-

ged of by its viscidity, it is withdrawn from the fire,

and introduced in^o the cooler. This is a wooden ves-

sel about 11 inches deep, seven feet long, and from five

to six wide. As it cools it crystallizes or grains, form-

ing an irregular mass separated from the uncrystalli-

zed syrup or melasses. From the cooler it is taken and

put into empty hogsheads, having holes in the bottom \

through each hole the stalk of a plantain leaf is thrust,

long enough to rise above the top of the hogshead.

Through these holes the melasses drain into a receiver.

In about three weeks the sugar becomes tolerably dry

gnd fair, and the process is finished. The sugar in this
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Book IV. state is sent to Britain, under the nanie of muscovado or

raw sugar*. A gallon of the raw juice yields at an

average about a pound of raw sugar f .

In the French West India islands the process is some-

what different. From the cooler the inspissated juice

is poured into conical shaped pots with the point un-

dermost. As soon as it has become solid, a plug is

withdrawn from the point of the cone, and the melasses

suffered to drain. When no more will drop, a stratum

of clay moistened with water is laid upon the top of the

sugar. The water from this, slowly penetrating the

sugar, carries down the remains of the melasses. Su-

gar treated in this way is called clayed sugar. The

process is said to have been discovered by accident.

A hen having her feet dirty had gone over a pot of

sugar, and the sugar under her tread was found whiter

than elsewhere. By claying, the sugar lo'ses about one-

third of its weight ; but a considerable portion of the

loss may be obtained by boiling down the juice that

runs off. The process is not considered as so profitable

in the British islands as the one which is usually fol-

lowed J.

Ito North 3 . In North America the farmers procure sugar for

America. their own use by a still simpler process, from the sap

of the acer saccharinum or sugar mapple tree, which

abounds in the woods. It reaches maturity in about

20 years, and is then from two to three feet in diame-

ter. In February, March, and April, the tree is bored

with an auger to the depth of about \ inch, and in an

* Edwards* Hittory ofthe West Indies^ ii. %%%.

t Ibid. p. a24. t Ibid ii. 232.
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ascending direction. The hole is then deepened to two

inches. A wooden spout is introduced into the hole to

direct the flow. The sap flows from four to six weeks.

When it ceases on the south side, the north side is bo-

red. This process does not injure the tree ; but on the

contrary improves it. An ordinary tree yields in good

seasons from twenty to thirty gallons of sap ; from

which are made from five to six pounds of sugar ; or

every forty pounds of sap yields about a pound of su-

gar ; so that it is not one-sixth so rich as the East In-

dia sugar cane.

The sap ought never to be kept longer than twenty-

four hours after it is procured from the tree. It is im-

proved by straining through a cloth. It is put into

large flat kettles, mixed usually with quicklime, white

of egg, and new milk. A spoonful of slacked lime,

the white of one egg, and a pint of new milk, is suffi-

cient for fifteen gallons of sap. A little butter is add-

ed to prevent the sap from boiling over. When boil-

ed down sufficiently, it is allowed to grain, or form into

small crystals, which constitute raw sugar, and then pu-

rified in the usual manner *.

4. The raw sugar imported into Europe is still far-
Refining of

-ther purified. It is dissolved in water, mixed with *"^^'*

lime, clarified by means of bullock's blood, boiled down

to a proper consistency, scumming off the impurities as

they rise to the top, and then poured into unglazed co-

nical earthen vessels, where it is allowed to grain. The

point of the cone is undermost, and perforated to allow

the impurities to separate. The base of the cone is co- ^

* Sec Dr Rush's Account of the Sugar Mapple Tree, Jmer. Trans
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Book IV. vered with moist clay; the water of which gradually

filters through the sugar, and displaces a quantity of

impure liquid. The sugar thus purified is called loaf

sugar. When redissolved and treated in the same way
a second time, it is called refined sugar. This process

appears to have been first practised by the Venetians.

Howrefi. 5. In the East Indies, where they make very pure
D€d in In- . . . i t t • » i

dostan, sugar, their process is remarkably simple and econo-

mical, but tedious. An account of this process, as

practised about Aska and Barampbur, has been given

by Mr Anderson, surgeon of the Madras establish-

ment. The cane juice is first strained, and then boiled

with a little lime to the proper consistency for grain-

ing. It is afterwards put into small earthen pots with

mouths six inches wide, and allowed to remain at least a

month ; sometimes six or eight months. A hole is then

made in the bottom of the pots, and the liquid syrup

suffered to run off from the crystallized sugar. The

sugar is put upon a cloth and squeezed, being occa-

sionally moistened with water, the better to remove

the remains of the syrup. It is then dissolved in wa-

ter, and boiled a second time to the proper consistency ;

milk and some water being added from time to time

in order to clarify it, and the scum being removed as it

rises. It is poured into small wide-moutbed pots, suf-

fered to crystallize, and a hole bored in the bottom of

the pots to allow the remains of the syrup to run off.

To whiten the sugar, the tops of the pots are covered

with the \t2.\t,% Qi \hQ creeping 'uine ; and these are re-

newed every day for five or six days. When pure su-

gar candy is wanted, the sugar thus obtained is dissol-

ved in water again, and the same process of boiling

with milk and scumming is repeated. When poured
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into pots, thin slices of bamboo are introduced, which Chap. L

prevents it from runnmg into lumps, and induces it to

form large crystals *.

d. According to Dr Higgins, who went to the West Theory of

Indies on purpose to examine the manufacture of su-
^"ing^

^'

gar, the juice of the sugar cane contains a great number

of bodies ; but the most important of them (not rec-

koning sugar and water) are those which he calls ^r-^

haceous matter and melasses acid. Concerning the na-

ture of these substances nothing very precise is known ;

but the great object of the manufacturer is to remove

them, as they impede the crystallizing of the sugar. ,

The herbaceous matter f is partly held in solution by the

water, partly by the carbonic acid. When the liquid

is heated to 140°, the carbonic acid is disengaged, and

the herbaceous matter separates in flakes of an olive

green colour. This produces the scum. Lime facili-

tates the separation, partly by abstracting the carbonic

acid, and partly by forming an insoluble compound
with the herbaceous matter. Hence its use in the first

part of the process. It i& called temper by the manu-

facturers. Too much is injurious in the first part of

the process. It redissolves the herbaceous matter, or

at least deepens the colour of the syrup %*

The nature of the melasses acid is not better kijowa

than that of the herbaceous matter ; but it combines

* Thil. Mag. xxi. 27a.

f Thin is probably a different substance from any that we know at

present.
'

It seems to possess many properties in common with gluts.i,

Dr Higgens says that it agrees in its properties with the dregs of r*»

fined indigo.

\ See Higgins' Obgcrvaiioas, FhU. Mag. »y.iv, 308,
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Book IV. with the sugar, and forms an uncrystallizable syrup.

Lime is necessary in the last part of the process to re-

move this acid ; it combines with it, and the compound
runs oiF with the syrup during the graining of the su-

gar *. This acid is no doubt that which exists in un-

ripe canes, and the quantity of it of course diminishes

as the cane improves in quality. I have been informed

by my friend Dr Clarke of Dominica, that the quan-

tity of lime necessary is much less when the canes are

rich and ripe than when green or lodged, or when they

have been cut some time before they are bruised in the

mill : and that he has known the juice of rattoon rich

canes boiled down into permanent crystals of sugar

without the assistance of any lime. He substituted

potash instead of lime
;
but found that the sugar obtain-

ed by this method was liable to deliquesce. Soda made

the grain firmer, but smaller than usual. These facts

would lead to a suspicion that the melasses acid is ei-

ther the acetic or the citric. Dr Clarke's experiments

should exclude the oxalic, tartaric, and malic acids.

These obseivations of Dr Clarke agree very well with

the account of Dutrone, who made a very great num-

ber of experiments on sugar cane juice, and was very

well acquainted with its properties. According to him

it chiefly consists of sugar, extractive, and two different

kinds of fecula, which are precipitated by lime. He
endeavours to prove that unaltered juice contains no

acid, and his experiments are sufficient to convince us

that the quantity of acid is at least very minute f.

« See Higgins* Observations, Fhil. Mag. xxiv. 308.

f Histeirt de U Canne, Premiere Partie, chap. vi. and vii.
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Butrone's experiments were made before vegetable Chap. i.

chemistry had made nearly the progress which it has

now reached. Hence it is difficult, from his description,

to recognise the substances which he found in sugar

cane juice. But this loss has been supplied by the

late experiments of Proust. Living in Spain where the x

sugar cane is still cultivated, he had an opportunity of

examining its juice. He found it to contain gluten or

green fecula, gum, extractive malic acid, sulphate of

lime, and two species of sugar ; namely, common su-

gar, and a species which is incapable of crystallizing,

and can only be exhibited in the state of syrup, and

which, for that reason, he calls liquid sugar. The

quantity of acid was very minute, and probably in a

warmer climate than Spain its quantity would be still

smaller *.

According to Dutrone sugar canes give about half

their weight of juice, the specific gravity of which va-

ries from 1*033 to I'lOG. It is at first opaque, but

when the feculent matter has precipitated, it becomes

transparent, and of a green colour. When allowed to

stand for some time it runs into acidity, but if the fecu-

lent matter be removed it undergoes the vinous fermen-

tation.

7. Sugar procured pure by the preceding methods
properties,

has a very strong sweet taste, but no smell. Its co-

lour is white ; and when crystallized it is somewhat

transparent. It has often a considerable degree of hard-

ness J but it is always so brittle that it can be reduced

without difficulty to a very fine powder. When two

Ann. de Cbm* Ivii. i/j?.
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pieces of sugar are rubbed against each other in Hit

'

dark, a strong phosphorescence is visible.

Sugar is not ahered by exposure to the atmospherej

excepting only that in damp air it absorbs a little inoist-

ure.

SolubOity 8. It is exceedingly soluble in water. At the tem-

perature of 48^, water, according to Mr Wenzel, dis-

solves its own weight of sugar*. The solvent power
of water increases with its temperature ; when nearly at

the boiling point, it is capable of dissolving any quan-

tity of sugar whatever. Water thus saturated with su-

gar is known by the name of syrup.

Sjtup. Syrup is thick, ropy, and very adhesive ; v^^hert

spread thin upon paper, it soon dries, and forms a kind

of vafnish, which is easily removed by water. Its spe-

cific caloric, according to the experiments of Dr Craw-

ford, is 1*086* When syrup is sufficiently concentra-

ted, the sugar which it contains may be obtained in

crystals.
The syrup is boiled down till it is thick^

poured immediately into pans, and kept in a stove or

room, heated so as not to be supported by animals for

CrysUls. sny length of tiraci The crystals concrete upon small

sticks placed in the pans for that purpose f . The pri-

mitive form of these crystals is a four-sided prism,

whose base is a rhomb, the length of which is to its

breadth as 10 to 1, and whose height is a mean propor-

tion between the length and breadth of the base. The

crystals are usually four or six sided prisms, terminated

by two-sided^ and sometimes by three-sided summits |.

*
VenoanJtscba/t, p. 308. f Lewls, Ncunian's Chemistry i P- 32^-

% OiUot, Ann* de Cb'tm, XvUL 317,
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9. The specific gravity of very white sugar, accofd-
, ^'j^^P- ^'^

ing to the experiments of Fahrenheit, is 1*6065
*

;
ac-

Specific

cording to Hassenfratz, it is only 1*4045 f.

10. Sugar, as far as is known, is not acted upon by

oxygen gas. The effect of the simple combustibles on

it has not been tried ; but it does not appear to be great.

Azotic gas nor the metals have no sensible action on it.

11. The earths proper do not seem to have any ac-
^^^'^^J^

tion whatever on sugar ;
but the alkaline earths unite sugar,

with it. When lime is added to a solution of sUgar in

water, and the mixture boiled for some time> a combi-

nation takes place. The liquid still indeed retains its

sweet taste ; but it has acquired also a bitter and as-

tringent one. A little alcohol added to the solution

produced a precipitate in white flakes, which appeared

to be a compound of sugar and lime. Sulphuric acid

precipitated the lime in the state of sulphate, and re-

stored the original taste of the sugar. When the com-

pound of sugar and lime was evaporated to dryness, a

semitransparent tenacious syrup remained, which had a n

rough bitter taste, with a certain degree of sweetness |.

From the experiments of Mr William Ramsay, it ap-

pears that sugar facilitates and increases the solubility

of lime and strontian, and forms a combination with

them. But barytes seems to act with more energy,

and to occasion a partial decoihposition of the sugar:

For on endeavouring to dissolve it in syrup it was con-

Fhil. Trans. 1724, vol. xxxiii, p. II4.

f Ann. ih Cbim. xxviii. 15.

\ Cruickbhanks, RcUo on DLhtes, p. 460.

Vol. IF, T t
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stantly converted into a carbonate, and very little in con-

sequence dissolved *.

Of alkalies,
12. The fixed alkalies combine with sugar, and form

compounds not unlike that which has been just descri-

bed. Potash destroys the sweet taste of syrup more

completely than lime ; but when it is neutralized by

sulphuric acid, and the sulphate precipitated by alco-

hol, the sweet taste is completely restored. When al-

cohol is agitated with the compound of sugar and pot-

ash dissolved in water, it refuses to unite with it, but

swims on the top in a state of purity f.

Of acids,
^3* ^^^ acids are capable of dissolving sugar, and

those which are concentrated decompose it. Sulphuric

acid very soon acts upon it ; water is formed, and per-

haps also acetic acid ; while charcoal is evolved in great

abundance, and gives the mixture a black colour, and a

considerable degree of consistency. The charcoal may
be easily separated by dilution and filtration. When
heat is applied, the sulphuric acid is rapidly converted

into sulphurous acid.

Nitric acid dissolves it with an effervescence, occa-

sioned by the evolution of nitrous gas, and converts it

into malic and oxalic acids. 480 grains of sugar, treat-

ed with six ounces of nitric acid, diluted with its own

weight of water, and cautiously heated, separating the

crystals as they formed, yielded 280 grains of oxalic

acid. So that 100 parts of sugar yield by this treat-

ment 58 parts of oxalic acid %. When liquid oxymu-
riatic acid is poured upon sugar in powder, it is dissol-

* Nicholson's Jour, xviii. 9.

f Cruicksbanki, RoUo on Diaieiett p. 460. | Ibid.
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ved, and immediately converted into malic acid ; and ^^^P- ^'
^

the oxymuriatic acid is converted into common muria-

tic acid *.

Sugar absorbs muriatic acid gas slowly, and assumes

a brown colour and very strong smell f. The vegetable

acids dissolve it ; but seemingly without producing any
alteration on it.

14. Sugar is soluble in alcohol, but not in so large a Of alcohel,

proportion as in water. According to Wenzel, four

parts of boiling alcohol dissolve one of sugar %, But

this proportion is surely too great. Lewis could only

dissolve one part of sugar in 12 of boiling rectified spi-

rits, and Margraf in 16 parts. When the solution is

set aside for a few days, the sugar separates in elegant

crystals f . Sugar unites readily with oils, and renders

them miscible with water. A moderate quantity of it

prevents, or at least retards, the coagulation of milk ;

but Scheele discovered that a very large quantity of

sugar causes milk to coagulate ||.

15. The hydrosulphurets, sulphurets, and phosphu- of sulphu.,

rets of alkalies and alkaline earths, seem to have the ^^'** ^'^*

property of decomposing sugar, and of bringing it to a

state not very different from that of gum. Mr Cruick-

shanks introduced a quantity of syrup into a jar stand-

ing over mercury, and then added about an equal quan-

tity of phosphuret of lime. Phosphureted hydrogen

gas was immediately extricated. Jn eight days the sy-

* Chenevix, Ann. di Cbltn. xxvlii. 193. f Priestley, ii. 491.

X Ferivandttcba/t, p. ^0$:

§ Lewis, Ncuman's Chemistry^ p. 329.—Margraf, Opusc. u%\),

I Scheele, ii. yj,. Dijon Trans.

Tt 2
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Yup was Withdrawn : it had lost its sweet taste, and a^"*

quired a bitter and astringent one *» From this solu-

tion alcohol threw down white flakes, very much re-

sembling those of mucilage separated from water by
the same liquid f, A little sugar was dissolved in al-

cohol, and phosphuret of lime added to it. No appa-

rent action took place. The mixture, after standing m
the open air for some days, was evaporated and water

added. No gas was disengaged, as the phosphuret had

been converted into a phosphate. The liquid being fil-

tered and evaporated, a tenacious substance remained^

much resembling gum arabic. Its taste was bitter, with

a slight degree of sweetness. It did not seem soluble

^ in alcohol. It burned like gum J.

Similar experiments were made by this ingenious

chemist with the sulphurets. The sweet taste of the

sugar was destroyed ; but oo account of the solubility

of the different products, the nature of the change could

not be ascertained.

Action of ^^* When heat is applied to sugar it meltsy swells,

heat. becomes brownish black, emits air bubbles, and exhales

a peculiar smell,, known in French by the name of ca^

romel. At a red heat it instantly bursts into flames

with a kind of explosion. The colour of the flame is

white with blu-e edges.

When sugar is distilled in a retort, there comes over

a fluid which, at first, scarcely differs from pure water ;

by and bye it is mixed with what was formerly called

pyromucous acid, and is now known to be a compound

• This is the taste of phosphuret f f lime.

f Rollo on Diobettr, p. 452. X Cruickahanks^lbuL-
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t>f oil and acetic acid *
; afterwards some empyreuma- ,^^^P-

^-

tic oil makes its appearance, and a bulky charcoal re-

mains in the retort. This charcoal very frequently

contains lime, because lime is used in refining sugar ;

but if the sugar, before being submitted to dist llation,

be dissolved in water, and made to crystallize by eva-

poration in a temperature scarcely higher than that of

the atiiosphere, no lime whatever, nor any thing else,

except pure charcoal, will be found in the retort. Du-

ring the distillation, there comes over a considerable

quantity of carbonic acid and carbureted hydrogen gas f .

Sugar therefore is decomposed by the action of heat ;

and the following compounds are formed from it :

Water, acetic acid, oil, charcoal, carbonic acid, carbu-

reted hydrogen gas. The quantity of oil in a separate

state is inconsiderable ; by far thp most abundant pro-

duct is pyromucous acid. Sugar indeed is very rea-

dily converted into pyromucous acid ; for it makes its

appearance always whenever syrup is raised to th«

boiling temperature.

We are indebted to Mr Cruickshanks for the most

precise set of experiments on the decomposition of su-^

gar by heat. 480 grains of pure sugar were introduced

into a coated retort, and heated gradually to redness.

* Schrickel, in his dissertation de salihut saccbarlnis, published in 1776,

endeavoured to show that pyromucous acid was a mixture of vinegar,

oxalic, and tartaric acids. Fourcroy and Vauquelin have proved more

lately, that it is merely acetic acid united to a little oil.

f Scopoli and Morveau, Etfcyc Meth. ClAm. i. 269.
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Book IV. The products were,

Pyromucous acid with a drop or two of oil 210 grains

Charcoal 120

Carbureted hydrogen, and carbonic acid gas yo

480

The pyromucous acid required about 75 grains of a

solution of potash to saturate it ; and when thus neutra-

liz< d, no ammonia was disengaged. Hence sugar con-

tains no azote, unless we suppose a very minute por-

tion to be present in the pyromucous acid ;
and even

-this is not likely. The charcoal burns away without

leaving any residue. Hence sugar contains no earth

nor fixed alkali. The proportion of the gaseous pro-

ducts was 119 ounce measures of carbureted hydrogen,

and 41 ounce measures of carbonic acid gas *.

Constitu- These experiments are sufficient to show us, that su-

ents.
gar is composed entirely of oxygen, carbon, and hydro-

gen. It is of course a vegetable oxide. Lavoisier has

concluded, from a series of experiments on the vinous

fermentation, that these substances enter into the com-
•

position of sugar in the following proportions :

64 oxygen
28 carbon

8 hydrogen

100

The result of a set of experiments on the action of

itric acid on suga--, gave me very nearly the same result.

* RoUo on Diahetety p. 450.
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Sugar I found composed of
,

Chap. I.

64*7 oxygen
2T5 carbon

7'8 hydrogen

100-0

Nitric acid acts upon the carbon, and converts one

half of it to carbonic acid. The remainder of the sugai:

resolves itself into oxalic acid and water. Sugar ap-

pears from my experiments to be composed of 12 atoms ;

namely, 5 atoms of oxygen, 3 of carbon, and 4 of hydro-

gen. Its weight is 41-5 *.

17. From the experiments of different chemists, espe- specie*,

cially of Proust and Goettling, it appears that there are

different species of sugar found ready prepared in the

vegetable kingdom ; distinguished from each other by
the figure of their crystals, and other variations in their

properties. The species hitherto examined are four in

number ; namely, common sugar, liquid sugar, sugar

of grapes, and sugar of beet ; and, perhaps, also manna

ought to be considered as constituting a fifth species.

Common sugar is the substance which has been de*. common,

scribed in the preceding part of this Section. It is ob-

tained from the sugar cane. As far as is known at pre-

sent, there is no difference between the sugar of the

maple and common sugar.

18. Liquid sugar was first pointed out by Proust. ,. .,

He has shown that it exists in a variety of fruits and

vegetable juices. It is distinguished from every other

species of sugar by being incapable of crystallizing.
v

* P&il. Tr«ns. 1807, p. 63.
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,
^'^o^ TV- It can only be exhibited in a liquid state. It is trans*

parent and colourless when pure, and is more soluble

in alcohol than common sugar. By means of that li-

quid it may be separated from common sugar when they

happen to be mixed. It exists in the sugar cane juice,

and constitutes according to Proust a considerable por-

tion of the molasses. It exists also in grapes, peaches,

apples, and other fruits *. From the experiments of

Auarie it appears, that a liquid sugar may aJso be ob-

tained from the stalks of the 7.ea Mays, or Ttidian corn ;

but no method tried was capable of inducing it to crysr

tallize f .

19. That g^rapes contain abundance of sugar has been
Sugar of

fo

grapes, long known. The Due de Bullion first extracted it

from the juice of grapes, and Proust pointed out the dif-

ference between it and common sugar, 7'he jiiice of

grapes, according to him, yielded from 30 to ^Q per

cent, of this sugar J. The sugar of grapes is not so

white as common sugar, but it crystallizes much mor^

readily §.

Proust has lately published a long dissertation on the

properties of this sugar and the method of extracting it

from grapes. It has become of great importance on the

continent, on account of the difficulty of obtaining sugar

from the west Indies during the war between this coun-

try and France,

yerjirfcp. Verjuice, or the liquid obtained from unripe grapes

* Proust, Ann. de dim. Ivli. I }I. \ Ann. de Chim, Ix. 6r.

\ Jour, de Fkys. xxix. J, and Ivi. I ly % Nkhobon'a Jour. xiv. 178 ,
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contains tartar, sulphate of potash, sulphate of linie, ,
Chap. I.

^

much citric acid, a little malic acid, extractive, and

water ; but neither gum nor sugar. As the grapes

advance to maturity, the citric acid gradually disap-r

pears, and guni and sugar appear in its place.

The juice of ripe grapes contains also gluten and fi-
jurcc of

brous matter, merely in a state of mixture, and there- ^^^^ grapei.

fore separable by the filter, or still better by boiling

and scumming the liquid. The substances held in so-

lution are chiefly sugar, syrup, gluten, gum, and ex-

tractive. When this juice is evaporated to dryness, it

yields from a third to a fifth of solid matter, according

to the species of grape employed, and the season of the

year.

To extract the sugar from this juice, Proust satu- Sugar of

rated the acids which it contains with potash, boiled it
'^

down to a half, and left it at rest. By this means seve-

ral of the salts subsided. Its specific gravity was 1*2X5.

It was then mixed with blood, heated, scummed, filter-,

ed, and boiled down to a syrup, It'gradually becomes

crystalliz^ed,
and resembles the raw sugar from the

West Indies, In this state its specific gravity is about

1*500. This raw sugar, according to Proust, is com-

posed of

Crystallizable sugar 15*00

Syrup, or uncrystallizable sugar 24*44

Gum 0*31

Malate of lime 0*25

100*00 V

Besides some extractive, the quantity of which cannot

well be ascertained. The syrup holds in solution a

considerable quantity, probably more than half its
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Book IV.
weight, of crystallizable sugar ; but it is difficult to se-

parate it.

The raw sugar thus obtained is not so sweet as that

from the sugar cane, since four parts of the latter will

go as far as five parts of the former. But it may be

applied to all the purposes of common raw sugar.

This raw sugar may be refined precisely in the same

way as that of the sugar-cane. It is then white, but

inferior in consistence to common sugar. It is not so

sweet, and has a striking resemblance to the sugar of

honey. It does not crystallize, but assumes the form

of sphericles. It is not so soluble as the sugar of canes,

and is therefore more easily separated from the other

substances in the juice of grapes.

Proust informs as that the raw sugarfrom grapes,when

diluted sufficiently with water, ferments and is convert-

, ed into wine.

efbcct. 20. Margraf discovered sugar in the roots of the

slum sisarujJi, and the beta vulgaris and cicluy and point-

ed out a method of extracting it in the large way *.

His method bears a striking resemblance to that prac-

tised in India, as described by Mr Anderson, and like

it was extremely tedious. Achard has lately made se-

veral attempts to extract it in the large way from the

roots of the beet. The experiments of that philoso-

pher f^ of Lampadius :t, of the Committee appointed by
tbelSIational Institute §, of Goettling [|,

and of Hermb-

stadt If, have thrown more light on this interesting sub-

*
Opusc. i. at. f Ann. de Cbim. xxxii. 163. and xxxiii. 67.

% Ibid, xxxvrii. 76. § Ibid. xxxv. 134.

I Phil. Mag. ix. 184. y Nicolson's Jtur. xiii. 267.
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ject. The method which succeeded best with Achaid Chap. T.

was, to boil the beei roots (d-prived of the heart) till

they became so soft as to be easily pierced by a straw.

They are then cut into slices, and the juice forced out

by pressure. What remains is left for twelve hours

in water, and the whole subjected to the press a second

time. The liquids thus obtained are filtered through

flannel, boiled down to two thirds, filtered a second

time, reduced by boiling to one third of the original li-

quid, filtered a third time, and then evaporated to the

consistence of a syrup. The crystalline crust which

forms on the surface is to be broken from time to time,

and the spontaneous evaporation continued till the sur-

face becomes covered with a tough coat instead of crys-

tals. The whole is then to be thrown into woollen

bags, and the mucilaginous liquid separated from the

crystals by pressure. Lampadius and the French che-

mists think it better to employ the roots unboiled.

According to Achard, sugar may by this process be ob-

tained at the rate of about fourpence per pound. The

French chemists extracted, by means of alcohol, a quan-

tity of sugar from the beet, amounting to -E^th of its

weight ; but they could not procure so much by A-

chard's method. They calculated the expence at nine-

pence per pound : a price by far too high for allowing

it to come in competition with common sugar. Achard

has since made some alterations and improvements in

his process *.

The sugar obtained by these processes has much the

appearance of raw sugar ; but it may be refined by the

Sec Fbil. Mag, Exiii. 14.
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Book IV. common processes, and brought into the state of com-
mon sugar. From the experiments of Goettling, it ap-

pears that beet sugar is distinguished by a certain de-

gree of a nauseous bitter taste ; owing, it is supposed,
to the presence of a bitter extractive matter, which

Lampadius has shown to be one of the constituents of

the beet.

Manna.] 21. Manna was long considered as a substance which

fell from the heavens, till incontestible experiments de-

monstrated it to be an exudatii?n from trees. It has

the form of oblong globules or masses, of a yellowish

white colour, and some degree of transparency. It is

the produce of various trees, but is chiefly procured

from the fraxinus ornus, a species of ash, which grows

abundantly in Sicily and Calabria. It partly exudes

spontaneously during the summer months, and is part-

ly obtained by excisions. The juice gradually con-

cretes into a solid mass, or it is dried in the sun or in

staves *.

Pure manna is very light, and appears to consist of a

congeries of fine capillary crystals. Its taste is sweet,

and it leaves a nauseous impression on the tongue. It

acts as a mild purgative. When dissolved in water it

may be obtained again unaltered by a gentle evapora-

tion. Alcohol dissolves it when assisted by heat
; and

the solution, when set aside, gradually deposites about

rj^ths of the manna^ in the state of a fine white light

spongy crystalline mass, bearing some resemblance to

camphor. This deposite has an agreeable sweet taste.

* See Neunian's Chemistry^ p. 315, from which all the accounts of

in^nna to be four.d in chemical bocks have been copied.
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and instantly melts upon the tongue like snow in warm Chap. I.

watefr This nnaj be considered as pure manna. It

differs from sugar in the nature of its crystals, and in

its more rapid solubility. By evaporating the solution,

and setting it aside repeatedly, about ^ths more of the

manna is deposited, but not so fine in colour or taste as

the first precipitate. By evaporation to dryness, the

remaining 8th is obtained in the state of a thick extract,

which cannot easily be reduced to dryness. This may
be considered as consisting chiefly of the foreign bodies

to which manna owes its nauseous taste *. Manna

differs from common sugar in several remarkable parti-

culars. It dissolves very readily and abundantly iu

alcohol, and crystallizes on cooling. When digested in

nitric acid it yields both oxalic and saclactic acids,

whereas sugar only yields oxalic acid f. It does not

ferment like sugar, and of course does not seem capable

of furnishing alcohol |. In a set of experiments on

the juice of the common onion (^allium caepe) Fourcroy
and Vauquelin found that at a temperature, between 66*^

and so'*, it gradually underwent the acetous fermenta-

tion without emitting any gas ; and that by this process

a quantity of uncrystallizable sugar which it contained

assumed most of the properties of manna. It was not

precisely the same, however, with manna, for it did no!

yield saclactic acid when treated with nitric acid.

The commmi manna of the shops, according to the

experiments of Fourcroy and Vauquelin, consists of

four different ingredients. I. Pure manna, which con-

* Ncuman, p. 326. f Proust, Antiah de Chem. IvH. I44»

\ Do Puytren and ThenarJ, Ann. de Chin. lix. 5 u
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Book IV. stitutes at least |th-5 oi the whole. 2. A little comiiioa

sugar, which makes it fermentable to a small extent.

3. A yellow matter with a nauseous odour, to which

the purgative quality of manna seems owing. 4. A
little mucjlage convertable into saclactic acid. This

last ingredient seems hypothetical. Several substan-

ces by fermenting seem to be converted into manna.

The sugar in onion juice has been already mentioned.

Fourcroy and Vauquelin found likewise that fermented

melon juice contained manna, though none could be de-

tected in it before the fermentation. Manna appears

sometimes to be formed and deposited by insects *.

Plants con-
^^* '^^^ plants containing sugar are very numerous.

taining su-
Margraf first pointed out a method of separating it from

them. The plant suspected to contain it is reduced to

powder or pulp, and boiled with strong alcohol. The

liquid is filtered while hot, and set aside in a close ves-

sel. In a few days the sugar separates from the al-

cohol and crystallizes f.

The following are the chief plants from which it has

been actually extracted by chemists % :

The flower of the rhododendron ponticum

The sap of the acer saccharinum,

betula alba,

asclepias syriaca,

heraclium sphondilium,

cocos nucifera,

juglans alba,

* See Klaproth, Gehlen*s Jour. iv. 348.

f Margraf's 0/wf. i. %i6. % Sec Oren'a HanSiicl, ii. 133.
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The sap of the agave Americana *,

fucus saccharinus,

(icus carica,

ceratonia siliquaf.

The juice of arundo saccharifera,

arundo bambos J,

zea mays.
The roots of pastinaca sativa §,

sium sisarum *,

beta vulgaris and cicla *,

daucus carota %
apium petroseiinum.

The bulb of the allium coepe.

671

Chap. I.

< rf—^

It is proper to observe, however, that from the dau-

cus carota, Margraf could obtain only an uncrystalliza-

ble syrup. The sugar from the sap of the agave Ame-

ricana bore a greater resemblance to manna than to su-

gar II
. It is very seldom that sugar exudes spontane-

ously from vegetables ; sometimes, however, it does.

Tears of a sweet substance were observed upon the cera- Exudes

tonia siliqua, or locust tree, some time ago in Naples. ^Pf^ji^^nc-

These tears were examined by Klaproth, and found to

be sugar mixed with a little tannin and oxalate of pot-

ash ^y. The inspissitated juice of the bamboo (^arundo

hambos) is known in India by the name of sacar nambu ;

a term which is supposed to be the origin of our word

sugar, and constitutes a species of sugar celebrated as a

* Marpraf, Opusc. I. 213. -f Klaproth, Gehlcn's Jour. Iv. 326.

X Tcnnant's Indian 'Recreations, 11. a88. \ Rlargraf, Opusc. \. 213.

il Margraf, i. 241. \ Gchlen's Jour, iv, 327.
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^^"^
^y*.

medicine. How far it agrees with common sugar has

not been ascertained.

Small crystals of sugar are found occasionally in the

flower of the rhododendron ponticum. I have received

some of these crystals from my friend Dr Charles

Mackenzie, but too small in quantity to admit of a

rigid examination. They have no regular shape ; but

in other respects seem to agree with common sugar in

their properties. The same sugar has been noticed by

Fourcroy, Vanquelin, and Bosc *.

The list of the saccharine plants would be greatly

extended were we to add all sweet-tasted fruits, such

as grapes, &.c. which obviously contain sugar, and

some of the mushroom tribe, from which Humboldt af-

firms he extracted it.

Uses. 23. Sugar has now become an essential part of the

food of Europeans. It contains perhaps a greater pro*

portion of nourishment than any other vegetable sub-

stance in the same bulk. It has the advantage of most

other articles of food, in not being liable to be injured

by time nor by the weather. If we believe Dr Rush,

the plentiful use of it is one of the best preventatives

of the diseases occasioned by worms. It has been long

supposed to have: a tendency to injure the teeth ; but this

prejudice is now given up. It has the property of pre-

serving other vegetable substances from putrefaction ;

and accordingly is often employed for that purpose,

constituting the base of conserves, &:c.

* Ann. de CUm. Ixiii. 102.
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Chap. I.

SECT. III.

OF S^ARCOCOLL.

This substance has hitherto been confounded with the

gum resins, though its properties are very different. It

exudes spontaneously from the pencea sarcocoUa ; a

shrub which is said by botanical writers to be indige-

nous in the north-eastern parts of Africa. Nothing

precise is known concerning the way in which it

exudes.

SarcocoU is usually sold in the state of oblong glo- State,

bules from the size of a pea to that of a particle of sand.

Its colour is usually yellow j and it has the semitrans-

parency and much of the appearance of gum arabic.

But some of the grains are reddish brown. Its smell

is peculiar, and not unlike that of anise seed. When

carefully examined, four different substances may be

detected : The first, and by far the most abundant, is

pure sarcocoll : The second consists of small woody

fibres, and a soft yellowish white substance, not unlike

the covering of the seeds of some of the cruciforna

plants : The third is a reddish brown substance appa-

rently earthy : And the fourth is only detected when

the sarcocoll is dissolved in water or alcohol. It then

appears in soft transparent tremulous masses like jelly.

The pure sarcocoll amounts to 0*8 of the whole.

When the sarcocoll is dissolved in alcohol or water,

and obtained again by evaporation, it loses its smell.

Vol IF. U u
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Properties.

Booli IV.
^

It tijeii assumes the form of semitransparent brittle

brown cakes very like gum. Its specific gravity is

1-2684*.

This substance has a sweet taste, but leaves an im-

pression of bitterness. In the mouth it dissolves like

gum.
It is almost equally, soluble in water and alcohol ; the

solution is yellow. The watery solution has the ap-

pearance of mucilage, and may be used for the same

purposes.

Cannot be made to crystallize. When heated soft-

ens, but does not melt. It emits a slight smell of ca-

romel. When stronglj? heated, it blackens, and assumes

the consistence of tar, emitting a white heavy smoke

having an acrid odour. In a strong fire it scarcely

leaves any residuum.

These properties show us that sarcoxjoll is a substance

intermediate between sugar and gum, partaking in some

measure of the properties of each, but certainly ap-

proaching nearer to sugar than to gum. How far the

combination of sugar and the bitter principle would re-

semble sarcocoll I have not tried.

Sarcocoll dissolves in nitric acid, and forms a solu-

tion which does not precipitate gelatine, and of course

contains no tannin ; but when mixed with muriate of

tin or acetate of lead a precipitate falls f .

. Liquorice seems to approach in its nature to sarcocoll.

This substance is obtained from the root, of the glycir^

rhixa glabra ; a plant cultivated in the south of Europe,

Liqaorice.

* Brisson. f Hatchett's Additional Experiments on Arti-

frcial Tannin, P/jU. Trans. i8oj.
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and even in Britain. The roots are long, slender, and
^ ^^^P-^-,^

fibrous, of a yellow colour, and when fresh very juicy.

The juice of these roots is expressed and inspissated by ^

boiling. The substance thus obtained is liquorice or

h/acJ^ sugar. It conies to this tountry from Spain in

cylindrical rolls covered with bay leaves. It is after-

wards purified by a subsequent process, and sold, in

small cylinders about the size of a goose quill, under

the name of refined liquorice. It is of a fine black co- ^

lour and glossy. It is brittle, and its fracture is glassy.

Besides the sweet matter of liquorice, there is present

in it about a third part of mucilaginous matter *, and

even some charcoal. When dissolved in nitric acid, a

quantity of tannin is formed, owing probably to this

charcoal ; for neither the saccharine nor gummy sub-

Stances vield this substance to nitric acid f . When
treated with sulphuric acid, it leaves a quantity of char-

coal, amounting to ^th of its weight. During the treat-

ment of this substance with sulphuric acid, ndtannih

was evolved in Mr Hatchett's experiments %.

SECT. IV.

OF ASPARAGlW;

1 GIVE this temporary name to a substance lately dii-

tovered in the juice of asparagus by Vauqnelin and Ro-

* Neuman, p. 425. f Hatchett, Ibid.

I Third Series of Expcritoents on Artificial Tannin, PbU.Trans, iZq$.

UU2
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Book IV.
Robiquet *. It was produred by the following pro-

cess,

tion^*

*'
"^^^ juice of asparagus is expressed in the usual way,

filtered/ evaporated to the consistence of a syrup, and

then set aside. Various crystals gradually make their

appearance, and among others crystals of asparagin, ea-

sily separated from the rest on account of their colour

and figure. This substance possesses the following
'

properties :

Properties. j^ Xhe crystals are white and transparent, and have

the figure of rhomboidal prisms. The greater angle of

the rhomboidal base, as ascertained by Hauy, is 130^.

The edges of this base, and the two angles at the ex-

tremity of its greater diagonal, are truncated.

2. It is hard and brittle. Its taste is cool and slight-

ly nauseous, so as to occasion a secretion of saliva.

3. It dissolves readily in hot water ; but in cold wa-

ter, only sparingly. Alcohol does not dissolve it.

4. The aqueous solution does not affect vegetable

blues. Neither infusion of nutgalls, acetate of lead,

oxalate of ammonia, muriate of barytes, nor the hy-

drosulphuret of potash, occasion any change in it.

5. When triturated with potash no ammonia is dis-

engaged. The potash appears to render it more soluble

in water.

6. When heated it s^vells, and emits penetrating va-

pours, affecting the eyes and nose like the smoke of

wood. It leaves a large portion of insipid charcoal,

which, when incinerated, leaves scarcely a trace of re-

sidue.

Ann, dtCblm, Iv. 167,
—Nichol8on*s Jour, X7. »4a.
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7. Nitric acid dissolves it with the evolution of ni-
^

^^ap. I.

trous gas. The solution has a yellow colour and a bit-

ter taste, like that of animal substances in the same

acid. Lime disengages from it a considerable quantity

of ammonia.

Such are the properties of this substance ascertained

by Vauquelin and Robiquet. They distinguish it suf-

ficiently from all other vegetable substances known.

SECT. V.

OF GUM.

Ihere is a thick transparent tasteless fluid which

sometimes exudes from certain species of trees. It is

very adhesive, and gradually hardens without losing its

transparency ; but easily softens again when moistened

with water. This exudation is known by the name of

gum* The gum most commonly used is that which

exudes from different species of the mimosa^ particularly

the nilotica *, It is known by the name oigum arabic.

Gum likewise exudes abundantly from Xhe prunus avi-

um, or common wild cherry tree of this country.

Gum is usually obtained in small pieces like tears. Properties,

moderately hard, and somewhat brittle while cold, so

that it can be reduced by pounding to a fine powder.
When pure it is colourless, but it has commonly a yel-

lowish tinge, and it is not destitute of lustre. It has no

* Schousbae, Fbil. Mag, v, jfr4i.
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Book IV. smell. Its taste is insipid. Its specific gravity varies

from 1-3161 to 1-4817.

1. Gum undergoes no change from being exposed to.

the atmosphere ; but the h'ght of the sun makes it as-

su Tje a white colour. Water dissolves it in large quan-
tities. The solution, which is known by the name of

M^icilage. jnucilage*, is thick and adhesive : it is often used as a

paste, and to give stiffness and lustre to linen. When

spread out thin it soon dries, and has the appearance of

a varnish; but it readily attracts moisture, and becomes

glutinous. Water washes it away entirely. When

mucilage is evaporated the gum is obtained unaltered.

This mucilaginous solution may be kept for years

without undergoing putrefaction. Scarcely any vege.-

table substance is less liable to decomposition. At last,

however, the odour of acetic acid becomes perceptible

in it.

When gum is exposed to heat it softens and swells,

but does not melt; it emits air bubbles, blackens, and

* Hermbstadt uses this word in a different sense. He makes a distinc-

tion between ^«>» and mucil.ige. The solution of gum in water is trans-

parent and glutinous, and can be drawn out into threads ; whereas that

of mucilage is opaque, does not feel glutinous, but slippery, and cannot be

[
drawn into threads. Gum may be separated from mucilage by the fol-

lowing process :

Let the gum, which is supposed to be mixed with mucilage, previous-

ly reduced to a dry mass, be dissolved in as small a quantity of water as

possible, and into the solution drop at intervals diluted sulphuric acid.

The mucilage coagulates, while the gum remains dissolved. When no

more coagulation takes place, let the mixture remain at rest for some

time, and the mucilage will precipitate to the bottom, and assume the

consistence of jelly. Decant off the liquid part, and evaporate the mu-

cilage to dryness by a gentle heat till it acquires the consistence of horn.

JMed, and Piys. Jour. iii. 37O.
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at last, when nearly reduced to charcoal, emits a low <^hap
I.^

blue flame. This flame appears sooner if a flaming sub-

stance be held just above the gum. After the gum is

consumed, there remains a small quantity of white

ashes, composed chiefly of the carbonates of lime and

potash.

2. It does not appear that gum is acted upon by

oxygen gas. A solution of gum in water, when ex-

posed to the air, soon becomes mouldy on the surface,

but undergoes no farther change for a long time. The

action of the simple combustibles on gum has scarcely

been examined. Azotic gas seems to have no action

whatever.

Gum does not act upon metals ; but it has the pro- Aol.in of

perty of combining with several of the metallic oxides, ,^^5.

and forming compounds ; at least seme of the metallic

salts occasion precipitates when dropt into solutions of

gum. The most curious effect is that produced by the

oxymuriate of iron. When this salt, concentrated, is

dropt into a very strong mucilage, the whole becomes

a brown semitransparent jelly, which is not readily dis-

solved by water. When dried, the jeily becomes light-

er coloured, and assumes nearly the appearance of gum.
Its taste is that of gum mixed with iron.

The following Table exhibits the efl'ects of diflxTent

metallic salts on the solution of gum in water, as far as

my experiments go. The macilage I used was compo-
sed of eight parts of water to one part of gum. It was

transparent and quite fluid, though a little thready.
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Book IV. From this Table it appears that silica alone forms

with gum an insoluble precipitate. It is by far the

most delicate test of gun> which I have yet met with.

Liquid potash first converts gum into a substance not

unlike curd, and then dissolves it. The solution is of a

light amber colour, and transparent. When long kept,

the gum again falls in the state of curd. Alcohol tlirows

down the gum in white flakes still soluble in water
;

but it retains the potash obstinately, and is much more

friable than before. Lime water and ammonia like-

wise dissolve gum, and it may be afterwards separated

litt!e altered.

Of char- Charcoal powder, when mixed with a solution of

^**^^>
gu"^ i" water, gives it a black colour, which cannot be

removed by filtration, unless a very great proportion of

the powder be added. In that case the water passes

clear ; but the whole of the gum is retained by the

charcoal. Mr Lowitz found, that not less than 30 lbs.

of charcoal powder must be mixed with water contain-

ing an ounce of gum dissolved in it before the water is

entirely deprived of the gum *.

Of acids. The vegetable acids dissolve gum without alteration ;

the strong acids decompose it.

When thrown into sulphuric acid it blackens, and

soon is resolved into other substances. The charcoal

formed, according to Hatchett's experiments, amounts

to 0*29, and some traces of artificial tannin may also

be detected f. Water and acetic acid are said likewise

to be formed J.

* Crell's Annals y ii. if^y. Eng .Transl.

f Third Series of Experftnents on Artificial Tannin,?///. Trans. i8o6.

t Fourcroy, vii. 197. Engl. Tranal.
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When gum is dissolved in strong muriatic acid, a Chap. I-

brpwn solution is obtained, which becomes perfectly

transparent when diluted with water, while at the same

time some charry matter falls. If the solution be now

saturated with ammonia, evaporated to dryness, and the

residue digested in alcohol, the alcohol assumes a deep

brown colour, and dissolves the whole except a very

little sal ammoniac. The gum now bears some re^

semblance to sugar in its properties ; at least when

heated it melts, and gives out a very strong smell of

^aromel.

Oxymuriatic acid converts gum into citric acid, ac-r

cording to the experiments of Vauquelin. He passed

a current of oxymuriatic acid gas through a diluted so-

lution of gum in water. In a few days almost the whole

of the gum was acidified ; and he detected citric acid by
the formation of supercitrate of lime, soluble in water,

and decomposable by oxalic acid *. If nitric acid be

slightly heated upon gum till it has dissolved it, and

till a little nitrous gas is exhaled, the solution on cool-

ing deposites saclactic acid. Malic acid is formed at the

same time ; and if the heat be conlinued, the gum is at

last changed into oxalic acid. Thus no less than three

acids are developed by the action of nitric acid oil

gum f . We are indebted to Mr Cruickshanks for the

most precise experiments on the quantity of oxalic acid

obtainable from gum by nitric acid. By digesting 480

grains of it with six ounces of nitric acid, he obtained

210 grains of oxalic acid and six grains of oxalate of

iicicnt* Ann. de Chim.\\. 178.—These properties alone were not RufiTicici

to prove the presence of citric acid, sir.cc male acid possessed ihcm both,

•j foiircri)} ,vii. 1 48.
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Book IV. lime *. No artificial tannin is formed during this pro-

cess f . According to the experiments of Fourcroy and

Vauquelin, the quantity of saclactic acid yielded by

gum, when treated with nitric acid, varies from 0*14!

to 0*26 t-

Of Alcohol. Gum is insoluble in alcohol. When alcohol is pour-

ed into mucilage, the gum immediately precipitates ;

because the affinity between water and alcohol is greater

than that between water and gum. The gum in this

case is in the state of soft opaque white flakes. Nei-

ther is gum soluble in ether. It is not soluble in oils ;

but when triturated with a little oil it renders the oil

miscible with water.

The action of the hydrosulphurets, sulphurets, phos-

phurets, and of most of the salts on gum, has not been

examined with any attention.

Combines Gum and sugar readily unite together by dissolving
with sugar, both in water. By gentle evaporation a perfectly trans-

parent solid substance is obtained, which does not crys-

tallize. When treated with alcohol it becomes white,

opaque, and soft. The greater part of the sugar is dis-

' solved, and the gum remains united to a small portion.

It has a sweetish taste, and very much resembles in ap-

pearance the substance of which the nests of wasps are

formed.

Destructive 3. When gum is distilled in a retort, the products are

distillation, water impregnated with a considerable quantity of py-
romucous acid or acetic acid combined with oil, a little

empyreumatic oil, carbonic acid gas, and carbureted hy-

* Rollo on Diabetes^ p. 454.

f Hatchctt, Additional Experiments on Artificial Tannin, Pbih Trans.

1805. \ Fourcroy, vii. 199. Engl. Transl.
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drogen gas. When the pyromucous acid obtained by ,

^^^P'^-
,

this process is saturated with lime, a quantity of am-

monia is disengaged, with which that acid had been

combined. The charcoal which remained in the retort

leaves behind it, after incineration, a little lime and

phosphate of lime. Mr Cruickshanks, to whom we

are indebted for these facts, gradually heated 480 grains

of gum arabic to redness in a coated glass retort. The

products were,

Pyromucous acid mixed with some oil 210 gr.

Charcoal gg

Lime and a little phosphate of lime 10

Carbureted hydrogen and carbonic acid gas 164

Total 480

The pyromucous acid liquid contained less acid than

what was obtained from an equal weight of sugar in the

proportion of 118 to 150. The gases consisted of 93

ounce measures of carbonic acid and J.80 of carbureted

hydrogen, composed of five parts charcoal to one of hy-

drogen. When the pyromucous acid was saturated with

lime, ammonia was disengaged *.

From the experiments of Vauquelin, it appears that

gum also contains traces of iron. A hundred parts of

gum arabic left after incineration three parts of white

ashes. These were composed chiefly of carbonate of

lime ; but contained also some phosphate of lime and

iron, without any traces of an alkali or of sulphur. He

conjectures, that in the gum the lime is usually com-

bined with acetic acid, and perhaps sometimes with

malic acid f.

* RoUo on DiabetesJ p. 451. f Ann de Chm. liv. 3 1 J.
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Book IV. From these experiments, it follows that gum contains

oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, and azote ; besides ime and

Constitu- iron* The lime may be detected by dropping sulphuric
cntSk

acid into a solution of gum ; ncedleform crystals of sul-

phate of lime are slowly deposited *, If we compare
the products obtained by the distillation of sugar with

those obtained from gum, we can scarcely doubt that

the latter contains the greater proportion of carbon. As
it yields less pyromucous acid, it is not improbable that

it contains also less oxygen. Sugar is a triple com-

pound ; but gum contains four constituents.

Species. ^^ 'The species of gum at present known are consi-

derable in number ; and it is likely that a more rigid

examination of the vegetable kingdom will discover a

greater number. The most remarkable are, gum ara-

lie, gum Senegal^ gum tragacanth, gum kuteera^ cherry-

tree gum,
Gntnara- Gum arabic exudes from the mimosa nilotica, and

other species of mimosa. It is the species described in

the preceding part of this Section*

Gums^ne- 5. Gum Senegal, brought from the island of that

^ name on the coast of Africa, commonly supplies the

place of gum arabic in the shops, and is the sort chiefly

employed by the calico-printers. It is generally iu

larger masses than the arabic, and its colour is darker f,

but in other respects its properties are the same.

Gomtra- 6. Gum tragacanth is the produce of the astragalus

tragacatitha, a thorny shrub which grows in Candia and

other islands of the Levant. The gum is said to ex-

*
Cruickshanks, RoUo on Diahetes, p. 45X.

f Lclfiris, Neuaian's Chem. p. 282.
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ude about the end of June from the stem and larger _^^P'
'•

branches, and soon dries in the sun. It is in the state

of whitish vermiform pieces, not nearly so transparent

as gum arabic. From the two preceding species it dif-

fers extremely in many of its properties. When put

into water it slowly imbibes a large quantity of the li-

quid, swells into a large volume, and formsa soft, but

not fluid, mucilage, if the quantity of water be more

than the gum can imbibe, the mucilage forms an irre-

gular mass, which does not unite with the rest of the

liquid. By agitation, indeed, an apparent solution is

effected, and the whole assumes a wheyish appearance ;

but on standing, the mucilage again subsides, as at first,

and the water becomes transparent ** When a solu-

tion of gum arabic is poured into this solution, the mu-

cilaginous gum tragacanth separates much sooner than

usual, and forms no union with' the gum arabic f.

When treated with nitric acid, it yields abundance of

saclactic acid, malic acid, and oxalic acid
; but not the

slightest trace of artificial tannin %. Sulphuric acid de-

velopes some traces of artificial tannin. The quantity

of charcoal which it yielded, when digested in sulphu-

ric acid, was 0'22, or considerably less than gum ara-

bic yielded in the same circumstances J. When Mr
Cruickshanks distilled 480 grains of it in a glass retort,

he obtained the following products :

* Lewis, Ncuman's Clem. p. 2Z1. f Lewis, Ibid.

i Hatchett, Pfjil Trans, 1805

§ Hatchett, Third Series of Experiments on Artificial Tannin, PJ^i/^

Tran*. 1806.
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Book IV.
^ Pyromucous acid 245 gr.

Charcoal 93

Lime with some phosphate 12

Carbonic acid and carbureted hydrogen gas 130

480

When the pyromucous acid was saturated with lime,

a considerably greater proportion of ammonia was dis-

engaged than from the pyromucous acid of gum arabic.

The gases were 78 ounce measures of carbonic acid,

and 91 of carbureted hydrogen *. This gum yielded

to Vauquelin 0*03 of ashes. They dissolved in mu-

riatic acid with effervescence, while the odour of sul-

phureted hydrogen was perceptible. They consisted

chiefly of carbonate of lime, with a little iron and phos-

phate of lime, and contained likewise some potash f.

These experiments show us, that gum tragacanth

contains more azote and lime, and perhaps more oxy-

gen and less carbon, than gum arabic.

From the preceding account, it is obvious that tra-

gacanth differs exceedingly from gum arabic in its pro-

perties ; so much so that it ought in strict propriety to be

considered as a distinct vegetable substance. The ex-

periments of Dr Bostock render this if possible still

more evident. By digesting tragacanth in water till it

became gelatinous, and then triturating it with pure

water in a mortar, he formed a homogeneous mucilage,

consisting of 100 parts of water and one part of tra-

gacanth. Acetate of lead formed a copious precipitate

-with this mucilage. The superacetate of lead produced

a light precipitate, which increased by standing, though

* Crulckshanks, RoUo on Diabetes, p. 45a. f Ann de Cbim, Uv. 5 1 2.
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bh mucilage of gum arable it produced no eiFect. The
,

^^^P-^-
^

Dxymuriate of tin likewise throws downafirmcbagulum,

though it does not alter mucilage of gum aiabic. Oxy-

sulphate of iron produced no effect. Nitrate of mer-

cury threw down a slight precipitate of a reddish tinge.

Silicated potash produced no effect *.

7. Gum kuteera is the produce of a tree which Gum ku*

grows in Indostan ;
and having a considerable resem-

blance to gum tragacanth, great quantities were im-

ported into this country, but did not answer as a sub-

stitute. The only account of this gum with which I

am acquainted was given by Mr Cowie, in one of

the volumes of the Society of Artsf* It is in loose

wrinkled drops or pieces, without smell or taste, and

mostly transparent. In water it slowly forms a pulp

or jelly like gum tragacanth ; but if pounded well in a

mortar, and then boiled in water for fifteen minutes

with constant agitation, it is completely dissolved.

A tea spoonful of its powder gives to water the con-

sistence of capillaire. In India it enters into the com-

position of some varnishes ; it is used in calico-print-

ing, and is one of the ingredients of a famous medicine

for horses among them %,

S. The pruims avium, the common cherry iand plum cherry-trc<;

trees, and the almond and apricot likewise, yield a gum ^^^^^'

which exudes in great abundance from natural or ar-

tificial openings in the stem }. It is of a reddish brown

* Nicholson's Jour. Iviii. 30. i See Nicholson's Jour. vil. 3CI.

\ Cowie, Nicholson's Jour. yii. 301.

^ I stated in the last edition of this work that cherry-gum possessed

the properties ti gum arubic. Dr Boi,toch| has since examined it, and

found its properties difFerem. As the specimen which 1 had formerly
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^Bcok IV.^ colour, in large masses, at first much softer than gum
arable, but by keeping it becomes much harder than

any other species of gum which I have seen except tra-

gacanth.
' When put into water it gradually swells, and

is converted into a semitransparent reddish brown jelly.

A portion dissolves in the water, but a considerable

portion remains in the gelatinous state, and does not

dissolve even though boiled for some hours in a very

large portion of water. In this respect cherry-tree gum
differs from every other species which I have tried.

The portion dissolved in water possesses the common

appearance of mucilage of gum arabic, excepting that

its colour is darker, and that it is much weaker, and of

course less adhesive and thready. The gum is not pre-

cipitated by alcohol, nor is any effect produced by sili-

cated potash. Acetate of lead produces no immediate

effect but ; on standing the whole becomes opaque, and

a precipitate at last subsides. Oxymuriate of tin causes

the liquid to gelatinize immediately. The superacetate

of lead, and the nitrate of mercury, produce no effect.

No precipitate was produced by any of the other me-

tallic salts tried. Dr Bostock found, that when treated

with nitric acid it yielded a portion of saclactic acid.

These properties, especially its incomplete solubility in

water, and its not being precipitated by alcohol, show

a marked difference between cherry-tree gum and gum
arabic.

examined, was obtained at second hand, and might not have been ge-

nuine, 1 was induced to examine gum which I had taken myself from

the tree, and of the genuineness of which I was of course certain. The

properties found are mentioned in the text. In general they agree with

those obtained by Dr Bostock, though not in every particular.
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9. It has been remarked by Mr Barrow, and pro- , Chap.T.^

bably also by others, that all the plants which yield gum Plants con-

have an astringent bark *. Almost all the trees known *^^"^"S ^^'

to yield gum have been enumerated in the preceding part

of this Section.

10. Gum is a very nutritive food, though seldom Uses.

employed for that purpose, except when in the state of

mucilage. It is used frequently as a paste, and to give

stiffness or lustre to linen. The calico-printers use it

in great quantities to give their colours such a degree

of consistency as prevents them from running upon the

cloth. It forms an ingredient in ink for a similar rea-

son. In medicine it forms the base of many mixtures.

SECT. VI.

OF MUCUS.

J. HE substances to which I give the name of mucus

have been hitherto considered as varieties of gum. But

the recent experiments on them by Dr Bostock; have

shown that their properties differ so much from those

of gum, as to entitle them to a separate place as pecu-

liar vegetable principles. They are extremely nume-

rous, existing in the roots, leaves, and seeds of a great

* Travels in South Africa.

Xx2
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Book I

v^ variety of plants. They seldom or nover se^paratc

spontaneousJy, but may be obtained artificially in a state>

of tolerable purity. Only a few species have bee?*

bitherto examined, so that we are uncertain, how far

their properties agree, and only include them all und«
one head from analogy,

linseed Linseed yields one of the purest. Dr Bostock ob-

tajned it by in%sing the seeds in ten times their wtigh.V

af water, A fluid is obtained of the consistence of ihe

whire of an egg, which has the adhesive qualities of

mucilage of gum arabic. Its taste and appearance re-

semble those of that liquid. When mixed with sjco-

hol the nriucus is precipitated in white flocks, but the

liquid does not become opaque and milky like mucilage

of gum arabic when mixed with alcohol. Acetate of

lead throws down g, copious, dense precipitate. Super-

acetate of lead, and oxymuriate of tin render the liquid

opaque, and also throw down a precipitate. The ni-

trate of mercury occasions a very slight precipitate,

while muriate of gold, oxysulphate of iron, and silica-*

ted potash, produce no sensible efl^ect whatever. No

change is produced by the infusion of nutgalls*.

Ofher van- From quince seeds, and the root of the hyacinth, Dr
cties. Bostock obtained solutions of mucus w-hieh exhibited

the above properties with some shades of difference.

This quince seed mucus was eoagulated by aeids, ami

by most metaWie salts, and the mUcus from the hyacinth

was precipitated by infusion of nutgalls. These dif-

ferences were pfobabty owing to fo.reign bodies ; such as

starch, gluten, Ste. with which the mucus happened

« Bostc)ck,,N«.h,okQB's/««r. XYiii. 3t.
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t^ 1)€ iiiixcd in tliese cases, and from which we know Chap. I.

^

fao melhod of separating it completely.

Mxicus is contained in the roots and leaves of a vast

number of plants. Almost all the bulbous roots and

Atshy leaves yield it. For example, the roots of the

hyacinthus nonscriptus and the alihea officinalis ; the

leaves of the althcea, of the matva sylvestris,
of many of

ihtfoci^ and of the greater number of the lichens j the

seeds of flax, quinces, fenugrec, &:c.

The bulbs of the hyacinth contain so much mucus,

that when dried tliey may be employed as a substitute

for gum arabic. This was first made known to the

public by Mr Thomas Willis *. Ke afterwards found

that the roots of the vernal squill, the white lily, com-

frey, and salop, might be employed also for similar

purposes f . A mucus may be extracted from most of

the stringy lichens, which likewise answers all the pur-

poses of a solution of gum. This was first ascertained

by Georgi, who published a dissertation on the sub-

ject in the Memoirs of the Petersburgh Academy for

ni© X* His experiments were repeated and varied by

Amoreux, who published the result of his trials in

1787 §. Hoffman also found abundance of gum in

many lichens
||.

Lord Dutidonald first thought of ap-

* Phil Mag. XV. 1803. I Nicholson's Jour. ix. 233.

\ The lichehs which he tried were dhe /ar'maceus, ^laucuj^ ftysoJcsy

iXidiputmdnarius.

§
The academy of Lyons had propo-ied a prize dissertation on the li-

thens in 1786. Three memoirs were approved of, and published by
them ill 1787, written respectively by Willemet, Amoreu<, and Hoff-

man. The lichens examined by Amoreux, and found to yield a gum,
were the pulmonariuiy prunastri, iilind cut, frax'weus., caninttSf caperatusy

See his Memoir, p. 95.

i! See hi* Memoir, p. 23, ami passim.
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plying this discovery to practical purposes. During
the last war, when the price of gum was high, lichens,

at his Lordship's suggestion, were very much employ-
ed as a substitute by the calico-printers in this country.

The mucilaginous quality of the fuci is apparently

still greater than that of the lichens, though the muci-

lage obtained from them does not answer so well.

SECT. VII.

OF JELLY.

„ , If we press out the juice of ripe blackberries, cur- '

tained. rants, and many other fruits, and allow it to remain for

some time in a state of rest, it partly coagulates into a

tremulous soft substance, well known by the name of

jelly. If we pour off the uncoagulated part, and wash

the coagulum with a small quantity of water, we ob-

tain y^//y approaching to a state of purity.

In this state it is nearly colourless, unless tinged by

the peculiar colouring matter of the fruit; it has a plea-

sant taste and a tremulous consistency. It is scarcely

soluble in cold water, but very soluble in hot water ;

and when the solution cools, it again coagulates into

the form of a jelly *. When long boiled, it loses the

property of gelatiniaing by cooling, and becomes ana-

Properties.

* Vauquelin, Ann. deCh'm. vi. a8z.
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Jogous to mucilage *. This is the reason that in ma- .

^P'^
,

king currant jelly, or any other jelly, when the quan-

tity of sugar added is not sufficient to absorb all the

watery parts of the fruit, and consequently it is neces-

sary to concentrate the liquid by long boiling, the mix-

ture often loses the property of coagulating, and the

jelly of course is spoiled f.

Jelly combines readily with alkalies ; nitric acid

converts it into oxalic acid, without separating any azo-

tic
gas:):. When dried it becomes transparent §. When

distilled it affords a great deal of pyromucous acid, a

small quantity of oil, and scarcely any ammonia
||.

Jelly exists in all acid fruits, as oranges, lemons,

gooseberries, &c. If the juices of these fruits be al-

lowed to gelatinize, and then poured upon a scarce, the

acid gradually filters through, and leaves the other ;

which may be washed with a little cold water, and al-

lowed to dry. Its bulk gradually diminishes, and it

concretes into a hard transparent brittle mass, which

possesses most of the properties of gum. Perhaps, then,

jelly is merely gum combined with vegetable acid.

SECT. VIII.

OF ULMIN.

1 HAVE given this temporary name to a very' singular

substance lately examined by Klaproth. It differs es-

* Vauquelin, Ann, de Ch'tm, v. lOO. f Id. Ibid, v, lo.

\ Ibid. vi. 282. \ Ibid. v. lOO.
(]

Ibid. vi. a86.
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Properties.

Action of

water.

Alcohol,

Book IV.
^ sentially from every other known bo4y, and must there-

fore constitute a new and peculiar vegetable principle.

It exuded spontaneously from the trunk of a species of

elm, which Klaproth conjectures to be the u/mus nigra,

and was sent to him from Palermo in 1S02.

1. In its external characters it resembled gum. It

was solid, hard, of a black colour, and had considerable

lustre. Its powder was brown. It dissolved readily

in the mouth, and was insipid,

2. It dissolved speedily in a sma^i quantity of water,

The solution was transparent, of a blackish brown co-

lour ; and even when very much concentrated by eva-

poration, was not the least mucilaginous or ropy ; nor

did it answer as a paste. In this respect ulmzn differs

essentially from gum.
3. It was completely insoluble both in* alcohol and

ether. When alcohol was poured into the aqueoUs so-

lution, the greatest part of the ulmin precipitated in

light brown flakes. The remainder was obtained by

evaporation, and was not sensibly soluble in alcohol.

The alcohol by this treatment acquired a sharpish taste.

4. When a few drops of nitric acid were added to the

aqueous solution, it became gelatinous, lost its blackish

brown colour, and a light brown substance precipitated.

The whole solution was slowly evaporated to dryness,

and the reddish brown powder which remained was;

treated with alcohol. The alcohol assumed a golden

yellow colour ;
and when evaporated left a light brownj,

bitter, and sharp resinous substance.

5. Oxymuriatic acid produced precisely the same ef-

fects as nitric. Thus it appears that ulmin, by the ad-

dition of a little oxygen, is converted into a resinous

substance. In this new state it is insoluble in water.

Acids,

^hanged to
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This property is very singular. Hitherto the volatile
^ Chap.!.^

oils were the only substances known to assume the form

of resins. That a substance soluble in water should as-

sume the resinous form with such facility is very re-

markable.

6. Ulmin when burnt emitted little smoke or flame,

and left a spongy but firm charcoal, which when burnt

in the open air left only a little carbonate of potash be^

hind.

Such are the properties of this curious substance, as

far as they have been examined by Klaproth *,

SECT. IX.

QF INULIN.

1 HAVE given this temporary name td a new vegetable

principle, lately discovered by Rose in the roots of the

inula helenium (^elecampane).

When the roots of this vegetable are boiled in water,

the decoction, after standing some hours, deposites the

i?iulin in the form of a white powder like starch. Its

properties are as follows :

1. It is insoluble in cold water. By trituration the
Propmics^

inulin is uniformly diffused, and gives the liquid a

milky appearance ; but it soon falls down in the state

of a white powder, leaving the liquid quite transparent.

* Gehlen's /otfr. iv. 329.
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Book IV.

Action of

water,

Alcohol,

Heat,

Nitric acid.

2. It dissolves readily in hot water. One part of

inulin in four parts of boiling water formed a solution

which passed readily through the filter, though its con-

sistence was somewhat mucilaginous, and it was not

quite transparent. After some hours the greater part

of the inulin precipitates from the water in the form of

a white powder. An equally concentrated solution of

gum arable is much thicker, and more adhesive.

3. When the aqueous solution of inulin is mixed

with an equal bulk of alcohol, no change takes place

for some time, but the inulin soon separates> and falls

to the bottom in the state of a bulky white powder. A
solution of gum arable, when treated in this manner,

remains milk white for days without any precipitate

falling.

4. When thrown upon burning coals it melts as

readily as sugar, and emits a thick white smoke, not

unpleasantly pungent, and similar in odour to that of

burning sugar. The residue, which is but small, sinks

into the coal. Starch emits a similar smoke, but leaves

a more bulky residue. When heated in an iron spoon

inulin melts, and emits a thick smoke, with the same

odour ; and as soon as the spoon becomes red hot,

burns with a vivid flame, and leaves a very small coaly

residue.

5. When distilled it yields a brown acid liquid,

having the smell of the pyromucous acid, but not a

trace of oil.

6. When treated with nitric acid it yields malic and

oxalic acids, or acetic acid if too much nitric acid be

employed ; but no saclactic acid is formed, as happens

with the gums, neither is any of the waxy matter se-
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parated which is formed when starch is digested with Chap. I.

the same acid.
'

Such are the properties of inulin, as far as they have

been investigated by Rose *. V/hen the root of ele-

campane is distilled it yields a portion of a white solid
'

matter, which seems to be intermediate between cam-

phor and volatile oil in its nature f. No other vege-
table substance has been observed to yield a similar

product. How far it is connected with inulin remains

to be determined.

SECT. X.

OF STARCH.

If a quantity of wheat flour be formed into a paste. Analysis of

and then held under a very small stream of water,
wheat flour,

kneading continually till the water runs off from it co-

lourless, the flour by this process is divided into two

distinct constituents. A tough substance of a dirty

white colour, called gluten^ remains in the hand ; the

water is at first milky, but soon deposites a white pow-

der, which is known by the name of starch, A sweet

tasted mucilaginous substance remains dissolved in the

water.

The starch obtained by this process is not altogether Method of

free from gluten ; hence its colour is not very white, "taking

* Gehlen's Jour. iii. ai;. f Ncuman's Chem. p. 420.
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^ofc
IV. and it has not that fine crystallized appearance which

distinguishes the starch of commerce. Manufacturers

employ a more economical and more efficacious process.

Good wheat is allowed to steep in cold water till it be-

comes soft, and yields a milky juice uhen squeezed.

It IB then taken out of the water ; put into coarse linen

sacks, which are subjected to pressure in a vat filled

with water ; a milky juice containing abundance of

, starch exudes, and mixes with the water of the vat.

This process is repeated as long as the wheat yields

any milky juice. The sack and its contents are then

removed. The starch soon falls to the bottom of the

vat ; and the water which covers it gradually ferments,

in consequence of the substances which it holds in so-

lution. Alcohol and vinegar are formed in it, partly,

no doubt at the expence of the starch. The vinegar,

thus formed, dissolves all the impurities, and leaves no-

thing behind but starch. It is then poured off, and the

starch edulcorated with water. It is afterwards dried

by a moderate heat. During the drying it usually splits

into small columnar masses, which have a considerable

degree of regularity. The water wliich has stood over

the starch was analysed by Vauquelin. It contains a

considerable portion of alcohol and of acetic acid. The

acid holds in solution gluten somewhat altered, phos^

phate of lime, and ammonia *.

Starch was well known to the ancients. Pliny in.

Attn, dt Chim. XXXvlii. 248. See La Fabrique de T Amidr.n, by Du

Hamiil de Monceau. See also GmeiiiiVs Handtuch der 'Tecbn sc'.en Cbemie^

ii, ^^y The reader wsll find a description of thf process followed by

iwr manufacturers in making starch in 2hU, Ma^. xxix. 166.
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forms us, that the method of obtaining it was first in-
^
Chap. I.

^

V^nt^d by the inhabitants of the island of Chio *.

1. Starch has a fine white colour, and is usually con- Propcrtiesb

creted in longi§h masses j it has scarcely any smell, and

very little taste. When kept dry, it continues for a

long time uninjured though exposed to the air.

2. Starch does not dissolve in cold water, but very Action of

water,
soon falls to powder, and forms with it a kind of emul-

sion. It combines with boiling water, and forms with

it a kind of jelly, which may be diffused through boiling

water ; but when the mixture is allowed to stand a suf-

ficient time, the starch slowly precipitates to the bot-

tom. This subsidence takes place even when QO parts

of water are employed to dissolve one of starch ; but in

that case, at least a month elapses before the starch be-

gins to precipitate. This solution (if it be entitled to

the name) is glutinous in proportion to the quantity of

starch. If the quantity be considerable, linen dipt into

it, and suddenly dried, acquires (as is well known) a

great degree of stiffness. When the solution is evapo-
rated to dryness, a brittle opaque substance is obtained,

differing in appearance from common starch, but exhi-

biting nearly the same properties with reagents. Hence

the apparent difference is probably owing to a portion

of water remaining united to the boiled starch. When
the solution of starch is left exposed to damp air, it soon

loses its consistency, acquires an acid taste, and its sur-

face is covered with mould.

3. Starch is so far from dissolving in alcohol, even Alcohol,

when assisted by heat, that it does not even fall to

powder. Neither does starch dissolve in ether.

Lib. xviii. cap. 7,
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Metallic so-

lutions,

INGREDIENTS OF PLANTS.

4. The action of oxygen gas and of the simple com-

bustibles and azote upon starch, has not beea examined,

but it is probable that it is not remarkable.

5. The metals seem to have but little action on

starch ;
neither does it combine with the metallic ox-

ides ; at least none of the metallic salts which I have

tried, have the property of forming a precipitate when

drbpt into a solution of starch in water. The follow-

ing were the metallic salts which I tried. The decoc-

tion used was made by boiling together one part of

starch and 90 parts of water.

Nitro-muriate of gold, of platinum

Nitrate of silver, of mercury, of lead

Muriate of tin ; superacetate of lead

Sulphate, muriate, and nitrate of copper

Sulphate, muriate, and nitrate of iron

Sulphate, muriate, and nitrate of zinc

Ammoniated nickel and cobalt.

Earths^

Dr Bpstock found that acetate of lead throws down

a copious precipitate from the solution of starch in

water. He obtained likewise a precipitate when oxy-

muriate of tin was used *. Hence it is obvious that

his starch infusion must have contained a much greater

proportion of starch than mine which formed no pre-

cipitate with muriate of tin.

6. When lime-water is mixed with the same decoc-

tion of starch, no change is produced, neither is any

perceptible alteration occasioned by strontian water ;

* Nicholson's Jour, xviii. n.
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but barytes water throws down a copious white flaky Chap. I.

precipitate. This precipitate is redissolved by muri-

atic acid ; but appears again on standing, unless a con-

siderable excess of acid be employed. Yet muriate

of barytes occasions no change in the decoction of

starch. Silicated potash occasions no precipitate in this

decoction.

7. When starch is triturated with the hot infusion of Infusion of

nutgalls, a complete solution is effected. This solution
^" ^

is transparent, and rather lighter coloured than the in-

fusion of nutgalls. When this solution cools it becomes

opaque, and a copious curdy precipitate falls. A heat

of 120° redissolves this precipitate, and renders the so-

lution transparent, but the precipitate is again deposi-

ted when the solution cools. This property I consider

as characteristic of starch. The infusion of nutgalls

throws it down from every solution, but the precipi-

tate is redissolved by heating the liquid to 120^ *.

This precipitate is a compound of tannin and starch, Xannatecf

and the constituents are capable of uniting in various "^rch.

proportions ; but it is least soluble when deposited from

the solution of 24 grains of starch in a half-ounce mea-

sure of the infusion of nutgalls, made by boiling toge-

ther two parts of water and one of nutgalls. In that

case it is composed of about three parts starch and two

tannin. The whole of it does not precipitate ; about Jth

remains in solution, seemingly containing an excess of

* Dr Bostock refuse* to admit this property of the infusion of nut-

galls.
Had he repeated the experiment as I have described it, or had he

examined the effect of the infusion of nutgalls on worts of different kinds,

he would, I have no doubt, have acceded to my opinion.
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Book IV. tannin. This compound of starch and tannin is of i

light brownish yellow colour, semitransparent, and

brittle, and has a good deal of resemblance to common

sarcocoll. Its taste is astringent. It feels glutinous

between the teeth like gum. In cold water it dissolves

v6ry imperfectly, but very copiously and readily in hot

water. Alcohol, when digested on it, acquires a brown

colour, but is incapable of separating the whole of the

tannin from the starch. When this compound is heated

it froths, swells, and melts, and then burns with a clear

flame, leaving behind it a small portion of white ashes.

Action of
^* When potash is triturated with starch, and a little

potash, water added, the whole assumes, on standing, the ap-

pearance of a semitransparent jelly. On adding water,

an opal-eoloured solution is obtained, from which the

starch is readily thrown down by an acid. When mu-

riatic acid is employed a peculiar aromatic odour is ex-

haled. When the infusion of galls is dropt into the so-

lution of starch in potash, a yellowish white precipitate

appears, but is immediately redissolved, and the liquid

remains opaque, and of a dark, brown colour. On add-

ing muriatic acid a copious precipitate appears, similar

to the compound of starch and tannin ; but nitric acid

occasions no prfccipitate> neither does ammonia.

The decoction of starch is neither altered by potash^

carbonate of potash, nor ammonia.

dfacid*. 9. When starch is thrown into any of the mineral

acids, at first no apparent change is visible : But if an

attempt is made to reduce the larger pieces while in

acids to powder, they resist it, and feel exceedingly

tough and adhesive. Sulphuric acid dissolves it slowly^

and at the same time a smell of sulphurous acid is emit-

ted ; and such a quantity Qf charcoal is evolved^ that the



vessel containing the mixture may be inverted without Chap. L

spilling any of it* Indeed if the quantity of starch be

sufficient, the mixture becomes perfectly solid. Dilu-

ted sulphuric acid does not act sensibly on starch while

cold ; but when heated it diss&lves it completely, appa-

rently without decomposition, as the starch may be a-

gain thrown down by means of alcohol • Sulphurous

«cid has no effect upon starch.

Diluted nitric acid reduces starch to powder, and then

slowly dissolves it without the assistance of heat* The

acid assumes a green colour, and a small portion of

white matter swims on the surface, on which the acid

does not act. Alcohol throws down the starch from

this solution *. Concentrated nitric acid dissolves

starch pretty rapidly, assuming a green colour, and

emitting nitrous gas* The solution is never cofiaplete,

nor do any crystals of oxalic acid appear unless heat be

applied. In this respect starch differs from sugar,

which yields oxalic acid with nitric acid, even at the

temperature of the atmosphere. When heat is applied

to the solution of starch in nitric acid, both oxalic and

malic acid are formed, but the undissolved substance

still remains. When separated by filtratioa, and after-

wards edulcorated, this substance has the appearance of

a thick oil, not unlike tallow ; but it dissolves readily

ia alcohol. Whea distilled it yields acetic acid, and

'

Vauquelin has lately applied this property of nitric acid to detect

starch in vegetables. He digested the substance under examination ir>

diluted nitric acid for two days, and then poured iato the solution alcohoL

The starch precipitated See ^«/». de dim. !. aS.

Vol. IF. Yy
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Book IV. an oil having the smell and the consistence of tal-

low *.

Strong muriatic acid dissolves starch slowly and

without effervescence. When the starch does not ex-

ceed ^th of the acid, the solution is colourless and

transparent ; but if we continue to add starch, a brown

colour soon appears, and the acid loses a portion of its

liquidity. Its peculiar smell is destroyed, and replaced

by the odour which may be perceived in corn mills.

Acetic acid does not dissolve starch. I have not tried

the action of any of the other acids.

pfAlcohol, ^^* Alcohol separates starch in part from its decoc-

tion. A solution of potash in alcohol occasions a co-

pious white precipitate, which is redissolved on adding

a sufficient quantity of water. A solution of sulphuret

of potash in alcohol occasions a flaky precipitate in the

decoction of starch. This precipitate has sometimes an

orange colour.

Of heat. II* When starch is thrown upon a hot iron, it melts,

blackens, froths, swells, and burns with a bright flame

like sugar, emitting at the sanie time a great deal of

smoke ; but it does not explode, nor has it the caromel

smell which distinguishes burning sugar. When distil-

led it yields water impregnated with an acid> supposed

to be the pyromucous, a little empyreumatic oil, and a

great deal of carbonic acid and carbureted hydrogen gas.

The charcoal which remains is easily dissipated when

set on fire in the open air ; a proof that it contains very

Jittle earth.

* Schecle, Crcll's A^nah, iL 14. Eflfilish Transl
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Such are the properties of wheat starch, as far as I Chap. i.

have examined them.

12. Starch is contained in a great variety of vesfe- Pl.antscon-°
. .

"^ °
taming it.

table substances ; most commonly in their seeds or bul-

bous roots, but sometimes also in other parts. Mr

Parmentier, whose experiments have greatly contribu-

ted towards an accurate knowledge of starch, has given

us the following list of the plants from the roots of

which it may be extracted :

Arctium lappa Imperatoria ostrutheum

Atropa belladonna Hyoscyamus niger

Polygonum bistorta Rumex obtusifolius

Bryonia alba acutus

Colchicum autumnale acquaticus

Spiraea filipendula Arum maculatum

Ranunculus bulbosus Orchis mascula

Scrophularia nodosa Iris pseudacorus

Sambucus ebulus foetidissima— nigra Orobus tuberosus

Orchis morio Bunium bulbocastanum

It is found also in the following seeds :

Oats Millet Peas

Rice Chesnut Beans

Maze Horse-chesnut Acorn

Indeed the greater number, if not the whole, of iht

vegetable seeds employed by man as an article of food,

consists chiefly of starch. But that substance is always

combined with some other which serves to disguise its

properties j such as sugar, oil, extractive, 8cc. It is

Y y 2
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nook IV.
ofely by processes jiimilar to those described in the be-

ginning of this Section that it is extracted from these

substances in a state of tolerable purity. The follow-

ing substances, which may be considered as varieties of

starch, deserve particular attention.

Potato *• i^otato Starch,—When the potato is grated down
•*^^"*' to a pulp, and placed on a fine scarce, if water be pour-

ed on it, a great deal of starch passes though the

meshe^ of the scarce, and may be collected in proper

vessels. When washed with water and dried, it as-

sumes a fine white colour, and possesses all the essen-

tial properties of starch. Indeed it goes much farther ;

a smaller quantity being sufficient to form a thick paste

with water than is required of wheat starch. It has a

very perceptible crystallized appearance, and is much
heavier apparently than common starch. It is not like-

ly therefore that it could be employed with the same

advantage as a hair powder.

Sago. 2. Sago,—This substance is extracted from the pith

of several species of palm in the Moluccas, Philip-

pines, and other East Indian islands. The palm is cut

into pieces of five or six feet in length ; the woody part

is cut off one side, exposing the pith lying, as it were,

in the hollow of a canoe. Cold water is poured in,

and the pith well stirred 5 by wluch means the starch is

separated from the fibrous part, and passes through with

the water when the whole is thrown on a scarce. The

sago, thus separated, is allowed to settle ; the water is

poured off ; and when it is half dry it is granulated, by

being forced through a kind of funnel. It is said to

acquire its grey colour while dried in an artificial heat.
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This substance is employed as an article of food, and Chap. I.

its nourishing properties are well known *.

S. Salop,
—This substance comes from Persia ; but Salop.

is said also to be manufactured in Europe. It is sup- .^

posed to be the prepared roots of different species of

orchis, as the morio, mascula, hifolia, pyramidalis. Ac-

cording to Moult, the bulbous roots of these plants are

deprived of their cuticle, baked in an oven for 10 or 12

minutes, which gives them their semitransparency, and

then fully dried in a moderate heatf. Like sago, Sa-

lop is used only as a nourishing article of food. It is

said by Dr Percival to have the property of concealing

the taste of salt water X'

4. Cassava is prepared from the roots of thejatropha
Cassara.

manihat, an American plant. They are peeled and sub-

jected to pressure in a kind of bag made of rushes. The

juice that is forced out is a deadly poison, and is e. \-

ployed by the Indians to poison their arrows ; but it

deposites gradually a white starch, which when pro-

perly washed is innocent. What remains in the bag

consists chiefly of the same starch. It is dried in smoke,

and afterwards passed through a kind of sieve. Of this

substance the cassava bread is made.

5. Sowans,—This very nutritious article of food is Sowans.

made in this country from the husk of oats, by a pro-

cess not unlike that by which common starch is made.

The husk of the oat (called seeds) is separated from

oat-meal by the sieve. It still retains a considerable

portion of farinaceous matter. It is mixed with water.

Forest's f^oyagg^ p. 39. ^ PlU. Trans, lii. p. a.

\Pbil. Mag. xviii. idu
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Book IV. and allowed to'remain for some days till the water has

become sour. The whole is then thrown upon a sieve.

The milky water passes through ; but all the husk re-

mains behind. The water thus obtained is leaded with

starchy matter, which soon subsides to the bottom.

The sGur liquor is decanted /ofF, and about an equal

quantity of fresh water added. This mixture when

boiled forms a very nourishing article of food; and

the portion of the sourKvater which still adheres to

the starch gives the whole a pleasant acidity.

It is curious Enough that the starch-maker's water,

notwithstanding the great quantity of acid which it

contains, and likewise the still sourer water of sowans,

are swallowed greedily by hogs. They fatten upon it.

END OF VOLUME FOURTH.
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